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The present work comprises two parts :
(I) Discussion, and (II) Illustration. Each part 
is bound separately.

In part I, the evolution of script in 
north-east*rn India from c. A.D. 400 to 1200 has 
been discussed in a chronological order, and with 
reference to the original sources, chiefly inscriptions 
and manuscripts. Attention has been mainly focussed 
on the source-materials from Bengal, Bihar and Assam, 
but those from Orissa and Nepal have also been generally 
consulted, particularly towards the later epochs dis
cussed in this thesis.

The Introduction has been largely devoted to 
discussions on the general aspects and problems of 
Indian palaeography, and the background of the present 
study. There are seven more chapters in Part I.
These are : (I) The upright style in Bengal, c.400-600
A.D.; (II) the growth of acute angles and early phase 
of the Kutila, c. 600-800 A.D.; (III) Further develop- 
ment of the Kutila style c. 800-900 A.D.; (IV) Transition 
from the Kutila : varied expressions of the eastern style 
c. 900-1000 A.D.; (V) Old forms and new styles, c. 1000- 
1100 A.D.; (VI) The beginning of the form 'tive stage of 
the Bengali-Assamese-Ilaithili script(s), c.1100-1200 A.D. 
and (VII) Script in Assam, c.400-1200 A.D.



Some of these chapters have been divided 
into two or more sections for proper treatment of 
the materials. In each section or chapter, the 
forms of the letters and signs have been generally 
examined in the following order : Initial vowels,
Medial vowels, Single consonants, Conjuncts, and 
Orthographic signs. Problems of chronology and 
aspects of general style have been discussed in the 
beginning of each chapter/section.

The Concluding Remarks is followed by two 
Appendices : (A) Punctuation and miscellaneous signs, 
and (B) Numerals. Then follow the Bibliography which 
also incorporates a List of Inscriptions and a List of 
Manuscripts, with due references.

Part II contains illustrations - Palaeo- 
graphical Charts and Miscellaneous Plates - mostly 
produced mechanically from the facsimile of inscription 
and manuscripts.



P R E F A C E

A host of scholars - both Indian and 
European - have contributed their share to the deciper- 
ment, interpretation and reconstruction of the ancient 
Indian scripts ever since the beginning of serious 
Indological research in the late eighteenth century.
But in spite of the great progress that has been made 
during the last two hundred years, the field of Indian •" 
palaeography can hardly be said to be overworked.

So far as decipherment is concerned, the only 
major unresolved challenge facing the palaeographer is 
offered by the Indus Valley seals. On the other hand, 
only the surface has been explored of the evolution of 
the later Indian scripts - the successors of the Asokan 
Brahml - which, in fullness of time, have given birth 
to the numerous modern scripts of India and many of her 
neighbouring countries in south and south-east Asia.

A detailed study of this evolution is of the 
utmost importance for the attainment of precision in the 
in the pure and applied goals of palaeographies! enquiries. 
But thanks to the great accumulation of original sources j
during the last two hundred years, the subject of the \

evolution of the writings in the Indo-Pak continent
!

itself (leaving aside the extra-Indian associations)
has grown too vast to be meaningfully dealt with in a , J



single volume. The time has come to break it up into 
convenient sections for the sake of intensive research. 
The present work is a move in this direction.

* * * .

I have received help and co-operation from 
various institutions and persons in the preparation of 
this thesis.

I am thankful to the Commonwealth Scholarship 
Commission in the United Kingdom for awarding me a 
Commonwealth Scholarship and to the School of Oriental 
and African Studies for an Additional G-rant which have 
helped me to undertake and complete the present study.
My thanks are also due to the Government of West Bengal 
for granting me study leave from my teaching assignment 
in the Sanskrit College, Calcutta.

I can hardly express my indebtedness to Ur.
J. G-. de Caspar is who has supervised the present work 
from beginning to end. It was his desire no less than 
mine that I undertook this work 011 palaeography. His 
sympathetic attitude, advice and criticism have been of . 
immense help to me during the progress of this work.

I have received co-operation and help from 
many quarters in the collection of the materials used 
in this thesis. Microfilms and photostat copies of MSS 
and in some cases photographs of inscriptions have been
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readily supplied by the authorities of various libraries 
and Museums including the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
British Museum, Cambridge and Oxford University Libraries, 
Royal Asiatic Society of G-reat Britain and Ireland,
Victoria and Albert Museum, Indim Museum, Patna Museum, 
Bharat Kala Bhavan (Banaras). I am grateful to these 
authorities for their unreserved co-operation in this 
matter. Mr. Harun-al Rashid (of Churchill HctL3r,
Cambridge) has been kind enough to show me some unpub
lished facsimile of the inscriptions that have been 
discovered in E. Pakistan in recent years. But for his 
help, the palaeographic charts pertaining to the Candra 
kings of eastern Bengal would have been much poorer.

?■''' 4To him as well as to the Archaeological Department of 
Pakistan my sincere thanks are due.

Mrs. Farida Khan, whose thesis on the history 
of coastal Orissa is expected soon, has earned my grati
tude by elucidating many tricky problems connected with 
Orissan history and chronology and thereby making my 
task of consulting the Orissan inscriptions for compara- 

#tive purposes much easier than it would have been other- 
wise.

Finally, I wish to express my gratitude to the 
members of the staff of the S. .A.S., British Museum,
Senate House, India Office, Royal Asiatic Society of 
G-reat Britain and Ireland and other libraries in U.K. for

vy1



their help and co-operation in the preparation of this 
thesis; to Mr. Paul Pox of the Photographic Dept.,
3.0.A.S., and to members of the Photographic Departments 
of the Senate House, for their co-operation in making 
the photographic reproductions; and last but not least, 
to Mrs. Williams and her team for discharging so well 
the difficult job of typing this thesis.

-x- -x- * t

The system of transcription adopted in this 
work may be seen in pages 14-16 of this work, where 
the entire alphabet has been given. In the palaeo-
graphical discussions below, the initial vowels have
been indicated by capital, and the medial vowels by 
small letters. In the left-hand margin of the palaeo- 
graphical charts, the consonants have been indicated 
without the terminal !a f as K, Kh, etc. for want of 
space.

In transcribing modern place and personal 
names, Gha and Ohha have been sometimes used instead 
of Ca and Gha (e.g. Chittagong). Diacritical marks 
have generally been avoided while transcribing well 
known modern names. But exceptions have been made in 
the case of relatively obscure names, particularly with 
regard to a (e.g. Paharpur), because of the phonetic 
inadequacy of simple a.



I have tried to make the palaeographical 
charts (given in Part II of this thesis) as comprehensive 
as possible by incorporating in them the apparent and 
subtle variations of the signs as found in the original 
inscriptions and manuscripts. It is my conviction that 
the illustrations should be as close to the original as 
possible. For this reason I have used cuttings from 
mechanical copies of facsimiles of inscriptions and 
manuscripts in preparing the palaeographical charts.
And I hope that the time, labour and patience in making 
these have not been wasted.

The small and sundry inscriptions have been 
generally found inconvenient to include in the charts. 
Illustration of some of these have been given in the 
miscellaneous plates (24-27)*

Numerous hand-drawn illustrations have been 
given in the midst of the discussion (Part I of this 
thesis) for proper elucidation of the points. While 
care has been taken to make these to broadly reflect 
the characteristics of those in the paleo raphic charts, 
these should not be taken as substitutes for the charts

■|1
themselves. .ifdft_
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- c.400-600 A.D*

A. The Susunia Rock inscription;
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between the Gupta years 113 (433 A.D.) 
and 224 (544 A.D.);

C. Bengal inscriptions - c. 550-600 A.D.
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B. The inscriptions of Lokanatha and 
Srldharana;

C. The inscriptions of Devakhadga and Queen 
Prabhavatl, c. 700-750 A.D.;

D. The Chittagong copper plate of Kantideva, 
c. 750-800 A.D.

CHAPTER III: FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE KUflLA
STYLE - c. 800-900 A.D.

A. The inscriptions of Bhavadeva, Dharmapala 
and Devapala, c.800-850 A.D.;

B. The inscriptions of Narayijapala, 
c.850-900 A.D.
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1. See Part II (Illustration) for Contents thereof
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SCRIPT(S) - c.1100-1200 A.D.

CHAPTER VII: SCRIPT IN ASSAM - c.400-1200 A.D. 4 20
A. Rock inscriptions of Surendravarman

and Bhutivarman;
B. The Doobi copper plate of Bhaskaravarman;
C. The Nidhanpur copper plate of 

Bhaskaravarman;
D. The inscriptions of Harjaravarman;

APPENDIX B. NUMERALS.
SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY AND ABBREVIATIONS.
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Monographs, miscellaneous publications and 
articles;
List of Inscriptions;
List of Manuscripts*

■t
E. The undated Vi§nu image inscription 

from Deopani;

■M
P. The Parbatiya copper plate of 

Vanamalavarman;
G. The copper plates of Balavarman III and 

Ratnapala;
H. The inscriptions of Indrapala and 

Dharmapala;
I. The Kamauli copper plate of Vaidyadeva;

■J. The Assam copper plate of Vallabhadeva,
Saka year 1107;

■ ; & TM
Later inscriptions, Conclusion.

CONCLUDING REMARKS. 53$
APPENDIX A. PUNCTUATION AND MISCELLANEOUS MARKS 540

544
550



MISCELLANEOUS ABBREVIATIONS
The bibliographical abbreviations are given 
elsewhere under General Bibliography and 
Abbreviations.

ASB. = Asiatic Society of Bengal.
BAM. = The Bengali, Assamese and Maithili scripts#
B.M. = The British Museum.
C#b. = Cross-bar.
Chap. = Chapter.
C.p., cp., c.pl. = Copper plate (inscription)*
C#ps., cps., c.pls. = Copper Plates (inscriptions).
C.U. = Cambridge University.
E. = East.
Ed. = Edited by.
Pn. = Foot note.
G. = Gupta.
G.E. = Gupta era.
H.E. = Har§a era.
H.m. = Head-mark.
Im. = Image.
I.M. sr Indian Museum.
Ins., inss. = Inscription, inscriptions.
L. = Left, line.
LI. = Lines.
L.S. = Lak§ma$asena Samvat.
MS., MSS. = Manuscript, manuscripts.

N. = Note (foot-note), north.



N.S. = Newari Samvat.
Obv. = Obverse.
Pt. = Part.
R. = Reverse.
R# v* = Right vertical
S. = South.
S., Saka = Saka era.
Sec. = Section.
St. = Stone.
Var. = Variety.
Ver. 25 Vertical.
Vol. SS Volume.
V.S. ss •Vikrama Samvat
W. = West.
Yr. — Year.



INTRODUCTION 
Manfs thought finds proper expression in 

language, and writing transforms a language into visual 
shapes.

Like speech, writing has taken different forms 
in different places and times. A script (lipi) collect
ively embodies the various signs used in a particular 
writing system.

In alphabetical writing, with which alone we 
are concerned in the present work, the sound-units are 
grouped together into a convenient sequence (i.e. alpha
bet). These are expressed by distinct signs which may 
be subject to variation according to phonetic and other 
principles (as in the Indian system of writing, c.f. 
medial vowels and conjuncts - see below). For the 
convenience of better understanding, and in consonance 
with phonetic habits and other exigencies, new signs 
may be added to or old ones taken from a writing system.

The Indian alphabet
However numerous and divergent the languages 

in India are at the present moment and however dissimilar 
the external appearance of the scripts (in which these

*1are written), these broadly follow but one alphabetical 
system, the use of which can be traced back to the Asokan 
inscriptions and even earlier.

1. This remark does not apply to comparatively recent 
borrowings from foreign sources, e.g. Urdu (written 
in the modified Arabic script) and English.
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The phonetic features on which this alphabet 

is based would seem to have been evolved by phonologists 
and grammarians,1

In the Indian alphabetical system, the radical 
aigns Omatrkas1) are comprised by the initial vowels, 
and the consonants, which are traditionally as follows:- 
vowels: A, A, I, I, U, tJ, §, g, £, J, E, Ai, 0, Au,

Am, A^;
consonants: Ka, Kha, Ga, Gha, fta, Ca, Cha, Ja, Jha, Na, 

Ja, Jha, pa, Dha, Na, Ta, Tha, Da, Dha, Na, 
Pa, Pha, Ba, Bha, Ma, Ya, Ra, Va, Sa, §a#
Sa, Ha.

1. G.f. Bfthler, IP. p. 17. About the excellence of the 
Indian alphabet as reflected in the Brahml inss. of 
Asoka (3rd century B.C. ), Sir I. Taylor had this to 
say: "The elaborate and beautiful alphabet employed 
in these records is unrivalled among the alphabets of 
the world for its scientific excellence. Bold, 
simple, grand, complete, the characters are easy to 
remember, facile to read, and difficult to mistake, 
representing with absolute precision the graduated 
niceties of sound which the phonetic analysis of 
Sanskrit grammarians had discovered in that marvellous 
idiom. None of the artificial alphabets which have 
been proposed by modern philologists excels it in 
delicacy, ingenuity, exactitude and comprehensiveness11, 
The Alphabet, vol. II, London, 1883, chapter X, p. 289.

Controversy hangs around the origin of this alpha
bet, or more precisely around the question whether it 
was of indigenous origin in India or was adapted from 
some external source, e.g. Semitic. For the different 
views, see B-Cfhler, On the Origin of the Indian Brahma 
Alphabet, and Indian Palaeography; Ojha, BPL.: Diringer 
ffhe Alphabet; Gelb, A Study of Writing; Pandey, Indian11C3, VJ  ̂  i U  JL U  ̂  ^  v ̂ 7 w     > - -Palaeography, and the references contained therein
C.f. also the following discussion on the Brahmi (lipi). 
According to Diringer all alphabets were probably de
rived from one original alphabet, viz. that invented 
by the Semites, The Alphabet, 2nd ed., 1949, p.195 and passim.



The number, however, is not absolutely fixed;
some additions or exclusions have taken place according 
to the phonetic pecularities of a given time, place and 
language.1

The vowels are indicated by a different set of 
signs when occurring medially (i.e. together with a 
single consonant or with a conjunct). The vowel A 
does not have a medial sign. It is inherent in the
pronunciation of the consonants, unless otherwise inten-

2ded. Corapositionally, A. I, U, g and Jj are the 
(simple) vowels from which the others have been created 
by various combinations.

1. See Buhler, On the Origin of the Indian Brahma Alpha
bet, p. 28 ff7; IP. , p.2f. The four liquid vowels R,' 
R,Ji and £ {or R and f, or §, £ and 5) are sometimes 
excluded (£, Jj and J have hardly any use for usual 
purposes), while the conjunct K$a is sometimes 
(erroneously) counted as a single consonant. Another 
consonant, £a, is now used almost exclusively in the 
South Indian languages, but in former times was used
in North India as well. Several new signs (improvised 
from existing ones) e.g. D4a ( \E> ), Dha ( 15 ),
Ya (5 )> have been introduced to the Bengali script 
in comparatively recent time in response to the 
phonetic demands of the language. On the other hand, 
hardly any difference in the pronunciations of Ba ancj, 
Va (written in the same way), Ja and Ya, ^a and Na, Sa, 
§a and Sa, is made in modern Bengali.

2. E.g.superscripts in conjuncts. The absence of the 
terminal *af is also indicated by a special Ovirama1) 
device.

3. In their visual formations, however, the vowels do 
not follow the phonetic principles of * Gu$a! and 
tyrddhi1, but generally every second vowel borrows some 
of its essential features from the preceding vowels
On this basis, the vowels may be grouped into the 
following pairs: A-A; I-T; U-TJ; Jr-t; E-Ai; O-Au;
AA-Ab. While this was the pattern to start with, 
some of the individual (medial vowel) signs later 
developed on their own^(e.g. I, u). See infra, 
development by simulation.



MA
The arrangement, of the consonants also 

follows a phonetic sequence. The conjuncts (also
called ligatures) are formed by the physical combination

; 7- *of two or more consonants according to phonetic and 
grammatical principles. The sign of the consonant 
which is pronounced later is placed below (or occasionally, 
on the right, of) the one pronounced earlier. The sign 
of a consonant is often reduced in size,altered or 
modified in varying degrees while occurring in a conjunct? 
This is done according to the dictates of convenience 
and symmetry.

1. The 25 mutes from Ka to Ma are arranged into five 
groups: velars, palatals, retroflex, dentals and 
labials. Each group consists of five letters which 
follow the phonetic order: hard, aspirate (of hard), 
soft, aspirate (of soft), and nasal. Then follow 
in succession the four semi-vowels, three sibilants, 
and one aspirant. The arrangement may be tabulated 
as:

hard aspirate soft aspirate nasal
Velars 
(Ka-varga) Ka Kha Ga Gha fta
Palatals 
(Ga-varga) Ca Cha Ja Jha Na
Retroflex(T a-varga) fa fha Da• pha ]Ja
Dentals 
(Ta-varga) Ta Tha Da Dha Na
Labials 
(Pa-varga) Pa Pha Ba Bha Ma
2. As a result, the form of a letter in a conjunct

V-/ j l  u g  v g  v  w  v  ^  — ---------   — ----------------w ------there have taken place some compound formations of 
conjuncts in which the constituents are hardly separable 
from each other. Many old forms have found their 
ways in the modern scripts (e.g. superscript and subscript Ra; Kgia; unlooped Ka in Kra, Kta, etc.;
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The phonetic signs (as referred to above) 

are not the only ones that are incorporated in a writing 
system. The latter has come to use different other 
symbols for expressing different things. All these 
will be taken into consideration in the present work.

Sources
The present study is chiefly based on the

evidence of inscriptions and manuscripts. There are
2a handful of coins for the earlier period but their 

legends are often too short and indistinct to be of 
much help. As a result, inscriptions comprise practically 
the only fruitful source until the second half of the 
tenth century A.D. from which time their evidence is 
supplemented by that of the manuscripts.

The inscriptions were engraved with different

ends in view, e.g. to record donation and/or purchase 
of land, to record the dedication of images or the con
struction of temples, to proclaim the glory or meritor
ious acts of kings or noble persons, etc. The objects 
on which the inscriptions were engraved varied accordingly^

1. E.g. auspicious symbol at the beginning of inss. (and 
sometimes of MSS.), punctuation marks, numerical 
symbols, etc.

2. G.f. chapter I.
3. For the nature, types, varied contents and importance 

of the epigraphicai source, see J.F. Fleet, Imperial 
G-azettjer of India. Vol.II, Chapter I (Epigraphy); 
Btthler, IP.; aTaT Macdonell, Revealing: IndiaTs Past 
Chapter IX; D.B. Diskalkar, Bhagavanlal Indraji 
series of lectures on Indian epigraphy and palaeo—
(contd. on next page.)
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Thus there are inscriptions on copper plates, stone 
and metal images, stone slabs and walls of temples, and 
surfaces of various kinds, even t o r t o i s e - s h e l l s T h e  
size of the inscriptions varied according to subject 
matter and the available space.

Most fruitful for our purpose are the copper 
plates and large stone inscriptions which give a far more 
comprehensive picture of the script than do the much 
smaller inscriptions, often consisting of no more than 
about a couple of lines.

While the practice of issuing copper plates
2appears to have been much older, there is no denying 

that it became very regular in North India only from the 
time of the Imperial Guptas. The issue of copper plates 
as title-deeds recording grants of land, etc. has been
recommended by the ancient writers on the Sacred Law

—  —  ~j  3(Dharmasastra) like Vi$$u and Yajnavalkya..

3. (contd. from previous page) graphy5serialised in 
Journal of Indian History. Trivandrum, vols. 32-37 
(l954-l?9): D.~ G. Sircar. Indian Epigraphy, 1965, and 
Indian Epigraphical Glossary, 1965; B. Ch• Ghhabra,
ITI cT Sircar and Z. A. Desai, Ancient India, vol. 9, 
p. 207ff.; V.V. Mirashi, M. M. Chitraosha'stri Felici
tation Volume, Review of* Indological Research in last 
75 years, Epigraphy, p. 505ff*; H. D. Sankalia, Indian 
Archaeology Today, p. 108ff.

1. JASB. Letters XV, 1949, p. lOlff. and pi.; also Misc. 
pi. 251, of the present work.

2. C.f. D. C. Sircar, Indian Epigraphy, p. 107f.; Btthler, 
IP. p. 95f.

3. V i « u  III, 57-59; V, 9-10; Yajnavalkya, II, p. 318-20.
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These authorities have also set forth some standard 
formulae to which the copper plates generally conform.
A copper plate is often mentioned as a 1tamra-Sasana* 
or * tamrapattja1 or simply as ’sasana1.1

Up to a point the size of the copper plates 
became larger as the contents became more elaborate!
In Bengal and Bihar as in most other places of northern 
India, an inscription was engraved on both sides of a 
single copper plate, whereas in Assam, as in South India, 
it consisted of a number of plates.^- In the latter

1. Reference is often made to the donation of land after 
haying duly recorded the event on copper plate 
(^tamrapattikytya pradatto * smabhih*, 1 tamrasasanlkytya 
pradatto 1 smabhi^L1 etc.)

2. To take a few examples: (a) the c.p. from Paharpur of 
the_(G-upta) yr. 159, measures 7i”x 4 ,  weighs 29 
tolas (40 tolas = 1 lb.), and has 25 (12 + 13) lines 
of writing; (b) the Tipera c.p.-, of Bhavadeva (eighth- 
ninth century A.D.) measures 1 1 /6lfx 8gu, weighs 210 
tolas (with the seal), and has 64 (34+30) lines;
(c) the Pa^cimbhag (Sylhet) c.p. of Sricandra (c.llth 
century A.D.) measures 17*5" x 12", weighs 12 lbs. 
and consists of 65(28 + 37) lines; (d) the Bhowal c.p, 
of Lak§raapasena (12th century) measures 13?" x 12", 
weighs 7 lbs., and consists of 59(30 + 29) lines.

3. The incomplete Chittagong c.p. of Kantideva and the
Kedarpur c.p. of Srlcandra are inscribed on one side
of the olate.c.p.grants

4 . The two/of Bhaskaravarman (21c,d) consist of no less 
than 5 plates each. After this time, the standard 
number became 3* The Assam grant of Yallabhadeva
(£>aka 1107, i.e. 1185 A.D.) consists of 5 plates, but 
its original provenance-is controversial, c.f. 
chapter YII .
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instance the plates were kept together by a copper
ring passed through small holes in the plates - a
practice - which was no doubt derived from the method
followed in keeping together the leaves of a palrn-leaf
manuscript, as has been correctly pointed out by Buhler.^
The shape of the copper plates also underwent a process i
of change. The earlier copper plates (e.g. those of
the G-uptas, and their successors) are narrow and long,
like cf- ri) , while the later ones (e.g. the copper
plates of the Palas, Gandras, Yarmans, Senas, Vanamala,
Balavarman, Ratnapala, etc.) are broad and squarish
like (fr| . Buhler is certainly right in relating
the two types respectively to the influence of the palm-

2leaf and the birch bark. In north-eastern India
(like South India), palm-leaf and not birch-bark was 
the standard material for writing manuscripts, and thus 
the broadening of the plate seems to have owed to the 
influence of (north) western India.

In Nepal, even the donation of land was gener- 
ally recorded on stone. This was presumably done

1. IP. p. 96.
2. Ibid.
3. C.f. IA. IX, p. 163 ff.; Gnoli, Nepalese Inscriptions

in Gupta Characters; G. Bendall, A Journey of Literary 
and Archaeological Research in Nepal and Northern India;
S. Levi, he Nepali vol. lTTT~
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because of the plentiful supply of stone in contrast 
to the relative scarcity of copper.

The preparation and engraving of the copper 
plates required the attention of professionally skilled 
persons and such people were employed by the royal 
courts. Like other crafts these tended to become 
heriditary.1 Not much is known about the status or 
training of a scribe/engraver.2 The term 1silpin1 is

1. G.f. the Bhagalpur c.p. of Nara.yanapala (8a) and the 
Jajilpara c.p. of__G-opala II, yerses 19 and 16 respec
tively. Manghadasa, son of Su(Su)bhadasa, and a 
native of Sat-Samata^a, who engraved_the first c.p. 
was apparently the father of Vimaladasa, the engraver 
of the second ins..Mahidharadeva, the engraver of the 
Bangarh c.p. of Mahipala I, was apparently the father 
of Sfasideva, the engraver of the Amgachi c.p. of Vigra
hapala III. It is possible to suggest that the 
Bangaon c.p. of Vigrahapala III was inscribed by the 
same person (i.e. Sadideva), provided that the name
of his father can be read as fSrI Mahldeva* ( it has 
been read as 1Srlmad HrIdevaT by D. 0. Sircar), which 
is not unlikely. A number of Pala c.pls. owe their 
engraving to natives of the village of PogalT. The 
Belwa c.p. of Vigrahapala III gives the name of 
another village, Sihgi$a, as the native village of 
the engrqver, Prthvldeva (son of Harideva).

2. An accomplished scribe/engraver sometimes takes 
justified pride in his occupation. Occasignally, the 
name of his father (and sometimes even those of the 
grandfather and great grandfather) is mentioned as 
well as the name of the native place (see the above 
note). Sulapani, the accomplished engraver of the 
Deopara ins. of Vijayasena (15a), describes himself as 
the * crest— jewel of the_artisans* guild_of Varendra1
(Varendraka-Silpi-gosthi-cu<Jamapi) • Tata^a (son of 
Subhata and grandson of Bhogata), the engraver of the 
Khalimpur c.p., describes himself more modestly as 
^unasalin* (verse 19). The great care which a 
scribe/engraver sometimes devoted to his work, is^ 
revealed by a simile in the Silimpur stpne ins., in 
which Soraedvara, the scribe/engraver (silpin) from^ 
Magadha, compares his approach to the task of writing
(contd. on next page)
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often used for the engraver of a copper plate."1* The

jM-.:

same term is sometimes also applied to the engraver of
o

a stone inscription. ' One also comes across other 
terms which point to the profession of the engraver
or his family in a more specific way (e.g. sutradhara,

— "5lohakara, etc.).
As regards technical preparation, a copper

plate was fashioned no doubt with the aid of hammer,

ŷaBgj
■ V

as has been correctly pointed out by Btlhler.^ This sa
~Z‘

was accompanied by heating, to which reference is some-
ctimes to be found in inscriptions (tapitam) . The seal

• : ,i b .v: ; -  •  -  * ? *

was cast in mould and was in the earlier instances

1. E.g. the c.pls. of Mahlpala, Gopala II and Vigrahapala 
III.

_ _2. E.g. the Bhaturiya st. ins. of Rajyapala and the 
Ky§^advarika (Gaya) st. ins. of Nayapala. In the 
former, the quality of the stone has been admired 
by the engraver, who has described it as !cool like 
the jewel Indranlla1 (Indranlla-teani-snigdha)and Very 
pure* (ati nirmala).

3. From these it becomes clear that the engraver often 
belonged to various communities of artisans like the 
goldsmiths, silversmiths, braziers, carpenters, etc. The scribe often belonged to the Kayastha community.4. IP. p. 96.

5. E.g. the Mallasarul c.p. of Gopacandra/Viiaysena(4e). 
The last verse of the Nidhanpur c.p. (21d) does not 
refer to this phenomenon as Dani supposes (IP.p.141, 
note 1), but to the accidental damage by fire of the 
original c.p., on which the appearance of the writing 
might have been somewhat different.

Footnote 2 continued from previous page.
to that of a lover to his beloved (Silpavin=Magadhab_ 
kSml fcanmana_var$a-bhaktibhih / Somesvaro*likhad= imaA 
prasastiifi svam = iva priyara).
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generally formed by projecting the copper plate itself 
but was later separately prepared and then joined to the 
plate. Being cast on a mould, the writing on a seal 
appears in relievo, like that in most coins and terra 
cotta seals.*1"

The writing on the plate itself was formed 
with a chisel and a hammer. The actual engraving 
presumably followed a model drawn by someone with a good 
hand, who might in some cases have been the engraver

phimself with a removable substance like ink or a chalk
or charcoal to minimize the possibility of errors and to

3ensure that the ends of spacing and symmetry were met.
The joints of the strokes were sometimes not always
carefully filled in by the engraver.^- Occasionally the

rengraving was done by scratches.

1. The same technique was apparently followed in prepar
ing the inscribed bronze plaque found at Sohgaura 
(Gorakhpur dist., U.P.), datable about the 3rd-2nd 
century B.C. JASB. Letters, XVIII, 1952, p. 1.

2. A c.p. written in ink has been actually found in Kasia, 
c.f.ASI.AR, 1910-11 p. 73f* and pi. xxxix. Only the 
first line had been engraved when the effort was given 
up.

>*■ ^3. C.f. Vyasa quoted in the Sabdakalpadruma : Pan<}u 
lekhyena phalake bhumau va prathamaifi likhet /unadhikan= 
tu saiftsodhya pa^cat=patre nivesayet/ Vide also D.C* 
Sircar, Indian Epigraphy, p. 105, note 2.

4. C.f. the PShhrpur c.p. of the_(Gupta) yr. 159(2e) and 
the Ghughrahati c.p. of Samacaradeva (4f).

5. E.g. a Nalanda brick ins. of the (Gupta^ yr. 197,
El.XXIV, p. 20 ff. and pi.; a c.p. of Jivagupta from 
Bihar, El. XXXV, p. 125ff. and pi.
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A model copy was generally followed by the 

engraver of major stone inscriptions. But many of the 
small private inscriptions were apparently inscribed 
with less care, without the aid of a prior model, as 
would appear from their course and indifferent execution.

The extant manuscripts from north-eastern 
India belonging to our period are invariably written
on palm-leaves. The leaves were generally seasoned

v
by special methods before these were used for writing 
purposes."1" The manuscripts were written in ink with 
brushf or pen made from reed, bamboo or wood.

The palm-leaves are fragile and are not 
destined to last long in the humid climate of eastern 
India unless special care is taken to ensure their

p $survival. The earliest extant manuscript preserved
3in Nepal dates back to the ninth century A.D. There

1. For details see Rajendralal Mitra, Gough's Papers. 
p. 17; Manomohan Ghakravarti, JASB. LXVI, 1897, 
p.328ff: language and Literature of Orissa1; Buhler,
Indian Palaeography, p. 94.

2. Considerable damage can also be done by the white ants 
and other pests. As the subject matter of most of 
the early MSS. were religious in character, it is also 
likely that religious animosity was another factor 
leading to the destruction of early MSS. in India 
proper (c.f. C. Bendall, Proceedings of the 15th 
Oriental Congress Vol.II, second half,pi190f•;
CBSM. Cambridge7~P« xxiiff,) while these survived in 
the comparatively remote region and more favourable 
climate of Nepal.

3. C.f. CBSM. Cambridge, p. xxxviiff.
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is hardly any doubt that some of the manuscripts found 
in Nepal had been originally copied in Bengal-Bihar, 
from where they were taken away to Nepal by their 
owners after Bengal-Bihar fell to the Muhammadans.^’•"* V *• 'SrlV'T rV' rj&jfiEjfc rlMost of the manuscripts belonging to our 
period are Buddhist in character. They were generally 
copied by professional scribes at the behest of well-to-_ a' * K % *jjy-Tyjp»*y / f f '* -Jp ■
do men. Many of the manuscripts were copied in the

S! e*pBuddhist monasteries by monks who gained a proficiency 
in the job. Sometimes the manuscripts were adorned by 
coloured illuminations.

•. . •. ‘2.~3T
The nature and drawbacks of the sources
■ I ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  ■  I— I ^  —  ■ ■  *  ■  | ■■ ■  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  — ■ — — — — —

i. i ^ . - g  % .  .  g t t•*i. - v*_ • . •

The accumulated data represented by the
, . . ~ y  *  r . r \ ^  - r - -inscriptions and manuscripts are no doubt considerable;Urr?> -

but these are not entirely free from defects. Some of
the important drawbacks may be pointed out.

. *« * .--3 HI
(i) Most of the inscriptions and manuscripts

. • • ' - ' v s .:~33$9|that have come down to us were the works of professional 1* . .* • ' If# & -' 'scribes. Their works, moreover, were of a formal nature
► •. .. \

and were expected to have a lasting value. These sources
—

1. Ibid, p. xxii.
2. E.g. Nalanda. . t * . .  . .

v i *  --•**

;U- -.-xll-' ef-s53. A thesis entitled fMediaeval Illustrated MSS, of . .
Eastern India and Nepal1earned its author, Manotosh 
Mookherjee, the Ph.D. of the University of London, 
in 1951. It has not been published. I • fcSmsSfc *r: J~u

*  • ru ! 

____
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therefore tend to give the idealised version of the 
script mixed with the professional and personal mannerisms 
of the scribe/engraver rather than the ordinary current 
hand. This puts a limitation to our endeavour to get 
at the root of the evolution of the script as it was 
mostly in the current hand that the development in the 
forms took place. It was only after the developed forms 
had been given wide recognition that these were likely to 
be reflected in the formal documents like inscriptions 
and manuscripts."*" Occasional glimpses of the current

r~ * ' 2H
I-hand may be obtained only in some of the ill-executed 

private inscriptions and manuscripts executed by amateurs

1. The difference between a current and a formal hand may 
be likened to that between an ordinary handwritten and 
a printed version of the same text. But as during 
our period radical changes were taking place in the 
forms of the letters, the difference could be, in 
respect of some occasional letters, more vital, and 
involve the use of more advanced and less advanced 
forms. It would be wrong to suppose (as has some
times been done) that the writing on a manuscript 
would necessarily represent more evolved or cursive 
features than that on a contemporary epigraph, simply 
because the pen (or brush, used in writing MSS.) can 
be moved more freely than a graving tool. This 
supposition is often belied by the extant MSS. many of 
which show almost as much a formal hand as the contem
porary st. inss. (e.g. the Buddhist calligraphical 
style, evident in both palm leaf MSS. and st. inss*).
The reasons are two-fold: (a) that the service of 
professional scribes (with very much the same schooling) 
was requsitioned for the writing of inss. (the model 
copy) and MSS.; and (b) that the engraver of an ins. 
often inscribed on a model-writing done by a profess
ional scribe (who might have been himself in some cases) 
apparently using the same pen (or brush), ink, etc. 
with which MSS. were written. Apart the exigen-
ciesof the graving tool, it seems that/engraver tried 
to form the characters after the inked models. The
(contd. on next page)
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less inhibited by tradition.1

(ii) Adeqiiate sources are not available for 
all the centuries or localities covered by the present 
thesis. Thus while north Bengal in the Gupta period 
is well represented by inscriptions, the same cannot
be said about the other parts of Bengal during the same 
period, or about north Bengal in the period immediately 
following. Instances like this can be multiplied.

(iii) Many of the sources are not accurately 
2dated or datable.

1 continued from previous page.
real use of the current (cursive) hand seems to have 
been involved as now, in matters of day to day business, 
keeping of accounts, making of notes, etc. (i.e. in such 
works which did not have a lasting value). But these 
have not come down to us as such writings were almost 
certainly done on cheap and perishable materials (e.g. 
palm-leaves), which were thrown away after they had 
served their utility (unlike the MSS. which were care
fully and reverentially preserved.)
1. E. g. Nalanda brick ins., yr. (Gupta) 197, El.XXIV, p. 

20ff. and pi.; Bihar c.p. of Jivagupta, El.XXV,p.l25ff. 
and pi.; Betka st. ins. of Govindacandra; Dacca im. 
ins. of Lak§ma$asena; Cambridge MSS. of the time of 
Govindapala, etc.

2. The problems relating to chronology have been discussed 
in the following chapters in their proper places.
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The palaeographical content of an inscription

or manuscript can be meaningful only when it can be
related in the proper sequence of time and failing
this, its positive value is bound to suffer. In some
cases, the evidence of palaeography becomes a subscriber
to, rather than a beneficiary of, chronological knowledge
It needs hardly to be emphasised that the evidence of
palaeography, however scrupulously applied, can only
hope to establish ^n approximate date on a relative basis

(iv) The correct provenance of some of the
inscriptions and many of the manuscripts (or that of the
scribe/engraver) is not known, which makes a close
regional study of the evolution of the script difficult 

2to pursue.
Because of their easy manoeuvrability, manu

scripts are more often susceptible to this uncertainty 
than inscriptions.

1. E.g. the c.pls. from eastern Bengal prior to the 
time of the Candras.

2. A case in point are the manuscript finds in Nepal, 
part of which originated in Bengal-Bihar, and part 
in Nepal proper. In the region of Bengal-Bihar 
itself, the lack of definite knowledge about the 
provenance of many of the manuscripts precludes 
the undertaking of an attempt to apportion all the 
the numerous peculiarities manifest in the inss# 
and MSS. from time to time to their precise 
localities.
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Factors governing the evolution of writing.

it?- T:*
- f m

The upright, simple and monumental (Brahml) •V-£?

characters of the Asokan inscriptions have, through 
diverse processes of transformation (within geographical 
and chronological frameworks) given rise to the numerous 
present-day scripts of India and many other countries

■ ■ • Ifcof South and South-east Asia.
- T '  w .  v

These transformations or evolutions from the
parent script^ took place due to the interaction of

.a!. - *various factors, some of which may he pointed out.
Before doing so, it is necessary to point out that
terms like Tevolution1 or ♦development1 as used in this

»' ■■ 4- L 2thesis, do not necessarily imply a 1 progressive1 trend.
The lack of the machinery of standardisation 

and mass circulation (like the modern printing press)
was at the root of divergent evolutions of the forms.

• h ~

1. Btihler wrote about the 1 local varieties1 of the 
♦older Maurya alphabet1 (i.e. the Brahml script 
found in the A&okan inscriptions), IP. p.33f.

* Recent researches by G.S.Upasak have discounted 
this view,_c.f. The History and Palaeography of 
Mauryan Brahml Script, Nalanda, I960. A final 
verdict on this issue should be based not only on 
the forms of the individual letters (on which Upasak 
has chiefly concentrated), but also the stylistic 
aspects of the writing as a whole.

2. David Diringer has rightly drawn attention to the 
♦progressive fallacy1 inherent in the supposition 
that all change in necessarily progressive, writing, 
p.l6f. The simple, monumental characters or tne 
Asokan inscriptions are certainly more impressive 
and easily understandable than many of its later 
derivatives. As J. Ph. Vogel has put it: "It is 
a curious circumstance that in general the oldest inscriptions are the easiest to decipher", Antiqitieg, 
of Chamba State, part I, p. 47. V -

i  .
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In the positive side, the development of the 

external forms of letters is governed by a number of 
factors. These are:
(!) technical, or in other words the object receiving 

the writing, and the instruments or medium used 
in writing;

(ii) the urge for writing quickly and conveniently.
T&is, however, had to reckon with the needs of 
legibility, the negation of which would defeat 
the very purpose of writing; and

(iii) aesthetic, which inspired the art of calligraphy, 
and was also responsible for many individual forms.

Technical factors play a very important part 
indeed in the development of a script. To take a

- Vconcrete example from Indian palaeography: the head-marks, 
so conspicuous in many of the letters during our period 
and many of the more developed Indian scripts, had an 
almost imperceptible origin in the unintentional blots 
left by the brush or the soft-edged pen (made of bamboo 
or reed),^ e.g. Ka, Familiarity and
association then led to gradual assimilation of these 
as integral parts of the letters concerned. Once this 
stage was reached, the subsequent development of a form

if1. This is also true of the wedges of Kha, G-a, Bha and Sa*



followed the general principles of art, e.g. sculpture
.  r  ^  ‘ •V . v"W'j

or painting. The development®of the letter-forms were, 
however, restrained by the utilitarian role of writing. 
Thus, when two letters came to resemble each other in 
course of the development of their forms, a way had to 
be found to ensure their distinctiveness. The 
exercise of this restraining influence has not been 
always effective during our period and, therefore, cases 
are not wanting when a number of letters came to grow

A

almost identical forms. The confusion grew worse
i ' % ” , ' , v • t . * v ■, ';v*.towards the end of our period.

The replacement of the upright style by a 
slanting style - in which the letters became elongated 
vertically and had their twisted verticals rightwise 
inclined (=the Kujila style) - primarily reflect the 
adoption of a somewhat different kind of pen for writing

1. This explains, for instance, the origin of the dots 
of fta and the (modern) Bengali Ra.

2. E.g. the confusions between Pa and Ya, Jha and R,
I and I, Na and La during some time of our period.

3. This view is in contradiction with G. Bendall’s 
suggestion about the origin of the Kutila* style, 
which was described by him as an 1 ornamental and 
somewhat fanciful f variety. According to him, 
"this variety was possibly due in the first instance 
to individual caprice, and then passed through 
fashion, into a currency which was general, though 
not of long duration1, CBSM. Cambridge, p. xxi.
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The strokes generally grew thinner and a contrast of 
broad and thin strokes began to develop. A thin-edged 
pen seems to have replaced the earlier thick-edged pen.
In the ?calligraphical styleT of the Buddhist palm-leaf 
manuscripts developed in Bengal-Bihar and Nepal from 
about the tenth century A.D., (and which was also extended 
to the epigraphs in a limited scale^ the writing was 
apparently done by a brush (varying in thinness), capable 
of effecting a stronger contrast of thick and thin 
strokes. A harder and more pointed pen seems to have 
come into use in still later days and this once again 
replaced the slanted and twisted style by a reoriented 
broad and upright style, exemplified for instance by 
the inscriptions of the Senas. This also spelt the 
end to the thick top-strokes, which were replaced by 
bigger horizontal lines.

It is not only the character of the pen or 
brush, but also the way of holding and moving it, that 
can be crucial in the development of styles and forms. 
Btfhler has correctly pointed out how the practice of 
drawing the right vertical of many of the letters by 
a separate effort of the pen made it to protrude beyond 
the body of the letter (e.g. G-a, ; Sa, ).^

1. To put it in his own words: "Though the origin of this 
characteristic seems thus merely due to an accident, 
it has effected a very important transfornrtion in the 
shape of the letters. It makes them look as if the 
right-hand stroke was not an integral portion of the 
letter, but merely a support on which the.r^al letter leans", Anecdota Oxoniensia, vol. 1, pt. m ,  pw-LX.
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This characteristic came to develop in a conspicuous 
manner throughout the *Kutilaf phase of the writing.
The lower intrusion of the verticals is still a notable

' CUSHcharacteristic in the Devanagari, but in the Bengali
:• * r  •' - -J* '-a. JIT >HHM

and other allied eastern Indian scripts, it is less in
evidence."^

The cursive trend resulting from the urge for
:quick writing may be exemplified by Bha ( )

and Ya (oIJ -»dJ -» £i ), and the evolution of forms by
varied movements of the pen, by Sa ( ^  W  ). The
cursive trend, however, did not lead to connect the
letters with one another, at any rate in the available 
sources.

Aesthetic considerations demanded the proportion- 
ate spacing between the characters and the rows, the 
uniformity in size between the letters, symmetrical 
adjustment of the various strokes, etc. Many elabora- 
tions in the forms of the individual letters and signs
appear to have been inspired by this consideration. The

-criterion of convenience played an important part in the
-S' :formation of conjuncts. Imitation (conscious or uncon-

■ \scious) played an important part (in combination with the
V

■   -    _  . . .  ■              . . .  -  -  I —

1. The difference may be attributed to different move-^ 
ments of the pen, e.g. Tha, Devanagari : Behgali -
Assamese - Maithili The lifting of the pen
also gave rise to the short (bottom 1.) tails of 
Bha ( <^ ), 3a ( £) ), Ha ( £  ) etc.

lV"' ' idtuafll

a
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other factors) in the actual development of many of 
the individual forms# This means the influence of 
one fora upon the form tion of another. In phonetically|

cognate letters and signs, one finds num rous instances
lof this riappening# Such instances were no less

2numerous in earlier times# The phonetic roquence of 
the Indian alphabet has been conducive to the develop- 

t of visual ends between cognate letters and sirns,
and this characteristic has bven followed up to the

3modern B ngali and other allied writings. _ i
*■ -* r -  -B .1

. - & But the development by simulation has not been
4limited to the phonetically cognate letters and signs.

It was sometimes eff* ctiv< in others without any phonetic
Kaffinity#

1.-E#g# initial voxels: I—T; Iv-Ai; 0-Auf
medial vowels: i-T, r-?; e-ai; — au# etc.; consonants:
ha—Gaf ia-?haf etc#;

2. 0#f# the Asokan forms of Ga-Cho; "a-Jha; Ja-Saf etc*
3. .g. I ( ^  ) - T ( 5. ); . f b  ) - >ha ( 5T )

tc. The shaping of Ca and Iha on si alar lines "h 
has taken place in the Bengali-Aasamese writing in

.r* rativrly r-* nz times ( C. • Oaj “0  ; "ha: ft )*
■

4. ome of these have been actually dissi >ilarf e.g.
Ja , '.) and Jha :( r > , .):
I a <  X  * ^  ^  » ^ 5  » t t c . )  < 0  » Q  *

a  ’ si ’ •**•).
5# Jha and $ ( 2 .); ■ a K A  »

n , S) , *tc.) ana • A  » ?) • etc.).

*- --rgm.-/rr -.*m
'*3>



In such cases the accidental external resemblance of 
forms between two or more letters? originally owing to 
technical or other factors, provided the basis for their 
further development on similar lines. In course of 
time some generalized patterns were developed which in 
its turn led to further standardized groupings of the 
forms♦^

The development of any particular form or style 
owing to technical and other factors seems to have been 
effected in a comparatively small geographical area 
from which it was disseminated in other parts of the 
country where the same script in its broad features was 
in use.^

The survival, transmission and adaptation of 
a form or style depended on many incidental factors, 
e.g. linguistic and phonetic habits, external contacts

1. Many of the modern Bengali (BAM) letters owe their 
final shapes to such patterns (e.g. (i) pattern <1 : 
Ka, Dha, Ba (=Va), £,5,etc.; (ii) pattern : Kha,
Gha, Tha, Pa, Pha, Ma, Ya, Sa, Sa, etc.; (iii) pattern

: A,A,Ta,JJ, U, l?a, I)a, Bha, etc.; (iv) pattern 
v5) : E, Ai, Na, TraJ Kra* etc.; (v) pattern \j ,

Ta, Dha, etc. A fuller description of these patterns 
is beyond the scope of the present work. Many indi
vidual cases of similarity have been pointed out in 
their proper places in the following chapters.

2. Not all the stages in the development of a particular 
form were enacted in all the regions where the final 
form (in a limited evolutionary sense) obtained curren
cy. Occasionally the intermediate phases may be 
somewhat different in different places. Some of the 
forms circulated in a comparatively small area, and 
some died out without influencing the ultimate evolution 
of the accepted form.
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through political, military, or cultural exchanges, etc.'*' 
Problems of classification and terminology

While the evolution of script as studied in
the present work, followed a continual process (though

-

the space of development varied from time to time, and 
adventitious circumstances led to an occasional abrupt
ness), like the various stages in the development of man 
from childhood to old age, it shov/s a few generally 
distinguishable phases.

1, The problem of transmission and adaptation is of 
special significance to us in the present study as 
many of the ideas, forms and techniques noticed here 
were not peculiar to north-eastern India alone, but 
became common properties over a wide region where 
the evolution of the script followed broadly similar 
lines. This is particularly true of the earlier 
times discussed here. Indeed, in the ’upright* 
(Gupta), ’Acute-angled1 and ’Kutila* phases, the 
writing of eastern India could be easily understood 
by a person in western India except (perhaps) for 
some stray letters and it is by no means uncommon to 
find a scribe of one region pursuing his profession 
in other regions without any apparent difficulty,
(The Gau<Ja scribe seems to have been particularly in 
demand for the writing of inscriptions in the royal 
courts, c.f. ’The scribes of Bengal* by P. L. Paul, 
IHQ.X, 1934, pp. 571-74^ The inscriptions bear 
references to the grants of lands by kings to Brahmanas 
who had come over from other, and in some cases, dis
tant regions. There were numerous other channels 
which nourished an undercurrent of unity in the 
cultural life throughout the country. The deeply 
entrenched orthodox culture in the expansive 
Madhyade6a helped the preservation of unity. But 
the most potent factor contributing to the preserva
tion of a common bond was no doubt the Sanskrit 
language and literature. In the following chapters 
attention has been given to the borrowings and adapta
tions of particular forms, techniques and styles and 
attempts have been made to relate these in terms of 
space and time as far as. the sources permit.
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But the changes in writing styles and the 

numerous forms of the letters and signs comprising the 
script were not only, and even not necessarily, related

Tto the agency of time. The differences noticed in 
the writings on contemporary or nearly contemporary 
documents belonging to different areas, and sometimes 
to the same locality, cannot be explained by the token 
of time, but can be perfectly understandable when 
resolved to geographical (incorporating the various 
material and cultural differences), technical and other 
classifications.

But very often the picture is complicated by .
1 s- ' r. ~ .... * • • ;£?:4an overlapping of the different criteria, thwarting the

endeavours for establishing a cohesive system of classi-’ V T ̂
fication by students of Indian palaeography.

The confusion is matched by a dearth of auth- 
entic (i.e. established by old usage) phraseology by 
which to indicate the markedly different phases of the 
script (some of which, by the magnitude of their differ
entiations, have already attained the position of

S  *4 
' *"v

different scripts).
the difficulty ofIn view of/following a single criterion of

-  -■ -• - • classification, various descriptive labels of classifi
cation have been innovated by the palaeographers.

1. G.f. E. Thomas's criticism of J. Prinsep for admitting 
but one single element - that of time - as liable to 
affect the march of alphabetical development, - 
Indian Antiquities, vol. II, p. 47f.
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These fall chiefly under the following categories:-
(i) dynastic - e.g. Ku§a$a, Gupta, etc.
(ii) linguistic - e.g. Indo-Pali, Proto-Bengali, Bengali, 

Assamese, Maithili, etc.
(iii) stylistic or palaeographical - e.g. upright,

Kutila (as interpreted by J. Prinsep), Acute-angled 
Nail-headed, Box-headed, Hooked, etc.;

(iv) geographical or regional - e.g. North Indian 
class of alphabets, south Indian type of scripts, 
etc.;

(v) chronological - e.g. script of the seventh 
century A.D., etc.

Only in some rare cases are authentic names 
of scripts available from literature and other sources.
But sometimes the precise import of such terms are not 
clearly stated in the sources and many fictitious names 
are also listed together with the genuine ones.'*'

1. Many of the 64 names of scripts mentioned in the 
early Buddhist work, Lalitavistara appear to be 
fictitious. So also are some of the 18 names 
raentioned_in such Jaina works as the fourth aAga of 

Samavaya, and the fourth upahga, the Pra.jnapana- 
sutrsTj the I^andi-sutra, Kalpasutra-Kalpadruma-kalikg, 
etc. For the list of scripts given by these works, 
see JASB.LXV(1896), TThe Nagaras and the Nagarl- 
alphabeT* by N.N. Vasu, p. 125ff. C.f. also Bfthler,
On the Origin of the Indian Brahma Alphabet, Strassburg, 
1898. and Indian Palaeography, p. Iff,; R, B. Pandey, 
Indian Palaeography, part I, 1952.
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In spite of such difficulties, some of the

’’ -- 'V ?,

—  —  1 9traditional names, e.g. Brahmi, Kharo^^hi, Siddhamatpka, 
Kutila (as understood by J. Prinsep), Nagari, Sarada,^

1. The name (probably derived from Brahman, the Creator) 
owes its preservation to the Lalitavistara and some 
other literary sources, see Btfhler, IP. pT If. It 
is now generally used as the designation for the 
characters in which the Asokan edicts (except those 
in the extreme north-western regions) are written 
(for which the term *Indo Pali was sometimes used, 
before the acceptance of ’Brahml* in the palaeograph- 
ical vocabulary), and their later developments, up
to a certain point. Most of the later Indian scripts 
and many others in various countries of South and 
South-east Asia (e.g. Tibetan, Burmese, Ceylonese, 
Siamese, etc.), are descendants of this script. For 
the decipherment and other problems connected with 
the script, c.f. Btfhler, Ojha and R. B. Pandey, in 
General Bibliography.

. . . I t ,  ' .

2. The name KharosthI, like Brahml, owes its preservation 
to the Lalitavistara and other literary sources. It 
is now generally accepted as the name of the script 
(written from right to left) in which the Asokan 
edicts at Shahbazgarhi and Manshera (W. Pakistan)
are written. _ The script has been previously called 
as *Bactrio-Pali*, *Ariano-Pali*, and such other names. 
The same script also figures prominently in the inscrip
tions and coins from north-western India during the 
period of domination by the Indo-Greeks, Scytho-PartMa
ns and the Kushans. After this, it died out complete
ly. Alongside the Brahmi, it was also used in 
Chinese Turkestan. The script was apparently derived 
from the Aramaic, a branch of the North Semitic 
alphabet. For a detailed discussion on the script, 
see C. C. Das Gupta, The Development of the Kharogthi 
Script.

3. The origin of the name *Sarada* is obscure. For the 
most detailed discussion on the script, see J. Ph.
Vogel, Antiquities of the Chamba State, Part I, 1911. 
The use of the script was chiefly limited to Kashmir, 
Panjab, and the Himalayan regions. The rather stiff 
formation and extreme conservatism of its characters 
have drawn the attention_of scholars. The later 
development of the Sarada is known as *Devasesa*,
(contd. on next page)



Bhaiksuki, etc."** have found wide acceptance in works on 
Indian palaeography.

It is beyond the scope of our present work to 
go into the niceties of the different criteria of the 
proposed classifications. Sometimes more than one 
criterion is used in specifying the peculiarities of a 
particular writing (in space and time), e.g. Eastern 
variety of the Gupta script, North Indian characters 
of the seventh century A.D., etc., or traditional names 
are slightly modified, e.g. Devanagari, Nandlnagari, 
etc. We shall concentrate on those problems which are 
of immediate interest in our present endeavour.

The dynastic name 1 Gupta1 has often been used 
to signify the general north Indian alphabet (as found 
in inscriptions) during the fourth and fifth centuries 
A.D. when the greater part of North India was under the 
rule of kings of the Early Gupta dynasty. Disapproval 
of this came from J. P. Fleet who wrote: P'if'Vi V 1 • - ,:r5"This, however, like all other dynastic appellations, 

is an unsatisfactory and misleading term. In the 
first place, the characters were not confined to the 
inscriptions of the Early Gupta dynasty; ... And in 
the second place, the inscriptions of the Early 
Guptas themselves were by no means written exclusively 
in this alphabet... It is perfectly plain that the

3 continued from previous page. * - ^c.f. B. Gh. Ghhabra, Antiquities of The Chamba State, 
part II, p. 2ff., and from the latter was developed 
the modern^Takari f (for its characters, c .f. JRAS.1891, 
p. 360). Sarada was also the source of the 'Gurumukhi1 
in which the Panjabi language is generally written.

1. The significance of the^terms 1Siddhamatrka*,1Ku^ila*, !N a g a n !, and ’Bhaiksuki1 is discussed below.



alphabet varied, not according to dynasties, 
but according to localities; and, in establi
shing any system of comparative palaeography, 
we must select territorial, not dynastic names.11 ̂

Fleet proposed to call the alphabet of the Allahabad 
inscription of Samudragupta (and similar other inscrip
tions from North India) in the general way as 'North

2Indian Alphabet of the fourth century A.D.*. But m  
spite of its obvious limitations, the dynastic appella
tion has been deeply entrenched in the palaeographic 
vocabulary, though sometimes it is replaced by such 
expressions as 1Brahmi of the Northern Glass1 and the 
like.

Though by a comparison of a few Gupta inscrip-
Ations, E. Thomas and J. Burgess had already pointed 

to the occurrence of different forms of a number of 
letters, and vaguely hinted at their regional distribu
tion, it was left to R. Hoernle to specifically formu-

5late an east-west classification of the Gupta script ^

1. Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, vol. Ill, pp.3“4*
2. Ibid.
3. JASB. XXIV, 1855, p. 391. V. A. Smith characterized 

the observations as desultory remarks1, JASB. 1884, 
p. 164, note.

4. ASWI.IV, 1883, chapter XIII, p. 80.
5. JASB. LX, pt. i, 1891, p. 81ff.; LA.XXI, 1892, p.30ff 

Bower MSS. Introduction, p. xxviff.
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which has found wide acceptance by subsequent palaeogra- 
phers. Hoernle took the forms of the letter ’Ma* as 
typifying the distinction between the northern and 
southern classes of alphabets as had been suggested by 
J. F. Fleet,*1" and found in the forms of the !test letter1

-*  y J
►§a (considered along with the forms of Sa) the practical 

means of distinguishing the North Indian (G-upta) alphabet 
into ’Eastern1 and ’Western1 varieties. According to 
his researches, Sa and Sa in the North-Eastern (G-upta) 
alphabet have almost the same form £| . In the North-
Western (Gupta) alphabet, on the other hand, Sa has the 
form 0  , which is different from that of Sa
Hoernle drew the boundary between the North Indian and 
South Indian classes of alphabets along somewhere between 
N. Lat. 24° and 22° and that between the North-Eastern

o 2and North-Western alphabets, roughly along E. Long. 81 •
Btihler accepted the basis of Hoernle *s classifi

cation, and pointed out two more test letters, La and Ha, 
as showing different forms in the two varieties of the 
Gupta alphabet.'0 In the Eastern variety, La and Ha have 
the hooked forms ^  and £  ( or . j  ) as opposed

1. CII.III, 1888, p. 3, note 1.
2. Bower MSS., Introduction, p. xxviff.
3. IP. p. 46.
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to the basal types oj and I/1 respectively, in
the western variety. While the enlarged basis of the 
classification as suggested by Btohler has found wide 
acceptance, some later scholars have hesitatingly put 
forward other possible test letters, e.g. Ma ( J,1
Na ( ), Na ( ), etc.2

Irrespective of how far the actual inscriptions 
discovered up till now substantiate the proposed classi
fication, the criterion of the division (based as it is 
on the external forms of a handful of letters) is itself 
of rather limited significance inthe wider context of 
the evolution of the script with which we are concerned 
here. On the other hand, if founded on exhaustive and 
undisputed evidence, it can be of practical help in 
ascertaining the origin of an inscription or MS. of

i. i3uncertain provenance.

1. C.f. H. LU’ders, Mathura Inscriptions, p. 117 : "I see
no reason why D. R. Bhandarkar, Ep. Indica, 21, 1931/32, 
p.2, considers this form of ma as belonging to the 
eastern variety of the Gupta alphabet".

2. C.f. P. L. Paul : "Two other letters deserve careful 
attention, though they cannot be called test letters 
in the strict sense of the term. They are na and 
na", IHQ, XXII (1936), p. 312.

3. The east-west classification was devised by Hoernle, 
it may be remembered, as a means of ascertaining 
the provenance of the Bower MSS.



As it is, the division is also open to factual 
criticism, which can be arranged under the following 
headings (keeping ourselves within the limits of the 
eastern variety):-
(i) At least some of the forms (e.g. La, Ha, Sa) of 

what have been described as test letters of the 
North-Eastern (G-upta) alphabet are pre-G-upta in 
origin, and may be found in some of the much earlier 
inscriptions from Sravasti (Sahet Mahet, U.P.),
Kosam (near Allahabad), Maturha, and other places.^*

(ii) Some of the so-called *Eastern* forms of the test 
letters were not unknown outside Eastern India

2before or during the time of the Early Guptas.
(iii) The so-called * Western* forms of some of the test 

letters are also noticed in inscriptions of *Easternf 
India. They may be used exclusively in a particular

1. C.f. D.R. Bandarkar, El.XXI, p.Iff.; S.K. Bose,
IC.IV, p.335ff.; A.S. Altekar, JBORS.XIV,p.467ff.;
S. N. Chakravarti, JASB.Letters,IV (1938), p.355f;
L).C.Sircar, Select Inscriptions (1st ed.) 1942, p.252, 
note 3.' The looped §a (' &  — the basis of Hoernle *s 
classification of the eastern Gupta variety), however, 
did not apparently develop until the 4th century A.D.

2. Ibid. About the 4th century A.D., however, the occurr
ence of the so-called * eastern1 forms outside the 
eastern regions of India, became comparatively rare. 
Those limited instances in which these occur, may be 
explained as owing to Adventitious circumstances*, 
c.f. A.S. Altekar, JBORS.XIV, p.. 467ff.j and H. I»ders 
Bruckstucke der KalpancTmafld-itika, Leipzig, 1926, p.4ff; 
'But this would involve the supposition that these 
forms were spread from eastern India in the first 
place, for which there is no clear mandate. The 
other alternative would be to take the position that 
some of the forms classified as 1 eastern* and *western1
(contd. on next page)
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inscription or coin, or intermixed with the so- 
called 1E...stern1 forms of these test letters.^ -

These difficulties expose the limitations of 
the above classification. So far as our present thesis 
is concerned, however, it may be mentioned that all the 
Gupta inscriptions from Bengal proper show without 
exception the so-called eastern forms of the test letters, 
and this is also true of the early inscriptions of Assam 
and Nepal.2

2 (continued from previous page).
were originally used side by side over a wide region, 
but ultimately, some (i.e. the so-called 1 eastern1) 
forms came to be more popular in the east, while 
others (i.e. the so-called Western1) forms became 
more popular in the west. The stray examples of 
eastern forms in western India represent survivals 
rather than re-introduction through Adventitious 
circumstances*. The possibility of re-introduction 
through ‘adventitious circumstances*, however, is not 
entirely ruled out.

1.This is particularly true of the inss. from Bihar and 
the eastern regions of U.P., e.g. the Bihar st.pillar 
ins. of Skandagupta, Oil.III, pi. vi B. In Bihar 
and further west, the eastern forms became scarce 
since the beginning of the 6th century A.D., while they 
still held their ground in Bengal and Assam (and to 
some extent, Nepal). C.f. also lack of eastern forms 
(save occasional use of the hooked Ha) in coins, some 
of which at least would appear to have been minted in 
Magadha, vide A.S. Altekar, Catalogue of the Gupta 
Coins in the Bayana Hoard, p. cxxviiiff.

2. For lists of inss. based on this classification, see 
Hoernle, IA. XXI, 1892, pp.41-43; Btthler, IP. p.46f.; 
Llfders, Bruchstucke der Kalpanamanditika, p.^ff* 
and Mathura Inscriptions p. 118; R.D. Banerji, OBS. 
p. 24; P .L. Paul, IHQ.XXII (1936), p. 311; S.N. 
Chakravarti, JASB.IV, 1938, p. 335ff*
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In Dani*s Indian Palaeography, the phrase 

*Kausambi s t y l e h a s  substantially assumed the attributes 
of what has been described by Btfhler and others as the 
eastern variety of the Gupta alphabet. But this is 
open to question since many of these peculiarities are

_ _ptraceable earlier in the Kuiga^a inscription from Mathura 
than in the Magha inscriptions from Kausambi . In view 
of the inadequate and incomplete data at our disposal, 
it can hardly pay to try to point to a defininite and

1. PP. pp. 90, 102, 124 and passim.
2. C.f. Mathurains. of Kaniska, yr. 4, El. XXXIV, p. 9; 

ins. of Kaniska, yr. 14, El.IX, p. 9'57. ; ins. of 
Huvi§ka, yr.40, Ltlders, Mathura Inscriptions, p. 173 
note 4.

3. The inscriptions published so far bear dates between 
the years 52 and 139 of an unspecified era. The 
dates have been proposed to be referred differently 
to the Gupta^era (£11.Ill, p. 266; El.XVIII,p.160), 
Kalacuri-CedI era of 248 A.D. (Jayaswal, Imperial 
History of India; El,XXIV, p. 146; DO.Ill, p.179;
El . XXIV, P •255)9 and the Kaniska era of 78 A.D.
TEI.XXXI, p.l66ff.; Select Inscriptions, 1st ed., 
p.365; El.XXVI, p. 302; Oil.IV, p.x; Dani, IP.p.90). 
The last view seems to be more probable than the 
others for palaeographical and other reasons. While 
subscribing to the same view, Dani, at the same time, 
suggests that the 1 cursive forms1 in the (earlier) 
Mathura inss. must be_regarded as intruding elements1 
from the (later) Kausambi inss., IP. p. 90. This 
would be putting the car before the horses (to accept 
this).



comparatively small locality like Mathura'1', or Kausambi,
as having been the cradle of these peculiarities. The
Susunia Rock inscription of Candravarman^ and the Bhadrak
(Balasore dist., Orissa) stone ins. of Gana^ show that
these pecularities had existed in eastern India from
pre-Gupta times. Dani’s view that 1 the Kausambi style
of writing gradually spread throughout the middle Ganges
Valley and as far east as Bengal after it was adopted by
the Guptasf can, therefore, be hardly justified. There
is no positive evidence to suggest that a different style
of writing was current in eastern India in the pre-Gupta
period or that the peculiarities as found in the two
above-mentioned inscriptions were particularly adopted
from Mathura or Kausambi. As to the part of the Early
Guptas in the supposed dissemination of the peculiarities
of Danifs fKausambi style1, it may be mentioned that
few of these characteristics are reflected in the coins
of the Guptas themselves-a considerable number of which
must have been minted in Magadha (the imperial headquart- 

5ers.

1. C.f. the phrase: fMathura Buddhist Script1, as termed 
by Sushil K. Bose, IC. IV, p. 346.

2..C.f. Chapter I, section A and chart 2a.
3. El.XXIX, p. 169 ff.
4. IP. p. 109.
3. In the coins of the Guptas, the so-called eastern

forms of La, Sa and Sa do not occur at all, and the
hooked (eastern) type of Ha occurs sparsely, c.f.
A.S. Altekar, Catalogue of Gupta Gold Coins in the 
Bayana Hoard, Introduction, p. cxxviiiff. and drawings 
of the legends in pis. xxxiii-vii; J. Allan, CCGD. 
Index II, p. I60ff.
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• l ' -i • - ;According to BUhler's observation, the next

. - important phase in the history of North Indian writing
is marked by 'the acute-angled1 or 'Siddhamatpka1 alpha-• ■

. . - V ; .
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bet. It has been called the !nail-headed1 or the
- 'Kujila' alphabet by some scholars, while others have 
called it by general phrases like 1 the northern class of 
alphabets1, etc.

j
The term 'nail-headed^ draws attention to the

“* - ly 'thick formation of the head-raark; but as this does not
take into consideration the important stylistic
development in the writing during this time, it has not
been found much helpful.

It was Prinsep who first applied the term
'kutila* as the name of an alphabetical character^ on
the authority of the Dewal Prasasti of the Chinda prince

-vjr--

I. -f

msLalla. BNhler was strongly disinclined to accept this
H i  i'-'interpretation of the term, and would remove it from

a ~ . _Indian palaeography. But though Btfhler's interpretation
of the relevant expression in the Dewal Prasasti (likhita
Gau<jena karaniken=ai§a/kutil=ak§ara$i vidu^a Tak§adity=
abhidhanena- verse 36) may well be the right one, the

-

1. IP. p. 49.
2. C.f. Tod, Annals of Rajasthan, vol.I, p.700ff (Madras 

ed.).
3. JASB. VI, 1837, pt. ii, p. 779.■ ■■
4. El. I, p. 76; IP. p. 50
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term has found wide acceptance among the modern scholars, 
and has been upheld by Fleet.^ The term 'Kutila1 has 
been related by Fleet to the small tail which is 
'crooked, curved or bent* to the right, being formed at

pthe bottom of the upright strokes.
Kielhorn generally used the general phrase

^northern class of alphabets' to designate this style of 
. ■ } 3writing. The terra 'acute-angled', introduced for the 

first time by Btfhler^ lays the stress on the formation 
of acute angles at the lower right end of letters with a 
closed base (e.g. Pa ), which was an important
characteristic in the newly emerging style. The acute 
angles actually began to develop before the characteris
tics of the Kujila style (as interpreted by Fleet and as 
used in the present thesis) became evident. As such, 
both the terms can be retained, the term 'acute-angled'

-
being reserved to indicate the twilight phase between 
the 'upright* and the 'kutila* styles.

1. £11.Ill, pp. 201-02: "It does not seem to be employed
with the specific object of recording a standing name 
of this style of writing ... But the term kutila fits 
this type of letters so well, that, as the name has been 
applied to the alphabet for so long a time, there seems 
no objection to continuing it". C.f. also El.Ill, 
p. 328, note 1.

2. CII, III, p. 201.
3. C.f. his numerous articles in IA.and El.
4- IP. p. 49.
5. C.f. sections A and B in chapter II and the relevant 

charts.
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The term 1Siddhamatpka* owes its preservation 
to the versatile Muhammadan scholar, Alberuni*^

Alberuni, however, wrote his account in the 
first half of the eleventh century A.D. and it is not 
known when the terra fSiddhamatrka was first used as the 
standing name of the script. In the absence,-‘of this 
information, any attempt to extend the use of the term
to a period much earlier than the time of Alberuni can

2at best be tentative. .
‘ ~ * •• ' "* .vjr ^  vJbS

Alberuni also mentioned a number of other 
alphabets together with the regions of their circulation. 
These are : the Nagari (Malava), Ardha-Nagari (Bhatiya 
and parts of Sindh), Mawarl (Southern Sindh), Karijata

-  *jSj
(Kar^a-fadesa), Andhri (Andhradesa), Dirwari (Dirwaradesa,
i.e. Dravi<Jade^a), Lari (Latadesa), Bhaik^uki (Udunpur in

- iv

Purvadesa). Of these, we need only to consider the 
Nagari and the Bhaiksukl.

The origin of the term •Nagari* from which the

According to him:_"The most generally known alphabet 
is called Siddhamatrka which is by some considered 
as originating in Kashmir, ’for the_people of Kashmir 
use it. But it is also used in Varanasi... The 
same writing is used in Madhyadesa, i.e. the middle 
country, the country all around Kanauj, which is 
also called Iryavarta." Alberuni*s India, English 
edition by Dr. Edward Sachau, London, 18§8 vol. I, 
chapter XYI, p. 173*
Besides^ Alberuni has mentioned the alphabet used in 
Purvadesa (i.e. the Eastern country) separately as 
* G-auri* (i.e. Gau<JI), vide infra;.

1.

2 .
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terms *NandInagarI* and * Bevan agar! *, were derived"*"

pin later days - is a matter of controversy. Burnell 
traced it to the *Naga lipi* mentioned in the Laiita- 
vistara. Others would derive it from fnagaraf (a city). 
Accordingly, the term •Nagari* would mean a fcity alphabet1 
and Levanagarl, fthe script of the city of the Gods*.^
On the other hand, it has been suggested that the term 
•Nagari1 originated from the name of a particular city 
(not just any city) called *Nagara* which was assoc
iated in a special way with the development of the script. 
In the opinion of N. N. Vasu, the name Nagari derived 
its origin from the •Nagara* Brahma:pas, who are now 
settled in different parts of western and southern India, 
but whose ancestors had the city of fNagara* in Anartta

1. The adjective ’Deva* was apparently devised from the 
analogy of ’Levabhasa* (the way the Sanskrit language 
is sometimes called), after the_convention of printing 
Sanskrit works in the Modern) Nagari had been started 
under the initiative of the European Indologists. 
According to Burnell, it "seems to have been invented 
by some ingenious Anglo-Indian about the end of the 
last century1, ESIP, p. 349. Frequently, in works
on Indian palaeography the term •LevanagarI * has been 
used as a synonym of *NagarI*. The origin of the 
element »Nandi* in *NandInagarI • (used to denote the 
Nagari script of South India) is obscure. It is 
interesting to note that the first undisputed mention 
of the •Nagari1 (lipi) occurs in the Nandl-sutra, c.f. 
N.N. Vasu, JASB.LXV, 1896, p. 127. _^ould it"have 
anything to dowith the name *NandinagarI•?

2. ESIP. p. 52.
3. C.f. JASB. LXV• p. 114.
4. Ibid, p. 115ff.
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(modern Gujarat) as their native place.1

According to Dani, the term ’Nagara* (Nagari) 
is ’definitely derived from Varpanaga’.^

The terra ’Nagari* (script) has meant many 
things to raany people. It has meant been stretched to 
stand for things which are too wide apart to be designated 
purposefully by a single term.

The confusion largely owes to the fact that
a modern script, used for the writing of Hindi, is also

— — 3called ’Nagari*.

1. JASB.LXV. 1896, p. 114ff., ’The Nagaras and the 
Nagari-alphabet * ̂  Vasu refers to the Nagara khaptja 
of the Skandapurapa in support of his suggestion. It 
is interesting to see that here the origin of the city 
called ’Nagara’ ('na gara’, i.e. no venom) is related 
to an episode connected with snakes (Nagas).

2. IP. p. 112 and note 2. This, however, lacks conviction 
as there is no definite indication that the term 
’Varnanaga’ (occurring in the phrase ’Varpa-naga-
krpapika*, vide El. XXXI, p. 28) was ’applied to 
a*style of writing’ as Dani supposes.

3. By sheer accidental circumstances, the European scholars 
first started the convention of printing Sanskrit (and
Pali-Prakpit) works in this rather than any other, 

modern Indian script. This was apparently done in 
recognition of the strength that the Hindi language 
had attained through the numerically large following.
The dominant position of Hindi has now been recognized 
by giving it the status of the official national 
language of India, with a resultant elevation of the 
status of the (modern) Nagari script. Its use in the 
midland of India (the traditional ’Madhyadesa), and 
the kith-and-kin relation between this and some other 
north Indian scripts, e.g. the Marathi, Gujarati,
Kaithi, etc., have no doubt, facilitated the growth 
of the modern ’Nagari* to its present position of 
strength.

__
_
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Language and script have been highly emotive 

subjects in India, and even veteran scholars can be 
swayed from the path of objectivity on these issues.
In the case of the (modern) ’Nagari1, the desire to see 
it established as the ’national’ script understood every
where in India (along with the Hindi language) has since 
long exercised the minds of many Indians, not excluding
politicians.1 The modern instinct has been allowed to

2  ̂cast its shadow in the past. The assertion that the
major Indian scripts have as their ultimate source the
Devanagari (equated with the modern Nagari) script (when
in reality these are sister-scripts having developed
through evolution from the same ultimate source), marks

"‘i -the height of this tendentious approach based on a 
confused terminology.

1. C.f. Report of the Official Language Commission, 
Government of India, New Delhi, 1 9 % , p. 218ff.
A society for the study and development of Hindi 
literature is actually called ’The Society_for the 
Propagation of the Nagari (script) (‘Nagari PracarinI 
Sabha', which_has been publishing its journal entitled 
’Nagari Pracaripl Patrika from Banaras). The term 
Nagairt has also been wrongly used_in the sense of & 
language (e.g. ’Persian and Nagari languages and 
Letters’ for details, see S. K. Ghatterji, Indo- 
Aryan and Hindi. 1940, p. 21̂ ).

2. Even veteran scholars like G. H. Ojha and R. Shamasastiy 
could not get above it, c.f. Ojha, BPL.; Shamasastry 
IA. XXXV,pp.253 and passim, *A Theory of the origin
of the Devanagari alphabet*.

3. C.f.^Kesavadeva Misra, in Nagari Aftk. aur Akgar (in 
Hindi), Prayag, 2011 (V.S.), p. 22ff.



* 4In his classification of the Northern alphabets, 
BUhler used the term 'Nagari1 on a stylistic basis, to

r - T - T j

designate the alphabet 'with its long-drawn, tailed,
f -  - ■ ^

letters, and long top-strokes, the first traces of which
*1occur m  the 7th century. In distinguishing the-• _ , ' 'Mi

*Nagari from the 'acute-angled' or "Siddhamatpka1 alphabet,
i  . , ~aK T-. ~  -  x “ . >  £ I  ^

he chiefly concentrated on the top-strokes, associating' . j f c

the straight top-strokes to the former, and the wedged
2 ’

. i

top-stroKes to tne ratter.
■ e fAs a matter of fact, though the top-strokes

' - • - iappeai^from time to time in the inscriptions of the
v  • ..different regions, but first of all in some inscriptions

3 - :from modern Bombay and Gujarat their preponderance in
" • 5 vi, — si -1'-the different regions of northern India did not become

1. IP. p. 45.
. t .2. The,difficulty of following this as the basis of a 

classification was recognised by Bffhler himself:
"During the 8th-10th centuries,_the development of 
the acute-angled or Siddhamatyka alphabet progresses 
more and more in the direction of its successor, the 
Nagari alphabet, which latter in the North-Indian 
form is distinguished merely by the substitution of 
straight top-strokes for the wedges on the verticals. 
Documents with a mixture of wedged and straight top- 
strokes are also found; and occasionally it becomes 
difficult to decide now a particular inscription is 
to be classed " (PP. p.50).

3. C.£. N.N. Yasu, JASB.LXV, p. 128ff.; Bffhler, IP.p.50ff,
and the references contained therein.
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obvious much earlier than the close of our period.1
By this time, the writings of western and eastern India 
had begun to develop on rather independent lines (each

-with regional varieties). This being the case, the
term Nagari1 can at best be used as a generic term
with adequate qualifications.

Buhler introduced the term 'Proto-Bengali1 in
recognition of the emergence of numerous changes to the
eastern Indian writing(without corresponding changes in
that of western India) from about the end of the eleventh 

2century A.B. The marked characteristics of the 'proto-•ip*
Bengali' alphabet, according to Buhler, are its 'cursive 
letters' and 'hooks or hollow triangles at the top of

*5 -the verticals. Following Btfhler, the term 'Proto-Bengali1 
has been used by R. D. Banerji and many other scholars

1. According_to Btihler, "In Northern and Central India, 
the_Nagari first appears on the copper plate of the 
Maharaja Vinayakapala of Mahodaya (pi. IV, col.xxiii), 
probably of A.B. 794, which however exhibits some 
archaisms and peculiarities in the signs of kha, ga, 
and na, found also in later inscriptions from Eastern 
India." (IP.p.5l). But the real date of Vinayakapala*s 
inscription must now be placed much later, at 931 A.B. 
(not 188 Harsa era as formerly supposed, but 988 V.S.). 
This, in the’opinion of R. B. Banerji, places the 
'introduction of the Nagari alphabet into Northern 
India one hundred and thirty seven years later* 
(OBS.p.38).

2. In his own words: "Towards the end of the 11th century, 
the Nagari inscriptions of eastern India shew such 
distinct traces of changes leading up to the modern 
Bengali writing, and these changes became so numerous 
inthe 12th century, that it is possible to class their 
alphabets as proto-Bengali." (I]?.p.58). The unsuita
bility of the term 'Nagari' has been discussed above.

3. IP. p.45
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But in its application, they have generally counted only 
on the broad formation of the individual characters 
without taking into account the stylistic growth of the 
alphabet as a whole.'1'

In view of the fact that the term 1 proto-Bengali1 
does not adequately express the wide jurisdiction of the 
Eastern* trend (and terms like 1proto-Oriya*,  ̂ !proto- 
Assamese1, Tproto-Maithili» are no improvements), some

jjjpd '*. 3r.l

scholars have used the term ^audiya1 as an alternative.
The latter draws its origin from ’Gaurl (Gaudi), 
mentioned by Alberuni as the name of the alphabet used 
in Purvadesa (i.e. the Eastern country).^ While the

1.Thus R. D. Banerji, commenting on the characters of the 
Bangarh copper plate of^Mahipala I, wrote: "This is 
really the proto-Bengali alphabet, while the 12th 
century alphabet of the Deopara inscription of 
Vijayasena, which Blihler termed proto-Bengali, is in 
reality the fully developed Bengali alphabet11 (El.XIV, 
p.324). In his Origin of the Bengali Script, TKe same 
scholar observed that in the Bhagalpur copper plate of 
Naraya^apala, f,we have the proto-Bengali forms almost 
complete1 (p.66), and in the Bangarh inscription of 
Mahipala I, 'we come across the pure proto-Bengali 
alphabet for the first time which is further developed 
in another century1 (p.74). P.L. Paul (IHQ.XXII, 1936, 
p.321f) and S.N. Ohakravarti (JASB.IV, 1938, p. 365f) 
had hardly anything different to say.

2.K.B.Tripathi, The Evolution of Oriya Language and Script, 
p. 29 and passim. The term TProto-Oriya1 should 
properly speaking, be reserved for the phase when the 
curved tops - so prominent now in many of the Oriya 
letters - were just appearing, initiating the parting
of ways from the ' pro-BAM.1 (see later) phase. The 
beginning and progress of this trend can be noticed in 
many of the Orissa inss. of the 13th-14th centuries A.D.

3.E. Sachau, Alberunif s India, vol. II, p. 173.



naming of a well-known style of Sanskrit composition, 
generally associated with eastern India, after Gauda 
(Gaudi riti), lends colour to this view, there is no 
other independent source to corroborate such use of the 
name of Gau<Ja in a bigger eastern Indian context in the 
matter of writing. Besides, since Alberuni did not 
have a first-hand acquaintance with eastern India, his 
account may not truly reflect whether and/or how far 
the term ’Gaudiya* was in actual usage in the different 
regions of eastern India.

The term *Baik§ukI!, according to Alberuni, 
denotes the ’writing of Buddha*, as was used in Uduppur 
m  Purvadesa. 0. BendaH identified it with the 
peculiar writing in some Buddhist MSS. and inss. from 
Nepal and Bihar-N.Bengal, of which the dominant feature 
is the arrow-head marks at the top (and occasionally at

'Zthe side) of letters.
■ , - j

i

1.C.f. D. G. Sircar, IHQ. XXVIII, p.l29ff., and, Summaries 
of Papers submitted to the 16th Session of the All-India 
Oriental Conference, Lucknow, 1951, P.T77.

2. Proceedings of the Seventh Oriental Congress, Aryan 
Section, p. llli'f. and the Tenth Oriental Congress, 
pt.ii, p. 151ff.

3. Eight st. im. inss. written in this script have been 
published so far. For these, see IA.XIX,p.774.; 
VSPP.XX,p.l53ff.; JASB.LXI,1892,pt.i,pl.IV; El.XXII, 
p. 37ff. ; EI.XXVIIl7p^20ff. ; El.XXXV,p.7944. ; ARIE. 
1960-61, No. B, 130. See also Misc. pl.^of the 
present work (for some of the reproductions). Btlhler 
called the alphabet ’arrow-headed* (IP.p.60) because 
of its dominant stylistic feature. The style was^ 
apparently artificially devised by the Buddhist Bhiksus 
(monks, from whom the name itself was derived) from 
characters generally prevailing earlier than the (continued on next page
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It is beyond the scope of our present regional 

study to tackle the problems of classification and term
inology in their entirety, as these often have much 
wider implications in Indian palaeography. My purpose 
in introducing the above discussion has been to point out 
the inadequacy of many of the prevailing classifications 
and phrases. My use of terms such as ’Gupta*, ’eastern 
Gupta*, ’acute-angled’, Kutila’, ’Nagari* are subject to 
the qualifications as noted in the above discussion.
The term ’Kutila* has been used in its stylistic import, 
and the term ’Nagari* has been generally used to indicate 
the broad and upright successor (in the stylistic sense)

Pr>* jT"of the ’Kutila* in the different regions of India (away 
from eastern India). The modern script associated with 
the Hindi language has been commonly referred to as 
’Devanagari*. Neither of the terms ’Proto-Bengali* and 
*Gaudiya* has been found suitable to signify the formative 
stage in the development of the (modern) Bengali, Assamese 
and Maithili writings, and therefore, the abbreviation 
*Proto-BAM.* has been used instead.1

3 continued from previous page.
the ’Kutila* phase became operative. The alphabet seems 
to have*had a limited circulation among the Buddhist 
monastics in Nepal, Bihar and northern Bengal. The 
length of its use is not known for certain as the inss* 
are undated. It^appears to have been extremely conser
vative (like the Sarada) accepting that the available 
sources showing its use represent a considerable period 
of time in between them. Bifhler*s suggestion that *the 
present alphabet belonged to a southern script* (IP.p.60) 
may not be conclusive as some of the seeming resemblan
ces with the S.Indian forms as noted by him, might have 
been accidental, resulting from artificial modification 
of N. Indian forms.

1 See next page.



Previous works on eastern Indian palaeography
In 1778 Charles Wilkins published his papers on

the Monghyr copper plate grant of Devapala and the Badal
stone inscription of (the time of) Narayanapala1 . Very
little of substantial value could then be said about the

2writings on those inscriptions. Since then a large 
number of inscriptions and manuscripts have been discover- 
ed which have widened the knowledge about the development 
of writing in the north-eastern region of India as any
where else. The inscriptions have been deciphered and 
published in the pages of different periodicals like the 
.Journal of t h iatic Society of Bengal, Epigraphia 
Indica, etc. by a large number of scholars,both Indian 
and European. The manuscripts have been likewise

1 - from previous page.
In fRAM1, B stands for the Bengali, A for the Assamese, 
and M for the Maithili scripts. In the event of a 
modern Oriya letter showing substantial resemblance to 
the counterpart in these writings, the abbreviation may 
be extended by the addition of 0 (BAMO), to stand for 
the Oriya script.

1. Asiatic Researches, vol.I. These articles were accom
panied by the remarks of the founder-President of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, Sir William Jones.

2. Indological research was then in its infancy, so much
so that the Monghyr ap. was taken to bear !date twenty- 
three years before Christ1. Thanks to the tremendous 
progress in Indological research during the last two 
hundred years, we are now better posted to know that 
Devapala, the issuer of the cp., flourished much later, 
in the ninth century A.D., and the year 33 in which 
the ins. is dated, refers to the regnal year of the 
king, and not to the Vikrama SaAvat.
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noticed and recorded in different catalogues, and some
times discussed in periodicals and monographs on varied 
subjects. The publication of inscriptions in a period
ical or a corpus, and the entering of manuscripts in a 
catalogue have often been accompanied by a few remarks 
on the peculiarities of the writing. Foremost among 
the scholars to whose endeavour we owe the publication 
of the original sources utilised in the present work, 
are; Charles Wilkins, James Prinsep, A. Cunningham, J.F. 
Fleet, F. Kielhorn, 0. Bendall, R. Hoernle, G-. Btfhler, 
Rajendralal Mitra, Bhagavanlal Indraji, Haraprasad Sastri, 
F. E. Pargiter, R. D. Banerji, N. G-. Majumdar, A.K.Mait- 
reya, L. D. Barnett, N. K. Bhattasali, K. N. Dikshit,
R. G. Basak, R. C. Majumdar, D. C. Sircar, R. G-noli, etc.

Btfhler included the data of a few inscriptions 
and manuscripts from north-eastern India and Nepal in pis. 
V and VI of his Indian Palaeography, and devoted a section 
( 26, pp.58-60) of his chapter IV to a discussion
of the 'Eastern varieties of the Nagari alphabet and
the arrow-head script*.'1' Ojha's plates 32 to 35 represent

2eastern writings.

1. C.f. pl.V, cols. vi,xviii-ix; pi.VI, cols.vii,x-xiv.
2. BPL. 2nd ed., 1918.



The first (and so far the only) work devoted
> '^m

entirely to the palaeography of an area in north-eastern 
India is TThe Origin of the Bengali Script1 by R. D,
Banerji, published in 1919 by the University of Calcutta, 
Since then two articles have been written by Pramode Lai 
Paul and S. N. Chakravarti on practically the same subject?' 
Many of the inscriptions utilized in the present thesis 
had not been published when R. D. Banerji wrote the above 
work. Moreover, both he and his followers, Paul and 
Chakravarti, followed a descriptive method in which no 
effort was made to relate the developments of the forms*. T?

« '> — *—to their causes, and little attention was paid to the
stylistic factors. Paul and Chakravarti mainly reiterated 
some of the points made by R. I), Banerji and others and,
in doing so, often concentrated on a handful of letters to

2 . ■ *the negligence of others. Neither Banerji*s monograph

1, Paul1s article, entitled * The Development of the Bengali 
Scriptf appeared in the Indian Historical Quarterly 
(vol. XXII~ 1936, p. 308-34 , and that of 3. N. Ohakra- 
varti, entitled * Development of the Bengali Alphabet 
from the fifth century A.D. to the end of the Muhammadan 
Rule1 in JASB. vol. IV, 1938, P* 351-91 and figures
1-1X.

2. Thus the quest for *test letters* already initiated by 
Hoernle and Btthler looms large in their works. For 
the earlier period covered by the present work, the 
interest chiefly lies in the forms of the letters La,
Sa and Ha following which it is shifted to those of Ya 
"(tripartite form to bipartite form). Finally, the 
chronological grouping of the different types of Sa 
takes the place of interest. In his Eastern Indian 
School of Mediaeval Sculpture, R. D. Banerji singled 
out the letter Sa (in its different forms) as a means of 
dating undated records. Such an approach can hardly 
be regarded ideal in palaeographical research and can 
easily head (and has led) to faulty deductions.
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nor Paul's article was accompanied by any palaeographical 
chart. The hand-drawn signs accompanying S. N. Chakra
varti 1 s article were apparently not carefully made and so 
are unreliable.

Dani has devoted a section to Eastern India and 
Nepal in chapter 7 (The Proto-regional Scripts) of his 
Indian Palaeography.  ̂ In spite of its obvious limita
tions it offers the most detailed discussion on the 
palaeography of the north-eastern Indian inscriptions up 
to the eighth century A.D., published so far.

S.K. Saraswati initiated a series of communica
tions in the Asiatic Society of Bengal, dealing with the 
value of manuscript materials in the Society1s library 
for a study of the development of the Bengali script.^
The Society decided to bring out a monograph on the 
development of' the Bengali script based on these materials. 
But nothing has cone out so far.

1. So far as Bengal and Assam are concerned, his discuss
ions have been based on the Susunia rock ins. of Can- 
dravarman. the copper plates of the G-uptas (as found 
in Bengal), and of Dharmaditya, G-opacandra, Samacarad- 
eva, Bhaskaravarman (the Nidhanpur copper plate), 
Lokanntha, Srldharaipa Rata, the inscriptions of the 
Khadgas, the Khalimpur copper plate of Dharmapala,and 
two’newly discovered copper plates of Bhavadeva. The 
wide scope of his book prevented him from undertaking 
a detailed study of the palaeographical contents of 
these inscriptions. Some of the generalizations and 
remarks made by-Dani are based on insufficient data 
and some are not borne out by facts. (c.f. his remark 
in pd.30: fIn all subsequent records in Benghal ksha
is formed by combining ka with saf). Some of these 
mistakes have been pointed out in the following 
discussion. The palaeographical charts given by
(contd. on next page) •
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A monograph in English and Assamese, entitled, 

Ancient Assamese Script written by S. Kataki of G-auhati, 
Assam, was published in 1936, Written ostensibly as a 
popular guide-book, it hardly touches upon the original 
sources.

In its limited scope, the ’Palaeographical 
Introduction1 to The Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit 
Manuscripts in the University Library, Cambridgeby 
Cecil Bendall, provides an admirable basis for the further 
study of the palaeography of the palm-leaf manuscripts of 
Nepal which are now preserved in numerous libraries, 
museums and also personal possessions in Nepal, India- 
Pakistan, Europe and America. The exhaustive treatment 
of the subject can claim a monograph to itself. Bendall* 
treatment of the palaeography of the Bengali manuscripts

1 continued from previous page.
Dani are also based on hand-drawn signs and can be 
hardly relied upon (for some of the misleading specimens 
c.f. Na (in No and Nu) in cols. 4-6; Ha (in Ha and Ha) 
in cols. 3-5; K§i and Ksa in cols. 5 and 6; Ta. (in Ti), 
Tha (in fha), Ta (in Tu) in col. 6 of his Plate XI, to 
take a few examples.

2. JASB Letters, XVI, 1950 (Year Book for 1949), pp.26-28, 
., 150f., 154f., 160. Some of the manuscripts had 

been already listed by Haraprasad Sastri in an article 
entitled ’Baftglar Puran ak§arf(in Bengali), see VSPP. 
XXVII, 1327 (B.S.), pp. 1-12 and pis.

1. Cambridge, 1883.



was handicapped by the paucity of original sources 
available to him.^" The Palaeographical Society!s

p  v’-i .'‘̂ 3initiative in publishing facsimile of old manuscripts 
to make the sources of palaeographical study accessible 
to scholars was an admirable endeavour, but the series 
could not be continued for lack of sufficient support.

No systemmatic palaeographical study of the 
diverse and rich epigraphic .resources of Orissa and the 
adjoining regions has been made so far. A chapter 
(chapter IV, pp. 27-81) has been devoted to palaeography 
by Kunjabihari Tripathi in his work entitled 'The 
Evolution of Oriya Language and Script * hut in it the 
sources have not been exhaustively treated. Apropos 
to his subject, the author has given more attention to 
the later period which has an*immediate bearing on the 
making of the modern Oriya alphabet. The treatment of

l.1For a full examination, however, of Bengali writing 
the materials exist at present only in India1, he wrote 
and further observed: "What is required is, no doubt, 
that some of the oldest MSS. in Bengal should be 
collected and systemmatically arranged, somewhat in 
the manner that has been attempted for our more contin
uous collection of Nepalese writing." CBSM.p .xxxviif.

2.The Palaeographical Society, Facsimile of/Manuscripts 
and Inscriptions, Oriental Series, edited by W. Wright, 
1875-83.

3.The work was originally submitted to the University of•) 
London for the Ph.D. degree. It has now been published 
by the Utkal University, Cuttack.



the earlier sources has been sketchy and no attempt has 
been made to relate the changes in forms to the technical 
and other developments.

Besides the above, stray articles on various 
aspects of palaeography and written from various points 
of view have appeared from time to time in the pages of 
different journals and miscellaneous works. Works on 
Bengali, Assamese, Maithili and Oriya language and litera
ture also customarily devote a few lines or pages on the
develooment of the written characters of that language.

.V

While these attempts are valuable in their own ways for
popularising the broad results of palaeographical researches^

' ■ . 0:'. 
or for the clarification or elucidation of some particular

■ i. 5 i  - z m : - '

problems, their cumulative volume and range fall far short
Vof the scope of the subject or the range of the available 

sources.

r>. . -?

1. For some of the more important articles on palaeography, 
or works with discussions on palaeography, see General 
Bibliography.
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C H A P T E R  I.

THE UPRIGHT (GUPTA) STYLE IN BENGAL - C.400 - 600 A.D.

The earliest inscription hitherto discovered 
in Bengal comes from Mahasthan in the Bogra district 
(E. Pakistan). This short inscription engraved on 
stone may be attributed to the Maurya period on the 
basis of its palaeography as well as its content.^-

Another small inscription inscribed in early
characters was reportedly discovered at Silua in the 
Noakhali district (E. Pakistan) but no reproduction of
it has been published and its present whereabouts are 

2unknown.
The next written document from Bengal of any 

consequence to palaeography is the Susunia rock inscrip-
*5tion of King Candravarman - perhaps identifiable as one

4of the North Indian rulers uprooted by Saraudragupta.
This inscription would appear to belong to the first 
half of the 4th century A.B. - somewhat earlier than the 
beginning of our period.

From the 5th century A.B. there is a regular 
flow of inscriptions which constitute almost the only

1. E.I. XXI, p. 83ff. and pi*.

T

ib

 —
-  ■ M

2. A.S.I.. A.R. 1930-34, pt. I, p. 39f."   f'
3. E.I. XIII, p. 133 and pi*..
4. Allahabad pillar ins., Oil.Ill, No. 1

- n
4
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source available for our palaeographical enquiry.
There is no evidence to suggest that the Gupta coins 
found in Bengal^ were minted here and not brought from 
outside. Coins which do appear to have been minted in 
Bengal - such as those of Vainyagupta, Saraacaradeva, and 
SasaAka,^ are rare, and their legends too short to be 
counted as a fruitful source of palaeography. No extant 
manuscript from India proper can be referred to such an 
early period. The earliest manuscript from Nepal^ 
belongs to the ninth century A.B. and those from Bengal 
and Bihar cannot be dated earlier^- than the time of 
Mahlpala I (c. 988-1038A.B.)

The vast majority of the inscriptions from 
Bengal during our period are inscribed on copper plates, 
the issue of which increased considerably in the time 
of the Imperial G-uptas.

The inscriptions largely consulted for the 
present chapter have been divided into the three follow
ing sections

A. The susunia rock inscription of Candravarman - 
referrable to about the middle of the 4th 
century A.B.

1. C.f. J. Allan, C.C.G.B., and A.S. Altekar, C.G.C. for 
the hoards of G-upia coins in Bengal.

2. C.f. Allan, C.C.G.B., pi, XXIII, IX, p. 784ff.,
J.A.S.B.N.S. Xfi,Numismatic Supplement, p.54ff. 
SFTaTso V.A.Smith, C.C.I.M., p. 122.

5, C.f. C.Bendall C.B.S.M., Cambridge, Add. 1702 and Add. 
1049, illustrated in jpl.l and 2. C.f. also ibid., TExursusT .,p. xxxixfr.4. See below (chapter V and others).
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B. The copper plate inscriptions dated between

the Gupta years 113 (433 A.B) and 224 (544 A.B.).
0. The copper plate inscriptions of Bharmaditya,

Gopacandra and Samacaradeva - roughly representing
the period c.550-600 A.B.

The palaeographical characteristics - both 
relating to the general style and the shape of the 
individual characters and signs - will be treated separ
ately according to the above sequence. While differing 
from each other in some respects, all these sections 
agree in showing a phase of the script prior to that

twhen the Kutila-style of bend began to show in the 
verticals. The upright style of the verticals, and for 
that matter of the letters in which these take part, is

... vJB
the one criterion that brings these sections together in 
one chapter.

We may now pass on to the sections.
A. The Susunia Rock inscription

The Susunia rock inscription does not fall 
within our period proper; but since it is important as 
showing the state of the script in Bengal on the eve* of 
its incorporation into the Gupta empire, its paleography 
should be duly considered.

- *

This is a short inscription consisting of three

1. For the characteristics of the Kutila style, see 
Chapters II and III below. The controversy over 
the term •Kutila* has been discussed above in the 
Introduction.

 
L_
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lines. As in stone inscriptions, the letters are 
deeply engraved with thick strokes which are fully 
welded together. The head-marks, also true to the 
tradition of the early stone inscriptions, are distinctly 
* wedge-shapedr̂ , without any linear protrusion at the 
ends. The foot-mark of Ga and Sa is also similarly 
shaped. As was pointed out by Btlhler as a characteris
tic feature of the Gupta alphabet, the right-hand 
verticals of Ga, Ta, and Sa, as well as the verticals 
of Ka and Ra have about double the length of the other 
single letters occurring in the inscription, which, 
however do not conform to a well-regulated height.
Conjuncts and letters receiving strokes of medial vowels

*

(like hooked a, r) at the lower ends also receive extra 
length. The letters are given reasonable space in 
between. Whether there appear specimens of writing in 
the so-called 1shell-charactersf below our inscription 
written in the Sanskrit language, is difficult to say. 
Initial vowels

No initial vowel is used in this inscription. 
Medial vowels.

Medial a in Ja is hooked and appears at the
pbottom>jcf. instances in the Allahabad Pillar inscription

1. Block head-mark of Dani, I.P., p. 81 and fig. 8 in
p. 80.
C.I.I..Ill No.l, p.Iff. and pl.i.
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as well as the Gupta Inscriptions from Bengal^ and the

O *2early inscriptions from Assam and Nepal. The sign 
of the medial a in ‘Gra* S j consists of a short
vertical stroke at the bottom.^ There are two other
types of medial a, which may be called the ‘angular type*
as used in Ha and Ra ( p ) and the ‘superior type1̂

_ z ras used in Sva ( ).
The stroke of medial i is also hoisted above 

the head-mark in the opposite direction to the superior 
type of a c.f. Mi, col. a loop is formed at the end
of the curve in Dhi ( (| ). The stroke of medial I
in Sri is double“pronged 'fcj ; that on the 1. is short
and straight and that on the r. is bigger and curved to
the 1.

The vertical of Pa is elongated downwards 
constituting the medial u in Pu ( ^  ). Medial p is
hooked and faces downwards being attached to the lower 1. 
end of the letter. (*“ C ).

1. See Section B below.
2. See Chapter VII, section A and chart 21a-b.
3. Gnoli, Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta Characters,

Rome, 1^56.
4. It was while commenting on a similar type of a in an 

inscription, that Bfftiler wrote: ‘In Pratima No. xxix 
above, the a—stroke has been undoubtedly placed below 
the consonant to which it belongs. This is quite in 
keeping with the anyhow style of the Indian writers 
and masons* - E.I., Vol. II, p.197.

5. For the use of the term ‘superior* in this context, 
see Hoernle, Bower MSS., Introduction, p.lff.



A superior stroke is also used to denote the
' * y'jw S|

medial e. It is sometimes slightly waved like the r.
prong of medial I (c.f. Teh, col. ii, ). In medial o. *—
(which takes the signs of e as well as a), the medial e 
suppresses the head-mark and occupies the same level.
It is curved in Do, *£ , and angular in Mo V' The
sign for a in these cases is also symmetrically shaped 
Anusvara and Visarga.

The Visarga is expressed by (two) closed -------

globular marks, both blocked.
Single consonants and connuncts:-

The Looped l̂a (bifurcated), §a 3J and Sa d*
' r  ̂i

and hooked Ha as used in this inscription are generally
associated with eastern India (see infra). The loop

2 .of $a tends to be bigger than that of Sa. The lower 1.
end of these letters, as also those of Pa, and Ma are 
angular. The base of these letters is either horizontal

- ' I  i

or slightly sloping to the r. Both the arms of Pa are
straight and vertically drawn. Ma is tailed but
occasionally the tail is suppressed, when used as a
subscript. The hook of Ha is more fully curved ( S  )

4than generally in the Gupta copper plates from Bengal.

1. Haraprasad SastrT, who edited the inscription, read the 
letter as £Ta, and the word in which it occurs as 
‘dogagreina1 (E. I. , vol. XIII, p. 133). R.G.Basak gave 
what appears to be the correct reading (fdo§agramoT _ 
E.I., vol. XVII, p. 346).

2. There is hardly any doubt that in the conjunct §ka in 
line 1, Sa is looped, though P.L. Paul suggests that a
(continued on next page).
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The predilection for angular forms is also 
evident in the straight post and bars of |a £ and Ja £ ,
the top of Ga *1 (in Gra) and Sa (in Sri), the arms 

0 9 the lower part of Da %  (tiiDo?) etc. The
two upper arms of $a are also angularly formed. The 
lower 1. end of Ca is curved c3 . The lower 1. end of 
Pa is neither curved nor strictly angular U  .

Ka has a curved bar. Ta has the upper end 
curved or angular. The r. vertical of Ga, Ta, and Sa 
are longer than the 1* arm. Na is looped and has the 
lower arm twisted leftwards. Va is triangular with a 
horizontal base, and two slanting equal-sized upper arms 
3 . Ra is a vertical straight line.

Subscript Ja in Stah, line 3 (col.i, misc.) is 
curved rightwards. Subscript Ya is bipartite and 
angularly formed, the r. vertical reaching almost up to 
the level of the head-mark (c.f. Sya, Ool.II7 gj ). Super- 
script Ra is wedge-shaped (with the lower end thinner) and 
placed vertically above the head mark, thus:r(c.f. Rimma). 
Subscript Ra is placed horizontally &t the lower 1. end 
of the letter (c.f. Gra ?). In Ndra, line 2, it is
cursively drawn, (c.f. Col.

(contd. from previous page)
2. doubtful case of a western §a is to be noticed in the 

word pu§karapa in the Susunia Rock inscription.1 - 
IHQ.. XII (1236) p.312.

3. C.f. Rmma, ^  , col. iia.
4. C.f. Section B.
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The use of a somewhat different-shaped Ha, 
the general predilection for angular forms and the some
what different shapes of the superior strokes of the medi
""" nra, 1 , 1 , and e, « as well as the general squat
type of some of the letters with closed base (e.g., Na,
Ma, Da, Pa etc.), and the bold wedge-shaped head-marks 
are some of the characteristics of this inscription
which are in contrast with the style of writing in the

i' * .

earliest Gupta copper plate inscriptions from Bengal.
Some of these features (e.g.. medial a, i, e) have close3 3*
parallels in the two early rock inscriptions from Assam.
It is probable that these inscriptions present some of
the characteristics of the pre-Gupta writing style in 
north-eastern India.
B. The copper plate inscriptions dated between the Gupta 

years 113 (433 A.D.) and 224 (544 A.D.).:______________
The following inscriptions^ have been mainly

consulted as showing the state of the epigraphical script
>of Bengal during this period:-

1. Dhanaidaha copper plate, Gupta year 113(433 A.D.)
of the time of Kumaragupta I. Chart 3a.

2. Kalaikuri copper plate, Gupta year 120(440 A.D.)
of the time of Kumaragupta I. Chart 2b.

3. Damodarpur copper plate, Gupta yearl24(444A.D.)
of the time of Kumaragupta I. Chart 1.

4. Jagadispur copper plate, Gupta year 128(448 A.D.)
of the time of Kumaragupta I. Chart 2c.

5. Baigram copper plate, Gupta year 128(128 A.D.)
of the time of Kumaragupta I. Chart 2d.
I?rtSlflS!n8!sth?let ^ l i ^ ist of Ascriptions' given

ST-3
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6. Damodarpur copper plate, Gupta year 128(128 A.D.) 

of the time of Kumaragupta I. Chart 3b*
7. Paharpur copper plate, Gupta year 159(479 A.D.)

of the time of Budhagupta. Chart 2e.
8. Damodarpur copper plate, Gupta year 163(?)(483 A.D.)of the time of Budhagupta. Chart 3c.

'
_ _9. Damodarpur copper plate, date lost?
of the time of Budhagupta. Chart 3d.

10.Nandapur copper plate, Gupta year 169(489 A.D.) 
of the time of Budhagupta. Chart 3f.y

11.Gunaighar copper plate, Gupta year 188(508 A.D.), 
of the time of Yainyagupta. Chart 4a.

12.Damodarpur copper plate, Gupta year 244(544 A.D.) 
of the time of a Gupta king whose first name is 
lost. Chart 3e.

For the sake of brevity the inscriptions will,
in the following discussion, be mentioned with reference
to their numbers in the chart (2e, representing the
Paharpur copper plate; 3b, used for the Damodarpur
copper plate of the Gupta year 128, and so on) - a
practice which has been generally followed in this
thesis. The Nandapur copper plate (3f) has been actually
discovered from Bihar; but it shows so remarkable
affinity to the series of the Gupta copper plates from
northern Bengal, that N.G. Majumdar, the editor of the
inscription, feels justified to suggest that 'the
document was drafted, engraved and issued from Bengal, 
or more precisely, from North Bengal*. Of the other

1. E.I., Vol.XXIII, p.54; C.f. also J.O. Ghosh, ibid, 
vol. XXIV, p. 126ff.



inscriptions listed above, only the Gunaighar copper 
plate (4a) of Vainyagupta comes from eastern Bengal, 
and the rest from northern Bengal.

Partly for the indifferent preservation of 
the original inscriptions and partly for the non-avail
ability of better reproductions, the palaeographical 
charts for several of the inscriptions (c.f. 1, 3a-3,
4a) could not be made more satisfactory. The broad 
stylistic features as well as the major variations in 
the forms of the letters, however, are on the whole 
fairly represented. The preservation of the other 
inscriptions is, generally speaking, quite satisfactory 
for the purpose of our palaeographical studies.
General style

Pew changes of a fundamental nature with 
regard to the shapes of the individual letters and 
signs were introduced to the script during the entire 
range of the Gupta inscriptions from Bengal. But one 
notes differences in matters of style between one 
inscription and another. To a great extent these may 
be attributed to the skill and personal mannerism of 
the scribe/engraver as well as to the exigencies of 
his tool. Some of the inscriptions breathe an 
exuberant style with sweeping executions of the strokes^"

1. C.f. 2d (our Chart No.).



like those of the medial i, subscript Ya, Ra,etc.,
while some others exhibit a more restrained and formal

1 2 style* Some have a flair for the curves and some
3show a preponderance of the angles. In some, the 

strokes constituting the limbs of a letter are carefully 
joined together into a harmonious whole, while in others 
these remain disjointed.^-

A. H. Dani has recently proposed to term as
r -  . 1 .* -  ~‘fugitive1 the style as known from the Bengal copper i 1

plates of the time of Kumaragupta I and Budhagupta, ,
dated between the years 113 and 163 of the &upta Era 
(i.e. 432-482 A.D.). By this he wants to lay stress 
on the three characteristics, which to his mind, predom
inate this style. These are: !(i) looseness in drawing 
the lines on the part of the writer; (ii) a tendency to 
curve the angles, as in pa and ma, and (iii) a preference
for extremely cursive forms, as in la and ha1. He

, . • ji
further observes: fAs a result of the first feature the 
head-mark becomes a mere line. No attempt is made to 
give the letters their full form1. But in view of 
the variations (in matters of stylistic detail) noticed

1. C.f. 3b and 3d.
2. C.f. 2d. 1
3. Cf. 3b and 2e.
4. C.f. 2e.
3. Dani, I.P.. p. 131. \



in the writings of these inscriptions,it is difficult 
to concur with this generalisation. The so-called 
looseness of drawing is a phenomenon which is by and 
large associated with copper-plate-engraving as against 
the solid style of inscribing the stone inscriptions, 
as noted for instance, in the ^usunia Rock inscription 
of Candravarman. Dani‘s view that ‘no attempt is made 
to give the letters their full form* is hardly true 
about the majority of the inscriptions to which it is 
applied. As for those to which it is applicable, the 
copper plate inscriptions of the Parivrajaka and 
Uccakalpa kings^ would show that neither the so-called 
looseness of drawing nor the cursive trend is something 
peculiar to the copper plates from Bengal. The varying 
forms of the head-marks will be shortly discussed. The 
tendency to curve the (lower r.) angle of Pa and Ma is 
limited to 2d (Baigrara c.p.) alone and the use of the 
cursive types of La and Ha is a characteristic which 
belongs in this period to Eastern India , and not solely 
to these Bengal copper plates.

In view of the difficulties of a broad general 
isation, it is intended here to point out the general

1. CII.Ill, c.f. Pis. xiii, xv.B, xvi*- xx.
2. This point has been_discussed in some detail 

elsewhere in this thesis.
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stylistic aspects of the writings of these copper 
plates together with the observable differences.

As may be expected of this period, the letters 
are written in an upright manner. Occasionally, the 
vertical is subjected to some degree of curvature 
(c.f. La, C\J , 3c) or slope (c.f. Ra, T , 3e). This 
may be attributed to the personal style of the particular 
scribe/engraver.

As in the Susunia inscription (section A), <-v\
acute angle is often noticed at the lower right end of 
letters of which the base is closed (c.f. Ma, w  ;
Sa, d4 , etc.). The acuteness of the angle depends on 
the slope of the bottom-stroke, and is optional. This 
is not to be confused with the acute angle formed at 
this point in the later style of writing, which in 
Btthler's 1 Indian Palaeography* gives its name to the 
script.1 In the latter (which followed the present

2.4M
upright style), the angle became compulsory, following 
from the changed style of writing, which also involved 
other developed features.

The head-marks are somewhat differently formed 
in the different inscriptions. In 2b and 2c, which

1. Bdhler, I.P.> p. 49«



which largely agree in matter of style, it is distinctly
wedge-shaped, the curved outline of the top often lending
it a crescentic formation: • The wedge becomes less
distinctive in 2d as here the ends almost approximate
the middle of the head-mark in thickness. In the
peculiar fashion of engraving by short strokes the head-
mark in 2e is often reduced to a dot which appears also
quite frequently on the top of the right downstroke1

2over and above the head-mark in the usual position. 
Sometimes the wedge is almost transformed into a linear 
head-stroke, but not quite. In the more deeply incised 
stone inscriptions, however, the head-mark tends to be 
more fully engraved into the wedge shape. The foot
marks at the lower end of the 1. arm of Kha, G-a, and Sa, 
similarly, are not given uniformly bold wedge forms,
but are sometimes made only slightly thicker than the" ’

- t >  - . ~ " f. ,: ; x  r .  • . z *  ; < r w  • ' • W j f i H

rest of the arm, sometimes almost linear in character, 
and sometimes reduced into mere dots. The verticals 
in 2b and 2c become thicker at the lower end. This 
characteristic is also noted in 2e and may be attributed 
primarily to the scribe’s pen or brush rather than to

i

the engraver’s tool. No such tapering style is evident 
in the other inscriptions.
   ———————— ——— ———— — — — — —  ...
1. iE. e. in letters having more than one such downstroke.
2. I.e. on the top of the 1. downstroke : e.g., Ma, Ya,

Sa, etc.
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Though arranged in horizontal rows the head-

• • * - . - . * *  a lb -V *

marks in the early inscriptions (e.g.,3a; 2b; 1,), 
because of their very formation, sometimes follow a 
slightly uneven course. The short head-marks dwindle 
into comparative inconspicuity in the exuberance of the 
signs of medial i, medial u, and the innumerable conjuncts, 
particularly those involving subscript Ya and Ra, etc., 
which spare little space between the letters or the rows. 
Gradually, however, a restraining influence is brought 
to bear upon the writing style - ensuring better regu
lated space between the letters as well as the parallel 
rows, and the exuberance of the signs is comparatively 
modified. In this more disciplined and formal style 
as may be noted in 2e, 3d-e, etc., the head-mark - the 
primary job of which was apparently to keep the letters 
in well-arranged rows - had an important and purposeful 
part to play. Careful attention is now given to keeping 
them in harmonious and strictly defined lines, though no 
attempt is made to join them together physically, now 
or during any part of the period covered by this thesis.
By its regular occurrence the head-mark contributes a 
lot t) the entire style of the writing. It is this 
conscious recognition (quite apart from the exigencies 
of the tool) that to a great extent was responsible for 
the consipicuous part that the head-mark was allowed to 
play in the Indian scripts throughout the times, even to 
the extent of effecting the modification of the shapes



of letters.
As has been pointed out by Btfhler, while

detailing the characteristics of the epigraphic Gupta 
alphabet'*' the letters with uncovered verticals at the
lower end (e.g., A, A, Ka, Ga, pa, Ta, Bha, Ra and Sa)

"4

are generally longer than the other (single) letters, 
at any rate in the earlier inscriptions. But the 
difference is not usually very remarkable except in 3af 
2b, and to some extent 2c. Sometimes such difference 
becomes more academic than real. The letters which are 
smaller in size also do not adhere to a strictly uniform
height, and their lengths are subject to variation not

*  • 1
only in different inscriptions, but sometimes in one and
the same inscription.letters with signs of the medial

*
vowel at the lower end (c.f. hooked a; medial u, u and r ). 
as well as the conjuncts are also given extra height 
depending on the nature of the sign. It is possible to 
note a gradually increasing effort to equalise the size 
of the single letters (c.f. 2e; 3c-e; 4a). In the 
later inscriptions of the present group this is achieved 
for all practical purposes, though the medial vowels pud 
the conjuncts are not subjected to this limitation 
presumably to avoid the inconvenience of having to write 
complicated forms within a short space and to
ensure easy recognisibility. The increased space between
the rows, however, helps to avoid overcrowding.
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The breadth of the letters in the different 
inscriptions of this group does not admit of any 
generalisation, as the matter is largely related to 
the style of the particular scribe/engraver, and there 
is no progressive trend to be noted in any direction.
Thus in 2e and 3e letters tend to be more elongated in 
relation to their breadth than most of the other
inscriptions in this group. Except for those cases

■where a progressive trend is evident, such stylistic 
differences as angularity or curvature in a particular 
limb of a letter, and other minute variations in details
(as choosing a more moderate or elaborate stroke affecting

-the general appearance of an initial or medial vowel, 
or a single consonant or conjunct) may be attributed, 
as has been already pointed out, to the personal con
venience and mannerism of the scribe/engraver (c.f.

. y 7 ’ : \  . . '.-,7Ca, Bha, Ma, and Ya in 1; Da in 3b; Bha in 3a; La in 3c;
Sa in 3d; Ga in 2b; Bha in 2c; Pa, Ma, and Ya in 2d; N̂ t,

/ . .Kha, Ga, Tha, Dha, and Sa of 2e; Ka, Kha, Ga, Tha, Dha,
*and Sa of 3f; subscript Ya of 3c; subscript Ya and Ra

7 \ ' 7 'of 2e, etc., to mention only a few).
With these observations about the general 

characteristics of the script we may now examine the 
characters individually, taking first the initial vowels, 
then in succession the medial vowels, the single conso
nants, the conjuncts and the orthographicv signs.

- - ••• - ‘. • 7. 7 :?ji:
■

Z . ‘ Z" :JP"- sgfe
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This order will be generally followed also in the . v r ;

later chapters.
Initial vowels:-

The slight variations in the formation of 
A are confined to the 1. arm and the middle-bar 
connecting it to the vertical on the r. side. The

*1. arm is sometimes virtually straight and slanting
-  r ’

as in 2b ( ) but more frequently it is slightly
curved inwards (i.e., to the r.). Sometimes the whole 
arm is thus curved (e.g., 2d., cols, xxii-xxiii, ft )
but usually, the lower half is more curved ( fc| )•
The middle bar is drawn horizontally in some cases, 
but more often it slopes to the r. The sign of length
of 5 is indicated by hook ( ^  ) opening leftwards
to the lower 1. end of A.

I consists of two dots placed one above the 
other, and a detached vertical line (slightly bent 
occasionally) on their r . ( I| )• The vertical is 
given a head-mark ( l\ ) only in the later inscriptions 
(e.g. 2e, 3e). I occurs only once in 2b. In it, a

• r

dot is placed on either side of a vertical ( )•
This type of I also occurs in some subsequent inscription^

■ -

■M

1. C.f. Mirashi, CII.IV p. 603; the Doobi c.p. of
Bhaskaravarraan (chapter VII, section B and chart 22c); 
the Mandasore ins. of__Ya£bdharman (CII.III, p.l); 
the Haraha ins. of T^anavarman, E.I. XIV, p. 115ff* 
and pi., etc. O.f. also 0. SivaramSmurti, Indian 
Epigraphy and South Indian scripts, p. 64.

  ' _________
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U has an upright top which is followed in the 

lower end by a hook ( ) like that of A. It is more
advanced than the type in the Allahabad inscription 
of Samudragupta^* where the base curve has not yet 
developed, but this style of U is used in the copper
plates of the Parivrajaka and Uccakalpa rulers of

2central India . In the Gupta inscriptions from Bengal 
U can be easily confused with Ru (with the hooked type 
of medial u) and rarely with Ra (e.g., 2e with the 
hooked type of medial a in Ra, chart 2e, col.xxxviii).

E is triangular. The arms are variously 
drawn in different inscriptions (e.g.. & > ^ > 4 f ^ f 
etc.). The apex which is always at the top gives 
rise to an upper protuberance. This is universally 
found in the Bengal inscriptions,^ prior to the reversal 
of the position of the apex ( ^  , which took place later).
The protuberance is also noticed in the Doobi copper

- 4plate of Bhaskaravarman of Assam.
The initial vowels U, Ai and Au

5do not occur in these inscriptions.

1. Op. cit.
CII* III* C.f. pis. xiii-xx.

3. C.f. charts 2, 3 and 4. Dani wrongly mentions it as 
optional (Dani, I.P.. p.l31*)«

4. C.f. Chapter VII, section B and chart 21c.
5. Initial I, U, R, Ai and Au are normally scarce while 

initial i, Jj and i are hardly used at all except when 
the full or part of the alphabet itself is enumerated 
for special reasons. This is sometimes done in the 
Tantric tracts of a later period (c.f. a Buddhist 
inscription from Hasrakol, Gaya, J.A.S.B. N.S. IV,
contd. on next page.
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Medial vowels:-

Medial a is added in several forms according
to the shape of the consonant receiving it. (i) In Kha,
G-a, Na, Dha, Ba and Sa - none of which has a head-mark -
it consists of a hook opening leftwards and attached to
the lower r. end of the consonant (e.g. Ga, Q  )
like the sign indicating the length of initial X. This
type of a occurs also in the Allahabad Pillar inscription^

2 3and the earliest of the Nepal and Assam inscriptions,
and on the whole, its use may be associated with eastern

4 - - / \India. Only in 2e hooked a is used in Ra. (ii).
Occasionally the hook is drawn downwards at the r. side
of the consonant, e.g., 2b., col. xi, Sa; 2e., col. xxxiii
G-a: ( ) • This type is also used in the Allahabad
inscription, and the early Nepal inscriptions, and

5apparently, soratimes in the Bower manuscripts.
(iii) In Ja, Na and Ta (the last two cases are to be 
noted in conjuncts like Nka, ftga, Jta etc. i.e. in 
conjuncts involving superscribed Na and 
medial a goes upwards, being drawn with a curve(e.g.
Nga, %  ) or in an angular manner (c.f. Ja £l ).

—
(5) contd. from previous page. p. 459ff. and pi.); 

manuscript Nos. Add. 1049, 1691*2 and 1699.1 in 
the University Library, Cambridge (c.f. Bendall,
C.B.S.M., Cambridge, Pis. 1.2, 11.4 and Table of 
Letters).

1. Op. Cit.
2. Gnoli, Nepalese Ascriptions ip Gupta Characters? 

Rome, 1956.3. C.f. Chapter VII, section A and Chart 21a-b.^
4. C.f. however, hooked S in NSC in the inscription of 

(contd. on next page)



In Ja it is drawn from the middle bar of Ja. This 
type of a (we may call it the upturned type) was 
evolved quite early*- and was widely disseminated.
It had also a comparatively long life, (iv) The superior 
stroke, consisting of a curve above the head-mark 
(c.f. Ha J ), is also used (e.g., Ha, col. xv, 3c;
Ka, and Pa, cols, xxxv-xxxvi, 2e.; Va, col. xxvi, 3e).
_But this type does not appear in the early inscriptions 
and is not quite popular in the later inscriptions

r  ■ . - ' v  ■ 

—  « •  *

2 / \except for 2e. (v) In by far the largest number
_of cases, however, the sign indicating medial a is 

drawn downwards from the r. end of the head-mark in an
angular (c.f. Ra, T ) or cursive (c.f. Ha, ) way.

.

In letters with two downstrokes (where the r. downstroke 
does not have a head-mark) it is generally curved from 
the upper end of the r. downstroke (e.g. Pa, IP ); but 
sometimes it is actually drawn from the r. end of the

4. (contd. from previous page) Pallava sfivaskandavarman, 
(Bfthler, I.P., PI. Ill, col. XIX, 20.

5. C.f. Hoernle, Bower MSS., Table II, vowels, facing 
Intro., p. xxviii.

■ • v "-Z-
1. Buhler, I.P., PI. Ill, 13.
2. Dani is not correct when^speaking about the inscrip

tions of the time of Kumaragupta I and Budhagupta 
from Bengal, he says that Ĵ the Kusha$a (sic) system 
of a top slant for medial a is not found here 
op. cit., p. 131.
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head-mark, cutting across or touching the upper end of 
the r. vertical (e.g. Pa d> col. xvii, 2c; Pa, and Ma, 
cols, xxviii-xxix, 2d). The angular type becomes more 
popular in the later inscriptions. In 2d, the a-sign 
is often curved like a wing (c.f. Da, $  ).

In 2b and 2c the curve of medial i is sometimes 
stretched down to the height of the consonant (e.g., Ni, 
^ ) ?2b, col. vi; Ti, 2c., col. xv etc.). But quite 
often it is shorter in these as well as the other early 
inscriptions (e.g., Mi, , col. ix, 2b., and other 
specimens in 3a., 1, 2c and 2d) though reaching below 
the level of the head-mark. In 3b the curve is confined 
above the head-mark, and similar is the case in 2e (e.g. 
Ri, ^  ) 3d., and not infrequently in 3c, 3f and 3e.
In none of the Gupta inscriptions after the time of 
Kumaragupta I is the elongated type of the medial i known 
to occur. In Dhi, Si, etc. letters without a head-mark, 
the medial i is frequently drawn from the r. top (c.f.
Si, ^  ), while in other cases it is drawn from the r.
end of the head-mark. The stroke of medial I has two 
prongs, generally of unequal size. In the early 
inscriptions usually the 1. prong is curved inwards 
(c.f. Ni, ) while the somewhat bigger and compara
tively stiff r. prong shoots upwards (e.g. 2c; 2d; 1;
3c; 2e). Cols, vi, ix, x, and xii in 2b follow this 
type (c.f. SI, ), but in the other specimens the
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order is revised - the bigger prong (also curved to 
the r.) being placed at the 1. (c.f. BhI ; ). A
distinct change is noticed in 3d, 3e (c.f. Dl? ^  ) and

K  ' ' 'TA- -Valso some cases of 2e. (e.g. Vi, ^  xxxvii) which 
consists in curving the 1. prong leftwards instead of 
inwards, (as in earlier inscriptions). In Sri ,
the prongs are placed at the two ends of the top.

Medial u has several varieties which are 
added to the consonants on the basis of their shapes 
(as with the signs of medial a). (i) One variety is
exactly like the hooked a - c.f. Ku ( ^  ) and Ru ( £  )
(in 2e., Ra has the hooked-sign) - both the letters (Ka 
and Ra) having long uncovered verticals. (ii) In G-u,
( *u ), Tu, Bhu, Su - also involving letters with long 
and uncovered verticals, the u-sign is curved upwards 
from the lower end of the r. vertical. Rather uncon
ventionally, this type of u is applied to Du in 1, col. 
iv. (iii) In the remaining consonants which do not

i

generally have an uncovered vertical at the lower end, 
the medial u consists in the prolongation of the r. 
vertical (c.f. ) or the addition of a short
vertical below the lower r. end of the consonant in 
case it has no vertical (e.g. Gu, Tu, ( ^  ) Cyu, Dyu,
etc.) The same method has been followed in Nu ( ^  )
though Na as an open vertical stroke at the lower end.



The form of Ha is modified in Hu, thus: f\ . Medial 
u consists of two u-signs (u + u). (i) Of these, the
second u consists of a curve facing downwards in 
letters which have the vertical-type of the first u 
(e.g. Pu, £4 . The curve is added to the lower 1. end 
of the vertical, but occasionally, as in 2b and 2c it 
is placed slightly higher up (c.f. Pu, ^  ).
Owing to the comparatively rare and restricted occurrence 
of medial u, it is difficult to be sure that all the 
varieties current during this period are represented 
by these inscriptions. (ii) In Tu (c.f. Stu, col. 
xxxix, 2e) as well as Bhu, (i.e. letters which take 
the upturned variety of the first u), the second u is 
curved downwards from the lower half of the r. vertical 
of the letter (e.g. Bhu, , c.f. 2b; 2d) or of the
first u (e.g. Bhu 2c; 2e, etc.). Sometimes
the curve is drawn from the r. bottom of the first u 
(e.g., 2c, Bhu, 1̂/ , col. vi; 1, col. i). In Ru
(which takes the hooked-type of the first u), the
additional u is curved downwards at the r. side of the 

_vertical (Ru, ^  , 2d., cols, xxiii-xxiv).
Medial p has two varieties. In variety (i)

the curve is similar to the first variety of medial uv
as discussed above. As in the latter, it has the 
upper arm stiffer (it being almost horizontally drawn) 
and bigger than the lower arm (c.f. Ky ). Por the



sake of convenience henceforth we shall refer to it as 
the flong hooked1 type. In the other variety (ii) 
the curve, consisting of two smaller and equal-sized 
arms, opens to the r, being drawn right below the 
consonant, (c.f. Vu, ^  ). Both the types are used
side by side in some of the inscriptions (e.g. 2b; 2c; 
2d; and apparently, 3d). Only the second variety 
(which may be called the *shorter-curve1 type) is used 
in 3b; and 3e, whereas the others seem to prefer the 
first variety (e.g., 3f; 1; 3c). To judge by the 
evidence of the latest of these inscriptions (viz., 3e) 
in juxtaposition to the subsequent inscriptions from 
Bengal, the shorter curve type came to be in general 
employ in Bengal towards the end of this period, presu
mably because it ensured easy distinction from the sign 
for medial u.

A clear distinction may be made between the 
earlier and later inscriptions in the matter of their 
choice of the signs for medial e. (i) In the earlier 
inscriptions it is often very cursively drawn (at the 1. 
side of the upper end) eliminating the head-mark (e.g.? 
2b, Ke, ^  , col. vi; 2d; Pe, col. xxvi, Re, col. xxix;
2e., Be, col. xxxvii, etc.). Sometimes in letters with 
more than one downstroke, the head-mark^instead of 
being abandoned, is shifted to the r. dovmstroke (e.g. 
Me, 'IT , 2b, col. ix; 2d, col. xxxviii). Rather
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exceptionally in such cases where the medial e is 
drawn laterally is the head-mark preserved in its proper 
position (e.g., 2d., Le, p  col. xxx). The cursive 
style of medial e also occurs in the Allahabad inscrip
tion of Samudragupta. In the later inscriptions, 
however, this type is entirely given up. In 3d and 3e 
only the 'superior stroke1 of the medial e, consisting 
of a slanted curve above the head-mark (c.f. Ne, *3) ),
and distinguished from medial i by its shorter size, 
occurs exclusively.^ In its characteristic preference 
for using less exuberant forms, 3b, though relatively 
early, shuns the cursive e and has the superior type 
alone. In 2e and 3f, the use of the superior stroke is
quite frequent and in 3c, the cursive form is not used 
at all. Medial ai consists of two e-signs - both 
curved and inclined to the 1. above the head-mark or 
letter-top (i.e. the superior type). The head-mark 
is sometimes set aside in the early inscriptions (c.f.

this practice is rarer in medial ai than in simple e even 
in the relatively early inscriptions (c.f. 2d, 2e), and 
in the later ones, is abandoned altogether (c.f. the

3d, 3e, etc.). Medial o visually combines the signs 
of e and a - both of which appear in their usual variants,

, 2c), but generally speaking,

use only of the superior type, e.g. Nai, ^  , 2e - in

1. This tvne is used only sparingly in the%early• (c.
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as discussed above. Consideration of symmetry plays

except in cases where the hooked or the upturned varieties 
of a are normally expected. The use of the cursive type

Medial au takes both the strokes of o, to which it adds
another - there being three strokes altogether. The
third stroke is also slightly curved and stretched
upwards, usually inclined to the 1. It is placed in
between the two other strokes (representing the e and a
of o) in a symmetrical way.^ In Pau, 2b, col. iv ( 'Ip  )
where the signs of the e and a are separated from one a 
another (owing to the open top of the letter), the third
stroke is aligned with that of the e, the two together
resembling ai. The head-mark is set aside owing to
the cursive formation of the e.
Anusvara and visarga:-

Anusvara consists of a small globular mark,
generally blocked but occasionally hollow, placed above
the head-mark or letter-top (c.f. Yaft, oftj ).

upper one being drawn at the level of the head-mark 
(c.f. Dah, )•

an occasional part in the choosing of the signs,^

of e leads to the elimination of the head-mark in o

Visarga has two such marks, detached and placed 
one above the other on the r. side of the letter - the

2. C.f. Mau,
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Single consonants:-

Ka has its vertical horizontally cut across 
by a little stroke a little above the middle. The 
varying degrees of curvature and/or angularity 
(c.f. 'f' , f  , f , , zf, ,etc.,) noticed in the
different inscriptions do not indicate any positive 
trend of a forthcoming development.

y nThe letters Kha. G-a and Sa have foot-marks 
at the bottom of their 1. arras.

A triangular appendage, generally resembling 
the shape of Va in the respective inscriptions, is 
joined to the r. arm of Kha. The top is curved ( /a > 
in the early inscriptions (c.f., 3a; 2b-d; 3b, but in 
the later ones it tends to be flattened ( i3 ) 2e; 3f; 
3c-e). Another change noticed in the later inscriptions 
is the introduction of mild (leftward) curvature into 
the 1. arm. In 2b Kha is sometimes cursively drawn 
in an attempt to write 'Khi1 ( (fib in a single effort 
of the pen (c.f. vi-viii),which results in opening the
top of the appendage - thus creating a gap between the
curved top and the r. vertical. A gap at this point
( ^  ) may also be noted in 3d; and 3e, though Kha in
these inscriptions can hardly be said to have been

1. As has been pointed out above, these foot-marks are 
differently formed in the different inscriptions now 
under study. Therefore, Danifs observation that 1 the 
left limbs of Kha, G-a and Sa have line-heads instead 
of foot-marks (I.P. p. 131), meaning thereby the wedged foot-marlcs7 is not entirely correct.



cursively written. In the earlier inscriptions Ga 
has curved top ( *| c.f,, 2b-d, etc.), whereas in

. V  y.

the later inscriptions a tendency to flatten the top 
( -H ) may be noted (e.g., 2e; 3f; 3d-e, etc.) In this 
as well as in the curvature of the 1. arm, the develop
ment of this letter follows the pattern of Kha. The 
r. vertical of Ga, like those of Ta, Bha, and Sa, is 
bigger than the 1. arm. Gha is one of the rare letters. 
In 2b the 1. as well as the middle downstroke receives 
a head-mark ( IXj ). The r. vertical is made bigger 
than the rest, and the base, consisting of two halves, 
slopes to the r. In 2d on the other hand, only the 1. 
arm receives the head-mark} all the three downstrokes 
are of the same height, and the base is horizontal.( JJJ )

|[a, Na, and J?ha do not occur independently, 
and therefore will be discussed together with the other 
conjuncts.

Ga has both its arms curved to the 1. The 
joint is either angular ( *5 c.f.,3a; 1; 2d-e; 3f) or
curved ( ^  c.f., 2b; 2c; and presumably 3d and 3e).
Gha generally appears in conjuncts but in 3f it also 
occurs independently. It consists of a vertical at 
the top and a double—looped formation (placed horizon— 
tally) at the lower end ( ^  ). Ja in 3b has an
upright 1. post and three horizontal bars at its right 
( ^  ). In the other inscriptions, however, the bars
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are often slightly curved and sloped downwards (e.g. ^ ).
The post also occasionally shows mild curvature. There 
is, however, no indication of any definite change.
Jha is normally of very rare occurrence and does not 
occur at all in the inscriptions under discussion.

Ja is curved to the r. In the present inscrip
tions its top is often flattened with the resultant 
angularity at the upper 1. end (e.g. £7 )• The
arm is also rather often stiffly formed, hut the lower 
end is curved. The bend at the r. end of the top does 
not seem to be connected with the later growth of the
vertical at this end,1 in view of its non-occurrence in

2the inscriptions of the intervening period. The rare 
letter pa occurs in po in 1, and 3d, where both the arms 
of the angle are slightly curved, thus : ^  . Dha also 
occurs very rarely. But for the head-mark this letter 
has changed very little since the time of the Asokan 
inscriptions. It consists of a bent back and a lower 
curve, the latter facing upwards and showing a loop at

-r „ -  - 1 * jjj

its tip ( To ). is bifurcated and looped, thus: •
The base is horizontal or slightly sloping to the r.

i;'c.f. the Kha$ga cps. (6a-b) the cp. of Dharmapala 
(6f)? etc.

2. .C.f. the inscriptions of Dharmaditya, Copacandra, 
Samacaradeva, Sasahka, Jayanaga, etc., (Charts 
4b-f; 5a-d).
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The curves at the top of the two downstrokes are well- 
rounded in the earlier inscriptions. In 3d, and 3e, 
however, a tendency may he noted to compress the r. 
curve and to lengthen its outstretched arm downwards
(do ).

The two arms of Ta meet to form the top-curve, 
which is joined by the head-mark ( ^ ). Occasionally
some degree of angularity is noticed at the top (e.g. ^ 
c.f. 3b; 3e, etc.) Tha and Dha are drawn with varying 
degrees of angularity or cursiveness in the different 
inscriptions, and sometimes even in the same inscription, 
(c.f., the different forms of Dha in 2d). In 2b and 
2c Tha develops a double-arched 1. arm (like a reversed 
English *Bf) apparently in an attempt to write the letter 
(including the cross-bar in the middle)in a single effort 
of the pen. In 2b especially,the lower r. end of the 
letter becomes angular. In the other inscriptions, 
however, usually both the 1. and r. arms are flattened, 
while the upper and lower ends are curved. The cross
bar is separately and horizontally formed like that of 
Sa. On the whole, the idea for a right vertical for 
Tha has yet to be widely accepted. -The back of Da shows 
varying degrees of bend.. In 2b and 2c the bend is often 
suppressed (e.g. &. ) which gives the back a stiff forma— 
tion. In 3b ( C ) the absence of any leftward movement
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gives the letter the shape of fa. In the other 
instances the bent back and the lower curve combine 
to give the letter a shape which is not unlike that of 
the r. and lower portion of Ca, and modern Bengali fha 
(c.f. £  , 3a, 2d-e; 3c-e). Dha has varying forms
depending on the degree of roundedness or angularity
of its different parts, thus: 0  > Q  '(2d); 0  , 0  *
Q  , (1; 3a; 2e; 3c-d); Q , (3e)>etc. There is no 

indication of a positive trend of any forthcoming 
change. The loop of Na is placed between an upright 
upper-stroke and a curved lower-stroke. The degree of
curvature of the lower-stroke varies even in one and
the same inscription, but a growing tendency to somewhat 
restrain the leftward swing ( & ) )  may be noted in 
the later inscriptions (c.f. 3e).

Pa is written in varying degrees of cursiveness.
2 c4 isOnly in^the angle at the lower r. end of Pa ■ & T,

(c.f. also Pha, Ma, Ya, §a i‘=Sa}, and final Ma in this 
inscription) is replaced by a curve.^ In the other 
inscriptions these letters are angular (c.f. XJ ) at 
this point. The lower 1. end of Pa is curved in all 
these inscriptions. The base is horizontal unless 
(as in 2b, Vl > and occasionally in 2c, vl ) it is

1. Dani1s general distinction of the forms of Ma in the 
inscriptions of Kumaragupta I and Budhagupta on this 
basis is therefore hardly justified. - Dani, op. cit,
p. 131.
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cursively drawn from a short 1. arm. In the earlier 
inscriptions the upper end of the r. vertical of such 
letters (with more than one downstroke) as Gha, Pa, Ma, 
Ya, Sa (=Sa) is often allowed to rise higher than the 
level of the head-mark (which is attached onto the 1. 
downstroke), e.g., Pa in col. v, 2b; Ya in col* xv,
2c; Ma in col. xxiv, 2d, etc. This cursive trend is 
observable in the later inscriptions. A positive 
trend noticed in the later inscriptions (c.f. 3d-e, etc.) 
is the leftward curvature ( O  ) introduced into the 1. 
arm (as in the 1. arms of Kha, Ga, and Sa).

Pha appears but rarely. Ever since the time 
of the A^okan inscriptions its shape has been closely 
related to that of Pa of which it is the aspirate form.
In Pha the upper end of the r. vertical of Pa is bent 
inwards (i.e. to the 1.) and very often gives rise to 
a loop in conjunction with the base (c.f., 2b-c ,
etc.). In 3e the loop is angularly formed, thus: Xfl • 
Occasionally the loop appears to be projected to the r. 
side of the vertical (c.f., 3d, col. xvii), but since no 
distinct independent example of this type is provided 
by the present group of inscriptions we cannot be sure 
about its use. This type of Pha is rather uncommon 
in contemporary and sometimes even later inscriptions, 
which generally show Pha with the loop to the 1. of the
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vertical.’1' A separate sign is used for Ba as
distinguished from that for Va, but instances are not

2rare when one is used for the other. The use of Ba 
becomes rarer in the later inscriptions (c.f. 3d-e).
In formation the letter hardly shows any marked change 
from that of the Asokan inscriptions ( D  ).

Now only the arms are affected by varying 
degrees of curvature, as well as irregularity of size 
(e.g. □, Q  , O  , etc.). Bha occurs in slightly 
different forms, which vary from one another mainly in 
the formation of the 1. arm, thus: (i) <i,<i , « t . 
(c.f. 1; 3b-d); (ii) rj , , (c.f. 3a; 2d-e; 3f);
(iii) , (2b-c; 3e). The lack of the
characteristic bend or tick at the lower end of the 1. 
arm in var.iii sometimes (c.f. 2c and 3e) makes the 
letter look similar to Ta.

Ma is of the tailed variety which is sometimes 
and rather inappropriately included as one of the con
stituents of the 1 eastern variety1. The tail is drawn 
by curving the lower end of the 1. arm to the 1. with 
a downward slant. In 1 the tail bends its bottom

1. C.f. Btfhler, I .P. pi. iv, 28; Burgess, A . S. W . I., IV, 
pi. V; Sivaramamurti, E.I.S.I.S , p. 125~ etc.7; but 
the present form occurs in the Bower and the Horiuzi 
MSS. - in the former optionally ^c.f. Hoernle, Bower 
MBS., Table I between pp. xxvi and xxvii; BTlhler,
The Horiuzi Palm-leaf MSS., Anecdota Oxoniensia. Vol.I 
pt. Ill, PI. Vt,“Table of AlpFahetsT also Btthler,
I.P . pi. VI.
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rightwards, thus : *4 • The base is generally sharply 
sloped towards the right in the earlier inscriptions (it 
being occasionally drawn from just below the head-mark, 
thus: , so that there remains very little of the 1.
arm as distinguished from the curved tail (e.g. 2b; 3b:
N  5 3a: >1 ) ; but in the later inscription the acute
ness of the slope is diminished as the base-stroke is drawn 
from the body of the 1. arm (c.f. 2e; 3c; 3f: 34
In 3d-e the base becomes almost horizontal. The base 
is also horizontal in 2d though it belongs to an early

• f  ~  :’r r. j

period; but as has been already noted, here Ma and some 
other letters have been cursively drawn. Ma generally 
foregoes its tail in Me (c.f. 2b, col. ix; 2c, xix;
2d, col. xxviii; 2e, col. xxxviii, etc.), Mo (c.f. 2b, 
col. ix; 2d, col.xxix; 2e, col. xxxvii, etc.) and 
perhaps Mai and Mau.

Ya is tripartite in all these inscriptions, and 
has two varieties, distinguished by the formation of 
the 1. half. In variety (i) the curved left half 
generally ends up with an inward bend or loop, thus: 
cJj , oJj , (e.g., 3a-b; 2c-d, cols, xxiv-xxv; 2e, 3f.
In variety (ii) the left half ends up with a sinistrorse 
curl, thus : QXJ , Oil Ya of the second type appears
to be sparsely used • in the earlier inscriptions
(c.f. 2b., col. ixxx; 2d., cols, xxiii, xxiv, and xxvi).
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In 1, however, this type is exclusively used ( ol) 
clearly seen in Yo, col. iii). It is also exclusively 
used in 3d-e. In 3c and 4a, both types seem to appear 
side by side.^* Judged by the evidence of the early 
inscriptions, there seems to be hardly any doubt that 
the type comprising var. (i) was evolved earlier than 
the type comprising variety (ii).

The right half of Ya follows the shape of this 
part of Na in the same inscription. In some instances 
(c.f. ^  , 3b), both the 1. and the r. halves join
the head-raark; but more often the r. half is drawn from 
the 1., the point of the junction being subject to 
variation (c.f. «*J , Oi ; oXI , <)II, etc.). In 3d, the 
bottom of both the halves is formed by a continuous line 
( ). Earlier examples of this type may be seen in
1 ( V J  ); 2d, col. xxiii, etc. In 2d, the angle at the

3lower r. end is often replaced by a curve.
*  i  t  -  -  ■%'Ra has a vertical stroke for its body; no foot

mark is observed. La is of the hooked-type ( ), i
generally associated with eastern India (as against the 
form: ^  , used in other parts of northern India). The

1. Dani has failed to notice the occurrence of the second 
variety in the inscriptions from which col. 3 of his 
pi. XI is stated to have been drawn (Dani, IP.)

2. C.f* Btfhler, I^P., Pis. Ill and IV. Pargiter's
view that ^he form fcW is an intermediate modification 
of ^  , (I.A., XXXIX, p. 207) runs counter to this
general evidence. He, however, made the remark 
before the Gupta copper plates now being discussed 
were discovered.

3. Ol) , c.f. also Pa, Ma, etc. in this inscription.
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lower hook is drawn with varying amount of cursiveness 
(c.f. |J , 2b5 ;  , 2d; , 3c, etc.) . Va is
triangular and has the apex at the top (like initial E). 
The arm at the bottom is generally the smallest. But 
for some exceptions in 3a, 2b, 2d and 2e, its base tends 
to be horizontally drawn. The upper arms are equal
sized (or nearly so) and slanted in opposite directions 
( A  ) except in those instances where the base is 
sloped (c.f. 4  ). In the latter case, the r. arm tends
to be upright and is generally the largest. In 2e and 
3f, col. xxx, however, all the arms are sloped in varying 
degrees ( 4  )• In 3f, the angles of Va are often 
affected by curvature ( 0 ).

s'The outline of Sa is similar to that of Ga in 
the same ins. Sa is, however, distinguished from Ga 
by the cross-bar (connecting the two vertical arms) which 
is horizontal ( ^  ) or sloped ( ^  , ^  )• §a and Sa
are both looped.'1' No consisted effort is made by the 
scribe/engraver to distinguish between ga and Sa; only 
some haphazard attempts may be detected. In 2b and 1, 
the loop of §a is often elongated ( 54 ) and drawn 
vertically from just below the head-mark, while in Sa 
( *  ) a short upright stroke, comprising the 1. arm,

1. This feature is generally associated with eastern 
India about this period.
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tops the loop which is also more round • . In 3a the 
loop of ga appears to be slightly bigger than that of 
Sa, and in 3d-e the loop of ga is elongated vertically 
while that of Sa is projected to the 1. On the whole, 
however, the differences are not of a very convincing 
nature and are not strictly enforced. In most of the 
inscriptions the two letters are identically formed.^"

pIn the Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta the loop 
of ga is formed differently from that of Sa, but nowhere 
ga in that inscription has quite the form as shown in 
Danifs^Pl. Xb,i (in the letter ga} which has the appear
ance of the so-called western Gupta variety). Sa of 
the so-called western type is formed with a cross-bar, 
thus: td , while Sa of the western type has a hook 
instead of a loop at the lower 1. end, thus: •
The base of Sa and Sa is sloped like that of Ma and Ya 
in the same inscription.

Ha is hooked and very cursively drawn. In the

1. About the forms of ga and Sa in the Gunaighar copper 
plate (4a) D. G. Bhatacharyya writes "The letters Sa 
and Sa are, unlike the Paridpur plates, more claarly 
distinguished, the round-shaped loop on the 1. side 
in the cerebral sibilant hanging down immediately 
from the top line. The loop at the side of the 
dental sibilant is not, however, well-developed 
creating confusion on the one hand with the letter m 
and on the other with the letter p. (I.H.Q., VI, 1930 
p. 47) The plate of the inscription accompanying 
his article is, however, too indistinct to permit 
verification.

2. Op. cit.

3. Dani, I.P.
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Allahabad pillar inscription and many other inscriptions 
outside Bengal and Assam, where the hooked type (the 
so-called eastern variety) of Ha is used, it has the 
form ^  jbut in the Bengal copper plates now being 
discussed, a more cursive variant is employed, ( J  ). 
Very exceptionally, however, the fuller hooked-form 
seems to occur (c.f, 2c, col. xix; 3c, cols, xiv-xv).
In 2c, the extreme cursiveness reduces the letter into 
a short and almost straight slant, thus: /  , but in 
3a, 2d and 3c, it is more fully curved ( J ). In the
later- inscriptions, some degree of angularity affects
the letter, which has the appearance of a hockey-stick, 
thus: J (c.f. 2e, 3f - optionally, 3d-e).

Once only, in 2d (c.f. col. xxvii), occurs the
consonant J>p. which is now almost exclusively confined 
to the South Indian languages and scripts, but was in 
earlier days used occasionally in North India as well.'*' 
In 2d it consists of a pair of curves placed one below 
the other ( £ ), both opening to the r. In the
Allahabad inscription as also in the other contemporary

and semi-contemporary inscriptions, the form is
 —  .          . . . . . .  — —

1. Fleet*s comment regarding its appearance in the
Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta (£11.Ill, p*4) 
need not be taken too seriously (c.f. Ban!, I .P.. 
p. 84; Bffhler, I .P. pi. Ill, 39* etc.). At the same 
time it cannot be denied that perhaps due to phonetic 
reasons, even in the comparatively early period, 
this letter was more widely used in the South than 
in the North (c.f. Sivaramamurti, I.E.S.I.S., p. 152>
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slightly different.1 
Conjuncts

In the conjuncts the visual presentation of 
the letters follows the phonetic order, the letter 
phonetically following (i.e. the subscript) being

_ ;

placed below the one phonetically preceding (i.e. the 
superscript). The subscript is attached to the lower 
r. end of the superscript. Writing convenience is the 
keynote in the formation of the conjuncts. Thus a 
subscript with more than one vertical (downstroke) has

.

its r. limb generally placed on the r. of the superscript 
(e.g. Tpa, ; Mba, ^  ; Tma, 11 ; Dya; K§a; Tsa etc.);
while others are placed to the 1. of the bottom (c.f.

; Ddha, § ; Tva, jj ; etc.) or just below (e.g.
Tka, ^ ; Jna, ^  ; J)"i;a; $<}a; Stha, etc.). The
vertical of the superscript (if it has a horizontal

is
bottom-stroke) /sometimes protruded downwards to receive 
the subscript (c.f., Stha Q  ), and where the superscript 
has no vertical to extend, nor the subscript has an 
unclosed vertical at the upper end, a short vertical is 
provided at the r. lower end (c.f., Ddha £ ) of the
superscript. But quite frequently, the upper (r.) 
end of the subscript is directly joined to the lower

------------------------------------ -—     - v ,
1. c.f. Sivaramamurti, I.E.S.I.S. Fig. 64.

j
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(r.) end of the superscript (c.f. Jna ^  ; Dva ).
In conjuncts the letter occurring as the subscript 
invariably loses its head-mark, and any uncovered 
vertical at the upper end is reduced in size (c.f. ftka 
^  ). In letters with two downstrokes and an open-
top, the 1. downstroke retains (as subscript) only the 
lower end (c.f. Lpa *{J ; Rmma ĵ J ). When both the 
superscript and the subscript have long uncovered 
verticals, they are so merged that the resulting conjunct 
has its vertical of the height of the superscript (c.f. 
Tka ). The general size of the constituent letters, 
particularly that of the subscript is often reduced.

Sometimes the form of the subscript,is different 
from the initial form of the letter. This difference 
may be in arrangement, shape^or both. Subscript Ja,
Tha, and Dha involve modified arrangement as well as 
slightly different form in relation to the usual initial

-

form of these letters. Ja in g^a ( $< ) is generally 
semi-circular in shape and curved downwards. In J?ta, 
sometimes subscript Ta is angularised (c.f. >
2c) like Da (c.f. 1; 3a; 2c;). In 2b1col. x 5and 3f 
col. xxxi, however, angularity affects subscript fa in 
g-fa&When not angularised, subscript Ta sometimes 
retains the characteristics of initial Ta (c.f. Tta,£} ) 
being flattened at the top and open on the r. (c.f. 2b., 
col. vii; 2e., col. xxxv, a &-b, and col. xxxvi), or is
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curved downwards (c.f. Sta? ). Subscript Tha is
double looped (like Gha) and laid horizontally, being 
balanced on both sides of the vertical receiving it 
(c.f. Stha, %  ). Subscript Dha is also elongated 
horizontally, thus: O  , or quite often, thus: O
(c.f. Ddha, Jj , ^ ).

The letters Na, Na, and fha, occur in conjuncts 
only, the first as superscript only (c.f. ftka, frga, and 
Nha etc.), the third as subscript only (c.f. gfha), and - 
the second as both (c.f., as superscript: Nca, Ncha, Nja; 
as subscript: Jna). The initial form of the first two
letters, and more especially of the first,1 is difficult
to come across in normal circumstances. la is shaped 
like Ja, minus the latter!s middle-bar. The limbs are
similarly curved and/or slanted (c.f. Nka,^ , $ga,

—< / ^etc.). Superscript Na has double-curved top (c.f. Nca5
), but in 2e, the curves appear to be distributed 

vertically (c.f., Nca, ^  ). Subscript Na also has two
curves, and it is written horizontally,thus: v3 , 
superficially resembling the shape of BengaliO(c.f. 
ifia, {3 ). In 2d, col. xxix, (Jfla, ), the base is

l.Na was less scarce in the Pali-Prakpt inscriptions 
and coins. G.f. the inscriptions of Agbka and the 
coins and inscriptions of the Andhras Saka - Ksatrapas 
(c.f. Btihler, I .P. Pis. II and III) etc.
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shortened and the subscript is drawn in a slanting 
manner. 3b and 3c, however, seem to use a more angular 
form of subscript Na, (c.f. Jna in 3b: ^  , Jna in 3c:
6^ ), which is nearer to the original Asokan form:"j-j .
Subscript Jha is exactly like subscript Dha, but there 
does not arise any difficulty in recognition as the two 
have different letters as their superscripts.

Subscript Ma generally foregoes the tail (c.f. 
Traa, ) at the lower 1. end,1 but is generally distin
guished from subscript Pa by the angularity at this 
point. Subscript Ya is bipartite. In 2e, 3d and 3f 
the limb projected to the 1. is often angularised, and 
much elongated (c.f. c^J , Hya, , etc.)>but
elsewhere, it is generally shorter and more cursively 
drawn. In 2e, the r. vertical of subscript Ya is con
fined to the lower reaches (c.f. Sya,*5, ), but in 
others, it is raised upwards, generally up to the level 
of the head-mark (c.f. Mya, ), or a slightly lower 
point (c.f. Dya, £) ). The 1. end of the subscript Ya
is curved, beaked or squarish (the three types are 
exemplified respectively.by 2c, xx, Sya (*3,); 2d., col. 
xxviii, Dya ( ) ;  and, 2e col. xxxix, (Sya ( g/ ). 
Superscript Ra consists of a wedge-shaped stroke like

1. Ma also loses its tail when it receives the cursive 
(lateral) variety of the medial e. (c.f. Me, Mo, etc.)

fm
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the head-mark5placed above the head-mark or letter-top 
(c.f. 2b, Rmma, HI ; 2d., Rmme,Vj ; etc.). Sub
script Ra consists of a linear-stroke attached horizon
tally to the 1. of the consonant at the lower end.
Like subscript Ya, subscript Ra in the different inscrip
tions vary much in details such as length*^, angularity,

- ^cursiveness, etc. In 2e, 3b and 3d it is often singular 
(the sttoke being strictly horizontal and straight), but 
in others, it is often slightly slanted (c.f. Kra, >  )
or curved (c.f.Pra, ZJ ) or both (c.f. Mra, )•
The curvature sometimes affects the r. lower end of 
the superscript (c.f. lj(}ra, > in 2b-c, etc.)
Subscript §a in K§a ( )  is looped, and thus agrees 
with the initial form. The formation of the hook of
Ha is modified and the arrangement reversed in Hma and 
Hya (c.f., Hma; Another letter, the
form of which undergoes important change as a subscript^ 
is ^a. In Rppa, (^  ) the subscript firegoes the loop 
at the lower 1. end (like the tail at this point of 
subscript Ma), and the base becomes flat. In §^a (^  
over and above this, the r. (inner) downstroke is turned 
into a firm vertical and the upper r. curve (which is 
placed much higher than usual) is drawn somewhat 
angularised.

1. It tends to be: exceptionally large in 3c
2. C.f. also Hu.
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Orthographical signs

The signs of Upadhmaniya and Jihvamuliya or 
avagraha do not occur in these inscriptions. The first 
two were not used in Bengal and Assam even in later 
times, and are not used now. The sign of Avagraha was, 
however, introduced later. The signs of final (or 
virama, i.e., vowelless) J, T, and Ma occur in some of 
the present inscriptions. Final !Ja (which occurs in 
2b alone, c.f., col. viii, MISC.) has the usual initial 
shape of the letter fa, but it is attached to the preced
ing letter (which is $a here) by a horizontal stroke 
(which joins both letters in the middle, ). Ta 
foregoes the head-mark in the final form which is attached 
to the preceding letter by a curved stroke, somewhat 
resembling the cursively drawn medial c,thus: •
Final Mais also based on the initial form of Ma, but is 
more cursively written without the characteristic tail 
at the lower 1* end, as: , or (in 2d). It is
also joined to the preceding letter. There is no head- 
mark. In 2d., col. xxix, final Mais sometimes very 
cursively written, (c.f. its form in Ram, col. xxix,
MISC. P p .

»
G. Bengal inscriptions, c. 530-600 A.D.:-

The following inscriptions,1 belonging to three 
rulers, viz., Dharmaditya, Gopacandra, and Samacaradeva5

1. See ’List of Inscriptions’ at the end of this thesis 
for references.



may be accepted as representing the development of 
script in Bengal in the second half of the sixth 
century A.D.
1. Faridpur copper plate ins., dated year 3 of 

Dharmaditya. Chart 4b.
2. Faridpur » " « undated

* .. r

Chart 4c.
3. Faridpur " 11 " yr. 18 of Gopacandra.

Chart 4d.
4. Mallasarul " n ” yr. 3 w 

Chart 4e.
5. Ghugrahati M rt M yr. 14 of Samacaradeva.

Chart 4f.
Another inscription of Samacaradeva, (the 

Kurpala inscription yr. 7) has been discovered1 , but 
it has not yet been edited. It is not thereforei -**

possible to make use of that inscription in our present 
study.

The above inscriptions represent a phase when
the earlier forms of some of the letters and medial
vowels were being gradually given up in favour of the
new forms. The use side by side of old and new forms
of certain letters in 4f, was the main reason which led

2T. Bloch to regard the inscription as spurious . In 
this he was followed by H. D. Banerji^ who, after the

1. H.B., I, p. 51, note 2; B.C. Sen, Some Historical 
Aspects of the Inscriptions of Bengal, list of 
Inscriptions.2. A.S.I.. A.R.t 1907-08, p. 255 ff. and pi. LXXXII.

3. (see next page)
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publication by Pargiter1 of the three Faridpur copper
plates of Dharmaditya (4b and 4c), and G-opacandra —
(4d), denounced all of these four grants (4b-d, f) as ■'

2forgeries . Pargiter had no doubt about their genuine- 
3ness . It was not until some of the Gupta copper 

4plates recording sale of land as in the Faridpur 
copper plates were discovered, that R. D. Banerji 
accepted the genuineness of the Faridpur copper plates

•Johnston's scepticism 
about the genuineness of the undated Faridpur cp. of 
Dharmaditya is unwarranted.

3« (contd. from previous page) J.A.S.B., N.S., VI, 1910, 
pp. 435f. Banerji's article actually appeared before 
Bloch's, but the latter's doubt about the genuineness 
of the copper plate was already known.

1. I.A.t XXXIX, 1910, p. 193ff. and pis. 4c (Pargiter's 
B) had been earlier referred to by Hoemle (I. A ., XXI,1892, p. 44).

2. J.A.S.B., VII, 1911, pp. 289ff.
3. IA, XXXIX, 1910,where he did not express any doubt 

5T3out the genuineness of 4b-d; J.A.S.B., VII, 1911, pp. 475ff), in which he sought to establish the 
genuineness of 4f; J.R.A.S., 1912£ pp. 710ff.), in
which he re-iterated his conviction about the 
genuineness of all these grants.

4. These have been specified in Section B above.
5. Banerji upheld his conviction that the three Faridpur 

copper plates of Dharmaditya and Gopacandra (4b-d) 
and the Ghugrahati cp. (4f) of Samacaradeva are 
forgeries, in J.A.S.B., N.S.X, for 1914, published
in 1918, pp. 525ff., and O.B.S., 1919, p. 36, but 
changed his opinion in BI., I, 2nd ed. p. 94, in 
which he accepted the genuineness of the three copper 
plates published by Pargiter. His volte-face was 
complete in ?̂he Age of the Imperial Guptas' in which.
(contd. next page)
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After the discovery of so many copper plates I

..

from Bengal recording the sale of lands, there is no
reason to doubt the authenticity of the grants of 1
Dharmaditya, Gopacandra, and Samacaradeva because of
their very nature. As for the use of comparatively old
and new forms of some letters, the inscriptions merely
reflect the phase when the eastern forms of the letters
La ( <* ), Ha ( -J ), Sa ( ** ) and Sa ( <$l ) were being .f T ' / *■' Vgradually transplaced by the so-called western forms, 
and the tripartite form of Ya (e.g., ^  ) was giving
place to the bipartite form, to mention only a few instances.
These and the other changes introduced into the script

■ ' ■ • " ' '* ~ 9 j
" - ■ ■ r - i  ( y  ' % TT’will be duly noted as we take up the detailed study of 

the characters. Suffice it to say here that far from 
being suspect, the intermixture of the old and the 
new forms marks the normal phase of transition from 
the inscriptions of the Guptas(when the old forms were 
solely used)to that of the inscriptions (see chart 5) 
of Sasaftka and Jayanaga ( which were inscribed within 
the first three quarters of the seventh century A.D.),
when the new forms became firmly and irrevocably

.

established. Consideration of the general style of

5. (contd. from previous page) he went so far as to 
plead for the acceptance of the generally acclaimed 
spurious Gaya cp. ins. of Samudragupta of the year 9
as genuine (pp. 7-8). This is, however, unacceptable.

6. B.S.O.A.5., XI, 1943-46, p. 361. He would not, 
however, 1 venture without a personal examination 
of the olate definitely to stigmatize it as a 
forgery1.



writing also fully endorses this view.
The inscription illustrated in the Chart 4e 

was issued by Maharaja Yijayasena whose name also occurs 
in the seal. The name of his overlord is given as 
Maharaj adhi ra j a Gopa (candra)1 . It has heen suggested2 
that this Gopacandra is identical with the issuer of 
4d and that Maharaja Yijayasena of this inscription is 
identical with his namesake who has been mentioned as 
a Dutaka in 4a. The acceptance of the identification 
would imply (i) that G-opacandra was not separated byv.a 
long time-gap from Yainyagupta, and probably followed 
the latter, and (ii) that the kingdom of G-opacandra was 
pretty extensive as it included not only eastern Bengal

.  ' '  ,  rM

or parts thereof, but also the Vardhamana-bhulcti, in 
western Bengal (corresponding approximately to the present

jBurdwan division) in which the granted land was situated*
But while the identification of Maharajadhiraja G-opa(candra) 
of 4e with his namesake in 4d, is likely, that of Maharaja... r ‘ \i-£. .‘*v- • i r. 1
Yijayasena with the Dutaka Yijayaseva (4a) does not
   1__________  L ..._____________ . .._________ ■

5~wP!

1. The portion within brackets is only partially preserved
due to the cleavage at this portion (line 3) of the
copper plate., but N. G-. Majumdar seems to be justified 
in sug- esting the restoration - E.I. XXIII, p. 157.

2. El. XXIII, p. 158; HB. I, p. 52ff.
3. C.f. the more exalted position (maharaja) of Vijayasena

in 4e.
r  . * '&t **si

4 . A terra cotta seal of G-opacandra from Nalanda (MASI.
No. 66, p. 29f.) may also be attributed to this king*

.
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carry the same force.^ The palaeography of the
inscriptions of these two rulers, particularly of the
three Faridpur copper plates (4b-d), is characterised
by the use of old and new forms of letters like Ya, La,

2ga, Sa, Ha, etc. In view of the rather short period 
that must have intervened between Dharmaditya and 
G-opacandra, palaeography cannot provide an infallible 
key to the order of their reigns. As the identification 
of (Maharaja) Yijayasena of 4e with (Dtxtaka) Yijayasena 
of 4a is less than certain, it is not binding to hold 
that Gopacandra reigned immediately after Vainyagupta#
On the other hand the inscriptions of both Dharmaditya 
and Gopacandra (accepting the identification of Maharaja- 
dhiraja Gopacandra of 4d and 4e) have many comparatively 
late features which are unknown to Bengal inscriptions 
of the Gupta period including not only 4a, but also the 
still later 3e, which would probably suggest that these 
inscriptions of Dharmaditya and Gopacandra could not be 
issued much earlier than the middle of the sixth century

 ?T2T7-----------
1. Thus R.G. Majumdar*s argument H.B.I.P./for placing 

Gopacandra (as an immediate successor of Yainyagupta, 
whose inscription is dated 188 in the Gupta era, 
equivalent to A.D. 508-9) before Dharmaditya, 
reversing the order suggested by Pargiter (LA., XXXIX, 
p. 20ff.), is not conclusive.

2. 4e is stylistically somewhat different and preserves 
the old form of Ya while introducing the new forms 
of La, ga, Sa, and Ha.
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A.D., i.e. before the end of imperial Gupta rule in 
North Bengal (3e). To judge by palaeography alone,
4b (of Dharmaditya) should come earlier,1 than 4c (of 
Gopacandra) , which would support Pargiter*s placing 
of Dharmaditya before Gopacandra.5 Thus while the 
balance of evidence slightly favours the placing of 
Dharmaditya before Gopacandra, the question cannot be 
regarded as finally settled.

4f is decidedly later than 4a to 4e. Stylist
ically, it is closest to 4e (which is another point in 
support of the proposed posterity of Gopacandra to 
Dharmaditya). Whether Samacaradeva immediately 
succeeded Gopacandra, it is not possible to say. Some 
time-lag is not unlikely in view of the more developed 
palaeographical features of his inscription. In this 
connection, attention may be drawn to the $a with a 
sloping base, wedged Ra, looped subscript Ka (col. xxvii), 
use of bipartite Ya without exception, signs of medial u 
in Bhu, and r. (of. their forms in the inscriptions of 
Jayanaga and S^asanka), the use of double verticals

1. C.f. the use of Ba, the non-use of La with angular
base, the pre-beaked type of Sa in this ins.

2. C.f.- the late forms of La, ga, and Ha in 4e of
Gopacandra.

3. Pargiter also adduced some other internal data in
support of this arrangement £ c. f .1. A ., XXXIX, p. 207),
which, however, are not conclusive.
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(dapijas) as punctuation mark, etc.)* This time-lag, 
however, could not have been long {c.f., A with the 
lower half of the 1. arm curved to the r. instead of 
to the 1., medial i with the longer r. prong turned to 
the 1., medial e and a (superior type) without wave,
use optionally of Ra without wedge, and compulsorily of

■Ka without the loop except. for the subscript, and
finally, lingering use of the hooked (i.e., so-called 
eastern variety) types of Ha (c.f., col. xxxii, Hma, 
cols, xxxvi-xxxvii) and La (only as subscript, c.f., 
Slo, col. xxxvi). In some of these respects this

• -j
inscription offers even more advanced features than the

. ■

two Midnapur copper plates (c.f., Ka, Ra). It is not
Tartimprobable that the reign of Samacaradeva began towards 

the very end of the sixth century, and extended to the 
beginning of the seventh century A.D.1 The reigns of 
Dharmaditya and Gopacandra could well have covered parts 
of the third and fourth quarters of the sixth century
A.D. Stylistically the three Faridpur copper plates
of Dharmaditya and Gopacandra (4b-d) are much similar.
The letters are short in length (in comparison to their
breadth). The joints between*strokes forming the%
letters are generally welded together. But some of the

• - * «t T *". w
■ ,  —     ■■ ■ ■ ■■■—  -  ^  —  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 1

1. Sadanka, whose inscriptions we are going to study soon, 
(c.f., 5a-c), was then the ruler of Gau<Ja with his 
capital at Karijasuvarpa in the Murshidabad district, 
now in West Bengal.
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medial vowels (e.g., a, i, e, etc.) often stand aloof 
from the letter to which they belong. Of the three 
inscriptions from Faridpur, the writing/engraving is 
most neatly and carefully done in 4b which is also the 
least affected by corrosion. The scribes/engravers 
of the other two inscriptions performed their job in a 
less admirable manner. In these the letters are often 
indifferently formed and less attention is paid to the 
uniformity of size the letters and symmetrical and 
proportionate formation of their limbs. The writing 
of 4e presents a somewhat different appearance with the 
elongated formation (in relation to their breadth) of 
the letters and marked angular features, which bear 
favourable comparison with the writing style of the 
Maukhari inscriptions from the Barabar and Nagarjuni 
Hills of Bihar^. As in the latter the head-mark in 4e 
becomes almost linear, albeit thick, whereas in the 
three copper plates from Faridpur, the wedged head-mark 
(sometimes crescented upwards as: v ) is commonly used. 
In it, moreover, the foot-marks at the lower end of 1.

sarms of Kha, Ga, and Sa are indicated by slightly 
thickening the tip instead of adding a distinctly-formed 
wedge (with linear ends) as in the Faridpur inscriptions

1. G.f. C.I.I. Ill (Nos. 48-50, pis. XXXB, XXXIA^B.
These inscriptions were_no doubt engraved before the 
Haraha inscription of Isanavarman, diated V.S. 611, 
i.e. 554 A.D. (E.I., XIV, p. 115ff and pi.).
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The other interesting differences will be duly noticed 
below when we proceed with the detailed discussion of 
the characters. The engraving style of 4f somewhat 
resembles that of 2 e (discussed above) in so much as 
the joints of the strokes forming the letters are often 
left agape. Some of the letters are smaller in size 
(c.f., Ka, Ga, Ra, Va, Ha $col. xxxii) than others, and 
on the whole the letters show an average between the 
broad style of the three Faridpur copper plates (4b-d) 
and the elongated style of the Mallasarul inscription 
(4e).

The headr-marks, as well as the foot-marks of*
s'Kha, Ga, and Sa, are wedged, as in the Faridpur inscrip

tions. The tendency to form acute-angles at the lower 
r. end of the letters with a closed base is on the whole 
more evident in 4f than in 4e (c.f. Kha, Na, Tha, Dha,
Pa, La. etc.), and this feature gives the characters a

rr •mature look. If the tentative dating of the inscription 
as suggested above is correct, here of all the Bengal 
inscriptions discussed so far, we have the exclusive use 
of the bipartite initial Ya for the first time. If 
R.D. Banerji!s reading is to be accepted, here we have 
also the use for the first time of initial I of a com- 
paratively advanced type. Besides, here we have also 
instances of the looped Ka (used as a subscript only), 
and the wedged Ra.
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. : -iThe development of the script in Bengal during

- ”. • yp?
the period c.550-600 may now be studied in detail by 
examining the characters and signs individually.

■ f 4-;
Initial vowels:-

In the Faridpur inscriptions A has the lower )
part of its 1. limb curved more sharply to the r. ( XI )’
than in the Gupta inscriptions, whereas the upper part 
(generally shorter in length) is stiff and almost 
vertically drawn. The link-stroke (connecting the

$  -

left limb to the right vertical) slopes from the upper
end of the 1 . limb to about the middle of the r. vertical

■*¥ i
A basic change to the letter has been introduced in 4e; 
it consists in turning the lower part of the 1 . limb in 
the opposite direction (i.e. to the l.?c.f. 3  ̂ ). ,j
Here the upper part is also curved .in the same direction.

. i • •* -4f follows 4e in curving the lower part to the 1. in A, 
but the old practice is resorted to in A, where it is 
curved to the r. ( ) .  of A, moreover, the link stroke 
is here drawn almost horizontally at the upper end of 
the letter ( H ); but this appears to be a freak1

r.%

rather than the current practice. A, as before (c.f.
the Gupta inscriptions), has its length indicated by a
curved-sign ( 3  ) at the lower end. The new practice

V

—
v '  - &

1 . This may be attributed to the whim or cursive 
inclination on the part of the scribe/engraver.

• y  i V.5-V V.
. . '; *

•*

.'i:
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of curving the lower end of the 1 . limb (of A and I)
to the 1 . was adopted sooner or later by the writing
styles of different regions, particularly of northern 

1India. It is, however, difficult to trace the 
immediate or ultimate source of this form. The inscrip
tions of Bengal discovered up to date do not indicate 
a gradual adaptation of the form (as in the case of La, 
and Ha for example) though the occurrence of both(the 
old and the new forms *c.f. A and 5) in 4f indicates a 
period of co-existence of the old and the new forms#
Here we have a late example of the use of the old form.

Initial I, as in the later inscriptions of the 
early Gupta period, has two dots placed one above the 
other to the 1 . of a vertical with the usual head-mark 
( :J ). The dots are brought closer to one another in 
4b and 4 e than in the Gupta inscriptions, and the upper 
dot is drawn below the level of the head-mark. In 
line 9 of 4f; initial I continues the old type (with two 
dots one above the other placed to the 1 . of a vertical 
with head-mark, see col. xxxi, 57 ), but according to
the reading suggested by R.D. Banerji, a different type 
of initial I - with the dots placed side by side at theV 1; -
top and a horizontal stroke (slightly curved downwards)

pbelow - occurs in line 14. N. K. Bhattasali

1. Earlier examples of this type of A (and A) may be 
seen in some of the Parivrajaka and Uccakalpa inscrip
tions (c.f. GII. Ill, loc. cit.) C.f. also other
examples in BUhler. I.P. pi. IV.2. Banerji read the word as ^icchato’ - J .A .S.B.,VI,p.431



-TT '-i."1 c * ' '■$L'gives a different reading but the reproduction of the
• 1AT*

inscription does not quite support this reading. d̂ he 
reading seems to be *iccha(a) bho(gyf k^tya)1. If this 
is acceptable, here we have an early specimen of this

a - . -  " v  r \ _type of initial I so far as the Bengal inscriptions are
-2 .concerned.

ill
U dô es not show any significant change, in 4b

4c and 4e. . In 4f, however, U develops pronounced
angularity ( i  ) at the beginning of the lower curve -- -:*•
and also at its r. end, which results from the straight
ening of the upper vertical as well as the upper arm of* •
, ,  * ft asthe curve.

.

E in the inscriptions of Dharmaditya and Gopa- 
candra continues to have the apex (topped by a protuber-

. - - j * ' . ! . *  . - . r :  j

ance) at the upper end. The arms of the triangle are
. r * : r %

also variously sloped (e.g. ^ , A  9 4 )*^ ~ -rf̂
The rest of the initial vowels (i.e., T, 0, I

R, I, Ai, 0 and Au) do not occur in the present
1

' ’ *
inscriptions.” ■ •

*r

1. *Ya tu bho (gyl^kyta* - E. I., XVIII p. 77, note 4.
2. The occurrence of this type of I in this inscription 

should hardly cause surprise, in#view of its regular 
use in the inscriptions of Sadanka and Jayanaga (c.f. 
5a-d) as well as the subsequent inscriptions. This 
is also the type used in the Barabar and Nagarjuni 
Hill inscriptions of the Maukharis (Oil.Ill«ols.xxx-xsacO

which were probably inscribed somewhat earlier. In
some inscriptions from central India it can be traced 
still earlier, c.f. Eran inscriptions of Budhagupta, 
(Gupta) vr. 165 (Oil.Ill, p. 89); of Toramana (ibid, 
p. 159f.) - early 6th century A.D.

3. According to the reading of N.K. Bhattasali, 4f has an 
instance of the initial e in line 12 (in what he reads

■r 47(continued on next page) - *
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Medial vowels:-. .

—  - *  ~kThe medial a is added in several variant forms.
The hooked-type and its variant (c.f. varieties (i) and
(ii) in section B above) is discontinued, presumably to
avoid confusion between a and u, and in conformity with

'f >the practice obtaining further west, which made its
1 . '  Minfluence felt also in some other points. (i) In J5, •

( &  ), fra, (c.f. Nga Jj' ), and Ja (c.f. ) the
•v > • ,?**•* V. . "‘ir A S H b

-  1earlier practice of stretching the a upwards is continued.
In 4b this is also extended to Na ( ^  ). The most
common types are what may be styled (following Hoernle)

2 ^(ii) the superior and (iii) the lateral . The superior-
stroke generally tends to be more sloping than in the
G-upta inscriptions, and in 4e its upper end is thickened
(c.f. K a , f  ). But neither in a, nor in e does the

y * *•’ .• ■*?--..;
superior stroke develop a wavy curve at this stage. In 
letters with more than one downstroke (i.e. verticals) 
the lateral stroke is always derived from the upper arm

3# (contd. from previous page) as 1enadabhyarthanamulpal- 
abhya* - E.I., XVIII, p. 76 ). But according to the
reading oiTT̂ . D. Banerji (loc.cit.), it is not E but ^  
Dha (1Dhana.•• f). In view of the curvature at the
1. limb of the letter ( ^ c.f. col. xxxvii-Misc.) 
exactly as in Dha, R. D. Banerji's reading seems 
preferable.

1. C.f. variety iii (i.e. the upturned varj), section B.)
2. Variety iv of Section B. Ja in col. via ( £ ) does

not have the upturned variety of a, while Tha in 4f
( ) has it. The stroke as in this Tha is quite
common in the Orissa inscriptions. -

3* Variety v of Section B. 4e does not have a of the 
lateral variety.
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of the r. downstroke (c.f. Pa, jji ). In 4c, the 
lateral a is sometimes much prolonged (c.f. M a , JJ\ ,col. 
xxi). ■

In the three Faridpur inscriptions (4b-4d ),
•- - . '* ? ■ t \ . <| 7 ^ V i .  I -V-Jii

the curve of the medial i is drawn in varying lengths.
In 4d it is drawn above the head-mark (c.f. vi $  ) more 
often than in the others. In 4b and 4c more often its
1. end is much lowered, occasionally going down below 
the lower end of the letter (c.f. Pi, (b ) to which it 
belongs. In 4e, the curve is confined to above the 
head-mark or letter-top (when there is no head-mark).
The 1. end, instead of going downwards, is curled inside 
(i.e. to the r., c.f. Ji, ^  ), occasionally forming an
elongated loop (c.f. Ri, ^  ). It consists of a
short curve (c.f. Li, ) in 4f.

In 4b, two slightly different signs of I - 
differing from each other by the nature of the curve of 
the 1. prong, thus: (i) ci and (ii) c) - are used.
In 4c, and 4d, the sign of the i is akin to the second 
type, but the shorter prong (sometimes converted into 
a loop) is, in these inscriptions, placed to the r., 
and the bigger arm is curved to the 1., the sign 
resembling an inverted comma, thus: C , ( . The
medial i in 4e (c.f. Ji, resembles that in variety
(i) of 4b. The looped 1. prong in the inscription is 
matched by the sign of medial i. In Sri, col. xxix ( ij )
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the 1. prong is, however, curved to the r. The I in 
4f resembles variety (ii) of 4b but with the difference 
that in the present case the inner curl of the 1. prong 
is also more restrained (c.f. Ji, ^  ). Study of the 
subsequent inscriptions would confirm that future 
development of the medial I took the cue from the type 
as found in 4c and 4d ( (T , o\ f «s ) but the occurrence 
of divergent forms in 4b, 4e and 4f shows that the trend 
did not become quite obvious as late as the end of the 
sixth century A.D., at least in inscriptions.

Medial u has several varieties, which are 
chosen (as in the Gupta inscription^), on the basis of 
the shapes of the consonants to which these are attached. 
The upturned variety1 is used in Gu ( ), Tu, Du and Su

;; . V  1 r  \» 1 _ \ ■in 4b, and in Tu in 4c. It is not used in the inscrip- -1
tions of Gopacandra or Samacaradeva or any other subse
quent inscription, which may be a palaeographic point 
in favour of placing Dharmaditya before Gopacandra.
Already in 4c (which was presumably issued after 4b) 
this type of u is replaced by the hooked variety in Gu
( ^  •> c.f., col. xv). The hooked-type takes the place

.

of the upturned variety when the latter is given up.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. C.f. var. (ii) of Section B.
2. C.f. var. (i) of Section B.

. --Ii

%
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This is in addition to Ku, and Ru, in which the hooked

: t "
*

variety was already used in. the Gupta inscriptions.
The hooked-type of u is now used in Ku, Gu, and Ru 
(the first and the third also in 4b, and the first and 
the second in 4c), Tu, Bhu, and Su. In Nu, this type 
of u is used in 4c and 4f ( f* ) but in 4b, and 4e the 
medial u in Nu ( ^ ) is constituted by the prolongation 
vertically of the lower stroke (=variety iii of the Gupta 
inscriptions). The type which is used in all the 
letters except for those just mentioned (c.f. Thu,: ^ )f
Dhu, Pu, Mu, Yu, Lu, Sa, Su, Hu, etc., and also the 
conjuncts in which these letters land others not taking
the other types of medial u, occur as subscripts. In

.

Dhru, 4d, col. xx, the medial u is curved upwards on the 
r. of the vertical, thus: Q  . In the subsequent inss., 
this type of the u-sign came to be associated with Ra 
(initial or subscript), and subscript Ya. I-n £he restric- 
tion of the hooked-type to only medial u (formerly it

<V f. ' ?r'i

was used as both a, and u), and the abandonment of the
upturned variety of u, may be detected a conscious
effort aimed at simplification and systemmatisation.1

tI

1. These changes might also have resulted from a
tendency noticed at this stage to conform the
writing practice to that obtaining further west.
In the absence of any strong positive evidence, 
however, it is difficult to postulate the likely 
manner in which this western influence found its 
way after the end of the Gupta rule. - ^

ft
;?;5r 

• V' - M.
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Both the broad varieties of the medial u as

noticed in the Gupta inscriptions also occur in these '3

inscriptions, but some variations in detail are noted.
V ‘

In the first variety, the upper arm is generally bigger
* •*' 2 * v  -fr S r

i  *

than the lower arm which is curved to the r. ( C- )
••

or downwards ( ). The difference in size between
the two arms is much reduced in 4b, col. iv (Pu, V  )f

_
and still more in 4e (c.f. Gu A ). This is done by

. ,  • Y  ^  h iiit

shortening the length of the upper arm, while the lower
g  r i  s."

arm does not register any change in size. In 4e and 
and 4d t:ie lower arm does not exist except for the

•* /  mm  1 1  .thickened end of the upper arm (c.f. P u ,X  ). In 4e
col. xxiv (c.f. Pu, U  ), the second u consists of a

-3V:1
simple horizontal line which is drawn at the upper end

1 -.......- ^ r Sof the vertical sign of the first•u*. In 4f,col. /(Pu
), the lower arm does not exi^t but for the mildr

downward curve at the eni of the upper arm. The
• -  •: ■' mm — pisecond type of u occurs in Bhu. In the three Faridpur

%inscriptions as well as in 4e the first u is of the
JB. pupturned variety, thus: r". The second u-stroke (of

u of the second variety) is drawn from the lower half of
*  JB

the first u-stroke^ thus: ^  ) in 4b. In 4c, it is
■

1. Medial u, it may be remembered, consisted of two :Aiu-strokes in the early stages.
2. In 4e, this is so in spite of the fact that herethe upturned variety does not occur for simple medial 

u, which takes the hooked variety instead.
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drawn from the vertical of the consonant itself (cif.
Bhu: On the other hand, in 4d as well as 4e,
the hooked-stroke apparently stands for the first u 
(of u) as the upturned variety of the medial u has 
become obsolete, while the second u. is indicated by 
a short upward curve, thus: ^

The sign of medial p is distinguished from
the first variety of the u (as discussed abo\e) by the
shortness of its nearly equal-armed curve (c.f. Vr; ); „ * r ‘ ;*•' > a
which opens to the r.>sometimes with an upward bias
(c.f. Tp, X ). Medial p with a bigger upper arm as
in Gr ( V  ), col. v, 4b, is rather exceptional. The
upper arm of the curve is often suppressed in Kr( ^  )
in 4e and 4f.

Medial £ is, without exception, of the superior
type (being drawn above the head-mark), and is sloped

2to the r. In 4b it is much elongated, and occasionally 
develops a curl or a dot at its 1. end. (c.f. Le, ,
and Ke, I* ). It is only slightly smaller in 4c 
(c.f. Ye, %>4), but further reduced (c.f. Re, ) in
both the inscriptions of Gopacandra (4d and 4f). In
4e and 4f the 1. end of the stroke is blotted (c.f. Re,

- - - - - . .  —

1.This type of medial u also occurs in the subsequent 
inscriptions. The occurrence of_the hooked and the 
upturned varieties together in Bhu in the inscriptions 
of Gopacandra may be considered as a paleographical 
point_in favour of the posterity of Gopacandra to 
Lharmaditya.

2.As with the superior type of medial a, the wavy pattern* i W M(continued on next page)
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V JIs; such blotting also occurs at the r. end of 

medial a in 4e). As in the Gupta inscriptions, here
also ai (c.f. Vai, ^  ) takes two strokes of medial e; o
. Cv \ _(e.g. yo, CXP ) takes one stroke of a, and one of e;
and au (c.f. Kau, ^  ) adds an additional stroke tor 4 f

those of o. The superior stroke of e is almost solely 
used in writing these medial vowels, but in 4d, occasion
ally, the lateral form may sometimes be noticed, e.g.,
Go ( '*T,col. xviii), Tto ( ^ ;col. xx), Pau ( ̂ c o l *  
xviii) etc. Medial a of the lateral type is most 
commonly employed in writing o in the Paridpur inscrip- 
tions (in 4b, and apparently in 4d it is used exclusively 
but in 4e this type is shunned altogether (as in simple 
a). The last-mentioned inscription has the hooked-type 
of medial a in Go ( $ ? c.f., col. xxii). Jo ( ^  ), as 
might be expected, has the upturned variety (angularly 
formed) of the a-stroke. The third stroke of au is

r .

vertically drawn in between the strokes of o in 4e 
(c.f. Kau, T )• But in 4c (c.f. Lau, ^  , col. xiv)it
iS curved to the 1., and in 4d (c.f.= Pau, {} , col*
xviii) it is curved to the r.
Aiysvara and Visarga: -

The signs of anusvSra and visarga do not show 
any change. As before, the tiny circular marks are 
either blocked or hollow.

(2) contd. from'previous page:- noticed occasionally 
in the Barabar and Nagarjuni Hill inscriptions^of 
the Maukharis (op.cit.) in e, is yet to appear in 
the Bengal inscriptions.
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Single consonants

Ka does not show any significant change 
except once as a subscript in 4f (Rkka, ^ , col. xxvii)
about which more will be said when we take up the con- 
juncts. The thickened end (c.f. Ka, ^ ) that is some- 
times noticed at the lower end of the vertical in 4b,
4c etc., need not necessarily be taken to show a gradual 
evolution in the direction of the loop which emerged 
later, as this is also marked in the lower ends of 
some other letters with similarly long VeTtkals (e.g.

*  . ' :Ga, Ta, Bha, etc.). The 1. arms of Kha and Ga, and Sa 
are slightly notched, but not in 4c and 4d, where these 
are merged with the top in a single curved movement, 
in 4e;and to a less degree in 4f?these letters have 
flat top with angularity at both the ends, but in the 
others the top tends to be curved showing curvature (in 
varying degrees) at the 1. and angularity at the r. ends. 
In 4b (c.f. Kha, ) the appendage is drawn at the 
exterior (i.e., to the r.) side of the r. vertical.
In 4b and occasionally in 4c the 1 arm equals (or nearly 
equals) the r. limb of the letter in height (c.f. ),
but in 4e ( 3 ) and 4f (as well as some cases in 4c),
the r. limb including the vertical is the longer. Ga

.

generally resembles Kha (minus the latter*s appendage) 
in the various inscriptions. The difference in size 
between the 1. arm and the r. vertical is maximum in

V  • . _  - j
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rt4-e ( *1 ) almost non-existent in 4f ( H )• G-ha

- - - S

has a curved 1. half and an angular r. ( \JCJ ).
The inner side of the angle is apparently drawn from 
the inner side of the curve below the head-mark. Both
the arms of the curve are given separate head-marks.

•   ,Na, Cha, Na, and Tha occur in conjuncts only
and will be treated along with the other conjuncts.

Ga is crescentic, having both of its arms( )
curved, except in 4e, where the 1. arm is broken into
two straight arms, ( ^  ) thus giving the letter a
triangular shape (with the suggestion of a r. vertical)

Trather prematurely, for a Bengal inscription. The
-  r-wl *

1. end of the letter is angular (beaked). Ja does not
'yet give any significant hint of its later development.

The post as well as the bars are occasionally slightly 
curved *c.f. particularly 4c( ^ ) and 4f (£). Jha does 
not occur.

M<Mia
Ja is curved to the 1. In 4bjcol. vi (Ji),

*1* ’ yi
it is curved downwards ( ?  ) as in subscript fa. In

i m
,

_ _ . * t . j4e the flattened top ( C ) is a reminiscence of the Gupta
* -  . _ V I '  ^Ta, but the lower curve differs from that in the Gupta

form. In 4c and 4d, Ta occurs only in conjuncts. In
m - v ;4^, Ta is curved downwards. In col. xxxi ( ^  ) the top

1. C.f., the curved or crescentic type in 4f and the 
ins. of Jayanaga ( 5d ).

* r - . v
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is rounded, while in col. xxxii, it is flattened ( ).

is angular, and does not show any significant 
development. Pha occurs only in 4e, where it has a 
short upright stroke at the upper end and the usual 
curve (opening upwards) with a dotted mouth below it
( & ). Ĵa shows an important development in dropping
the loop which featured its lower 1. end in the Gupta 
inscriptions. 4b has a solitary instance of the 
looped ]Ja in fJ.da ( , col. v). With this the base -
(horizontal in others, but sloped to r. in 4f) becomes 
flattened with angularity at both of its ends. The

;j3m |loosely hanging ends of the two upper curves are lowered 
in 4b, 4c and 4e to reach the height of the letter.

* ' ,-f̂  JKi.

The r.-hand member (which is somewhat compressed and 
slightly notched) is generally the more elongated (c.f.
4c, , col. xiv; 4e, '“i ,xxv, etc.). This lengthen
ing of the outer arms is less in evidence in 4d ( 'IP ) 
and 4f ( 2T ). A peculiarity of ^a in the latter 
ins. lies in raising the r. of the two upper curves 
higher than the 1. one.

Ta is formed by joining two slanting and 
virtually straight arms (the r. arm being the bigger) 
in 4b ( ^ ) and to some extent in 4f ( 1 ). But in
the other inscriptions, either or both of the arms are
curved in varying degrees (the r. arm is curved in 4d f) ,
and both arms in 4e 1 ) - the angularity or cursiveness



at the top (below the head-mark) being decided by 
the angularity or curvature of the constituent arms.
In 4e, the round-topped letter ( rj ) is drawn aloof from 
the head-mark. The irregular O-shaped Tha, with a 
cross-bar in the middle, persists in 4c ( ©  ) and 4d 
( 0 } c.f. also 4f j ^  i, col. xxxiii), but the 
positive development of an acute angle at the bottom 
may be noticed in most cases in 4e ( $ ) and 4f ( 9 ),
col. xxxi. This involves use of an upright r. arm.
The top is flattened in 4e, giving the letter a tapering 
shape. Tha in 4b also has a vertical for its r. arm,
but here the lower end is not particularly angular.
More remarkable, however, is the cursive way in which 
the cross-bar in the middle is drawn (from the r. to
the 1.), creating a gap at the upper 1. side ( 9 ).
This gives the letter an illusively late shape. A 
parallel case in this inscription is Sa, which also has 
its cross-bar occasionally cursively drawn. The lower

A

curve of Da generally has at its top a straight upright ■ —
stroke ( ^ ) which is sometimes suppressed so that the
upper arm of the curve slopes to the 1. directly from
the head-mark ( c.f., 4c, xiv, 4f, etc.). There is,
however, no positive indication of a meaningful develop- 
ment of the letter. Dha on the whole, takes to the 
outline of Tha, and like the latter, develops the r.
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arm as a vertical and grows acute angle at the lower 
arm in 4e ( q ) and 4f ( (̂ ), whereas in the earlier 
inscriptions, it is more or less irregularly shaped 
(most of the specimens being variations of *0*). The 
r. arm tends to become straight in 4b but the lower end 
is still curved as in Tha. Occasionally in 4b, 4d and 
4e the loop of Na is somewhat angularised ( ) on
account of the stiffly-drawn upper stroke. The lower 
stroke is also stiffly formed in 4b ( ^  ) being slanted
to the r., whereas in the others it is curved downwards 

openingwith slight leftward bias, (unlike in the Gupta
5

inscriptions-) there is no prominent leftward swing.)
In 4f ( &) ) and apparently in 4e ( ^ , , col. xxix) 
sometimes the usual upper stroke is suppressed, and the
lower stroke gives the impression of being cursively

.

drawn from the lower end of the head-mark (c.f. 4f, 
cols, xxxii, xxxiii, xxxv). The upper stroke is also 
much reduced in the other inscriptions.

The inscriptions of Dharmaditya (4b-c) show 
a squat-type of Pa ( U  ) in which the two downstrokes 
and the bottom-stroke are almost of the same size. The ■
1. arm is only slightly notched, if at all; the horizon
tal base develops angularity at both the ends, but 
occasionally the 1. end is slightly curved. Pa in 
col. xviii of 4d almost resembles this type. But here

T "V. * V

more often the letter assumes a greater height, and the
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lower 1. end is more notched ( Q  ), and there is a 
tendency to develop an acute angle at the lower r. end.
All these features are more developed in 4e ( ) which,
however, appears to have been issued somewhat earlier 
(assuming the identification of Gopacandra of the two 
inscriptions). In the latter inscription, the curve 
at the lower 1. end is so much projected that the letter 
assumes the shape of an ordinary bipartite Ya. But 
since the tripartite variety of Ya has been employed 
(both initially and as a superscript) throughout in this 
inscription, there is no possible chance of a confusion.
In 4f ( , the curve at the lower 1. end is prominent
and contrasts with the acute angle at the lower r. end.
In col. xxxi ( Ll ), the letter has a reduced height,
(and is old-looking) but this is rather exceptional.

Pha is a letter of rare occurrence. In 4e ( )
the characteristic loop which differentiates it from Pa, 
is placed outside (i.e., to the r. of) the r. vertical. 
This is in contrast with the more usual earlier practice 
(c.f. Section B; c.f. also some later inscriptions).1

A separate sign is used for Ba, as distinguished 
from that of Ya in 4b.2 Here it is a perfect square ( □ )

1. E.g. the Midnapur (5a-b) and the Ganjam (5c) copper 
plates of Sa^ahka; some other examples may be seen 
in Tables III and IV of Bffhler's Indian Palaeography.

2. C.f. Labdha, line 2; Bappa, Line 6; Brahmanasya, 
line 8.
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It is difficult to agree with Pargiter that the sign 
of Ba is used in 4c and * perhaps1 in 4d as the signs 
in the cases referred to by him as representing Ba ' are-
triangular and hardly distinguishable from Va. The‘ • L ' -m

k ■ - P  ?decline in the use of the sign of Ba was apparently * 
promoted by phonetic considerations. This phonetic

si.JW
-'r-’CfK ia

■  v „  v ^

^  ■; 'A .".-. - ; * icharacteristic was by no means confined-to Bengal' or
. •

north-eastern India, but became the prevalent practice
throughout TNorthern, Central and Western India in the 
inscriptions of the 7th and later centuries which 
resulted in the loss of the ancient sign of Ba.^ r%q*r.

1. C.f. 4e: Ambari^a, 1.2; Brahmane, 1.11; Brahraana 1.20; 
Labdha 4d, line 2 is not clearly preserved to admit 
of verification.

2. In the words of Pargiter: *It appears that two opposite 
changes had taken place, namely, the sound of v 
disappeared and was replaced by that for b, and the 
character for b disappeared and was replaced by that 
for v.1 and, fin no position did the character for v 
have the sound v, but was always pronounced as b
except in certain compounds where it had the sound -JU
of w probably.’ - JASB. VII, loc.cit.

3. It is clear from the present group of inscriptions 
that the sign of Ba was falling into disuse in Bengal 
from about the middle of the 6th century A.D.; but 
that it survived a little longer, though precariously, 
is shown by its occurrence once in a_conjunct
(Mba, ) in the Vappagho^avaja copper plate
of Jayan&ga (5d), which may be referred to the second 
half of the seventh century A.D.

4. In the words of Buhler, *A new ba, consisting of va 
with a dot in the centre of the loop, occurs since 
the 11th century1 (c.f. pl_. V,_XVI) 1 and this is the 
parent of the modern Bevanagari letter* - Bbfhler, I .P. 
p. 55. Deni * s suggestion that !it is probably^from 
this source* (i.e. Bengal) that ’similar confusion 
in these letters* (i.e. Ba and Va) spread in other 
regions* (l)ani, I.P. p. 130), is not supported by 
any positive evidence.

s- -.1 - !



In Bengal, however, a separate sign for Ba (as dis- 
tinguished from that of Va) was not revived, but this 
was done in Assam.

Bha is differentiated from Ta by the character
istically bent 1. arm. In the Faridpur inscriptions 
as well as in 4e the 1. arm is notched and its lower 
end curved inwards (i.e. to the r.$, )£ut not so in 4f 
( y c.f., also r \ some cases in 4b). In 4c ( ^  ) 
quite often the arms separately reach the head-mark 
(c.f., col. xv). This characteristic is also noticed 
in Va in the same inscription.

In the Faridpur inscriptions of Dharmaditya 
(4b-c) the stroke joining the two outer verticals of 
Ma is extremely sloping, being drawn from just below 
the head-raark ( ^  ). In 4d on the other hand it is 
(in the majority of cases) almost horizontal ( JJ )•
In 4e and 4f (c.f., also col. xxi of 4d) it is drawn 
from about the middle of the 1. arm (the lower end of 
which constitutes the tail, W  ).

Pargiter made a detailed study of the varieties 
of Ya in the Faridpur inscriptions, as a means to 
determining their relative chronology, following the 
lines foreshadowed by Hoernle. In 4b the predominant 
form of Ya is : rvXJ , though another form, cW , is
also used in a smaller number of cases.'1' In 4c the

1. Ya occurs uncompounded 25 times clearly; of these, 
the first type is used 15 times and the second type 
10 times.
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second variety predominates1. In 4d, which is much

2 Vcorroded making a detailed study impossible, tripartite
Ya is accompanied by the bipartite form ( ), the
latter type being used for the first time in Bengal,
Relying on the basis of the number o " occurrence of the
different varieties of Ya in the three copper plates
from Faridpur (4b-d), Pargiter came to the conclusion
that the type cJJ was an •intermediate modification*

3of the type (\IJ ♦ But Pargiterfs observation as to

1. Out of a total of 23 of the legible occurrence of un
compounded Ya, the second form is used 13 times clearly 
and 3 times probably, while the first type occurs only 
3 times clearly and 4 probably.

2. Instances in which the forms can be unmistakably dis
tinguished are only 11; of these the second type is
u ed in only 3 places, while the bipartite type is 
used in 8. In *bwo other places eras to be used,
and in 5 others the orra is probably cW or cOJ , but 
in no instance does appear for certain,

3* 4Hence it appears that the form <\34 which is commonest in 
plate A yields the chief place to the form in
plate B, and almost, if not quite, disappears in plate 
C; and in p7 ate 0, tho persisted, the form £J
decidedly p:edomonates over it. Dr, Hoernle has 
shown (note on the date of the Bower Iv13. , Indian 
Antiquary, XXI, 1892, p. 29) tha^ oW and qJj. are 
the oldest forms and Jj the latest ; and it seems 
to me that the form cN is an intermediate modifica
tion o oJ4 . The various shapes of these letters 
in these plates and in the fourt plate (when it is 
published) will show readily how the earliest passed 
through the intermedi te 'orras into the latest formy- 
op• eit., p. 207. ! 's plater: , B and G
are represented by the present 4b, 4c and 4d 
respectively. *
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the priority between the two types1 of Ya ( fJsl and c W  )
is not substantiated by the evidence of the host of the
5th-6th century inscriptions that have since been dis-

2covered in Bengal, On the other hand, early epi-
graphic evidence from Mathura and elsewhere suggests
that the kernel of the form dU had been long in use
before the other form ( ^  ) came into being.^ That
the form ^3 did not yield its place to the form c3J
in Bengal on the eve of the introduction of the bipartite
form is evidenced by 4e, which invariably has the former.
The type seems to have originally developed from

in an attempt to draw the loop by a different
sort of movement of the pen, thus:* 6 / ^ The
form QW is but a variant of the form (c.f.
in 4b, and in 4c, and 4d).

Introduced as a variant of the tripartite Ya,
the form had a comparatively restricted use in

4inscriptions though preferred in the manuscripts .

1. Baniprabha Das, in her thesis (Ph.D., London University 
1965; entitled 'The Political History of Bengal to
the rise of the Pala Dynasty* (cT 326B.C. to A.D.750), 
writes: 'Pargiter took the ak§ara ^  as ya but 
Dani (I.P.t p. XIa, Bengal, 5-6) has taken it as a gha 
instead of yaf. This is, however, not true. Gha 
and Ya are clearly distinguished in these inscriptions 
and Dani has not suggested any such modification.

2. C.f. section B above.
3). C.f. Buhler, I.P. , pi. Ill, 31; and pi. IV, 32.
4. Hoernle, Bower MSS.t p.xlviiif. The only epigraph-

ical specimen in Bthiler's I.P., pi. IV representing 
the Northern Alphabets from c.350 to c. 800A.D. is
derived from an inscription from Nepal.
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It had apparently no influence in the evolution of 
the bipartite form, , which almost certainly devel
oped from the form 5 written cursively. True, an 
instance of what appears like the bipartite form of Ya 
occurs in the Vijayaga<Jh Pillar inscription of 
Vi^puvardhana1 of the (Vikrama) year 428 i.e. 371-72 A.Do 
c.f. line 4, Yo: ; but the general cursive style of j
the writing in this inscription makes it likely that it 
reflects the cursive predilection of the scribe (respon
sible for writing down the inscription on the pillar in 
the first place) rather than a well established form.
This gains support from the fact that in all other cases 
in this inscription, Ya has the form This ins
cription is, however, important as showing the manner 
in which the bipartite form developed out of the tripar
tite (looped) type.

The general pattern of the evolution was 
apparently dictated by the writing convenience or prefer
ence of the scribe. Hoernle suggested a sequence of

2the evolution of the different types of Ya. The type 
f (^  ) in his Fig. 19 (showing the development of the 
letter Ya) was developed quite early . That the bring-

CII.III, No. 59, PI. xxxvi.C.
2* Bower FiSS., Intro., p. xlviiiff.
3. C.f. BiYhler, I ,P. , pi. Ill, 31, iii*
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ing of the inner end of the loop nearer to the vertical^
paved the way for the evolution of the bipartite form,
is understandable; but how far the form (resembling
somewhat the looped Sa) marks an essential transitional
phase (in its chronological sense) in the ultimate
evolution of the bipartite form, is not so clear. True,
there are some cases of its occurrence in the Indian 

2inscriptions , but might have been a stylistic
variant of (comparable to and on as discussed
above) without having any positive contribution to the 
evolution of the bipartite form. In any case, its 
relation to the bipartite form is not very obvious, and 
it is also quite probable that both the types and

had their common source in ^  , and after a
period of co-existence, the first type was finally 
abandoned in favour of the second.

1. C.f. *Ya^ ( r f | ) in 1.26 of the Khoh copper plate 
of Jayanatha, (year 177 (G-.E.) - CII. Ill, pi. xvii.

2. C.f, ^ogacarya1, line 3 of the Tusam inscription
( 3? ) - CII. Ill, pi. xl.A; 'anvavaye1, line 2 of
the Jaunpur ms. of Igvaravarman, ibid, pi. v.A, etc.

3. It may be noted in this connection that subscript Ya 
is written in several forms in the Karamdapda inscrip
tion of the (Gupta) year 117 (E.I. X, P.71ff and pi), 
obviously withput any immediate chronological implica. 
tion (c.f. ^  .,.Dhya, 1.10^ , Sya, 1.5; ,
Sya, 1.4-, etc. <#4



Ever since the time of Hoernle much has been
written about the time when the tripartite form was
finally replaced by the bipartite form* After an
examination of the evidence of the inscriptions from
northern India dated or datable between the fourth and
the eighth centuries A.I)*, Hoernle observed: fI aim
not aware of the existence of a single dated inscription
in North India, written in the North-Western alphabet,
which indubitably proves any use, still less the
exclusive or almost exclusive use of the old form of
Ya, after 600 A.D.^ and again !in fact, after 600 A.D.,
there is no inscription known, which shows any trace of

•3the survival of the old form1* Hoernle, however, made 
an exception of the inscriptions from Nepal, where the 
north-eastern alphabet had a longer life.^ The present

1. Hoernle drew his materials for comparison mainly from 
Oil *, III» I.A*, IX - Inscriptions of̂  Nepal by 
Bhagavanlal Indraji, published by G. Buhler; and 
Bendall1s Journey in Nepal*

2# J«A*S.B.. 1891, p. 86.
3. I.A* * 1892, p. 33.
4. But the occurrence of the old tripartite form in 

numerous inscriptions discovered in India (mostly
in the vicinity of Udaipur, Rajasthan) after Hoernle 
made these observations, shows his proposed time- 
schedule about the replacement of the tripartite by 
the bipartite Ya, is not applicable in its face 
value to the whole of North India.
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group of inscriptions shows convincingly that the 
complete switchover from the tripartite to the bipartite 
form of Ya took place in Bengal some time in the second 
half of the sixth century A.D., presumably during the 
interval between the reigns of Gopacandra and Samacara- 
deva.

It is difficult to say if the bloated or 
ticked lower end of the vertical of Ra, as is sometimes 
noticed in 4b ( j , c.f., col. vii) and 4d ( J , c.f. 
col. xviii), is intentional, as this type of development 
also occurs at the lower end of such letters as Ta, Bha, 
etc. in these inscriptions and in many instances Ra 
does not show this feature. In 4f Ra has sometimes 
the shape of a simple vertical stroke ( T ) as before, 
but there are other instances where a wedge-mark is 
deliberately attached ( J[ ) to the lower 1. end of 
this vertical (c.f. xxxib, xxxiii).

The earlier cursive type of La ( <* ) gradually 
gives place to the form with a flat base ( #\I ). In 4b 
and 4c there appears what may be called a brief transi
tional phase in the form , which is arrived at by
curving the lower 1. end of the cursive type. 4b, col. 
ixa, and 4c, col. xiv, offer rare instances of the 
earlier cursive type ( ) but 4c in most of the cases,
has La with a developed angular base ( ^ ). In 4d, col. 
xxa-b, may be noted an attempt to angularise the lower 
curve, thus . These variant forms indicate that
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the basal-form was not introduced into Bengal straighta^ay 
but only through a graduated process. 4e and 4f have 
also the basal-form of La. While in 4f the 1. curve 
reaches the level of the head-mark ('U, c.f. also La 
in 4c,col. xiii and others), in 4e it is much lowered 
( aJ ). Besides, the base-line in 4f often slopes to 
the r. (creating an acute-angle at the lower r. end), 
while in 4d as well as 4e, it is horizontal (which 
means a right angle at the lower r. end). The letter 
has a squat-shape in 4c ( ^  ) on account of its short 
height (in relation to the breadth), but in 4e and 4f 
the height of the letter is much increased.

Va continues to be triangular as in the Gupta 
inscriptions. In 4c the head-mark intercepts the 
apex thus: Whether this represents a recog
nised stylistic variant of the letter or merely results 
from the caprice of the particular scribes responsible 
for writing down these inscriptions, it is difficult to 
say. If the first possibility is accepted it is poss
ible that the style owes its origin to the shape of the 
now obsolete Ba. The r. arm of the letter is developed 
as a full-fledged vertical in 4f ( ^ ) where^moreover, 
the base is sloping (producing acute angle at the lower

1. This feature is noticeable also in the Tippera cp. 
of Lokanatha and the copper plates_of Devakha<Jga, 
C.f. also the Nidhanpur ins. of Bhaskaravarman 
of Assam, loc.cit.
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r. end). In the other inscriptions, the bottom tends 
to be horizontal, while both the upper arms are sloped 
( <3 » <3 > etc.).

/ ISa generally has the outline of G-a in the
"  a • '!respective inscriptions, plus of course the cross-bar,

which is drawn horizontally. In col. viii (4b), the
cross-bar is cursively drawn by curving the r. end of
the top to the 1., thus: ( in Sa)^. The vertical
on the r. is drawn separately and does not quite touch
the curved top on its 1. This cursive type (c.f. also
Tha) in this inscription prematurely foreshadows the
similar later development of this form as a recognised 

✓ xvariant of Sa. The cross-bar is also cursively 
drawn in 4f (*?) from below the 1. end of the top, 
and does not quite touch the 1. arm. But here the r. 
vertical is joined to the r. end of the top.

1. This has been so ever since the time of the Asokan 
inscriptions.

2. C.f. also Sa in the Suma$(Jala c.p. ins., E. I .XXVII, 
p. 79ff and pi.

3. This is comparable with the solitary instance of.
a bipartite Ya in a fourth century inscription, vtz.* 
'the Bijayagadh ins. of Vi^nuvardhana of the 
(Vikrama) year 428, referred to above.
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The looped-type of §a ( ^ ) is continued in

4b and 4d. In 4b the loop is elongated vertically 
and is drawn from just below the head-mark. The base 
slopes to the r., being drawn from the lower end of the 
loop ( 34 ), and creates an acute angle at the lower r.
end (c.f. also Ma, Ya, etc. in this ins.). The base 
is less sloped in 4d. Here, the oversized loop almost 
drives the remaining part of the letter into oblivion.
In 4b and 4d, the loop of Sa is generally differently 
formed from that of Sa; but in 4c, §a and Sa were indis
tinguishable rom each other, as Sa also has the beaked 
formation ( ) at the lower 1. end (like Sa) and
presumably no difference between the two letters is 
intended. In 4e ( ) the type of Sa characterised
by a flat base and a cross-bar (the so-called western 
type) is introduced (into a Bengal inscription) for 
the first time. From now on there is to be no going 
back to the earlier looped-type. In 4e Sa has the 
outline of Pa. Like the latter, it has a notched 1. arm 
and a curved lower 1. end. But in 4f ( y  ) Sa 
develops angularity at the lower 1. end, whereas Pa 
in the same inscription more often shows curvature at 
this point.

1. C.f. however, Pa in col. xxxvi.
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The cross-bar is horizontal or slightly sloped (to
the r.) in 4e; but in 4f it is mildly curved (upwards)
and drawn horizontally. The loop of Sa is generally
triangular in 4b( 44 )'L. Here the angles are
midly formed as in the early Nepal inscriptions, and
there is no palpable effort to curve the arms into a

2beaked-formation as is noticed in 4c, 4d, 4e and 4f . 
This or a somewhat similar type of Sa (with triangular 
loop) is also used in many other inscriptions^ in 
India, dated or dateable in the 6th-7th centuries A.D., 
mostly belonging to the eastern regions, , as
well as in Nepal and the Arakan region of Burma. In 
course of time the curvature in the arms turned the 
triangle into a crescent or beak and later on the 
upper end of the beak opened leading to the shape which 
came to have a wide and long circulation. In 4e ( )
the base is sometimes shortened and horizontally drawn 
(c.f. col. xxvi). Here we have also some specimens 
of the hooked type (£*,c.f. cols, xxiii-xxiv; c.f., also 
4c, col. xvi).

The hooked-type of Ha (open to the 1. and 
without a flat and angular base) is used mostly in

1. C.f. also the triangular loop of Na occasionally 
met with in the same inscription.

2. Occasionally, however, a rounded loop is also used 
(c.f., £1 ) col. vi), but it is distinguished from 
the loop of §a by (i) being smaller, (ii) being 
projected to the 1. (instead of downwards) and (iii) 
having an upright stroke above.

3. C.f., Bnhler, I.P., pi. IV, cols. XI-XIV, XVIII, XIX; 
(continued on next page)
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4b ( 0 )» exclusively in 4d ( <3 ) 9 and rarely in 4f 
( J , used only once independently, c.f. col.xxii, taken 
from line 20). Its form varies in detail from one 
inscription to another. In 4b the hook is compressed 
and its end is raised upwards \J , whereas in 4d it is 
generally more rounded with the end not so much raised 
j , ^ • The solitary example in 4f (which has, 

however, hooked type of Ha also in Hma) has the end of 
the hook trailing in the lower reaches, as in many of 
the Gupta inscriptions from Bengal, particularly the 
later ones (see section B). Here we have the last recorded 
use of the hooked type of Ha in Bengal. The other type, 
with a flat and angular base ( tr , the reverse of La) 
is used for the first time in the present section 
(rarely in 4b, exclusively in 4c, and 4e, and with the 
rare exceptions as specified above, in 4f), but as 
with La, the specimens of one ins. varies from those 
of another in matters of detail. Thus in 4b,

3. (contd. from previous page) - Fleet, CII* III, pi. _ 
xli.B, xlii.B; the Sumandala copper plate of Pjthivivi- 
graha, of the (Gupta) year 250 (570 A.D.), El., XXVIII, 
p. 79ff. and pi.; the four copper plates from Soro - 
El. XXIII, p. 197 ff. and pi.; the Kanas plates of 
TokavigrahaA (Gupta) year 280^ El. XXVIII, p. 329ff. and 
pi.) and Bhanudatta (year 5, IbTcT, p. 332ff. and pi.); 
Gnoli, Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta Characters 
(numerous examples): E.ri. Johnston, ^ome Sanskrit 
Inscriptions of Arakan. BSOAS. vol. XI,"p* 357ff. 
and "pi. IV.T: B.C. Sircar, J[l. vol. XXXII, p. lQ3ff*
and pi.



r .it has a straight (slightly slanting) downstroke, and 
a short horizontal base {to ), whereas in 4d the down- 
stroke is shorter and notched, and the base bigger and 
sloped (to the r.?L») ). In 4e, the downstroke is
more notched and the 1 . end of the base is curved^ )Jn

-rs!\4f the downstroke has a milder notch and angularity 
develops at both the ends of the base which slopes to 
the r. ( £/)). These differences indicate the sort of
’teething trouble1 to which a form was susceptible during

-

the early stage of its use in a locality long accustomed
"| s.to a different form,

:

Conjuncts:-
2 ' ‘Most of the principles mentioned above regard- 

ing the formation of the conjuncts hold good for the 
present inscriptions also, and need not therefore be 
restated•

■ r, r-sSj

The letters Na, Cha, Na, and fha, as has been 
already pointed out, occur in conjuncts only - the first 
only as a superscript, the second and the fourth only as 
subscripts, and the third as both. fia, as before^
resembles the first sign of the third bracket ( C ) and

•• - •> does not show any indication of a change. Cha is
double-looped ( 00 *** ) in 4b, 4d and 4f • > like the
numeral 8 written horizontally, but in 4c, and 4e, the ■ illi■ fc ■-m*-

1. C.f. also the new forms of La, ga, Sa, etc
2. See Section B above.
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loops are suggested by dividing an elliptical shape, 
thus: <x> It is directly attached to the superscript
(c.f. Cche in 4c) or is joined to the latter by a short 
vertical stroke (e.g., Cche, ^ ? in 4e). Superscript 
Na has a double-curved top in 4b (c.f. Nchya, 
and 4d (c.f. Nchya, 3  )• (It does not occur in 4c
and 4f.But in 4e the top (c.f. Nca, £  ) is single
curved, the other curve being distributed vertically,
as in the Paharpur inscription ( 2e ) noticed above.

_ ofSubscript Na (c.f. Jna, ^ ) has both/its curves
distributed vertically, as ,3 • circular in
4d (c.f. Stha > ^  ) and almost triangular in 4f (c.f.
Stha 5 ^ ) but in the others, it is elongated horizon
tally, thus: o  or a  (c.f. *>tha, 3  ■> 3  )•

Older forms have a tendency to linger in con- 
juncts. Examples of such conservatism are offered by 
the looped ^a ( K  ) in Nda in 4b col. v; hooked La of 
the archaic type in Lla ( ?  )) in 4b col. xi; Kla in 4e, 
col. xxviii ( £ ), Slo ( /j ) 4f col. xxxvi; hooked
Ha in Hma ( -il )>4f, cols, xxxvi and xxxvii. Subscript 
Tha, Dha, Ya and Ra, retain their earlier subscript- 
forms in spite of the varying degrees of modifications 
introduced into the initial forms. Subscript Tha in 
Rtha, however, retains the initial form (c.f. 4b, col.x 
and 4f, cols, xxxva and b, and xxxvi). Otherwise,
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subscript Tha has the slightly variant forms: CD ,

(4b, col. ix); Q0 (4b, Misc., col.ix)* ,35 (4e)?etc. 
Subscript Ya also has the variant forms (i) , xxx,

v~' ‘.‘9s* 7

(ii ) Cii or (iii) , depending on the nature and
degree of curvature or angularity affecting the arms.
The first and second are types generally used in 4b,
4d, and 4e., whereas the third type is commonly employed
in 4c and 4f. The r. vertical of the subscript reaches
the level of the head-mark (c.f. Tya; ) except in
special circumstances (e.g. Nya«,4b» ; Ĵya in 4 c
etc.). Subscript Ra is generally horizontal (c.f. Mra*
61 ) but sometimes in 4b it is sloped (c.f. Pra, ^  ,

col. xii.a). The stroke is slightly curved (upwards)
in 4f (c.f. Mra, 3  ). As before, subscript Ma
generally drops the tail (c.f. Hraa, ); in 4e there
appear some instances in which the tail is retained
(c.f. col. Rmmaj (̂J , col. xxviii). Superscript
Ra appears above the head-mark, and has the shape of an
ordinary head-mark, though the size is somewhat reduced
( T in 4b, T in 4e, * in 4f, etc.).

In fewer cases, the advanced forms are reflected9
~V . v  /  *. f ‘ • —*■'"* - •  * : .

earlier by the conjuncts. A case in point is the 
looped (subscribed) Ka in 4f,col. xxxvii (Rkka, £  J1

1. It may be noted that in two brick inscriptions from
Nalanda, one of which is dated in the year 197 (G.E..
i.e. 517 A.D.), Ka is looped as a subscript (c.f. Ska),
whereas it is unlooped initially.(c.f. E.I., XXI,
p. 193ff. and pi.; ibid, XXIV, p. 20ff. and pi.).
c.f. also looped Ka in ftku» ( %  1 in Va2 ^gho§ava$a cp. of Jayana.ga (chapter II and chart
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Similarly, the use of the double-curved Jfa ( ) with

_ athe base suppressed in Rn$a, 9 Col. xxxvii of 4f 
long anticipates the initial JJa of this type1. The 
probable use of the looped type of Ma in Sroa, col,
xxixb}should provide another example in the same direc
tion. The curving to the 1. of the lower end of )

• 1in N<Ja in 4c may be taken as a very early forerunner
of the later curved type of pa ( ^  ).

Minor modifications are sometimes introduced
to some letters (generally the subscripts) in conjuncts.
Thus subscript fa faces downwards (c.f. Tta, £  ) in
4b and 4c (in 4d and 4e, however, it opens to the r,
c.f. gta, ). The loop of ga is very often opened
inwards in K§a ? &  ( an example of the closed loop is
offered by 4b, col. xi, MISG.jKse? ) in 4b and
presumably in 4c col. xvii; (in 4 c col. xvi the loop
appears to be closed). This contrasts with the
initial forms of ga in these two inscriptions. ga is
also cursively written in Ksa in 4f *c.f. col. xxxvii,
(in K§i9^  ) where the intended form seems to be •

2In 4e, however, the initial form of Sa occurs in K§a 
except that the r. vertical of ga is kept below the 
curved bar of the superscript Ka ( )•

1 . C.f. also the use of this type of ^.subscript in 
in gna in the Tippera cp. of LokanathajChapter II 
and Chart 5e.

2. Dani's observation - made in connection with his 
discussion of the Gupta copper plates from Bengal 
dated between the Gupta years 113(432 A.D.) and 163(482 A.D.) - that fIn all subsequent records 
(continued on next page)

__
_
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Orthographical signs:-

> ■’  .The final (i.e. vowelless) forms of the
letters Ta and Ma occur in these inscriptions. Pinal 
Ta in 4b has the unusual shape 3. , which resembles
the sign for the numeral 3 (c.f. ‘3 ’ in 4e, col. xxii) 
In 4d (and apparently in 4c, where the lower portion

m
a*of the sign is affected by corrosion, c.f. Misc. col.
F-v

• ‘•-wSbpIxiii), it resembles the conjunct Tta ^ . In 4e
on the other hand, the full initial form of the letter
is used (including the head-mark), but it is apparently 
joined to the preceding letter (in Set, col. xxiii).
The form of T appearing in line 25 of the inscription 
in Samvat (not given in our Chart) is not very clear,
but the initial form of the letter seems to be intended.

.‘4s
The final form of Ta occurs twice in 4f. As in 4d, it
is shaped like the conjunct Tta. Whether a head-mark
is intended in Misc., col. xxxi ( f\ ), is not clear, 
but col. xxxii definitely shows a head-mark, ( i ).
The final form of Ma appears in 4e only ( col.xxii)
where it is similar to that used in the Paharpur 
inscription (2e). There is no head-mark, and as in 
the Paharpur inscription, it stands clear of the 
preceding letter (in vilopitum, line 24). The signs 
of avagraha, jihvamullya or upadhmanlya are not used.

2 . (contd. from previous page)in Bengal Ksha is formed by combining ka with sa* 
(Dani, Iju£* , P* 1 3 0 )̂  is clearly wrong.
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THB GROWTH OF ACUT3 ANGLES AND EARLY PKASS OF THE KttflLA,
C.600-800 A.D, -

The period c. 600-800 A.D. was remarkably eventful
from the standpoint of the evolution of the general palaeo- 
graphic style as well as the development of many of the

r * v - -y-' *-' \ • . . ■" 4  * " "= ~ ‘ V *  - i ^ 2s*-5r" -•> \

individual characters and signs.

style of writing by a slanting style with the resultant acute 
angles at the lower right extremities of letters with a closed 
base. The verticals - straight in the earlier style - began 
to grow a rightwise curvature or twist. The strokes became 
thinner in the copperplate inscriptions, while in the stone 
inscriptions, a contrast of thick and thin strokes came to

-I’

develop. In both the copper plates and the stone inscriptions, 
the head-marks continued to be thick compared to the average 
strokes forming the characters. The sloping trend of the 
verticals laid the emphasis on the height rather than on the 
breadth. Consequently, the letters gained in height, but 
diminished in breadth. As a result of the growing trend of 
writing the right verticals by separate efforts of the pen, 
their ends did not often adhere to the bounds of the left arm, 
but overshot the mark. This resulted in the growth of 
vertical protuberances at the right upper ends of Ga, Na, and
Sa (letters with curved top, and no head-mark) and the lower
right ends of such letters as Ca, Pa, La, etc. (those having

It witnessed the final succession of the upright

/
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a horizontal (straight or curved) stroke at the base, to 
the 1. of the vertical.1 The lifting of the pen was also 
responsible in the first place for the growth of tails at the 
lower left ends of such letters as Bha, Sa, Ha, etc. The 
development of such protuberance became more marked in the 
succeeding epochs.

Another important point is that in letters with two 
verticals such as Pa, Ma, Ya, Sa ( ^  ), etc., the top is
still only partially covered - the head-mark being in these 
cases attached only to the left-hand vertical. In the 
subsequent period, the tendency grew to cover the entire top of 
these letters (e.g. Sa, #  ).

In Bihar, the upright style of writing was already 
giving place to its successor towards the end of the last quarter 
of the sixth century A.D.^ It is quite probable that some 
of the new forms and techniques reached Bengal from/via Bihar.

Various terms have been used to designate the 
stylistic successor of the upright mode of writing. The terms 
•nail-headed1 'Xutila1 •acute-angled1 etc. lay emphasis on

1. In letters likce Ta, ^ Na, ̂  Ta, pha, 5 etc., 
there was no scope for such protuberance.

•
2 . C.f. the Bodh-Gaya st. ins. of MahanSman, (Gupta) year 269 

(= 588-89 A.D.), CII.III, pi. xliA; Biihler, IP. pi*.IV,cols, 
xiii-xiv. The inss._of the Later Guptas of Magadha (c.f. 
CII.III,pis.), the Nalanda ins. of YaSovarman (SI.XX,P.37ff. 
pi. following p.1+2 ), the spurious Gaya cp. of 
Samudragupta (CII.III,pi. xxxvii), etc. indicate further 
modification of the writing style in the subsequent period.



different outstanding aspects of tne new style. The name 
•Siddhamatrka1 is also sometimes used. The problem of 
finding out suitable terms which would at onee satiny the 
stylistic, regional and chronological demands has been 
pointed out in the Introduction and need not be re-iterated here 

The pattern of the stylistic evolution is on the 
whole quite clear. The acute angles at the lower r. ends 
of letters began to develop comparatively early as the base- 
stroke of such as letters as Pa, Ma, Sa, Sa ( £4 ), etc. began 
to slope rightwards. The curvature of the r. verticals
first took the shape, ( (c.f. Pa, ) but in course of

• * '  * .

time further elaboration set in (c.f. Pa, Tl ). This 
brought about a slope in the letters themselves and ushered 
in numerous developments in the shapes of the individual 
letters. The vertical protuberance at the upper and lower 
ends also had a gradual growth.

Of the four sections outlined below, sections A and B 
show the coming of age of the acute angles at the lower r. 
ends of the letters (to which it applies). The base-stroke 
shows an increasingly rightward slope, while the right-hand 
vertical is often curved as ( . The vertical protuberances
are still in the rudimentary state.

In section C and still more in section D, the 
Kutila trends become further developed. The strokes become

r  j  t  * *» *r •  . * * ..
thinner, and protuberances from the r. verticals become more
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.

distinct. Section C shows an unrestrained exuberance of 
strokes, while the writing style of the lone ins. comprising 
section D is more disciplined.

The numerous developments in the forms of the
■individual letters will be studied in detail in the following

pages. But before doing so, it is necessary to discuss in
-• J: ■[. jj|

brief the original sources which have been utilised for this 
chapter.

As in the preceding chapter, inscriptions provide
the bulk of the materials. The slender evidence of the

' 1 2legends, occurring on the coins of Saiahka and Jayanaga
is in general agreement with the palaeographical evidence of 
the inscriptions of these rulers.

The following discussion about the palaeographical
features of the individual characters and signs is by and

3large based on the following inscriptions discovered in Bengal, 
grouped into several sections on the basis of their palaeo
graphical affinities, coinciding also with the chronological

1. C.F. Allan, CCGD. pis. XXIII (1>+-16) and XXIV (1-2).
2. Ibid. pp. lxi,civ, 150-51; pi. XXIV (6-9 ). These coins bear 

the legend ‘Jaya* on the obverse and it has been 
suggested that it is the abbreviation of the name of 
Jayanaga (El. XVIII, p.6 ).

3. For references, see List of Inscriptions.
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sequence. These groups are:-
/A. The inscriptions of Sasaftka and Jayanaga - c.600-650 A.D. 

Chart: 5a-d.
*  L _B. The inscriptions of Lotcanathq and Sridharana (Rata) 7 

c.650-700 A.D. Charts: 5e and 6d.
C. The inscriptions of Devakhaoga and Queen Prabh3vatl-c. 700-50 

A.D. Chart: 6 a-c.
D. The inscription of Kantidevar c. 750-800 A.D.

Chart: 10a.
The discussion also follows this grouping.
Of these sections, B, C and D comprise inscriptions

all of which come from the eastern part of Bengal (now East
Pakistan}), which seems to have witnessed the rise find fall of
a number of local dynasties'^ from comparatively early times.
The inscriptions comprising section A, on the other hand,
belong to the western part of Bengal (at present incorporated
in West Bengal).

/ _ _While the approximate period of SaSanka and Jayanaga -
can be determined from other sources, the same cannot be said 
about the issuers of the inscriptions constituting sections B,
C and D, some of whose dates have been the subject of much

1. The position of Vainyagupta, the issuer of the
Gunaighar (Tippera dist.) cp., dated the year (Gupta)
188 ( = 508-09 A.D.) is somewhat uncertain (c.f. HB. I. p. *+9f.). 
Dharmaditya, Gopacandra and Samacaradeva have been 
mentioned above. Lokanatha, the Ratas, the Khadgas and 
Kantiaeva, whose inss. are discussed in this chapter, 
and Bhavadeva? the Candras, the Varmans and the Devas 
show the continuation of this pattern.



controversy. More will be said about the problem of dates
as we consider each group for a separate treatment. But

. - C ,it may be pointed out here that in most of these cases
' mpalaeography is a subscriber to rather than a recipient of 

the chronological knowledge.

m

We may now study the palaeographical characteristics
■" -** ■ . V ” 

of each group separately, prefacing each with a discussion
on the dates of the constituent inscription/inscriptions.
A. The inss. of SaSanka and Jayanaga - c. 600-50 A.D.

The inscriptions comprising this section are:-
1. Midnapur c.p. of Sa£aiika, year 8 .

Chart: la.
2. Midnapur op.pf SaSaftkca, year 19.

Chart: 5b.
3 . Vappaghosavata c.p. of Jayanaga (year missing)

Cnart: 5d.
The evidence of the Ganjam copper plate inscription

/of Sasaftka (represented in Chart 5c), as well as some other 
inscriptions coming from beyond the confines of Bengal, has 
been used from time to time for comparative purposes, in 
order to explain the inauguration of the new forms in a wider

• aperspective - a method which has also been followed elsewhere 1
in this work.

,The reign of Sas&ftka, who was a senior contemporary
*'■ .Aof Iiarsavardhana of Kanauj, may be placed between c.600 A.D.

’ f e r .
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1and 6I9-37 A.D. The editor of the Midnapur copper plates, 
R. C. Majumdar, has voiced some hesitation about the reading * 7.v 

,

of the dates expressed by numerical symbols; but it appears
from the facsimile that the symbols have been correctly

2explained by him.
-  / -  -The Arya-Man.iusri-Mula-Kalpa. in its character- 

istically cryptic manner, seems to refer to Jayanaga as a 
successor of Sasanka. In that case, R. G. Basak’s placing * ~ S j_ / , 1+of Jayanaga before Gasanka seems unacceptable. It is true
that L. D. Barnett described the characters of the Vappagho-
savata inscription as ’of a well-formed upright Gupta type,
apparently of the latter half of the sixth century’), but
the Midnapur copperplate inscriptions clearly show more
archaism both regarding the general style, and the form of
many of the individual letters (as will be duly noticed in
the following discussion). Compared to the Midnapur copper-
plates, the Ganjam copper plate from Orissa and still more

7the inscriptions of Harsavardhana from U.P., show a

, ±-

1. C.f. HB.I. p.59ff. (particularly, p.66).
2. JAS3. XI (I9I+5) ,p. Iff. and pis.
3* llan.iusrimulas.alpa. ed. T. Ganapati Bastri, p.636.C.f. 

also HB. I. p.79f.
HHEI.1st ed., p.lWO.

5. 31. XVIII, p.60.
6. For the Ganjam cp., £.f. pis. in El.VI (following p.lMt) 

and our chart 5c.
7. El. VI, p.208ff. and pi.; El VII, p. 155 ff. and pi. The 

writing on the cps. of Harsa are stylistically more mature 
than tnat in the Ganjam cp! (c.f. XLelhorn, El. VII,p. 155 >
note 6 ).
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relatively mature form of writing, as well as more advanced 
forms of some of the individual letters. But as these come- % . . * % • vrV
from outside Bengal, their evidence cannot be taken to
reflect the contemporary state of the palaeography in Bengal.

jThe comparative study of the palaeography of the Midanapur 
copper-plates of Sasahka and the Vappaghosavata copper-plate 
inscription of Jayanaga, if anything, shows the later date 
of the latter.

A palaeographical analysis may now be made of the 
individual characters and signs, pertaining to the present

• <5
group.

'Initial vowels:- -------------------

j. -

The two Midnapur inscriptions have between them 
the initial vowels A, A,and E, and the Vappaghosavata
inscription has, in addition to these, I, and E.

■As in the Mallasarul cp. (^e) of sec. C, chapter I, £3.
A has the lower half of the 1. limb curved to the 1. A in 
5d exhibits slightly more advanced features than in 5a-b;

• S 'i*'
these are reflected by the sharp angle in the middle of the 1.
limb (which is to be related to the curve in the upper half), ‘

' : - : - ■ 0 * %  and the sloping connecting stroke. As before, the
connecting stroke (middle tfar) is drawn from the upper half

-of the 1. limb. A tafcces the usual hooked sign indicating
its length at the lower end.

k _ .I in Jd has its two dots placed in a horizontal
manner above a curved stroke, thus: . This marks- a
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sudden breaK from the type used so far in the Bengal 
inscriptions, leaving aside a single instance in *+f, where 
also the new form is probably used( V  ).^

The upper arm of the lower curve of U is made straight 
in 53 * 5 3  5 so that the upper end of the curve looks angular
as in iff of the earlier group.

E has a flat top in both 5a-b and 53 as against the
earlier form in which the top was angular ( A and other *V- J" , i

variants). But while E in 5a has both its lower arms sloping
i

( K7 that in 53 has a vertical for the r. arm, and
consequent acute angle at the lower r. end ( ). Consider
ing the subsequent evolution of the letter, the form in 5d

3must be regarded as the more advanced of the two. The 
evolution of the new type may almost certainly be attributed 
to the desire for having a flattened substitute for the head- 
mar£ in letters which did not have one.

'.A-7'

1. Prior to this the type ;T was in use.
r * '

2. The new type is used in the Barabar and Nagarjuni Cave
inscriptions of the Maumhari kings (CII.III.loc.cit.)
and the Bower MSS. (Hoernle, op.cit.) and its origin may 
be traced back to the later half of the fifth century A.D. 
(c.f. Eran ins. of Budhagupta, (Gupta) year,l65 - CII.III

.xiiA). But-from the seventh century A.D. it came into 
widespread circulation all over northern India in slightly 
different forms (cf., Biihler’s Plates IV.x, and V.3 ).

3* Like I, the new type of E found a wide acceptance and with
a slight modification put into it, served as the prototype
of both the Nagarl and the eastern styles of writing. In
Bihar the new type was already in use in the sixth century
as is evidenced by the Barabar and Nagarjuni cave
inscriptions, loc.cit.).



Medial Vowels:-
The medial a sign is attached in several ways.

(i) In Ja, Na, and Ta, and $ a it is stretched upwards as 
before ( g) ’ ^  b̂, co-1-s* xvi-xvii^ 5
OJvJ ). (ii) The superior type of strode is also quite 
popular both in 5a-b and 5b, but while in the former it is 
only curved thus:r~ , or thus: ^ , in the latter, it is
beautifully waved ^  . The waved variety was apparently
evolved on the basis of this type of superior e, but unlike 
the latter it never became quite so popular, and had a much 
shorter duration. (iii) The lateral type of a is also 
quite commonly used, being either angularly (cf. Ta in 5b 
col. vib ) or cursively (of. SS in 5d, col. xxii
drawn. (iv) .besides these, another variety is used in 5b which 
consists in a short vertical stroke at the r. enb of the head- 
mark (cf; Bha in col. xxi

The i-sign is confined above the head-mafck in 5a-b.
In 5b the curve is slightly angularised at the r. end, while

1. Both the varieties are used side by side in the Barabar 
ana Nagarjuni cave inscriptions of the Maukharis, loc.cit.)

2. This last type had a very short duration in Bengal, and is 
used only in the Tippera ins. of Lokanatha and the Kailan 
ins. of Srldharana, both of which probably belonged to 
the second half ofthe seventh century A.D.(cf.see. B).
Earlier instances of this type of a may be seen in the 
Khohtnss. of Sarvanatha of the (Gupta) years. I93 
(CII.III. pl# xviii), 21k (CII.III, pi. etc.)

 
 

 
 

.
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the 1. end develpps into a curl ^  . In 5b, on the
other hand the 1 * end of the curve is lowered below the level 
of the head-mark; and quite often it is made co-extensive with 
the subjoined letter (cX. cols. xx,xxii) or even longer 
(of., col. xviii). In col. xix the curve surrounds the 
lower end of the letter and then goes upwards at its r. side 
up to the level of the head-mark. A short slanting stroke 
is attached to the upper end ( ). This type of i,
(we may call it the calligraphical variety of i) is confined 
to Ti and in the present inscription at least three times Ti 
is written in this way.^ The existing evidences would indicate 
that its use was in vogue from the sixth (later half) to about 
the eighth century A.D. The medial i shows important 
development in the present inscriptions. It consists of a

1. C.f.,asomewhat similar type of I in the uarabar and 
Nagarjuni Hill inscriptions from Bihar (op.cit.). In
*+e of Chapter I, sec.C, the curl was sometimes developed 
into a loop.

2. In Bengal this type of i is also used in the Asrafpur inc. 
(pi.A) of Devakha^ga, (c.f. Ti, lines 17 and 23), the 
Chittagong ins. of Kantideva, line 1, Sti. (of.sec. D).
That it was a recognised stylistic variant of the i is 
also demonstrated by its use in such inscriptions as the 
Bumar^dala cp. of the (Gupta) year 250 (1.2*+, Ti c.f. SI.
XXVILj p. 79ff. and pi.), the Soro pi. of bomadatta, year 15 
(line 16, Ti, cf. N. G. Majuindar, Four copper-plates from 
Soro, pi. C., E.I.XXIII), etc.

3. C.f. however, use of this type of i in the Talcher cp. of 
GaySuJatunga (J ABB. XII ? 1916 pl.*+, last line). L.D.Barnett 
described it as 'a peculiarity which seems to have been 
affected Dy Eastern scribed (SI.XVIII, p.6l). But its 
frequent use in the inss. from Orissa and further south, 
e.g. some Rastrafcuta inss., discounts this (c.f. the Pimpari 
cp. of Dhruva^ S.6 9 7 , EI.X and pi. facing p.87)«
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single prong^- with a curled • mouth at the 1 . end.
The 1. end of it is either tiept above the level of the
head-marcC (as mostly in 5a but sometimes also in 5b, cf.
col. vii, and 5b, col. xviii), thus: , or is lowered
down at the r. side of the letter, thus: ( c.f. 5b, c ol. v;
5d cols, xvi, xx, etc. ) though not as yet much below the
level of the head-mark . The 1. part of the strode in 5d
is frequently waved both when it remains above the level of
the head-mark (of. cols, xvii, xxi (Ĵ  ) and when it is extended
further below (of. col. xvi,xx <3̂ ). The scribe/engraver of
this ins. seems to have had a special fascination for the
waved forms in making the medial vowels (c/.the waved types
of a, I, and e).

Three or four types of u -signs are used in the
present inscriptions, (i) The hooked type is used in Ku, Gu

/(both in 5s-b and 5d), Tu, Bhu, Bu (occurring in 5a-b only),
and Nu (occurring in 5d only). (ii) The vertical type of
u is quite commonly used. (iii) In Ru, the medial u is
drawn at the r. side about the middle. But whereas in 5a,
it is slightly curved upwards ( ), in 5b, it is slanted

/downwards ( ). In Sru in 5b the u-sign is curved downwards

1. The single-pronged type of i in Bengal was already 
anticipated by *4c and Wd of chapter I, sec. C.)



being placed about the lower end of the vertical of Sa ( 3\ ).
5d does not have any instance of Ru (or of u attached to a 
conjunct in which Ra is the subscript). Already in *+d in the 
preceding group we noticed the medial u curved upwards in 
Dhru ( ^  ) as in Ru in 5a. In the subsequent inscriptions 
the u-sign in Ru was written either as , or as ^  .
Conjuncts with subscript Ra or Ya also oftentimes received a _. iF tSeither of the two forms. Two different signs are used for

'•h*— ‘the medial vowel u. The first type (c.f. var.i of sec. C, 
Chapter I) is basically the same as used in the Gupta - \ 1

n -  * * - y r-q s j

inscriptions ( c * )• lb continued to be used without any
* .. op#significant modification to the end of our period. The 

other type is used in Bhu,(5a-b, also Dbhu, 5d, Misc.
col. xv) and Ru (5b), and consists of a lower hook and an upturn-

• - 1
ed curve at the r. side (c.f. Ru, col. vii in 5b 5)*^

"  ~ ' i  J

The curve of the medial r is well rounded and open 
upwards at the r. lower end of the letter ( Oor i*).

.

In 5a-b only the superior type of the medial e is
used. It slopes to the r. and has thick upper end in 5a ^  ,
whereas in 5b, a touch of angularity may be noticed at its**
lower end As in the medial a, the superior type of e
is waved in 5d ( ^  ). In the latter ins., the medial e is
 • _ J

1. This type was used for the first time in *+f among the 
Bengal inscriptions.
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also indicated by lengthening the head-mark: at the 1 . end 
(ci*. Me in col. xix ). In col. xviii, a tick mark (not 
unlike the one in the last var. of the medial a discussed 
above)^ is attached at the 1. end of this type of e (Ne ).
Ai takes two superior types of the medial e. The superior 
type of the medial e is also generally used in o and au, in 
which the medial a takes one of the varieties as discussed 
above, with the exception of the superior type which is 
apparently not used. The third stroke in au either goes

J 7 '

■j!

straight upwards (c„f. col. vi, Tau, 5b), or is curved to 
the r. (of. col. i, Nau, 5a). 5b does not have any specimen

■ w•iof medial au.
Anusvara and visarda:-

The marks of anusvara and visarga are blocked 
in 5a-b, and tend to be hollow in 5d.
Sin, le consonants:- $

■JLKa in 5a-b follows the old fashion ^  , but
in 5d a wedge grows at the bottom 1. as in Ra, and the 1. end 
of the horizontal stroke is lowered ( , cf., col. xv). This
is only a step further from the looped type of Ka ( ^  ) which

1. This type of e was subsequently used in the Ashrafpur 
ins. (pi.A, Chart 6 a) of Bevakhadga)
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already shows up in conjuncts. Kha in 5a-b resembles its 
counterpart in bf in having the triangular appendage with a 
slanting base at the lower end ol' the elongated r. vertical; 
but unlike the latter it has a curved top ( ). In 5<3,
the letter shows more advanced features, which consist in the 
curvature of the 1 , arm, the sloping nai1-headed-mark ( m  )
at the lower end of the 1 . arm, and above all the curved 1 . 
arm of the appendage which is co-extensive with the average
sized r. vertical ( ^  ). An acute angle is developed at
the lower end. The top is flat with angularity at botja. the

2ends, and the upper end of the appendage is closed. Ga
has the outline of Kha in the respective inscriptions. Thus
in 5a-b it has curved top and in 5d it has flat top with
angularity at both the ends. The difference in length

/between the 1. and the r. arms of Kha, Ga, Ta, and Sa, is 
more pronounced in 5a-b than in 5chGha does not undergo any

1. It may be noticed in this connection that initial and 
subscript forms of Ka are looped in 5c, though here the 
pre-looped form is used to write superscript Ka in Kta,
Kra etc. (also Ku, Kr, i.e. where the medial vowel occurs 
at the lower end.) -In the seventh century A.D. the 
looped type of Ka generally supplanted the old type
in the north Indian epigraphic style of writing.

2. The form is comparable to its counterpart in the Bodh-Gaya 
ins. of Mahanaman (c.f. CII.III. pi. xliA; Buhler, IP.
pi. IV, xiii-xiv) which , though dated in the (Gupta) 
year 269 (=A.D. 589) > is palaeographically far ahead 
of many of its contemporary inscriptions.



significant change in this period, and consists as before,
of a curved 1. half and an angular r. half. While in 5a
(Gha does not occur in 5b) the inner arm of the angle is
drawn from the just below the head-mark ( t*4 ), that in
5d is drawn from about the lower end of the inner arm of the
curve ( XXI ). It may be noted in this connection that ;

-t. H
the two halves are cursively welded together, thus: \y .

Na, Na, and Da (only in 5a-b) occur in conjuncts 
only, while Jha, Tha, and Dha do not occur at all.

The lower curve of Ca breaks up into two straight■
slanting arms in 5a-b, giving the letter a triangular shape.
The upper arm continues to be slightly curved and an acute

1
angle is developed at the lower end ( ^  ). This type is
not absolutely unknown to 5d (cf. col. xv), but here the older 
form - with both the arms curved ( ) - is generally
used. 5c also has the triangular form,which comes into 
ganeral use in the seventh - eighth century inscriptions by 
transplanting the old form. The very rare initial Cha occurs 
once in 5d (col.xv, ). In it, below an upright stroke,
occurs the double-loopec formation - so long known chiefly 
from conjunct s. It shows that the initial form of Cha was 
substantially retained in the subscript. Ja presents a rather

1. This type of Ca had already been introduced into Bengal 
palaeography by *+e of the preceding chapter.



archaic look in 5a-b, though close examination would show
.

slight upward curvature of the middle bar and a mild, almost
unrecognisible bend at the end of the lower bar. Besides 
the letter as a whole is slanted to the r. ( £  )• 
curved bars in 5d, particularly in col. xvi, give a better 
indication of the forthcoming changes in the shape of the

the top foreshadows the subsequent development of the top 
bar as the head-mark, the curved middle bar anticipates the
subsequent tail, and the curved tip of the lower bar is

1preparatory to the later curved base.

In (of. also the form in 5c), the curve opens to the r.

well-rounded ( £ , cf. col. viii). The base of Na is slanted

at this end. In 5a-b (particularly 5a) the exterior arms tand

1. Already in 5c the top bar has been transformed into 
the head-mark ( ). But in Bengal the first major
change in the shape of the letter is noticed in the Kailan 
ins. of brldhara£a Rata, which is perhaps to be placed 
later than the Tippera ins. of LokanStha-sometime in the 
second half of the seventh century A.D. Cf.sec.B.

2. The somewhat flattened top of the letter and the mild 
angularity at the upper 1 . end recall the style noticed 
in some of the Gupta inscriptions (c.f.Chapter I, sec.B). 
But here these features are less prominent than in the 
Gupta inscriptions.

letter ( E; ). The angular projection at the 1. end of

Ta does not occur independently in 5a-b(in 5b it 
occurs as a subscript while in 5a it does not occur at all)

( £  ) . In 5c also the curve opens to the r. but it is

to the r., wnich leads to the development of an acute angle
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to overreach, the base, bjjit in 5b their height is curbed.
Ta does not show any important development. In

5a-b the stiff arms give the letter an angular top, which is 
sometimes jointed to the head-mark; above by a short vertical 
strode ( ^  • 5a, col.ii). In 5b the arms are
slightly curved so that the angle at the top is less sharp. 
Here the top directly joins the head-marK without the aid of 
any extra stroke. Tha in 5a-b is developed on the lines of
l+e and kf of the preceding group, the main features of which
are: a flattened top, a vertical for the r. arm, and acute
angle at the lower r. end. But in the present inscriptions 
the 1 . arm often consists of two sections - the upper section 
running almost parallel to the r. vertical, and the lower 
section, (forming the base), slanting to the r. The cross
bar is horizontal or slightly sloping to the r. ( Q  ). In 
the

5d/r. vertical is bifurcated in an attempt to draw the cross
bar in a cursive manner ( Q  ) The development in the
form of Da concerns the 1. end of the curve which is angularised 
( ^  ). Dha in 5a-b has the outline of Tha. In col. xv of
5d it has the shape of a reversed English D, the like of which 
may be traced back to the Aso&an inscriptions; but in col. xvi 
the lower end of the 1 . curve is angularised, and the portion

1. A somewhat similar type of Tha occurs also in the 
Tippera cp. of Lokanatha (5©)-



to its r. becomes flattened ( ). The curved lower
strode of Na is sloped to the r., thus: ^

Pa develops an acute angle at the lower r. end.
The lower 1. end is more pronouncedly curved in 5b than in 
5a~b (in which at this point some degree of angularity j
develops). The 1. arm does not show a notch in either 5a-b 
or 5b, but the base is mildly curved downwards in 5b ( CA )•

1In the latter ins. similar curvature also affects the base

: V - ' '1

of some other letters in varying degreed ( cf., Ma, Ya, La,
Sa and Ha). Pha occurs only in 5b. Here the differentium
of Pha (characteristic which marks it out ftom Pa) is drawn
inside the r. vertical, thus: jq . In 5c, the loop is not 
completed as the lower end of this appendage does not quite
touch the base ( , cf. col. viii). The sign of Ba (as
distinguished from that of Va) occurs once in 5b (cf.Mba, ,
in the word ‘ samvatsare1 in line 2). The quadrangular shape
of the letter ( Q  ) precludes any possibility of a confusion
with Va( ). But as sign of Va is used in other cases where

%the sign of Ba is called for, the solitary use of Ba shows
that the sign is now used without a definite phonetic definition.
—  ■■ ■■ ■ , — - —  1. ■■ .1 |, .■ —  ■■ n , ■ | 1  ■  , |. ..................... . ............ ■  ll»|| I ,1 I HI H —  I I. I — Ml I

1. This contrasts with the Gupta style in which it used to 
twist the lower r. end to the 1 . ( ^  ).
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The development of the Va (often also used for Ba) 
lies in curving the 1 . angle of the triangle <5

This feature1 is more developed in 5d? whereas the hangover of 
the earlier angle sometimes still haunts the letter in 5a-b 
(cf., col. v. 5b). The r. arm is drawn vertically and the 
slanting base creates an acute angle at the lower r. end.
In most of the cases 5c has the old triangular type of Va (=Ba) 
but occasionally a more evolved form with a curve at the 1 . 
end of the base is also used (c.f.. cols, ix, xb). In the 
latter case, the upper 1 . arm and the r. vertical reach the 
head-mark separately ( Q ) - i.icicating a transitional 
phase in the development of Va

Bha shows an interesting development in the present 
group of inscriptions. From now on for a considerable time 
the shape of Bha happens to be very often quite similar to that 
of Sa (minus its vertical on the r.) in the same inscription.

1. The gierger of the two 1. arms of Va into a single 
curve did not ta<ce place in the Bengal inscriptions 
until sometime later.

2. C.f. also such inscriptions of the seventh century A.D. 
from eastern India as the Tippera copper plate of 
LokanStha (5®)? and the Midhanpur copper plate (c.f.
Chapter VII, Sec.C. and Chart 21d) of Bhaskaravarman etc. 
This feature might have owed its origin to the shape of 
Ba q  , the use of which has for all practical purposes 
been quite unfashionable for some time.
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The crucial point of this similarity is the appendage at 
the left hand side of Bha which is parallelled by the beak 
of Sa at this end. The guiding motive behind the evolution 
of the new type of Bha as used in 5a-b ( ^  ) seems to
have been to write the letter, including the wedged foot
mark at the lower end of the 1 . arm, j: by a single effort
of the pen, instead of drawing the two arms by separate strokes
In the new style, the letter was "started from the top; after
the slanting 1 . arm, the wedge"*" was drawn by leftward and
upward movements of the pen, and then the r. arm is cursively
drawn from the upper end of the wedge without lifting the pen 
(which the drawing of the r. arm from the lower end of the 
head-mark would have entailed). The earlier and the later 
processes may be indicated by arrows, thus: - earlier: 
and later: The former vertical arm on the r. is
in the new form given up in favour of a lower curve, like the 
one of Na. While in 5a-b the appendage is hollow (which 
means only the outline of the wedge is drawn/curved), in 5c 
it is closed. The hollow triangular appendage is not tatmown

1. As in the Bengal inscriptions a tick-mark was used instead 
of the wedge ( <* or more often the effect was sought
to be produced by1 twisting the tip of the 1 . arm, ^  )?
it may be safely assumed that the new type was ■
developed somewhere else where the proper wedged
foot-marii was in vogue.
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in 5d (c.f. col. xviii), but here a more evolved type is 
commonly used, in which the inner side of the appendage 
is opened ( Zr\ )•

Ma does not show any significant development.
In 5a-b the tail at the lower 1. end results from the 
protuberance of the slanting base, and not from that of 
the 1 . arm as is more usual 14 • The 1. arm and the base are 
both rather stiff in formation, so that but for the angularity 
at the lower 1 . end and the short tail, the letter could 
have been confused with Pa. In 5c, the tail is often 
suggested by the angularity at the lower 1 . end, but when 
the tail is given, it follows the same principle as in 
5a-b (c.f. col. xb). Here the base is curved ( ij ).
In 5d, however, the tail is formed from the protuberance of 
the curved 1. arm. The base is slanting and curved, and 
occasionally tends to be waved (but in a milder degree than 
the base of Ya) xs •

The evolution of the bipartite form of Ya from the 
earlier tripartite form has been discussed in detail in 
the preceeding Chapter. Ya is bipartite in all the present 
inscriptions, as also in all the subsequent inscriptions from 
Bengal. The base is waved but on the whole horizontally laid 
in both 5a-b and 5<3; but the 1 . arm is straight in the former 
and curved in the latter ( Jj and <ij ). In 5c also the 1 . arm 
is straight; but here the waved base is less common. In



col. viii of this ins. the., sharply sloping base gives rise
to an acute angle at the lower r. end ( ).

Ra follows the older style in 5a-b, it being only
a vertical ( | ); but in 5b it develops a distinct wedge
at the lower 1. end ( J ). In col. xvii only the outline of

1the wedge is given ( J ), as in most cases in 5c. The
origin of the wedge may be traced into the unintentional blot

2left by the brush or reed-pen at the end of the vertical, 
but its ultimate retention in some particular letters and 
development in the wedge form must have been calculated.^

The only significant development in the shape of La 
lies in the slanting of its base - a featurer which is more 
prominent in 5b, than in 5a-b. The base is also slightly 
curved downwards in 5b fjj . Sometimes in 5a-b, the angularity 
at the 1 . end of the base is abandoned and the base is merged

1. In Bengal inscriptions the first conscious use of the 
wedge in the Ra may be traced in *+f of the previous chapter. 
In that ins., however, the use of the wedge was still 
optional which is indicative of the fact that its intro
duction could not have been much earlier.

2. C.f. also Ka, foot-marks of Kha, Ga, Bha, Sa, the vertical
type of u etc.

3. As proof of discretion in their use it may be pointed out
that the r. verticals of such letters as Ga, Hha, £a, etc.
did not develop any foot-mark:. Another letter with a 
long vertical,Ta, did not develop any foot-mark at all.
The later development of dotted or ringletted ends may
be attributed to the same factors viz., technical factor 
at first, then a conscious effort at rationalization and 
edification, within the limitation of fascile writing.
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with the inner arm of the 1 . curve ( ).^
/Sa does not show any significant change. In 5a-b 

its top tends to be flat with curvature at both the ends, 
whereas in 5b the flat top develops angularity at both the 
ends. The cross-bar slants to the r. in 5a-b, but in 5b 
it is horizontal and slightly curved upwards.4̂

The basal type of Sa with a cross-bar-' is 
continued in the p>resent group of inscriptions without any 
significant change. On the whole the outline of Pa is 
followed in writing Sa. But compared to Pa the 1. arm of 
§a has a little more height with the result that in 5b part
icularly, the lower 1 . enb is. less curved and the base less 
slanting. The cross-bar is as^in l+f, slightly curved upwards.

Sa has a closed triangular beak; in 5a-b, but in 5b 
the beak is opened in the interior. The evolution of the 
beak of Sa apparently has to be related to the direction of

1. Any resemblance of this form to the so-called eastern 
variety of La ( ̂  ) of the Gupta inscriptions may be 
regarded as superficial.

/
2 . In 5c Sa has curved top. Occasionally here the cross-bar 

is cursively drawn by bending the r. end of the top, 
to some extent resembling its counterpart in (c.f. col.viii) 
bt) of the preceding group. The r. vertical is drawn by
a separate stroke, which leaves an upper protuberance.
(cf. cols, xa, xia, xiii).

3* This type has been introduced into Bengal epigraphy
by -̂e and J+f of Chapter I.
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1movement followed by the pen. The closed, triangular beak
occurs in £a-b^. Occasionally in 5d also this type is used 
(this is particularly true of superscript Sa, qf# cols, xx-xxii). 
Once this phase is reached, its subsequent development coincides 
with that of the appendage of Sa. Thus as in Bha the inner
side of the beak of Bha is opened in the most cases of 5d ^
This results in the introduction of angularity at the lower end 
of the beak, (̂ Sa in 5c). ̂

Ha has the basal form . The downstroke of Ha
hardly shows any curvature in 5b , while in 5a ^  > it
is just a little curved. This, as well as the angularity at
both the ends of the base, gives the letter a shape which is not 
unliKe that of Ha in *+f. But here the base is a little more

1. In the form Of. Wb in which the round loop of the 
Gupta inscriptions is first replaced by the
triangular loop), the direction followed by the pen may 
be in the formation of the loop indicated by arrows as:

. In the form , the pen follows a different
ection to form the beak; lAt . This cursive style

introduced some degree of curvature in the 1 . arm as well 
as in the triangular loop, as a result of which the 
latter was transformed into a beak. In Bengal this 
type of beaked Sa (with some variations in detail) was 
used earlier in *+c, (except perhaps the specimen in 
col.xix, where it seems to be looped), *+e (except 
those cases where the hooked type of Sa &  - a direct 
import from the contemporary western styles - is used), 
and ^f.

2. C.f. also 6d in the following section.
3 . The subsequent inscriptions would show that any fluctuation 

of form was shared generally by both the letters - a clear 
indication of the fact that the similarity was maintained 
for a long time.

k. As has been noticed earlier (c.f.chapter I.sec.C),it was
introduced for the first time to Bengal epigraphy during the 
reigns of Dharmaditya and Gopacandra.
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slanting. In 5h on the other hand, the downstroke is more 
notched and the lower 1. end of the base curved, as in be.
The r. arm of the lower curve (at the r. side of the base) is 
slung downwards in 5a-b and curved leftwards in 5d^ .
Con.iunct s: -

The letters Na, Na, and Da occur in conjuncts only - 
Na as a superscript, Na and Da as subscripts.

In 5a-b the arms of Na do not show any curvature
( C ^ut in 5h the downward bend at the tip of the lower
arm-( q* ) like that of Ja - constitutes a significant development
As in Ja, the upper angle is sharper than the lower one. In
col. xix, a more advanced form of Na £  is used; in it the
upper arm is nearly developed as a head-martc, the 1. vertical
is curved, and the lower arm is sharply sloping. •* But the

2old type persisted a little longer .
* v /

Subscript Na is double-curved as before. It is 
drawn with a slope in 5a and more particularly in 5d ,
but in 5b, the curves are vertically drawn ^  . The lower
arm is much prolonged. 5c Shows the double-curved top of

1. In the subsequent inscriptions it came to be stretched 
to the r. under the Kutila influence (cf. Ha in the
^igpera ins. of Lokanatha,* and the Kailan ins. of 
Sridharana, sec. B below.

2. It is used mostly in the Tippera cp. (5c) which has the 
rare new type in col. xxiv; it is also used exclusively
in the Kailan cp. (6h); but in the Ashrafpur ins. (PI.A)
Chart 6a, of Devakhadga, and all the subsequent inscriptions, 
the new form or modification therefrom, is solely used.
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superscript Na.

Da does not occur in 5d. It does not dhow any 
significant development in 5a-b. In 5b, the lower arm of 
Da is much elongated, while the upper arm is reduced to the
minimum. It is interesting to note that the lower arm of
subscript fa is curved to the 1. in 5c. (col. viii) recalling 
a similar instance in 5c. In superscript Da (col.ix.) on 
the other hand the upper arm is vertically drawn". Tha
occurs as a subscript in 5c and it is shaped thus: o

The use of the advanced looped variety of Ka as a 
subscript in 5b" deserves attention.J The practice of 
writing Rya with the initial form of Ra as the superscript 
(instead of the stroke above the head-mark or letter-top, 
which is the usual form of superscript Ra) and the usual 
form of subscript Ya (not the initial form as was customarily 
used in this particular conjunct), is introduced for the first 
time into Bengal epigraphy by the present group of inscriptions 
though in some other regions it has long been in use

1. C.f. a similar instance also in 5c in col. xiii.
2. C.f. Tku in lines 8 , (MISC. col. xix) and 15-; in Ttca, line 8 

(col. xxi)^ however, the pre-looped form is used.
3. Similar use has been also noticed in 5f of the preceding 

Chapter.
5-. C.f. Buhler’s observation in IP., p.58: ’From the 5th 

century, rya (55,VII) is expressed by a full ra with a 
subscript ya.1



Elsewhere in these inscriptions, the angular type of the
subscript Ya is generally used. In 5d, however, the
types e=di ? , and are used, but the first two types

1are more common . As before, the r. arm of subscript Ya
reaches the level of the head-mark: in usual cases."" Subscript
Ra is angularly formed in both 5a-b and 5d; being either
horizontal, or (more usually) sloped (to the r.).

The earlier forms are maintained by subscript Tha
( dt> ) and Dha ( Q  )(of. 5d; also 5c,) in spite of the change
to their initial shapes. Subscript Ta sometimes has a downward
slope,C though the intitial form of the letter has the curve
facing due r. (cf. 5b, col.vi, 5b col. xix); but the ordinary
initial form also occurs as a subscript (cols, xviii, xx-xxi
in 5b). Subscript Na has the usual initial form of the letter
(with its angular base). Ma retains its tail (at the lower..
end) as a subscript^. The other letters in conjuncts show

1+the characteristics of the initial forms; this includes the 
letters in such conjuncts as Hma ( h  5<3), (5c) and Ksa 

5a-b, 5b, 5c). The r. vertical of §a in K§a now

1. The third type distinctly occurs only in Nya, line 6 col. 
xxii.

2. C.f. exceptions in Dvya, col. xviii, and Jlys. in col.xxii, 
both in 5b.

3. This is contrary to the earlier practice (the only 
exceptions ware so far provided by *+c of Chapter I sec.C. 
These are, however, subject to the reductions and 
curtailments involved in the general formation of the 
conjuncts, which have been outlined in connection with 
the Gupta inscriptions above.
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reaches upwards to the level of the head-mark. Superscript 
Ra has the shape *r in 5b, but in 5a-b, it is shaped as; ^
(c.f. Rjja, Rji, cols, i and ii in 5a, and R^a, and Rvva in 
col. vii in 5b). The difference is in the main an echo 
of the different head-marks.
Orthographic sipns:-

5a has the final form of Na (col. i line 9) and, 
according to the authority of the editor of the inscription^, 
also that of final Ta in line 13 in the obverse 2 (The 
reproduction of this side containing only one line of writing 
has not been given by him). 5b has the forms of final Ka 
in line 6 and final Ta in line 1*+ (see both in col. v, a-b).
The final form of a letter is arrived at by placing a 
detached slanting stroke below the initial form (including 
the head-mark) of the same letter (c.f. N in col. i S\ ).
The same method is followed in modern times and the stroke is 
called the 1 hasanta1 sign by which name we shall call it in the 
future. In these inscriptions, however, the sign of anusvara 
is used for final Ma (cf. Rekhalaft for Mekhalam at the end 
of verse 2, and passim). 5b does not show any final form, 
and there is no occasion in this ins. for the use of one.

The use of the sign of the upadhmaniya (v.isarga in
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combination with the following Pa) is npticeb in 5c (MISC., 
cols, viii-ix Hps ); but this is not put into use in 
Bengal proper.

,
B. The inss. of Lokanatha and Sridharana - c. 650-700 A.D.

■ ■
Following are the inscriptions referred to this

section:
1. Tippera c.p. of Lokanatha, dated year -M+(?). 

Chart: 5e
* — w2. Kailan c.p.of Sridharana (Rata), year 8 .

Chart: 6d.

The date of the Tippera copper plate, given in words 
in line 29 (in the beginning), is unfortunately imperfectly 
preserved owing to corrosion. R. G. Basak read the relevant
portion as 11 dh. ke chatus-chatvarin(m)sat-samvatsarS
Phalgu(na-ma) se.. .ll etc., and observed: 'The deed is to be 
dated (1.29) in the month of PhSlguna in the year bb, which I
venture to suggest on palaeographical grounds, may have belonged

;

to the Harsha era, corresponding, therefore, to 650 A.D., i.e.
1 * >two years after the death of king Harsha1 . But as ...dh.ke

must have originally formed part of 'satadhike', it 1s not 
permissible to tatce as giving the complete date. Consequen
tly, scholars have suggested lA^, (taking the preceding word

1. 31., XV, p.3O3.
2. D. R. Bhandarkar, LA, LXI (1932), p.A; Bh.List .No. 1^99.

(El.XX, Appendix, p.191.)
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m
to be ’varsa1 ), 2hh (restoring the relevant portion as
/  ̂ 2 y-M
* sata-dvayadhike1 or 1dvi-satadhike‘), and 3*4*4 ~ (restoring 
the controvertial expression as 1tri-satadhike1). Pointing
out that the date of this plate was 11 at least 1*4*4 and not

3D. R. Bhandarkar'" observed ‘this yields 750 A.D. if put to
•5 - - r.r'£

the Harsha era*, as suggested by R. G. Basak. Scholars 
suggesting the restoration of the date as 2*4*4 or 3*4*4, would

Lj. ? ♦,* -ryyiput the date to the Gupta era, thus deriving the date 563-6 ,̂ 
or 663-6*4 A.D. Palaeographically, it would be most 
appropriate to refer the inscription to the middle of the seventh 
century A.D. Thus it would appear probable that it originally 
bore the date 3*4*4 of the Gupta era. At the same time it is 
interesting to see that the legend 1Kumaramatyadhikaranasya* 
appearing in the seal shows earlier characters' as well as 
style, while the legend ‘Sri Lokanathasya'^ counter-sunk in 
smaller characters, has the same style and characters as those 
of the copper plate itself. According to T. Block the
 -

1. J . C. Ghosh, IHQ. VI(193C)> P*566: N.K. Bhattasali,
IH£. XXII (19*46), p.170.

2. R. G. BASAK, HNEI., 1st ed. ("L93U) ? p. 1Q5; D.C.Sircar,
IHQ.XXIII (19WJP.22U.

3. LA. LXI(1932) 5 PA*4.
*4. The Harga era would be too late in view of the palaeography 

of the inscription.
5. C.f. unlooped Ka, simple vertical for Ra, Na, with a. 

horizontal base, the peculiar superior type of medial a etc.
6. C.f. reproduction of the cp. in El. X7, loc. cit.



legend *KumaramatyadhiKaranasya1 is ‘in the alphabet of the
- ' V' •1early Cupta kings* But the writing style as well as the

• * /r '?*characters are more in agreement with the Faridpur copper
2 -plates of Dharraaditya and Gopacandra . It appears likely 

that here for some reason unknown to us, an older seal was 
attached to a later plate, after being officially countermarked 
with the name of the authority authorising the re-issue 
(in this case, Lokanatha) .

,The father of ’Samatatesvara' (lord of Samata^a)
*  -  _  -SrTdharana Rata was Jivadharana Rata. He also is described as

.
the lord of Samata'fa, and seems to have been the same as the 
king (nypa) Jivadharana, mentioned in the Tippera copper plate 
inscription of Lokanatha as the latter* s contemporary. In
that case, Sridharana Rata could not have reigned much later 
than Lokanatha; and in view of what has been said above about

. ‘ : a r  ’ • * - ~ v  Q  V - f -

the probable date of the Tippera copper plate, it would be 
reasonable to suggest that the Kailan copper plate, issued “TV

1

1. ASI.AR. 1903-01+, p. 121 • . ?
I WSr2. C.f. Chapter I, sec. C. (Chart: *+b-d).

3 . T. Bloch was not sure ‘whether the inscription of the plate 
is a mere forgery1 (ASI.AR. 190^-0*+. p.121). In J.A.S.B.VII, 
N.S. (I9II), P-3C2, R.D. Baner^i suggested that it is 
forged. There is no reason to doubt the genuineness of this cp.

7 ■* -
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1 / - - ' • in the regnal year 8 of Sridharana^should also be placed
Jin the fourth quarter of the seventh century A.D., perhaps 

slightly later than the Tippera cp. of Lokanatha.
The palaeographical features of these inss. may 

now be studied. '•
_ -

$

Initial vowels:-
The initial vowels A, A, I, TJ, and E occur in both 5e and
6d . Any difference in the shape of these letters (apart

; ;from the apparent personal mannerism of scribed/engravers) 
from their counterparts in $6 may be attributed to the 
comparatively more advanced style in these later inscriptions,

.<4n

which more clearly show the early kutila influence.
% ‘ *As in 5d, the upper and lower curves of the 1. limb

- 5 .''of A meet to form a sharp angle projecting to the 1. The j
base of the lower curve (which has already emerged as the 
most typical part of the letter) is. as yet?not raised upwards. 
The middle link is sloping to the r. A has the customary hook 
at the lower end for indicating its length.

The lower curve of I in Je is turned upwards like a 
scroll ( ), but in 6d, it faces downwards ( oo ). The J5**3*
latter shape was used in many subsequent inscriptions.

The curved base of U in 6d has its end raised upwards
^  , while in it is more or less horizontally laid ( j  as 

‘   — —

1. Vide lines 26-27.



in 5<3, and other earlier inscriptions).
\  ■+!. ' * v  V  '• ‘ * - -*• if. v.r !T\ ' .E in 5e ( ^  ) shows acute angle at the bottom,

but its top is not flat as might be expected. In 6d, however, 
it shows a more developed form, with acute angle at the 
lower end, flat top, vertical r. arm, and slightly curved 1 . 
arm ( q ) .
Medial vowels:-

The superior stroke of the medial a is of common 
occurrence, (eg. Na, col. xxvi, 5e and Sa, col. xxv. 6d). 
Unlike in the present inscriptions, it is simply curved, 
and not waved. The upturned variety occurs only in 6d (in

• 0 mm5e the superior type being used in such cases), in writing Na 
(cf., ftga, col. xxiii), Ja (col. xxiv), and Na (cols, xxii- 
xxiii). A short lateral curve is sometimes used when the 
letter has more than one downstroke (cf. Ma IP in both 5e
and 6d). In 5e a short angular lateral stroke is often
used for the medial a (eg. Ra f* , Dha CC > etc.) In Ha, •». 
col. xxx, only the r. tip of the extended top stroke is bent 
( ) - a practice-which was quite common in the earlier
period. Another type, consisting of a short vertical stroke 
which cuts across the r. end of the top stroke, and is used
in 5d, occurs also in 6d (e^. Ta , col. xxiii, Na ^ ,
col. xxvii, etc.), and is limited to letters with a single

1. More or less the same form *. is continued in
some of the subsequent inscriptions. It may be
called the Kutila variant of the initial E.

*



downstroke.
The curve of i mostly finishes off above the head- 

mark, and in 6d it is occasionally angularised?thus: /> (as
in Si, col.xxv). The medial i is single-pronged. Its curve

.  v-is extended rightwards with the r. end frequently hanging down
below the level of the head-mark on the right, but not quite 
up to the length of the consonant receiving it (eg. Si ,
col. xxiv, 6d). Occasionally in 6d, the curve is drawn above

T* ’ . * . ; , VV
the head-mark, to the opposite direction of the medial i 
(eg. Si, col. xxvj )

** ^  sr ♦  - 3 ?

The hooked type of the medial u occurs in Ku (which
show

;
Ms looped Ka in 5e I  , and unlooped Ka in 6d, J  - both

the practices continued side by side for some time in the
/subsequent period), Gu, Tu, Du, Nu, Hhu, and Su. In Ru, 

a short stroke-either straight or slightly curved - is placed
IS1to the right side of the vertical ( | , in 5e, col.

xxviii, a,b. - MISC.; £ , * , col. xxiv a, b in 6 d) Often
no difference was made between the medial u and u in such

2 >  cases. Leaving aside these exceptions, the vertical type
     .

• r-i > '1. C.f. comments about this way of applying the u-sign 
in chapter I, sec. C. above.

,

2. In modern Bengali, the u, and u-signs are often attached 
to the r. side when it is received by Ra, either 
initially, or as a subscript (eg., Ru, ~ ; Sru, ;
RU ^  ; DrU ^ m
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of the u-sign is used (eg. Pu, col xxv, 5e, MISC. ).
An important development, which became more conspicuous 
subsequently, is already in evidence in 6d. This consists in 
adding a wedge to the lower end of the vertical (c.f. Su, ^
MISC., col. xxii; Sphu, 41$ , etc.). The medial n consisting
of an elongated hook ( C * ), is commonly employed except in

• . ^  
such letters with long uncovered verticals the bottom as

✓ _

Ta, Bha, Ra, Sa, etc. Of such combinations, we have Bhu in
5e and Bhu and Su in 6d. A letter with covered bottom, Dha.
also shows this type of the medial u in 6d (col. xx). In
6d, the second type of the medial u has a lower hook and a 
right curve - the latter projecting upwards ( 3̂ ) cjf. Bhu 
as in but the form in 5© is different in so far as here
the second stroke is bent downwards ( ), anticipating the
medial u of this type in the subsequent inscriptions of the 
Khadgas.1

The equal-armed curve of r opens to the r. (cf.
Ky in and Tr ̂  , in 6d).

1. C.f. sec.C. below. This type of the medial u is by no 
means uncommon in the inscriptions outside eastern India. 
(Aide, Buhler, IP. pl.IV.30, relevant instances). Buhler 
plausibly equated this type with the initial u of this 
period (IP. p.56, PI. V I ?o, I-III,V,VII; Anecaota Oxon- 
iensia, op.cit.p.86). Buhler further suggested that this 
type of the medial u which is an exact representation of the 
initial u, is not known on inscriptions. But the subse
quent discovery of inscriptions has falsified this notion.
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Only the wavy superior stroke (sometimes called

siromatra) is used for the medial e, and ai takes two such
strokes. In letters with two down^strokes, the strokes ofw /
ai may be drawn separately, as in Sai ( ^  ) in both the
inscriptions. Otherwise, the strokes are joined together at 
the bottom. The superior type of the medial e is also 
compulsorily used in o, which moreover, takes one of the usual 
variants of the medial a but not the superior type. In 
5e, the a - sign in o is often of the lateral type as in 
Go, col. xxiii;'̂ p . In 6d, the other variants are also 
used (eg. in No, ^  , To, ̂  , etc.). The medial au in
5e takes the two strokes of ai-both of the superior type-, 
and a lateral stroke for the medial a, as in o. In 6d the 
three strokes constituting au take various forms, as is shown 
in Kau ( ), Nau ), Thau ( ), Nau ( fj[ ).
Anus vara anc visarg.a: -

The rounded signs of Ansvara and Visarga are
blocked.
Consonants;-

Many of the differences in the shape of individual 
letters shown by the present two inscriptions when compared 
to the inscriptions belonging to the first half of the 
seventh century A.D., and especially the Vappafeho^ava'f a 
cp. ins. of Jayanaga^are to be related to the general stylistic 
factor (c.f. for instance, the forms of Kha, Ca, $a,Tha, Dha,
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**63etc.). But some of the letters like Ka, Cha (c.f. Ccha in

/
6d), Ja (particularly in 6a), Da, Va, (in 6d), Sa (in 6d) show
important basic developments. Some of the forms in 5ê Like 

/—'
Kha, Na (superscript), Ta, Tha, and final Ma^show interesting 
features. Side by side with the more advanced style generally 
employed in the writing, one notices the use of several less 
developed forms, cf. Ka and Na in 6d, Ra in 6d and occasionally 
in 5e Bha and Sa in 6d are also comparable to their correspond
ing forms in 5&-b. In conjuncts important developments are

'V /  vnoticed in such forms as subscript Ra, Ya, Nca and Nda Xin 6d). 
These and other changes in the forms of letters are outlined 
in the following paragraphs.

For the first time among the inscriptions 
discovered until now in Bengal, 5e uses initially the looped 
type of Ka. This form had been arrived at by bridging the

-gulf between the lower foot-mark (or v/edge, as noticed in 5b),
1and the 1. end of the curved horizontal stroke. Making due 

allowance for the unsatisfactory preservation of 6d, it appears

1. Some of the earlier uses of the looped type of Ka
in conjuncts have been noted above. The use of the looped 
type of Ka is also to be noted in the Bodh-Gaya 
inscription of Mahanaman (CII.Ill, pl.xliA), which 
was inscribed about a century earlier.
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that the loop of Ka in this ins. has not been completely
lformed . The 1. end of the horizontal is curved and the

A t

r. angular ( ). As in 5c, (and the early instances of
■looped Ka in other inscriptions), angularity is developed at

the 1. end of the loop of Ka in 5®( )• The lower 1. arm
is curved,so also the horn (or tail) projecting at the r. side
of the vertical. The top of the appendage of Kha in 5® is
opened, creating a gap between the flat 1 . top, and the
upper end of the r. vertical ( XZi ), but in 6d, the appendage
is closed, and placed below the extremely angular top 4^
The appendage is also angularised in the latter. The slanting

/beak ( * ) of Kha, Ga, and Sa in both these inscriptions offer
a stylistic contrast to the horizontally drawn nail-headed 
foot-mark of the earlier inscriptionsf m   ̂ and betrays kutila 
influence. The top of Ga is curved (with a suggestion of 
angularity at the r. end) in 5e> hut it is flat in 6d with 
pronounced angularity at both ends. Gha shows an extremely 
acute angle at the lower r. end. In 6d the middle and r.
downstrokes appear to meet at the top (|£ ), as sometimes in

2 ' the Khalimpur cp. ins. of Dharmapala where, however, Gha

1. Whether this is due to the lapse of the engrave, 
cannot be said.

2. See below, Chapter III, sec.A. and Chart: 6f.

.
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has a more developed form. ' •• -*r CT, >:^ N
"  *' • - ' ':** •' ■Ca has a fully developed vertical for its r. arm;

. -•* yr  ,*v tr4*'. jg|-^y
i- .the other two arms are mildly curved. Cna occurs initially

in Chu in Je (col. xxiii), and has an egg-shaped lower member, ̂**• : - •

■ ^dissected by a vertical ( ^  ). This is in fact, a -
stylistic variant of the form £  , used for instance, in 'a :•*»
5d.. Both the types continued to occur side by side - 
sometimes in one and the same inscription. Ja in 5® shows 
the same phase of development as its counterpart in 5b - ‘ 
the only minor difference is that the middle bar is slightly 
curved downwards instead of upwards ( "£ ) • In 6d, the letter 
shows significant development. Here, the upper bar has been 
transformed into a regular head-mark: the 1 . vertical has

.  -v‘ £

been bifurcated into a short upright stroke at the top. and 
a lower,1 . curve holding the middle and the lower bars ( 5  )• 
These two bars, however, are laid horizontally without any

xi

V '".ft--curve.
■ - - f ' , v , -The curve of Ta, as before, opens to the r.. Na 

shows acute angle at the r. end of the base. The two exterior
'  . '  • J* - '  • “  ; V  ^*4

arms reach the level of the base, and occasionally also grows 
bigger. The 1. exterior arm is, moreover, curved in the
kutila style, particularly in 6d ( ).

.

Ta is angularly written in 5e in which the two
. ... • Iarms reach the head-mark separately ( n ). In 6d, Ta shows" ’ ■ V- • •• i

curved top which is attached to the head-mark by an upright
wrfc,
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tick: ( ^ ). Besides, here the r. arm shows a prominently
ku*fcila bene, not noticed in the earlier inscriptions. The 
cross-bar of fha is cursively drawn in 5e by bending the r.
end of the top. This results in the separation of the r.

1vertical from the curved top ( Q| , and also q ) . In
6d Tha shows the conventional kutila form, which has for its• *

outline ar. vertical and a 1. curve. The vertical is curved 
in the early Kutila fashion, which accounts for the sharply

but in 6d, it is spread on both sides( ^ ). The upper arm
is slightly curved, and the lower arm sloping - the two meeting

1. The same form is also used for the numerical symbol for
20 in this inscription. It aLso denotes the conjunct Rtha,
with only the addition oi a head-mark, which attribute 
is lacking here. C.f. the Ashrafpur cp. of Devashatfga, 
chart 6b; the Chittagong cp. of Kantideva (10a) and the 
NSlanda cp. of Devapala (7e)- all of which will be discussed 
later in this thesis (in this chapter and in Chapter III).

2. In Indian epigraphy the tick does not seem to have
developed much earlier than the seventh centuryA.D. It
is used in the inscriptions of Aflisuvarman of Nepal (Buhler. 
PI.IV,30,XVII), and Adityasena of Magadha (ibid, xviii-xix)- 
both referable to this century. It does not appear in the 
Bodh-CayS inscription of MahanSman, (588-89 A.D. ). c.f .CII. Ill 
pl.xliA; Buhler, IP.pi.IV.cols.xiii-xiv). often regarded 
as the earliest ins. in the early Kutila (or acute-angled) 
style of writing.

acute angle at the lower end. The upper r. end is also angular. 
The cross-bar is straight and horizontal ( Q  ).

A tics at the r. end of the base of Da is introduc
into the Bengal inscriptions for the first time in 5e. Here 
the tick is mostly confined to the lower end of the tip ( <4 )

to form a sharp angle. 2

__
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Dha in 5e has a vertical for the r. arm, but
the 1 . curve is angularised into two or three sections ( Q  ,
or d  Noticeable here are the flat top and the acute
angle at the bottom (or r. bottom). In 6d on the other
hand^the 1. arm is curved in the fashion of Tha, with an acute

1angle at the lower end. ( m  ) • Na is looped and has the 
slightly curved lower stroke sloping to the right.

Pa shows sloping base with acute angle at the r. end 
and curve at the 1. The 1. arm does not show any noticeable 
bend in either of the inscriptions, but the r. arm is mildly 
curved in the early Kutila style, and in 6d, also shows a 
small lower protuberance. Pha?occurring in 5©^is not clearly 
legible due to imperfect preservation.

Va in 5e offers a slightly more advanced look than 
its counterpart in 5d for which the reason lies in the 
development of the 1 . curve (incorporating and transforming 
the former angular arms). But here the r. vertical and the 
1 . curve still meet the head-mark separately ( Q  ) as in Ta^

1. This type was adopted by some of the subsequent 
inscriptions, and hence it may be regarded as representing 
the conventional early kutila type of Dha of the Bengal 
inscriptions.

2. Va_of this type also occurs in the Nidhanpur ins. of 
Bhaskaravarman (21d) and some other inscriptions, and it 
seems not unlikely that this practice owes its origin 
to the shape of Ba, now abandoned.
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6d shows a more advanced form of Va, in which the 1. curve
is derived from the r. vertical. Moreover, here the letter
is broad in the middle (not in the lower end as in 5e), and 
an acute angle is developed at the lower (r.) end ( <T ).̂ "

Bha in 5e has its appendage opened as in most cases 
in 5d, but in the former the tail is sloped to the- r. 
suggesting a mild Kutila influence ( ). In 6d on the
other hand^the appendage is closed and blocked ( ^  ), some
what resembling the form in some of the earlier inscriptions 
like 5a-b (where the inside of the appendage is hollow)? with 
the difference that in the present case there is an unmistakable 
kutila slant affecting the lower stroke ( which is derived 
from the upper end of the wedge, by replacingthe r. vertical). 
Ma does not show any significant development from that occur- 
ring in 5b.

The slightly waved base of Ya shows an acute angle 
atythe r. end. Ra in 5e generally shows a linear version of 
the wedge atthe lower 1 . end (J ), but sometimes it appears
to be missing. 6d, which often shows comparatively mature
form of many of the letters, however, lags behind with regard 
to this letter which in this inscription does not show the 
wedge, but only a blot in the r. bottom of the vertical ( | ).

1. In this inscription the essence of the form of the letter 
which was current for the subsequent centuries, has been 
reached.
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La retains its extensive angular base and has more or less 
the same form as noticed in 5b. The vertical registers a 
little lower protuberance in 6d ( ^  ), and this is an
advance in style. The 1. end of the base is also shown as 
a mild curve instead of an angle.

5e uses the old type of Sa with a cross-bar ( ).
The top is flat and shows curvature in the 1. end and angularity 
in the r. The cross bar is slightly curved upwards, as in 5d. 
The sloping foot-marK of the 1. arm is stylistically more
mature than the nail-headed footmark in 5d. A different I 1type of Sa is used in 6d, (

Sa has the outline of Pa to which is added a slightly 
curved cross-bar. Sa in 5e shows hollow mouth which is opened 
in the inner side, as in most cases in 5d (^4 ).

In 6d the mouth of Sa is closed ( -«) somewhat in 
the fashion of its counterpart in 5a-b, but with the difference 
that in the present inscription a minuscule tail shows itself

■ -

;

1. This marks a cursive modification of the old type, 
and is arrived at by reducing the crosst>ar and 
often merging it with the slightly modified top- 
curve. The vertical is drawn separately, and^is 
allowed an upper protuberance. This type of Sa 
was used subsequently side by side with a 
plethora of other forms, which will be duly noted.

J .  ~
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1  'Iat the lower end - which is a comparatively advanced feature.

In the tilt at the upper downstroke (noticed in 5a) of
-  ' " M l

the Ha is suppressed, and the semblance of the angle at the 
lower 1. end is given up for a proper curve ( Ov ).' The 
r. arm of the lower curve is sloped to the r. - often with 
a wavy curve (in the kutila fashion, cf,, col.xxvi, He, ^  ).
6d shows a slightly mature form of the letter which is accounted 
for by the tail below the 1 . arm of the lower curve - the 
occurrence of which in some other letters in this inscription 
has been noted above.

Jha and Dha do not occur at all in these two 
inscriptions. Na, Na, Tha and Da occur in conjuncts only.
Con.i unct s: -

The conjuncts follow the same principle as in the 
earlier inscriptions, but a few interesting developments are 
noticeable. Most significant is the conjunct N<ja in 6d, in 
which the subscript (Da) is attached not to the r. end of the 
base (as in the earlier inscriptions and also in 5®> )

1. In 6d, such tail also occurs below some other letters 
like Cha. (which occurs in the conjunct ’Ccha.), Bha (at 
the lower end of the wedge), Kha, Ga, and Sa (at the 
lower end of the beak-shaped foot-mark), and Ha (at 
the 1. end of the downward curve at the base). In 
letters with a closed base, the counterpart of the tail 
is the short protuberance at the lower r. end (c.f.
Gha, Na, Tha, Dha, Pa, Va, Ma, Ya, La, Sa, Sa, etc.).
Both these characteristics became more marked 
subsequently.
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but to the lower end of the r. exterior arm ( °^ ). This 
practice was followed by all subsequent inscriptions. The 
base itself of Na is abolished in this conjunct - a development 
which took some time to be reflected in the initial shape of 
the letter."'

As for those letters which occur exclusively or 
mostly in conjuncts: Na (, super script) in 5e shows both the 
archaic ('open-box1 type, q  ), and the more developed 
(curvilinear, "£ ) forms - both of which are known to have 
been used already in 5d. 6d, on the other hand, has only
the old form with even more rigidly formed limbs - betraying 
an archaic look ( c  )• (subscript) develops a tail
at the lower end in 6d (in Ccha, ^  ) but not in 5e; Na 
(superscript) shows double-curved top in 6d, In Nca ( ),
the developed triangular type of Ca (often blocked) is used 
as the subscript, and a suggestion of angularity is noticed 
at the upper r. end of the conjunct. In 5e on the other hand, 
superscript Na (c.f. Nca, col. xxiii Q{ ) resembles Na (minus 
its r. top curve, and r. exterior arm)^. It is not unlikely 
that the sign of Jla is actually used with slight modification

1. The curved bottom of Da was developed as a regular 
feature much later anfi this marked the development 
of the modern form ( ycj ).

2. Na of this type also occurs in the Badal Pillar 
inscription of Naraya$apala (c.f. Chart 8b).
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^  ' 1 for that of Na (superscript) in • Subscript Na, as before,

is double-curved and open to the 1.; Tha (subscript) in 5©
7is shaped like a  (c.f. Stha, col. xxiii) and (subscript 
in Nda in both the inscriptions) as ^  ; subscript Na in
Sna in 5e (c.f. col. xxx, ^  ) gives up the angular base and 
is reduced to a double-curved shape, opening downwards; Pha 
in Sphu, 6d, col.xx) seems to show its characteristic curve 
opening outwardly ( ^  ) - the way which became well-established 
in the subsequent period.

As for the other conjuncts deserving mention: 
subscript Tha ( C D ) and Dha ( Q  ) continue their earlier 
shapes in spite of the modifications introduced to the initial
forms of these letters. Subscript Ma retains the tail. Hma

* -  ‘  ^  *

in 5e shows a full-size vertical ( Zgl ), unlike its counter
part in 5h. Subscript Ra is written above the head-mark, or 
letter-top, and this includes Rna (in $e , col.xxvi). The
initial form of Ra is used along with subscript Ya in Sya in

1. It may be noticed in this connection that in the Doobi 
cp. (21c) of Bhaskaravarman of Kamarupa, Jna is actually 
written as Jna. Moreover, both subscript Na, and Na (in 
the subsequent period) came to be written in practically 
the same way, ^3 . Even in modern times S$a in Bengali 
is written as g* , the sign of, Na in the*conjunct 
bearing the characteristic of Na rather than of Na.
Some sort of confusion and mutual influence between 
the two nassals thus cannot be ruled out. -V'
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5e ( X) ), col.xxx)’*". In 6d, a superfluous stroke of 
superscript Ra is written above the head-mark over and above 
this ( J  )̂ . The earlier exuberance of the forms of 
subscript Ra, and subscript Ya have been given UP for shorter, 
and more regular types. Thus in 5e, subscript Ya consists 
of the type J  , as in Sya, <j[J , col.xxx. 6d shows the 
two forms, and J (e.g. Pya, col. xxv, and Sya, col. 
xxiii). The angular forms like , and «=y , as used in
the earlier inscriptions^ are discontinued in these and the 
subsequent inscriptions. Subscript Ra is shortened in size 
and sloped to the r. (e.g. Tra in 5e, , col. xxvii),
occasionally with a slight curve. K§a in 5® shows the 
looped form of Ka (see K§e in col. xxx, ). Besides,
here the r. vertical of Sa is not raised up to the level of 
the head-mark of Ka, as in 5d.. Ksa in 6d shows unlooped Ka, 
the r. half of the horizontal stroke of which also stands for 
the cross-bar of Ja ( ^  ).
Orthographic sir.ns: -

5e shows the final form of Ma as oT • It resembles 
La in every respect save the head-mark, which in the present

1. C.f. discussion on this eahjunct form above, in 
sec. A of this chapter.

2. This may be compared to the superfluous addition of 
the superscript Ra stroke to Rnna, as noticed in a 
few later inscriptions from Assam (c.f. the Gauhati 
cp. of Indrapala 2 2c.
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instance is projected only to the 1. . Final form of
no other letter occurs in the present inscriptions.
C . The inss. of Devakhadga and Cueen hrahhavati- c.750-800A.D. —  . . . ^

The inscriptions referred to this section

1 . Ashrafpur c.p. of 
Chart : 6a.

Devatchagga, year 7 .

2 . Ashrafpur c.p. of 
Chart : 6b.

Devatchadga, year 1 3.

3. Deulbadi st. ins. 
Queen)I 
Chart : 6c.

of Prabhavati (Devakhadga1s
•

The date of the Khadga kings has long been a 
controvertial subject. The controversy is partly based 
on the interpretation of the numberical symbols-^ used to

1. Basically the same form of M occurs in the Chittagong 
cp. inscription of Xantideva, which is to be assigned to 
a somewhat later period. The form may be related to 
its counterpart used in the inscriptions of the Gupta 
period A  ol ) and the immediately succeeding epoch (c.f. 
the Mallasarul cp. ins. of Vijayasena/Gopacandra.

2. For references, see List of Inscriptions.
3 . In 6 a, the year has been expressed by the sign

which Hoernle (proc. ASB. 1391, p.119), and * G. 
Laskar, (HASB.I.p.6 5ff.) read as 1 3, and R.C.Majumdar 
(J. A.G.B.NS. XIX, 1923, P*376f.) as 79 or 73* Hoernle proposed to refer the year to the Newar era (commencing 
in A.D.880), obtaining the date 893 A.D. (The date of 
the other record has also been read by him and Laskar 
as 13)* G.M.Laskar has taken it as the regnal year of 
the king, while R.C.Majumdar would refer the year (read 
by him as 79 or 73) to the Har§a era (the date of the
other ins., 1 3 , he has referred to the regnal year)

(continued on next page)
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express the date in both the copper plate inscriptions, 
particularly, 6 a, It is, however, reasonably certain now 
that the dates of 6a and 6b are 7 and 13 respectively, and 
these refer to the regnal years of King DevaKhadga.

The solution of the riddle of the numerical 
symbols does not get us nearer to & solution of the problem 
of date, since the period of DevaKhadga itself is uncertain. 
Some scholars suggest the identification of Devavarman, the 
King of Eastern India, and Rajabnata, the King of Samatata, 
as mentioned by I-tsing, with the Kha<jga Kings DevaKhadga,and 
his son Rajabhata respectively."^ In that case, these rulers

3 *(contd. from previous page.)
and thus obtain the date 679 or 685 A.D. (loc.cit.). D.
R. BhandarKar (Bh.List, 139*+, SI.XX,Appendix, p.l90f.) 
acogpted the suggestion of R.C.Majumdar with some hesi
tation. All these scholars have taKen the date of 6a 
as consisting of two distinct symbols. R.G.BasaK stated 
that 'the first symbol in the reading of the year- 
number is really a puzzling one’(HNEI.pl203). It was
D.C. Ganguly (El.XXVI, p.125)5 who first suggested what 
appears to be the correct interpretation of the date 
9[hich in all intents and purposes should be tasen as 
a single unit, comparable to the sign ^  x indicating 7 - 
The reading of the date of the other pi. (ob), also 
expressed by numerical symbols ( ) is unquestionably
lo 3 (i.e.1 3) though R. L. Mitra (Proc. ASB.a1385. p.*+9ff.) 
mistaKenly read the date as 713 (meaning 700 10 3 ) -
which he referred to the ViKrama era - by taking the final 
T ( <5* of Samvat) for the numerical symbol for 7 0 0.

1. Vide S. Beal, Life of Hiuen-Tsana, Introduction,pp.xlf. and 
xxxvif.; Chavannes, Memoires Sur les Religieux Eminents, 
pp.81,33 and 138 (note 3 ). Vide also. JASB.NS.XIX.p.^78: 
HNEI.p.207; IRQ.XIV. p.53^5 HB.X, p.§7; IH&.XXIII,p.230ff.
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will have to be placed in. the second half of the seventh
century A.D, It has been suggested earlier that LoKan£tha
and Srldharana (whose father Jivadharana was a contemporary
of the former) also belonged to the second half of the seventh -
century A.D., and ruled over parts of eastern Bengal^. It
has been suggested that LoKanatha, Jivadharana, and his son,
/Sridharana, as well as the Khadgas were subordinates of some 
overlord^. In the case of Lo&anatha and the Rat as,, such an 
inferance is not unwarranted (in view of the internal evidence 
of the inscriptions and the mention of Jivadharana in the 
Tippera copper plate). The case of the Khadga King DevaKhadga

“ 3 h;and his son Rajabhata is, however, less certain . The 
present tentative dating of the inscriptions of DevaKhadga 
and his queen is based on the evidence of their palaeography, 
in juxaposition to the palaeographical data of the Tippera and
             ■

1. Vide sec. A above.
2. C.f. I HQ. XXIII, p. 22*+ff.; J. A. S. B. XVII (1951). p.83f.
3 . ‘ He seems to have been mentioned in 6b, 1. 1 3 , as

Ra(?) ja-raja-bhatta.
k. The ‘Bphatparamesvara1(literally, the great master) mentioned

as the previous donor of the land (prior to RSjarSja) 
in 6 a(linell) may refer to an ancestor of RSjaraja and 
not necessarily an overlord belonging to some other 
dynasty, as D.C.Sircar assumes (IHC. XXIII, p.223).
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iKailan copper plates on the one hand, and the Khalimpur 

copper plate (regnal year 32) of Dharmapala^(c.770-810 A.D,) 
on the other.

Various scholars so far have tried to ascertain the 
probable date of the Khadga kings on the basis of the palaeo
graphy of the Khadga inscriptions, or in some cases, to find 
corroboration of their conclusions arrived at by other means. 
The results have not been unanimous.-3 Both in respect of the

1. C.f. sec. B above
2. C.f. chapter III,sec.A and Chart 6f.
3 . 1 Palaeographic considerations’ led G.M.Lastcar to place the

Ashrafpur copper plates in the eighth or ninth century A.D. 
According to him ’The characters belong to the early Kutila 
variety of the Northern Alphabets’, and ’the script employed 
in these inscriptions looks generally older than those used 
in the inscriptions of the Pala and Bena kings of Bengal1 
(KASB.I, No.6 ,1906,pp.86-7).R.D.Banerji (PB.;BI.,p.233) and 
following him, S.N.Chakravarti(JABB.IV.193o.P.36 3f.) tookan extreme view in placing these inscriptions, also on the 
basis of palaeography, to the tenth century A.D. R.G.Basak 
on the other hand, referred the plates^fbetween the last 
quarter of the seventh and the middle of the eighth century 
A.D. (HNEI.p.203). According to P.L.Paul, ’when particular 
letters of the Ashrafpur plates are compared with those of 
other plates, it can be confidently said that their date 
cannot be very much distant from that of the Ipsad and Deo- 
Baranark inscriptions of the Later Gupta dynasty which are 
to be placed respectively in the latter half of the seventh 
and the beginning of the eighth century A.D.’ (‘The Date 
of the ivha^ga Dynasty’ The Dacca University Studies I,No.l. 
Nov. 1935? PP. 6*4-6 6 ). Most other scholars refer the Khadga 
inscriptions to the latter half of the seventh century’A.D. 
(or sometimes to tne latter half of the seventh and the 
beginning of the eighth century A.D.) relying ,inter alia, 
on the proposed identification of Devavarman and or 
Rajaraja of the Chinese source with the Khagga kings 
(Vide, N.N.Basu, ' 'Bahlar Jatiya Itihasa, Ra.ianya Kanda, 
p. 1^7; N.K. Bhattasali, 4A forgotten iiingaom of East Bengal* 
JRAS., 191^ (March); Dacca Review (January), 1922, p.139;
S.I. XVII, p.358; R.C.Majumdar,*The date of the Khadga 
dynasty of Bengal* JASB., N.S.XIX, -i-9B3?PP« 3 7 1̂ 1 . ;D.C.Bircar,

continued on next page./
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general appearance of the writing and the shape of many of 
the individual letters and signs, the Khadga inscriptions show 
a more advanced phase of palaeographical development when 
compared to the Kailan and Tippera copper plated.^" This 
ma.ces it incompatible with the suggestion which would place 
the Khadga inscriptions about the same period as the Tippera 
and Kailan copper plates. All the copper plates come from 
more or less adjacent areas, which discounts the possibility 
of regional disparity in palaeographical development s. The 
criterion of palaeography mattes the provision of a time-lag 
between the Kailan and Ashrafpur.copper plates unavoidable.

On the other hand, the suggestion that these inscrip
tions may be placed as late as the ninth to tenth century A.D. 
is palaeographically untenable.

3 . (contd. from previous page)
IHQ..XXIII.p p .221ff.; JASB., XVII,1 9 5 1,pp.dbff .; Dani,
I.P., p.13nf.,etc.). D.C.Sircar has tabulated the chrono
logical scheme of the Khatfgas and RStas as follows: 
Khatfgodyama, c.6 1 5-3 5 , JStakhadga c.635-55; Devakha<Jga 
c. 655-75; Rajaraja, or RSgarajabha-£ta£.675-700; Jivadharana,
C.6 3 5-6O; Srtdharana, c.660-70. This scheme involves the 
contemporaneity of*Sridharajpa and DevaKhadga.

1. C.f. section B. above
2. In suggesting this, R.D.Banerji, and following him S.N. 

Chakravarti, gave to^ much emphasis on the forms of a parti
cular letter, viz., Sa, in determining the age of an 
inscription, to the negligence of the other considerations. 
Rven their observations about the chronological association 
of the different lorms of &a hardly tally with realities. 
Many of the forms labelled by them as 'early1, 'transitional 
and 'late', are in fact overlapping, rather than successive 
in a chronological order.
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A comparison with the palaeographical features 

of the Khalimpur copper plate (discussed in the following 
chapter) suggests an earlier date for the Khadga copper plates.

It is these essential palaeographical considerations 
which have been given due weight while proposing the date 
c.700-750 to the Khadga inscriptions.

This, no doubt, goes against the suggested 
identification of Devakha^ga and Rajabhata with Devavarman 
and Rajabhata of the Chinese source. But the identification 
of these personages is far from definitely established.
Recent excavations in Mainamati by the Archaeological 
Department of Pakistan have led to the discovery of a 
number of copper plates belonging to various periods and dynast 
ies. Some of these bear palaeographical characteristics 
of the seventh to eighth centuries. When published, these 
copper plates are expected to throw fresh light on the 
imperfectly known history of this period. May be, as a result 
of these and other future discoveries, we shall some day 
know about the existence of another, i.e. an earlier

1. C.f. F.A.Khan, Mainamati: Pakistan, Miscellany vol. II, 
Karachi, March, 1955 ('Mainamati Sxcavations-an inter
pretation1). Pakistan Archaeology. 1966 ('Exploration1 : 
East Pakistan) etc. Unfortunately, none of these copper 
plates, besides those of the Candras, has been published 
so far. I am indebted to Mr. H. Rashid for kindly showing 
me photographs of some of the others.
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Rajabhata. The recently published Candra inscriptions,

: ( V  WM
if anything, have reminded us once again about the possible 
dimension of the unknown in the early history of Bengal.

...
1. Pakistan Archaeology. 19^6, p.22ff and pis. ('Mainamati 

plates of the Chandras' by Ahmad Hasan Dani).



Khadga inscriptions;- (C.670-750)
/ . ■ ' • - - ' \The Characters:-

Initial vowels;-
The initial vowels A, A,- I, U and E occur in the

*.v j

two Khadga cps. The forms of these letters, except one 
variety of I resemble on the whole their counterparts in 6d 
but here and there some comparatively advanced features are 
noticed. Thus the base of A ( si ) raises its 1. end 
higher than in 6 d . A has a hook at the lower end.

I (one variety, ) U, and E closely follow
the forms in 6d. A different variety of I ( ) also
occurs in 6a.

'• 2E shows a protuberance at the lower end ( ^  )•
Medial vowels:-

The medial vowels show the continuation of some of 
the old forms and the introduction of several more evolved 
one, which came to be more developed in the following centuries

1. The prototype of this version (bearing a horizontal 
stroke instead of a wedge at the top), may be seen in 
Biihler's LP. pi. IV, col. ix (^62-63 A.D.) In Bengal, both 
the types of I as noticed in 6a co-existed for some more 
time, occasionally with slight modifications.

2. Such protuberance is also noticed at the bottom of other 
letters with closed base(e.g. Ka, Kha,G-ha,Ca,Tha,Dha, Pa, 
Pha,Va,Ma,Ya,$a,Sa, etc.)„As has been remarked above,^ this 
feature already made its rudimentary appearance in bd, 
but in the present inscriptions, this becomes more marked 
Ra, and La also show such protuberance, and this has a 
particularly significant bearing on the shape of La.
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The upturned variety of the medial a occurs in Ja
( ), TS ( CJ ), and Na ( ) in 6a, In 6b Na has• • .
the lateral type of the a-sign ( 0f \[ ). The lateral type
of the medial a has often an enlarged size, sometimes
reaching the height of the consonant receiving it (e.g. Ka, 
col.ii ). In Pa, Ma etc. letters with two downstrokes,
it is generally drawn by curving the upper end of the r. 
downstroke (e.g.,; Pa, col. viii to ) in 6a. Otherwise, 
there is angularity at the top of the lateral stroke. In
6b such angularity also occurs in Pa, Ma etc. letters with
two downstrokes. Occasionally the lateral stroke is short 
and tapering (c.f. Ha, cols.ix,x,6a 8} 3 Da, col.xv, 6b 
The short stroke may be prominently curved, as in Da ,
col.xvb. Such a type may be noticed in the Assam inss. up 
to a comparatively late period (c.f. chapter VII).

The curve of i is exuberantly drawn and its height 
often overreaches that of the letter receiving it. The top 
of the curve is sometimes stylistically bent leftwards (e.g. 
in Khi, col.iii ) in 6a. The 1calligraphical1 style
of the i-sign, as noticed in 5d is used in Ti ( ,  col.vi, 
and MISC.,col ix). The lateral portion of the medial i is 
elongated and made of the same height as the letter to which 
it is subjoined. In 6b it very often overreaches the main 
letter, (c.f. Ti col.xii ^  ). The curve is generally
derived from above the head-mark (or letter-top when there is
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no head-mark) about the middle. The lateral half is still
V. ; •• . v * v  : . .  ..  V .38

waved, and not made into a regular vertical, as happened
subsequently. The end of the top-curve is occasionally
thickened (c.f. Ni, , col. iv; Rvvi, col.vii, etc.).

In addition to its use in such regular instances
as Ku, Gu, Tu, Nu, and 3hu, the hooded type of the medial u
is occasionally applied (rather casually) to such letters
as Pa and Ma (c.f. Pu( , col.xiii, 6b; Mu, , colv,
6 a ) \  Ru has the u-sign curved upwards at the r. side ( ^  )
In Ttru ( > A  read wrongly as Kra by G.M. Laskar, the u-sign
is curved downwards. The more usual variety of the medial u 9
the vertical type, has now developed a recognisible wedge,

✓
like the wedge, for instance, of Kha,: Ga, and Sa. The 
beginning of this new development, so far as the Bengal 
inscriptions discovered up till now are concerned, goes back 
to 6d. But in the present inscriptions, the wedge shows 
itself more conspicuously (e.g. in Vja, ^  , Du ^  ).

The u-sign, consisting of an elongated hook, is 
quite common (c.f. Du A  in 6a, col.i; Du, Pu, and Mu in 6b).

1. This may be due to influence from further west, where 
the hooked type:of the u-sign was gradually replacing 
the other variants - as a prelude to the practice in 
the Nagarl style of writing.
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_ /
Bhu and Sn (the latter occurring only in 6a) have a lower 
hook (representing the first u-sign), and a lateral curve 
(facing downwards - representing the second u-sign), as in 
5e of the preceding group (c.f. Bhu ). The lower hook 
(in u, as well as in u ) is more elaborately drawn with an 
elongated base in the present inscriptions. It is interesting 
to note that this type of the medial u is also extended to 
Pu in 6b which, however,A.n consonance with the rather 
arbitrary application of the hooked type of the medial u 
in these inscriptions. In Pu, the u-sign is attached
to the lower protuberance of Pa ( )• Mu in 6b however,
has the 1elongated-hook1 type of the u-sign, in spite of the 
fact that Mu in this inscription has the hook-type of the 
medial u. Ru (occurring in -rupe, 1. 3, 6a) apparently 
tarces an upward curve as in Ru, and a lower slant (marking the 
second u-sign, c.f. , col. v.).

The hook of medial r opens to the r. (e.g. in Vr 
6a, cols, iii ^  , and iv ^  ).

The superior (=siromatra) type of the medial e 
occurs with a wavy flourish (e.g. in Ne, 6a, col. vi )
in keeping with the general exuberant style of the writing.
The other type of the e-sign, frequently used in 6a, consists 
of a short thick formation projecting downwards from the
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> $?U1extended 1. end of the head-mark (e.g. in Se, ). Slightly
different versions of this type of the medial a may be traced 
in He, col. xix, end Ne, col# xviii in Chart 5d* In 6b the
corresponding type merely shows a downward bend at the 1# tip

✓ /
of the extended head-mark (e.g. in ai, and o). In oai (Sa
having no head-mark), a bent stroke is directly attached to
the upper 1. end of Sa ( *Sl , col. xvi). In medial ai, and
au, both the varieities of the rr.edial e (i.e. the superior
^iromntra1, and lateral, •prsthamatrH1) are used (e.g.
Dai in 6b ^  ) together - in the latter, with the added sign
of the medial a. In au, the superior stroke is not commonly,
as in modern Bengali, (e.g. Sau ) attached to the top
of the S-sign, but to the head-mark which in letters with two
downstrokes (like Pa, Sa, etc.) grace only the 1. downstroke
(e.g. Sau, ; but in Sau, 6b, the superior e-fign

Ns—\seems to have been attached to the r. downstroke ^  »
c.f. line 13). In o, either of the two varieties of the

1. Due to its rather inconspicuous size and shape, this 
type of the medial e has in some cases been over
looked bv the editors of these inss. (c.f. 'Yoga- 
gamye1 (line 3) and PeranSjana (lines Li-13) or 6a, 
which have been read as fYoeagamyaf and 1 Parani^ana1 
-vide, 0. M. Laskar, op.cit.)
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ie-sign is used along with the medial a (e.g. Vo, col.iii,

6a, , Ro, col. xiv, 6b ). In view of the seeming
occurrence of a couple of superior strokes, it is difficult
to accept Laskar1s proposed suggestion to read the last

2letter in 1.17 of 6b as Sau. In all probability the 
medial vowel applied here is ai (and not au).
Anusvara and visarga;-

The globular mark of the anusvara is often moved 
to the r. above the level of the head-mark. The marks of 
visarga are drawn as ever before.
Important developments in the medial vowels:-

The abandonment of the superior type of the medial 
a, the introduction of the fuller sizes of the a, i, and I 
signs, and the initiation of some procedures in the formation 
of ai, o and au - are some of the important developments 
noticed in a marked degree in these inscriptions for the first

1. The choice between either of the two varieties of the 
medial e in e and o was open for a long time not only 
in eastern India, but also in the other regions of 
north and south India where variants of the ku^ila, 
Nagarl etc. styles of writing were in use. Ultimately, 
the lateral type of the medial e - a fuller form of 
$hich was evolved in course of time - finally replaced 
the other type in eastern India, but became itself a 
victim of the latter (or, a slightly modified version 
of it) in western India. This phenomenon has been 
ultimately carried down to the Devanagarl script.

2. H.A.3.B. I, No. 6 (1906), p.90.
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time in Bengal eipgraphy.
Single consonants:-

General remarks:-
Spectacular developments in the shape of the

consonants (when compared to their counterparts in 5e and 6d)
are comparatively rare; but some meaningful modifications
have nonetheless taken place in a few letters which account
for their more advanced form in the present inscriptions.
Particularly mentionable in this connection are the letters

/Ka, Ga, Ja, Ta, Na, Ra, La, and Sa, though smaller modifications 
-often relatable to the general style- also affect (to a lesser 
degree)some other letters.
The characters in detail:-

Ka shows an acute angle at the bottom of the
loop, and an angularised tail (or horn , the lateral part of
which is curved and sloped to the r. in the kutila fashion

~  i y " 4
_  1), quite often overreaching the main body of the letter .

✓Kha, Ga, and Sa have a sloping wedge at the lower 
end of the 1 . arnn

1. The development of this letter in the succeeding centuries 
within the scope of this thesi^,are based on the present 
shape, and are of a minute stylistic nature.

2. This wedge is shaped in the same fashion as in 6d, but 
is more solid.
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The 1. arm of Kha is curved, introducing curvature
at the 1. end of the otherwise flat roof (ton)* The roof
sometimes joins the top of the r. arm directly (when the 
'Va* - shaped appendage occupies a lower position, as
in col. xi, 6b) or through the intermediacy of the top of 
the appendage, (c.f. cols, i-iii in 6 a. ~ The wedged 1. 
arm approximates in height the base of the letter, below which 
is carried the lower protuberance of the vertical. Ga 
resembles Kha in its outline but is less broad than the
latter due to the absence of the appendage. The flat roof

;shows curvature at the 1. end and angularity at the r. The 
inner downstroke of Gha is minimised by projecting upwards 
both the halves of the base ( ^  ). The 1. downstroke still
does not show any outward (i.e. leftward) curve.

Ca is triangular with a straight and sharply sloping 
base (which is larger than the upper 1 . arm - also straight 
or slightly curved, and sloping in the opposite direction),
J  Ja in the present inscriptions shows a sort of
development which is somewhat different than that in 6d. In
the present inscriptions, the 1 . vertical (post) is kept 
intact ( ^  as in col. iii, 6a) and not bifurcated as in 6d( ^).

1. It is not unlikely that in the latter style Kha 
was first written with an open top as in 5e Xli 5 
and the top of the appendage was later closed, 
rather artificially, by filling in the gap 
between the roof and the vertical.
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The transformation of the upper bar into the head-mark is 
subtly suggested by the angular protrusion at the 1. end,/ '. * i j *  _ V-" ' ; r

In Ja, col, xiii,( ). If the facsimile serves us
? *. • » - ♦ right, the transformation of the upper bar into a regular

. . . .  . 7head-mark is complete. The middle and the lower bars are 
more developed than in Ja in 6d, The former has developed ’ v'5 .

an upright lower naif drawn in the kutila style, (c.f.cols,i-iii: 
xiii), while the latter has bent its tip to the 1 . (cols.i-iv, 
xi). In both the copper plates, however, occur instances 
showing less developed (the old types of) middle and lower 
arms (bars), or either of the two (e.g. cols, v, xii, xiv, 
xv, xvi). Instances with less developed limbs are more
numerious in 6b than in 6a. Ja in 6c shows little or none

1of the advanced features (c.f. cols, xvii-xix).
Ta is single-curved, opening rightwards as in 6d,

.Z . . ' •' -W" .but with the addition of a long vertical stroke (curved in
_  2the kutila manner) below the r. end of the top ( C\ )•

1. The epigraphic instances at our disposal thus show 
that more archaic and evolved forms of Ja were being 
used side by side in Bengal in the latter half of the 
seventh and perhaps the early part of the eighth century 
A.D. without much discrimination.

2. This r. vertical or tail, sometimes quite long and 
sometimes shorter, remained a conspicuous feature of 
the letter in the eastern Indian styles of writing.
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Tha (occurring in Thi, col. xi 6b, (£) ) is circular and
• •

without a head-mark.
The base of Na is short ( , col. i.) and the'

angularity at the 1 . end is sometimes given up so that the 
transition from the 1. curve to the base becomes less 
conspicuous (c.f. wi , cols, xi-xii). The flat sloping 
base is actually replaced by an angle in a few instances 
of 6b (c.f. col. xiv; Na; , and xiv, Ni ). The 
exterior arms are stretched below the base ( or its modified 
substitutes). The r. arm is bent in the kutila fashion 
(in 6b it is practically developed as a vertical), and is 
bigger than the curved 1 . arm.

Ta has its top curved. This letter does not show 
any significant development for some time to come. Tha 
occurs in 6b (in Tha,col. xi, ̂  ) and shows the same form
as in 6d, accepting that the upper half of the r. arm (showed 
opened in the facsimile) was intended to be joined to the
top. Or else, it was cursively written which involved the

1formation of the cross-bar from an incomplete r. vertical.

1. The latter alternative appears to be more plausible 
in view of the similar shape of the letter numeral 
for 20 ( C  c.f. Numerals, col. i, 6a.)



In conjunct -with superscript Ra the form of Tha undergoes
' * 1 -‘-resome modification. This will he duly noted when we take 

up the conjuncts.
Da curves its downstroke, and shows angularity 

at the 1. end of the base. The tick at the tip of the r. 
end of the base (spread on either side, but more at the 
lower direction) has grown larger than in Da in 6d . Dha 
grows angularity at both the upper and lower ends -
the lower angle being invariably an acute one. The letter 
is on the whole shaped like a reversed English 'D1. Na 
is looped and its long lower stroke shows a more prominent 
kutila flourish than its counterpart in 6d.

Pa shows curvature at the lower 1. end. Pha has 
its curved tail projected outside the fully drawn r. vertical 
( m). Va (which also stands for Ba) differs from Dha by
its head-mark. Verjr often the head-mark is drawn in such 
a way as to cause both the arms (the 1 . curve and the r. 
vertical) join it separately ( (| )\ Bha has the appendage
open unlike in 6d. As compared to its earlier counterparts,^ 
it shows a longer lower stroke which is sloped to the r. with 
a kutila flourish ( ). The tail of Ma is formed by

1. C.f. comments on this letter in sections A and B above
2. C.f. the form of the letter in and 5e noticed above.
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extending the sloping base, which is also mildly curved ( ).
The upper end of the 1. downstroke of Ya is made 

to slope from the 1 . so that the letter is alsmost as broad 
in the upper end as in the lower ( ). The curve at
the lower 1. end is projected to the 1. The base is waved 
and sloped to the r. so that an acute angle is created at 
the r.end.

With its solid wedge and lower protuberance, Ra 
( ^  ) practically resembles the developed Nagarl form of 
the letter. Tne lower arm of the wedge is stiff and sloping.
The lower protuberance of La along with the shorter inner arm
of the 1 . curve ( J  ) give la in the present inscriptions 
a more mature look than its counterpart in the earlier 
inscriptions (c.f. La in 6d fU ). The former angular base 
sometimes loses its angularity at the 1 . end and becomes 
almost merged with the 1. curve (Cl c.f. cols, ii, iv,xii-xiii). 
The outer (i.e. 1.) arm of the 1. curve is sloped to the r.

r
Sa shows several forms. Consideration of the 

broad features indicated the following types:
(a) ®  (only in 6b, c.f., cols, xi, and xvi);
(b)I^ f t  $4 (by far the most common type in both the copper

plates; and is the only type used in 6c; c.f.
cols. ii,iii,v-vi,viii-x; xii-xiii,xv; xvii, 
in I, xvii
(only in 6 a, c.f.cols.iv,vii).

(c)Xl £*| (rather uncommon-but used in both the copper
V plate inscriptions, c.f. cols, i, and xiv).



Type (a) is the slightly developed version of the old Sa with
a cross-bar (^  ) as used in the Gupta and subsequent
inscription. The development effected in the present
inscriptions consist chiefly in the curvature of the 1 . arm,
the comparatively developed wedge at its lower end, and the

1protuberance of the vertical at the upper end. In type (b) 
the reduced top meets the r. vertical through a horizontal 
or sloping strode - an abbreviation of the original cross-bar. 
More cursively drawn, the intermediate stroke is curved, 
as shown above in the second specimen of type (b) (col.iiia). 
Sa in 6d has basically the same form (c.f.cols.xxi, xxiii-xxv) 
but there the intermediate stroke is sometimes merged with 
the sloping r. half of the top (c.f. cols. xx,xxii).

Type (c) is developed from type (b); in it a loop 
is formed by projecting the inner end of the top curve to the 
1. to touch the 1. arm of the letter. Type (d) is also

1. With some modifications, this type with a cross-bar 
was used in the Bodh-Gaya inscription of Dharmap&la 
(c.770-810 A.DO yr.2 6 , the Irds. copper plate of 
(the Kamboja==Pala ?) Nayapala and the Mainamati 
copper plates of Ladanacandra. But from about the 
seventh century A.d! other types-ultimately derivable 
from this type-also came to be used in the inscriptions 
of Bengal, and gradually replaced the old type in 
popularity, but could not quite oust it for yet several 
centuries. From the derivatives grew other variants, 
so that for several centuries one notices a host of 
varieties of ba being used at the same time and some
times in the same inscription. TheVarieties are 
apparently more numerous in the private records, than 
in the official copper plates.
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derived from type (b) by developing the intermediate stroke 
into a second curve at the top.'1'

Sa has the outline of Pa, and a cross-bar, which 
is slightly curved upwards. Sa,like Bha has the inner side 
of its beak open. The angularity at the base, noticed in 
earlier inscriptions (c.f. 34 in is replaced by a curve(

Ha ( ) is distinguished from Bha ( by its
curved 1. side. This does not show any leftward curve, but 
is made only sloping.

Cha, Jha, and fha do not occur in these inscriptions.

1. It would be wrong to assign an inscription to a date 
later,than the tenth century A.D. simply because it 
uses Sa with a double-curved top (type d above) as the 
inss. under discussion at present c]o. There is no 
reason to think that this type o{ Sa was an absolutely 
late phenomenon. This type of Sa is used along with 
other forms in the Bodh-Gaya inscription of DharmapSla 
(7b), the Tippera cp. of Bhavaceva (6e), the Ghoshrawa 
st.ins. of Devapala (71)? the Badal (6 b) and Gaya (8c) 
st. inscriptions of Naraya$apala, (c.f. also such 
inscriptions of the &ailodbhava icings of Orissa as the 
Banpur cps. of Dnarmaraja Manabhlta, and Ayasobhlta II 
Madhyamaraja, El.XXIX, pp.3B-*+3 ^ 6  pis.) and exclusively 
in the Nalanda st. ins. of Dharmapala (7c) the Chittagong 
cp. of Kantideva (lOd), the IM. st.ins. of Narayanapala 
(yr.9 ) etc.On the other hand, though this form came into 
increasing use from about the eleventh century, a few other 
forms continued to occur alongside it for some fcime more 
(c.f. the inscriptions of Mahlpala, Nayapala, Vigrafrapala 
IIl£tc.). It would again be idle gnly to note instances 
of the 1double-curved-top1 type of 8 a in documents separ
ated by long chronological gaps, without taking into 
consideration their otherwise different stylistic contents. 
R.D.Banerji (BIbhs. p.2^ff.) and following him, S.N. 
Chakravarti (JASB. IV, I9 3 8 ,p.36lff.) failed to note such 
stylistic (and̂  chronologically significant) variations of 
this type of oa, and fell into error in^trying to assign 
a late date to any inscription bearing Sa with a double

continued on next page/
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Con.i uncts: -
• ,The letters Na, Na, and Da, occur in conjuncts only.

Na occurs once in 6a in the conjunct Nsa ( ).
It shows the more advanced type sparingly used in 5d (col.xix)

-■V* -•’-is

and 5e (col.xxiv). But in the present instance the top
arm has been fully developed into a head-mark. Na, both as

"V 1a superscript (c.f. Nca in 6b and Nja in both the cps)
and a subscript(cf*. Jna ^  in both the cps.) shows little 
difference from Na (c.f. superscript Na in N<Ja , and 
subscript Na in Rnna , col. viii, 6 a) - a phenomenon which 
has been pointed out above. Da (occurring in Nda in both

V : - .1- •••- -
the cps.) is angular as before* Nda is written in the new. .

style introduced into Bengal epigraphy by 6d.
Ka retains its loop in Kra and Ksa ( and also in 

Ku, Kr ) as in 5e • The r. tail of both the superscript

1 . (contd. from previous page)
curved top irrespective of the variations of detail. 
Besides, they failed to take due cognisance of the 
occurrence of this type of 6 a in the Bodh-Gaya 
inscription of Dharmapala.

1. The proper reading of what has been read as dvayena 
in line 9 of 6b (c.f. G.M.Laskar, op.cit.) should be 
1dvayanca1.

/
2. In line 12 of 6 a, what has been read as 1Sakrakena1 by 

the editor of the inscription (G.M.Laskar in hA6B.I,No,6 
1 9 0 6, p.1 2) should actually be read as 1Batrughnena1 
(c.f.Ttru, and Ghne in Misc., cols, vi and vii 
respectively.

I
._
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and subscript Ta is reduced in Tta (col.xv) (c.f. also Ta 
col.x). Subscript Ta in St a (col, xvi) has the shape of 
a comma facing downwards (°).^ Subscript Dha ( Q  ) and 
Va loots: ali^e. Superscript Ra is placed above the head- 
mark (or letter top), and shows an upright or sloping tick 
below a wedge (c.f. Rta , col.xiv; Rnna col. viii, etc.). 
Rtha has the special form c$ . In 6 a (kISC.col.viii, ) 
occurs the conjunct Rrya, written apparently mistakenly, for

3 ✓Rya. In 6b on the other hand, Ya has the normal initial
form while Ra is reverted to the conventional place, above the

L|.top-mark ( Ti ) .

1. This style of writing Ta in Sta is also noticed in some 
of the subsequent Bengal inscriptions (c.f. for instance 
the Khalimpur cp. of Dharmapala.

2 . C.F. 6 a, lines 19,20; 6b, line 1 3. This^ecial* form some
what resembles the initial Tha of some other inss. e.g. the
Nidhanpur cp. of nhasxaravarman (21d); the Tippera cp. of 
Loxana.tha( 5©) and the Xundesvar ins. of AparSjita (O.iha.BPL 
p]*xx) .Rtha in this special form (with stylistic variations) 
e.g.fjT, 'tlrthe' in line 11 of the Tiwartched pis. of
RastraKufa Nannaraja, 3I.XI,p.276ff. and pi) came to be 
frequently used ih the xutila style of inss. both in 
northern and southern India between the seventh to the 
ninth century A.D. Occurrence of this type of Rtha in the 
Chittagong cp. of Kantiaeva (10a) ana the Nalanda cp. of 
Devapala (7 e) will be noticed later.

3 . C.f. a similar instance in 6d (sec.B)above. The composition
of the special form of Rya has been already discussed(c.f.sec. A above).

k. This practically marks the end of the ‘special* form 
of the conjunct (Rya).



Subscript Ra is sloped and mildly waved (c.f. Ttra, 
col.vii ^  ). Subscript Ya has the forms , j! ,

Jand j j  - the first two having a curve at the 1 . lower
extremity, and the third, an angle at this point. The second 
one also shows a vertical protuberance at the lower end. Ksa, 
as in 5©? retains the initial shapes of both Ka (looped)and 
Sa (with the cross-bar), c.f. col.vii , Kse.1

As for the other points calling for attention, 
it may be mentioned that following the transformation of the 
upper bar into the head-mark, it is dropped (like other 
head-martcs) in subscript Ja (c.f. Nja ), and tnat Ta 
(superscript) takes the less important position in Tsa • 
Orthographic s i m s : -

Both the copper plates have final Ta and Ma, 
and 6b has final Na as well.

Jfcjf *1-,- 1 W ‘ * . * “ -- " ir. - w rl« ffl" _. -" i A * - ' sjj&j-1 ,s . •'

Final Ta occurs also in 6c. 6 a uses a '“special4 sign 
for T , or has a slightly modified form of the letter
Ta (which involves reduction of the r. arm, and abolition

1. The presentation of Ksa in pi. XI, cols. 5 and 6 of Dani's 
I»P. is erroneous and’seems to have arisen from the 
misconception that in the Bengal inss. Ksa was written 
by combining Ka with Sa (p.130). In Bengal, as elsewhere 
Ksa has never been written by comoining Ka with Sa, 
and the present inss. are no exceptions.
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of the head-mark) with the hasanta-strotce below ( O  ).■*N
6b has only the‘special* sign (c.f. Misc. col.xi), and the
sign v3  in 6c seems to represent a reduced variant of this
type of the final Ta. In N, the hasanta-strotce is placed
below the usual form of Na with the head-marK, ^  .
Li'tee the second type of T, M in 6 a is arrived at by placing
the hasanta stroke below Ma without the head-mark (the
vertical at the r. raises its upper and higher than the 1 .

%

downstroke) . In 6b, ( U ) the hasanta-mark fails
to occur.

D . The Chittagong; c.p. of Kant id ev a - c. 750-300 A.D.
Chart : 10a.

Paramesvara Maharajadhiraja Kantideva, during 
whose reign this incomplete inscription was engraved, is not 
known from any other source. The royal title seems to 
indicate his independent status. The inscription was issued 
from the 1JayaskandhavSra1(camp of victory, capital) of 
Vardhamanapura, and the territory of the King included 
Harikela-mandala.2 Whether Harikela- mandala denotes only 
a small territorial unit in eastern Bengal, or the whole of

1. It occurs in 6b, line 9 'vandajnan1, overlooked by the editors.
2. C.f. Line 16 of the ins.
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1 -Vanga, cannot be definitely ascertained. If Vardhamanapura at

snould correspond to tne modern city of Burdwan (ancient 
Vardhamana-bhukti) in West Bengal, it would appear that ■> S.ia
at least for some time the king who issued this ins. ruled 
over a wide region of Bengal.

The palaeography of the inscription has been used 
rather haphazardly to ascertain the probable date of the

2inscription. According to D.C.Bhattacharya and J.N.Sikdar 
the present inscription is to be placed earlier than the

3 bGhosrawa inscription^ of Devapala1s time (c.810-350) . |
On the other hand, R. C. Majumdar opines that 'On the whole,
it would be more reasonable to assign the record on palaeo-
graphic grounds to the ninth century A.B., rather than to
750-350 A.D. as suggested by DJ.' (sic.). He has referred

/

to the later forms of Kha, Na and Sa (as compared to those
6in the Ghosrawa inscriptions) and has suggested that “in

1. I.e. south anc east Bengal - see El., XKVI,p.315f•
2. Modern Review. November, 1922, pp. 6l2-l1+.
3. IA. XVII, pp.307-12.

"S3
b. In their opinion 'the characters mainly resemble those in 

the Ghosrawa inscription ...the letters bh and th are in 
ancient forms', loc.cit.

5. He re-edited the ins. in El.XXVI, p.3l3ff. and pi.
6 . 'It is true that the_later forms are also to be met with in 

the records of Devapala. But this only proves that the 
present record is perhaps slightly later, rather than 
earlier, than the time of Devapala', ibid, p.3lW.
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view of the advanced forms of some letters it may be even 
somewhat later11. ̂

The above scholars have not tatcen the writing 
style and the individual letter-forms in their entirety.
But in ascertaining an approximate idea about date, all these, 
and more should be tanen into account.

Consideration of the writing in its entirety seems 
to indicate a later date for the present inscription than 
the iihadga inscriptions, but the difference could have been 
only marginal.

Stylistically an important point (which has a 
crucial bearing on the date, c.f. J.F.Fleet, El.,III,p.330) 
is the fact that all tne letters with two downstrokes (e.g.
Pa, Ma, Ya, Sa, Sa) have the top invariably open, whereas 
in the copper plates of Devapala, and generally in the one 
of Dharmapala (as well as in the published cp. of bhavadeva) 
the top came to be often closed - an indication of relative 
stylistic maturity.^ The verticals are mildly curved

1. Ibid.
2 . C.f. Fleet, El.Ill, p.329ff. Being a stone inscription, 

the Ghosrawa inscription offers in many respects somewhat 
different stylistic features, not noticed in the copper 
plate style, and for the best result, the data of a copper 
plate inscription should be compared with those of another 
copper plate. Besides, comparison with the contemporary 
copper plates would show that the writing of the Ghosrawa 
st. ins. preserves some antique forms already discarded in 
the copper plates (c.f. the forms of A,I, Ja, and some of 
the medial vowels which will be discussed in detail later 
in this chapter;, and does not truly represent the current 
forms of writing.
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rightwards, especially at the bottom, but sometimes through
out their length. The bottom of the verticals shows 
protrusion at the lower end.^ The rightward twist at this 
point is less in evidence in the present inscription, than 
say, the early Pala inscriptions - another indication of 
the comparatively early date of the present inscription.

The writing has been very neatly done with a 
higher degree of sophistication thari/^he khadga copper plates 
discussed above. The characters are better and more care
fully formed, and well-measured space has been left out 
between letters as well as the lines. The verticals have 
the bottom pointed. The head-mar tc is wedged (nail- headed), 
without any marked linear projection at either end. The

/wedge (beak) at the bottom of the 1. arms of Kha, Ga and Sa
: 'V 7  .

are less developed and the base-stroke of letters like Pa,
Ma, Ya, etc. lqss sloped than their counterparts in the 
earlier Pala inscriptions (cps.). The last feature accounts 
for the somewhat broad appearance of the characters.

Many of the individual letters and signs show 
comparatively early forms.

1. This becomes quite evident in letters with covered
base at the 1 ..of the vertical as in the Khadga

230
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Initial vowels: -
A is the only initial vowel occurring in this

inscription. The letter is rather cursively drawn without
the upper half of the 1. limb ( ^  ) . Though the hooked
type of A is used in the Ghoshrawa ins., its non-use in the
copper plates of Dharmapala and Devapala shows that this
type had become practically outdated. Its use in the
present ins. supports the earlier dating of the inscription.
Medial vowels;-

Compared to the copper plate inscriptions of the
early Palas, the present inscription shows some less evolved
medial-vowel signs. A few of these may be found in the

1stone inscriptions of the early Palas .
Comparatively early forms of the medial signs are 

noticed in Ja (c.f. col.ii. employing the upturned variety
of the medial a which falls into disuse in the Pala 
inscriptions, but is used in the Ghoshrawa ins.), some 
specimens of i (showing short curves and no verticals, c.f. 
cols, ii-iii, and v ; and the *calligraphical style1 in
Sti, MISC., col. i, coiown only from the pre-Pala
inscriptions in Bengal), Ku ^  (with looped Ka, as in the

1. E.g. the Valgudar (7a) and Bodh-Gaya (7b) inscriptions 
(but not the Nalanda st. (7c) inscription) of Dharmapala 
and the Ghoshrawa st. ins. (7f) of Devapala, but not in their cp.s.
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- T 1Tippera cp. of Lo&anatha) and Bhu .
On the other hand, some comparatively mature 

features are also noticed in the formation and use of 
several of the medial vow els, which could not have been 
developed before the time of the Khadgas in their present

. •

shapes. These include a (comprising a full-length vertical
and affecting also the shapes of o, and au, i , with the
lateral part reaching the height of the letter)* u (wedge-
shaped, as in Du, MISC. col. i; and curved upwards, as in Ru),
and the somewhat stereotyped versions of e, ai, o and au.
The two strokes of ai are drawn from the same point (as in
Rmai, col. ii, and Styai, col.iii), or from the two ends of

. .

the top (as in Nai, col. i). The latter practice is followed 
invariably in au (contrary to au in 6 a). The wavy superior 
stroke is generally employed for simple e, but the other 
(short lateral curve) type may be seen in Ne, col. ii.

Besides the short-curved type as noted above, i 
occasionally is made co-extensive with the letter to which it 
belongs (c.f. Ki, col. i). The hooked type of u occurs 
exclusively in ku, Gu, Tu, Nu and Bhu, without any encroachment 
from the wedged type as happened later. The elongated hook

1. In Bengal, this type of u is noticed mainly in inss. 
of the pre-Pala period, e.g. 5e, 6 a and 6b.
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of u (c.f. SH, ^  , col.i) and the curve of r do not show
any significant development.
Anusvara and visarga:-

No noticeable change has taken place in these
two signs.
Consonants;-

Few are the consonants which show forms that are
not met with in one or other of the inscriptions of the time 

_ 1of Dharmapala . Some of the forms actually occur in earlier 
inscriptions. Only Ja, Ta, Ra, and Ha, can be said to show 
forms not known to have been used in such advanced forms

sin any of the pre-Pala inscriptions. Kha, Na, and Sa would 
at the first sight appear to show comparatively late forms, 
but a closer study of the seventh to eighth century 

inscriptions would reveal that these forms had been already 
developed.

Ka, Ga, Ta, Da, Dha, Na, Pa, Va (=Ba), Bha, Ma 
Ya, La, Sa and Sa have basically similar forms in one or 
other of the earlier inscriptions (particularly, 5b, 5e, 6d and 
the Khadga inscriptions.

Kha with its top open ™  , occurs in and Na
and oa with double-curved top occasionally in the Khadga copper 
plates, and invariably in the Nalanda st. ins. of Dharmapala 
(7c). Ja is more advanced than its counterpart in either 6d,

1. C.f. chapter III, sec. A. below.



or the Khadga inscriptions, but is on a par with the form
in the Khalimpur ins. of Dharmapala (6f).

Ta ft has double-curved back and a prolonged r.
vertical as in the Khalimpur e.p. Hardly any leftward

/curvature is noticed in the 1 . arm of Ga, Pa, Sa, and Sa. 
This, as well as the not-so-sloping base of Pa, Ma, Ya, and 
Sa give these letters a somewhat early look compared to their 
forms in the early Pala inscriptions.

The base of Da is straight and sloping. Dha is 
shaped like a reversed English ’D 1, but the upper, lower, 
and 1 . ends of the curve are somewhat flattened ( Q  ).
Na is looped, and Ma tailed, the tail growing from the 
projection of the base. The wedge of Ra ( ^ ) is
represented by a slanting linear stroke a little higher than 
the lower extremity of the vertical. The base of La is 
subdued and the vertical protruded at the bottom as in the 
Khadga inscriptions.

The top curves of both Na ( ^  ) and Sa ( )
are more mildly formed than in either the Khadga inscriptions 
(Na occasionally in 6b) or the stone inscriptions.2-

1. In earlier inss. , including those of the Kha^gas, it was 
single-curved, but the r. vertical was in the process of 
developing in the Khadga inss.

/

2. C.f. Na in Valgudar and Nalanda, and Sa in Bodh-Gaya,and 
Nalancla st. inss., loc.cit.
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Sa has its cross-bar drawn almost horizontally following
thethe pre-Pala practice. Hha and Sa have/conventional 1. arm 

of their appendage drawn with a mild slant at the lower end 
- somewhat recalling the earlier practice as notice in 5e.

The tail at the 1. bottom of ia is a comparatively 
advanced feature, which though already noticed in a rudimentary 
form in 6d, was elaborated in the early Pala inscriptions.^
Gha, Na, Cha, Jha, Tha, and Dha do not occur in the present 
ins., and Ca, Na, Da, Tha, and Pha occur only in conjuncts. 
Conjuncts: -

Ca is triangular in Sea. Na (in Nja) has a single
curved top, and a detached curve facing upwards at its

2right ( ) . The curved (to the 1.) bottom of Da
(in Nda **3 ) need not necessarily be ta^en as representing
the really developed type of Da, as we have already noticed
still earlier uses of this type of Da in Nda, whereas the

• • • '

initial form of this letter was not affected in this way 
until several centuries later. Occasionally, subscript Ta 
has its r. arm shortened (c.f. Sta, ), and superscript
Ta is cursively written (c.f. Tsu, ). The curled tail
(projected outwards) of Pha (in Sphu, marks a more

1. C.f. the cp. inss. of Dharmapala and Devapala .
2. C.f. similar Na in the nodh-Gaya and Nalanda st. inss. 

of Dharmapala, loc. cit.)



developed phase of the letter than its counterpart in 
6a. Subscript Ya also offers a more mature look: on 
account of its developed vertical, which causes an angle 
at the lower r. end. ( -yi ). The vertical shows 
an occasional protuberance at the lower end (b.fwTya ).
Rtha has the special shape .cj Rya has the usual
superscript sign of Ra placed above the head-mark of Ra 
as in 6b. Ksa ( ) shows the full forms of Ka (looped)

WP '«.« •

Sa (with a cross-bar). The looped form of Ka is also 
retained in Kta (c.f. as well5 Ku, and Kr).
Orthographic s i m s : -

Final Ta, Na, and Ma occur in this inscription.
• i ^T has the special' form ($~ . N has the usual

initial form of Na (with the head-mark) but with a somewhat 
stiff lower strode, to wnich is added the hasanta sign at 
the lower end ( JL ). . In 1.15 (Srlman), the hasanta-sign 
fails to occur, but the lower stroke of Na is modified, as 
above. M ( at* ) has its close parallel in 5e.

1. Other examples of this type have been noticed above,
c.f. sec. C.

2. The ‘special* form of T ( also occurs in the Khadga 
cps. as well as the Khalimpur cp. of Dharmapala, and the 
Monghyr cp. of Devapala c.f. chapter III sec. A.
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Consideration of palaeographical style as well 
as the individual letter forms would suggest a date for 
the Chittagong cp. of Kantideva later than the Khadga 
inscriptions, but perhaps earlier than the Khalimpur cp. 
ins. of Dharmapala.*

1. The auspicious symbol at the beginning, anc the use 
of the regular punctuation marks consisting of single 
and double-dandas (in some cases with wedge martc 
attached to the r. side of the danda. (or r. danda 
in a double-dandas) - also suggests a later date tnan the ilhaoga inssl

✓

■



C H A P T E R III

1 <JS

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE KUTILA STYLE : C.800-900 A.D.

General style (sections A and B)
The establishment of the Pala power helped to 

bring much of Bengal and Bihar into a single political 
unit. The impact was also felt in cultural life, 
including of course, the art of writing. From this time 
on, we shall have to widen the scope of our palaeographical 
enquiry, and include the materials from Bihar together 
with those from Bengal for obtaining a more complete 
picture of the development of the script over this compact 
unit.

The development of the script in Bengal-Bihar 
was not unlike that of the Kufila style'1' of writing else
where in India. It is mainly in matters of detail 
concerning some individual letters and signs that certain 
peculiarities began to grow in eastern India.

Particularly mentionable in this connection 
are some of the letters without a head-mark, e.g. E, Ai,
0, Au, Kha, Na, Ta, Tha, Sa, etc. In eastern India, E 
opened its loop at the left-hand side, and Na was developed 
after the pattern of E, with the addition of a looped

1. The characteristics of the Ku^ila style have been out
lined above in chapter II. See also Introduction for 
the term 1 Ku'fila1.



formation at the right-hand side. E, Ai, 0, Au, and
Na already show the essence of the Bengali-Assamese- 
Maithili^ forms. In the Kutila and the Nagarl, away

■3 ̂  ̂  $ ;?4

from eastern India, the tendency grew to provide with 
head-marks some of the letters (e.g. J?a, Tha> etc.)

O "2which so long had none. Some of the forms were confined 
to the north-eastern Indian usage. Initial I, Pha, and 
the wedge-type of medial u, also show eastern Indian 
characteristics.

Many of these characteristics are to be found
4 5in the contemporary inscriptions from Assam and Orissa . 

While in a general way these share amongst themselves 
certain characteristics (and in so doing set the boundary 
of the !easternism1 in the contemporary Kutila1 script of 
India), these also exhibit some more restricted regional 
characteristics, both in matters of general writing style

V '.’V  r

1. Henceforth to be abbreviated as BAM.
2. In letters with a broad top, the tendency in the initial 

stages manifested itself in the shape of flattening the 
top. The horizontal stroke, being drawn often by a 
separate effort of the pen, grew protuberance at either 
end (c.f. Kha: ), which ultimately (from long 
association) passed for an intended head-mark (e.g.
Kha: ) In the eastern Indian practice, however,
these letters generally continued to be written without 
head-marks, while some came to develop regular head- f 
marks at a much later period (e.g. fa, !J?ĥ,

3. E.g. Ja with a double-curved back, Kha with an open 
appendage, Gha with a, curve projecting leftwards at 
the lower left, end, Na as discussed above, most of the 
varieties of Sa., (as will be discussed later), etc*

4 . Discussed separately in this thesis c.f. Chapter VII.
3. Mainly the inscriptions of the Bhauraa-Karas.
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and the shapes of a few of the characters and signs.
The same may be said about the state of writing in Nepal.

As for the general style, the Kutila character- 
istics - the salient features of which have been outlined
in the last chapter - generally continue and show further

■ a.
development. The verticals, and along with these the
letters themselves, are slightly twisted and inclined to

j . #*.
the right. The ltters are much longer than they are
broad. Acute angles are developed at the bottom right

1 - .of such letters, as have their lower part covered. The 
wedges of Kha, Ga and Sa show some stylistic developments; - J
the right verticals of Ga, Na, and often Sa frequently
grow protuberance at the upper end, while other letters

*pof which the bottom is closed, grow similar protuberance
at the lower end. This development is attributable to
the growing tendency of drawing the right-hand vertical 
in a separate movement of the pen (which involves the 
lifting of the pen). ' The same factor is also responsible 
for the growth of a tail at the bottom left of Bha, Sa,

' •» ’• :Cr; ' i ,  • i : hSS”
• *1’ mKHa, etc.

-
These features, as might well be expected, are

■■not uniformly reflected in all the inscriptions. Another g
.'trend becomes detectable as time passes by. T^at is the-> . ■ ,

- .v  y

1. E.g. Ka, Ga, i?a, etc.
' ! . f' I2. E.g. Ka, Pa, Va, Ma, Sa, etc.

3. C.f. Btthler, Anecdota Oxoniensia, I, pt. iii; his 
general principle: 4, pp. 6 8 , 70.

* •• 3*
t • ;•? - -?V

■ - . v .  -
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introduction of curvature at the lower end of those 
letters, which have a sizable horizontal or sloping

istroke at the bottom. The intensification of this 
curvature brings about comparative decline in the slope 
of the bottom stroke, and further accentuates the protu- 
berance of the right vertical (as discussed above).
This also indirectly means an increased breadth for the 
letter.^

More important, however, is the development of
a complete top-stroke for the letters with two full-

• 3sized verticals . This development is reflected earlier
Ain the copper plates than in the stone inscriptions .

Important developments are noticeable in all
the categories, i.e. the initial and medial vowels,
single consonants, conjuncts and orthographic signs, which
will be treated in detail in course of the following

5discussion. Some of these changes reflect the generally

1. E.g. Ga, Da, Pa, Ya, Ra, ga, etc.
2. I.e. in relation to its height, minus of course, the 

vertical protuberance at the lower or upper right end.
3. E.g. G-ha, Pa, Pha in some cases, Ma, Ya, §a, Sa, etc., 

as well as conjuncts in which any of these letters is 
subscribed.

4 . In the Khalimpur c.p. ins. of Dharmapala (chart 6f), 
these letters show both fully and partially covered 
tops, and the ratio of the former substantially 
increases in the copper plates of Devapala. In the 
copper plate of Naraya$apala, it has become the estab
lished practice. The stone inscriptions, however, 
often continue to show the earlier partial top—mark 
for a longer period (c.f. 7f;8 b, 8c, etc.).

5. E.g. looped Ma, Ra and Ta with a straight vertical 
for the right arm, etc.
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accepted developments within the framework of the Kutila

— T "Jand Nagan styles. But others were of a regional nature
shared among the regions of eastern India in varying
degrees. Sometimes forms, not typical of eastern India,
are also encountered, particularly in the stone inscrip- 

2tions.
The present chapter has been divided into two 

sections^ A and B, on the criteria of chronology and the 
development in terms of palaeography. The sections
will now be taken up separately.
A. The inss. of Bhavadeva. Dharmapala and Devapala: 

c. 800-850-A.D.
Sources
Inscriptions

3Following are the inscriptions that have been
largely consulted for section A.

1. Tippera cp. of Bhavadeva, yr. 2.
Chart:6e

2. Khalimpur cp. of Dharmapala, yr. 32. 
Chart: 6f

3. Valgudar st. ins. of Dharmapala - undated. 
Chart: 7a

4. Bodh-Gaya st. ins. of Dharmapala, yr. 26. 
Chart: 7b

''
i

1. E.g. fa, some of the varieties of Sa, etc.
2. E.g. Ja, with a head-mark in 7f and 8b.
3. For reference, see List of Inscriptions.
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5. Nalanda st. ins. of Dharmapala - undated

Chart: 7c. •- . '̂gpst-
6 • Monghyr cp. of Devapala, yr. 33

Chart: 7d.
7. Nalanda cp. of Devapala, yr. 35.

Chart: 7e.
8* Ghosrawa st. ins. of Devapala - undated.

Chart: 7f.
Besides the above, specimens fromwSiich have

been incorporated into the charts, occasional references 
have been made to some smaller image inscriptions, belong
ing to the reign of Devapala, which, however, have been 
found too short for inclusion into the charts. Repro
duction of the following are given elsewhere.^"

9. Nalanda Metal im. ins. of Devapala, yr. 3*
10. Saftkar§a$a im. ins. of Devapgla, undated.
11. Hilsa im. ins. of Devapala, yr. 25*

The chronology of the Pala kings has now been
2ascertained with a fair degree of precision .

The chief guide to ascertaining the period of

1. See Miscellaneous pi. 24.
2. The tentative chronology, as suggested in the History 

of Bengal, Vol. I, has been generally accepted in this 
and the subsequent chapters, so far as they go. In 
case of some modifications being suggested by later 
discovery of new materials, or more plausible interpre
tation of the already known data, these will be indica
ted in the proper places. The reign periods of _ 
Dharmapala and Devapala have been fixed as: Dharmapala, 
c. 770-810 A.D.; Devapala, c. 810-50 A.D. Strictly 
speaking, some of the smaller inscriptions of Dharmapala 
might have been inscribed during the closing years of 
the 8 th century A.D.; but such a small difference is
(contd. on next page)



Bhavadeva is the palaeography of his Tippera copper
plated Two more copper plates of this king have been
reportedly discovered in Mainamati, but these have not

2yet been published.
In the last chapter we have discussed the 

probable period of Kantideva, the issuer of the Chittagong 
c.p. It is difficult to be certain whether Bhavadeva 
flourished earlier or later than Kantideva, who also 
belonged to south-eastern Bengal. Kantideva, we have

2 . (contd. from previous page) inconsequential for our 
palaeographical study, and for the sake of convenience, 
all the inscriptions of the time of Dharmapala are 
being included into one group.

1. This ap. is now preserved in the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal. Prior to its publication, S.K. Saraswati 
assigned it palaeographically to the ’close of the 
11th or the beginning of the 12th century A.D.*.
*This inscription shows the existence of a new dynasty 
of kings in Eastern Bengal during the period of the 
later Palas* (*A few of the interesting documents in 
the archives of the library* - JASB. Ill, 1950, pp.38, 
52). Later the publication of the inscription - which 
is in a very unsatisfactory state of preservation - by 
D. C. Sircar (*Copper plate inscription of king 
Bhavadeva1 - JASB. XVII, 1951, pp. 83ff. and Pis. II-IV) 
showed the inscription to be of a much earlier date. 
Sircar would assign the inscription on palaeographical 
grounds to the * eighth or ninth century A.D.* (ibid. 
p.84), so that *its date falls about the age of the 
early Palas*. He is *not quite decided* as to whether 
the king ... should be ’definitely assigned to the 
eighth or the ninth century, that is to say, before 
Dharmapala or after Devapala, although the early lorms 
of medial a (c.f. the short form of medial i also), p 
and t seem to support the first alternative. Note 
also the open-top forms of p, s, etc.* (ibid. p. 8 6 ).

2. Dani, IP. p. 135, note 1.
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proposed to place before or about c. 800 A.D. on the
basis of the palaeography of the Chittagong c.p. On
the whole, the Tippera c.p, of Bhavadeva shows fewer signs

—  1of archaism than the Chittagong c.p. of Kantideva . One
i

cannot also but be struck by the remarkable paleographical 
similarity between the Tippera c.p. of Bhavadeva and the

_ pKhalimpur c.p. of Dharmapala.- In a number of points,
the Tippera c.p. no doubt shows somewhat earlier forms 
but on the whole the points of similarity outweigh those 
of dissimilarity, and it is not unlikely that the Tippera 
c.p. was issued about the same time as the Khalimpur c.p. 
of Dharmapala.^ The use of the decimal notation also 
suggests a date for the Tippera c.p., not much earlier 
than that of the Khalimpur c.p. On the other hand, the 
occurrence of some comparatively early features makes it 
unlikely that the Tippera c.p. belonged to a markedly 
later period.

1. The archaic characteristics of the Chittagong c.p., such 
as hooked I, upturned a in Ja, medial u in Bhu, Ga, Pa, 
§a, K§a, final Ma, calligraphic medial i, etc. have been 
noted in the last chapter. These would suggest a
date later than that of the Tippera c.p.

2. In both of these inscriptions, the top of Pa, Ma, Ya, 
etc. in letters with two downstrokes, is optionally 
closed, whereas in the Chittagong c.p. it is invariably 
open.

3. C.f. medial a in Ha, col. xxx, short curves for medial 
i, tfa with double-curved top and no looped formation 
at the left-hand side, etc.

4. The early history of south-east Bengal is not yet fully 
known, and there is no inscrutable evidence to suggest 
that this region must have formed part of the dominions 
of the early Pala kings Gopala (I) and Dharmapala.
It is not improbable that Bhavadeva was contemporaneous
(contd. on next page)
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In view of the palaeographical affinities, 

the Tippera c.p. of Bhavadeva is thus treated along with 
the inscriptions of Dharmapala and Devapala, though the 
possibility of Bhavadeva having flourished slightly 
earlier, cannot be excluded.
The characters

We may now proceed to discuss the palaeograph
ical development of the individual characters and signs 
as reflected by the inscriptions constituting section A. 
Initial vowels

The initial vowels T, TJ, g,1 Ai, and 0 do not 
occur in any of the inscriptions now under study.

Of those occurring, only A and I can be said
to show radical developments. The development of A 
chiefly consists in the addition of a small wedge (like 
the wedge of medial u) to the 1. bottom of the vertical 
( ), Only 6e seems not to show the wedge.
In the cps. of Devapala the wedge sometimes becomes
linear ( c.f. A in 7e, col xx, ). Another modifi'

the
cation consists in that/upper end of the lower 1. curve
is protruded to the 1. The upper curve dwindles into
comparative insignificance and serves only to connect

4. (contd._from previous page) with either G-op^la I or 
Dharmapala. In that case his rule has to be placed 
in the closing years of the eighth or the early years 
of the ninth century A.D., perhaps slightly later 
than that of Kantideva.

1. Also $, Vt 5 “ enumeration of which in the alpha
bet is more academic than real, so far as the 
inscriptions are concerned.
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the lower curve to the head—mark. The stroke connecting 
the 1. limb to the r. vertical is drawn from the junction 
of the two curves, but later on, generally from the body 
of the lower curve and is sloped to the r. The sign of 
the length of A takes the shape of a full-size vertical 
drawn to the r. of A, to which it is attached by the 
head-mark (c.f, I in 6f, col. xxxii, 3J1 ). Besides
being in agreement with the similar style (full-length 
vertical type) of the Medial1 a which came into use some 
time earlier, it helped to accommodate the wedge of A.
7f, however, preserves the hooked sign for the length of
A ( ^  ). 2'St

Basically the two types of I occurring in 6a
are used in the present inscriptions with slight modifica
tions. Both the types V* and are used in the
copper plates of Dharmapala, but in the copper plates of 
Devapala, the first type shows a !TaT-shaped curve below

O O Ithe circles as in some Assam inscriptions. 6e and
7c have only the second var. and 7f only the third (with

o 0a modified lower curve, D ). The upper stroke of the 
second var. also undergoes some modifications (c.f. oo 
in 6e and 7e xi; Jo in 7e ix).

1. See chapter VII and charts 21 (f, g) and 22 (a, b).
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U raises its base to the level of the head-mark 

in 6f, and only to a slightly lower point in 6d. 7e and
7f, however, show a shorter base of U. The downstroke
is also differently formed in different inscriptions.
In 6f, it is slanting ( 5̂ ), and in 7f almost upright
( 3  )• In 7d and 7e on the other hand, the upright
top and the curved base have another curve facing r. in 
between them ( ).

E shows flat top and angularity at the upper 1.
end in 6e ( ^[ , c.f. also 7f, col. xxx) as in the Khadga
inscriptions, but in 6f, 7e, and 7f (col. xxix), the 1 . 
curve does not show any angularity except at the lower 
end ( Q  ). The rare initial vowel Au occurs once in 
7d (col. ix ^  )̂ .
Medial vowels:-

An attempt at standardisation of the forms (by 
accepting the established ones and rejecting the compli
cated variants) is noticeable in the case of the medial 
vowels. This is particularly true of the copper-plate 
inscriptions of the Palas. The unofficial stone inscrip
tions on the other hand follow a less predictable course, 
and continue the use of some of the corrniEratively archaic 
forms along with the more developed counterparts.

1. The modern Bengali-Assamese-Maithili-Oriya form of 
the letter is easily recognizable here.
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In the copper plates the standard form of

the medial a is a full-sized vertical.^ The stone 
inscriptions (excluding 7c) also use the old shorter 
(vertical) type of the medial a (c.f. Va, ^  , 7b,
col. iv). The tail of Ja is sometimes amputated for

_ _  pthe addition of the full-sized vertical of the medial a.
A hangover of the old upturned variety of a may be seen 
in Ja of 7f ( §* ), and Ja of 7e ( £\) ). Ha in col. 
xxx of 6e ( ) apparently has the medial a (consisting
of a short vertical stroke) projected upwards from the r. 
end of the head-mark.

• : fr rJ-'_ **-̂ j

In the c.ps. of Dharmapala and Devapala, the 
curve of medial i is stretched down to the lower reaches 
of the letter, but in the stone inscriptions and also in 
6e, it is sometimes of a reduced height. Again, the 
upper curve in the c.p. inscriptions is generally drawn

- rf'.Jfrom the r. end of the head-mark (or the letter-top if 
there is no head-mark), but in the stone inscriptions, no 
such regularity seems to have been maintained. Already 
in the c.p. inscriptions of Devapala, the lateral (vertical] 
portion of the stroke is somewhat straightened (c.f. Ri,

, 7e, col. xxvii) - a phenomenon - which became more
ji&|

1. C.f. Ra, il , 7d, col. xv. The use of this type in 
the Kha<Jga inss. and the Chittagong c.p. of Kantideva 
has been noted above.

2. C. f. Ja, ^  , 7d, col. xia and 7e, col. xxii.



conspicuous in the subsequent period. The vertical• . •' ■ /V
part of medial T was made co-extensive with the letter
already in the Khadga inscriptions. In the present 
inscriptions - particularly in the Pala copper plates - 
it is made more firm. The curve at the top is, in the
copper plates, generally drawn from the 1. end of the
head-mark, and in conjunction with the head-mark (c.f.
Li, ^  , 7e, col. xxv), somewhat fore-shadows the modern
Bengali counterpart. In the stone inscriptions the top 
curves of i and 1 are seldom joined to the head-mark.

Qf the two more common types of the medial u,
v  . . . . . * J**.} **

the hooked variety is commonly used in Ku, G-u, Tu, Nu,
Bhu, and Su, and only exceptionally in ^Ju\ whereas the

2wedged variety is used in all other cases except only
are .Ru, or where subscript Ya and Rq/involved. In 6f and

6e the hooked and the wedged varieties adhere to their
respective jurisdictions, but in the c.p. inscriptions
both the wedge^" and the hook are used in such cases

5where so far only the hook type was used. Affected
7 - V

1. E.g. , 7e, col. xxiv.
2. C.f. Hu, , 6f, col. xlii. This was already 

used in 6d, the Kha<Jga inscriptions, and 10a.
3. The use of the wedged type of u remained a speciality 

of the eastern Indian styles of writing for many years 
to come (extending beyond the period dealt with in this 
work) whereas in the Nagari outside eastern India,
the wedge was completely supplanted by the hook.

4. Now often having a rather linear shape, c.f. Yu, gf 
7d, col. xvii.

5. C.f. the hooked as well as the wedged types of u in 
Ku, G-u, etc.
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ur. \ * '

by this trend are also 7c1 and 7f2. The u-sign in 
Ru is either (a) curved upwards^ or (b) projected down
wards4, sometimes with a flourish^ like the tail of Ka.
In those cases where the medial u is accompanied by

-subscript Ya or Raf the type indicated above as var.(b)
6  7is given alternately with the wedged type .

The long hook type of the medial u is in the ... r -..pjja
ftpresent inscriptions also extended to Bhu and similar

other letters which previously used to have a hook and
9 — —a curve for u. The only exception concerns Ru (or

10 —  conjuncts having subscript Ra, which shows the u-sign
11 —exactly like the medial u of var. (b) of Ru . Mbhu in

col. xxxiii of 7f shows a small curve for the u-sign (

1. G.f. wedged u in Gu, col. vi.
2. C.f. wedged u in Nu, col. xxxa, MISC.
3. C.f. Ru, .-, 6f, col. xlb; MISC. cols, xvb and xvib.
4. C.f. Ru, ^ , 6e, col. xxx; 6f, cols._xla and MISC.

xxxviii; 7d, col. MISC. xva; 7e, col. A, xxvia.
5. C.f. Ru, 7d, MISC. col. xvia; 7e S, xxvib;

xxxviiia&b.
6. C.f. 7dv MISC., col. xvii, Tyu ; ibid, col.

xviii, Scyu; 7e MISC., col. xxvii, Tru * ; 7f
MISC., col. xxxiii, Bhyu.

7. C.f. Dyu, ^  , 7e, MISC. col. xxii.
8. C.f. 7f, col. xxxia, ^
9. Dani1s Col. 6.of PI. Xlb (I.P .) shows a specimen of

this type ( ). Unless it is taken from one of
the recently discovered but yet unpublished c.ps. of 
Bhavadeva referred to by Dani, its source cannot be 
accounted for.

10. C.f. Bhru, col. xxvi, 7e.
11. C.f. Ru, > 7d, col. xv; 7f, col. xxxii.

:A
* 3. >  •



that has no material difference from the medial r.• .
-Leaving aside this exception, the signs of medial u,

and r are well-distinguished in the present inscriptions.
1 p 'The curve of r opens rightwards or upwards .

It is cursively drawn in Kr, in 7c, col. vi ( ).
The superior stroke of e is of common occurr-

* if''".y
ence, and occurs exclusively in 6e, 6f, 7a, 7c and 7d.

^
In 7"b, 7e and 7f on the other hand, the shorter lateral

4curve occurs side by side with the superior type.
•s . .

As in the Khadga inscriptions and also in 10a, ai is 
formed by combining both these types. In addition to 
either of these -varieties of e-signs, o takes the full-

t

length vertical of the a. Medial au combines the a with 
both varieties of the medial e. 6e and 6f have only 
the superior type of the e-sign in o and au. Rarely in 
6f and more frequently in the stone inscriptions

t i(including 7f), the superior stroke of e is sometimes 
drawn from the middle of the head-mark, and occasionally 
from further 1.^ but in the c.p. inscriptions of 
Devapala, it is as a rule drawn from the r. end of the

1. C.f. ttf, 6f
2. C.f. Gr, > 7e, col. xxb.
3. C.f. De, X 9 co1* xii*
4. C.f. Me, , 7b, col. iii. The equivalent of this

type has been noticed already in 6a, 6b and 10a, etc.
5. C.f. 6f, col. xxxviii, Me; 7b, col. v, Se; etc.
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head-mark (or letter-top). In letters with two down- 
strokes^ the use of the latter method is, generally 
speaking, connected with the growth of covered tops2.
In o, and au, the superior stroke is drawn from above 
the a-sign. In 7f the superior stroke hardly shows 
a wave in simple e, though the wave is cleared in ai,
0. and au.
Anusvara and visarga

In addition to the ordinary single dot or
3 _circle type of anusvara which is common to all the

present inscriptions, and has been the only type used 
so far, some of the present inscriptions have another 
type with a dot (or circle) and a lower stroke, similar 
to the modern Bengali anusvara. This second type of 
anusvara is met with in 7b, 6f, 6e, 7d and 7e. It is 
not unlikely that this type resulted from cursively

4written M.

1. E.g. Pa, Ma, Sa, etc.
2. In the earlier practice these letters had short head- 

marks only on top of the 1. downstroke, and the superior 
stroke was drawn from the head-mark. With the growth 
of the covered tops in such cases, the superior type 
of the medial e came to be uniformly drawn from the r. 
end of the head-mark (or letter-top).

3. This is now occasionally moved a little to the r., and 
is sometimes wrongly placed above the following letter 
(c.f. 7d col. xiii- MISC.).

4. I.e. Ma with a hasanta sign below. _The slightly 
varied details of this type of anusvara is based on 
the variant formations of the lower stroke in the 
different inss. and sometimes in the same ins. The 
lower stroke is curved downwards ( ^  ) in 7b. In
(contd. on next page)
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The ringlets of visarga (generally hollow) are 

carefully formed.
Consonants:-

Most of the developments noticed in the conso
nants are of a subtle nature, and except * a few cases, 
related to the general evolution of the style. Related 
to the style also are the extremely sloping base of such 
letters as Ka, Kha, Gha, Ca, Na\ Tha, Dha, Pa, Pha, Va 
(=Ba), Ma, etc. and acute angles at their lower r. end.
The letters have an elongated shape, and due to the slight 
rightward inclination of the verticals (often mildly 
curved in the same direction), the letters themselves 
look inclined in a similar manner. The r. vertical 
protrudes its lower end below its juncture with the base, 
and in the inscriptions of the time of Devapala, show a 
clear rightward twist, which was not so clearly observable

pin the earlier inscriptions. Similar twists are also 
noticed sometimes in the tail occasionally growing (more 
pronouncedly now than in the earlier inss.) below the 
wedge of Kha, Ga, and Sa; the beak (or appendage) of Bha, 
and Sa; the base of Ha; and the tick of Da. The

4. (contd. from previous page) 6f, it is either stiffly 
formed (  ̂ , c.f. col. xxxvi) or curved (  ̂ , c.f.
col.xxxii). In the c.ps. of Devapala, it is curved 
as (or S )•

1. Where the base is retained.
2. In some, however, the lower protrusion of the 

vertical was already in evidence.
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characters with two downstrokes^ have their entire top 
covered by a horizontal top-line in the copper plates

L . -»SJ.*3
of Devapala. Though this practice is quite often 
followed by the other inscriptions of the present group 
(including 7f), there occur in these occasional instances 
in which only a short serif is attached to the 1 . down-

pstroke, as in the earlier inscriptions .
Ka does not show any significant change to its 

form in the Khadga inscriptions. The loop has an acute 
angle at the lower end, and the waved tail reaches the 
height of the vertical. Kha is variously drawn in the

•*£ . J:

different inscriptions. In 6f, it shows a closed and 
curved top ( ft )), and a triangular appendage. The 
notched 1 . arm has a sloping and pointed beak at its 
lower end. Kha has closed top also in 7b ( ft ), 6e 
( *3 ) and 7f ( £3 ), but unlike in 6f, the 1 . side of
the appendage is curved. Only in 7f is the top flat.
In 7c, 7d and 7e, on the other hand, the top is generally 
open ( )̂ . The 1. arm of G-a, with the leftwise
curvature, and the wedge (occasionally tailed) at the 
lower end, resembles that of Kha. Its top is curved

1. E.g. G-ha, Pa, Ma, Ya, Sa, and Sa.
2. Even in some of the earlier instances, one comes across 

instances in which the top of such letters is covered. 
C.f. Ya, cols, xxiii-xxiv of 6d, and cols, xiii-xiv of 
6b. But such early instances are only haphazard as 
there was as yet no conscious effort to cover the
top of all such letters.

3 . C.f. chapter II above.
4 . It follows the type in 5e, and 10a.
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with a projection to the 1. The r. top (where the top 
curve joins the r. vertical) is angular.

G-ha shows an important development which 
consists in the suppression of the middle vertical and 
curving leftwards the 1. one'1'. In 6f occur some 
instances which show the formation of a loop in the r.

phalf ( JQ ) somewhat like the loop of the earlier Pha.
Ga does not show any important development.

The sharply sloping 1. arms are sometimes stiffly formed 
)> hut in the later inss.^ these show slight upward 

curvature ( ^  ). In 7b and 7a, Ja is comparatively old-
fashioned ( ), and comparable to the advanced specimens
found in 6a, but the head-mark in the present instances 
is more developed. In 7c, the 1. vertical is divided 
into an upright upper stroke and a lower curve ( )^«
Almost the same type of Ja occurs in 7f ( 5s )• The 
copper plates use a more evolved type of Ja with a more 
extended base, and elaborately fashioned tail ( £\. ) •
Both these features are again a shade more developed in

—  6the copper plates of Devapala than either 6£ or 6e.
^ z.'

4. (contd. from previous page) This development may be 
attributed to the habit of drawing the curved 1. arm 
of the appendage prior to the r. vertical.

1. ^  , in contrast to the earlier ^
2. An earlier example of a somewhat similar trend in this 

letter has been noticed in 5e ( W) ).
3. C.f. the inss. of Devapala.
4. This follows the prototype in 5e.
5. Leaving aside the head-mark and the upright stroke 

below it, Ja somewhat resembles Ga in formation.
(contd. on next page)
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The top of the main body of the letter in the copper plate 
style is generally flat or curved ( ), but it is angu-
larised when the tail is drawn by a separate stroke 
(c.f. 7e col. xxiii, ).

fa like Ja also shows remarkable development 
in the copper plates. In 6e it shows a double-curved 
back, a curved top, and a long r. vertical. ̂ . I n  the 
other cps. (6f, 7d, and 7e) an intermediate curve often 
intervenes between the upper and lower curves forming 
the back ( ). The long r. vertical (or pendant)
already featured the single-curved ya in the Khadga

2  7inscriptions. In 7f ( L ), and apparently in 7c , Ta 
is single-curved with an upright downstroke and a head- 
mark above it.^.

5. (contd. from previpus page) The transformation of the 
old type of Ja ( t ) into the developed form as found 
in-these copper plates, which, with slight modifications 
in the subsequent centuries, has given rise to the 
modern Bengali-Assamese-Maithili form (and to which 
the Oriya form substantially agrees), has been arrived 
at by: (i) transforming the upper bar into a head-mark; 
(ii) bifurcating the 1. vertical into an upright top 
and a curved back; (iii) curving the middle bar down - 
wards with further elaboration; and (iv) bending the 
lower bar leftwards to form a curved base. j

1. C.f. Ta in 10a, where, however, the curves are more 
mildly formed.

2. Ta as used in the present ops. has close parallels in 
some of the inscriptions of the Candra kings of eastern 
Bengal, and a few of the Assam inscriptions, but is not 
known to have been used outside north-eastern India.

3. C.f. yaih, col. vi.
4. This is the type of ya which is generally met with in 

the inss. of western India from about the eighth-ninth 
century A.D.(c.f. Buhler, IP. pi. IV, 17, col. xxi;
(contd. on next page)
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fha independently occurs in 6e alone. Here

- . 1

it is circular as ever before, and without a head-mark*
pa is angular, and develops mild curvature in both of
its arms. The lower arm occasionally develops an upright
or slanting tick at its lower end (2^ ) as a prelude to
the subsequent development of the curved base. Dha

*

occurs in 6f where its lower curve shows a leftward pro- 
jection(& ) and the base, a rightward slope.

In the basal type of Na, which appears exclu
sively in 6f, and mostly in the copper plates of Devapala, 
the r. inner and outer arms are much straightened. A 
tail is developed by the protruding lower end of the 
inner 1. arm ( (̂l ). A more developed type - in which 
the base is abolished and the top shows a double-curve 
( (*) ) - is used in 7a, 7c, and in some rare cases, in
the copper plates of Devapala • 7b, 6e (in some of the
instances) and 7f appear to preserve the intermediate

_
4. (contd. from previous page) pi. V, cols, vii-xiii and 

others) and is practically identical with the presently 
Devanagari form of the letter.

1. As in some other letters customarily without a head- 
mark, (e.g., Kha, G-a, ]Ja, Tha, and Sa,) a head-mark 
was momentarily added to 'fha in some of the much later 
inscriptions (c.f. the inscriptions of Nayapala, 
Vigrahapala III etc.) from northern Bengal and Bihar, 
probably under the influence of the Nagari style of 
writing prevailing further west. Dani is undoubtedly 
mistaken in showing J!ha with a head-mark in fha
(LP. pl.XIA).

2. O.f. 7d col. xii; 7e cols, xxii, xxiiia, xxiv). 
Essentially the same type has been noticed in 10a. In 
some of the conjuncts the use of f̂a without the base 
(contd. oh next page)



form prior to the final abolition of the base ( O'] ,
or on).

Ta does not show any significant development.
Its curved top is attached to the head-mark by a short
tick - sometimes unrecognizable from the (wedged) head- 

1
mark itself. Tha in 6f has the shape of Dha to which •?
is added a cross-bar (Q)." 6e, col. xxvi, shows the
same form. In the inscriptions of Devapala on the other

,A:%hand, the left limb is double-curved ( Q  ). The joint of 
the curves is extended rightwards to form the cross-bar.
In some instances in the copper plates of Devapala the 1. 
arm of the upper loop is open, ( & ). Da does not
show any significant development. Generally the upper
arm is curved, and the lower arm (sloping sharply to the r.) 
stiffly formed ( ^ ); but in 7f, the lower arm shows a

2. (contd. from previous page) goes back even earlier.
As a result of the limbs being considerably flattened,
Na without a base in the c.pls. of Devapala, show an 
illusively late appearance (comparable to the letter 
in the much later Varman and Sena c.pls. - particularly 
those of Vijayasena to Lak^manasena).

1. Clearly, Dani is mistaken showing Ta with a developed 
vertical (in Tu, vide his IP. pi. XIa) - a development 
- that is yet to come.

2. This is comparable to the form in some of the earlier 
inscriptions.

3. C.f. also some instances in 6e.
4. This proved to be the keynote of the subsequent develop

ment of the letter. The practice of writing the letter 
beginiiing from the lower 1. end of the upper loop, as 
indicated by the arrow-marks undoubtedly gave rise to 
the new form ( , as opposed to the old ^  ).

• ' . t i l l



,«■»mild curvature ( )• tick at the r. end of
the base is twisted and inclined to the r. in the inscrip
tions of the time of Devapala more markedly than in the 
earlier inscriptions. Dha also does not show much

Q ), but in
V -VV'jthe copper plates of Devapala, it is often narrowed down 

and angularised. 7e shows slight protrusion of the 
vertical at the upper end ( <\ ).1 Na, generally
speaking, preserves the old looped form, but in the 
stiffly formed lower stroke occasionally met with in 7e 
( ), the imminent development of the r. vertical can
almost be sensed. In the stylised versions of the letter 
in 7f the merger of the upper and lower strokes has been 
virtually accomplished ( *1 4 ), but the resultant unified
stroke is still curved in reminiscence of the earlier for-

2 3mation of the separate strokes . The loop appears
detached, to the 1. The usual looped type of Na also

~iS

occurs in this inscription.
Pa has a notched 1. arm, and curvature at the 

lower 1. end. The lower r. end shows an acute angle.

1. This figured more prominently in some of the subsequent 
inscriptions and manuscripts from north-eastern India.

-L •
2. The emergence of Na with a vertical/and a curved 1. 

limb with a ringletted (blocked or hollow) mouth 
attached to it, as the standard form, did not take 
place until some_time later. See the inscriptions 
of the time of Narayapapala

3. Sometimes blocked and reduced into a dot.

j r. 't
!  * *

• -J

i A
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Pha (which shows the outline of Pa) has its short tail
curved outwards (i.e. to the r.), at the top of the r.
vertical ( ^  ). In 7e, col. xix, the r. vertical is
reduced in size ( Is ). Pha still retains the short
head-mark at the top of the 1. downstroke, even though
Pa has already developed the horizontal head-stroke
covering its entire top. Va(=Ba), like Dha, grows
narrower at both the ends. The curved 1. arm joins the
r. vertical a little below the head-mark. Bha has its
downstroke notched. The 1. arm of its appendage (open
inwards) shows a sharp rightward slant, and often (in
the c.pls.) grows a tail at the lower end.'1' Ma generally

2shows a tail at its lower 1. end as in earlier days.
The 1. arm is notched and the base sharply sloped. In 
7a, and 7e, however, the tail is replaced by a loop,
while in 7d (c.f. col. xiii) and 7f (c.f. col. xxxb),

- 3the loop occurs sporadically.

1. This apparently originated from the practice of 
writing the curve at the base in another effort of 
the pen/engraver1s tool.

2. The tail is derived from the protrusion of the 
base,

3. The looped type completely replaced the tailed variety 
in the subsequent inscriptions. In some other parts 
of India the looped type of Ma came into use somewhat 
earlier (c.f. its use in some of the eighth century 
inscriptions in Btfhler's IP. pi. IV, 31 > cols. XX-XXIII, 
The inscriptions from norTh-eastern India do not give 
any indication of the gradual transformation of the 
tailed into the looped type, and it appears probable 
that the fully developed looped type was directly 
adopted here from outside.



The 1. arm of Ya is notched, and the curve at
the lower 1. end projected to the 1. In 7d the curve
is narrowed at the end ( ) in anticipation of the
angularity that was to be subsequently introduced to this 
point. The projecting lower 1. curve and the notched 
downstroke above it make the letter broader at the lower 
end. The base is sharply sloping in 6f, but in the 
other inscriptions, the slope gets milder, and the stroke
r 1;*

a little more curved. Ra has a solid wedge ( ^  ) in
6f. In the copper plates of Devapala (and less conspic
uously in some of the other inscriptions), the wedge is 
sometimes made linear, being represented by a slanting 
tick at the 1. side of the vertical, a little above its 
lower end ( ^ ). The hangover of the earlier (La with
a base) persists in the stone inscriptions of the time of 
Dharmapala and to a lesser degree, in 7f. In 7b, the 
1. arm is elongated and has the lower end curved leftwise, 
( ^ ) .  In the other inscriptions, the base is replaced
by a short stroke (generally sloping to the 1.), occupying 
the same level as the 1. curve^". As a result of the
1. curve and the r. stroke being drawn by separate 
efforts of the pen, the inner arm of the curve often 
shows a protuberance at the lower end ( ) •

1. I.e. not, as in the earlier type, drawn at a lower
level.

2. This is comparable to the protrusion at the lower end 
of Na, Bha. Sa and Ha.
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/All the forms of Sa used in the Kha£ga inscrip

tions are found in one or the other of the present group
of inscriptions. 7b, 6e, and 7f have more than one type
of the letter. Type (a) of the Khadga inscriptions occurs 
in 7b1 . The equivalent of the type (b) is seen in 7f
(col. xxxi, ), and apparently, in cols, xxvi and

2 ' xxvii of 6e . The specimens shown in cols, iv (Si),
and v (in A:Sa), may be considered a variety of this
type; here the top curve is fully drawn and is made to
touch the r. vertical. Type (c) has its equivalents in

•z7a(col. i) and others . Slight differences are observable 
in the formation of this type of Sa in the different
inscriptions. In 7b, the 1. arm does not show any left
ward curvature ( ). In 7c and 7f the 1. top pro-
jects its curve to the 1. as in Ga ( sa ). The top 
curves in 6e are more rounded ( Occasionally
the r. vertical shows a slight protrusion at the top

r ' '. iv j

except in 7c. Angularity develops at the point where 
the r. top joins the r. vertical.

Besides the above types known already (in the 
same or slightly different forms) from some of the earlier

1. Col. iii# a slightly modified form, 
in col. iv, Sre,

2. The specimen in col. xxvi shows a head-mark^
3. C.f. 6e (col.xxxi), and 7f (col. xxix - . ); and

type (d) in 7b (c.f. Sre, col. v, and Sea (see 
Ca, col. v), 7c (which has exclusively this type),
6e (c.f. col. xxix), and 7f (in most cases).
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inscriptions, a new form, or w  , which may be
called ’the looped type1 is used for the first time in 
the copper plate inscriptions of the present group. This

.-/A j
type is used exclusively in the copper plates of Dharmapala
and Devapala, and occasionally in 6e. This type is
formed by reversing the movement of the pen followed in
writing type (c)1 . In 6f, the head-mark is only

/ 9alternately attached to this type of Sa', but in the 
inscriptions of Devapala, the head-mark is made compulsory. 
In 7d, the wedge at the bottom of the 1. arm of Sa is

Aoften hollow . §a has the outline of Pa in the same 
inscription, to which is added the sloping (and sometimes 
curved) mid-bar (c.f. §a in 7d ^  ). Without its r.

5vertical, Sa would resemble Bha in the same inscription.
Ha shows several slightly different varieties depending

1. The different movement of the pen in forming thes 
two types may be indicated by arrows as follows:

' •«£at-
2. C.f. cols, xxxiii, xxxv, xxxviii, etc.
3. C.f. similar wedge of Kha and Ga in the same ins.
4. This characteristic may be attributed to the engraver 

rather than the scribe. •V-,
_ • .V;5. This also includes the tail at the 1. end of the 

curved base, which is more conspicuous in the 
copper plates than in the stone inscriptions.
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to some extent on where the pen is stopped or lifted.^
The angularity sighted at the base2 of type (a)
is formed by pausing the pen at this point. Formation
of the tail below the 1. end of the curve (b)
results from lifting the pen to draw the lower curve in
a separate effort. But there are cases, where the base
shows no trace of angularity, and yet a tail grows about
the lower 1. end: (c) ^   ̂ and (d) ^

As in most other inscriptions, Na, Gha, and Na
occur in conjuncts only, and Jha does not occur at all.
Con.juncts:-

. .Na in 6f (occurring in Nga) shows a developed 
head-mark, but here the letter is angularised somewhat 
like Da (c.f. Ngi in col. xxxii, ( ). Some degree

1. In some of these instances (c.f. type c below), quite 
clearly, the letter including the base and the r. tail, 
was drawn in one effort of the pen, and the 1. tail 
was artificially produced by another stroke (in 
acceptance of the 1. tail as an integral part of the 
letter); while in others (c.f. type (b) below), the 
whole lower curve (including the 1. tail, which is
a protrusion of the 1. arm of the curve) is drawn 
by a separate effort of the pen.

2. I.e. at the juncture of the curved upper stroke, and
the lower curve.

3. G.f. 7c, 7b, and 7f.
4. This is found quite frequently in 6f and occasionally 

in the other copper plates.
5. G.f. 7d, col. xiv.
6. G.f. col. xxvii of 7e.
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of angularity is occasionally noticed also in some of
the stone inscriptions.'1' In the copper plates of

_  p * 3Devapala, however, Na is more cursively formed (c.f.
Nka in 7e col. xix, ^  ). Gha (occurring in Gcha)
often protrudes its vertical divider at the lower end

). In 6e, the loops are separately formed, and
the tail at the bottom is twisted rightwards ( Op ).^
Superscript Na (in Nca, ^  , cols, xxvi, and xxvii)
in 6e retains the double-curved top . In 7b and 7c

—/   _superscript Na (also in Nca) shows a single-curved top, 
to the 1. of which is attached another curve, facing 
upwards, ( ^  ). Substantially the same type had been
used in 10a and it occurs in Nja ( ^  ), col. xxxvii
of 6f. In the other instances in 6f (c.f. Nca in cols* 
xxxii-xxxvi, ^  ), the single-curved top has given
place to a double-curved formation, and a loop has been 
formed by closing in the gap between the upper end of 
the curve, and the vertical at the 1. The vertical 
shows slight protrusion at the upper end in 5e, but

i

1. G.f. 7c; 7ff cols, xxxii-iii.
2. C.f. also 6e, col. xxvi; 7b, col. iii; 7f, cols, xxix 

and xxxi.
3. It occurs in Nka, Nkha, Nga, Ngha and Nsa.
4. A tail like this had already made its appearance in 6d*
5. G.f. 5e and some of the other earlier inscriptions.
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none at all in the copper plates of D<vapala."*~ Moreover, 
in some of the instances in the copper plates of Devapala,
the joint of the two curves is extended leftwise to

2touch the vertical, turning the single-looped shape into
• 3  - •  ^  & K -a double looped formation in the process. Subscript Na

(occurring only in Jna) is variously formed. The long-
known double-curved type is used exclusively in 7d
(c.f. Jna, ^ , in col. xi), and occasionally in 7e^.
In 7f (c.f. Jna, col. xxix, 2^ ), it has a single-
curved top like superscript Na, but no appendage at the
r. In 7e, col. xxiv, the same type seems to have been

V '  . ‘

used. Occasionally in 7e, the form of subscript Na
trresembles the superscript form . Subscript Ja (occurring 

in and §Ja) shows several variants. In 6f and 7d
subscript Ja in J'fa has the 1. arm of its curve merged 
into the lower curve of the superscript ( ). In Sta

1. These have only this type of Na as the superscript.
2. C.f. Nci, , 7f, col. xx.
3. Both these types were used indiscriminately (along 

with other angular versions) in the subsequent 
inscriptions. Na with the looped appendage at the 
r. is limited to the eastern Indian styles of writing 
(being used in the inscriptions and manuscripts from 
Bengal, Bihar, Nepal, Assam and Orissa), and is 
virtually similar Jjo the Bengali-Assamese-Maithili form 
of the letter ( ^  ). The modern Bengali form of
Nca (with the beak of Ca turned to the 1.) goes back
to the time of Dharmapala.

4. C.f. cols, xxiii, and xxvii.
5. C.f. cols, xxv, and xxvi, Jna, , but the looped

appendage^shows a diminutive size.» In 6f (col. xxx- 
viii, ) and 7e,(col. xxii, ^  ), an angular
substitute is used instead of the loop.



on the other hand, Ja appears in the shape of a comma, 
facing downwards, and attached to the extended vertical
of Sa ( ^  )^. In some cases, however, the r. arm

2 ' *! of the curve is prolonged downwards • In 7f, subscript
Ja in §-fca is curved leftwise (c.f. cols xxxii-xxxiii, ^  )?
Subscript Tha shows a vertical at the r. in 6f^ but in

rthe other inscriptions, it is round or nearly so .
Subscript pa in Ĵ<Ja continues to slope its lower stroke
to the r. ( ^  ), but in some rare cases, the lower end

7is slightly curved leftwise. , as in 10a. Similar 
curvature also affects Ta in Kta in 7e, col. xxiv, and 
7f, col. xxxî .(j§i )lhe initial forms of these two letters,

1. C.f. 6f, cols, xxxix-xli, 7d, cols, xvii-xviii; 7e, 
col. xxvii.

2. Consequently, it has the same form as the subscript Ta
in Jta, which again resembles •Ta1, c.f.; Sta in 6e,
coll*xxxi; and 7e, col. xxviii ( ^  )•

3. For a similar Ta in 10a, c.f. Styai, col. iii.
4. C.f. Ntha, col. xxxii, ?Jha, 7e, col. xxiii.

In this shape it resembles/script Dha, and Va=Ba.
5. C.f. ptha in 7b, col.iii, SJ . This agrees with the 

initial form. ^
6. C.f. §tha in 7e, col. xx, Q
7. C.f. 7b, col. vii; 7e, col. xxviii,
8. In both these instances Ka foregoes its loop. Kta^ 

with looped Ka ( ^  ) is also met with in 7d (col.xiv)
and 7e (col. xxivb). In these two c.pls., Kra also 
shows the looped form of Ka (c.f. also looped Ka in Ku 
(optionally), Ku and Kr (optionally) in these inss* and 
in K£ in 6e. In the other inss., the unlooped Ka is 
generally preferred in such cases. Both these two 
styles flourished side by side for quite a long time
in these particular cases. In the present group of 
inss., however, K§a invariably has Ka of the unlooped 
var.
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tshowing this sort of curvature at the %bage, are not met

with until some time later. Superscript Ĵa in Rnna ( )
foregoes its base. The subscript Na in the same conjunct
is also without a base, but instead of facing downwards,

1it opens leftwise like subscript Na, . Na in Sna opens
its curves downwards ( ) in 7b (col. v, §nu), and 6f
(col. xl, §nuh), but in 7e (col. xxvii, ^  ), it opens
leftwise as in Rnna. Subscript Tha, while retaining
the outline of the earlier form, shows antail at the
lower end (c.f. Stha in 7d, col. xvii, ^  ) as in the

2similarly shaped Cha. Subscript Pa and subscript Ya 
are not always well-distinguished in form. Both subscript 
Pa and Ya show curvature at the 1. in 6f, and the curve 
of Ya is just a little more projected leftwise than that

•3$ 4of Pa. In 7e, the 1. end of Ya is angularised , while
that of Pa remains curved . The angularity of Ya is

— 6sharpened in the copper plates of Devapala , but less

1.Perhaps this is done to avoid a confusion with La.
This fashion of writing the subscript Na (in Rnna) 
was continued to the end of our period and even later.

2. And occasionally in subscript Ma, as in 7e. The 
introduction of the loop to the subscribed Ma (c.f.
7a, col. ii; 7e, col. viii; 7f, col. xxxiib, etc.) 
helped to remove the confusion, so far as Ma is 
concerned.

3. C.f. subscript Pa = [\ , and subscript Ya = .
4. -ii f c.f. Tyaft, col. viii.
5. d, c.f. Tpa, same col.
6. C.f. Dya, col. xv in 7d, 5R • I
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frequently, the angularity is replaced by curvature,
like that of initial Ya at this point1 . In 7d the
lower 1. end of subscript Pa is also angularised^, so
that in this inscription it is easy sometimes to confuse
subscript forms of the two letters. The 1. end of Pa
is less angular in 7eJ, and 7f̂ ". In 7e, subscript Ma
hardly shows its tail, so that it is liable to be confused

5with subscript Ya . Archaism survives in the subscript 
Ya as used in 7c^ and 7f (c.f. Jfya, This is
marked by the curvature at the lower end, and the absence•v *■. ■ ;ij
of a firm r. vertical. The tail of Ka is drawn within 
the bounds of the subscript Ya in Kya (c.f. 7d, col.
xviii, ). The tail of Ja is reduced in Jya (c.f.7d,
col. xvii, ), as in Ja. The lower r. stroke of Ha
in Hya is accommodated in different ways. In 6f, it is

■ i

confined to the bounds of the r. vertical of Ya ( $d ) •
In 7d and 7e, it is detached from the body of the letter
and placed to the r. of the vertical ( ^  ). Hma in
6f ( *1 ), 6e( fi ), 7d( <k ) and 7e is often not
clearly distinguished from Hya. Rtha has the special 

...... . -     —     .. —      — -— _ — -—  ■ — ■ ■■■■
1. C.f. subscript Ya in Tya, col. xiv, 7d,
2. C.f. Spa in col. xvii, ^
3. C.f. Lpa, ^  , in col. xxvi.
4. C.f. Spa, col. xxxiii,
5. C.f. Sma , col. xxvi.
6. C.f. Nya, P0; , col. v.
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^orra cj Rthya in 7d (col. xvi),. and Rtha
in 7f (col. xxxii) show the ordinary shape of Tha with 
the sign of the superscript Ra above it. Rn̂ ia takes 
the usual superscript Ra sign. Rya in 7f (col. xxxiii, 
a & b, jj , and ^  ) apparently results from a corruption 
of the form, (initial Ra with subscript Ya), known
from some of the earlier inscriptions. The stroke of 
subscript Ra is stiffly formed with varying degrees of 
slope in the different inscriptions. K§a is written 
in different cursive ways, in some of which the constituents 
Ka and §a, can hardly be distinctly recognised. In some 
of the inscriptions more than one type of K§a are used 
side by side. 6f has two types of K§a (i) (or ),
and (ii) In both the types the cross-bar of Sa is
abolished. In type (ii), the tail of Ka is severed
from the 1. curve, and is attached to the r. vertical

pof Sa. In 7d, the 1. curve of Ka is much prolonged 
downwards ( «t ) so that but for the head-mark, Ksa 
becomes similar to Na. In 7d (col. xv) and 7e (col. 
xxviii), occasionally a cross-bar (representing the cross
bar of Sa) is attached at the lower half of the letter 

The type in 7e, col. xxvi, ?is clearly

1. Cols, xxva, xxvi a & b.
2. Cols, viii of 7c. and xvi-xvii of 7d (and presumably 

col. xxxii of 7f) have essentially the characteristics 
of type (ii).
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derived from type (i) of 6f, by joining the arms of Sa 
at the upper end to form a triangle. In 7e, col. xxvii,

Mthe 1. angle of the triangle is curved, and the cross-bar 
is re-introduced ( ^  )•
Orthographic signs.

The avagraha (lupta A-kara, i.e. ’the sign of 
the silent A 1 in Bengali) occurs for the first time in 
the present group of inscriptions1. In 6f (col. xli, >

' f i

in ’to’sya), it has the form, f . The subsequent 
modification of the sign, so far as the present group is 
concerned, consists in the introduction of a mild left
ward bend to the lower part (c.f. cols, xx-xxii in 7e, 1

Pinal (=virama or hasanta) forms of the
letters Ta, Na, and Ma are available in the present group

oof inscriptions. The ’special’ sign of T ( occurs
in 6f^ and 7d^. The form £7̂  in 7e, col. xxv, seems 
to represent a corruption from this type. More commonly, 
however, T has the modified shape of ?Ta’ without the 
head-mark, like: \  ^. In 7f (Signs: col. xxxi), T
takes a detached slanting stroke to the r. of a somewhat 
similar sign ( ^  - somewhat resembling a type of N, ^  )•!
In 7e, col. xxiv, T is formed by adding the hasanta stroke

1. It occurs in 6f (col. xli), 7d (Sign: cols, xiii-iv),
7e (Misc. cols, xx-ii), 7f (Signs: col. xxxiii;.

2. This has been previously noticed in 6a-b and 10a .
3. C.f. T: col. xxxiii; Misc., cols, xxxii-xxxiv.
4. Misc. cols. ix-x.
5. T. of this type occurs in 6e (used exclusively c.f. 

(contd. on next page)
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N is also variously formed - sometimes in one
and the same inscription of the present group. In 7d1 

2and 7e N is often formed by adding a hasanta stroke to
*■

Na (occasionally slightly modified) with the usual head-

by simply taking away the upper stroke and the head-mark

adds the hasanta stroke to the somewhat modified versions

final Ma with a hasanta stroke. In 6f, M takes the

5. (contd. from previous page) col. Signs: xxvii), 7d
(used alternately, c.f. T: col. xia, Misc., xi-xii),7e 
(used alternately, c.f. T: col. xx, Misc., col.xxiii.

1. C.f. cols, xia&b, xiiia&b, Misc, xiv.
2. Misc. xxvii.
3. C.f. N in 7e, col. xxvii, •
4. C.f. 6f, cols, xxxvii-xxxviii; 6e, col. xxviii; 7d

Misc., col. xiii.
5. C.f. 9 col. xxxix; * , cols, xxxv-xxxvi. To the

first of these forms, 7d. col. xxvi adds a detached
stroke at the top ( j; ) •

6. In some of the Assam inscriptions, the two parts are 
linked. But_the emergence of this proto-type of the 
Bengali anusvara did not put a stop to the separate 
occurrence of final Ma as such. Both are used side by side in the present group of inscriptions.

mark . 7f (col. xxixb) has the same type, but in a 
diminutive size ( ). Another form of N shows a
detached stroke on top of Na without the top-stroke and 
the head-mark In 7e, col. xxviii, N is formed

of Na ( ^ ). In 7d, col. xii, N has the lower stroke
detached from the body of the letter ( ^\ ). 6f also

Anusvara with a circle and a detached stroke
6 abelow it ( * ) might have been cursively derived from
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shape of a diminutive Ma without its head-mark, to which
is added the hasanta stroke (c.f. col. xl, ^ ). In 7d,%
M takes various forms. In col. x, and Misc., col. xviii,
it is formed by modifying the shape of Ma ( Jr ^ a ^ ).*
In Misc., col. xvii, Ma is formed by adding the hasanta 
stroke to Ma with the usual head-mark ( ). In cols.■™N
xv ( -H ) f and xvi ( ), M is derived from Ma, but is
written with disjointed limbs and without the head-mark, 
presumably for easy recognizability. In the second of 
these instances, the hasanta stroke is also added.

B. The inss. of Narayanapala (c. 830-900 A.D.):- 
Sources:

The following inscriptions1 have been mainly 
consulted for group B, representing the period c. 850- 
900 A.D.

1. Bhagalpur c.p. of Narayanapala, yr. 17,
Chart: 8a.

2. Badal st. pillar ins. of Narayanapala - undated. 
Chart: 8b

3. G-aya st. ins. of Narayanapala, yr. 9 *3
Chart: 8c.

4. Indian Museum (=I.M.) st. ira. ins. of Narayanapala, 
yr. 9.
Chart: 8d.

1. For reference, see List of Inscriptions.
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All the above inscriptions, represented in 

our chart 8 (a-d), belong to the period of Narayanapala 
and all except No, 2(8b) come from Bihar. The long

. i *r

reign of Narayanapala seems to have covered nearly the
whole of the second half of the ninth century A.D., and
included the early years of the next century.^

It appears probable that the two IM. st. inss.^
of Surapala (yr. 3), because of their cenaparatively early
palaeographic features, should be referred to Surapala I.

3Two other image inss. may also be referred to this 
period (intervening between Devapala and Narayanapala), 
but these are too small and fragmentary to be useful for 
palaeographic enquiry.

1. The history of_the Pala dynasty after Devapala 
and before Narayanapala is not very clear. Some 
scholars do not accept the identity of Vigrahapala I 
(the father of Narayanapala) with Surapala I (c.f. 
B.P.Sinha, DKM. p. 37§ ff.) In that case_two kings 
(instead of one) intervened between Devapala and 
Narayapapala, but since the period involved was 
apparently a short one, it does not affect the 
chronology.

2. JASB.NS IV, p. 108 and pi.; PB. p. 57. For correct 
reading of date, c.f. JASB. IV, p. 390. Early^ 
features -are observable among others, in the initial 
I, medial a and i and final T.

3. Raj ana im. ins., IHfj.XXVI, 1950, p. 141; ibid. XXIX, 
1953, p. 501; and Iflanda im. ins., MASI. No. 66,
p. 113i serial No. 109, ii; IHQ. XXIX, 1953, P* 301f.
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The balance of the long-drawn Pala Pratihara 

struggle tilted in fa,vour of the Pratiharas for some 
time during the second half of the ninth century A.D., 
and the Pratihara king Mahendrapala made successful, 
albeit temporary, gains in Bihar and north Bengal,
Some short im. inss.^ bear testimony to this episode.

Since the images bearing these inss. were 
locally produced, the writing follows the contemporary 
epigraphic style (particularly noticeable in similar 
st. im. inscriptions) pertaining to this region.

The ductus of the writing is more slanting 
in the Bhagalpur c.p. ( 8a ) than in the stone inscriptions. 
The strokes are also thinner. The differences seem to 
owe to a considerable extent to the difference of the 
materials (i.e. copper plate and stone) receiving the 
inscriptions.
The characters.

The salient features marking the individual 
characters and signs of the script between c. 850 and 900 
A.D. will emerge from the following discussion.

1. These are:- (1) Ramgaya Dasavatara ins., PB.p.63f 
and pi.; (2) Gunariya ins., ibid, p. 64 and pi.; 
JASB. XVI, 1847, p. 278; (3-4), BM. im. inss. (two), 
IA. XLVII, 1918, p. 110; (5) ItkTiori ins., ASI.AR. 
1920-21, p. 35; (6) Paharpur ins., ASI.AR. 1925-26, 
p. 141; MASI. No. 55, p. 75; (7) Mahisantosh ins., 
Indian Museum Bulletin, vol. II, No. 1, 1967,
Pp.44-5.



Initial Vowels
Of the initial vowels, A, 3, I, U, and E 

are represented in the present inscriptions# 0 occurs 
in OA in 8b only.

The curve of A is more developed than in the 
earlier Pala inscriptions. The upper arm of the curve
is more projected leftwards, and the lower arm more

1 2 prolonged . The upper 1. stroke is not carefully
drawn in 8a ( >23 ), while in 8b, it is abolished
altogether In the latter, the stroke connecting
the curve to the r. vertical is horizontally drawn. 3
takes a full-length vertical (placed at the r. of A) to

-  - 3indicate its length, as in the earlier Pala copper plates.^
4The most common type of I has a horizontal 

stroke and two circles (occasionally blocked in the 
stone inscriptions) below it ( oo or •« or ).
A minuscule stroke (almost a dot) is sometimes introduced 
below this type of I in 8a (c.f. cols, i, ii, o* ), and 
8c (c.f. col. xvib, •• ).^ Only in 8c, col. xv, occurs

1. It grows longer than the upper arm, and raises its 
end upwards.

2. It connects the curve to the head-mark, to which role 
the former upper 1. curve has been adapted.

3. This practice has been followed ever since.
4. The use of this type, as we have seen, is first 

noticed in Bengal, in the Khadga ins., 6a.
5. Wedged, ^  , or linear,
6. A similar addition is perhaps to be noticed also in 

8b, col. ixb, but this is less than certain.
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the equivalent of the other type - with the circles above, 
and a curved stroke below ( s° r.

U does not show any important change. The 
downstroke is double-curved ( ^  ) in 8a> and single
curved ( vS ) with angularity at the r. end, in 8b.

E occurs twice, only in 8b. In col. viiib,
Q  , it shows the long familiar looped type; but in 

col. viia, Q , is introduced for the first time the 
prototype of the (modern) Bengali-Assamese-Maithili-Oriya
E, which was used for a long time also in the Nepal MSS.

3 • -0 resembles the modern form of the letter
except that the base is rather stiffly formed ( ^  )>
but is so much as it is raised upwards, the form of 0 may
be said to be a shade more developed than that in 7d.

Medial vowels:-
Except for the full-length lateral variety^ of 

the medial e, the medial vowels do not offer any indica
tion of a radical development.

1. In Bengal and Bihar, this type of I was discontinued 
subsequently.

2. The new style was apparently^evolved by a different 
modement of tjie pen, thus: a* , as opposed to the
other form: ^  . In western (and southern) India,
the closed type was continued and finally retained 
inthe modern Nagari.

3. Previously it was known from Au in 7d, now it occurs 
in Om in 8c.

4. Used only in 8b in the present group of inscriptions.



But for the somewhat archaic survivals in Dha, 
col. xi of 8b ( , where the a-sign is attached upwards
to the r. vertical of the letter)1 , and Ha (col. xix of

' *■’ ■*' * ?- K- 1 -"T v* 1   ̂„c c* v Sfc.

8c, ^  > where a short lateral stroke serves as the a),
the a-sign invariably takes the shape of a full-length 
vertical (c.f. Ma in 8b, col. xiii,

The lateral part of both the medial i and T
l.is stretched down to the height of the letter. In 8a,
.

the only c.p. ins. of the group, the lateral part of i 
is straightened; but in the stone inscriptions, it remains

3curved . In 8a, the curve of i is drawn from the 1. end
. . .

of the head-mark (or letter-top), c.f.. Pi, col. iii,
, but in the stone inscriptions, it is generally

. S* : ^drawn from further r., and not infrequently, fromthe r.
* * ’ ’  . 7  v- t  ,  . .  * 4 * 1 - ‘5 ^ .

end of the head-mark (or letter-top), c.f. Di, col. xvi,

Medial u has the same forms as in the earlier
. . -

Pala inscriptions, but the choice between its variants' . -• =is not uniformly made by the scribes responsible for the 
different inscriptions. Thus in 8a, the hooked type of u
___________________________________________________________________________

1. The medial a as in Dha above, occurs as the sign of 
length of initial 3 quite frequently in the Nidhanpur 
copper plate inscription of Bhaskaravarman of Assam.|
As medial a it is also very common in the inscriptions 
from Orissa.

2. I.e. angularised, c.f. Ti, col. vi,
3. C.f. Si, 8a, col. xiii,
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appears but rarely - the wedged type^ having taken
2charge of most of its jurisdiction besides its own .

In the stone inscriptions, on the other hand, the hooked 
type is used in its traditional spheres* Thus, 8b has 
hooked type of u in Gu, Tu, Bhu, and Su, 8c has it in

'Z /Ku, Gu, gu', Tu, Nu, Bhu and Su, and 8d in Su. Ru has 
the u-sign curved upwards ( £  ) in 8a, col. iv̂ ", and

58b, col. xiii . But in 8c, it is angularly drawn down- 
wards ( ^ ) .

The long hook is used for the medial u (c.f*
— - _7Su, Q  , 8a,»col. xi), except in Ru. Ru is hardly 

distinguishable from the second type of Ru?discussed 
above. In 8c (col. xviii, ), a second stroke -
slanting leftwards - is apparently added to the angular 
top of the first. But Ru in col. xviiib is also written

1. It is now 
c.f. Hu,

2. G.f. wedg
type is only attached to subscript Ta, c.f., Stu, and 
Ntu in MISC., col. v a & b.

3. C.f. hooked u in Nu in 7e above.
4. C.f. also Tru, and Sru in MISC. col. vi.
5. C.f. also Sru in MISC., col. viib.
6. In this latter ins., the wedged type of u occurs in 

Dyu, and Bhyu (c.f. A; col. xviii).
7. C.f. Ru, , 8a, col. vi; 8b, col. x.

represented by a slanting linear stroke,
^  , col. vi.
;d u in Ku, Tu, Nu, Bhu and Su. The hooked
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1 - —m  the same way '. The hook of u is shortened in Dbhu.

2 -col. xix, 8c , which takes u closer to r, from which it*
is otherwise well distinguished.

An angular trend is occasionally reflected in 
the curve of r (c.f. Kr in 8d, col. xx, ^  ), but on the 
whole it is not yet well marked. Only the 1. end of the 
curve is generally narrowed.

8a has only the superior type of the e-sign
(c.f. Me, col. iv, ^  ) - drawn from the r. end of the

' -  .head-mark (or letter-top). In 8c and 8d on the other 
hand, the superior type is used side by side with the 
short lateral curve (c.f. De, 8d, col. xx, ). In 8b, 
a full-length lateral curve is introduced for the first
time to Bengal epigraphy. Here it is used side by side
with the superior type of e, by replacing the short 
lateral curve type. In ai, and au, this type is used

1. Or alternately, Ru fes here wrongly used for Ru.
2. A comparable instance in Mbhu in 7f has been referred 

to above.
3. O.f. Me, ei , col. xi. Lhis proved to be the . 

prototype of the standard eastern Indian e of today, 
but for a long time during our period (and even 
later), it was also used in the Nagarl elsewhere 
in India side by side with the superior type.
The superior_type alone has been finally retained 
in the Nagarl.

V V  - -

•41TT 7.,
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together with the superior type'1' in this inscription,
while the other inscriptions still have the short lateral 

2curve . The e-sign in o is exclusively of the superior
3 *' ■type in 8a , and of the short lateral curve type in 8c,

4and 8d ' , whereas in 8b, it is either of the two types
5of medial e known in that ins..

Only the conventional (simple circle drawn 
above head-mark or letter top) type of anusvara is used 
in the present inscriptions. The lower circle of the 
visarga grows a tail in 8c ( $ ). This peculiarity
became more pronounced in the later period. In the 
stone inscriptions, the circle of anusvara and those 
of the visarga are sometimes blocked, perhaps due to 
the engraver*s tool.

1. C.f. Yai, ^  , col. x; Gau, , col. vii.
2. O.f. Sau, col. xviii, 8c, ; somewhat angularised

in 8a, c.f. Nai, col. ii, .
3. C.f. No. col. ii, >Jvj| .
4. C.f. Yo, col. xviii, 8c, n •

5. C.f. Go, col. viii, with the lateral = p^thamatra
type,_ _(ftV ; and Bho> co1* x > with the superior
siromatra type,



Siingle consonants:-
Ka does not show any significant change during 

this period. In 8b, Kha has a closed appendage occupying 
the lower end of the vertical; the 1. arm is much reduced 
in size, and the top is curved ( ). All in all, it"!
has an older appearance than the open-topped Kha in 8c, 
and d ( ). In 8a ( sii ) the top of Kha is artifi
cially closed by the device of a horizontal stroke, exten
ded leftwards from the top of the r. vertical. The 
elongated 1. and middle Revolved out of the former appen
dage) verticals anticipate similar features in some of 
the much later Sena inscriptions*1'. • The top of G-a is 
somewhat flattened in 8a ($"[ ) while in 8b, and 8c, it 
is clearly curved( ). Angularity is developed at
the r. end, and occasionally, the vertical grows an 
upper protuberance. The 1. arm is well curved. Gha 
has its 1. arm barely notched in 8a ( Q  ). In 8b, the 
1. arm as such is almost replaced by the uplifted curve; 
the bottom is curved horizontally, resulting in a 
vertical protuberance at the right ( ).

The lower arm of Ga develops a slight upward 
curvature - particularly in 8a ( ^  ). But on the
whole, there is no recognizable development in the 
of the letter. Ja occasionally shows angularity in one

1. C.f. the c.ps. of Vijayasena, Ballalasena, and 
Lak§ma$asena in Charts 15, and 16.



or more of its bends (c.f.\£^8a). In 8b, col. xb, the 
flattened tail is connected directly to the head—mark, 
as in the Nagarl type (Ja, 4  r .

— ? ' iThe single-curved pro-Nagari type ‘ of Ja ( ^ )
occurs in 8c. In 8a, the vertical part of Ta shows
two rightward curves as in the c.pls. of Dharmapala and
Devapala; but unlike the latter, the top is strictly
flat (leading to the formation of angularity at both
the ends), and the vertical stroke at its right is
reduced to half its length ( ^ as compared with Q  ).
In 8b, col. vii, the right stroke does not occur at all
( £7 ).^ Tha is circular as ever before, and without*
a head-mark. Da shows a rightward curve in the middle 
( {  ). An early specimen of the more advanced type of 
Da, with the bottom curving leftwards (the basis of the

e w - •  _modern Nagari and BAM. form^ appears in 8b, col. viii
( nB )^* Dha (c.f. 8a) ends up its curve with a dot.*

.
. • . r  •• 7

Na commonly shows the double-curved type without a base.
In 8c, the right vertical grows an upper protuberance
( ), similar to that of Ga, while in 8a, the right top
is angularised^.

         .  - ■ . —

1. An average Ja, however, compares well with its _ 
counterpart in the c.p. inscriptions of Dharmapala 
and Devapala

2. See section A above for the distribution of this type
of Ta.•

3. Similar Ta occurs also in much later inscriptions from 
eastern India (c.f. the Gaya ins. of the year 1813 of 
the Parinirva^a era.

4. Similar Da also occurs in the conjunct (̂Ja in the 
same inscription.

5. (see over)
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The important development of Ta consists in . 

that the right vertical is drawn from the head-mark, and 
the left curve attached to it ( ^  ^ ). With it; the
essence of the modern Nagarl form is reached, and hence 
we may call it the ’pro-Nagari1 type. It replaced the 
earlier type, in which the letter had a curved top, which 
was often joined to the head-mark by the device of the 
wedge ( ).1 The old type is still met with in
8d, and 8c (and rarely, in some later inscriptions), while 
8b has some specimens of what may be regarded as an 
intermediate phase ( ^ ).

The pro-Nagari type of Ta was used extensively 
for some centuries more, before it came to be replaced in 
north-eastern India by the cursive type, v2T , an early

pspecimen of which occurs already in 8c ( J5 ) •

5. (contd. from previous page) The angular trend (reflec
ted also in the flattening of the left arm) coincides 
here, as well as in the later inscriptions, with the 
elongation of the left arm, making it co-extensive with 
the right vertical, or nearly so. A similar develop
ment may also be noticed in G-a, and Sa.

1. The pro-Nagari type was arrived at by shifting the point 
of junction to the ri^ht, so as to make it a part of 
the right arm itself ( 'I ♦ ̂  * i **'I )•

2. C.f. also this form in the final Ta, in the same ins
cription. It would appear that the cursive^eastern 
Indian Ta was derived not from the pro-Nagari^type,but 
from the earlier, * { from which the Nagarl l type
itself was. derived);by curving the bottom leftwards, as 
in pa ( X*^), Bha ( ), etc. Though for the _
best part of the following two centuries the pro—Nagan 
type was predominant even in eastern India, the cursive 
type was not entirely given up, particularly in the 
ordinary hand (c.f. use of this type in llg). From 
the twelfth century A.D. the cursive type came to be 
increasingly used.



. -Tha shows both the types made familiar by the preceding s
inscriptions, i.e. (i) the type in which-both of its loops 
are closed, and (ii) the type in which the upper loop

;h fiopens at the left. The first type occurs in 8b and 8c.
In 8a, both the top and the bottom of the second type are 
flattened ( ’̂  ). Da shows angularity ( ^  , c.f. 8c)
or curvature ( ^  c.f. 8b) at its left extremity in
the middle. Dha is bow-shaped, growing an acute angle 
at either end. Occasionally in 8b, the right vertical

% y vgrows a protuberance at the upper end ( ). Na
belongs to the looped variety in 8a ( ^ ), but the
alignment of the strokes above and below the loop very 
nearly gives the impression of a continuous straight 
vertical ( ^ ), which is perfectly developed in 8b, 8c
and 8d. The ringlet - still elongated (horizontally) 
in the fashion of the loop - is joined to the vertical 
either directly ( ^ ), or by a minuscule stroke ( )•

Pa does not show any important development.
Its left arm is slightly notched, and the bottom curved 
( 5  ). The vertical protuberance at the lower right
end of Pa in 8c, ( ) makes it resemble the Nagari
form. In 8a, the tail of Pha is curved from the right 
top of the Pa-shaped body, which includes, inter alia, 
a full-length right vertical and a covered top ( &  )1

1. C.f. also the same type of Pha in 8c, in the conjunct 
f Sphu1.
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Another type of Pha - corresponding to that noticed in
the Nalanda c.p. of Devapala - occurs in 8b. In the
present instance, the shortened right vertical itself
becomes curved as a part of the tail ( ). Va(=Ba)
does not offer any novel features. In 8b, 8c, and 8d,
it is pot-bellied, the loop covering only the middle part
of the vertical ( ) as in the Nagarl, but in 8a, the
loop is made to coextend with the vertical ( ).
The appendage of Bha is open. The lower curve is made
angular in 8a ( ^  ). On account of the sizeable tail
at the bottom left, some specimens of Bha in 8a resemble
Ha'1'. Ma, without exception, is of the looped type ( )
the earlier knobbed type ( H  ) having fallen in disuse.
The left arm is stiffly formed, but the bottom stroke is
curved. The lower left end of Ya is curved in 8a, 8d,

2and occasionally 8c , while the left arm above the curve 
is stiffly formed ( ). In 8b, and commonly in 8c,
the curve is substituted by an angle, and the arm above

1. O.f. cols i-iii, . The confusion is aggravated
by the occasional introduction of angularity in the 
left lower side of Ha in the same inscription (c.f* 
Ha in col. i.

2. C.f. cols, xvii-xviii.



it is curved ( )
i - ./•• . -• " ••• IThe curved bottom facilitates

the vertical protuberance at the right end. The wedge
* *of Ra is blocked in 8c ( ^  ), while in 8a, it is almost

linear. But while the linear stroke in the earlier
■.1 - ’ : "*• *iinscriptions used to be attached a little above the

r - .plower extremity of the vertical , it occurs below that
po T /int ( ) in the present case,\where, moreover, the
lower protrusion grows from the wedge, rather than from :

\j). The wedge isthe vertical, as in the earlier practicei 
also slightly curved.

VvThe absence of a head-mark distinguishes Na 
from La in any particular inscription of the present group.- \ -i
Thus La in 8a shows angular features ( H  )> while in 8b, 
the left curve is joined to the right vertical by a sunk 
horizontal stroke ( 0^ ).

As before, Sa is characterised by multiplicity
•*T - V •

of forms. In 8b alone, there appear no less than three
or perhaps four of these, appearing side by side : (i) >4
or ^  ; (ii) ; (iii) ^  or ; (iv) (=
or m  .) None of these forms, however, is used now
for the first time. Type (i) occurs in 8a with some 
modifications ( ). The modifications chiefly consist

1. C.f. the preceding group, 
i in 7d.2. C.f. A
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in covering the top by the extension of the head-
mark1, and straightening the left arm. The loop
itself is also angularised to a certain extent. Besides 
type (i), 8c has type (iii) - the right top is angular 
in the present instance - and a new type, ^  , in which
the single-curved top bends leftwards its inner aid, to 
form a curl (not a loop). The vertical stands aloof

*5at the right.
Sa?as usual, has a Pa-shaped outline. The 

cross-bar is made to slope to the right. As of Ya, the 
left arm of Sa is elongated and stiffly formed in 8a 
( )• Barring the right vertical, Sa generally
resembles Bha. In 8b, 8c and 8d, the left arm of Sa is 
short and notched. The blocked mouth in col. x ( )

seems to be attributable to the inadvertence on the part 
of the engraver.1 To the carelessness on the part of

1. So far optionally used, being attached to the top of 
the right vertical.

s'2. The modified version of the looped Sa was used for 
some more time. The slanting stroke emanating from 
the lower end of the loop and joining the right 
vertical was subsequently abandoned in some cases, 
c.f. the c.pls. of Srlcandra and La<Jahacandra in 
charts 11 and 12.

3. Sa of this type is quite common in the Kutila or 
Nagarl styles of writing in western and southern 
India during the 9th-10th centuries A.D.

4. The emergence of this as a normal style in inscriptions 
did not take place until much later, though in manu
scripts, the closed mouth of Sa (and Bha) was the norm.
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the engraver in giving the complete form, may he

■m
1

attributed also the stiff bottom stroke, joining the
.right vertical, in col. ix ( ^  ).

More frequently than not, Ha shows angularity
at the bottom left ( C, •'n ) in 8a and 8b. But one I
also comes across specimens in which there is curvature

r rat this point ( ^  9 xi Ha in 8a, col. ii ushers
in a new variety by the leftward curving of the right
tail and prolonging the left tail below it,. ( <o ).1

t- " * ' • ?Jha does not occur in the present group of■
inscriptions. Na, Gha, and Na occur in conjuncts only.

••

* “B £ ~ ^  . , • . * %«iGonjuncts
An important development of Na, so far as can

be judged from its superscript formation, is the occurrence
2 "5 4.̂of a dot , or ringlet"^ off the right end of the head-mark .

■

1. This cursive type became much popular in eastern India 
in a later period.

"  1 " I r i,■ ■2. C.f. Kga, 8b and 8d.
*

3. G.f. Nka, 8a.
4. The dot in Nagarl Na, and the ringlet in BAM.fJa may 

be traced back to this phase. The scarcity of fta 
except in conjuncts makes it difficult to be certain 
about the development of its lower part, or to be 
more specific,as to whether the letter has already 
had its bottom curved to the left. This would appear 
likely if the analogical development of Ja should have 
any lesson ( Ja: ;fta: [ 4  )•
If so, the dot or ringlet might have been devised to 
distinguish initial fta from U (c.f. the use of the dot 
as a devise for distinguishing Ra, $a, I)ha, and Ya in 
later days). So far as the conyuncts are concerned,■J;he dot (or ringlet) definitely helped to distinguish 
Nga from J)ga, or Dga.

__



The lower left end of superscript Na is either curved,.
or angular (c.f. Nka, 8a ^  ; Nga, 8c, £  ). The
dot or ringlet does not feature superscript Na in 8c•

Cha (occurring in Ccha) does not show any new 
development. Both in 8a and 8b, it shows the form ♦
Superscript Nâ  rather unusually, retains its horizontal 
tail at the lower left end in 8b, Nca ( ^  ). The 
top is angularised in 8a ( ^  ), while in others it is
sometimes the curved formation to the right of the 
vertical that is affected by an angular trend.  ̂ Subscript 
Na (in Jna), and Na (in Rnna, and $$a) are double-curved,
3 , and open to the left, as before. Subscript Ta
(in fta and J^a) opens downwards, being shaped like .

■In 8a, the lov/er curve of the superscript also stands 
for the left arm of the subscript (c.f. T^a, ^  ).
fta with a single-curved fa for the superscript in 8c, 
col. xviii, £) , somewhat resembles Ha. Subscript Tha
is circular, true to its initial form. Both the types 
of Da, occurring initially in 8b, appear also in the con-

2 —  >3junct N(Ja in the same inscription . In Rnna, 8a, col.vi,
, the superscript Na shows the left arm in its 

usual height, but usually the height is much reduced
for easy accommodation of the subscript. ; v93

1. G.f. N6a in cols, viii-ix J
2. G.f. Nda, ^  , col. ix; and (̂jl, /jfl , col. xii.
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The cursive type of Ta is used once as a 
subscript^ in 8b, col. xiii (Sta, 71 ). Otherwise,
subscript Ta shows the crucial part of the initial Ta

2in the same inscription. Subscript Tha, as before
has the form <E> (c.f. Stha, ), but in 8b, col. xixa,
the initial form is used (Stha, ^  ). Subscript Ma,
following its initial form, is looped, and for all prac-
tical purposes, shows the form now in use, for instance,

3 4m  the Bengali. Hraa in 8b and 8c has the subscript 
Ma confined below the superscript Ha ( )> but in
8c, col. xix, the right vertical of the subscript reaches 
the head-mark ( ). In 8a, col. via, the tail of Ha

• a w Iis severed from its main body and attached to the right 
vertical of Ma ( ).

The lower right end of subscript Ya is curved 
in 8c (c.f. Tya, 2J )> anci less frequently, in 8b.
More commonly in 8b, the right vertical of the subscript 
grows a protuberance at the lower end (c.f. Dya, ^  ).
Subscript Ya in 8a resembles the relevant part of the 
initial sign. Subscript Pa in 8b has its lower left

• : **. V -  V  ' . ‘I  j

end angularised ), though in the initial form

1. This is comparable to Kta in the G-hosrawa stone ins. 
discussed above.

2. G.f. Tta, ^  , 8a and 8b; Sta, 4̂  , 8c.
3. Gol. xiii

-
4. Gol. xix.
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‘,V. ;this point is curved. Superscript Ra assumes an angular 

shape, r > being placed above the head-mark.1 No 
special form is used for Rtha. In the case of Rnna, 
the superscript Ra is well on the way of assuming a head-

r \

mark-like shape ( ^  ). Subscript Ra, because of its
diminutive size, is sometimes indistinguishable from the
wedge-type of medial u, particularly in 8b and 8c (c.f.
Ku, ^  , x). 8a, however, has a bigger stroke for
superscript Ra, which is also mildly curved (c.f. Tra, )«
K§a shows, as before, a variety of forms. The form ^
in 8a corresponds to , noticed earlier in the Nalanda
c.p. of Devapala. The form in 8c and 8d is based on

3 —the earlier , from which it is derived by developing
the inner right arm in the pattern of a conventional

i . «■.

vertical, attached to the head-mark. The form in 8b 
( W  ) provides the proto-type of the Bengali Ksa ( ).
In it the loop of Ka is not abolished, but is modified 
into a much smaller and oblong shape, a . The tail(of 
Ka) is either attached to the loop ( «  ) or detached 
from it ( *8* ). Sa retains its cross-bar and has the
right vertical reaching up to the head-mark.

1. Or the letter-top, when the head-mark is lacking.
2. This feature became further developed in the subsequent 

period.
3. It occurs, for instance, in the Monghyr c.p. of 

Devapala.



'.‘•aOrthographic si^ns:-
These include the virama (i.e. final forms .. _ -*■

of consonants), and avagraha signs. The former 
comprises T and N in the present group of inscriptions. 
Only 8b has fspecial? forms for both1 - 3) for T, and

A for N. T is also indicated by another sign, ^  # t
* 3 *" -*r" iin this inscription. It is based on the old sign of Ta 

( ^ ), but written without the head-mark. In 8a, the
« A A T .• — m *virama Ta and Na are essentially similar to their initial

• - * ' C s - c Scounterparts, save that the lower stroke is cut short to 
make room for the avagraha sign. The latter sign is 
more often than not attached to the body of the letter 
(c.f. T, ; N, ). In 8c the cursive eastern

^ :V,
. u x  ; i&tj

Indian type of Ta is used with a virama sign to indicate
• »*" &  ' v . .

T ( ^ ). The core of the special form of T in 8b
ft - •*

■i .seems also to have been based on this form.
The sign of avagraha continues the form noticed

—   9 '«■» . Aearlier in the Nalanda c.p. of Devapala ( ^ ), and
substantially resembles the auspicious symbol in the 
beginning of the inscriptions. a

3j9H
---

1. Both the types are also noticed elsewhere.
2. G.f. sec. A above, and chart 7e. ->v ..



CHAPTER IV r . m

TRANSITION FROM THE KUTILA :
VARIED EXiliSGSIONE OF THE EASTERN STYLE - C.9Q0-10QQ A.D.

.

. ; [
sources:
---------
Inscriptions.

j iThere is no lack of materials for the study of the•
script in Bengal and Bihar during the tenth century A.D.

- &

During this period, Northern Bengal and Bihar remained the
l - ’■ ‘15

core of the Pala kingdom, while eastern and southern Bengal,
•Ai .. -*Vj

(for a substantial part of this century^ constituted the
2

domains of Kings of the Candra dynasty. * - v > Wi

1. The chronology of the Pala kings, as tentatively proposed 
in the History of Bengal, vol.I (Dacca University), has 
been generally followed here. The Sarnath im.ins.of V.S. 
1033 (1026^.D.) affords a positive verification of the 
chronology, if the King mentioned in it is really the . 
Pala king Mahipala I, as has been suggested.

2 . Dani has proposed a tentative chronology of the Candra
kings (Pakistan Archaeology. 1 9 6 6, p.22ff.1Kainamati Plates 
of the Chandra^1), which may not be wide ofV the mark. 
Accordingly, Sricandra - whose contemporaneity with the A
Pala king Gopala II (c.9^0-60 A.D.) and the KSmarupa king 
Ratnapala has been revealed by the Dacca cp. of Aalyanac- 
andra - may be placed between c.A.D.930 and 9 7 5, and £aly- 
anacandra (whose existence was unknown until recently), 1
between A.D.975 and 1 0 0 0.
Up to now three images have been found in eastern Bengal, 
which refer apparently to Pala kings. These are:-
1. Narayanpur cp. of Mahipala, yr.5 (IC. IX, pp. 121-25);
2. Baghaura im.ins. of Mahipala yr.3 (El.XVII, p.353ff.);
3 . Mandhuk im. ins. of Gopala, yr. 1. (IHC.XXVIII.1952. 

P.56ff.)
The cumulative evidence of these inss. tends to show the 

extension of Pala authority into the Tippera district of 
Bengal. When this region slipped away from the Candras - 
the last known king of whose dynasty, Govindacandra, was a

continued on next page/



Inscriptions referring themselves to the reigns of I 
these two dynasties have been largely utilised in reconstruct
ing the state of the script between C. A.D. 900 and 1000. As 
before, the bulk of the palaeographical evidence consists of 
copper plates and large stone inscriptions. Such inscriptions 
however, are not very numerous. These include the following: 
Pala: -
1. Bhaturiya st. ins. of Rajyapala (c.908-*+0 A.D.) x-

Chart : Be.
2 . Nalanda st. ins. of Rajyapala, yr. 2k.

Misc. pl.25e.
2 _3 . Jajilpara cp. of Gopala II (c.9^0-60 A.D.), yr. 6 .

- • . “ V I A  r.

k. Belwa cp. of Mahipala I (c.988-1038 A.D.), yr. 5.
Chart : 9a.

5. Bangarh cp.^of Mahipala I, yr.9 .
Chart : 9b .

6 . Nalanda st.ins. of Mahipala (I), yr.ll.
Misc. pl.26d.— A — nm ■ ■ — .■ ■ ■■

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — ■     — —  1 1 »

2 . (contd. from previous_page)
contemporary of Mahipala I and Rajendra Cola - is not defini
tely known. The comparatively early palaeographical feat
ures of the Mandhuk ins. makes its ascription to Gopala III
most unlikely. Most probably it has to be placed in the reign
of Gopala II. Whether both the remaining two images refer to 
Mahipala I, as is commonly assumed, or one or both of them 
belonged to the reign of Mahipala II, cannot be conclusively 
determined. The Candra inss. give the impression of a protr
acted struggle against the Gauda power, no doubt implying the 
Palas. Did the Palas get a temporary or lasting foot-hold in 
the Tippera region even before the Candra rule finally came 
to an end in Eastern Bengal? It is difficult to be sure at 
the present state of our knowledge.

1. For references, see List of Inscriptions.
2. The original cp. is now preserved in the Malda (R.R.Sen)Museum, West Bengal. No good facsimile of the ins. has been

published, and my efforts to procure one have come to nothing.
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-'"1

Candra: -
/ _

1. Kedarpur cp. of Sricandra (c.930-75 A.D.) - undated. 
Chart : 10b.

2. Rampal cp. of Sricandra - undated.
Chart : 10c.

/  mm3. Sylhet cp. of Sricandra, yr. 5*
Chart : lOd. :

■

k. Dhulla cp. of Sricandra, yr. 28.
Chart : lQe.

/
5. Mddanpur cp. of Sricandra, yr. kk.

Chart : lOf.
6 . Dacca cp.^ of Kalyanacandra (c.975-1000 A.D.), yr. 2k.

Chart : 11a.
There are, besides, a large number of image

2inscriptions, most of which consist of one to three lines.
Their very small size puts them at a disadvantage from the

aS mmpalaeographical point of view. Besides,/m the case of Gopala,
' ' M mVigrahapala and Mahipala, these do not specify which of the 

Pala king bearing such names was reigning when the inscription 
in question was engraved, it is sometimes difficult to be 
certain about their period. Palaeography is our main guide to 
the solution of this chronological problem, and when the

itr*.1. Unpublished. I am indebted to Mr. Iiarun-al Rashid 
for the opportunity to utilise its palaeographical data.

2. Vide illustrations of some of these ins. in Misc. ols.
25 and 26.
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alternatives do not involve a reasonable gap in time, its 
evidence cannot be expected to be conclusive. The
inscriptions referred to Gopala II (c.9*+0-6 C A.D.),

■ ' ' ' . . *
Vigrahapala II (c.960-88 A.D.), and Mahipala I (c.9 8 8-1 0 3 8)
in the List, (except the cps. where a more complete genealogy

1is given), are more or less subject to this uncertainty. 

Manuscripts
i 2Also handicapped by this uncertainty are the 

manuscripts giving the dates by regnal years of these kings. 
These include the following,^ some of which are litcely to

1. For the divergent views relating to the ascription of 
some of these inss., see Bibliography (List of 
Inscriptions.)

2. For the divergent views relating to the ascription of some 
of these and other manuscripts, see Bibliography (List
of Manuscripts).

3. For references, see List of Manuscripts.
Most of these manuscripts have been preserved in Nepal 
over the centuries. But there is no doubt that these 
MSS. were originally copied in Bihar and Northern Bengal - 
the core of the Pala territory - from where they were 
subsequently talien to Nepal under circumstances that seem 
to have been correctly surmised by C. Bendall ( CBSM, 
Cambridge, 'Palaeographical Introduction', p.xxii). The 
MSS. genuinely copied in Nepal refer to kings of that 
country, and are mostly dated according to the Newar era 
(commencing in 880 A.D.).
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have been copied in the tenth century A.D,
1. Maitreya Vyakarana, yr. 17 (or 11? or 57?) o f Gopala (II ?).
2. Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita, yr. 1*+ of Gopala (II ? ).
3 . Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita, yr. 15 of Gopala (II ? ).
*+. Pancaraksa, yr. 26 of VigrahapSla (II ? - c. 960-88 A.D.).
5. Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita, yr. 5 of Mahipala (I).
6. Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita, yr. 6 of Mahipala (I).

The manuscripts, are written on palm-leaves, and,
1with few exceptions, are Buddhist in subject matter. The 

Buddhist monasteries were great centres of learning and played 
a very active role in the dissemination of the true faith, which 
was enshrined in such manuscripts. Manuscripts were copied
in great numbers by proficient scribes in the Buddhist 
monasteries. The scribes were sometimes monks themselves. 
Organised cultivation of this art led to the development of 
a distinct calligraphical style which not only predominated 
the writing of the Buddhist palm-leaf manuscripts in eastern 
India (particularly Bengal-Bihar) and Hepal, but spread-- 1

1. The libraries of the Nepal Dubar, Asiatic Society, Calcutta, 
Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland,
British Museum, Cambridge and Oxford (Bodleian) Univer
sities have important collection of the Buddhist Sanskrit 
(palm-leaf) manuscripts. But some other manuscripts have 
found their ways to other museums, art. collections and 
libraries and even private possessions in India - 
Pakistan - Nepal, Europe and America.. For the important 
catalogues dealing with such manuscripts, see Bibliography.



1further beyond^into Tibet.
During the sevonl centuries of its existence in 

eastern India proper this type of script proved to be 
highly conservative in character, which adds to the difficulty 
of a palaeographical solution of the problems of chronology, 
as discussed above. The influence of the style in 
inscriptions did not become widely felt until in the next 
century, during which period the development of the script

-v : .we shall follow in the next chapter. Closer examination
of the ‘Buddhist, calligraphical style1 will also be postponed 
until then.
General style.

*5

Like the Palas the Candras were followers of
2Buddhism. In spite of this, the ‘Buddhist calligraphical 

style1, that became so conspicuous in northern Bengal and Bihar, . a 
failed to make any headway in eastern Bengal.

1. In Tibet, it co-axisted with some other cognate styles 
(c.f.B Hodgson. Asiatic Researches. XVI, p.*+9ff. and 
pis,; S. C. Das. JASB. LVII. 1388. p.l+lff. and pis. I-IX), 
and was also put to bloc£-printing upon hand-made paper. 
Specimens of such block-prints have come also from 
Chinese Turkestan, c.f. Verzeichnis der Orientalischen 
Handschr.iften in Deutschland. Band X.l: Sanskrithand- 
schrift.en aus den Turfanfunden, Teil,l, Wiesbaden, 19&5* 
plsAo (catalogue No.6 +̂6 ), hi and h2.

2. The same emblem, vizj the Dharmacakra (with two deer) 
was adopted by both dynasties and there is reason to 
believe that Buddhism flourished in eastern Bengal 
during the rule of the Candras.



1As regards some of the individual characters, 
the Candra inscriptions show, that the preferences for the 
forms in eastern Bengal did not always echo those obtaining 
in northern Bengal and Bihar. Some of the forms lasted

2 3Elonger in eastern Bengal, while in some cases evolution
y

took a slightly different channel . The influence of the
-

Nagari from central and western India was M t  less in the
.7r|jj|comparatively remote region of eastern Bengal than in Bihar
1+and northern Bengal. One also notices certain peculiarities 

in matters of detail, which belong to these eastern Indian 
inscriptions alone.

On the whole, however, some broad stylistic features 
characterise the development of the writing style in eastern 
Bengal, as they do that in northern Bengal and Bihar. These
include the lessening or even abolition of the rightward slope

. if aflfB
of tbe verticals (and consequently) cf the letters. With

/
1 . C.f. I, iCha, Ta, ?a, Tha, Dha, Sa, etc.
2. C.f. Ta, Da.

h
3. C.f. Dha.
it. C.f. the curved beak-like projections of Da, Bha, Ya, Sa. etc.i
5. The writing style of Nepal shows greater affinity 

that of northern Bengal and Bihar. to



v r-.the accompletion of this, the letters grow comparatively
V-.:broad. Instead of the vertical itself being sloped and

1 2 curved , the protuberance at the lower end now assumes tha.t
■

posture. It is often characterized by a rightward twist, 
turned almost horizontally in the copper plates of Mahipala^

V ll).;1and with a stronger vertical sweep in the Candra inscriptions.
The he ad-mark grows rather pointed and ends on either side in
such letters as have a single down-stroke while letters with

6two full-length verticals have their top fully covered. There
rjis a growing trend to flatten some of the curves' which

synchronises with the broadening of the letters. The wedge
ttype of u flourishes at the expense of the hook-type, and\.T0 zy 'k .f l -.*5

sp
the superior type of e declines in popularity. No drastic

3rupture with the Nagari of other parts of India is to be
.* • ■■. . • s - £ss*

noticed; but the shapes of many of the individual characters
Qand signs are somewhat differently formed; Some of these I

.. * 1 •
. . . .  • ;  "...y1. This was a characteristic of the Kutila style.

2. This now grows more conspicuous, and often develops from 
the horizontal left stroke at the bottom rather than from 
the right vertical.

3. C.f. 9a-9b.
.b. C.f. lOb-f; 11a.

5. E.g. Ca.
’

6 . E.g. Gha, Pa, Ma, Sa, Sa etc.
* r ?  -

7* C.f. lateral e of the full-length type, ]Ja, La, etc.
•   ... ^  "  *  ' i . r - *

8 . Chiefly central and western India.
/

9 . C.f.I,E. Gha, Na,Ta,Tha, Pha,Sa, etc.in the following discussion.

.*38
.



different forms have a comparatively wide zone of circulation 
in Eastern India. But sometimes there develop a. host of

.■v ■ ■ JSs
local variations, which however, agree in being different from
the standard Nagari counterparts obtaining elsewhere.

c.
The characters.

■ - ■ - 
The development of the individual •characters and . 'J-v ■. . M

signs will emerge from the following discussion. - f f l
- '! • j|S ISInitial vowels: -1

*■ •.jjgjjaVery few important developments are noticed in the
• - \i

initial vowels. ~ '■*/*
A generally retains the already familiar form, 

characterised by a wedge at the bottom ( ^  ). As with
other verticals the vertical of A shows a twist at the lower

•r v-. •'Tft.right end, which is merged with the wedge.'1’ Occasionally,* ~
as in 9 a, the stroke joining the 1 . curve to the heaa-mark is

' t tomitted ( .3 ) • A modified type - in which the 1. and r.
limbs are joined by a horizontal stroke at the lower end, jft } *
is introduced by 9b. With some modifications this type was

2 - ’continued in eastern India, for a long time to come . A, as
‘- _ v  -

~ vl1. C.f. also similar development in the wedge-type of 
the medial u, and subscript Ra.

.

2. C.f. charts 13d, 15b, 15c, l^a, b, d, e, 22h, the 
Panchobh cp. of Safigramagupta, etc. fc _  '



usual, has its length indicated by a full-length vertical, 
placed at the right-hand side of A.

The lower stroke of I (noticed in Bengal-Bihar 
inscriptions from the time of Narayanapala onwards) is
optionally dropped ( ^  or o£ )• the copper plates of
Sricandra, the top-wedge generally gives rise to a vertical

’ " ■ * ' .  ...in the middle of its lower end ( y  ) but in 10b, the
vertical is replaced by a sloping stroke ( ̂  , ^  ). In
the Dacca cp. of Kalyanacandra. (11a), a tick also appears
at the r. end of the top-stroke ( ) “ a development which
became more elaborated subsequently.

U does not show any genuine advance in its form.
The stem between the top-stroke and the bottom curve is
marked by varying degrees of curvature or angularity in the

*

different specimens ( , ^7 , jr etc.). '.In 10c. the 1.
end of the lower curve is raised much upwards; but this is 
rather exceptional.

I, R, R, L, L, Ai, 0, and Au are extremely rare.
”  "n ”

E is invariably of the open (eastern Indian) type, 
and occasionally shows a dotted mouth. In 8e, the waved lower 
stroke anticipates a later trend ( n  ) 5 but in most other 
cases, it is comparatively stiff and sloping ( ) •
Medial vowels;-

Radical developments in the signs of the individual
. . .  -■ ‘ ■’ " medial vowels are scarce. But one notices stylistic matur
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ation of the signs that have already been made familiar, and 
selection from amongst the alternative forms.

Medial a is almost invariably indicated by a full- 
length vertical placed at the right-hand side of the letter to
which it is subjoined. Only in Ta occasionally the strode
of medial a runs upwards, as a remnant of a much earlier 
practice ( pj c.f.10b,colvi).

The lateral portion of medial i is often much 
straigthened, ( ^  ) particularly in the copper plates. In
the less stylised stone-image inscriptions, the angular trend 
in this and some other signs is less in evidence. The top 
curve is drawn up to the right half of the head-mark: (or
letter top) or even up to the right end. It is the top
curve which distinguishes it from the lateral type (=prsthamatra) 
of medial e (which is also angularised). The lateral portion 
of i is also straightened. The upper curve (occasionally 
angularised to some extent, c.f.lOf, Si, ) is, in the
earlier instances, generally drawn from the 1 . half of the 
head-martv (or letter-top), but in the later inscriptions( c.f.

r  —  <r —the cps. of Mahipala I, except in1 Sri1 ( ), there is a

1. In eastern India the medial a was not connected to Dha in 
the middle, as frequently happened elsewhere (c.f. Dha of 
this type ( ^  ) in Btihler, Pl.V.). In Orissa, some of 
the comparatively earlier forms of the medial a had a longer run.
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• • V  »•I' •

tendency to move the point of its beginning further to the
right, and sometimes, to the right end of the head-mark

_
(or letter-top), c.f. 9b, col.ix, Gi, In some cases
the top curve shows little sign of angularity at the right end.

The wedge-type of u has a wider application in
eastern India, and is not infrequently used in such instances

/as Ku, Gu, Tu, Bhu, Su, etc., which customarily received only 
the hook-type of u. Particularly in the Candra inscriptions 
from eastern Bengal, the use of the hook-type is practically 
confined to Tu. As before, medial u in Ru is either curved
upwards ( ^  ) or projected downwards ( ^  ). Sometimes
both the types occur in one and the same inscription. Conjuncts 
with subscript Ra generally receive the second type of u.

Medial u consists of a long hook, of which the left
; -""V

end is often thickened (c.f. Su in 8e, ^  ). Sometimes the
hook is angularised (c.f. Mu, ^  ) or drops the lower arm
altogether (c.f.lOf, Bhu, J* ). The last type is virtually 
indistinguishable from u. On the other hand, equalisation of 
both arms of the hook sometimes makes u resemble r (c.f. 10c. 
col.xv, SQ, ). Ru generally has the medial u turned downw^
ards ( jr ) as in one variety of Ru. This type of u 
also occasionally occurs in conjuncts having Ya as the
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1 2 subscript . Two-pronged u is also met with, but sparingly.
The curve of r opens to the right as usual. It 

may be compressed ( c.f. ^ , 3 e) or more rounded (c.f. ^  ,
lOb-f). Later in this period, the sign of r is sometimes
angularised ( y , r.f.9a).

Both the lateral (c.f. / , prsthamatra) andv •••
superior ( ^  , siromatra) types of medial e are used
side by side. In ai and au, both types are used together -
in the latter also accompanied by the sign of medial a. In
simple e and o, however, one notes a gradual inclination 
towards the lateral type. In Be, the superior type alone 
is used in such cases. But in the Cancra inscriptions, this

Lj.type is used only sparingly*". In the cps. of Mahipala I, 
e, and o have almost exclusively the lateral type (a rare 
exception occurs in 9t>, col. ix,Tho). The short lateral
type of medial e sign ( c ) is seldom used in the major cps. 
or stone inscriptions. But its continued use is noticed in 
the small votive inscriptions from Bengal-Bihar, as well as

1. C.f. lOd, col. xviii, Vyu, ^  ; also 11a, col. ^  ivf
• • • • f  rf t r

2. C.f.8 e, col. xxii, Vru ; lOd, col xxia, Ru ^

3 . C.f. 10c, lOe, 11a, etc.
b. C.f. 9a and b.

-  % 'V.sdl



manuscripts. The short and full-length lateral types of e 
seldom occur in the same inscription or manuscript. The 
superior type of medial e is invariably attached to the right 
end of the head-mark (or letter-top), in o and au, above the 
sign for medial a.
Anusvara and visarga:-

The ’dot-and-slant1 type of anusvara is rarely used 
in the present century. The simple dot or globular mark
(blocked or hollow) alone is used, in slightly varied positions.

: . • -

In a comparatively small number of cases, it is placed above
the middle of the head-mark, ^ . More commonly, it is
shifted further rightwards, ^  . Occasionally, the mark
is placed off the head-mark, either at the same level ( )^

2or slightly'above ( ^. ) . Mistakenly, sometimes the mark
is actually placed above the following letter (c.f.9b,col.xi).
An almost imperceptible change that has taken place in the
position of the mark which has otherwise changed so little in
the course of the centuries. That is its being brought nearer

3to the head-mark.
As always, the two globular marks of visarga are 

placed in a vertical order.

1. C.f. Be, col.xxiii, lOf, 9a, col.i, etc.
2. C.f. 10c, lOd, 11a, 9b, col.x. etc.
3 . C.f. . , in the Gupta inscriptions.
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Single consonants: -
Ka does not show any significant development.
As before, Kha is written in two broadly different

■ y  . . j g

ways: (a) in which the appendage (and along with it the top) 
is closed, ^  ; and (b) in which it is open . In
type (a) the 'Ya1 shaped appendage generally goes up to the
top-curve, which does not show any sign of angularity. The

pcps. from eastern Bengal employ the open-top form. The
two cps. of Mahipala use two different types. In 9b the open
top is sometimes artificially closed through the contrivance 
of a horizontal stroke( ).

There is a tendency to flatten the top curve of
Ga ( ), but it is not straightened enough to emulate a

. ' ■head-mark. The curvature at its left is more projected
leftwards than the curved left arm below. The right vertical
often shows slight upper protuberance. The wedge of Ga, like

/those of Kha and Sa sometimes grows a tail at the lower end
( ^  ) and together with the tail the left arm approximates
the right vertical in height.

Gha curves its left arm leftwise - more conspicuously
__________________________   i

1. It happened frequently in the subsequent manuscript 
style c.f. jq

2. C.f. Nos. lOb-f, 11a.
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at the lower end - so that the lower curve is also projected1 
accordingly ( Q  ). In 10b, the left arm is stiffly drawn, 
which precludes the leftward projection of the lower curve 
( Q  )• 9 a> the projection is conspicuous ( ), but
not so in 9b ( q  ). In 9b, moreover, tne right half of - 
the bottom is often drastically reduced ( Zt >•

* * . ’ T ̂  :̂.r Jog

The closed area of Ca is broadened as the sharpness 
of the slope hitherto noticed in the two left arms is reduced. 
Both of these arms are curved ( ^  ). Ja does not exhibit

* I- F 1any important development. Sometimes angularity is noticed 
in one or more of its bends.

• , -  7 - 3Jha does not occur, while Na, Cha and Na occur in7 7
conjuncts only.

. . .  * v • j  V * ' * sr  * • ! -  'Ta is written in several ways. Tne.form or £1
in 1 Ob-1 Of, 11a had its earlier counterparts in the

3 ,• - ‘inscriptions dealt with in the preceding chapter.^ In the
present instances, the top is sometimes curved (facilitating

f . ' J3F' j,: . '• • _ %  V •=_the upper protuberance of the right vertical, and sometimes

1. The leftward projection of the curve is on the whole an
•eastern1 characteristic.

2, All are Candra inscriptions from eastern Bengal.
3 . In northern Bengal and Bihar this form apparently 

was given up earlier.
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comparatively flat. In northern Bengal and Bihar| the
favourite type in the present century is: TJ or 7)

In this type, the right vertical is much reduced, the top is
absolutely flattened, so as to emulate a head-mark, and the
main body of the letter consists of a single curve at the end
of an upright or slanting stroke, as in the typical Nagari
style. An example of the typical Nagari type of Ta ( £ ).
occurs in 3e, col. xxiv. In 9a, the reduced right vertical 
is sometimes raised upwards, £  , representing a tendency,
which later gave rise to the proto-types of modern Ta of the 
Bengali-Assamese-Maithili and Oriya scripts.

Tha is still written in eastern India without a
i fljhead-mark. The bddy of Tha is slightly elongated (vertically) 

in 1 0c, but elsewhere, it is circular as before.
In eastern Bengal, Da of the old type (without the 

bottom curving to the left) continued to be used exclusively 
up to the end of the tenth century A.D.^. Some variation at 
the juncture of the upper and lower strokes are noticed in 
the different inscriptions (c.f. , etc.). But

1. C.f. 8 e, lOc-f; 11a. The horizontal stroke above 
Tha (in Tho) seems to have served as a contrivance to 
receive the sign of the medial o, spread on either side 
of the letter ( ), rather than indicated a genuine
head-mark of the^Ietter.. ^



3 1 2

in northern Bengal and Bihar, the more advanced form (in „
which the bottom is curved leftwards, r , as in initial U ),

1came into general use later during the tenth century , i.e.
about the same time when similar transformation took place in
the general Nagari mode of writing.

Dha does not show any important development. Its
bactc is curved, and the bottom curve is well rounded - often
ending up with a dot ( T ).

Na is affiliated to the type ^  , but angularity
in varying degrees is often introduced into the limbs -
affecting the left arm and the right top, ( ft ) aftd
occasionally both the top curves ( ft 5 ft ) • Ttie left arm
approximates the right vertical in height.

Ta is of the pro-Nagari type^ ( ^  ). The lower
end of the left curve is made co-extensive with that of the

3right vertical, or ended slightly above. The curved (i.e.
eastern type of Ta (an early instance has been noticed in 3d 
above) is not generally met with during the present century.
A rare instance of the older type of Ta (of the pre-Nagari type)

1. C.f. 9 a,b.
2. The significance of the terms ‘Nagari’, as used in this work, 

has been indicated in the Introduction.
3 . C.f. lOf.
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may be noticed in 10c, col.xiib ( ^  )
Tha shows two broad varieties: (a) Q  and

(b) Q  . In type (a) both of the loops are closed, where
as in type (b) the upper loop is open at the left. From the 
point of evolution, type (b) was derived from type (a), but 
both the types (sometimes written in slightly variant ways) 
continued to be used side by side for a long time. In 9b,
Tha stylistically belongs to type (a), but the undivided left 
arm ( ^  ) also has in its analogy in the earlier Kutila type
( Q  ) • %

The left extremity (marking the juncture of the two 
strokes) of Da is angular ( ^  ), as before. In some of the
Candra inscriptions from eastern Bengal, the angle is 
projected upwards (c.f. 10c) on account of the sharp
curvature below the upper arm.1 The slope of the lower arm 
is minimal in 9a-h, where moreover, the terminal twist in 
fact results from the overgrowth of the lower stroke
( £  )•

Dha shows two major varieties: (a) in which the top
is closed ( ^  ); and (b) in which it is open ( ), the
second type being introduced now for the first time. The 
closed type sometimes develops protuberance at the upper end

1. C.f. also 13ha, Ya and Sa in these inss.



( fl ). Occasionally a short head-mark-like stroke appears
1 2 at the top ( ) . Tie open-top type "seems to have comeM

in vogue earlier in eastern Bengal than in northern Bengal ~
/  —or Bihar. The cps. of Sricandra (charts lOb-f) and

.  V j
Kalyanacandra (11a) invariably use this type of Dha. In

: + V- . .  • • ~HI. * *  j csome of the cps. the gap st the top is considerable, which
shows that the type has already passed the initial stage.

- - ■ 4f '• • %This is also proved by the leftward bend at the top of the
left curve in some of the instances. In the inscriptions

-f ^

and manuscripts from northern Bangal and Bihar, Dha has its
. c l ;  >.i stop still invariably closed (type a.).

Na belongs to the developed type with a fuibl-length
3right vertical . In the present instances, the ringlet 

sometimes stands detached from the vertical ( ). More
often, however, it is joined to the vertical, either directly

~~ vi;
( ^  )) or through a curved stroke which is drawn horizon-
tally, or with a rightward slope (^ , t ). The ringlet is
  ---------------------------

'1. C.f. 8 e, cols, xxiii-xxv; 9b, col. xiia-b.
2. The opening of the top of Dha certainly helped to avoid

  ̂   -   J Tf / TJ _ \ • ^the confusion between Dha and Va (=Ba).
The development of this type has been noticed in the last 
chapter. In western and central India, however, the 
earlier looped type (^ ) was being used side by side
with this developed type for a much longer period (c.f. 
Biihler, IP. PI, V, 29, cols, xv, xvii). But in eastern 
India, the looped type is not generally noticed after " ; pp 
the ninth century A.D.
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often elongated horizontally ( 0  ), in the fashion of the 
earlier loop, but sometimes it assumes a circular form.

As before, Pa shows curvature in its lower left end.
In the cps. of Sricandra and Kalyanacandra, the left arm is 
notched about the middle. The upper and lower ends of the

Occasionally, however, the left arm is rather stiffly formed

the other hand, almost the entire left arm becomes part of
a single curve ( • 71 ) in a way that mattes the letter narrower

1at the upper end.
Pha shows two main varieties depending on (a) 

whether its tail is derived from a Pa-shaped body (c.f. ,
lOc-lOe) or (b) whether it is cursively drawn (c.f. 10f.).
Both of the varieties have been noticed earlier. In 9&> Pha 
is of the second variety, being more cursive than usual. Here 
the shortened right vertical is reduced into a sloping curve 
from which the tail develops unobtrusively ( ^  ). Va (=3a)
does not show any development. It shows comparatively broad 
( ' elongated ( ) loop in the different inscrip-

letter shows about the same breadth in such cases ( rj )

) as in the Nagari counterpart. In 8 e, 9^ and 9b on

tions and manuscripts

1. Both the styles 
eastern Indian.

are characteristically



Bha has its appendage open in the inscriptions, but
not generally in manuscripts. The sharply curved upper
stroke accounts for the upper left angle of the appendage
projecting upwards ( ^  ) in some of the Candra inscriptions.

2The left arm of the appendage is generally mildly curved, and
• •

the lifting of the writing instrument often results in the
• ‘

creation of a tail at its lower end, and in rare cases, also
at the upper end ( ). The upper end of the vertical

■3at the bottom shows angularity or curvature,(
Ma does not show any significant development. The

?.'• - • -r ■ •* f V - ‘ "A
left arm is mildly notched, and the base curved with a rightward 
slope, as before ( ).

■ -... ij
The lower left extremity of Ya is either curved 

( ) or angular (̂ J , £  ), with or without an upper
protuberance. The curved type occurs exclusively in 'Be, and
alternately in some of the Candra inscriptions from Eastern 
Bengal as well as in 9a . The projection of the curve helps

—■ ;S1. C.f. also Da, Ya and Sa in some of these inscriptions.
2. See an exception in ICb, i
3 . This will be henceforth referred to as the 'right tail1.



to distinguish the first type of Ya from Pa, but occasionally
1the distinction is lost . The leftward projection at the 

lower end makes the letter broader at the bottom.
The wedge of Ha is in the cps. (c.f. also 8 e) 

generally curved and attached to the lower end of the 
vertical ( ^  ). This makes the terminal protuberance
a part of the wedge rather than of the vertical (as has been 
explained above). In this style there remains a gap between 
the wedge and the right vertical at the upper end. In the 
stone inscriptions, however, it is generally blocked ( ^  ).
In manuscripts also, the wedge shows a thick formation,( X  ) 

The variations in the shape of La (one cannot 
distinguish any regular varieties) chiefly owe to the varied 
formation of the stroke joining the left curve to the right 
vertical. Its occurrence at a lower level than that of the 
left curve accounts for the archaic shape of the letter in 
8 e ( ) and 10d.~ More often, however, the said stroke
slopes to the left ( ) or is curved in about the same way
as the left top ( ). The intensity of the curves is

1. C.f. Ya in lOf, cols, xxixa and xxx, and Pa in the 
same inscription.

2. It reminds one of the post-Gupta La with a flat 
base and acute angle at the lower right end.
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-:1 -„-. -•• .;:• ^ • - : * :-• -.•/■{=j *gj, ■ • :- >- .5subdued in some instances ( ) as a prelude to the later
• . >- • * - fm

development of the single-curved La ( cT )• The left arm
• . ysS

'ij

and the right vertical are often made co-extensive at the '• '1 -tJ
- ' . V  - c

lower end. --
Sa, as usual, shows several varieties. The looped 

type has its top covered by a horizontal stroke ( 5  )• The
sloping stroke connecting the lower end of the loop to the vert
ical is sometimes abandoned in the Candra inscriptions (c.f. ST|
lOf). Other peculiarities are also sometimes noticed in these

1 *inscriptions . Another common type is Sa with a doubler-curved
top c sr\ the right top is often angularised, ). This type
is used invariably in 10b, and sparingly in 10c. In 9a, and

:  5-.: 

Js£r~r.9b the only departure from this type is noticed in 'Sri1 
(in which the looped type is used). Where the right top is

ifnot angularised, there is a tendency to grow an upper protu- 
berance of the right vertical ( ft ), as in Ga and Na. In 
1 1a, the left top develops a leftward curl at the inner end 
(c.f. ft col. i; , cols, iia, iii). The same inscription
also apparently uses the type i\l (as noticed earlier) with thel hff"
addition of a horizontal stroke at the top ( c.f. cols.

✓iv, vi). In all the types of Sa, the left arm, including the 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 . ®.f. m  , 1 0c. col. xi, with a horizontal lower
link; , ibid, col. xiv, with a sloping right-
top; , lOd, with curved right-top, etc.
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i

wedge (often tailed, c.f* ft ) approximates the right vertical
in length.

as usual, has an outline resembling that of Pa*
. ■ -‘-'"P

The cross-bar slopes to the right, and is occasionally curved. 
Barring the right vertical, Sa resembles Bha in the same ■ i -•' tS
inscription (c.f. Bha; ^  ). The hot tom-stroke

itysijoining the left limb tc the right vertical generally slopes 
to the right with mild curvature. The mouth of Sa, like the
appendage of Bha, is closed in manuscripts.

Ha shows d-ightly different formations, sometimes in
1

the same inscription. In the form ^  , the bottom left
is marked by angularity. But its distinction from Bha is 
maintained by the curvature in the left extremity. Lifting 
of the pen gives rise to the tail-optionally noticed at the 
left bottom. In the more common type, the bottom left is 
curved, and the left tail is separately added. The upper 
(vertical) stroke is variously formed (c.f.^ , ^  ^  etc.)
The tails grow from a nearly stiff and horizontal stroke. In
9a and 9b the right tail shows angularity at its top, but
in the earlier inscriptions, one often notices curvature at 
this point. An angular version of the second type, in which 
the body of the letter with the right tail (but minus the left)



■
f-l

J V y,resembles ’Da1, is occasionally to be met with in the Candr& 
inscriptions (c.f. ^  , 10b). Another type (also noticed 
in the last chapter), in which the two tails become part 
of a single curve, drawn by a single effort of the pen (as

- '•-'J. . < ' Sgj *V<S- -.“IjE
distinct from the rest of the letter which is drawn by a * f

1separate stroke), also does not fail to occur .
r - : /’ ‘Con.i unct s; -

***
The letters Na, Cha, and Na generally occur in 

conjuncts only.
t • • •Na occurs as a superscript (in Nka, Nkha, Nga, Ngha,

Nsa, etc.), so that the formation of its lower portion is not
' • > - v

revealed. The dot or ringlet, however, has been widely accepted
as a regular feature of the letter, and as before, it helps to

• .distinguish Nga from Dga or Dga. In Ngha the dot is often
omitted for convenience of writing ( gj ). Its omission 
sometimes in other conjuncts (c.f. Nga in lOf. col.xxx) may be

v  . r . :  ■ ' ar

2  ̂ ' "■ attributed to the carelessness of the engraver . Generally>■ ' v̂,i y *-■the dot (or ringlet) is placed off the head-mark to the right
■ ■ M

•  *  -

(c.f. 8 e, Nka, £  )3 hut sometimes it occurs below (c.f.Nga,* • . -s?’!: 1- vShT’
jr* , lOe, col.xxiii). In the later inscriptions, the

- . . ^ - * v ‘.ringlet is sometimes reduced into a curve, at the right end of
-------

1. C.f. lOe, col. xxv: lOf, col. xxx.7 7 7  -« •- -H
2. I.e. in such cases where the specimen is well preserved.
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the horizontal top-stroke (c.f. Nga, 11a, col, i ), This 
practice became more popular afterwards. The upper stroke 
(vertical) is variously bent or angularised (c.f. y

£ , , etc.).
As before, subscript Cha. (c.f. Ccha) is written 

as <& or <30 with an optional protuberance at the lower end, 
from the vertical of the superscript.

Superscript Na (c.f. Nca, Ncha) is shaped as before, 
with the looped formation at its right-hand side ( *8 , <b >'rB  > 
'g ,). In 10c, tne loop is much reduced (c.f. Nca, y ). 
Subscript Na (c.f. Jna.) retains the double-curved form 
(resembling that of subscript Na) in most of the cps. of 
Sricandra (c.f. Jhart 10). Occasionally the top curve of the 
subscript is merged with the lower curve of the superscribed 
Ja (c.f. Jna in 10c, Q  ). In the later inscriptions 
belonging to the present century, there is a growing tendency 
to use what amounts to^lhe initial form of the letter, as a 
subscript (c.f. Jna, ^  11a). The loop of subscript Na is
often not carefully drawn (c.f. 9a-b).

As for the other conjuncts also very few developments
are to be noticed in the present century.

Both the looped and unlooped forms of superscript



1 " - -Ka are met with . Some-tiraes the loop is reduced and
modified beyond recognition.

... . ‘ :-• - • jjSubscript Ta as before, has a single-curved back
— s,even in such inscriptions where the initial form of the

letter shows a double curved back. In the Candra inscrip-
tions, unlike the inscriptions of the early Pala kings, the
curve of the subscript Ta (c.f. Tta) is placed below the.
bottom curve of the superscript ( c ( ) and not telescoped
into the latter ( Q  ). In 8 e, the pro-Nagari type of

x ITa is used as the superscript (c.f. Tta,^ )5 instead of the 
type with^dohble-curved back, also known initially. The

-  • j. • • j*- ,subscript Ta faces downwards, and in T^a it is sometimes
T ^

angularised with a flattened top ( ^  ), particularly in
the inscriptions from northern Bangal and Bihar. In 9b,

: T*. v •/ i-

Tta almost resembles Ha. More often, however, the top (of 
* ■ -
subscript Ta) is curved. The arms are either equal ( ^  ),
or, asMappens more frequently, the right arm is bigger than

.the left (*\ , ), so that subscript Ta resembles subscript
T a la.

Subscript Tha is circular (c.f. Stha in 9a-b ^  ),
or has a straight vertical at the right-hand side ( « , c.f.
Stha in 11a) ( S  ). The latter type seems to be favoured in 
   -----------------------------
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the inscriptions from eastern Bengal. The advanced type 
of Da, with the bottom curving leftwards, appears in N<Ja 
only in such inscriptions where Da of this type is also used 
independently (c.f. N<Ja in ?a, ). Elsewhere, the earlier
form is used (c.f. Nda in 11a, ^  ). Subscript Na is double-
curved, and open to the left, as before (c.f. Rnna, ^  ) •
Rppa, the length of the left arm of the superscript Na is 
reduced presumably for easy accommodation of the subscript.

Subscript Ta often fails to show the straight right , 
vertical, which marks the initial form of the letter. 
Consequently, it resembles the earlier Ta.1 The length of 
the left arm of superscript Ta in Tta is generally reduced ( 
Superscript Ta in Tsa is reduced to a mere curve attached to 
the left vertical of Sa ( ). Subscript Tha, as before,
resembles the lower and main body of Cha, and likewise often 
shows a twist at the lower end ( or Exc ept i onally,
however, the full initial form of Tha is given (c.f. Stha, ^  ? 
3e). Subscript Dha and Va (=Ba) are indistinguishable, ( Q  )

deven m  such inscriptions, where initially Dha has an open top.
Subscript Ya is not always clearly distinguished from

1. C.f. also subscript r£a showing the sane features, as 
discussed above.*

2. C.f. the Candra inscriptions.



subscript Pa. Crucial in this connection is the lower left 
end. No doubt, occasionally Pa has a curvature at this 
point ( (J > instances are by no means rare./
in which the curvature is replaced by angularity (Q  , ,

) as in subscript Ya. On the other hand, subscript Ya 
also occasionally shows curvature at this point ( ĵ( , c.f.
lOf). The tails of Ka. and Ja are generally limited by the 
right vertical of subscript Ya in Kya ( S' > and Jya ( 5  >
but occasionally the tail of Ka crosses past this barrier 
(c.f. Kya, 10d, col.xxi).

The tail of Ha similarly overflows the bounds of 
the • subscript in Hya ( a  - a  ) or lima. (
Sometimes in Hma, the tail is severed from the body of Ha,

*•/  * -  V ~  i ;ana attached to the right vertical of the subscript (c.f. 
Hma, 11a, col. vi,£Jl). As in some earlier instances, 
subscript Ma has its right vertical confined below the lower 
end of the superscript Ha in 8 e (c.f. Hma, ), but this 
practice is subsequently entirely given up.

Subscript Ra slopes to the right, and often shows 
slight curvature, particularly in the later inscriptions 
belonging to the present century.'** As before, the sign of

1. E ..g . Tra, as compared to the earlier Tra, ; in
the latter, the sign for Ra is relatively stiff.
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superscript Ra ( *r or r- ) is placed above the head-mark
(or letter -top), c.f. Rya, j . But towards the
end of the tenth century an alternative method is evolved

1in eastern India, according to which the stroke of subscript 
Ra comes to be attached to the left-hand side of the letter 
(receiving it), below the head-mark (c.f. Rva, , 11a, col. 
vib) . Both the types continued to be used side by side,
(more pre-eminently in the Buddhist manuscripts and inscript
ions exhibiting that style) in eastern India during the eleventh 
and part of the twelfth centuries A.D.5 after which the new 
method was given up in favour of the conventional time-honoured 
mode. The superscript Ra in Rnna generally takes the shape 
of a head-mark (c.f. R$pa.), non-recognition of which fact 
has sometimes led to the misreading of the conjunct.^ The 
length of the left arm of La is reduced, when used as a 
superscript'"'.

K§a is written in several ways which may be broadly 
divided into two groups:- (a) those instances, in which there 
is only one vertical (downstroke) joining the head-mar^*, and

1. Particularly in Bengal, Bihar and Nepal.
2 . Superscript Na has been thus confused with La, which 

is much alike, and normally takes a head-mark.
3 . C.f. similar examples in Rnna, Tta, etc.



r̂. J(b) those, in which there are two such verticals. The 
specimens belonging to each group again show many variations % 
of detail, thus:- (a): (i) ^  , (iii) &  ,(iv)
(v) ^  (vi) ; (t): (i) ^  , (ii) "fb , (iii) , I
(iv) S» , (V) ^  , etc. There is, besides, the form ^  or
^  , which though technically belongs to group (a), -is
cursively derived from group (b). All these multifarious

. -  v j \  r  ‘ p  • -  T 2forms are ultimately traceable to the type ^  or ^
belonging to the ‘acute-angled1 phase. But though the forms

-of Xa or Sa have not changed unrecognizably since thei, their 
combination has undergone remarkable metamorphoses of different 5 
kinds in course of successive centuries, so much so that in 
very few of the present instances can one trace either of the 
constituents in its true initial form. The highly compounded 
form in group (b) v. has a superficial resemblance to ‘Ska1.

a like this can also be found occasionally in some later 
inscriptions. The nearest proto-type to the Bengali K§a 1
occurs in Nos. iii-iv of group (b) in the present series, where
as the proto-type of the NSgari form may be detected in several
of the specimen^ belonging to group (a) c.f. i-ii.

• , - If v "!!*
Orthographic si^ns:-

•‘C " JZ;*. i—.. r * • . ’r v l\* .
Final (i.e. virarna) forms are noticed of Ta, Na, 

and Ma. Generally a slanting hasanta stroke below a letter 
indicate its final form (c.f. T, ^ ; N, ^  ; M, JJ ). 
Occasionally the letter in question is reduced in size and/or
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drawn in a slightly different way while denoting the final 
form, presumably for easy recognition. Both the pro-Nagari 
(c.f. ^  , 9b) and curved (eastern, c.f. 5  , 9 a)1 types of Ta 
are employed to indicate the virama form of the letter. 
Occasionally the head-mark is removed from the letter (c.f.
T, ^  lOd, col. xix; M, ^  , 11a, col. iii; 9a, col.vii).

Some departures from the conventional types are also 
noticed in the inscriptions belonging to the present century. 
Instance of the old T, Q  , occurs in lOf, whereas 'special' 
forms for final Na are used in lOd ( Sh ) and lOf ( X\ ) • The 
use of these special signs declines in the subsequent period.

The use of the avagraha is commonplace during the 
present century. It is, however, formed somewhat differently 
in the different inscriptions. The form (c.f.10c. lOf.etc. 
is quite common, and it has its close counterparts in the 
earlier inscriptions. In some of the instances, the lower 
curve is turned rightwards ( ^  ) like the more spacious upper 
curve (c.f. 1 1a) while in some others there is a reversal of 
the earlier form f ( ^ , c.f. 10b, lOd). The reversal of
the type is also noted ( ^  , c.f. 9b, col. ix). There is
besides, the form (c.f. 9 a) in which the upper half is almost
straight, whereas the lower half is sharply curved leftwards.

1. An earlier instance of the eastern Ta denoting the virama
form has been noted in the last chapter, (sec. B. c.f. 3d).



C H A P T E R  V .

Old forms and new styles - C»1000-1100 A.D.

The flow of materials-both inscriptions and
manuscripts - remains steady during the eleventh centur
which makes our task of pursuing the development of
the script less difficult than often before.
Inscriptions

Most of the inscriptions from north Bengal
and Bihar, that have been utilised for this chapter,
refer themselves to kings of the Pala dynasty.1

In eastern Bengal, the recently discovered
Candra inscriptions, belonging to the reigns of Lada-
hacandra (c. 1000-1020 A.D.) and Govindacandra (c.1020-
1050 A.D.) may be referred to the first half of the

2eleventh century.

1. The Pala kings whose reigns fall_within the purview 
of the present chapter, are: Mahlpala I (c.988-1038 
A.D.) Nayapala (c. 1038-1055 A.D.), Vigrahapala III 
Cfi. 1055-1070 A.D.), Mahlpala II (c. 1070-1075 A.D.) 
sSrapala (II) (c. 1075-1077 A.D.), and Ramapala (c. 
1077-1120 A.D.). The chronological scheme as sugges 
ted in the History of Bengal, vol. I, has been accep 
ted for this period without any deviation. Part of 
Mahlpala I's reign belongs to the tenth century, and 
accordingly, the copper plates referring to his earl 
years have been taken notice of in the last chapter. 
The reign of Ramapala, it may be noted, also occupie 
the closing years of the 1 1 th, and the beginning of 
the 12th century A.D.

2. Dani, Pakistan Archaeology. 1966, p. 26.
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The period of the Varmans who succeeded the 

Candras in eastern Bengal, is not definitely known. It
i\- - *is possible that Harivarraan (to whose reign belongs one 

inscription and a number of MSS.) reigned about the closing 
years of the eleventh and the beginning of the following 
century.1

Apart from the inscriptions from northern Bengal 
and Bihar which refer to the reigns of the Pala kings, a 
few others are also considered in this chapter. Their

V r  r  ‘ T . i f A  '

• v  '  W ®inclusion is based on palaeographical grounds.
2The inscriptions mentioned below have been 

largely consulted in the following discussion.
Bala:-
1. Nalanda st. ins. of Mahlpala, I, yr. 11.

Chart: 19j ; Miscellaneous pi. 26d.
2. Gaya K^^^advarika st. ins. of Nayapala, yr. 15.

Chart: 12a.
3. Gaya Narasiifiha st. ins. n ” ,f

Chart: 12b.
4. Gaya Akgayava^a st. ins. of Vigrahapala III, yr. 15. 

Chart: 12c.
5. Belwa cp. ins. 11 , yr. 11.

Chart: 9c.
6 . Amgachi cp. M > yr* 12.

Chart: 9d.
7. Bangaon cp. ,f > YT* ¥!•

Chart: 9e

1 . HB. I, p. 204.
2. For a fuller list and references, see List of 

Inscriptions•



Miscellaneous:- tl3011 , * . : \
8 . Dinajpur st. pillar ins. of a Kanboja king of Gauda. 

Chart: 13b.
• . -jr.'.

9. Gaya st. ins. of Yakgapala.
Chart: 12d.

10. Ramganj cp. of I^varagho§a. 
Chart: 13d.

11. Irda (Balasore dist., Orissa) cp. of (Kamboja) Nayapal? 
Chart: 13a. yr. 13.

12. Silimpur st. ins. of Prahasa - undated.
(Not illustrated)

rt£ V13. Nalanda st. ins. of Vipula^rlraitra - undated. 
Chart: Hi-

14.
Bihar cp. of Sauryiditya, Y.S. 1077.- 
Chart: \ 3 h .

. • —r * .

15. Bihar ins. 11 V.S. 108e.Chart: 4&i.
16. Hasra Kol (Bihar) st. ins. - undated.

(Not illustrated)
Candra (eastern Bengal):-
17. Mainamati cp. of Ladahacandra, yr. 6 .

Chart: lib.
1 ■_18. Mainamati cp. " yr. 6 .
Chart: 11c. ----

19. Mainamati cp. of Govindacandra - undated.
Chart: lid.

20. Bharella st. ira. ins. of Ladahachandra, yr. 18.
Chart: lie.

21. Kulkudi st. im. ins. of Govindacandra, yr. 12.
Chart: Ilf.

• '■» %■

22. Betka st. im. ins. " Yr- 25.Chart: 11g
Varman:- ■ v  r im

- A*

23. Samantasar cp. of Harivarman - undated. 
Chart:
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Manuscripts:-

In addition to the inscriptions, there is the 
evidence of the manuscripts to be taken into account for 
a proper assessment of the script in Bengal and Bihar 
during the present century. These include the following:
1. Pancarak^a, year 14 of Nayapala.
2. J;asahasrika Prajnaparamita, yr.
3. Bo , yr.

3S. K. Saraswati mentioned 
scripts, belonging to the library of 
of Bengal as showing the development 
in the lOth-llth century A.B.:-^
4. A text on Yajrayana - ASB., G. 9995.
5. Another manuscript on Yajrayana, - ASB., G.4837.
6 . A manuscript on Buddhist Ryaya, - ASB., G-. 4837.

1. For reference, see List of MSS.
2. There_is also_a manuscript of the A^tasahasrika _

Prajnaparamita belonging to the 39th*yr. of Ramapala. 
It should be placed in the beginning of the twelfth 
century A.B.

3. JASB.XY, 1950 (Year Book for 1949), p .  27 and passim.
4. S.N. Ghakravarti also placed the first of these MSS.

(first bundle of G-.9995) to the lOth-llth century A.B, 
JASB. IY, 1938, p. 366, and col. i of Figures YI-IX. 
With regard to the second (G-.4837), he apparently 
followed Haraprasad Sastri, who had assigned it to the 
13th century A.B. (col. IY). Bo facsimile of any of 
these MSS. has been published so far,but I have 
procured microfilms of several folios of each of these 
and many other MSS. (see acknowledgement in Preface).

9 of Ramapala.
- - 215 of Ramapala.

the following raanu- 
the Asiatic Society 
of the Bengali scripl



The most important point about the writing
of these MSS. verges on the general style. But before
we take up the all-important question of style, it would
be convenient to mention here several other MSS. which
were copied about the end of the eleventh or the beginnin

1of the twelfth century A.D. These are:-
7. Pancaviilisati-sahasrika-Prajnaparamita, yr. 9 of

Harivarman.2
8 . A^tasahasrika Prajfiaparamita, yr. 19 of Harivarman.
9. Laghukala-cakra-tlka, yr. 39 of Harivarman.
General characteristics : scarcity of new forms

The abundance of materials is, however,hardly 
matched by a palaeographical eventfulness, if we concen
trate on the basic forms of the individual letters and 
signs. In this direction, genuinely significant 
developments are rare. This applies to the initial 
vowels, single consonants, conjuncts, medial vowels, 
the orthographical signs, as well as the miscellaneous 
other symbols and signs (sometimes showing numerous 
varieties) which had mostly developed their cardinal

. . . . , . . ,  ■ -     — -—     • •• —  1
• -

1. For reference, see List of MSS.
2. This Harivarman was apparently the king of the same 

name belonging to the Varman dynasty. Thus these 
manuscripts would appear to have been copied in easter 
Bengal. The third of these manuscripts has been 
actually collected from the Jessore district of Bengal 
(nov/ in E. Pakistan). It is not unlikely that the 
third of these manuscripts belongs to the 1 2th century 
and the other two, to the 1 1th century.



features in the different earlier epochs.
Stylistic aspects of the script, c.1000-1100 A.D.

The stagnation in the forms of the individual 
letters and signs during the present century is compen
sated by a richness of stylistic varieties. The 
writings on the inscriptions and manuscripts belonging 
to this period exhibit a number of distinct strains.
Some of these are apparently accidental, while others 
appear to have been cultivated. A grouping on the 
stylistic basis is attempted below.
(i) The formal manuscript-style (also called the Buddhisl
calligraphical style, etc.):- The cultivation of the
art of writing under the auspices of the Buddhist
monasteries gave rise to a distinct style of writing'**
that reached its culmination in the eleventh century A.B.
in the Pala dominions of northern Bengal and Bihar, and
also in Nepal, where Buddhist activities were being pursue

2in full vigour." In the 11th century, the same style is 
applied not infrequently to inscriptions - particularly 
those inscribed on stone. This style of writing is by

1• See chapter IV above.
2. In spite of some peculiarities of its own, the manu

script-style of Nepal is in close agreement with that 
obtaining in the PSla dominions of northern-Bengal and 
Bihar.

3. Examples of this are offered by Nos. 2, 3, 4, 12, 13> 8 
9 in the list given above. To a lesser degree,
influence of the style is also reflected by the
copper plates, Nos. 3, 6 , 7.
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no means confined to the avowedly Buddhist inscriptions,
and is sometimes extended to inscriptions recording
activities in connection with the Brahmanical faiths."*'
But the close association of this style of writing with
the Buddhist manuscripts both in and outside India makes
it likely that the growth of this extremely professional
(calligraphical) hand was connected in the early stages

2to the manuscript-copying in the monasteries.
Any specialities of the individual letter-forms 

and signs pertaining to this style will be pointed out in 
due course. Here we may only refer to some of the out
standing peculiarities.

The general style shows an interplay of thick 
and fine strokes in which the former, which also includes

3the head-mark, predominates. The vertical at the right- 
hand side of many of the letters is austerely straight 
and upright, which contrasts with the curved elements 
generally occurring at the left. The twist at the lower 
end of the vertical, which marked the ku^ila stjle, is now

■ ■ • -    ——   — — -----------------------   —     - -  ■

1. E.g. the G-aya stone inscriptions.
2. Subsequently its artistry attracted the attention of 

other professional scribes, who were sometimes also 
called upon to make the first draft of the inscription} 
upon which the engraver worked with his tool.

3. Primarily, it followed from writing with a soft brush 
(or bamboo-reed pen).
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replaced by an artificial angular slant with a pointed end
( ). There is a decided tendency not only to flatten
the tops of letters with curved tops which hitherto
generally showed no head-mark^ but also to make them
simulate the head-mark by al lowing them an overgrowth at

2the left-hand extremity*
(ii) The professional (artificial), squarish (angular) 
style of the Oandra and Pala copper plates:- The copper 
plates from eastern Bengal hardly show any influence of 
the formal raanuscript-style (discussed above)* In them 
the letters are formed by uniformly thin strokes. The 
verticals are upright and straight, but have their lower 
ends twisted rightwards with a downward slope, and are not 
angularly formed. The upper ends of such letters as Kha, 
Ga, Na, Sa, etc. are often flattened, but the effort to 
convert these into head-marks is not in evidence. The

3increased breadth gives the letters a squarish shape.
________________________________________  * V

1 ' ' ' s ' '1. E.g. Kha, Ga, Sa, etc.
2. C.f. Kha, Ga, Sa, etc. In the case of Tha, a head-mark

is often separately added. As the haf>it of writing man 
of these letters with head-marksf or flattening and con
verting their tops_into head-marks) had become widely 
prevalent in the Nagarl beyond eastern India by this 
time, it is not improbable that this feature came to 
the manuscript-styie of north-eastern India and Nepal 
from this source.

3. This is accentuated by the flattening of curves like the
tops of Kha, Ga, Na, and Sa just mentioned, the signs oi
medial i and e (lateral full-length type), the left arm
of ]Ja, etc. The wedged (not very thick) head-na?k is
sometimes hollow inside. Many of these features are
broadly explicable in the context of the stylistic
evolution of the script as reflected by the slightly
earlier Candra and PSla c.ps. on the one hand (c.f.

11a; 9a-b) and the Yajrman (14a-b) and Sena c; lba-c, e-f; copper plates on the other.lOb-f(15b-
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(iii) Miscellaneous hands in other major inscriptions*

Of the other major inscriptions, Nos. 10, 14,
15 and 16 do not show any apparent influence of the 
formal manuscript-style, though they come from northern 
Bengal and Bihar. Nor do they share the squarish angulai 
style of the Pala and Candra copper plates. No. 14 and, 
to some extent, No. 15, show some peculiarities, which 
do not customarily belong to eastern India. On the 
other hand, there are many features which genuinely belong 
to this region.1

Though inscribed on copper plate, No. 10 shows 
some characteristics which technically should belong to

Pa stone inscription."' Stylistically, the writing on 
this copper plate has little affinity to that on the

*5regular dynastic copper plates from Bengal or Bihar.

1. The hybrid style of writing encountered in these two 
inss. further shows the growing susceptibility of 
Bihar to the expanding influence of the Nagari from 
the western direction.

2. These include the thick strokes, tapering verticals
(thinner at the lower ends), and thick wedged head-marks 
Occasionally, only the outline of the thick wedge is 
given. This, as well as other advanced features
noticed sometimes as regards individual letter-forms 
and signs, are in contrast to the acute-angles formed 
at the lower right ends of the letters with .a closed 
bottom. The latter tendency has been accelerated from 
line 7 in a bid to overcome the limitation of space.

5. O.f. the c.ps. of the Palas, Candras, etc.
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No. 16 also shows a little admixture of the

Nagari from the west;'1*' hut this is almost negligible.
Most of the crucial letters show unquestionably eastern 

2 .forms.
(iv) The ordinary hand of sundry inscriptions:—

As it often happens, least affected by stylisa- 
tion are the small image inscriptions, which are presum
ably nearer to the ordinary current hand of the period 
than the professional inscriptions and manuscripts.

Advanced stylistic features of the Bengal Asiatic Society’s
mssT ~    ------------------------- -------------------

These manuscripts,^" which have been assigned to 
the lOth-llth century A.B. by S. K. Saraswati on palaeo- 
graphical basis, do not show the 1 calligraphical manuscript 
style* of which the general characteristics have been 
outlined above. On the other hand, the general tenor of 
the writing in these MSS. is comparatively easy-flowing 
and less formal. There is not the interplay of thick

1. O.f. use optionally of closed E, Tha with the upper left 
bend forming a loop, etc.

2. The more than usual importance of this inscription lies 
in its enumeration of the entire alphabet, thus afford
ing a glimpse of many of the letters, which otherwise 
occur very rarely in their initial forms.

3. E.g. Ilf, g. See List of Inscriptions for others.
4. Vide supra.
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and fine strokes: the writing has been presumably done . 
by a sort of a reed (or bamboo) pen producing neither too 
thin nor too thick strokes; but compared to the manuscript- 
style, the average stroke tends to be somewhat thinner.
The verticals at the right-hand side of (many of) the 
letters are straight and upright, but do not share the 
severity of the manuscript-style, and the artificially
produced angular bottom-slant (the legacy of the Kutila-

.

twist) is hardly in evidence. Instead, the vertical
• * * y T •; 'V. • W  - ' I

itself is so drawn as to leave a pointed end at its right
hand extremity ( | ).^

In view of the comparatively advanced stylistic
features, as well as the occurrence of some comparatively

2advanced letter-forms , it is not improbable that all

1. While all the three manuscripts share these features 
which are at variance from those of the formal Manu
script style1, they also show certain differences 
when compared to one another. The first of these 
(G-.9995) shows rather thick and horizontal top-strokes< 
In the third (G-.1o746) the top-mark becomes thinner, 
but more expensive, and in the second (G-.4837), it is 
curved like what has been described by Btthler as the 
!Nepalese hook1 (c.f. pha, ^  ). The fNepalese-hook
was but one of the comparatively advanced stylistic 
successors of the wedged head-mark in eastern India, 
about which more will be said in the following chapter

2. C.f. Ta and Bha curving the bottom leftwards, Ja with 
its pendant raised upwards in the first - which seems 
to have been copied earlier than the rest - etc.
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these MSS. were copied after the eleventh century A.D.
The 1Nepalese-hook1 as well as the ductus of writing and 
the forms of some individual letters1 make it likely that 
G-.4837 was copied inNepal, while the remaining two might

phave been copied in Bengal-Bihar.
We may now pass on to a close examination of the 

individual characters and signs as they occur in inscription 
and manuscripts from Bihar and Bengal during the 11th 
century A.D.
Initial vowels

A has two major types, viz., ^  ® and si , of 
which the second is comparatively scarce^". A, as usual, 
has its length indicated by a full-length vertical stroke.

I shows slightly varied forms, all of which are
5based on the type ^  in the first place'•

.  —  ---- ------------------------------ ------ -  ■ . . . . . . . .  ■ .  . . . . ---------------- .  ■■ n.  ............................... '  -  ■ —  '■ " ■

1. E.g. Ka, Ta, medial e, Bha, etc.
2. The comparatively older look of G-. 9995 may be illusive 

like that of G. 4078. No. 10746 may be more comfortably 
placed later than c.1100 A.D. It belongs to a phase 
when the difference between the Nagari and the eastern 
Indian styles of writing had ceased to be confined to a 
few individual letters and signs only.

3. Like the head-mark, and the ̂ vedge-type of medial u, (and 
the wedges of Kha, Ga. and Sa), the wedge (at the bottom) 
of A is hollow ( >51 ) in some inscriptions (but not in
manuscripts.). Occasionally, (c.f. 9e) the wedge is 
reduced to a linear stroke ( jsj ).

4* See. an example in 13e.
5. In lid, col. xxia, the upper member consists of a hollow 

wedge ( ), but more often in the Candra c.pls. the
wedge is dismembered (c.f. 5^ , or o© )• An addit
ional stroke_(which was first introduced in the inscrip
tions of Narayanapala) occurs at the lower end of I in 
(contd. on next*page)
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I which appears very infrequently, does not

seem to be clearly distinguished from 1 .̂
U does not show any significant development in

the present century. U is of extremely rare occurrence.
In the Hasra Kol ins., the sign of its length (which also

odistinguishes it from U) is placed at the bottom .

5 . continued from previous page:
the c.pls. of Vigrahapala III (c.f. charts 9c-e, ).
In 9d and 9e, occasionally a minuscule vertical tick 
hangs from the right end of the top-stroke ( ?  ; this
contrasts with the much bolder stroke in some of the 
Gandra inscriptions, c.f. o* ). Ipe has the tick 
raised cursively upwards ( oo) c.f. similar upraised 
tick of Ta in this ins.). I of the present type also 
occurs in^the Hasra Kol ins... Optionally a bottora- 
stroke (°© , oo ), showing varied degrees of curva
ture, is \dded. n In 12a-d (which substantially reflect 
the 1calligraphical style1 of eastern India), the top- 
stroke is distinctly wedged, and the lower circles 
elongated vertically ( oo )• Occasionally, the 
elongated circles also grow tails at the lower end 
( , C.f. also the lower circle of the visarga in
such cases).

1. The Hasra Kol ins. gives I as oo and I as ,
The sign standing for I in this inscription is frequent
ly used to indicate I in some of the earlier inscrip
tions.-) In 13e the twisted top-stroke distinguishes 
I ( ) from T ( C° ) • In lid T has a ? bottom
stroke ( •• ), while I has none ( *2 ). But
similar bottom stroke characterises I in many other 
inscriptions as has been noticed^fbove. The distinc

tion between I ( So ) and 1 ( ©o ) is indicated in 
the same manner in 13a. All these cases seem to 
testify that a sign for T as truly distinct from that 
of I has not yet emerged, and different contrivances 
are used in different inscriptions to distinguish 
I from I.

2. 'S , c.f. also the Bihar ins. of Sauryaditya, Y.S. 
1083, ^
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R also appears very rarely. In the Hasra Kol 

ins. it has the same form as Jha, In line 11
of the same ins. R is written in a somewhat different way.J 
< *  ).

R is developed from R by the addition of a curve 
at the bottom — the same as is used to indicate medial r^

L in the Hasra Kol ins. resembles the auspicious 
sign at the beginning of some inscriptions during this 
period ( / ). Prom it, J is formed by contriving a
second curve at the bottom ( ^  ' What stands for
L in the Hasra Kol inscription, subsequently came to 
indicate L, while Z took an additional curve at the lower 
end. ( ^  ).4

1. Here the stroke joining the two verticals develops a 
protrusion at the left end. This is the type which 
gave rise to the Devanagarl form of the letter (C.f. 
also J ( 4? ) and R ( in a Paisacika-Sutra MS.
from Nepal of N.S. 385 (A.B._1265), see Luigia Nitti, 
Purusottamadeva*s Prakrtanu^asana, Paris, 1938, for 
illustration. C.f. moreover, Btfhler, IP. pi. VI, 7, 
cols. v,_xiv-vii). The 1. protuberance is noticeable 
in the Samantasar c.p. of Harivarman ( , line 12,
reverse), but not in the Irda c.p. of (Kamboja) Naya- 
pala (1 3a,

2. C.P._ ^  , in the HasraKol ins. In the Nepal MSS., R
and §. are sometimes written in completely different
manner. In the Paramesvara-Tantra, a MS. of the ninth 
century A.P., R and p have respectively the forms.' J 
and 5  , (c.f. Bendall, CBSM. Cambridge, Add.1049,
pi. I, ii; Btthler, IP. pi. VI, col. vii). A MS. of 
the KurukullaKalpa, dated N.S. 299 (A.B. 1179) shows 
further development of these types of R ( £  ) and
R ( &  ), c.f. CBSM. Add. 1691.ii, pi.Ill,i, and Table 
of Letters; Btthler, IP. pi. VI, col.xi.

5. La of a similar type, , also occurs in the Horiuzi
PlS., belonging to a much earlier period. See Bfthler, 
(contd. on next page)
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The eastern type of E with an opening at the 

left-hand side (which contrasts with the closed E in the 
Nagari obtaining elsewhere) is commonly used in the ins
criptions as well as manuscripts from Bengal and Bihar 
belonging to the present century.^

Ai is marked out from E by the addition of a
tail2.

-40 does not show any significant development,
its double-curved formation ( 3 ) having been developed

3much earlier. The bottom curve is not raised much 
upwards.

3 . continued from previous page.
'Palaeographical Remarks on the Horiuzi Palm-leaf MSS. 1 
(loc.cit.); Indian Palaeography. PI. VI, cols* V-VT7 
But J in this case has the additional stroke^Indi
cating its length added in a different way, ft •
In Nepal, £ and Z seem to have been written somewhat

4. See Chapter VI.
1. The Hasra Kol ins. (which generally uses the typical 

eastern Indian forms), however, has both types of E
( Q  and Q  ). Occasionally the vertical of the 
eastern type of E grows a protrusion at the upper end 
(c.f. d d, the Bihar ins. of Sauryaditya,V.S. 1083, 
line 24). This feature is less observable in Bengal 
and Bihar than in Orissa, Assam and Nepal.

2. In the Hasra Kol ins. the tail is drawn from about the 
upper right end of E ( ^  ).

3. C.f. the Bower ■ MSS, SSLo^Sil’

#sc
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Au, like Ai, hoists its tail upwards.*^

Medial vowelss—
In the major inscriptions (both copper plate

and stone) from Bengal and Bihar, as well as the manuscript
of this period, medial a of the full-length vertical type

— o(c.f. Ra,9d, ) is commonly used. The right end of
the head-mark is sometimes cursively bent so as to lead

¥■ 3to the upper protuberance of the head-mark. The old form
4of an upraised a in Ta, may be seen in llg .

Medial i shows varying degrees of curvature and/
5or angularity in the different inscriptions.

1. The form of the letter in the Hasra Kol ins. ( 3^ )
is not unlike that of itsjmich earlier counterpart in 
the Monghyr c.p. of Devapala. In the c.p. of Saurya- 
ditya (V.S. 1083) on the other hand, the tail stands on 
a vertical, which is joined to the mainyletter by a 
sloping (and slightly curved) stroke ( ).

2. The use of other types of sL^c.f. a shorter vertical 
in the Hasra Kol ins., Ha, ), though not entirely
unknown, is rather untypical of the century.

3 . C.f. Ka, /Jj[ , llg. This practice has been carried 
down to the Bangali-Assamese printed style.

4. C.f. Jta,
5. Thus i is fully curved in Si, lid, col. xxiii ( (Jl ); 

but angular versions (which involve flattening of the 
top, bottom or the lateral portion) are by no means 
uncommon (c.f. Li,#v , 11c, col. xviii; Ti, MS ,
12a, col. v; Ni, \ 12c, col. xx, etc.). In Hhe
manuscripts (written in the fBuddhist caliigraphical 
style*) and inscriptions reflecting the manuscript-style 
in varying degrees, the top is often reduced to a short 
sloping stroke (under a heavy dosage of angularity) and 
scarcely touches the head-mark (or letter-top). The 
bend or slant at the bottom is occasionally dropped 
(c.f. Di, (> , 1 3e col. xxiv; Dhi, Q  , 1 2d, col.
xxvi), as dnprelulde to the modern coifrTterpart ( T 
The top of the sign rarely covers the entire l̂ength1 of 
the head-mark, and especially in the manuscript-style,it 
is mostly confined to the latterfs left half.



Rarely, one comes across the archaic type of medial i
1consisting of a shorter curve .

The top-curve of i is generally stretched left
wards no further than the middle of the head-mark (or 

oletter-top)"'. ■
The use of the hook-type of medial u shows a £}

decline on account of the frequent encroachments by the k I m
wedge-type even in G-u, Tu, Bhu, and Su. Medial u in Ru,
as before is either curved upwards ( ^  ) or projected
downwards ( ^  )̂ .

1. G.f. Yi, , lid, col. xxiva-b.
2. G.f. Ti, <fl , 13e, col. xxi. An exception is 

occasionally iqAde (only in copper plates) in connection 
with 1Sri1 ( , c.f. lib, ild, 13e, etc. Here the
curve is co-terminus with the left top of the letter). 
In the manuscript-style, the top-curve/^occasionally 
showing angularity at the right^end, { , c.f. 12a,
but more often fully curved, I ), like that of i, 
does not generally touch the head-mark, or letter-top 
(c.f. Rl, 12b, col. xiv). When it does, it is
usually the right end of the head-mark or letter-top 
where it ends (c.f. Srl,12d, col.xxvii).

3. Its use in Ku is generally confined to such cases where 
the unlooped version of Ka is employed (c.f. Ku, 3^ > 
11c, col. xiva, as contrasted to Ku, ^  , more 
commonly encountered).

4 . Conjuncts involving subscript Ya generally receive u 
of the second jp.riety (c.f. Tyu. 'Zh > lid, MISC., 
col.xxii; Dyu, , 13e, col. xx) while both of 
these types are used rather indiscriminately in con- 
juncts involving subscript Ra (c.f. Tru, Lr t Dru, 
and Sru, Q  in lid; £ru, in 1 1c, etc.
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The long-hook type of medial u ( ) is
used in all cases except Ru and conjuncts involving
subscript Ra*^ The sign of u in Ru sometimes resembles

2the second type of u in Ru, as discussed above. Quite
often, however, u spreads tentacles in either direction,
in slightly varied ways.

The sign of medial r is generally curved (
), but in the manuscript-style it is frequently

angular.^- Medial J occurs in lib and 11c. As ever
5before, it is formed by adding a curve to that of r.

Medial £ and J do not occur.
As before, medial e (which also takes part in

ai, o and au) shows three different forms: (a) the
superior type (c.f. Ve, ^  )> (^) full-length
lateral type (c.f. De, (Z| ); and (c) the short
lateral type (c.f. Le, l?l ). In ai and au, the
superior type occurs without fail. In ai, the second

1. In 13b, the left end of the hook is sometimes looped 
( ) •

2. G.f. Ru, ^  7 12c, col. xviiib; 12d, col.xxv.
3. C.f. ^  _ , «  , $  , *  _ , etc. Thistype of u is also employed in Kru ( ^  , lib,

llc> ' T
4 . ^  , c.f. 9c-e; 12a-d.
5. C.f. Tr, ^  .



e belongs to either of the varieties, (b) and (c).’1'
As before, e of variety (a) is attached to the right 
end of the head-mark or letter-top, and in o and au,

mmit is placed above the vertical of a.

%

1* So far as o and au are concerned, the use of
variety (a) of the signs of e is definitely on the 
decline. In eastern Bengal, this type is far from 
frequent in the copper plates of Sricandra. 
ICalya^acandra (discussed in the preceding chapter) 
and Ladahacandra (c.f. llb-c) and is not to be found 
in the*c.p. of Govindacandra (lid). In 9c-e, 
variety (b) alone is used while in the manuscript- 
style, variety (c) is by far the most popular 
(exceptions as in Le, lid, col. xxiv, , are
indeed rare). In the manuscript-style, moreover, 
the head-mark is extended up to the top of the short 
(lateral) curve of e. The curve itself occasionally 
grows a thick end (c.f. Re, ^  , *12b, col. xiii).
Like medial i, medial e of variety (b) may be 
relatively curved (c.f. Le, £ £  , llg, col. xxx) 
or angular (c.f. Le, (j? , lid, col. xxiii).
The copper plates show a special disposition for 
angularity as regards the sign of e, and others.
In some cases, bereft of the bottom twist or slant,

/ \e of variety (b) is nearly reduced to a simple 
vertical (c.f. Re, , 9d, col. xxv). In any
case, this variety id distinguished from medial i 
by its lack of the projecting top-curve of the latter. 
In the manuscripts, the superior type (variety a) 
of e is sometimes delineated in an artistic way.
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Anusvara and visarga:-

■ j. . .€

■m * .4.£.

The circle (hollow or bioeked)-and-slant type
'  . • — \lr ;  3

  •of the anusvara is relatively scarce, though not
entirely unknown.  ̂ The lone dot or circle is more

-v

9/  iur*common,
■ »

The two circles (generally hollow) of visarga
• * . \ ~ • % are as ever, drawn one above the other. In the manu-

.. -i
scripts the lower circle tends to develop a tail o ,

^  z-y j

not unlike those occasionally taking place in the
:

circles of initial I.

Single consonants
' •• 3i ' :fiKa does not show any important development.

■■ -
Kha has the appendage closed in the manuscript- 

style.5 In lie, Kha has Its top open., ( ).
- '

1. G.f. specimens of this type in 11c, col.xiiia-b; 9d, 
col. xxii; 9e, col.xxvii, 1 3e, col. xix, etc.

2. Generally the dot is placed above the right end of the 
head-mark ( ^  ) or letter-top, but occasionally it
is more centrally placed ( , c.f. 1 3e, col.xviii).

_ '  -3. C.f. also the inscriptions from Gaya, represented by
charts 1 2b and 1 2d. ■ k &

'"M4. In the rnanuscript-style its loop is broadened at the 
upper end, and the tail, which shows a zigzag formation 
has its top horizontally drawn (at the same level as
the top of the loop, c.f. ^

5* Besides, its extremely flattened top simulates a head- 
mark, and the JLeft arm, though drawn in slightly differ 
ent ways, ( » S3 » » etc*) nearlyalways renders the letter narrower at the top.

6 . But in lib and 13e, quite often the gap between^the 
l£i*t curve and the right vertical is closed ( ^  ,). In 11c. and more particularly in lid, the top gap is sometimes bridged artificially by a superimposed horizontal stroke ( ^  ).



In llb-c the roof of G-a is comparatively Hat,
and the curve at its left end narrow and projected to

of G-a in 13e leads to the growth an upper protuberance

ally the letter is brought nearer to Pa by merging the 
entire left-hand side into a single curve, and minimising

1. Sometimes in this style the left arm is curved like
that of Kha ( , c.f. 9d), so that the top stroke
becomes an independent head-mark as it were,- distinct 
from the ̂ top of the main letter, (c.f. also similar 
type of Sa). Occasionally the left arm is_flattened, 
bringing the letter closer to the JDevanagari counter
part, ( 4f̂ )•

2. The wedge at the end of the left arm (of Kha, Ga, and 
£a) grows a stylised twist at the bottom in some of 
the inscriptions (c.f. lid, lie, etc.).

3. G.f. llb-d; 12b, 12d; 13a-b, e, etc.
4. G.f. , 13e.
5. G.f. f\ , 9c. In 9e, col.xxxii, the right-hand stroke 

at the dottom is pushed higher, besides being laid 
horizontally. Sometimes angularity is introduced, into 
the letter so as to bring it nearer to Sa (c.f. ^  , 
9d, col. xxii; 9 e, cols. xxviii,xxx; 1 2a, col.i, etc.) 
These two types are mainly associated with the 
manuscript-style•

). In 12b, notwithstanding the flat 
top, the curve at the upper end of the left arm is 
comparatively broad-shaped ( c.f. also 9c). In
the manuscript-style, the curve at the left top is 
often substituted by angle ( ).1 The curved top

from the right vertical ( )."
G-ha commonly has the form  ̂ in which

slight variation is occasionally introduced by projecting 
leftwards the upper end of the left vertical^. Occasion-

5the size of the right-hand stroke at the bottom.



fla generally occurs in conjuncts, as the super— ,
script. The Hasra Kol ins. affords a rare glimpse of the 
initial form of this letter."^

■Ca curves its left arms in varying degrees.

letter

While the triangular variety remains the standard form of
- . .h' ;*

Ca during the present century, in Ilf and llg the crescent
type of Ca ( ^  ) re-appears after a long time.2

■ - JCha generally occurs as a subscript in conjuncts.
In the rare specimen of the initial form of this letter
in the Hasra Kol inscription, the vertical cuts across
the elliptical body to grow a lower protuberance ( ^ 5  ).

z 1Ja does not show any significant development.
.. ■ - - ;

     —    „ ■ ■ „

1. The specimen in the Hasra Kol ins., with its bottom cur
ving leftwards (like that of pa), and the ringlet 
attached to the right end of the head-mark ( 
provides the archetype of the BAM. form of thi
< ( g ) .

2. The total lack of the crescent-type of Ca in inscription! 
and manuscripts for so many centuries after the evolu
tion of the triangular form makes it unlikely that the 
tradition was kept alive for so long. It is more 
probable that the crescent-type was now developed 
afresh from the triangular Ca, without reference to
the earlier Ca of this (i.e. crescentic) type. Later 
the use of this type of Ca became widespread in eastern 
India (particularly in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa) for 
some time. The two image inscriptions - Ilf, gf 
reflecting the informal current hand - show that in 
popular usage, this type began to appear somewhat 
earlier (c.f. also the use of comparatively advanced 
forms of Ta, Da, Bha, Ra, and subscript Ta in llg.).

3. The top of the body may be curved ( ), flat ( ^  )#
and even angular ( JJj ). Angularity is also occasion* 
ally introduced in place of the lower right-hand curve. 
In the manuscript-style, the top is generally flat and
horizontal, and the tail fashioned in a zigzag way like that of Ka. The bottom stroke is generally short and not much raised upwards.
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- u  .Jha occurs rarely, either initially or in

• .. . • -■ ? Cf- >***
conjuncts. It occurs in its initial form in the Hasra

."r- l * ' "  T

Kol inscription, and, as has been already mentioned, there 
it is indistinguishable from initial R ( )• The
rare specimen of the initial Na ( Q3 ) also occurs inS M H H M  I :tem*, &the same inscriiotion.

Ta is written in several ways. The pro-Nagari
type ( £  ) occurs in the Bihar inscriptions of Sauryadi-
tya.'1 Generally speaking, the form of Ta as noticed

n  t.earlier in the copper plates of Mahipala I. ( U  * O  )
—  2survives m  the copper plates of Vigrahapala III , and,

with the r. pendant further reduced, occurs in the Gaya
- 3stone inscriptions of Nayapala • Occasionally, the right 

vertical is elongated though the body of the letter 
remains otherwise unchanged. In 13e, the short vertical 
is raised upwards^. Ta with a double-curved back is also

1. Both stylistically and in the shape of some of the 
individual letters these inscriptions betray a notice
able amount of mid-Indian influence.

2. C.f. 9c-e.
3 . C.f. 1 2a, 1 2b, V

in4 . c.f. Z\ > 1 2d.
5 . 2? , c.f. also upturned top-stroke of initial I in

this ins. The practice of raising this member upwards 
did not become widely adopted in Bengal or Bihar until 
some time later. It seems to have come into general 
usage at a comparatively early period in Orissa.



far from being given up as yet.1
Jha for the most part consists of a simple

pcircle as before; but in the manuscript-style , a head-
3 remark is often introduced as in the Nagari version

obtaining elsewhere.
-

Da in most cases has its bottom curved leftwards.. .. 7

while its upper part shows angularity and/or curvature in
4varying degrees. In eastern Bengal, the more archaic 

typer- projecting the lower stroke downwards (with a 
rightward slant)-still holds the ground.^

Dha does not show any significant development.
The lower curve develops angularity at the left-hand side 
in 1 2c ( ^  ); but elsewhere, this point is generally
curved ( ^  ) .

1. In the Hasra Kol Ins. this type shows a fla£. top, but 
no vertical developing from its right e n d ( ). A 
short vertical occurs at this point in the copper 
plates of ladahacandra(c.f. llb-c, 0  ). This con
trasts with -the fuller vertical featuring Ta both in 
the earlier-Candra copper plates (c.f. lOb-f, 11a) as 
well as the following copper plate of G-ovindacandra 
(c.f. lid). In the last-mentioned copper plate (lid), 
the left member is drawn in a rather peculiar way 
resembling Da of the same inscription to a certain 
extent. In the two stone inscriptions of G-ovinda - 
candra 011 the other hand, the vertical is short and 
develoos protrusion above the curved top of the letter.
c 0  >2. G.f. also the Bihar inscriptions of Sauryaditya.

3 . 5  t 6  f .9d, 12a, etc.
4. C.f. \5 , 3 ,  i  , JI , etc. The curve (opening right

wards) is occasionally given up.
5. G.f. \  , lid. Here the other type (as noticed

above) is not introduced until the next_century• An 
inscription from northern Bengal, the Ramgahj copper plate (43d), also has the old type of Da ( 7  ;♦



Ha is written in slightly different ways - all
■ «. -indifferent stylistic renderings of the form CO .1 The

manuscript style shows the top flattened and projected- ;v •. ~I- «*- "if. ■2 .  -in the manner of the head-mark. A superimposed hori-
-  **. t

zontal stroke characterises Na( ) and in lid.
The archaic type of Ta ( ^  ) occurs in 13e,

V3X '
and alternately, in 13a. The pro-Nagarl type is, however
more commonly used.^ The eastern (curved) type of Ta

♦ M '* i • *
occurs in llg ( S) ), 9e, col. xxviii ( ^  ), and the

X 'X 4Hasra Kol inscription ( oj O  ).
v -  ■

. . , —  . .. . I—  ---  . . .  ■ ■■■ . — ----------- ------ ------- . ............... , 1 1 . —  I ■■ I.— —  _

1. Angularity is introduced in varied forms into the 
letter (c.f. C| , 1 3e; , llb-c; , lid,
etc.

f j  *r

2. Two sub-varieties of Na may be distinguished in this 
style: (a) ^  (c.f.*1 2a-d; 13b; 9e, col. xxviii,' 
etc.) and (b) rl (c.f. 9c-d, and frequently, 9c).
In the first sub-variety the left arm and the short 
middle arm are separately drawn from the top-stroke, 
whereas in the second sub-variety, the left arm is 
drawn from the end of the middle arm. An intermediate
form ( (H ) may also be discerned (c.f. 1 2c, col.xv]
in whiclrmhe left and the middle arms are drawn from
the same point of the top-stroke.

. •
3. In matters of detail, some variations of this type 

may be noted, based mainly on the nature qnd ^gr§| 
of the curvature of the left arm ( ft , n  > M  > Cl t etc.) In the manuscript-style, the left arm is oftei 
much angularised, ( ^ ^ , etc.) Any possible
confusion with Bha, however, is avoided by writing 
Bha in a different way in any particular inscription 
or manuscript where Ta usurps the wonted form of the 
closed type of Bha. The manuscript style, however, 
also shows Ta with the left arm curved ( «..*■)•
Less frequently, the left member ends up with a, 
dotted mouth( n ), like Na.'The hollow circular, 
or rather triangular loop of Na ( ^  ) in these
particular cases, however, saves a possible confusion

. . ■ • --jp4. It was not, however, until the next~century that this type finally replaced the oro-Nggari as theTlndieitflnnaT’rl Tr>T*m nf Ta. in eastern
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As before, Tha has either both of its loops

closed, or only the lower one so. In the manuscript-
style, both the varieties occur.1 In 11c, the closed
loops are unequal in size, and different in shape 

o  2( ). Severance of the top curve from the right
vertical ( 2i . £J> - involving the opening up of the
lower loop in the Hasra Kol ins. and some specimens of

313e - marks a forward step in the development of the
letter.

Da shows angularity at the left-hand side of 
the lower curve ( but occasionally one notes
curvature at this point (e.g. ^  t

Dha shows various developments at the upper end. 
The old bow (or reversed English ’D^-type is quite 
common; sometimes it has the vertical protruding at the M

5upper end. The tip of the upper projection is often.

1. Here the top is so flattened as to resemble a head- 
mark, c.f. variety (a) y... a... ..9 , etc.;variety (b) Sometimes both the arms converge
below the head-mark, 2  , c.f. also similar types
of G-a, and Sa.

2. Similar disparity also features Tha with the upper 
loop open in lib ( ), and many other inscriptions 
(c.f. 9d; the c.pls. of Balavarman and Ratnapala of 
Assam; Btthler, IP. pi. V, 26, col. xxi, etc.;.

3. C.F. col. xix.
4. Both the strokes forming the body of the -Letter, are*-* 

curved and sloped in varying degrees ( K* , o  nl. 
etc.). In the manuscript-style, the pointed end of 
the othemise IJiick bottom-stroke indicates the tick 
of Da ( , m  )• In other cases, it is^separate-
ly drawn jit the right tip of the bottom ( ).

5. Q  , Q  , c.f. 13e, 9e, 9d, col. xxiva, etc.
In some cases enlargement of this protruberance
(continued on next page)
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thickened ( (] )\ Though in eastern Bengal the
2open-top Dha was introduced rather early this type is

less numerous than the closed type in the c.pls. of 
3La^ahacandra . Like Tha, Dha in these inscriptions 

is broader in the lower region ( d  , 4  ).4

A rare specimen of the old looped type of Na 
occurs in Ilf, col. xxixa ( ^  ). Otherwise, the

5advanced type of Na,-with a right vertical,-is used.

5 . (continued from previous page.)
coincides with the broadening of the loop, so that 
the letter looks like Oa of the Adokan inscriptions
( d1. G.f. 12a-d,_ G.f. also Dha in the Nalanda st. ins. 
of Vipulas'rlmitra. This feature grows into a head- 
inark especially in the manuscript style - which 
renders the letter somewhat liable to confusion with 
Va(=Ba) k c•f♦ Dha:- ^  , 12b; (J , 9d; . A  ,
9c. etc. . This sort of a head-mark for DhaMis by
no means confined to eastern India alone (c.f. Btfhler̂ ] 
PI. IV, 28, cols, xii, xiii,xxiii).

2. G.f. lob-f; 11a.
3 . llb-c.
4. The copper plate of G-ovindacandra (lid) has the rela

tively advanced form of Dha, in which besides the open 
top, we have the left curve bending its upper end away 
from the right vertical ( ) in a more marked'
degree than in the earlier uandra inscriptions.

5. As before, the ringlet is at i,ached to the vertical 
either directly ( c3 ), or through the intermediacy 
of a stroke, which might be relatively large or small, 
stiff or curved, horizontal or slanting, in the indi
vidual cases. In the inscriptions showing the manu
script style .the ringlets are generally hollow and 
circular (or rather triangular), while in the actual 
manuscripts these are closed (though similar in outline 
Otherwise, it is often elongated horizontally.
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Pa, as usual, shows curvature at the bottom 

left. The left arm is notched (leftwards), but in 
some cases, its upper end is concealed in the thick
head-mark^ as a result of which the letter looks broader a1

2 <4/. 3the lower end.
Pha, as before, shows either a fully formed^ 

or shorter^- right arm from which the characteristic tail
5is developed."

Va(=Ba) shows mainly two stylistic variations 
of its loop, viz. <3 and ^  , depending on whether
the loop is relatively broad or elongated.^

]Q , c.f. 1 1c, 9d, 12a etc.
Occasionally, however, the lower end is palpably 
broader ( Q  , c.f. 1 2c, 1 3b, etc.), resulting 
from the absence of any notable leftward movement 
at the upper end of the left arm.
£T , c.f. llb-f. In eastern Bengal this variety
was apparently more popular.
Ip , c.f. 12a, 12d, 9c, 9e, 13e, etc. This type 
- which seems to have been popular in Bihar, and 
the adjoining regions of northern Bengal about this 
period ^ was often written with a leftward slope 
(c.f. , 1 2d).
It may be noted that in the Nagari of mid-India and1 
elsewhere, the tail was differently formed, c.f.
Btfhler, IP.P1.V, 31,
Both Va and Ba are indicated by the same sign even 
in the complete alphabet given by the Ilasra Kol 
inscription. In line 2 ofjthe same ins. Va is 
stylistically reduced into y  . Similar styl- 
isation is sometimes also noticed in Orissa inss.

1 .
2.

3.

4.

5 .

6



■  * 5 ^Bha shows a number of varieties, which may be
% I ' f"broadly divided according to three criteria, viz.

(i) whether the appendage is open (c.f. ^  , £  )
or closed ( ^  , etc.);
• r  - ■ - f t "(ii) whether there is a fully formed right vertical 
(c.f. ^  ) or not (c.f. A  * i  , etc.); A

■and
(iii) whether the bottom is curved leftwards (c.f. Vv ,

) or not (c.f. ^  ^  ^  , etc.).
The left arm of Ma is mildly curved. The

'I* 3bottom is curved downwards and sloped to the right ( <J5 ).
• v  • ^  :In the inscriptions from eastern Bengal" the

lower left end of Ya commonly shows a sharp beak ( )♦
pOnly rarely is roundedness noticed at this point.

• ■ £!,'2
' ' • “y r - £■;   ■     —  —

1. These criteria are, however, not mutually exclusive.
In the manuscript-style, the appendage is normally 
closed (c.-f. also similar characteristic in Sa). The 
mode of turning the bottom of Bha leftwards (an east
ern characteristic, c.f. also Ta) did not become wide
spread in inscriptions or manuscripts until" the next 
century. Stray examples are,jiiowever, Y*ound in llg 
( V\ ), the Hasra Kol ins. ( , 3 ) ), and the
Bih^x inscription, V.S. 1083,of Sauryaditya ( £  ,
^  - occurring optionally). The types , and d
are confined to the formal manuscript-style alone, t
wjiile in the average ̂ general^Lnscrintions, the type

m
wiuie m  tne average ^enerai^Lnscriptions, rne rype 
vr (variants: , etc.2 is generally
favoured, c.f. llb-e; 9c-e; I3e; the Samantasar c.p. 
of Harivarman, and the Bihar ins. of Sauryaditya,
V.S. 1077.

2. Q  ,c.f.lib, col. ix; 11c, col. xviia-b. Introduction
of roundedness makes Ya liable to confusion with Pa, 
but generally the curve (at the low^r left) end of Ya 
is m o m  projected to the left ( CJ ) than that of 
Pa ( Q  ). Sometimes in the manuscript-style, theV, v s -1

(contd. on next page)
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Elsewhere, angularity at the lower left end shows
different characteristics' .(e.

In manuscripts and stone inscriptions, the
wedge of Ra tends to be thickly formed^ while in copper

2plates it is generally comparatively thin . Only in
rare cases is the hollow outline of the wedge - the
archetype of the BAM Ra - noticed.  ̂ The stroke joining
the left curve of La to its right vertical may be stiff 
or curved, horizontal or sloping.4

2 . continued from previous page.
bottom stroke is curved downwards (instead of upwards, 
as usual) - giving the letter some resemblance to Gha
or Sa (c.f. Ya, Jj or £1 , in 12b, col. xviia-b;
12c, cols, xvi-xvii, etc.). Somewhat similar examples 
of Ya are also noticed in the Nagarl inscriptions from 
central India and elsewhere (c.f. BfEhler, IP. Pl.V, 35, 
cols, viii,xiii,xv,xx,xxii.)

1 . j ^  , etc.
2 . 4 . , 0  » <1 > etc.
3. C.f. ^  , llg; y Bihar ins. of Sauryaditya,

V.S. 1077; 9 13e, col. xix, etc. This was still
in an experimental stage, and similar examples are 
also met with in inscriptions from central and western 
India, c.f. Btthler, IP.pi.V, 36, cols, x, xii-iv, xvi.

4. Commonly the left arm is extended to the lo\^r end up 
to the same level as the right vertical ( ), but
sometimes in the manuscript-style, it is considerably 
reduced ( ). Sometimes the inner end of the
curve is not carefully formed, which leaves the impre
ssion of an unbroken left limb* c.f. , 9d;
1 2c, cols, xv, xvii-xviii; fQ , 1 3e, etc.



o -I "I "Sa, as usual, shows a good number of forms. iSa, as before, has the outline of Pa. The 
cross-bar is sloped to the right.

The lower left formation of Sa is blocked or
hollow in harmony with the shape of this member in Bha

j 2in the same inscriptions.

- * *..• ' . " V1. In the inscriptions from eastern Bengal alone, one may
detect the following types, which have in most cases, 
their stylistic variations: (a) with^a cross-bar
connecting the two arms:- varieties: ^  (c.f. llg,
col.xxix, and perhaps, xxviii); fy , Q  (c.f.
llb-c); c (
(b) with a loop, sometimes drawn in the reverse way 
(c.f. * ( , llb-c, lid (col. xxiv), etc.;
(c) showing renderings of the double-cur^ed-top type:- 
varieties: 4 \ (c.f^ llg, col. xxx); i| (lie, col.
xxv); <1 , i (, t (lid, cols, xix-xxiii).

In northern Bengal and Bihar Sa of type (c) as 
given above is undoubtedly the most popular during the 
present century (c.f. 12a-d; 9e; 13e). In the formal 
manuscript-type, the top often develops in the fashion
of a head-mark (c.f. yf , 1 2a, col. i; 1 2c, col.xvi).
This style also inclu es a peculiar type of Sa, which 
does not occur elsewhere. It is apparently derived 
from Sa with a cross-bar (type, * a U above), and looks 
somewhat similaji to Sa, c.f. Sa, H  > variants,
such as Q  ^  , etc. - see 9c (cols,
xv-xvi; 9d; 1 2c (col. xv); 12d (except col. xxvii) etc. 
In^l3a, tho^cross-bar is turned into a closed appendage 
( 9 giving Sa some resemblance.to Kha.
Occasionally, one also comes across modified versions 
of the type V| (earlier examples of which have been 
noticed before). The modification mainly consists in 
the addition of a head-raa.rk ( S T  , c.f. 9c, col.xx; 
12c, col. xvii, the c.p. of Harivarman). The type 
as noticed in the Bihar ins. of Sauryaditya^: V.S^ 1077, 
seems to have been adopted from the mid-Ondian Nagarl 
style. It is rarely encountered in the other inscrip
tions or manuscripts from eastern India belonging to 
this period.

2. In the manuscript-style, this portion is blocked 
(e.g. , JD , £} , etc. - see 1 2a-d;
1 3b, and also the manuscripts), whereas elsewhere, it 
tends to be hollow (e.g. • x H  » etc*
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Ha shows all the forms noticed in the last
* -. ■»

chapter?"
Qon.juncts:-

Salient developments are scarce in the realm 
of the conjuncts in the present century.

As before, l\fa, Gha, and Ha occur mostly in 
conjuncts.

2 . (continued from previous page)
In 9c-e (of the time of Yigrahapala III),both Bha and 
Sa have hollow 1* projections in spite of the fact 
that the writing style in these inscriptions is highly 
influenced by that of the manuscripts.

1* The-commonesV o f  the forms are (a) ^  (variants:
- C  , etc.) and (b) ^  (variants: ,
(L , etc./. The second type (showing angularity
ao bottom left) is commonly employed in the manuscript- 
style. In 9e, Ha much resembles Bha ( ^  ). Ha
with a 1 Da1-like body ( / ) is-also no’”  unknown.
As before, specimens of tha^type £> are comparatively 
rare (see examples in 1 3e, cols. xYiii, xxi; 9c, col. 
xvia-b; and optionally, in the Bihar ins. of Sauryaditya, 
V.3. 1083). The optional form T in the Bihar ins. 
of V.S. 1083, has a superficial resemblance to the _ 
cursive (eastern) type of Ha of the Gupta period ( o  ) 
Ha of a somewhat similar type (resembling initial U) 
is quite frequently met with in the inscriptions from 
Orissa, and it might have been from this source that 
the Bihar ins. in question derived its Ha.
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The ringlet or dot forms an essential part

of superscript Na, The vertical limb at the upper end
is variously formed, and may be predominantly curved^- 

2or angular.
Subscript Gha, as usual, generally varies between 

Q  and cp
Superscript Na, as before, shows the initial 

form of the letter, excluding the horizontal stroke at 
the lower left end . Occasionally, the loop is angular- 
ised - particularly in the-manuscript-style^*, and some- 
times its lower end is opened . The top of superscript 
Na (like those of E, G-a, etc.) is generally flattened 
in the inscriptions from eastern Bengal. In the manu- 
script-style it often grows in the fashion of a head-mark. 
The double-curved form of subscript Na is not unknown .
More often, however, subscript "Na takes to the initial 
form of the letter; but the loop is often abbreviated or
reduced if not abandoned entirely to make room for the

the Qtail of/superscribed Ja.

1. G.f. ftga, £  , 9e; £  , lie, etc.
2. C.f. Nga, , 12a, , lid, etc.
3. G.f. 'Nca, ^3 • In 9c, the horizontal stroke is

retained, ana the loop is much reduced in size (c*f.
fTca, ).

4. G.f. Nca, gj , 12b.
5. G.f. Nca, ^  , 9c, 9d, etc.
6. C.f. 12b, col. ix, 9d, 9e, etc.
7. G.f. JTIa, it , llb-c.
S. C.f. Jna, , llb-c, etc.
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The old rTa!-like subscript Ja ( ^\ ) is used

frequently - often with slight stylistic variations of 
an angular nature.^- A new style of subscript Ta ( v j )

pis also noticed occasionally.
Subscript Tha may be either circular, or may have 

the right side angularised* ( Q  ), so as to resemble 
subscript Dha/Va (=Ba).

Subscript pa follows the initial form of the 
letter in the same inscription or manuscript^. Subscript 
Na opens to the right, as before ( 3 )• It shows
less evidence of angularity or stylisation than the 
initial counterpart. The length of the left arm of 
superscript Na is curbed.

The eastern (curved) type of Ta sometimes occurs 
even in such cases where initially this type of Ta is not 
met with'r. The pro-Nagarl type of subscript Ta is still

1. E.g. (\ , fi , r\ , etc.
2. The evolution of this type of subscript Ta seems not

unlikely to be connected with the development of the 
eastern (curved) type of !Tal (c.f. Sta, S  , 9e, 
col. xxxiva). In It a, this type^oflsubscTipt Ta is 
rather cursively written (c.f. t'ta,P  , lig,*col.xxx;

jOL f lib, col.xi; Q  , 9d,#col?xxv; 9e, col.xxxii,
etc.

3. Thus it may be of the old (c.f. p$a, ?  , llb-d) or
the new ( c.f. Nda, 9c, col. xx; TP , 12c, etc.)type. o  °

4. G.f. N-ta, § ; Tta, ^ > 9c. The conjunct Tta is
more prone to receive this type of Ta as the subscript.
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more common, and in the inscriptions from eastern B&ngal, 
used exclusively.

Subscript Tha, like subscript Cha,shows either 
ox the forms and or their stylistic variation^.

In Hma, the tail of Ha either cuts across the 
vertical of Ma ( ) or is torn apart ( Sh ).2

Subscript Ya generally shows angularity at the 
lower left end ( ), in contrast to the roundedness
at this point of subscript Pa ( <J > dj 
tails of Ka, Ja and Ha are variously drawn when combined 
with subscript Ya.^

5The sign of superscript Ra occurs either above 
or below0 the head-mark (or letter-top). Both the types

r-
sometimes occur side by side, and rather indiscriminately.1

1. In a rare instance in 12d, col. xxvii ( .£} , SthaA),
subscript Tha approximates the initial form of the 
letter.

2. In the standard Nagarl beyond eastern India, the 
tendency grew to attach the subscript Ma to the right 
tail of Ha, while the left tail was also preserved
‘ S ' -3. But xhis distinction is lost in some cases when the 
lower left end of Pa also grows angular.

4. E.g. Kya : , c£K ; Jya : * £h * £f» '> :
V  ft ;5. C\f. Rya, ft

6. G.f. Rya,
7. As has been pointed out in the last chapter, the use of 

the latter type was confined to eastern India.
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R$$a lias a head-mark-like stroke for the superscript Ra 
(c.f. a hollow wedge in llh-d, *3 j.1 Subscript Ra
slopes mildly to the right* It is, besides, gently curved 
upwards

As before, the conjunct K§a shows a variety of
forms. These numerous varieties may be broadly divided

■

into two groups: (a) those meeting the top-stroke at a
single point (i.e. having only one downstroke)^, and (b)
those meeting the top-stroke at two points (i.e. having

4two downstrokes' . Earlier examples of all these varieties
.have been noticed above.

Orthographic signs:-
Virama forms of Ta, Na, and Ma a:e of common 

occurrence.
Usually, the initial forms of the letters are 

employed - sometimes slightly modified or reduced - to
gether with the virama sign at the lower ena^. So far as 
T is concerned, the pro-Nagarl form is in common use, but

1. The same peculiarity also marks the Ra in Rthi, 
in lid, col. xxii.

2. G.f. Tra, CL t lib. In the manuscript-style, the 
reduced size of the stroke makes subscript Ra resemble 
the wedge-type of medial u (c.f. Kra, $  > 9e, col.xxxi]

3. E.g. (i) (c.f. lib, lld-e); (ii) , ^  , Ct ,
etc. (c.f. 11c; 9c-e; 12b-d, etc.); (iii)
(c.f. 11c Bihar ms. of Sauryaditya, V.S. 1077).

4. E.g. (i) (c.f. 11c); (ii) A 1 (c.f. 12a); (iii) ^
(13e), etc.

5. Generally detached from the letter, but sometimes 
attached to it, c.f. T, ^  , lid*

■■ ■

9  *
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the eastern (BAM.) type is also not unknown. The
eastern type, however, does not occur in the Candra
inscriptions from eastern Bengal. The Bihar inscriptions
of Sauryaditya (V.S. 1077 and 1083) have this type without
the head-mark, both with ( S? ) or without ( O  ) the
virama sign. The second of these inscriptions has also
the type O  , based on an old form of Ta. Only in the
Bihar copper plates of Sauryaditya are •special1 types of 
2 3N met with . In 9e, M shows only a part of the head- ■ • ’* ‘' - i

mark ( AJ ) but elsewhere, the full top-stroke is
Agenerally given.

The sign of avagraha is drawn in various ways
.. . * ’ • -(derived from the types noticed earlier). In the Bihar

•*r> . \ rv *". '*•»_>',_ins. of Sauryaditya, V.S. 1077, both the curves of the
sign are well-formed ( S  )• But elsewhere, sometimes

5the upper curve is comparatively straightened . Both
the number and formation of the curves often do not

6conform to well-maintained standards and often in the
' ‘  * -manuscript style, angularity in varying degrees is intro-

. 7duced into the zig-zag body of the sign.  _
1. C.f. 5 > 9c-e.
2. Sft and 3f\ in the ins. dated V.S. 1077, and

in that of V.S. 1083.
3. The use of such special types are clearly in the decline

in the present century.
4. C.f. #  , 9c; 11c, etc.
5. sS > 12a> etc*
6. C.f. i. ,lid; 3 > 9c; ( , 9d; £  , 9e, etc.
7. C.f. f , % , 2 ,c.f. 12c, the Nalanda st. ins., 

etc. » <
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388C H A P T E R  VI
THE EARLY FORMATIVE STAGE OP THE BENGALI- 
ASSAiuESE-IJAITHILI SCRIPT'(ST - “

C.1100-1200 A.D.

In this chapter besides studying the script 
■during the period c.1100-1200 A.D. in Bengal and Bihar, 
we shall try to indicate the crucial aspects of the 
subsequent development of the individual letters and signs, ■ 
in their progress towards the Bengali-Assamese-Maithili, 
etc. north eastern Indian types.
Sources (with reference to chronology)

The twelfth century saw the establishment of 
the Sena power in Bengal.'*' After the last flickering 
in the reign of Ramapala (c. 1077-1120 A.D.), the Pala 
power had begun to shrink steadily, and the later rulers 
maintained a precarious hold over northern Bengal and Bihar, 
and at the time of the final extinction presumably in Bihar

-t

alone.

1. The Sena kings Vijayasena (c. 1095-1158 A.D.), Ballal- 
asena (c. 1158-1179 A.D.) and Lak§mapasena (c. 1179- 
1206) seem to have ruled during this period. The 
extension of the Sena power into Bihar is now directly 
confirmed by the Sanokhar inscription of the 9th year 
of Ballalasena (E.I., XXX, p. 78ff.).

oC— • The successors of Ramaoalaz who may be assigned to the 
12th century, are: Kumarapala (c.1120-1125 A.D.),
Gopala III (c.1125-1144 A.D.), and Iladanapala (c.1144- 
1162 A.D.). The assignment of two other kings whose 
names also end in Pala, viz., G-ovindapala and Palapala, 
to the Pala dynasty founded by G-opala (I), is not un
likely, though in the absence of any positive evidence 
to confirm this, the point cannot be nressed too hard.
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A stone inscription (chart: 20e) from G-aya is dated in 
the (Vikrama) Safnvat 1232_ (1175-76 A.D.) as well as the 14 
fgata~rajyaT of G-ovindapala. There are moreover seven 
manuscripts which are dated with reference to the reign of 
this king (vide, PB., 108ff.; JASB. NS., vii, p. 8ff;
HB.I, p. 171f, and also p. 235;JEI_.XXXV, 234ff). Some of 
these refer to his reign as 'atita* (past e.g. yr. 18) or 
•vinasta1 (destroyed, e.g. yr. 30) while others (yrs. 4,
24, 3?^ 38, 39) do not contain any such reference. The 
exact years of G-ovindapala1 s reign are thus controversial 
R.D. Banerji (PB. p. 108ff.) would place the accession to 
the throne in 1219 V.S. (i.e. 1162 A.D.), while most other 
scholars take this year to mark the end of his reign (see 
R.C. Majumdar^ IB.I, p* 171, note l). D.G. Sircar suggests 
that G-ovindapala ruled for four years#\which he infers from 
the reference to the !vijaya-rajyaTsamvatsara victorious 
regnal year 4, in a MS.) between the period 1161-62 Bud 
1165-66 A.D. (El. XXXV, p. 235).

Palapala is known from an image inscription 
which was found"in Bihar (Jaynagar);and is now preserved in 
the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. In this inscrip
tion which is dated in the 35th year of his reign, he is - 
referred to as Gau<Jesvara (JBRS.XLI, 1955, p* 143ff*)»

The date of the Valgudar inscription (El.XXVIII, 
p.145) of Madanapala has furnished backbone to the chronol
ogy of the later Palas by supplying the evidence that the 
18th year of Madana-pala corresponded to Saka 1083 (1161 
A.D.), which makes it possible to think that Govindapala 
succeeded Madanapala to the Pala throne. The chronological 
scheme of the History of Bengal, Vol.I, is thus subjected to 
slight modification, concerning the reign-periods of G-opala 
III and Madanapala. Another of Madanapala1s inscriptions 
(the Nongaaih st. ins., El.XXXVI, p. 41f.) also from Bihar, 
gives in numerals a year, which has been read as 201.
Since it appears to refer to an era, and as 1 it is difficult 
to think of an Indian era that would suit the date1, D.G. 
Sircar thinks (El.XXXVI, p. 41) it Tvery probable that 
the engraver has omitted the figure 1 before 201 through 
inadvertence and that the year is actually Vikrama 1201 
(corresponding to 4th November 1144 A.D.) Gould it alter
natively be suggested that the numerals actually stand_for 
21, (being the regnal year of Madanapala (£i,T) Madanapala- 
saifimata (abbreviated for samvatsare), while the 101 in the 
middle was wrongly formed by the carelessness of the 
engraver, or was caused by some damage to the stone?
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In eastern Bengal, the reigns of Harivarman,

Saraalavarman and Bho;javarraan seem to have covered the
entire first half and perhaps also the third quarter,
of the 12th century A.D.^' The earliest of these kings,
Harivarman, might have actually started his reign towards

2the end of the preceding century.
• 'V -  p

Inscriptions:-
Besides the inscriptions referring themselves 

to the kings of the Pala, Varman and Sena dynasties,
*5there are others issued by various other personages.

As often before, the copper plate and large
stone inscriptions have provided the bulk of the materials
for the reconstruction of the state of the script during
the period under review. Following are the inscriptions
which have been most frequently mentioned in the palaeo-

4graphical discussion below.
* PA. Pala "■■■ 1 1 1* 1 4 ,L ‘ f' X if J

1. Nimdighi (planda) st. ins. of Oopala (perhajjs,
G-opala III). ‘
Chart: 13c.

2. G-aya ^Vasudeva temple) st. ins. of G-ovindapala* s past 
(gata) year 14, and V.S. 1232 (A.D. 1175)
Chart: 20e.

1. HB*I, p. 197ff.
2. Ibid.
3. See •Miscellaneous*, in list below.
4. For a fuller list and reference, see List of Inscription
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B. Varman:-

3. Samantasar op. of Harivarman - undated. 
Chart:

- Is* f,

4. Belava op. of Bhojavarman, yr. 5.
Chart: 14a r *

5. Vajrayogini c.p. of Samalavarman - undated.
Chart: 14b.

C. Sena:-
• •' ~-jb6. Deopara st. ins. of Vijayasena - undated.

Chart: 13a.
7. Barrackpore c.p. 11 yr. 62. Vtf

Chart: 15b.■ 1 t 1 ■ 1
8. Naihati c.p. of Ballalasena, yr. 11

Chart: 15c.
r*9. Govindapur c.p. of Lak^manasena, yr. 2. 

Chart: 16a.
V. * • •—10. Tarpandighi c.p. 11 yr. 3*

Chart: 16b.
11. Anulia c.p. " yr. 3«

Chart: 16c.
12. Saktipur c.p. 11 yr. 6.

Chart: l6e.
13. Bliowal c.p. 11 yr. 27.

Chart: 16f
D. Miscellaneous

14. Govindapur st. ins. of Gadadhara, Saka 1059 
(A.D. 1137).Chart:■ ■

_ , __15. Panchobh c.p. of Sahgramagupta - undated
Chart: 4 a®

16. Bodh-Gaya st. ins. of (Gahadavala) Jayaccandra,
V.S. 124 (x).

^  /17. Raksaskali (Sundarman) c.p. of Dommanapala, S.1118 
_ Chart: 14c. (A.D. 1196)

■ g
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Later inscriptions:-

In our endeavour to indicate the subsequent 
palaeographical developments, it will be necessary now 
and then to refer to some inscriptions from Bengal and 
Bihar belonging to the thirteenth century, and even a 
later period. Of such inscriptions coming from Bengal,

y
special mention may be made of the following:
Sena:-
1. Madhyapada (or Calcutta Sahitya Barishat) c.p. of 

Visvarupasena, yr. 14.
Chart: 17a.

2. Madanpada c.p. of Visvarupasena, yr. 14.
Chart: 17b.

3. Bdilpur c.p. of Kesavasena (? or Visvarupasena), yr.3. 
Chant: 17c.

Leva:- (eastern Bengal)
4. Hainamati c.p. of Harikaladeva, Saka 1141 (A.D.1219). 

Chart: 14d.
5. Mainamati c.p. of Vlradharadeva, yr. 15.

Chart: 14e.
/

6. Mehar c.p. of Daraodaradeva, S. 1156 (A.D. 1234).
Chart: 18a.— ———— ———  ■

7. Sobharampur c.p. 11 S. 1158 (A.D. 1236).
Chart: 18b.

8. Chittagong c.p. 11 S.1165 (A.D. 1243).
Chart: 18c.

Syhlet copper plates:- m

9. BhStera c.p. of kesavadeva 
Chart:

-  -10. Bhatera c.p. o Isanadeva 
Chart:

_____ V
1. Bor reference and other details, see List of 

Inscriptions.



These inscriptions are of considerable value
■ • Ias reflecting the growth of the eastern fcurvy* type of j

writing in Bengal during an especially formative stage. ~1
Ii . r ' ■ - • • ..a a y  *' . - " •' ’ v v •>

The same role is assigned to the following
2-thirteenth-century inscriptions from Bihar:

11. Gaya st. ins. of 1813 Parinirvana era.
Chart:

12. Bodh-Gaya st.-ins. of Asokacalla, l.S. 51.
Chart: 20g.

13. Bodh-Gaya st. ins. M L.S. 70.
Chart: 20f.

14. Janibigha st. ins. of Jayasena, L.S. 83.
Chart: 20h.

Orissan inscriptions:-
The writing on a large number of inscriptions - V 

from Orissa and the north-eastern region of Madhya Pradesh 
show remarkable affinity to the north-eastern Indian

v - *■**!styles (save the 1calligraphical style*) mentioned below.
This affinity is further affirmed by the similarity in

-

respect of many of the individual letters and signs i|
• *

(particularly those differing substantially from the 
Nagarl counterparts). This link was maintained until
the lead was taken to the modern Oriya writing (with its
characteristic top-curves) several centuries later.

' ' - HAn important aspect of this affinity concerns
the head-mark, which evolved in a remarkably similar way 
to that of north-eastern India (see style *1* below),

1. See * General Style* below.
2. Por reference, see List of Inscriptions



with the same repercussion in the shape of the individual 
letters. This is accompanied (as in north-eastern India) 
hy an increase in the breadth of letters (which are drawn

iin an upright manner).
M a n u s c r i p t s (Chart: 23)

Quite a large number of manuscripts may be 
placed in the period covered by this chapter.

Happily for us, many of the manuscripts bear 
•> dates. As usual, the dates are, in the case of the 
manuscripts from Bengal and Bihar, expressed in the regnal 
years of the contemporary kings within whose domains these 
were copied. A list of such manuscripts which are referr- 
able to the 12th century A.D. may now be given.
A. Pala MSS.:-

A manuscript of the A^tasahasrika Prajnaparamita 
(chart: 23d) copied in the 39th year of Ramapala should be 
referred to the beginning of the 12th century A.D.

. j
Reference has been made above to three manuscripts copied

_  -z
during the reign of G-opala, Whether any of these should :
be attributed to the time of G-opala III, cannot be definite
ly ascertained in view of the extreme conservative nature 
of the calligraphical style in which all these manuscripts
are copied.
 ;_________________________________________________  ii

1.A detailed study of the writings of the Orissan inss. 
(which include many characteristics of their own) is be
yond the scope of the present work. For a select list of 
the Orissan inss. sharing the characteristic features of 
the north-eastern Indian writing styles during the forma
tive stage of the BAM. * script(s), see List of Inscriptions . Specimens of early Oriya writing may be seen 
(continued on next page) 3fc- -j ' '



A good number of manuscripts give their
if ;  ̂ ;V r“* r % .* *r •. r■ . ;dates with reference to the reign of Govindapala. These 

include the following:
. r'*- - . * • T  v <ji • • • - . **• •*~4 3.'

1. Prajfraparamita, yr. 4 (of the victorious reign).

W.

—  —  —. Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita, yr. 18 (of the ’atltaf,
lie past reign).

3. Araarako§ax yr. 24 (of the_reckoning associated with 
Govindapala, fGovindapallya saflvat1).

4* A^tasShasrika Prajnaparamita, yr. 38.
5* Guhyavall Vivpti, yr. 37 (chart: 23f).
6. Pancakara, yr. 38 (chart: 23f).
7. Yogaratnamala, yr. 39 (chart: 23P).1

B. Varman MSS:-

■■i ■,

; * ‘ >' 3*

r Krcg&jsi

- -Three Manuscripts copied in the 9th, 19th and
* •39tli years of Harivarman, have been mentioned alreay in

. . < v .

the last Chapter. As Harivarman seems to have ruled
.

during the closing years of the eleventh and the beginning 
of the twelfth century A.D., it is possible that at least
the last of these manuscripts' belonged to the 12th

'

1 (continued from previous page)
in the ,inss. of Purusottama (IA. 1,355ff•,pl.) and 
Kapilesvaradeva (El. jbtXIII.p.?75ff» and pi.; ibid, 
XXXVI, p. 79ff., pl«)> belonging to the 14th century 
A.D. See also an ins. of Hambira, S. 1383 (El.XXIV 
p. 177ff., pi.).

2. It is now preserved in the Victoria and Albert Museum, 
London.

3. See Chapter IV.
1. Nos. 5-7, and an unfinished fragment of_the Guhyavall 

Vivpti, were all copied by one scribe, Kaslgayalcara by 
name, and a e now preserved in the Cambridge University 
Tdbrary, being (together) numbered as Add.1699 (seeKendall, CBSM..Cambridge, p. 188ff.)2. (contd. on next page.)



ISSa i3£;century A.D. This may be also true of the remaining 
two manuscripts, or perhaps, the second.

• ■ A • * - >  y-r. *"
’ V - . ' T- . 5 ™ ___je.'" • . > .. - -/ ■ J£S?fê3LTC. Miscellaneous MSS.:- ;»Brr ̂

A Manuscript of the Kalacakravatara (chart: 23h)
copied in Saka 1047 (1125 A.D.), and now preserved in the g

■ ■: • ; :4f
Asiatic Society of Bengal (G.4732), may be mentioned under 
this heading.

According to S. K. Saraswati, several undated
• . :• w'.3»-' • f : £•«v_ .. , •; ,-f. — • i

manuscripts belonging to the Asiatic Society of Bengal,- 1
may be regarded (on the basis of their palaeography) as 
showing the progress of the script towards the Bengali in 
the twelfth century A.D. These are:-

u  ... . “ es ;

A ► '• " ' t f e .

’1. Vajravallnama May^alopayika (G. 4835).
2. Samputobhava Kalparaja (G. 4835), chart: 23k.
3. Apohasiddhi (G.4711), chart: 23 3.
4. K^anabhangasiddhi (G.4744).
5. Bodhicaryavatara-tika (G.3829)
6. Ramacarita (G.9960), chart: 23-1.

2. (contd. from previous page)
—  «r —Laghu-Kala-cakra-tlka, abbreviated In the following 

discussion as fLaghu!. .

l.In the present work we are not considering the manuscripts 
ostensibly belonging to Nepal - which is particularly 
rich in ancient palm-leaf MSS. - as an adequate treatment 
of these may claim a volume to itself - but are chiefly 
concentrating on those which were either known to have 
been copied in Bengal-Bihar, or palaeographically show 
the closest affinities to those definitely known to 
have been copied in this region.

2•JASB.XVII, 1950 (Year Book for 1949), p. 27f. Illustra
tions from some of these are also incorporated in an

" '? r  :

(continued on next page)



Tarapada Mukhopadhyaya would place the manu
script of the Caryaglti(chart: 23n) palaeographically 
about the close of the 12th century A.D.~, though some 
other schollars prefer later dates^. The co-existence 
of the comparatively old and new styles and many of the 
individual signs and letters, in the twelfth-thirteenth 
century inscriptions and manuscripts makes the task of a 
chronological assessment on the basis of palaeography a 
risky ^ob. Our discussion of the script for the period 
covered by this chapter will be chiefly based on inscrip
tions and manuscripts of which the dates are more or less 
known. The undated manuscripts may be referred to as 
corroborVative evidence, or as providing additional infor 
mation•

Some of the eastern Indian manuscripts which 
were copied in the centuries following c.1200 A.D. are 
quite interesting as showing the subsequent development

2. (continued from previous page)
article by Haraprasad Sastrl on the Ancient Script of 
Bengal, SAnitva Parisat_Patrika._Vol. 27, Part I, 
reproduced in 1Haranrasada Racanavali! Vol._I, in 
Bengali,_edited by Suniti-Kumara Gattopadhyaya and 
Anil Kumar Kanjilala, Calcutta, 1363* (B.S.)

1. Visvabharatl Patrika, 1371, p. 218ff; Caryagltl, p*96*
2. For the views of Haraprasad Sastri, R.D. Banerji, and 

Sukumar Sen on the probable date of the manuscript, 
see Caryagiti, p. 59ff. and the references given 
therein.
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. * • *

of the script, The dated ones includeamong others:'1'* ' ' t ■* TcJsSsi
1. Pancaraksa (Chart: 23g), Saka 1211 (1289 A.D.) copied

during the reign of Madhusena, Now preserved in the
Asiatic Society of Bengal.• -V*

2. AstaU Scibdah, (ASB. G.4850), I.S. 155 (1265-64 A.D.)
*  ' •

3. Bhattikavya -fika, (ASB. C.4795) L.S. 159 (A.D. 1267)
4* Bodhicaryavatara, (ASB. G-.8067) V.S. 1492 (A.D. 1435).
5. Kalacakratantra (Cambridge, Add. 1364) V.S. 1503 (A.D.

1446), chart: 23o.

1. Writing about a manuscript of the Prakrit work entitled
1Ravanavaho’ (or Setubandha), Rajendralal Mitra wrote: 
fIn Bengali character this codex is the oldest that has 
come under my notice1, JASB.XLIX, 1880, pt. i, p. 120.
He interpreted the date as 102 of the Lakpraanasena era, 
or 1208 A.D. (according to his calculation). He 
reconsidered some points of his reading in Notices of 
Sanskrit MSS. V, pt. ii, p. 300f (pl.v). The pub- ’ 
lished facsimile of the MS. is of an indifferent nature, 
and it is difficult to say if the reading and interpre
tation of the date suggested by Rajendralal Mitra are 
correct, vide, Palaeographical Society, Oriental Series, 
1875-83, pi. LXXII). T ' :

There is_hardly any doubt that the year 425. of 
the !A$£a^abdika MS. (Cambridge, Add. 1654.2), illustra
ted in pi. LXXII of the Palaeographical Society.
Oriental Series, has to be referred, to the Lak^mapasena 
era (and not to the Newar era). The MS. shows many 
essential features of the Maithili style of writing 
(c.f. initial A, I, etc.). The distinctive Maithili 
(sometimes called Tirhuta, from Tirhut, ancient Tlra- 
bhukti, northern Bihar) style is also noticed in a 
number of other oalm-leaf MSS., (generally Brahmanical 
or profane), also dated in the Laksmanasena era, e^g. 
Nos. 2 and 3 below; MS. of Karpa-Parvan of the Maha- 
bharata, L.S. 327, JB0RS.1924; Varpa Ratnakara of
Jyot iris vara, L.S. 388, ed. S. KT c hat t er 3 i, and Babua .. 
Misra, Calcutta, 1940; Jayakanta Misra, A History of 
Maithili Literature, vol. I (illustrations;, etc.
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,  -a  .-r. ■

A Srl£p§$aklrtana MS (chart: 23p), now preserved 
in the (Calcutta) Sahitya Parisat also shows many interest
ing palaeographical features • Its period is controver-

• * ’ r .AV aO

sial, but is generally believed not to be earlier than
1 ' J?the 14th century A.D.

G-eneral style
The present century shows the further maturation

of certain styles aready noticed in the last chapter,
decline in the popularity of some others, and the develop-
ment of fresh ones. The following stylistic variants are
detectable in the numerous inscriptions and manuscripts
from Bengal and Bihar belonging to this period.
(i) The angular (squarish) style of the dynastic copper 

plates:-
The copper plates of the Varmans and the Senas

2show the further development of the squarish style . The
■

strokes are uniformly thin and the curves are sometimes 
flattened. The letters show a further increase in ■j m

.

1. See Sri Kpgpaklrttana by Badu Ca.pjidasa, ed. Basanta
Ranjan Ray, Calcutta, 1917 (incorporating a disaussion
on the date of the script by R. D. Banerji); BSOAS.
XXXI, pt. ii, 1968, p. 315ff (for some of the other 
views).

2. It was perceptible earlier in the copper plates of the
Candras (particularly from Kalyaqacandra onwards) and
the_later Palas (particularly the copper plates of 
Mahipala^I, to some extent, the Belwa copper plate of 
Vigrahapala III), see chapter V.

^ > i
3. E.g. those of medial i and e, G-a, Na, Sa, etc.
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breadth (in relation to height). The verticals are 
upright and straight, and have their lower end fully 
covered by the horizontal 1. member1 . Thus the protuber
ance at the lower r. end of the letters with a closed 

2bottom generally results not from the overgrowth of the 
right vertical, but from that of the horizontal or 
sloping stroke coming from the left. A remarkable 
development has taken place, besides in the top-stroke 
(head-mark). Perhaps owing to writing with thinner 
instruments (harder reed-pen or so), the blocked wedge 
( ^  )-which often characterised the earlier
writings (perhaps done with a softer pen or brush leaving 
blots) no longer dominates the head-mark.J To the use

1. I.E. where there is one, e.g. Va=Ba: Q. , exceptions
are generally met with in Na, Ma, Sa, etc.

2. E.g. Pa, Q  •
3. But the scribe, long accustomed to the blocked wedge 

did not give it up all at once. First the outline of 
the wedge was retained; but soon the association of the 
wedge as such was lost, and the head-mark began to 
resolve itself into several recognisable patterns
( ^ , etc.), underneath the flat top. 
The types cj , , etc. did not last long,
but the type ^  endured for a long time, affecting the 
letters which meet the top-stroke at a single point 
(e.g. Ra, 5̂ ), as well as those which have two such
points of Greeting (e.g, Ma ; Sa, XT , etc.). In 
the latter category of lebters, it produced a curvature 
at the upper end of the left vertical -_thus taking 
the letters further away from the Eagari counterparts.
The curves of the Bengali-Assaraese-Maithili Ma ( ST h  
Sa( ), etc., may be attributed to this phase. The
curvature at the upper end of the vertical of Da, Na, 
etc. (i.e. letters with a single meeting-point with the 
top-stroke), however, was discontinued in course of time.
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of the harder pen may also he attributed the hollowness 
of Ra, medial u ( A  ), and other instances in which j
formerly blocked wedges were used,
(ii) The ordina.ry hand of the sundry inscriptions:-

The small image inscriptions, which were mostly ! 
the works of less specialised and trained hands, show some 
of the characteristics as outlined aboe.^' But these 
being more rep resentative of the ordinary current hand, 
often show less formal or stylised renderings of the script. 
The strokes in the stone inscriptions are comparatively
thick. The letters and signs, moreover, tend to be less

«*angularised than in the copper plates.
(iii) The calligraphical style^(formal manuscript)style)

of manuscripts and inscriptions:-0      *   *  2
The continued use of the extremely professional

calligraphical style (see supra, chapter V) is shown by
such inscriptions as the Govindapur st. ins. of Gctdadhara,
the Bodh-Gaya ins. of Jayaccandra, and. such manuscripts
as those copied in the reign of Ramapala, and the manuscript
Nos. 1, and 4 (see above) referring to the reign of Govin-

thedapala. In these/nead-marks are as thick as ever. The

1. G.f. breadth, verticals, head-marks, etc._in this type 
of inscription of the time of the later Palas.

2. It is the basis of the manuscript-style which has come 
to be known as the Ranja (or Laftja) in Nepal, c.f. 
Hodgson, Asiatic Researches ̂  XVI, p.ff. and pis.; S.C. 
Das, JASB. LVII(1888) p.4l ff. and pis.; Btfhler, IP. 
p.52, note 4; Renou and Pilliozat, L fInde Classique. vol. Ill, p. 693 ff. (tab1es); Nepall rSstrlya MudrarS.M. Joshi, pi*3
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• . - ... 4verticals at the right-hand side of the letters are 

extremely stiff and grow sharp angular ticks at the
■lower ends* There is a remarkable contrast of the thick 

and fine strokes, but an overall preponderance of the
■"I ■«

thick. On the whole, the style shows itself to be
extremely conservative, though not totally impervious to 
some of the more advanced forms^. medial e of the short

plateral type is still used in this style.
(iv) The 1Nepalese-hookf style

About the 12th century, a style c;une to be 
largely used in Nepal (in MSS. only) which replaced the
thick head-mark ( ^  , T  ) by a top curve, ( ^  >- • ■ .

described by Btthler as the fNepalese hook1 IP.p.60.) The
main difference of this style of the head-mark from the
type , noticed in the Sena and other copper plates
from Bengal of this period as discussed above, is that*

’ &while in the Nepalese style the upper stroke of the head- 
mark is itself curved along with the sloping curve at 
its lower end ( ), in the type , only the lower
projection is curved, while the top continues to be XV, Mr-

straight. The evolution of at least one letter, viz. fPaf,
seems to be associated with the so-called !Nepalese hook .

1. G.f. Ta, Bha.
2. The signs for I, Kha, Sa, Ha, Tha, Dha, Bha, Sa, etc. 

embody some of the other peculiarities.
3. In the typical Nepalese style, some stylistic peculiar

ities are marked in the individual letters, c.f. 
prolonged tail of Ka, shorter bottom curve of Ta, Bha
fcontinued on next page)
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Rare examples of the application of the curved top in

• • vthe typical writing style of Bengal and Bihar about the
12th-13th century A.D. are offered by (1) a manuscript
of the Amarakosa, copied in the 24th year of Govindapala,
and (ii) a MS of the Commentary of the Ramacarita
(Ramacarita-tika, now preserved in the Asiatic Society
of Bengal; No. G.9960 (Chart: 23m).
(v) The informal curvy hand of eastern India - the

Tnaugurator of the Bangali-Assamese Maithi IT script(s)
Last but not the least, the 12th century is 

characterised by the emergence of a style of writing that 
has substantially freed itself from the formal rigidity of ‘ 
the earlier styles. This new style is reflected in vary
ing degrees in the Sundarban copper plate of pommajjapala 
(chart: 14c) and the Gaya stone inscription of Govindapala

■
3 (continued from previous page)
etc; pointed tail projecting downwards from the lower end 
of the left arm of Kha, Bha, La, Sa, Sa, etc. (see Btfhler,
IP. pi. 71, col.xi; Bendall, CBSM. pi. III. 1 & 2; Proceed
ings of the 3th International Oriental Conference.Berlin.
1881, vol. II,1 "pt• ii ; H a a g ,  Palaeographical Society,
Oriental Series, pi. XLIII).™ t -r ̂ t ■ r f- t ' was

According to Bendall, the hook/introduced in
Nepalese MSS. for the first time in the 12th century A.D.
’This fashion becomes general in the xiiith century; in
the xivth, however, we find the ordinary horizontal and
the hooked tops in about an equal number of cases; in the
xvth century there is again a great preponderance of the
hooked form, but by the xyith century, this has disappeared
altogether.’ CBSM.‘ p. xxiii. The hooked type of the Nepal
MSS. is sometimes called the *vartulaT (i.e. round) style
of writing, c.f. Renou and Filliozat, loc.cit., vol.III.
It is difficult to say whether the Nepalese hook influenced
the later development of the top curve of Oriya letters,
c.f. Bendall, op. cit., p. xxiii. * 1
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(chart: 20e) both belonging to the twelfth century A.D*,

. . " ;‘ * »•' Pand a host of other inscriptions belonging to the follow-
ing century. This style incorporated many of the advan-

.

ced techniques noticed in the Sena copper plates but is
more relaxed. It is remarkably free from the angular 
rigidity of the "Varraan and Sena copper plates, and has an

■v. ~ }tm
-v -v ’ :

abundance of easy-flowing curves. This informal 1 curvy1
type is the immediate predecessor of the Bengali-Assaraese-

2 ' ^Maithili writings of today.'

The characters:-
We may now proceed to study the detailed, 

features of the characters and signs taking all the
r ‘hi’. * fi

styles together. The coincidence of any particular
form to any of the broad styles as indicated above 
will be noted in due course. • g - r"

1. C.f. the 13th century inscriptions from eastern Bengal, 
referred to above; the copper plates of ViSvarupasena 
and (?) Ke^avesena are comparatively less advanced in 
this respect.

2. Often abbreviated as ’BAM1.
3. The cursive trend, which accompanied this curvy type 

was ultimately responsible for the eventual development 
of many of the individual characters and signs.

•V

•A.:?; -IV
- ' >
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initial vowels;-

A shows three broad varieties, viz., (a) 
or 3  ; (b) 5] ; and (c) 5J .^ In so far as variety
(a) is concerned, the copper plate inscriptions from Bengal 

2proper generally have the hollow outline of the bottom 
wedge, whereas in Bihar the blocked wedge is generally 
retained. Variety (b) was apparently cursively devised 
from variety (a). Prom the latter was also devised 
variety (c), which was to become the arche-type of the 
present Bengali-Assamese A.

As before, the length of A is indicated by a full- 
length vertical, placed at the right-hand side of A.

I shows interesting development during the
The old fori 

ST \ T v! 1 Cv5
present and the subsequent centuries^ The old form with
detached circles appears in 14a-b ( o-p ). In 15b a 
short tick hangs from the right end of the horizontal 
top-stroke ( JJ ), as in the earlier Candra inscriptions 
from eastern Bengal. More often in the present century,

1. The stroke at the top of the left curve is sometimes 
not shown ( Sgl ).

2. E.g. those of the Varmans and Senas.
3. The subsequent development of the letter towards the 

Bengali-Assamese form was marked by elongation and 
upliftment of the left end of the curve, and growth of 
a circular blocked mouth ( ). b

4. I#e. until the standard Assamese-Bengali ( x  )» 
Maithili ( ) and Oriya ( ) forms finally
emerged.

* •5. G.f. also 15c, col. xxvi.
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the circles are joined together and also to the top-

stroke, by a sloping stroke."' In its most elaborate
form, it is also caparisoned with a full-length vertical
hanging downwards from the right end of the top-stroke,

2and a curved stroke at the bottom; but sometimes either 
or both of these elements may be dropped. In 20d, the 
top-stroke is curved so that I looks somewhat like the 
modern Bengali-Assamese Sa ( ). In the G-ovindapur
(Bihar) st. ins. of Saka (1059 (=A.D. 1137), which largely 
employs the Buddhist manuscript-style^, the stroke below
the top-stroke is curved leftwards ( <Jo ). Moreover,

5 tthe left circle grows a tail at the bottom. In the MS.
—  —  6of the laghukala-cakra-tlka copied in yr. 39 of Harivar-

man, the top-stroke curves upwards its right half ( ^  ).

1. C.f. 15a and most of the inscriptions represented in 
chart 16.

2. , c.f. 15a, 15c, I6a-b, etc.
3. C.f. SI and &  in 16c.
4. C.f. also the MS. of the A^tasahasrika, yr. 18 of 

Govindapala-PB., PI. XXXVII.
-r5. Both the circles in the MS.

6. Henceforth referred to as !Laghu!.
7. Other slightly different forms are registered by the 

numerous manuscripts (showing the eastern style of 
writing,) now preserved in the Asiatic Society Library, 
Calcutta, some of which may be reasonably referred to 
the 12th-13th centuries A.D. We have thus forms of I 
like do (G-.4837, which might have been copied in 
Nepal), (G.10746) etc. The MSS. of Govinda
pala Ts time in the Cambridge University Library have 
the form In some cases the loop at the right
( ) or both the loops ( £  ) are cursively
opened (c.f. 23f; Asiatic Society of Bengal MSO. Noe. 
G.4835 ( X  ), etc.) The loops are also open in'V
(continued on next page)

__
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I occurs very rarely, and is not clearly dis-
3 .tinguished from I though special contrivances are used 

to distinguish the two letters in the same inscription 
or manuscript.

U does not show any significant development 
except for some elongation and upliftment of its tail.
( \5 )2

U is of extremely rare occurrence. In 15c 
the waved tail (indicating the length of TJ) is laid 
almost horizontally at the bottom ( )?

In 15b, R has a blocked wedge, at the lower 
left-hand side ( - ).^

■ ■  a  
■ •

. .

&

rd, ■- • -j*

7. continued £rom previous page:-
14c ( Cp ). The multifarious forms of I continued
to be usecf up to the end of the present century.

1. C.f. I , 16b, col. vii; ^  , Bhhler, _IP.P1,VI,4,x. C.f. also I, £  , (ASB.) G. 10746.
2. The upper part of the letter (below the top-stroke) 

shows varied iypes of angularity or curvature (c.f.
2, 15a; NcT , 15c; and most of the specimens in 

ch5rt.l6; vC , 15b; > 14c, etc.). In 14£,
the bottom-ourve has its end bent rightwards ( »
c.f. also this characteristic in ASB. G.4732. In 
the Laghu-kala-cakra-tika, the end of the bojtom-curve 
is raised upwards above the top-stroke* ( )•

3. In 23f it is curved only once ( ).
-I

4. The inside of the wedge is hollow in 23f ( &  )•



386— f.M.The length in R consists of the curve at the bottom
I

( * 1  ). L and L have respectively the forms 3  and
• •

%j in 23f.1
The emergence in essence of the eastern forms

of E, Ai, 0, and Au had taken place much earlier, as
%  a./

we have already noted. No departure is noticed in the
present century. The lower left stroke of E is generally
stiff in formation ( particularly so in the inscriptions),
whereas the top shows varying degrees of angularity or

2 '• curvature. The dot at the mouth is formed more clearly' .. *3in manuscripts than in inscriptions .
’

Ai has its tail (which distinguishes it from E)
A  . 7*from the upper right end7 Generally in the inscriptions,

0 (c.f. also Au) does not raise the end of its bottom
'* ' •* * ' ’ •? 3? *3bbS\curve much upwards, and also the dot is not clearly

5formed at the mouth.
“ " • Vf J

V* 
t*

1. In Laghu, the lower curve of L, and the^kwo lower
curves of I are angularised (t, I» sT ). The
hint of a fi.ead-mark at the upper Tight STfd. is part of 
the mannerism of the copyist, and may be seen other 
letters like Kha, Ga, Na, etc.

2. G.f. , 15c; ^  * 16e; * LaShu> etc*
|  ; l r-T V --

3. This is also t^ue of the dots of other letters, c.f..
A, A, 0, Au, fla, ^a, Ta,.Na, La, etc.

4. C.f. Ai, ^  , 23f5 ^  , Laghu, etc.
5. 3  , c.f. 15a. In both these respects the manu

scripts (of the informal type) offer some of the more 
advanced specimens (c.f. 0, , 23f.)*

"""TrlL
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The waved tail of Au (which distinguishes it

from 0) is attached to the upper curve\ or tops a full-
2length vertical.

/ , >

Medial vowels:-
Pew developments of a cardinal type are to be 

noticed in the sphere of the medial vowels in the twelfth 
century A.D*; but a close look is not entirely without 
its rewards, as it helps us to have a glimpse of such 
things as stylistic variations (and to some extent, further 
maturation of the signs), growing popularity of some of 
the alternative forms, and diminishing use of others, 
standardisation of some'forms, etc., which are also impor
tant aspects of the contemporary writing habits.

Medial a, as before, is indicated by a full-length
*."■ • .*t ,

vertical, placed at the right-hand side of the letter to
3 •• •which it is attached by the extended tox)-stroke . Some

times the stroke connecting the vertical of a to the 
letter is sloping and curved, inviting thereby an upper

4protuberance of the vertical.--

1. C.f. 3  > 1513; 16a.
* ^ i  .

2. G.f. 3} , 14a; 23f.
3. G.f. ^a, °7] y 15a.
4. C.f. Pa, qi , 14c, col. xviii. This feature has

been already noticed in chapter V above. In the Oriya 
system of writing, the curve later took a soiqewhat
different turn, , whereas the earlier I has
been continued in the Devanagarl.

AS I
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Once again, i, consisting of a short curve ( ^  )
has come into widespread use particularly in manuscripts 
showing an informal style of writing. In the formal
rnanuscript-style, however, the fuller form-incorporating

.a more or less flattened vertical, and a sloping tick at
its lower end, in addition to' the top curve - ( C* )
is still in exclusive use.'*' In the squarish style of * «
writing of some of the Sena inscriptions^", the upper if-* 
curve is extended up to the left end of the top-stroke .
In other cases, it is generally extended further rightwards

A  - isometimes up to the end of the top-stroke.
The curve of I is attached to the right end of

the letter-top. The curve itself is mostly semi-circular,
5being projected upwards ; but occasionally it is projected

leftwards^, thus serving as the forerunner of the modem I 7

1. The latter type also preponderates in the professional 
executed inscriptions (c.f. the Varman and Sena copper 
plates), where specimens of the short-curve type are 
very scarce indeed (see some examples of the short- 
curve type in 14a, cols, vii-viii; 14b, cols.x,xii,xiv; 
15a, cols, xiii-xiv; 15b, cols, xviii-xix; 15c, col. 
xxx; 16c. col.xvi; 20e, cols, xixiii-xv, etc.).

2. G.f. 15b-c; l6a-c, e-f.
3. Of any particular letter, c.f. Ni, , 15c.
4. C.f. Ji, ^  , 15a. ,
5. C.f. Bhi, J O  , 15c.
6. C.f. Sri, cv , 20e.
7. G.f. Ki in Bengali-Assamese, a  • i
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The wedge-type of u is generally hollow inside 

in the copper plate inscriptions hut in stone inscriptions 
as well as manuscripts, it continues to be blocked.^
Hooked u is confined to Ku (optional), G-u, Tu, Bhu, and 
Su. Ku also uses u of the wedge type but encroachment
by the wedge type into the other cases are comparatively

4 - ~ ? ‘very rare. Ru, as before, has the vowel-sign attached
to the right-hand vertical of the consonant. The sign -

crelatively angular or curved - shows numerous variations.
In 15a and 20e, medial u except for Ru, is of the 

long-hook type.0 In 14b, u becomes semi-circular, though
7 -still occupying the bottom left. In most other cases, 

however, the difference between u and r is lost, as the
— osign of u is also curved rightwards like that of r.

As before, Ru, and occasionally, conjuncts with subscript

'Cnkzii-1. C.f. Ku, TV. , 15c.
2. C.f. Ku, £  , 15a; Su, , 20e.
3. Occurring initially or as subscripts.
4. G.f. examples in 15a, col. viii, !TtuA?,
5. G.f. Ru, 5  > 15a, MISC., cols, x-xi; &  , 15b, col.

xxii; 1 5c, col. xxxvii; , 1 4c, col. xx;
£  1 6a, col. vi; ^  , 16b, col. xiia; 16c,
col. xxb; &  , lbf, col. xxxiii, etc. Gonjuncts

, 15c)with subscript Ya (c.f . Dyu, , l 3ajj*Bhyu, 
and Ra (c.f. Sru, 5 ^  , 15a; i)ru, 16c)
receive similar types of medial u, bus conjuncts with 
subscript Ya also use other types of u (c.f. Dyu, <T"J , 
16c; fyu, r£T , 16b). <4

6 . G.f. B h u , ^ — , col. vi.
7. G.f. Du, , col. xi.
8. G.f. Du, ^  , 15b.

<* .(jso



Ya (e.g. Vyu) and Ra (e.g. Tru), have the sign of medial
JK

-  1u at the right-hand side of the letter.
2The sign of r is angularised in 15a - somewhat

recalling the manuseript-style - where it is easily dis-
tinguished from that of u; but more commonly, it is 

• 3curved , which makes the distinction difficult.
Medial p, and J hardly occur.
The wavy superior type is being finally given

.V f.

up in eastern India at this stage, so far as medial e
4and o are concerned. The short lateral curve' -

-• ♦ - v* *j£dx*awn from the left end of the top-stroke - survives only
5 ,5in the formal manuscript-style . The full length;>•*" '** 1 : "’STS

lateral sign (=^iromatra) of e has already been firmly
6 ' associated in eastern India, though use of this type

. ^

1. In 15a, u consists of two angular orongs - projected 
in opposite directions (c.f. Ru, ), but more
commonly, both in inscriptions ana manuscripts, the 
angles are substituted by curves (c.f. Ru, , 14a,
col.v; Vyu, , 14a, col. ii; Vyu, , lob;
Ru, , 15c, etc.). Very often, however, u is not
clearly distinguished from u (c.f. Ru, ^  ,
20e, cols, xiv—xv ; Ru, 9 14a, col. vi, Tyu,
16c, col. xiv, 16a, col. 1 1 .

2. C.f. G-r, Q  > co1* 11
5. C.f. Dr, , 15c.
4 . Only once on 15a, is this type of medial e to be found

(c.f. Se, ^  , col. xiv). In Ne, col. xi ( ^  ),
the superior type consists of a single curve -'some
what like the short curve of i. These are rather 
exceptional for eastern India in the 12th century A.D.

5. C.f. Te, , G-ovindapur st. inscription.
6. In the squarish style of the Varman (14a-b) and early

Sena (15b-c; I6a-c, e-f) copper plates, it is divided
(continued on next page)
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(along with the superior type) was by no means uncommon 
also in the western Nagarl for some more time'1'.

As before, the wavy superior stroke of ai is
2drawn from the right end of the head-mark or letter-top

.. . -j.. . '
and that of au, from above the sign of a on the right of 

■3the lett'er.
Anusvara, anunasika. and visarga:-

The dot (or small circle) of anusvara is 
variously placed. Instances are rather rare, when it

Ais centrally placed above the top-stroke or letter-top . 
More frequently, it is moved further rightwards . Very 
often it is moved off the top-stroke (or letter-top)

6. continued from previous page:-
into angular sections (c.f. Ne, CH. , 16b; Ne,
I6e). In these inscriptions, sometimes the top of 1 
is not sufficiently projected upwards, (c.f. £i, 
loc) which might result ̂ 111 a contusion between the 
signs of i and e (c.f. Sre, (TJ > I6c),_like that 
which might erupt between the signs of T (if the top 
of 1 is not noticeably projected upwards, c.f. Ni, pTI 
I6e) and a (c.f. Na, flfj , 16e). The top of the full- 
length lateral sign of e is not always carefully conn
ected to the left end of the top-stroke (above the 
letter, receiving the medial sign, or the letter-top, 
there being no top-stroke as such). In the stone 
inscriptions as well as the informal manuscript-style, 
the lateral curve tends to be relatively more rounded 
(c.f. Khe, , 15a; De, , 14b; Re, Qj , 20e,etc).

1. G.f. £uhler,fPPl. V, cols. XXI-XXII, 'De1, Hai, 5 0 . etc.-
2. G.f. Sai, , 14b.
3. C.f. Bhau, ^  ^
4. C.f. Nam, , 15a, col. ii.
5. G.f. SaA, , 16c.
6. The mark may be placed at the same level ^c.f. Ka&,

, 16c), slightly above (c.f. Katfi, S  , 16c. col.xvii), or even below (c.f. Khara, , 20e,col.xiii)«



Sometimes the anusvara is actually attached to the right
. Z r ■'- J '

end of the top-stroke*^".
The dot (or small circle)-and-slant type of

anusvara ( > ̂  ) does not occur in the copper plates of
the Varmans and the Senas, or generally in the formal
manuscript style (its use such as in the Nalanda st. ins*

_of Vipulasrimitra appears to he rather exceptional)*
2 **But its continued use is vouchsafed by 14c , as well as

' ■••• - . ri
the Panchobh copper plate of SaAgramagupta. In 14c, the 
simple dot is not used at all, but in the Panchobh copper 
plate, as well as the informal style of manuscripts ,

■

both the types are used side by side and rather indis-
.*■ ■ 'err 2.criminately.

_The sign of anunasika (called 1candravindu1 in
Bengali), consisting of a crescent below a dot or circle,
commonly occurs in Oft , and sometimes in the Sena copper

• ... . * •'' . .. ~ •'
plates, also in such phrases as tanyamscaT, ^rahmanamsca1,

r

l,v ~i- -V.' “i1* C.f. Vaft, 5? , 15c, col. xxviii; Taft, S? , 20e,
col.xi, etc.

• ■-r2. In col. xviii Kaft, c^s , the circle is placed above 
the top-stroke, and not below, as is normally done.• v „ 4 • .

3. C.f. 23f; Kuttanlmatam, copied in N.S. 292 £=1125 A.D.) 
-ASB. G-.47311 * showing the Nepalese style; Ramacarita- 
tika, A.S.B., G-. 9960, etc., copied presumably in the
i2th-13 century A.D.
k '
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etc

Visarga, for the most part in the inscriptions
of the present century, consists of two detached and

Oovertically-placed dots ( » ) or circles ( o > o  )>
as before. In 15a, the upper circle has a solid wedge 

2above it . Sometimes in the same inscription, the wedge 
coincides with a tail at the bottom of the lower circle

*7
( ^ ) . A different kind of development - which
became more widespread in the following centuries - is 
sometime’s noticed in some inscriptions and manuscripts 
(generally exhibiting the informal style). It involves 
a cursive link-up of the circles as in the numeral for 
’eight’ (8)^, and sometimes, also the loosening of the 
lower loop at the right-hand side, ( 8 )♦

1 . C.f. Nyaft, and Raft, ^  , 15b-c; 16c, f.
2. g , but not in col. xiii, for instance, where

the visarga consists of two dots, c.f. Rah, ^
3. C.f. the Nalanda st. ins. of Vipulasrimitra,^ and the 

G-ovindapur st. ins. of the poet G-adadhara (S. 1059) - 
the last two exhibiting the formal manuscript-style.

4. C.f. Tih, , 16d, col. xxii; Yaty, 5]8 >i4c,
col.xix; Rah, , 23f, etc.

•• V *•

v s
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Single consonants:-

The tail of Ka is drawn in the zigzag way ( 
in the formal manuscript-style, as well as in most of the 
copper plates, but in the comparatively informal style of‘ill
manuscripts and inscriptions^ it often turns semi-circular 
( <3F> ), anticipating the BAM. Ka.

• *; -.,1

Kha has generally its top open (which also implies
2 ... _ • the opening of the appendage)"", but not in the formal style

of the Buddhist manuscripts .

1. G.f. I6d; 14c; 20e, etc.
2. In 15a, the middle portion of the letter is shorter in 

height than either the left arm or the right-hand 
vertical ( (2J ) • '̂ile substantial protuberance
allowed to tne^right vertical at the lower end is 
typical of the writing style of this inscription.
In the copper plates of Bhojavarman (14a), and the 
early Senas (op.cit), the left arm, including the 
wedge (now often hollow) at the lower end, has about 
the same height as the curved middle arm ( r?\ )♦
A slope in the base sometimes enhances the height of 
the right vertical ( f?| , c.f. 14a). In some of
the inscriptions-relarively freed from the rigours 
of the formal style, as well as the comparatively 
informal style of manuscripts, further development 
in the direction of the BAM. form may be noticed 
(c.f. 5^ , 20c; , 14c, etc.)-

5. G.f. Kha, H  , in the G-ovindamar ins. Occurrence 
of the closed type in 14b (TJ £3) rather exceptional. 
In the Samantasar copper pla!re of Harivarman, the top 
is bridged artificially, by a horizontal stroke ( ffT )♦ 
Leaving aside these exceptions, in the overwhelming^ 
number of cases, Kha has its top open - a feature 
which has been retained in the BAM. Kha and,
to a certain extent, the Oriya Kha ( £-j ).
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In the squarish style of the Yarman and Sena

a
copper plates, G-a shows/flat and horizontal top and a
mildly curved left arm. The wedge, as those of Kha, and 
Sa, is often hollow. The left top of the letter may be

pi neither angular ( A [ ) or curved ( A L ). The left arm■' ''-. ' V: jrf
is slightly smaller than the right vertical, or its equal 
in height. The substantial leftward projection at the 
upper end of the left arm ( 5T ) in the Yarman copper 
plates recalls similar feature in the somewhat earlier 
Gandra inscriptions from eastern Bengal. The top of G-a
is often rounded in 15a ( O  )> occasionally, this

» T- 'A2leads to the upper protuberance of the right vertical .
■The left arm of G-a is substituted by a horizontal stroke

in 14c ( ).
Gha, as it occurs in most of the inscriptions

and manuscripts, shows three distinct units besides the'
right-hand vertical. These are: (a) the upper end of 
the left arm; (b) the curve pointing leftwards immediately 
below it; and (c) the base connecting the curve to the - 
right vertical.'' In 20er*f the three units are simplified

1. G.f. 14a-b.
2. SI , c.f. cols, i-ii, ix. Substantially the same

type of G-a occurs in the manuscripts and inscriptions,
less inhibited by the formal style, c.f. 14c; 20e,g-h;
17a-c; 18a-c, etc. !-' ■ -3. The minor variations noticed in the individual instan

ces are mainly based on the unit (a). which may be^

(continued on next page)
• |
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into two ( )^.

The rare initial form of the letter fta occurs 
in Laghu. ( vff ).2

In the copper plates of the Yarmans and the 
Senas, as well as most of the other inscriptions and MSS. 
written in a formal hand, the triangular variety of Ca, 
with a straight vertical for the right arm, is generally 
used. The other two arms are slightly curved upwards, 
though sloping in the opposite directions (c.f. ).
In the more cursive style of writing now emerging in 
eastern India (particularly in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa) 
however, the crescentic type is frequently used.

3. continued from previous page:-
16c, etc.). In any case, these variations are of 
a minute nature and do not substantially affect the 
basic form of the letter.

1. The finally evolved BAM. ( ) and NagarI ( W  )
versions of the letter are not far off from this 
type. The modern Oriya Gha ( ), however, is
nearer to the older form of the letter, as pointed 
out above.

2. It is remarkably close to the BAM. version of the 
letter.

3. A few early examples of this type of Ga have been 
already noticed in the last chapter. In the present 
century, the use of this type grew, and it grew all 
the more in the following centuries, c.f. 14d, e; 
18a-c; the Sylhet copper plates, etc.
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In 14e, the arms of this type of Ga converge on the 
top-stroke ( 5  . S  ), but in the specimens in
chart 20, these join each other at a lower point1

The rare initial form of Cha occurs in Laghu 
( <J) ); there is no development in evidence.

Ja does not show any significant development
t -I!either; some variations in detail are registered by the

individual specimens in the different inscriptions and 
2manuscripts. .

' : IThe usually rare letter Jha is not so rare in
the Sena inscriptions, where it generally occurs in the

_ _  7. _term !jha^a^ (in the expression 1sa-jhata-vitapaT).

1. J , 5 , 5 .. The lower left end of theletter may be curved or angular. In 20e, col. xini.
the arms are rounded almost as in A^okan !Vaf ( A  
In 14c (cols, xvi, xix-xx), a vertical protuberance 
grows at the bottom right ( ). The BAM, Ca was
derived from a modified version of the crescentic Ga 
at a much later period ( - <3- 5  - &  ).

2. The tail of Ja is hoisted upwards in 15a ( ) but
in the Yarman and early Sena copper plates, the long-
familiar zig-zag style is followed. The top of the 
letterfs body may be flat ( ^  ), curved ( ?j)
or angular ( ). In 14c, The body of the it
letter is joined directly to the top-stroke ( «sjA) > 
as in the BAM. counterpart ( ). It also shows
an angle instead of a curve marking the rightward. 
projection. The tail is, however, almost flattened 
- a feature, which also characterises Ja of 23f ( ).

5. Some scholars have, no doubt, read ’jha^a1 as Tsa-J:af> 
but this is unacceptable in view of the clear differ
ence between the forms of this particular letter 
(i.e. Jha) and Sa in any of these inscriptions (c.f. 
15c; I6a-c, e-f). While in Sa ( <A ) the projected 
member at the lower left end is open at the inner end, 
that in Jha is closed ( ^  ).
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The hollow triangle of Jha is the stylistic successor 
of the blocked wedge . The evolution of the vital left
limb of Jha, which is on the whole quite clear, has a

.. ■- > 
close affinity to the evolution of Ra.

The essence of the BAM. form of Na ( SB ) had
p  -■been developed much earlier.

In the Varman and Sena inscription, Ta shows 
the form J of which earlier instances have been
noticed in the copper plates of Ladahacandra. The

• npractice of turning the short vertical on the right
i' iff

upwards - very often in a cursive manner - did not become 
widespread in inscriptions in Bengal and Bihar until

' ‘ ftowards the end of the 12th century A.D., but from then 
onwards it began to compete in popularity with the older 
method of projecting the vertical downwards. Inscrip

't* " £

____________________
I, 15a. It is

w , curved upper end
of the left member, which are responsible for the super
ficial similarity of Jha with Sa.

2. In Laghu, the double-curved loop on the right is 
reduced into an angle, open at the lower end ( 3T).

3. Or variants; S • 0 , etc.
4 • C.f. ^  , 14c.
5. Finally, it gave rise to the Bengali-Assamese ( ),

Maithili ( c* ) and Oriya ( A ) forms, with the 
characteristic tail at the top. ^ The new method, 
however, failed to penetrate into the formal manuscript** 
style, and was not adopted in Nepal. But in manuscript 
referrable to Bengal-Bihar (leaving aside those few 
still under the spell of the formal !manuscript-style*, 
e.g., the f Pail car ak§a! ASB., G. 4078), it is almost in 
exclusive use from c. 12th century onwards (c.f. 23f 
( £> ); ASB.G.9995 ( g ); laghu. ( ) etc.).



tions, however, offer socle examples of old-fashioned ' 
types of Ta for some more time^.

Initial examples of Tha are somewhat rare*
To judge from the available evidence, its circular form

pnow often gives way to an elongated shape • As yet,
however, no top-stroke is added.

■

The use of the advanced type of Da - with the 
bottom curving leftwards - has become almost universal 
both in inscriptions and manuscripts in the present 
c e n t u r y . I n  14a, col. i ( J ), the bottom is
just curved leftwards . The lower curve of Da is very 
often preceded at the upper end by a curve-opening to 
the right, and incorporating the similar middle curve 
of the antique form ( ).5 ,j

1 . c.f. 3 , n  , Govindapur st. ins. -— showing influe-
nce_of the formal !manuscript-stylef; £  , 13d; £  ,
G-aya st. ins. of 1813rI:)arinirvana era; etc.. in 
addition to the type (7 (referred to above), so 
common in the .Varman and Sena copper plates, as well 
as the inscriptions of the time of some of the later 
Pala kings.

2. n  f c.f. 14a; I6f; 20d; Laghu., etc.
3. A rare exception occurs in 14a, col. iii ( \  ),

which keeps the tradition of the antique Da of the 
somewhat earlier Candra inscriptions from eastern 
Bengal. -

4. G.f. also Da in 13d, $ . In the average inscrip
tions, and‘manuscript of the present century, the 
lower curve is in a more advanced stage, though not 
generally so developed as in the BAM. or Devanagari 
counterparts of the letter. V g '

5. The latter curve has been retained by modern DevanagarX 
( S'. ) but discarded by BAM. ( v3 > to which the 
Oriya form ( f/l ) substantially concurs but. for the 
typical Oriya curve above the latter). Already in 
some of the inscriptions and manuscripts - especially
(continued on next page)



pha has its bottom curve well rounded.
In the squarish style of writing in the Varman

and Sena copper plates the limbs of Na are often angular-
2ised in various degrees. In 15a, and some others Na

. ... 3 - ,r*j-is characterised by two curves. In 14c, optionally,
athe top of Na becomes single curved ( H  , c.f. cols.

*  • ■_ x_._*

xvii-xviii, xx). Na of this type also occurs in

5. continued from previous page:-

1.

2.

those showing an informal style - thie characteristic 
upper curve fails to occur (c.f. o  , 14c; 5  i
20e; vS , 23f, etc.), but its final rejection did 
not take place until some time later (c.f. the 
retention of the conservative form by 14d-e; 17a-c; 
18a-b; the G-aya ins; the Bh£ter& inscriptions, etc.) 
This is particularly true of’inscriptions.
The dotted mouth is generally better executed in 
manuscripts than in inscriptions. The curved neck 
of pha ( £  , ^  9 c.f. the Sena copper plates
in charts 15 and 16) sometimes makes pha resemble 
Ta (excluding of course the latter*s right-hand 
vertical). Dha in 15a has an upright neck ( A  ).

, etc. Most affected by the

-

angular trend are the left arm and the top curves —
In 15c, a horizontal

a  )• Inapproximates

3.

more especially, the right top. 
stroke is superimposed on the top ( 
these angular specimens the left arm 
the right vertical in length.
c.f. n  , ci , , I6d, 14c, 20d-e, etc.
This involves a smaller left arm, and occasionally 
vertical protuberance at the upper right end. Most 
of the manuscripts (except for those still under the 
influence of the formal-style) generally have this 
style of Na with a dotted mouth ( , c.f. 23f.)*
The Oriya form ( <£t ) came to be developed from
the double-curved type. The double-curved type (its 
formal ma^uscript-style counterpart) has been perpet
uated in/Nepali style, and it is optionally used 
in Maithili.
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Laghu ( ).1

The pro-Nagari form of Ta, with a straight
vertical on the right ( /T ), still occurs in the

2copper plates of the varmans and in some of the other 
inscriptions and some stray MSS.^ But the twelfth 
century shows the preponderance of the cursive type, 
which lies at the root of the BAM. version of Ta ( <5 ).4
In 15a, the curve of fa ( ) like similar curves in
other letters and signs (c.f. U, Ja, Da, Bha, A, medial 
u, etc.) is somev/hat angularised, but in the other 
inscriptions and manuscripts, it is generally well- 
rounded ( J  > etc.).

Specimens of Tha with two closed loops are 
indeed rare in the present century; the retention of 
this type in the G-ovindapur ( Q  ) and Manda ( &  )

1^ Though ultimcitely?%engali-Assamese' NaT ( if ) was
based on the single-curved type, the preponderance 
of the double-curved type was maintained both in 
inscriptions and manuscripts for a_long time to come 
(c^f. 14d-e; 17a-c; ISa-c, the Gaya st. ins.; the 
Bhatera copper plates, etc., as well as many of the 
MSS. demonstrating the writing style of Bengal-Bihar 
in the 12th and subsequent centuries.

2. Exclusively in the copper plates of Harivarman and 
Samalavarman (14b) and optionally in 14a.

3. C.f. the G-ovindapur st. ins., the Paffchobh c.p._ins., 
the Manda st. ins., etc., the MS._of the A^tasahasrika, 
copied in the 18th yr. of G-ovindapala, etc.**

4. In Orissa, this cursive form was consistently used for 
several centuries including the 12th, until it was 
finally superseded by the Oriya form ( Q  ) with its 
characteristic top-curve, which also had the cursive 
type at its core. In the Nepalese style, the curve 
of Ta is not lifted upwards ( K  ), but the depart
ure from the pro-Nagari form is effected nonetheless in the abolition of the upright vertical.
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inscriptions is explained by the general preference 
for archaic shapes in these inscriptions. Elsewhere, 
either the upper loop ( *3. , 2| * 3  ) or both the
loops ( 2J > <j » 3. ) are open.1

In the Varman and Sena copper plates, Da is 
essentially of the same type as has been in use with 
slight variations over a long period, and to which the 
present Devanagari form owes its origin. The dissolu
tion of the blocked (wedge-type of) head mark gives rise
to various neck-formations, which superficially affects

2the shape of Da, like those of many other letters. The 
lower left end is generally angular, but occasionally, 
it may also be curved.

Dha shows numerous varieties - not all of which 
show the same measure of development. There are some 
examples of comparatively archaic t y p e s b u t  in others,

1. Opening of both the loops brings the letter nearer ^ 
the finally developed Bengali-Assamese-Maithili ( *4 ), 
Oriya ( ), Devan&garl T 2J ^9 ) etc.forms. The final development of the BAM. form 
involved introduction of angularity into the bends (as 
with many other letters) - and of this, some indication 
is already in evidence (prematurely) in 14c ( )•

2 . etc#
3. In 14c, and 16d, the curve is drawn right from the 

top-stroke ( Lj )• The BAM. form was evolved later 
by introducing angularity into the bends ( ).
Though stray examples of such an angular type^are not 
totally wanting even within our period (c.f. Vi , 20c;
Q  , 20e), it was not accorded general reception 
unxil much later; and the Oriya form of Da ( Cl ) 
may be traced to the pre BAM. phase of the letter’s 
development.

4. c.f. d. » Q > 20f* 15a; 3  *
(continued over)



comparatively advanced types - with the attribute of a
horn at the upper left end - are employed* On the
whole, while some of the comparatively antique forms
continued to linger on, more developed forms were
becoming more and more popular both in inscriptions

2and manuscripts*

4. continued from previous page:-
20b-c ; M  , 14c; the Bliatera copper plates; 0  >
Panchobh copper plate, etc.*

1. C.f. &  , G-ovindapur ins.; H  , the Bodh-G-aya
ins. of Jayaccandra (V.S. 124x-vide, PB., PI.XXXII); 
q n , the Bodh-G-aya ins. (of 1813 Parinirvana^era);

^ Jasahasrika., vr. 18 of G-ovindapala* cl #
23f; <3 , Laghu; vi . 14a-b; Q  > Q  » £t , #16a,e-f; 15b (optionally), 16b-c (optionally);
16d, etc.

2. The evolution towards the same form(as it later turned 
out to be) seems to have had two different courses, 
which may be outlined below as:
(a) o -  +  J
(b) o ■* (j*+ d  -*■ 8

While in col. (a) the top of Dha remained closed 
all along (notwithstanding the other developments), in 
col. (b), the top of Dha was closed in the beginning, 
then opened, and after some further elaborations at 
the left end, it closed again. The evolution as per 
col. (a) is most fruitfully followed bv inscriptions 
(mostly from northern Bengal and Bihar) and manuscripts 
reflecting the formal manuscript-style, and that as 
indicated in col. (b) is demonstrated mostly by the 
copper plate inscriptions of the Candras, Varmans,
Senas, Devas, etc. After some initial_uncerta.Ln|fcies, 
the top was finally opened in the Dovanagarl ( C| ), 
whereas in the Bengali-Assamese ( ) and Maithili
( 7 -S ) 9 the top became closed. Though the
top of the Oriya Dha is open ( Ql ), the horn at :A
the upper left stylistically belongs to eastern India.

*T V. - ̂  ’ r, * ; „ * *-

dfll
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The main difference between the BAM. ( iT" ) 

and Devanagari ( ) versions of Na consists in that
while in the latter, the left limb is drawn horizontally 
(without much curvature) to join the right vertical about 
the middle, in the former, it is curved and sloped to 
reach the bottom of the right vertical. Both the styles 
are manifest in inscriptions as well as manuscripts 
belonging to the twelfth century.'1" Sometimes in inscrip
tions of a care-free style, the mouth gives up the dot 
( , I6e) or resorts to some substitute ( , 14c).
In 13d, the loop is joined directly to the head-raark ( ^  )£

Pa shows some rapid developments during this 
century: which bring, it well in sight of the BAM. form 
( ̂9 "̂ 10U£h generally speaking, the dominating role
still belongs to the conventional type during the present 
century. The conventional type itself has its appearance 
substantially modified due to the introduction of the

1. C.f. the pro-Devanagari type__in 15aA 20e, the G-ovindapur 
and_G-aya inscriptions, Ag^asahasrika., yr. 18 of G-ovin- 
dapala, etc. - mostly representing in varying degrees 
the formal manuscript-style; and the pro-BAM. type in 
most of the copper plates including 14a-c; 15b-c;
I6a-e, e-f, etc., as well as in the manuscripts 
exhibiting the less formal style, c.f. 23f, Laghu, etc.

2. The joining of the loop to the hollow triangle of the
head-mark brings this Na superficially closer to the
Na ( .JS ) resembling Ma to some extent, as noticed in
some Orissa inscriptions (c.f. the inscriptions of the
Pa$(}uvam^is of Mahakosala). The latter type, as has
been correctly pointed out by Kielhorn EX* VI *, P.124
is not represented in Btihler’s charts.
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sloping curvature at the upper end.1 But the archetype 
of the 'BAM. form (to which the Oriya Pa ( £j ) funda
mentally concurs) may he found in 16d ( ); 14c; 16d;
20 (col.xi), etc.^

Pha is generally based on the conventional type 
of Pa, to which a curved tail is added at the upper 
right-hand side ( O ’ )♦ The cursive derivative of 
this type, characterised by a shorter right vertical,

1. The resulting notch is very sharply formed_ln 15a
( £1 ), and less so in many others (c.f.<J, , 16c;)
in lbe, the notch is angularised, The bottom j
is ostensibly sloped ( Q  ) in thevarman copper 
plates, but in the Sena copper elates, it is laid 
almost horizontally, 23f ( cl * hut Pra generally 
shows the_curve-topped Pa ( &  ) in these MSS.),
Laghu., Kalacakravatara, etc., which often show a 
general predilection for the more evolved eastern 
forms, mostly show the conventional type of Pa.

2. Its use progressively grew in the succeeding 
centuries, until it finally replaced the conventional 
type (which accounts for the Devanagari form of the 
letter^. The curvature of the top of Pa must be 
referred to the newly emerging style of curving the 
top-strokes in general (the so-called !Nepalese hook*) 
which became prominent in Nepal from about this time. 
It prevailed in Nepal with fluctuating popularity 
during the 12th-15th centuries A.D., after which 
there it died out altogether.) See Bendall, CBSM. 
Cambridge, p. xxiii. In Orissa, the curve-topped
Pa begins to appear in inscriptions from about the 
12th century A.D. i.e. several centuries prior to 
the development of the characteristic Oriya top-curve 
(which was becoming evident from c. 14th century
A.D.). The curve-topped Pa also occurs in the 
Pu§pabhadra copper plate of king Dharmapala of Assam.
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ana often a leftv/ard slope", is also quite popular.

jr;v.
Whether Pha hased on the curve-topped Pa came at all to
be used in the 12th century as sometimes in the following 

2century , is not definitely known for want of any distinct
; - j

specimen of Pha in those in criptions where the curve- 
topped Pa is used .

The loop of Va (=Ba) may be narrow^- or elongated^
The angle at the left end of Va in 14c (col.xvii,i$,) is

6not typical of the letter in this century.
‘̂hough some of the more archaic types of Bha

 —
1. , c.f. 15a; 15c, col. xxvi; 20e, etc.
2. C.f. Pha, q> , 14d; 18a, c. I5' -
3. The form of Pha in 14c is indistinct. The BAM. Pha 

is primarily based on the conventional form of Pa, 
though subsequent introduction of angularity to the 
lower left end^followed the pattern of Ya. The 
Oriya Pha ( however, based on the curve-
topped type (cvf. early examples of this type of 
Pha in the Patna Museum Plates of Somesvara II, El. 
XIX, p. 97ff. and the Antigram plates of Jayabhaft- 
jadeva, ibid. p.41ff.

4. I.e. in the Nagari style, with vertical protuberance 
both below and above, âr c.f. 14a; 16d; 20b, col. 
iv. etc. ^

5. 5  > covering the bottom of the right vertical, c.f.
most of the copper plates.

6. Such angularisation which is the keynote of the BAM.
Va (and/or Ba), did not become an inalienable feature of the letter until a much later period.

M i
- v.

________
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are still occasionally sighted^ the present century shows 
a preponderance of the advanced type, which} irrespective 
of varieties, is marked by the leftward projection of 
the bottom. In 15a'1', the curve still appears to be 
haunted by the concept of the right vertical (c.f. 3  or 
*3 , vis a vis type ). In the Sena copper plates
incorporated in charts 15 and 16, as well as in many 
other inscriptions belonging to this, or even the follow
ing century (c.f. 14c; 20a, d-e (col.xii), etc.), the 
appendage is open on the right ( ). In manuscripts,
on the other hand, it is invariably closed (c.f. <5* ,
^  , in Laghu., the G.U. MSS. of G-ovindapala * s time, etc.)

• . . . ”  '■

This style was also widely reflected in the inscriptions 
from the thirteenth century A.D., c.f. 17a-c; 18a, 18b 
(optional), etc. The curved type of Bha also obtained in 
Nepal, and is at the root of the Oriya form (
With the introduction of the leftward curvature at the 
bottom, and the closing of the appendage, the essence of 
the BAM. form ( <5 ) has already been evolved; As with 
so many letters and signs, what is awaited, is only the 
stylistic Tfinal touch*.

1. C.f. (a) ; the G-ovindapur st. ins., the G-aya ins.
of Jayaccandra^etc. - incorporating the formal manuscript 
style; (b), , noticed optionally in theVarman copper
plates 14a (col^ viii) and 14b ( col.xi) and compulsorily 
in the Samantasar copper plate of Harivarman.

2. C.f. also Bendal, OBSM. PI. II, 2,(Add. 1693, of N.S.
285, i.e., 1165 A.D., apparently copied in Nepal.)
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The BAM. Ma ( SJ ) is distinguished from 
the Nagari counterpart ( ) chiefly by the
curvature of the left arm.'*'. The bottom stroke is 
sloped rightwards and often allows the right vertical 
to protrude below itT ( ).

Ya shows either an angle ( ) or a curve
( 0  ) at the lower left end. In the latter case, it

. *is not clearly distinguished from Pa. On account of
r._ 3

the introduction of the sloping curve into the upper
left end, the left arm of Ya now becomes more notched

.

2than before.
- • . -;■.«/The conventional type of Ra, consisting of a 

wedge' iwiiicii accounts lor rne devanagari xorrn; is-edge^ (which accounts for the Devanagari form) is 1
. . ■ ‘ "'/vgenerally retained in most of the stone inscriptions

coming from Bihar, as well as the great majority of 
manuscripts from eastern India belonging to the twelfth- 
thirteenth centuries A.D. {and even later ones). : ’si'

1. The curvature is accentuated in this century by the 
characteristic development of the top-mark, which 
in varying degrees also affects the shapes of many 
other letters (e.g., Pa, Sa, etc.).

2. 14c shows some specimens of Gha-like Ya ( ).
3. Generally solid, c.f. 3  ^  , 15a, but

occasionally linear, c.f. ^  , I3d.
. : . . . . .  ~  j ; ; .

- -

■

■ -JA.-
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As against this, the copper plates invariably give the
hollow outline of the wedge.'1' So far as the copper
plates are concerned, there was no going back to the

2blocked type.
The curves of La are often angularised like 

those of Na (and to some extent, Sa) in the copper 
plates of the Varmans and the Senas. The left arm of 
La is much reduced in 15a M ) .  As in Na, sometimes
both the curves are well-formed.^ Some specimens of La

5 ' . ... Iin 13d bear some superficial resemblance to the early
acute-angled La (which was based on the basal or west
ern G-upta type). More significant, however, is the 
rather frequent use of the single-curved La ( rt < c \ ) 
in the 12th century, and even more in the subsequent 
epochs, both in Bengal and Bihar. Sometimes inthe later

5  9 f etc. C.f. the copper plates given in
cnarte_15, 16, 17, 18, etc., and also the Panchobh 
and Bhatera copper plates.

2. The evolution of the hollow triangle from the blocked 
wedge was no doubt a great step forward in the direc
tion of the Bengali ( <\ ), Assamese, and Maithili
( ^  ) forms of the letter. In Nepal the conven
tional (block) type was continued. When it came to 
the final development, the letter took a different 
and cursive course in the Oriya ( ); but the final
development of these forms - particularly the Bengali 
form now in use - took longer to be accomplished.

3. Incorporated in charts 15 and 16. C.f. the forms:
^  9 9 9 e 'tC#

4. , c.f. 20, cols. xiii,xv; 14c, col. vii, etc.
and the less formal style of manuscripts, which are 
also noted for the better execution of the dotted 
mouth.

5. (ll * c.f. cols, xiv, xvii; c.f. also the Panchobh 
copper plate.

6. See over
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manuscripts it is not unusual to find Na and La being 
written in the same way.

•The multifarious forms of Sa, as noticed in 
the preceding centuries, are no longer in evidence. : ■ -•,* i,.

2 ^The double-curved type including is stylistic variations
has now the whole field to itselff- The top as well as 
the left arm is often angularised in varying degrees 
in the Varman and early Sena copper plates which, besides , 
frequently reduce the wedge at the lower end of the left 
arm into a hollow triangle (c.f. ^

6. continued from previous page:-
G.f. 15a (optional); 20a, c. d (col.ix), e (cols. 
xi-xii,xiv); 14c, etc.

1. The single-curved La has been retained in Maithili _
( fT )9 whereas the Bengali-Assamese ( ), Levana-
gari ( ) 9 Oriya ( ) etc. forms are
based on the double-curved type.

2. C.f. Vj , 15a.
3. E.g. ^], £\,£ ) ,  5 G  , etc.
4. I.e. but for some stray survivals of the peculiar &a

in the formal manuscript-style of writingj
etc. G.f. the G-ovindapur st^ ins.; the Bodh G-aya ins. 
of Jayaccandra; A§Jasahasrika., yr. 18 of G-ovindapala; 
Bendall, Catalogue, Add. 1693 (A.D. 1165),etc.

5. In the ordinary hand, the left arm as well as both
halves of the top are more sharply curved, and^auite
ofj*en, th^-wedge is dropped altogether (c.f. b { ^

Sjf 9 etc. in 20a-d; 14c; I6d). The Oriya Sa 
( Si ) is clearly based on the double-curved type, 
which is also optionally used Virtually unaljtered)in 
Maithili. But the other Maithili form ( *| ) with
which the Bengali-Assamese form ( *T ) also concurs 
substantially, was not, however, evolved until much 
later. The form of 5a in Laghu ( ) is far too
(continued on next page).
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The outline of Sa resembles the conventional 
form of Pa, (as discussed above) to which, of course, is
added the cross-bar.'1'

The leftward projection of Sa (like that of Bha)■
opens to the right ( ) in the copper plates and some

* t

stone inss., whereas in most of the MSS., as well as many
stone inscriptions, it tends to be blocked, thinner, and

__ *  7̂ 4 -

beaked ( jq , c.f. 15a). ’ ;

5. continued from previous page:-
advanced than what are used in many other inscriptions 
and manuscripts even of a substantially later period.

1. In Orissa, the top of Sa came to be curved along with 
that of Pa and some otfier letters (Ma, Pha, Sa, Ya, etc., 
c.f. Nagarl Pis. of Anahgabhlma, El XXVII, P.235ff.
S.1151-52. Patna Museum Pis. of Somesvara II El.XIX 
P.97ff; Antigram PI s.. of Jayabhan jadeva EI.XIX,P.41ff.), 
and is still so ( Q  ). Similar top-curves also 
affected Sa and the other letters in the transitory 
Nepalese style of writing, of which the predominating 
feature is the !Nepalese hook*. In Bengal, Bihar,
(and Assam), however, the adoption of the curve-topped 
Pa was for all practical purposes a unilateral step 
without involving Pha and Sa (which traditionally drew 
their outlines from that of Pa. The parting of ways _  
between Pa and Sa is illustrated by 20e (c.f. Pa: ;

, Sa: Q  ). As#with Pha, the angularisation of the
features of che BAM. Sa ( ) took the pattern of Ya
( ) in the following centuries.

2. The introduction of the curved neck (which affects both 
“the types) virtually makes the development of the BAM. 
form ( ) complete.



Ha shows several varieties. The type ^  ,
showing a sharp angle at the "bottom left, is mainly
continued in the formal style . The commonest type
noticed in the Varman and early Sena copper plates is

 ̂ showing an almost horizontal base (bottom-stroke)
with curvature at its left. Ha with a fDa*-like body
( ^  marked by angularity at the left end) occurs
in the Panchobh copper plate;’ The type (which joins
the tails together into a single curve) is also quite

acommon both in inscriptions and manuscripts and is
sometimes cursively reduced into (c.f. 14c), or
even (c.f. 206)^

1. G.f. the G-ovindapur ins., the Bodh Gaya inŝ . of Jaya- 
ccandra, Agjasahasrika., yr. 18 of Govindapala*s 
time etc.

2. Or its stylistic variations, e.g. , etc.
3. G.f. also the c.p. of iiarivarman, and 20d.
4. G.f. 15a_(optional); I6a-b,e; 20e; the G.U. MSS. of 

Govindapala*s time, etc.
5. The cursive form has been retained in Maithili ( ^  ), 

but the evolution of the Bengali-Assamese form ( ^  )
proved to be more complicated and took longer to be 
accomplished. The optional form 5  (apparently 
derived from the other type . by forging an opening
on the left instead of the right) seems to provide the 
foundation on which the further evolution in this 
direction was based. The outline ofthis evolution, 
which,from a certain stage, coincided with the^ 
evolution of the Bengali-Assamese initial I, ^  
m a v  b e  i n d i n a t e d  a s ?may be indicated as:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

$ * 3 .  §  5. 5.

While this pattern of evolution appears plausible 
((continued on next page)
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Con.juncts

As before Na, Cha, Na and Tha mostly occur in 
conjuncts.

In 14b the ringlet of Na is not shown in Sga 
( jjLj ). Commonly in the early Sena copper plates2 
the bent right end of the head-mark^ sometimes ending in 
a dot, stands for the ringlet.^"

Cha (occurring as the subscript in a conjunct,
mostly in Ccha) does not show any further development

5  ,as yet* In 14c the loops are arranged one above the
othe

—
5 (continued from previous page:- i £

'mit cannot be denied that for a long time between the 
end of our period and before the form of Ha now used 
in the Bengali-Assamese way of writing came to be 
widely popular, other forms were being used quite 
extensively. These consisted chiefly of variations 
of the type P , but occasionally, other types, such 
as X  (c.f. Apohasiddhi. A3B., G-. 4711; Kfanabhahga- 
siddhi, ASB., G. 4744; etc.), are also met with.

1. C.f. Col. ix.
2. C.f. also 14a.
3. C.f. Nka, p  , 15c.
4* The dot may also occur at the right end of the straight 

head-mark (c.f. Sga, P, 16c; Sga, P, 16a) In 15a,
the ringlet often assu^fes a squarish T̂ liape and is# 
attached to the lower end of the head-mark (c.f^iga, 
£3 ). Superscribed Sa in 14c (c.f. Nga, \
sfews the full initial form of the letter. # The 
archetype of the BAM. Nga ( jgo) in which Sa and Ga 
are highly compounded, already occurs in thg C.U. MSS. 
of Govindapala* s time (Nga, c.f. also Nka,

5. Cchi, col. xv. Q
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Superscript Na (c.f. Nca, Nja, etc.), as before., 

shows the initial form of the letter excluding the 

horizontal tail at the left bottom.1 Subscribed Na 
(c.f. Jna) shows some varieties of form.^

Subscribed Tha is circular (c.f. Stha, ^  ), or 
variously elongated sometimes with angularity on the 
right-hand side.

The developed initial forms of Tha, Dha, andRa
are not reflected in the subscript versions of the first

4 5two , and either superscript or subscript Ra .

1. G.f. Nca, 33 • r-^e superscript Na in Nja is represen
ted by the loop in the 23f ( £  ), but Nca is written
in the usual manner ( ). The triangular Ca some
times prevails as the subscript even in such inss. and 
MSS. which have initial Ga of the curved (crescentic) 
type alone.

2. The double-curved type, opening to the right has become 
comparatively rare (see this type in 14a and the 
PanchobJa copper plate, Jna, ). ̂  In Laghu., sub
script Na is single-curved (AfN. Jna, , #  >• a Occasion
ally, the full initial form of Na is also used as the 
subscript (c.f. JnI,vtT\ , 14c, col. ivc. See other 
examples in 15c, colJ®xxix; 16b, col.x; 16c, col.xvi, 
etc.). Sometimes the loop on the right is substituted 
by an angle or curve opening downwards (c.f. Jfii,

ally substituted by a triangle - (c.f. Jna,
15c, col. xxviii; Jna, 9 23f). ^ ie horizontal ta!
is occasionally substituted by a tri 
^  14a, col. vi; 15a, 23f

3. G.f. §;Jha, ^  ; ^Jha, ^  ; §tha, Q  ; §tha Q  , etc.
4 . G.f. subscript Tha: <p , or p p -  resembling Cha: 

subscript Dha: <3 - resembling subscript Va(=Ba), and
occasionally, also subscript Tha.

5. The signs of subscript and superscript Ra are being 
discussed later.
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The developed initial forms of pa, fa and Bha -

with the "bottom curving leftwards - are also shared by
*

the conjuncts - particularly when these letters are
: •subscribed. The admixture of the old and developed

initial forms of these letters in 14a~b is also carried 
into the conjuncts^.

Among the other conjuncts, only those which 
involve the use of other than the initial form for any
of the constituents, need to be considered here.

The loop of Ka is often drastically modified or
2even given up when the letter is superscribed but some-

■5times it is retained . It may be mentioned here that 
the loop of La is similarly modified or given up in Ku

K'T \Hk

The old form of subscript Ta, (or variants,
(very often) and Kr (nearly always).

, ^  , etc.) is in the process of being given up,
Ain favour of the type .

1. G.f. Nda: and ^  » 14-a; Kta» 53 » andTta ’* jm; 14b; Bbna, r“ , and Mbha, xj ,
14a, etc.*5 3  *1

2. C.f. Kta, ^  ; Kra; » K?a> f}> » etc*
3. C.f. Kta, ^  ; Kra ^  , but not Ksa.
4 . Both the types occur side by side iui the Panchobh 

copper plate (c.f. Tta, jJT and <7 ), but in the 
Varman and Sena inscriptions, as rail as in most 
others belonging to this and the subsequent period, 
the new type is used (c.f. ‘JJa, £  , 15b; y$a A
14c; a, etc.) The subscribed ya in the •
Bengali-Assaftese Tta, ^  , has been developed
from the new type. ^
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Occasionally, one also comes across cases where the 
subscript Ta takes after the initial form of the letter1 1 

Subscript ^a as before, opens its curves leftward 
Subscript Pa generally shows curvature at the

a - ■ ' >* /* :'y,
) as against the angularity shown U

. V  ’*■. . • h  ya r [k ,

by the subscript Ya ( ) at this point. But as with
* *

the initial forms of these two letters, the distinction 
is often lost in practice. There are some instances, 
both in inscriptions and manuscripts which show that the

Ms

cursive step towards the BAM. subscript Ya ( J  ) has i v ^

3 m-ualready been taken in the 12th-13th century A. D. The 
tails of Ka, Ja, and Ha, are variously projected in Kya,
Jya and Hya^.

T *  ■ ' - i’ . " T y  H "  5
. .• Pt?'' -

The problem of the tail is also solved in various
5 ^ 6ways m  Hma and Ksa .

rn __1. G.f. Nta., , 15a, col. v iii. See also Nta,wl7a, 
col.vli, 17b, col.xvi, 17c, col.xxviii; Stah** S. ,
14b, col. xlii; Sta, ^  , Apohasiddhl, AoBi, Or.4711, etc

2. C.f. Rrma, ^  > !5b; > ?9a> ^  » andHna r , 14a. VJ 3  « ’
3. C.f. Dya, <f), 15a; Tya, XJI » 20d; sya> 16d;

Tya, ,?0e; Tya, jg ,c,14c; Sya, ^  23f, etc.
ft !5c; Jya: fj» , ^  , <),, 15c, 15a,

9 ffa 9. lbc, etc. Sometimes
ifiTcult w* distinguish between Jya, Hya '•

4. C.f. Kyaa ^  ”
etc.; and H; 
it becomes dif
and Dyu in 15a. v . "S|

* ’ ih ’ Si ’ 'etc* i
6. Vide infra.

4
' r‘-»' :*r h-

■-.-'a *■ * ‘v*

• •• • , ■ J- .
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The sign of the superscript Ra is generally 
placed above the head-mark (c.f. Rmma, , 15c), but
often in Rgga (c.f. ft ), R^pa ( ^  ) and Rtha (
the sign itself assumes the characteristics of a head- 
mark. This is particularly true of Rrma. The practice 
of attaching the superscript Ra horizontally to the 
right-hand side of the letter below the head-mark has 
practically fallen into disuse in Bengal and Bihar out
side the bounds of the formal manuscript style^. The 
stroke of subscript Ra is stiff and sloping in 15a .
In the copper plates of the Varmans and Senas the stroke 
is often gently curved (c.f. Mra, £  , 16b)5.

1 ) is
curved in a way as to resemble the old hooked (=eastem 
Gupta) type.^

1*0.f. Rtta, ^  , Grbvindapur st. ins.; c.f. also the
Bodh-G-aya ins. of Jayaccandra, the ASB. MS. of the 
18th yr. of Govindapala,, etc., This type appears to 
have b e n  quite popular in Nepal, c.f. ASB.4837, which 
seems to represent the Nepal-style; O.U. Add.1691.2, 
Bendall, PI.III.1, etc.

2.G.f. Pra, . This puts at naught the distinction
between Bha and Bhra, ^  ^  .

3. The bottom curve of Ja, Da, Ta, and Bha is generally 
given up in Jra ( 2F| ) > ^ra (c.f. ^<Jra r7) 9 Tra
( S  ), Bhra ( 2 )^ The superscript forms of these 
letters and of NSTalso become devoid of the bottom- 
stroke often in other conjuncts (c.f. Nga, Jja, p<Ja,
Tsa, etc.).

4. As the subscript, La also occasionally shows the 
single-curved form, in inscriptions which invariably 
have the double-curved initial La (c.f. Sla, , Ibb).

f n * ^
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As before, the numerous varieties of £§a are

h/hl
divisible into two broad groups, viz. (a) those meeting
the head-mark at a single point^"; and (b) those meeting

2the top-stroke at a couple of points . In the second
group, when the left curve joins the right vertical,(as

-  >4 *Miajfc, --4

it does occasionally) Ksa resembles Ska. Sometimes
•z

the left curve slightly misses the top-stroke.^'
Already during the present century the manu-

scripts - particularly those reflecting the newly
* 1 - - ■ •

emerging curvy style of eastern India - show an extremely
S-‘V'4cursive trend creeping into some of the conjuncts.
. -

This cursive trend occasionally fostered a somewhat
V 4;• K

identical development of two or more signs. Particu—
larly susceptible in this regard were some conjuncts

5and a few consonants in receipt of the medial vowel fu f • 
These confusing similarities grew more in dimension in ... . 
the following centuries, until the standardised modern , 
forms finally emerged. -v  . .1

------  ~XL—5"--------------------------------- -,1. C.f.y),2^> 14a-b; 15b-c; I6a-c, e-f, etc. , 20e.
2. C.fJR) , 15a; §>, a  , 14c; , 23f; ,

13a, etc. 41
3. G.f. , 14c.
4. G.f. Sva, *̂ 1 ; Sri, ; Jna, ^  , Nja, 9ji , etc. in

23f •
5. G.f. Jya, Ilya; Ku, Hu, Ksa, Hga, etc.

-- . --v. it,. • u-j .vV t I

■ ’  ... r r  - ilv.h--h.4fe
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. jL.j
jfrv *t v?The virama sign is used below a letter to

indicate its final (i.e., vowelless) form.^ The pro- 
Nagarl form of Ta occurs in T, 15a, col.ix ( 5  )•
Quite often T is expressed by the sign O  (variants:

S  -  ' ■ h  h ; r * T .h

* . . ' * ; : .-< r ' - *>3 or O  ) which represents the curved type of
Ta, but is generally more cursively written without •

_  P -\.yeither the top-stroke or the virama sign. ' I.--'
The avagraha sign shows numerous forms. Some

-of these show a straight sloping stroke at the lower
.-zend. The other forms show divergent combinations of

Acurves and angles.- *• ■ *. ? - i - ,T *3 afc vl
•. -> ■ 

•*.; ; ,• " . • • • as. ; ’ i «? •> • ’ ■ ‘ ’ " • 3? "t,-

■
- - - - - - -  - - - - - - -      - -     ■ ■ ■ - ...........- ■■ i—

h v-

1. C.f. T, 5  , 15a; N, 3  14b; M, ,15b.
2. G.f. T, ^  , 23f. A horizontal stroke is attached

to the top right of the sign ( , £jr ) in ASB.
G. 4711.

3. G.f. ^  , 15a; . k , , 15c; ^  , 23f, etc. Sometimesthe_top is developed_like a head-mark, c.f. ^  ,
Gaya ins., Pa?lcaraksa, ASB.; Saka 1211, e~tc. x .

• . * "i . * - V
4. Ep . ? , £ , ^ , £ , etc.

' ‘ 4 ' ‘ , ' hkhi,
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CHAPTER VII 
SCRIPT IN ASSAM : C.If 00-1200 A.D.

A number of inscriptions originating from Assam
constitute the only evidence about the development of the
script in the nrahmaputra Valley during our period. A
thorough examination of the palaeographical contents of
these inscriptions is made here for the first time. Some
observations^ have been previously made by the editors of
these inscriptions like Hoernle, Kielhorn, Padmanatha

%

Bhattacharyya, D.C. Sircar, etc., chiefly in the pages of
2various journals. The Kamauli copper plate of Vaidyadeva

is the only Assam inscription to have been included in the
palaeographical charts of Buhler^ to which Ojha has added

1+the Assam copper plate of Vallabbaaeva. Dani has considered 
only the Nidhanpur copper plate of Bhaskaravarman. A 
monograph^’ entitled ' Ancient Assamese Script' was published 
by Sarvvesvar Xataki of Gauhati, Assam, as early as 193^; but

1. Those important for our purpose will be referred to in 
course of the following discussion. Detailed references 
are given in the Bibliography at the end of this work.

2. See below, sec. 1 and chart 22h.
3. IP* Pi* col. xix.
b. BPL. 2nd.ed. pis. 33, 3*+.
5. I am grateful to Mr. R.K. Mahanta for kindly making

available to me a copy of the monograph.
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it contributes but little to the reconstruction of the history 
of the script in Assam during our period. Many of the 
characters given in several of the charts have not only been 
wrongly drawn but also wrongly transcribed.

IIn the present chapter the Assam inscriptions have 
been divided into several sections and discussed accordingly. 
These are:-
A. The inscriptions of Surendravarman (second half of the 

fifth century A.D.) and Bhutivarman (first half of the 
sixth century A.D.)

B. The Doobi copper plate of Bhaskaravarman (first half of 
the seventh century A.D.)

C. The Nidhanpur copper plate of Bhaskaravarman (first half 
of the seventh century A.D.)

D. The inscriptions of Harjaravarman,510 G.E.(830 A.D.)
(end of the eighth and the begjming of the ninth century A.D.]

E. The Deopani stone inscription (eighth-ninth century A.D.)
F. The Parbatiya copper plate of Vanamalavarman (about the 

middle of the ninth century A.D.)
G. The copper plates of Balavarman (III) (Second half of 

the ninth century A.D.) and Ratnapala (end of the tenth 
and beginning of the eleventh century A.D.)

1. For references, see List of Inss. at the end of this work.
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H. The copper plates of Indrapala (first half of the 
eleventh century A .ft*) and Dharmapala (end of the 
eleventh and begining of the twelfth century A.D.)

I. The Kamauli copper plate of Vaidyadeva ( second quarter 
of the twelfth century A.D.)

J. The Assam inscription of -Vallabhadeva (S. 1107 = 118*4— 85A.D.)? 
and the later inscriptions.

The history of ancient Assam is imperfectly known.
The time of many of the kings (e.g. Surendravarman, Vanamala-
varman, Balavarman (III), Ratnapala, Indrapala and Dharmapala)

1is based on guesswork, done by the historians writing on
2Assam. A recently discovered inscription of a Candra king 

has disclosed the contemporaneity of Ratnapala (of PrSgJyotisa,
i.e. Assam) with the Candra king ^ricandra and the Pala king 
(of Gaufla) Gopala (II}.

The development of the script in Assam, in so far as 
it may be reconstructed by the evidence of the available

1. R. Hoernle, E.Gait, N.N.Vasu, Padmanatha Bhattacharyya,K.L. 
Barua, R.G.Basak, h.N.Ray. B.K.Barua, P.C.Chaudhury, etc.
For their works, see Bibliography at the end of this work.

2. Dacca cp. of Kalyanacandra (unpublished. Dani, who discovered 
this cp. has correctly read the name •Ratnapala1 in Pakistan 
Archaeology. 1966 (•Mainamati Plates of the Chandras* ),p*3*4-# 
Formerly he wrongly read it as •Ruddhapala1 (BShgla Academy 
Patrik5f IV,No.3, 1367 B.S., p*3l). The reading 'Ratnapala1 
is quite clear on the original cp. of which a good facsimile 
was kindly shown to me by Mr.H.Rashid. As the chronology
of the Candras themselves is not firmly fixed (c.f.ChapterlV^ 
important as it is, the synchronism (Srlcandra was also a 
contemporary of the Pala king Gopala II) fails to provide 
an absolute date.
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inscriptions, will be studied through the discussion of the 
palaeographical contents of the successive sections as 
outlined above. The outstanding features of the development 
will be pointed out in conclusion towards the end of this 
chapter.

The palaeographical charts 21 (a-g) and 22 (a-i) 
have been devoted to the Assam inscriptions.
A. Two Rock inscriptions of Surendravarman and Bhutivarman 

Chjtrft : 21a-b
Assam epigraphy begins with two short inscriptions 

inscribed on rock. These are (i) the Umachal Rock 
inscription of Surendravarman (chart 21a), and (ii) the 
Bagganga Rock inscription of Bhutivarman (chart 21b).

Inscription No.(i) belongs, palaeographically, to a 
somewhat earlier period than No. (ii) which was inscribed 
during the reign of king Bhutivarman, almost certainly of 
the Bhauma-Naraka dynasty.*’ The reading of a date in the 
Gupta era in the Badganga inscription has been called in

1. Bhaskaravarman, a contemporary of Harsavardhana of 
Kanauj, was the last member of this dynasty. There 
were four kings to rule in between Bhutivarman and 
BhSskar avarman•
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iquestion with good reason , but scholars are generally agreed 
in placing Bhutivarman in the first half of the sixth century 
A.D. Though from circumstantial evidence the ascription
also of Surendravarman to the same line of Icings would seem

2probable , the non-mention of his name in the lengthy 
genealogical list of Varman kings makes his position a little 
uncertain. From the somewhat earlier palaeographical features 
of his inscription- it would appear reasonable to place him 
earlier than Bhutivarman, - perhaps in the preceding (i.e. 
fifth)century.
General characteristics of the inscriptions:-

The letters are formed by thick strokes in both 
the inscriptions and, unlike generally in the copper plate 
inscriptions that follow, the joints between the strokes are 
fully drawn. The script fundamentally agrees with that in 
the Susunia Rock inscription of Candravarman, and the Gupta 
copper plates from Bengal.^

1. N. K. Bhattasali read the numerals 200 30 k in line
3 of this ins. (EJ.XXVII, p.22f.). D.C.Sircar has 
given a more plausible reading of this ins., according 
to which this portion is to be read as 15yuska' (maA)
El.XXX, p.6>+.

2. Vide D.C.Sircar in El*XXXI, p.68.
3. Vide Chapter I, sections A and B and charts mentioned 

therein.
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Examination of the characters:-

The forms of the letters La ( <3 ), Sa=Sa ( 51 ),
and Ha ( J ) are those generally associated with eastern 
India,1 and invariably occurring in the Bengal inscriptions 
as specified above r Na is looped, and takes the hooked type 
of medial a sign ( ^  ) as in Bengal. Unlike in Bengal, the 
curve for medial i (c.f. Mi,3 j ) is always short and hardly 
projected below the level of the head-mark. Sometimes & 
curl develops in the mouth, (c.f. Dhi, 21a, 21b; Sti 21b). 
Singl§-armed medial i (open to the r, c.f. £rl ) - as
used in 21b- also has no parallel in the Bengal inscriptions, 
though the two-pronged I stroke, as used in 21a (Sri) has its 
equals. Medial e, like medial a, is also less cursive than 
in Bengal, an extensive superior stroke being always preferred 
(c.f. Re, ). Thus while the characters generally agree 
with their counterparts in the Bengal inscriptions mentioned 
above, occasionally some amount of stylistic differences may 
be noted, particularly in the formation of softe of the medial 
vowels^which tend to be generally less cursive than their 
Bengal counterparts.

1. This point has been discussed above in greater 
detail.
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A minute comparison of the two Assam inscriptions 
would reveal certain differences in writing style as well as 
in the formation of a few individual letters. 21a uses 
sharply formed wedges as head-marks, whereas the head-marks 
in 21b are almost linear, albeit thick. To some extent 
the difference may be attributed to the bad state of preserv
ation of 21b, but not fully. 21a shows, besides, some pre
dilection for using angular shapes instead of curves (c.f. 
medial i in Dhi ^  , I in Sri, , angular top of Ga *1 ,
1. arm of Bha ZJ , lower 1. end of Da Z , lower r. end 
of Ha, J , etc.) which is not shared by 21b. This 
tendency further manifests itself in the angularity 
introduced to the 1. arms of Ja F , Dha Q 9 and Sa .
Among the other points of difference may be noted the sloping 
base of Ma ( ) and Sa/Sa in 21b (which is in contrast with
the almost horizontal base of these letters in 21a.) The 
loops of I, $a, Na, Ya, Sa, anusvara (c.f. Dam), and visarga 
in 21a tend to be rather disproportionately big, but in 21b 
these are reduced to a more moderate size, besides being quite 
frequently blocked inside. A more important difference 
is, however, noticeable in the forms of initial I and Ya. 
Initial I in 21a ( of ) has no head-mark at the top of the 
vertical, whereas that in 21b ( 11 ) is provided with one.
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1 that
A comparison with the Bengal inscriptions would show/the 
head-mark was a comparatively late development for this type 
of initial I. In 21a,the 1. arm of the Ya develops a loop 
( aXj ) at its mouth, but in 21^ the 1. curve ends up with
another curve ( )-facing downwards. Both the types of

noticed
Ya are also/in the inscriptions of Bengal,

The final form of Ma may be seen in 21a, col.i 
Tam ( \\ ). It is modified from the initial Ma, and is
attached to the preceding letter, as in the Gupta copper 
plates from Bengal.

One important difference from the early epigraphic 
style of Bengal shown by these inscriptions lies in making the 
single letters (unless there is a medial vowel sign at the 
lower end, demanding more space) of approximately of the 
same height. This characteristic is also shared by the 
Doobi cp. of Bhaskaravarman.
B - C. The Cp. Inscriptions of Bhaskaravarman.

Chart : 21c-2 d
Bhaskaravarman, the last known king of the Varman

line of Assam kings who flourished in the first half of the
2seventh century A.D., has two copper plate inscriptions to

1. C.f. chapter I, sec. B and charts.
2* Besides these cps. three terra cotta seals of this king 

have been discovered at Nalanda, c.f. ASI.AR. 1917-18,p.*f5 
£B0££.V,p.302f.: ibid.VI,p.ljlf.5 JARS.Iv7p.89f.: MASI.No. 
p7?9f. pi. ix(a), (b).
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his credit. These are:- (i) the Doobi cp. inscription, 
just mentioned above; and (ii) the Nidhanpur cp. inscription. 
Both inscriptions record the renewal of older charters origin
ally issued by Bhaskaravarman1s predecessors, and it is 
interesting that both had to be re-inscribed after being 
damaged by fire.1 Though ostensibly belonging to the same 
reign the script of the Nidhanpur cp. is much more advanced 
than that of the Dhoobi cp. It is proposed therefore to 
discuss their palaeographical features separately.

The Doobi ch. of Bhaskaravarman.
Chart : 21c.

The script of the Doobi cp. belongs to about the
same phase of development as the two earlier stone inscriptions

2from Assam. The letters are upright and the verticals 
straight. The characters are engraved by thick strokes as 
before, but the joints are not always carefully filled in - 
a characteristic which in some degree or other is also shared 
by the subsequent copper-plate inscriptions. The head-marks

1. C.f. Doobi cp.. verse 76, lines 110-12 (EJ,.XXX,p.290) and
Nidhanpur cp. lines 51-53 (EJL.XII, p.76 and |CS. p.9f) and
lines 139-^0.

2. About the standard and general preservation of the
writing D.C.Sircar observes: ‘The letters are very
carefully and beautifully formed. The effects of 
corrosion, however, have rendered it difficult to 
decipher the letters at the beginning and the end of many 
of the lines, while entire passages have become 
undecipherable in the lines at the top and the bottom
of the plates in some cases.1 - E£. XXX, p.238.
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are thick and linear, but a small wedge (c.f* Ra, T ) often 
grows at the lower r* end. Occasionally such a mark also 
occurs at the 1* side (c.f. Da, Z ); but at the r. side, 
it may sometimes be confused with a somewhat similar stroke for 
medial 5 (e.g. In Ra, V col. xii). The published facsimile 
of the inscription is sufficiently good for a detailed palaeo- 
graphic study but, as the characters are in general agreement 
with their counterparts in the copper-plate inscriptions issued 
during Gupta rule in Bengal^ we intend to concentrate mainlg 
on the peculiarities noticed here.
Ifiiti£l, v.pwe.1s: -

The initial vowels A, A, I, I, U, and E occur in this 
inscription.

A ( &  ) opens its lower 1. curve to the r. The
section above it is rather stiff, and so is the horizontal 
mid-bar. As in Bengal, the length of A is indicated by a 
hook, placed at the bottom of A ( £j; ).

Only I-among the initial vowels-offers an exceptional 
shape. Instead of the usual vertical ( ) on the r.,a
‘Da* -like sign ( •£ ) is given. Initial I of this type

1. C.f. Chapter I, sec. B and charts.



1occurs in a brick inscription from Nalanda, as well as
2in an inscription from Arakan (Burma). The rare initial 

vowel I agrees in shape with its counterpart in the Kalaikuri 
cp. (chart 2b) from Bengal (dated Gupta year 120), and consists 
of a dot on either side of a vertical ( •[• ).

As in the Bengal inscriptions, the upright upper 
stroke of U is followed at the lower end by a curve facing
1. ( 3 )•

E is triangular and has the apex at the top; the 
base is horizontal ( ^ ).
Medial vowels;-

Some departure from the Bengal style is noticedble 
in the shape of some of the medial vowels. Sircar observes 
three different ways of attaching the medial a in this 
inscription^: (i)1 Sometimes it is formed by slightly lengthening 
downwards the stroke at the r. end of the serif* (e.g. Ra T , 
col.xii); (ii) * in some cases, a small curve open towards the

1. EI.XXIV.p.20 and pi. This becomes interesting when we 
remember that several terra cotta seals of Bhaskaravarman ha
ve also been unearthed at Nalanda (loc.cit.). Apparently, 
Bhaskaravarman, like so many other kings of ancient India, 
was a patron of the famous monastery of Nalanda, which haa
a wide reputation as a great centre of learning.

2. The Vaisali Bell ins., c.f. E.H.Johnston,1 Some Sanskrit 
Inscriptions of Arakan*, BSOAS.XI, p.362 and pi.IV.fig. 1, 
(in *iti*, line k). In the Sandoway st. ins. (ibid. fig.2) 
the order of the limbs is reversed ( Jg ), assuming that 
the suggested reading is correct.

3. EI.XXX,p.289.
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right is joined below the said stroke* (e.g. Na, &  , col.xiib);
and (iii) *in many cases the a-matra is made by joining the
lower end of a slanting stroke above the right end of the
serif of the consonants* (e.g. Na, J? col.xiia). Earlier
examples of the third type as noticed by Sircar have been
noticed above (c.f.21a-b); (iv) A fourth variety, not
enumerated by Sircar, may be termed the upturned variety,
in which the angular or curved a-sign shoots up from the body of
some of the consonants-all which are devoid of the serif, e.g.
Ja, gl Na, mJ Ta C* . This type is also used in the
Bengal inscriptions. Neither the hooked nor the eursive
lateral type of a occur in the present inscription.

*The curve of the medial i is projected slightly 
below the serif (c.f. Ti, ), but not always (col.xxii^
Pri, \  ). Medial I consists of two strokes, the 1. one of 
which is more curved (c.f. Ni 31 ) and sometimes developed 
into a loop (c.f. CiJJ ). Examples of similar I occur
in the Faridpur cp. inscription of Dharmaditya 1 (year 3) from

-• ■ *■-. • ■“

Bengal.
Two types of u-signs have been noticed by D. C.

Sircar, viz. ( i ) *a short vertical stroke below the 
consonants* (e.g. Cu, ^ , c.f. also MISC. cols, viii-ix, and

1. C.f. Chapter I, section C and chart k •
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xia & b); and (ii) a strode which consists in raising 
above up to the level of the serif (at the r. side of the 
letter) the lower ends of consonants, which may be termed 
the upturned variety of the medial u (our chart includes 
Gu, , Tu, Du, Bhu, and Su as showing such u). Tu has 
both these types of u ( ^ , ry ). Two other varieties, not
observed by Sircar, are also to be round in the present cp. 
These are (iii) the hooked type (e.g. Ku, J  and Ru J , 
cols, viii and xiia) - also noticed in Bengal inscriptions; 
and (iv) a cursive type attached to the lower half of the 
right vertical of a letter (e.g. Dyu ^  and Sru, MISC. 
cols, x and xii). Both the varieties were to have a 
restricted use during many years to come. The long-hook type 
of medial u (with the upper arm bigger than the lower one) is 
used in letters which take the vertical type of u ~. Others 
have the addition of a lower hook (e.g. Bhu, <̂  , col. viii) or 
a cursive side stroke (e.g. Ru, ^  , col. xi) over and above 
the u-sign normally going with these letters.

In cols, xi (Mr,-^ ) and xii (Hr, ^  , col. xiib)
the lower arm of medial r approximates the upper one in 
length, but in the majority of cases the upper arm remains 
larger (c.f. Kr^J ). Medial f in col. vii (Nr, ^ ) takes
an additional curve to that of r.

1. The medial u, it may be remembered, consists of u + u.
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The superior-stroke is exclusively used for medial 
e (c.f.Ye, ) as in the earlier stone inscriptions.
Medial ai takes two superior strokes (c.f. Dai, £ )-both 
of which occur side by side,being projected in the same 
direction. Medial o (c.f. Bho ^  ) takes the usual e-stroke, 
plus one of the a-strokes common to the inscription. In au 
(c.f. Tau, ^  ),the third stroke (in addition to the usual 
strokes of e and a) is either inclined towards the medial 
e-stroke, or projected rather vertically - both kinds being 
in use in Bengal inscriptions.
Single consonants:-

Ka has not developed the loop on the left. The
horizontal stroke is only slightly curved, ( ). Kha,

/like Ga and Sa, has a flat top, angular at both the ends.
The appendage (small,,and sometimes curved at the lower end) 
on the r. is drawn either in the inner side ( Q  ) or the 
outer side ( ^  ) of the vertical. The foot-mark at the tip

rof the 1. arm (also of Ga, and Sa), unlike in the earlier 
stone inscriptions (where it is wedged), is linear. Gha 
( ^  ) has its 1. half curved and the r. half angular? both 
of its middle and 1. downstrokes receive separate serifs.

Ca is crescentic but its two arms join the serif
separately ( 37 ). All the three teeth of Ja are horizontal.
The 1. arm is upright ( £ ). Ta is sloped,being flat in the 
middle ( O  ) and curved at the ends. The arms of 9* are
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slightly curved and sloped in opposite directions ( ^ ).
Na ( on ) has lost the loop ( ac ) - which characterised 
the earlier inscriptions.

No noticeable change has taken place in Ta ( )•
Tha has a horizontal mid-bar ( 0 ). The body of the 
letter is broader than that of Dha and in neither of the 
letters (though the r. arm is sometimes stiffened to emulate 
a vertical), there is any marked angularity. The lower 1. 
end of Da ( £ ) is curved. Na is looped ( ^  ) and has the
lower (curved) stroke stretched downwards with a mild curve.

Pa is broader ( U  ) than it is high and shows some 
-ularity at both the lower ends. The elongated loop of Pha 
is generally placed inside of the vertical (IS ). This is 
the only inscription from Assam during our period which uses 
separate signs for Ba and Va, though even here more usually 
Ba is denoted by the sign of Va.̂ * The narrowing upper end of 
the quadrangle of Ba ( 0 ) perhaps influenced the subsequent 
form of Va (c.f. the following Nidhanpur cp. inscription^
Chart 21d). Bha resembles in some ways its counterpart in 
21a; its two arms reach the serif separately. The 1. arm

1. As has been pointed out by D. C. Sircar, 1 there are a 
few cases in which the sign for b has been not only 
used in its proper place but also wrongly Instead of v1 
Ei. XXX, p. 289.
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ends in an inside curve ( ). The knob of Ma ( ) is
produced from the projected lower end of the Larm. The 
base is stiff and sloped to the r.

Sircar enumerates three types of Ya in this 
inscription'!’ His var. (i),in which the 1. curve usually 
1 ends in another curved stroke having its opening downwards1 
( roj , c.f. cols, vii, viii^also occurs exclusively in 
21b. But his second variety (in which the 1. curve ends 
in a horizontal top-stroke) hardly exists as distinct from 
the third variety ( in which the 1. curve is curved towards 
the right^ which apparently is a modification of the looped 
type occurring in 21a. Unlike in Gha, which it considerably 
resembles, the 1. arm of this type of Ya ( cW ) is not 
raised up to the level of the serif. The serif itself above 
the 1. arm of Gha is another point by which Gha is marked out 
from Ya.

Ra is still a plain vertical ( T ) and gives no 
indication of its future growth. La is of the cursive~»type 
( f  ) as noted in 21a as also in the Bengal inscriptions.
The breadth has increased at the expense of its height. The 
cursive lower 1. end particularly reminds one of a similar

1. Ei. XXX, p.289
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development in some of the Faridpur cp. inscriptions of1Dharmlditya (year 3) and Gopcandra (year 18) of Bengal, 
and foreshadows the coming changes to the shape of the 
letter.

/ •
Sa has a horizontal cross-bar. Sa and Sa are 

indistinguishable from each otherr both being of the looped 
type (: <** ) as in the earlier inscriptions.

Side by side with the cursive form ( J ) of Ha 
(also used in the earlier Assam inscriptions and the Bengal 
copper plates) an angular form ( ^  ) is used. One is
reminded of some of the Faridpur inscriptions of Dharmaditya 
and Gopacandra of Bengal, where also sometimes the angular 
form of Ha (c.f. also la) is used side by side with the more 
cursive form. But the typical angular form which came to 
have a long and comparatively unperturbed currency in the 
subsequent period, has not yet been fully evolved. Apart 
from the excessive angular features at the lower end of the 
downstroke, the lower curve here opens to the 1. instead of 
downwards.
Qpalwstss-

The letters Na, Cha, Jha, Na, Tha, and Dha occur 
only in conjujcts. &a occurs, as in Bengal, only as super

1. Q.f. Chapter I and Chart Wb-d.
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script. It has the shape of Ja,minus the latter1 s middle- 
bar. Cha (which occurs as a subscript only, e.g. in Ccha) 
is bilooped - both the loops being generally separately 
formed. The rare letter Jha occurs once as the subscript

in the present instance is nowhere more marked than in the 
sloping inner arm. Besides, it is now drawn from the upper

a double-curved top (c.f. Nca, ). In the subscript form, 
the curves are less in evidence and the letter becomes somewhat 
angular. It is, moreover, placed sideways (c.f. Jna, § )-
opening to the 1. as in Bengal inscriptions. The curve of 
subscript Ta is more rounded (c.f. Tta,/^ ) than in its 
initial form. Besides, it opens in the opposite (i.e. 1.) 
direction. Subscript Tha is elliptical (c.f. S$ha, % ) and
placed horizontally. The initial form is used to write

2subscript Na . The 1. curve is suppressed in the superscript
Na in Rnna ( ) - a practice which is also followed in
the Nidhanpur cp. (21d). Subscript Tha is placed sideways

1. C.f. section F. below and Chart 21e.
2. The mistake in writing Jna ( ^  ) for Jna in col ix is 

apparently due to phonetic similarity.

Compared to the Asokan Jha, development

end of the vertical instead of its middle as in both the Asokan
1 ~ times and the subsequent period . Superscript Na has
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(i.e. horizontally). In col. xii, Sthi, %  , it is
double-looped, whereas in col. xi it is single-looped (Ttha5 
g  ), divided in the middle. Subscript Tha came to resemble 
(subscript) Cha quite early and the similarity was maintained 
during the centuries - the minor changes that were introduced 
being shared by both. Subscript Dha is also placed sideways 
(c.f. Ndha, ). In appearance it hardly differs from 
(subscript) Tha. Subscript Ha foregoes the knob (c.f. Rmma,% ) 
and beoomes hardly distinguishable from subscript Pa (c.f. Rppa, 
t(j ). The arms of subscript Ya may be angular (e.g. Tya, 

col. xi) or curved (e.g. Rya,^/ col.xii). The stroke
of superscript Ra is placed above the serif or letter-top, 
and that of subscript Ra, sideways at the lower 1. end. No 
basic change in the form of these signs has taken place after 
they came into being. K$a ( £j ) takes the usual forms 
of Ka and Sa (-Sa).

The final forms of Ta ( £  ) and Na ( i ) are 
arrived at by putting the usual 'hasanta1 stroke below the 
slightly reduced initial form of each letter.

To sum up the results of our study: the Doobi cp. 
belongs to an earlier palaeographical phase than the 
Nidhanpur copper plate which also refers itself to the reign 
of Bhaskaravarman. In style as well as in the form of 
individual letters it may be classed in the same palaeographical
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group as the two earlier stone inscriptions, and share along 
with these, many of the characteristics of the Bengal copper 
plates of a somewhat earlier period. But changes - small 
but meaningful - are already in the offing, The-se axe in 
not too distant a period, to give a new appearance to the 
script.
£* The..Nidhanpur c p. ins, of Bhaskaravarman

Chart : £d.
The Nidhanpur cp. belongs (palaeographically), as 

has been pointed out above, to a more advanced stage than the 
Doobi cp. A study of the individual characters will further 
substantiate this view. But before proceding with this, it 
may be advisable to discuss the broad features which mark 
out the writing of this inscription.
£enexal., styj.̂ : -

The letters of the Nidhanpur cp. are drawn by 
thinner strokes than in the Doobi cp. The bold nail-headed 
type of the serif ( ^ ) and the comparative thickness of some
limbs of the letters contrast with the thinner strokes - an 
element-noticed for the first time in the Assam inscriptions.
The peculiar angular dots of initial I (=1), the tiny angular 
marks of medial 5- and e, the bifurcated formations at the 
lower knob of Bha, and Sa, the substitution of the loop of 
Na by a blocked formation, the invariable use of dots instead 
of circles in writing the signs of anusvara and visarga - derive
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their peculiarities, at least to some extent, from the 
exigencies of the scribe1s/engraver1s tool, quite apart from 
the elements of personal mannerism. The verticals of the 
letters are often slightly curved and slanted to the r. This 
is a characteristic of the Kufila style of writing in its 
relatively early phase. Two other tendencies,- associated 
with the Ku^ila styler may also be noticed in the present 
inscription. One of these is manifest in the formation of 
acute angle at the lower r. end of letters of which the 
bottom is closed (c.f. E, Ka, Kha, Gha, Ca, Tha, Dha, Pa,
Pha, etc.). No doubtl^ some of these letters occasionally 
showed acute angle at this point even in the earlier inscrip
tions (c.f. Ma, Sa, etc. in 21a-c), but in the present 
inscription, for the first time in Assam, this tendency is 
assimilated to the particular style, and are not confined to 
stray specimens. The rightward slant of the vertical makes 
similar slopes at the base inevitable and the acute angles 
are produced in consequence. The second tendency consists 
in the protrusion of the r. vertical either at the lower or 
upper end beyond the bounds set by the 1. limb. This tendency
in its rudiments may be seen at the upper end of Tha, Dha, and
/
Sa, and the lower ends of letters with the bottom closed 
(e.g. La, Sa). The principle of its formation and its impact
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on the shape of letters have been appraised convincingly t̂ r 
1Buhler .

These stylistic considerations alone would show that
the writing of the Nidhanpur cp. belongs to a much more
advanced stage than that of the Doobi cp. S. Konow's 

2observation that 'the alphabet used assigns the plate to 
about A.D.6001 does not square up with the palaeographical 
evidence now supplied by the Doobi cp., which shows that the 
archaic features of the fifth to sixth centuries survived in 
Assam up to the seventh century A.D. It is possible that 
more intimate contact with the western regions during the reign 
of Bhaskaravarman helped Assam to catch up with the contemporary 
writing techniques prevailing further west.^ The developments 
in the sphere of the individual letters and signs may now be 
examined in detail.
taifeUfl. ygysJLss-

The lower 1. curve of A now opens to the 1. ( V  ) 
instead of to the r. as earlier. An angle has developed 
between the upper stroke and the lower curve. The mid-bar is

1. C.f. Buhler, Palaeographical remarks on the Horiuzi 
Palm-1eaf MSS. (Anecdota QxoniensiafIT Pt.Ill.pp.70-71).

2. EI.XIX, P.72.
3* The advanced palaeographical features of the Nalanda seals 

of BhSskaravarman (loc.cit.) are in agreement with this 
supposition.
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slightly curved (upwards). The short strode,indicating the 
length of A, is drawn laterally downwards on the right of the 
vertical ( if ) in col. xiii, as sometimes in medial a 
(e.g. col. xvii, Pa v  ). But more frequently, the stroke is 
curged upwards ( ) from about the middle of the vertical.
This may be regarded as a rare example of the application of the 
upturned variety (c.f. Ja, 6* ).

Initial I is^distinguished from initial I, both 
consisting of two dots above^ and a curved stroke below ( V  )• 
The curve is mild and laid horizontally (facing downwards).

U does not show any significant development.
The very rare initial R has a member on the 1. that 

resembles Ra. A slanting stroke drawn from its middle 
joins the lower end of the vertical on the r. ( y  ).

The great change in the shape of E consists in 
the re-alignment of the triangle. The horizontal top and
the upright r. arm are the results of the re-alignment ( ^  ).
Medial vowels:-

The superior stroke of the medial a is now less 
frequently used than before (e.g. RddhS, £  ,col.xvii). The
upturned variety continues to be used in Sa, Ja, and Ja ( c? ) 
but not N5 ( ar* ). More frequently used, however, are the 
lateral strokes, cursively (c.f. Ga ) or angularly (c.f.Raj')

1. The dots are turned into angular shapes, akin to
those of the serif.
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drawn and varying in height.
The curve of medial i is, as in the Doobi cp., 

projected slightly below the level of the serif, if at all 
(c.f. Di, %  ). A more fundamental change, however, takes
place in the medial I which consists now of only one curved 
stroke drawn above the serif from the 1. end towards the r.
and continues further below, to the r. side of the letter

• j

(c.f. Yi, y  ).
Of the four varieties of the medial u used in the 

Doobi cp.5 the upturned variety has been dropped altogether.
The hooked-type continues in Ku ( 4 ), Gu, Du, Tu, Nu,

/
(alternately), Bhu, and Su, while the short-vertical type 
(c.f. Dhu, ^ ) is used extensively. Ru ( h ) has the
cursive lateral stroke*- variety (iv) in the Doobi cp. The 
medial u also assumes three types, which are attached to the 
letters on the basis of the sign of u they normally take.
Those having the short vertical stroke of medial u^have the 
medial 5 in the shape of a slanted stroke, (apparently 
representing the long-hook of the Doobi cp. (c.f. Du, £ ).
In letters having the hooked type of the medial u, the medial 
u takes the shape of an upturned stroke (e.g. Tu5^  ; BhEL^etc.). 
Ru in col. xvii has both of its lateral strokes1 curved

1. The second one represents the additional stroke of EL.
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downwards ( fr ), but in col. xviia ( Y ), the two strokes 
move in opposite directions.

The medial r consists of a short curve that opens 
to the r. (c.f. Tr, \ ) with an upward twist.

Two different types are noted of the medial e.
The first type is curved laterally from the r. top (e.g.

■

Ge, **1 col. xv; Dhe, col. xviib). The second type consists 
of the superior stroke, also noted in the earlier Assam 
inscriptions; it is, however, often slightly waved now (c.f.
De, x ). The superior stroke occurs invariably in ai, o

' ' %  *qjjand au. In ai (c.f. Stai, ̂  ) and au (c.f.Gau, )9the
• • - • - . ■ other e-sign is also sometimes of the superior variety. But

quite frequently , it consists of a leftward projection
of the serif (c.f. Kau, ) that ends up with a tiny blot at
the lower end of the tip as sometimes characterises the
medial 5 (which is, however, projected to the r.). Less
frequently, it is curved laterally (c.f. Dhau, ). It
would appear that the varieties of medial e were matched with
those of medial 5. The medial a-sign in o and au hardly
includes the superior variety.
Aousvara and Visarea

Anusvara and Visarga have small (closed) dots, placed
in the usual manner.
Single consonants:-

Ka is looped, and sometimes bends the tail in a somewh*
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-at angular manner (c.f. , col. xivb). More often, however,
the tail is only curved (c.f. $  ). The inscriptions from 
Assam do not show any transitional specimen of Ka between 
the pre-looped and looped types. Kha, Ga, and Sa have,in this 
inscription, given up the foot-mark and have instead the 
lower end of the 1. arm thickened. All of these letters have 
the top slightly curved, and this affects the 1. end of the 
top as well. The 1. arm, however, remains stiff. The 
appendage of Kha is drawn at the inner side of the vertical 
( ) and an acute angle develops at the lower r. end. The
upper end of the appendage is not always closed (c.f. Ol ) 
as a result of which a gap is created between the curved top 
and the vertical on itsev. Ga shows angularity at the r. 
top ( f\ ). Gha has the inner downstroke reduced in size and 
importance, It is no more given a serif ( ), which is
now confined only to the 1. downstroke.

Ca has developed a vertical as its right arm, which 
also restrains the curves of the upper and lower arms at the 
left, initiating the triangular shape of the letter. The 
upper 1. arm and the vertical join the serif together ( ^  ).
The vertical on the 1. of Ja ( 5 ) is slanted, giving the 
slope also to the two lower bars. The thickening of the 
toj-bar?taken together with the slight protrusion that often 
grows at its 1. end, foreshadows„ the coming transformation 
of this limb into a serif.
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The curve of Ta is flattened at the top ( c )•
9  Z - %  *

It opens, moreover, to the r. pa (c.f. Du, ^  ^col.xviii)
builds a knob at the angular joint of the two strokes. Dha*
( ) curves its downstroke, and has a loop at the mouth
of the lower curve. The exterior arms of Na tend to become 
co-extensive with the base, which slopes to the r. to produce
an acute angle at that end (col.xiii shows a rare exception on ).

thanThe r. curve is more compressed,/the one at the 1., and 
sometimes shows an element of angularity at the top (e.g. Na^

, COl. XVb). *

Ta ( T ) does not show much change except that the
1. arm sometimes tends to become stiff ( ^ ). But this is
a characteristic that follows from the general writing style

1of this inscription . The cross-bar of Tha is cursively
’ •drawn by bending the r. end of the top, as in the Tippera cp. 

of LokanStha. The vertical at the r. is apparently drawn
by a separate stroke (moving upwards q ) as the protrusion

“ .p. if-"'’ «t?
at the upper end (c.f. col.xiii) would indicate. An acute

2angle is developed at the lower r. end • Da is made angular 
constituted as it is by two rather stiff strokes ( ^  ^ slanting 
in opposite directions. It shows also, for the first time in
— .. . . —    . . ................................... .................. i ... .................

1. C.f. the first variety of medial u discussed above.
2. This type of Tha may be seen also in the Tezpur rock 

ins. of Harjaravarman.
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is shaped like 'Tha1, minus the latter's cross-bar* The 
r. vertical and the acute angle at the lower r. end mark the 
cardinal points of its transformation. The vertical of Na 
( ) in this inscription is rather deceptive and must be
attributed to the peculiar writing/engraving style of this 
inscription rather than to a genuine change in the shape of 
the letter, in view of the continuation of the looped form 
in much later inscriptions in Assam and its neighbouring 
regions. The loop (blocked) is also artificially formed and
is joined to the vertical by a short stroke - adding further
to the illusive maturity of the form.

Pa ( X( ) and Pha ( ̂  ) have curved lower 1. end
and acute angle at the lower r. end* The loop of Pha ( now
showing angularity at the upper end) occurs inside the 
vertical, as before. Va stands both for itself and for Ba as 
the result of what Hoernle termed 'phonetic spelling'^. From
now on only one sign is used for both the letters up to the

2end of our period • To turn to Va(=Ba) of the present

1. JASB. LXVII, Pt.I,1898,p*100.
2. This characteristic has been carried on to modern 

Bengali, but in modern Assamese, Ba ( ) has a different
character of its own, distinct from that of Va ( 5  )•
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inscription, it has the 1* angle curved and the lower arm 
sloping to form an acute angle at the lower r. end ( Q  )•
As a reminiscence of Ba in the Doobi cp.,) the 1. arm Joins the 
serif separately (from the r. arm, which has now developed into 
a vertical)^. Bha has developed a closed appendage at the 
end of the 1. arm from which the lower stroke (which replaces 
the earlier vertical at the r.) is derived. In its essential 
features, this form, which has a very short currency at this
time, agrees well with the type of Bha as occurring in the

2 ~ 3 ' -•Midnapore and Ganjam cp.s of Sa^anka. In the character
istic style of the present inscription, however, the appendage 
is bifurcated ( )-the 1, part being hardly joined to the 
main body of the letter. The form represented by col.xiii
( ) is rather exceptional in so much as here the lower
stroke is actually drawn from the serif. Ma (- Xi ) has the 
knob at the lower 1. end almost horizontally formed, it being 
presumably an extension of the bottom-stroke rather than of 
the vertical left arm.. The height of the letter Is much 
reduced in comparison to its breadth.

The former three-pronged Ya has been replaced here

1. Va (=Ba) of this«type also occurs in the Tippera cp. 
of Lokanatha,c.f. Chapter II.

2. C.f. Chapter II, group A and Chart 5a-b.
3. Ibid. Chart 5c*
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by the more advanced bi-partite form ( ti ). The projected 
curve at the lower 1* end, the wavy base and the acute angle 
at the bottom - all these features noted here are also shared 
by Ya in the Tippera cp. of Lokanatha. The lower 1. end of 
Ra is made a little thicker ( 7 ) than the rest of the letter 
an indication of the formation of the wedge in the offing.
The cursive types of La ( P ) and Ha ( j ) have been 
completely given up along with the looped types of Sa (£i ) 
and Sa ( 9i ) and the types used in western India from an 
earlier period have taken their place here, as elsewhere in 
eastern India, including Bengal. The new forms in the 
present inscription are in general agreement with their

t v -  ' '.*• . * ~'&Spzi iy

counterparts in the Bengal inscriptions such as those of
“  1 ^ / • ,  ^  mt mm 2Jayanaga , Sasahka, Srldharana, and more especially^of 

Lokanatha^. The transitional form of La and Ha in the Doobi 
cp. and similar examples in the copper plates of Dharmaditya 
and Gopacandra of Bengal indicate that some of the forms 
at least were gradually assimilated to the current style, and 
not adopted abruptly. The lack of further materials from

1. Ibid. Chart 5d.
2. Chapter II, group B and Chart 6d.
3. Ibid, Chart 5©*
k. C.f. Chapter I, section C and Chart *+b-e.
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/^ssam makes a more complete assessment of the actual process 
of this transformation difficult. La has an extensive 
angular base ( 03 ) joining the curve at the 1. end .and the 
vertical at the r. An acute angle is developed at the 
lower r. end.

The cross-bar of ia ( ), like that of Tha, is
sometimes cursively drawn. Otherwise the outline of £a 
resembles that of Ga. The lower 1. end of La ( ) is less
rounded than this point of Pa ( U ). Sa, as has been 
already noticed, replaces the loop at the lower 1. end by 
a beak ( ) which resembles to a great extent the
appendage of Bha. The base is stiff and sloped towards 
the r.

The lower 1. end of Ila is curved ( ^  ). Angularity
develops at the bottom as the curve begins to form. The
r. arm of the curve is bigger than the 1. one, and is
oceasionallv twisted in the Hutila fashion^' (c.f. cols, xiv-xv * •
Con.iuncts: -

Superscript Ha loses the loop and reverts to the 
earlier form (e.g. Kta, Hra, Ksa; c.f. also in Xu and Hr).
A similar development may be observed, for instance, in the

1. The characteristics of the Kutila style have been 
discussed above.
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r mm #  ^Ganjam cp. of Sasanica. The letters Na, Cha, Na and Tha occur
in conjuncts only, The arms of lia are slightly curved or 
slanted, but the letter as a whole does not show any 
significant change. Cha is bi-looped (c.f. Ccha, ^  ). The
single-looped formation in col. xiii (Ccha, ^  ) may apparently
be attributed to the carelessness of the scribe. Superscript
A/Na, as before, has a double-curved top. The curves of 
subscript Na are more distinctly formed than in the Doobi cp. 
and sometimes the lower arm is made quite extensive. Subscript 
Na generally opens to the 1. (c.f. Jna,s5 ) specimen
facing downwards in col. xviiib ( *> ) is rather unusual. 
Subscript Ta (c.f. Tta^ <£ ) opens its curve to the r. as does thi 
initial form. In S$a ( ^  ? col. xviiia-b) it shows only one 
arm, sloping to the 1. The horizontally elongated loop of 
subscript Tha develops its 1. arm into a vertical (c.f. Stha,
^  ). Superscript Na in Rnna ( ^  ) gives up the 1.

curve and develops the inner r. arm into a vertical which 
receives the superscript Ra. Tha in col. xvia-b (Rthi, g  ) 
is cursively drawn. In the first of the two specimens, the 
cross-bar is reduced to a dot ( Q  )-a^eminder of the Asolsan 
type-whereas in the second,it is cursively drawn from the 
lower 1. end. In col. xvii, (Rth5^ ^  ), however, Tha has 
the usual shape of the letter in spite of the presence of 
superscript Ra on its top. In Sthi ( %  ),col. xviii, 
subscript Tha is double-looped as in the Doobi cp.
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Subscript Pa in col. xviii (Lpa/U ) shows an angle at the 
lower 1. end contrary to the curved formation at this point 
in the initial letter. Both the arms of subscript Ya are 
curved and these join to form a sharp angle at the 1. end 
(c.f. Cya, ). The lower arm is placed below the superscript 
except in Rya ( *Z) ) in which the superscript Ra is written
like the initial letter, below the serif, and not indicated 
by a special stroke above it. Similar Rya also occurs 
elsewhere about this time\ Elsewhere superscript Ra has 
the shape of the head-stroke (c.f. Rka, £ ) which^in the
case of such letters as Ga, Na, Tha etc. (as have no serif)., 
is attached to the top with the help of a vertical stroke 
specially designed for this purpose. Subscript §a in K§a 
has its vertical contained below the 1. arm of Ka ( ^  ). 
Orthographic signs:-

The final form of Ta-drawn in a diminutive scale- 
occurs several times in this inscription. It is rather 
cursively drawn. Col. xiiia shows the form 71 , whereas
the form H seems to have been used in the other cases.

The , inscrl_£tj,&is gf, H.ayj
Qtesi. i 1.9Sr.g.

The next epigraphic records from Assam belong to

1. C.f. The Vappaghosavapa#cp. of Jayanaga, the Midnapur 
and Gahjam cps. of' Sa£anka, the Tippera cp. of 
Lokanatha, Chapter II, and chart 5*



the reign of Harjaravarman of the Salastambha line of kings. 
Two records1 of this monarch have been discovered so far:- 
(i) the Hayuntal copper plate, and (ii) an inscription on a 
rock near Tezpur. The preservation of both the inscriptions 
and more especially that of the second one^is extremely 
unsatisfactory.

The Tezpur Rock inscription is dated in the Gupta 
era and not, as is common with the other Assam inscriptions, 
in the regnal year of the king. The date Gupta year 510 
corresponds to A.D,829-30. Only the middle plate of the 
Hayuntal grant,(most probably originally consisting of three 
plates) has been found; this contains no date.
General style:-

The Hayunthal copper plate has been inscribed in a 
rather crude way when compared to the more spphisticated 
execution of the copper plates that preceded as well as 
followed it. Apparently not much care was taken to put the 
strokes forming the limbs of a letter into a harmonic whole.
This gives the writing a somewhat crude appearance. The

2uneven arrangement of the head-marks and the arbitrary height

1. For references, see fList of Inscriptions*. Reproductions 
of both the inscriptions occur in K.S.

2. These are practically linear, and slightly curved and/or 
slanted in contrast to the wedge-shaped head-marks in 
the ins. of Vanamala 22e.
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of the letters also contribute to the cumbrous look of the 
writing. The Tezpur rock ins. combines the linear head-marks 
with the wedged ones. The tops of letters-with more than 
one vertical-are left open. Unlike their Bengal counterparts 
these inscriptions do not appreciably slant the lower ends of 
the verticals to the r. But in the copper plate the verticals 
are slightly curved (like ( )-a feature-noted sometimes in
the Nidhanpur cp. of Bhaskaravaran of Assam as also the Bengal 
copper plate inscriptions1 assignable to the seventh-eighth 
centuries.A.D. The Kutila flourish marking the tails, slants, 
and twists etc.-so prominent in the contemporary (and somewhat 
earlier) Bengal style,-makes but little headway in Assam. In 
short though the writing style marks a step forward from that 
employed in the Nidhanpur cp. of Bhaskaravarman, it is compara
tively archaic and less florid when compared to the contemporary 
Bengal style. An analysis of the characters of the 
inscriptions also bear out this conclusion.

In the following discussion, the Tezpur st. ins. and
the Hayunthal copper plate inscription will be abbreviated

£respectively as 1 Tez.1 and 1 HavunJ .

1. C.f. Chapters II and III and the charts mentioned therein.
2. Ckarts 19c> 19b.



The characters;-

Initial vovels;-
A occurs twice in ato (1. 2) and abhisikto (1. 20)

in Hayun^ and once in Tez. (adhikSra, 1. h), but its form is
not very distinctly preserved. I in Hayun. has two detached
dots-horizontally placed at the bottom - and a circumflex
above ( O^iti, 1.12). But since the nearest subsequent
example of I with a circumflex at the top belongs to the

.  1time of Indrapala, its solitary occurrence in the cp. of Harjara 
appears suspect. Tez., on the other hand,has the dots
(circles) above and a curve below ( 2P it=yete, 1.7), which 
is more normal for this period.
Medial vowels:-

Tez. has a full-length vertical for medial a. In 
Hayun., on the other hand, a shorter vertical (sometimes a 
curved stroke) is generally employed. In Ha (1.27) and Ma 
(1.25) the upper end of this stroke protrudes above the top- 
stroke. Ja in both Tez. and Hayun. has the medial a of the 
upturned variety. Hayun., furthermore, has medial a in the 
shape of an upturned curve in 'fa (tt&, 1.22), Na (1.28, also 
in No, 1.27, but a lateral stroke seems to have been used in 
Na 1.25). There is, however, no superior stroke in use.

1. C.f. 22c
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Medial i is curved and generally extended laterally 
to the lower reaches of the consonant* Shorter curves are 
also not unknown (e.g. Ti, 1.27, Hayun.; Sci, Tez.). The 
curve of medial i is spread laterally on the r. of the 
consonant. In Tez. it reaches the height of the consonant, 
but in Hayun. it often falls shorter (e.g. Ni, 1.10).

The hook-form of medial u is used in Gu, Bhu (Tez.
and Hayun.), Ku, Nu (Hayun.) etc. A simple vertical 
(projected from the rv. of the consonant) seems to occur in 
Su in 1. 16 of Hayun. but more often it grows a wedge at its 
lower end on the 1. like that of Ra. Medial u consists of an 
elongated hook (e.g. Su, lA. in Hayun.) at the lower left 
end. There is no clear specimen of any other variety.

Medial r*is curved upwards at the r. bottom of the
consonant.

Medial e is a short stroke of the Prsthamatra (late-...
/  _  _

ral) type; the superior stroke (Siromatra) does not appear 
except in medial ai and au (c.f. Syai, 1.8, Hayun.; Kai in Tez. 
Kau in Tez.) where it is used together with the preceding type. 
Single Consonants:-

Ka has its tail angularized ( )• Ga in Hayun.
has the 1. end of its top curved and the 1. end angular. The 
linear foot-mark at the tip of the 1. arm is horizontally 
drawn. In Tez. Ga has a flat roof with angularity at both 
ends, and a wedged foot-mark (e.g. in Go, **71 #Hayun.). Ca is
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triangular with stiff arms, Ja has reached a transitional 
stage, midway; between the forms in the Nidhanpur cp. of 
Bhaskaravarman and the Parbatiya cp. of Vanamala. The 
upper bar has been transformed into the top-stroke, the 
vertical has sloped to the 1. and the middle and lower bars 
have sloped to the r. In Hayun. the lower bar has only 
started to bend its tail leftwards ( $  ). In Tez. it has
already assumed a sizeable proportion.

Ta appears to consist of a single curve in Hayun.
inbut in Tez. it is double-curved like its counterpart/the 

Parbatiya cp. of Vanamala (21e). Na in Tez. has a double- 
curved top and equal-sized arms. In Hayun. the r. curve 
tends to develop angularity at the r. end. The junction 
of the curves in generally angular, but in some rare cases, 
it is curved upwards.

Ta in Hayun. develops angularity at the top, but 
in Tez. it is curved. Tha (c.f. Tha, Qfl ,Hayun.) resembles 
its couhterpart in the Tipper^ cp. of Lokanatha, referable to 
the latter half of the seventh century. Da shows angularity 
at the juncture of the two strokes, a short and upright 
foot-mark appears at the tip. Dha is shaped like a reversed 
English *Dr. Sometimes in Hayun. the 1. curve becomes 
angular, (e.g. in 11. 11 and Ilf). Na is looped and without 
a developed r. vertical.

Pa has its lower 1. end curved and lower r. end



angular* Va stands also for Ba. The 1. arm of the letter
is well-curved in Tez., but in Hayun. it sometimes tends to
be angular ( 5  ). Bha has the appendage open in both the
inscriptions. The r. arm of the lower curve of Bha hardly
shows the Kutila flourish so conspicuous in contemporary and
even somewhat earlier Bengal inscriptions. Ma sometimes
does not show the knob at all (c.f. ).

Ya continues the waved base ( £J ). But in
Hayun. one also comes across Ya with/sloping and straight
base ( Ai ). The lower 1. curve in such cases become
somewhat angularised. Ra has developed a linear version of
the wedge at the lower 1. end. The inner side is sometimes

_  1blocked in Tez. (col. ii), as in the Parbatiya cp. of Vanamala.
La has the 1. curve well-rounded and the 1. arm elongated to
catch up with the extra height of the rv. which now protrudes 
its lower end below the former base. The latter has been 
transformed into a second curve, much milder than that on the
1., and sloping downwards.

/
Sa shows several forms in both the inscriptions now

under study. In Hayun. one may discern the following

1. See section F below. This feature in some of the 
early Pala stone inscriptions has been noticed above 
(c.f. Chapter III).
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variants:
c\ p I A, r, fij n  jj

a ai b bi c d.
Tez, has the following:
^  f) A, ■; | g
e ei f. The form f (Tez.) corresponds to form
d (Hayun.) Simultaneous occurrence of a multitude of forms

theof this letter is also noticed in/contemporary and semi
contemporary inscriptions from Bengal and Bihar. In the

: 1subsequent Assam copper plates before the time of Indrapala,
** •

the looped form (with minor modifications) came into exclusive 
use.

The cross-bar of the Sa in Hayun. is curved and 
sloping (e.g. in S$ha, 1. 8). The beak of Sa is hollow.

The vertical of Ha is occasionally notched. The 
tendency became more conspicuous in the subsequent period.
The bottom curve is nearly equal-armed# A Kutila flourish 
in the bottom stroke is yet to come and the 1. arm is yet 
to develop tail at its end.
Conjunct^:-

In view of the unsatisfactory preservation of the 
writings many of the conjuncts cannot be examined satisfactorily 
Superscript Na in Tez. shows a double-curved top (c.f. Nca);

1. See section F below. This feature in some of the early 
Pala stone inscriptions has been noticed above (c.f.
Chapter III).
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the curves are more rounded than in the earlier inscriptions. 
An important development may be noted in the formation of 
subscript Ya which now eitends its upper end to the level of 
the top-stroke. The more evolved type of Ksa-with the loop 
of Ka transformed into a diminutive circle and the vertical 
of Sa stopped below the outstretched tail of Ka- already 
makes it appearance in Tez.

As compared to their counterparts in the Nidhanpur 
cp. the letters in the inscriptions of Harjara would appear to
have gained in height-a transformation also noticed in Bengal.

which
This characteristics/can be more clearly seen in letters having 
more than one downstroke and a closed bottom - (e.g. Pa,
Ma, Ya, Sa etc.), became a distinguishing feature of the 
subsequent writing style. Secondly, the r. vertical shows 
a definite tendency to protrude its lower end below the 
base which until now used to fully cover it (e.g. Ka, Ca, Dha 
Pa, Va=Ba, Ma, Ya, La, Sa etc.). This tendency is also noted 
in the writing style of Bengal and elsewhere and constitutes 
an essential feature of the Kutila style of writing to which 
the present ins. belongs.
E. The undated Visnu image inscription from Deopanl.

Chart : I9d.
1T. Block referred the inscription^inscribed on a

1. ASI.AR Eastern Circle. 190^-05
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stone image of Visnu, found in the jungle close to the Deopani 
river (Sibsagar district, Assam), to the twelfth century A.D. 
•judging from the characters*. Bloch*s assessment has been 
contradicted by K. N.Dikshit,^ according to whom the characters 
are similar to those of the Tezpur rock inscription of 
Harjara (discussed above), dated in the year 510 of the Gupta 
era.

Even a cursory glance at the reproduction of the 
2inscription will convince one that Dikshit*s observation 

is nearer the truth. Most of the medial vowels, consonants 
and conjuncts agree closely with their counterparts in the 
Tezpur inscription.

The Deopani inscription consists of four lines.
Even in its small compass, the inscription is fuil of ortho-

3graphical blunders . The mechanical execution of the 
inscription has also been rather crudely done. The scribe/ 
engraver apparently was no expert in his job.

Among the medial vowels, attention may be drawn to 
the use generally of a shorter vertical stroke for a (c.f. Na

1. El. XVIII p.329f.
2. Ibid, pi.
3. To this, attention has been drawn by Bloch and Dikshit 

(loc.cit.)
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was found, but unfortunately no reliable facsimile of the
si
3

2inscription was ever published and the inscription is
missing since a long time.

/ ✓ _1. C.f. also Sa, if the reading Surjja in lines 2 and b 
is correct.

2. A reading of the inscription was published in JASByIX 
(18W0), P.766ff, without any proper facsimile. It was, 
however, accompanied by a hand-drawn table purporting
to show the characters, and an illustration of the royal 
seal bearing the elephant-emblem (wrongly described . 
by Jenkins,\the emblem of Gapesa (ibid.).
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, 1.3), occurrence of the full-length lateral strokes 
of i (c.f. Ri, ^  ) and I (c.f. Di ^\ ) and the two varieties
of e (c.f. Ke, ; Ge, ). As for the consonants mention
may be made of the transitional Ja (Hj* ), double-curved Na 
(O^j), looped Na ( S) ), early Ta ( ), Bha with open-
wedge ( Z/j ), Ra with the sharp bottom-wedge ( ) and Sa
with hollow beak ( ). Ga and Na show vertical-protu-
berance above the r. top, while letters with the bottom closed 
(c.f. Va=Ba, ^  ; Ya, ) show such growth below the right- 
bottom.
£• TiL^.Pan.batlya Cpy of Vanamala*

Chart : 21e.
Inscribed within the next few decades the Parbatiya 

cp. of Vanamala,the son and successor of Harjara,shows the 
consolidation and further development of the features 
introduced ih the preceding generation. Another cp. of Vana
mala was discovered near Tezpur, long before the Parbatiya cp.

5

V-

%

3.
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The Parbatiya cp. is neatly and beautifully written. 
The letters are of uniform height and the short and thick 
nail-headed head-marks conform strictly to the rows. An 
uninhibited display of the numerous curves, twists and bends 
intertwined with thin and thick strokes makes the writing in 
this ins. highly florid. The verticals continue on the whole 
to be straight, but occasionally a slight twist at the lower 
end is noticable. This feature became more marked in the 
subsequent inscriptions. The tail of Ka, Ja, the lower stroke 
of Da, Na, Bha, and Ha, the r. arm of Ta, (also Ca and Va) are 
twisted in the typical Ku$ila style. The curves of medial 
i, i, and the superior type of e (occuring in ai and au) 
have become more exuberant. Thick ends have developed at the 
mouth of medial e (curved lateral type, now more rounded, and 
used exclusively, as in Harjara*s inscriptions, in e, and o,
and together with the superior form,in ai and au), Kha, Ga,

/
and Sa, the 1. middle angle of ?a, etc. Many of these persisted 
in the subsequent Assam inscriptions.

A detailed examination of the individual characters 
and signs is made below.
Initial vowels:-

The main curve of A ( U ) is more rounded and has 
its lower arm farther elongated. The stroke at its upper end 
has become comparatively stiff. The middle-bar is slightly 
curved and sloping in the direction of the vertical.
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The intensely curved strotce occurring below the two 
dots (or more often circles)- of the initial I ( 5? ) is in 
agreement with the florid style of writing of the inscription.
The double-curved lower stroke in col. xxi ( C? ) seems to be 
a freak.^

U has developed a rightward curve between the upright 
top and the curved base ( 3 )•

The curve of S is flat both at the top and the base. 
Being much compressed it only covers the upper end of the 
vertical ( q ).
Medial vowels: -

In addition to the (i) full-length vertical (c.f.
Ha,1*?!) and the (ii) short lateral (slightly curved c.f. Bha,
^ ) types as noticed in the inscriptions of Harjara, (iii)

another type of medial a-sign is used in the present inscription. 
'It comes only a little down and then goes up, leaving a sharp 
curve below and ending in a stroke curved towards the right above 
the head of the consonants.'^ (e.g. Ja, : Ta, , etc.). The
curve of medial i is brought down to the lower end of tha 
letter receiving it. The vertical of I is also made co
extensive with the letter.

1. Alternately, it is possible to see in it the prototype 
of the later initial I of the type •©(c.f. 22 e; 22f and 
22h). °
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The hooked variety of u occurs in Ku, Gu, Tu, Nu,
Bhu, and once also in Hu (c.f, ^  ,col. xxiia). The wedged-
type (c.f. §u Q ) is, however, in more general use. Ru takes 
a curve on its r. side - but it may be either upturned (col. xxii 
* ) or downturned ( * ,col. xxib). The same confusion
spreads to conjuncts involving subscript Ra (in Dru,col.xxa) 
and subscript Ya (in Bhyu, col.xxiia; Dyu in col.xxiib has, 
however, the wedged sign). Medial u generally consists of the 
usual elongated hook in which the lower arm is smaller and 
more curved (c.f. Dhu 5 ). A unique form of medial h  occurs 
occasionally in Bhu only (e.g. col. xxia). Here Bhu is joined 
to a danda (vertical stroke) drawn on the r. with the help of 
a slanted bar (like that of A,c.f. ).

The curve of r, consisting of two equal-sized arms:
opens,as before, to the r. often with an upward bias (c.f. Nr
<*, )•

The characteristics of the signs of e in e, ai, o, 
and au have already been commented upon. The medial a sign 
in o and au almost always consists of the full-length vertical. 
The upraised type (variety iii) in To, col. xix, , may be

"7. *- ',j.
taken as a reminiscence of the earlier upturned curve (commonly 
applied to Ta and some other letters in the earlier inscriptions^ 
Ajn.my5ra.aftd v isa r ga :-

The signs of anusvara and visarga do not show any 
new development.
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Consonants: -
Ka has the lower end of its loop slightly notched 

( 4 ). Kha and Ga have both developed sharp leftward curve 
in the 1. arm. The top curve in both is flattened. The 
appendage of Kha, (closed and shaped like Va, bfct less broad) 
joins the top curve at the upper end ( ^ ). The upper end
of the 1. arm of Gha is upright. Below it occurs a sharp 
leftward curve. The base (comprising the former lower r, 
curve, c.f, Gha in 21d) is curved and mildly sloped. The 
former middle downstroke has been virtually abolished, ( ^ ).

Ca is triangular but has both the upper and lower 
arms on the 1. slightly curved. The r. vertical is also 
slightly curved1 below the juncture with the upper 1, arm ( ^ )•

The important development of Ja consists in curving the
former vertical (already sloping in Harjara's inscriptions), so 
that the body of the letter now resembles that of initial U,
The tail is also further elaborated. This basic form ( $\ )

did not undergo much change for a long time.
Ja follows the double-curved ( T ) shape, already

made familiar by Harjara*s Tezpur inscription. Tha is circular

1. This feature is also observable in Ba (=Va) and Ta in 
this inscription, and all these letters in the Bargaon 
c.p. of RatnapSla and the Gauhati cp. of Indrapala.
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( O  ) and without a head-mark. Da is angular with an upright 
upper half, and a waved lower half. A thick knob develops 
in the middle ( K ). With its curved (leftwards) downstroke 
and angularity at the lower 1. end ( «J> ), Dha substantially 
resembles the form in 21d. The lower curve here slopes more 
pronouncedly to the r. Na retains the double-curved top 
( H  ) as noticed in the Tespur ins. of Harjara, but the 1. 
arm is much shorter than the r.v. Sometimes the two downward 
curves have an upward curve in between them ( c . f . c o l ° ^  ).

The rounded top of Ta is hardly joined to the head- 
mark ( o )• Tha has almost the shape of the letter as found 
in 22d, except that here the letter is poised vertically and 
the rv. protrudes at the lower end below the bounds of the 1. 
curve. In cols, xix and xxb the cross-bar is cursively drawn 
( Q ), but in cols, xxa and xxia it is horizontal ( ^ ).
Da curves its downstroke ( \ ) like Dha and Bha. The lower 
1. end is angular hut the lower stroke is curved. The small 
tick at the tip of the lower curve is almost straight. Dha 
resembles a reversed English 1D 1 in which the vertical protrudes 
at the lower end ( Q ). The loop of Na is derived from a
very short upright stroke. The lower stroke (following a
short curve at the top) is almost vertical but for a mild 
curve in the Ku^ila fashion ( ^  )

Pa shows a right ar*J.e at the lower 1. end. The 
1. arm is almost straight ( t| )* Pha curves its tail down-
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wards from the upper end of the vertical. The curve is so
rerounded as to/touch the vertical ( V  ). The letter resembles 

Pa in other respects. The 1. curve of Va ( <3 ) is broad
in the middle but narrows down in the ends, creating acute 
angles in the meeting points with the vertical on the right.
The appendage of Bha is open ( ). Ma has its base
slightly curved and sloping. The knob at the lower 1. end
( H ) has become thick:. $

The base of Ya is curved and sharply sloped to the 
right (i) ). The wedge of Ra has its upper end blocked
( 4 ) as sometimes in the Tezpur st. inscription of Harjara.
The 1. curve of La is rounded while the stroke at its r. is
straight and horizontal ( <$ ).

/
Sa has a loop ( yj ) at the top of the 1. arm

which is curved to the left. The vertical on the r. protrudes
its upper end beyond the loop-vhich is an indication of its
being drawn by a separate stroke. The two limbs are not
joined by any intermediate bar, as happened in the subsequent
copper plates up to the time of Ratnapala, and sometimes also

1
in the preceding inscriptions of Harjara. Sa has the outline
of Ya (instead of Pa, which is more usual). The cross-bar is
almost horizontal ( )• Except for the vertical on its

1. C.f. type c in the Hayunthal copper plate.
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right, Sa ( # ) ta^es to the form of Bha. The downstroke
of Ha is prominently notched.1 The r. arm of its lower 
curve - which is now bigger than the 1. - is waved ( ) in
the Kutila style.•  J

Con.i uhct s: -
Some of the consonants occur in conjuncts only. These

• r̂/ .
are: Na, Cha, Jha and Na. Na occurs as superscript only (c.f.
•
Nga, ^  }. Its development compares well with that of Ja, 
minus of course, the latter1s tail. One might also expect a 
lower curve like that of Ja, but it does not show up in the 
superscript. Subscript Cha has its loop divided into two 
sections (c.f. Ccha, jjJ, ). The vertical divider in the 
middle slightly protrudes downwards (comprising the rudiments 
of a tail). To judge from its subscript formation (c.f. Jjhi, 

), Jha seems to half-reveal a Ra-llke 1. limb to which 
is joinfed a vertical (drawn on the right), with the help of a 
slanting bar (c.f. the similar device in A and the peculiar 
type of Bhu noticed above). The same principle is followed 
in writing the modern Bengali-Assamese Jha (^  ). Superscript
^ c-'Na (c.f. Nca, ) has double-curved top as in the Tezpur st.ins. 
of Harjara. There is, however a small cursive protrusion at 
the upper r. top,more pronounced than the somewhat similar pro
trusion at this point in Ga and Na. Subscript Na is also double-

1. C.f. also Gha, Na, Da, Bha, Ya and Sa in this inscription.
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Ikcurved but placed sideways facing 1. (c.f. Jna, ), like 

subscript Na.
Subscript Na is drawn with a slope in Sna (Sne, ̂  

col. xxii). This tendency may also be noted in some of the 
subsequent Assam inscriptions^. The single-curved subscript

2 -ISTa in Sta opens downwards ( £ )-with a rightward slope.
Other examples showing the retention of earlier forms in 
conjuncts include: superscript lia without loop in Kta, Ksa, Kya 
(the loop, incidentally, is abandoned also in Ku and Kr, but 
not in lira, C.f. col. xxi); subscript Dha with a compressed 1. 
curve; superscript and subscript Ra (which have substantially 
retained the old forms up to the modern times), etc. Subscript 
Tha retains the initial form in Tthi (Q  , col. xxib) and 
Nthi ( (> , col. xxiia), but in Stha ( , col. xxiib), the
conventional bi-looped formation is used. Subscript Ya shows 
a full-length vertical. Being drawn separately from the top 
downwards, it protrudes the lower end below the horizontal 
bottom curve (c.f. Sya,^j). But when it is drawn upwards 
from the lower curve (c.f. Tya, 3) ), there is no such protrusion.

1. E.g. Sna col. xxix, Nowgong cp. of Balavarman (21g); Sna, 
col. iv, Bargaon cp. (22a) of Ratnapala.

2. Such retention of the older forms in conjuncts, notwith
standing the modifications introduced to the initial forms 
of the letters involved, is a rather common feature in the 
evolution of Indian writing, and many such instances have 
found their way into the modern Bengali-Assamese.
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The lower r. end is rounded and the transformation from the 
lower curve to the r. is gradual. The sharp angle at the 1. 
end is sometimes further accentuated by a linear projection 
(e.g. Tye^iS';, col.xxi; Gjyo, col. xxi, etc.). The tail of

*■ '■'t ’* ^

Ka, Ja, and Ha cuts across the vertical of subscript Ya, and 
is stretched on the other (i.e. r. ) side.

Ka sometimes foregoes its loop in K§a ( tr ).
Otherwise the loop is much reduced and cursively drawn ( ^  ).

■;

Sa retains the characteristics of the lower part of its initial 
•

form. As in The Tezpur St. Ins. of Harjara, the rv. stops 
below the outstretched tail of Ka. K$a (in Ksi) in col.xxib 
( oc ) is cursively drawn which involves the severance of the 
tail of Ka from its 1. curve (used instead of the loop), and 
its annexation to} upper end of the dwarfed rv. of Sa. Here 
Sa apparently does not show its cross-bar. The essence of 
this cursive type of the conjunct K§a is also not unknown 
to Bengal epigraphy.
Orthographic signs:-

The final forms of Ta, Na and Ma occur in this 
inscription. T has the ‘special1 form QV > whereas 
•N* ( $ ) and • Mf ( ) have the 'truncated* forms
respectively of ' Nd and 'Ma' with the addition of the 'hasanta1 
stroke at the bottom.
£L ltl3 gQPPQr Jal§,te,s jgf Balayflrffiaa.113; .Bataapila

Charts : 21f-g and 22a-b
In view of their close palaeographical similarities,

1. See below.
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tha copper plates of Yalavarman and Ratnapala will be studied 
together.
The inscriptions of Balavarman;- 

Chart : 21f-g.
Two inscriptions of Balavarman (III), grandson of 

Vanamala anc son of Jayamala, have been discovered so far. 
These are: (i) the Howraghat cp. (21f) dated in regnal year 5? 
and (ii) the Nowgong cp. .(21g) of which the date, given in the 
last line, has become illegible. The preservation of the 
Nowgong copper plate is not satisfactory throughout.1 The 
letters in the portion detailing the boundary of the donated 
land in the third plate are comparatively closely knit 
apparently in a bid to accommodate the remainder of the 
inscription to the limited space.*1 Commenting on the
preservation of the writing of the Howraghat cp., D. C. Sircar 
writes; ®The engraving of the letters is neat tand careful; 
but the preservation of the writing is not quite satisfactory.
Some letters here and there are damaged while most letters in 
the last line of the inner side of PI. I are more or less

i.completely rubbed off1 .

-3

1. The letters in this ins. are, according to Hoernle, Clearly 
but rather superficially cut, and, in some places so much 
worn as to be only legible with great difficulty and some 
uncertainty; the first k letters of the obverse of the 
second plate, indeed, are entirely worn away1 - JASB..
LXVI (1897), P. 285.

2. KS. p.72, note 1.
3. El.XXII, p. 283.

\
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Stylistically these cps. show some interesting 
variations from the cp. of Vanamala. The head-mark has been 
made longer and comparatively thin. The roundedness at the 
lower end on either side ( ), noticed in the cp. of Vanamala
sometimes fails to occur. In the Nowgong cp. one occasionally 
comes across linear head-strokes. Secondly, more pronounced 
twists now occur at the lower ends of verticals - a tendency- 
which only made a faint beginning in the cp. of Vanamala. The 
letters are drawn in bolder strokes which generally become 
thinner at the lower ends. But the interplay of thin and 
thick strokes-so impressive in the cp. of Vanamala- is less 
in evidence. The changes introduced to individual letter 
forms are mostly of a subtle nature and some of these may be 
attributed to the personal mannerism of the scribe or engraver 
rather than to a process of evolution.
The inscriptions of Ratnapala 

Chart : 22a-b
The next inscriptions from Assam belong to the time

the
of Ratnapala, son and successor of Brahmapala/ founder of the 
Pala line of kings. This king has two inscriptions to his 
credit, viz. (i) the Bargaon cp. year 25; and (ii) the Sualkuci 
cp. year 361. The Bargaon cp. is in a satisfactory state of 
preservation, but the same cannot be said of the Sualkuci grant.

1. KS. has it 26 both in text and translation, pp.112 and 11*+.
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Its first plate is missing and the writing on the remaining 
two is badly corroded. The writing on both the copper plates 
abounds in mistakes.1 But so far as the actual formation 
of the characters and the general style of the writing are 
concerned, the scribe/engraver has discharged his work reason
ably well. The writing on the Bargaon copper plate-the 
better preserved inscription-is neat and even graceful.
General Style:-

3ylistically the writing in these two inscriptions 
is a little more advanced than that in the inscriptions of 
Balavarman. The twists at the lower end of the verticals 
have become more conspicuous, and some of the details mildly 
suggested by the inscriptions of Balavarman are used in a less 
inhibited way. Tendencies like the bifurcation of the wedge 
of medial u (c.f. Gu, ) use of the waved or bifurcated top- 
stroke in association with medial e (c.f. Te,^T )> curvature 
in the 1. arms of Ca; replacement of the knob of Da by an angle 
(projected to the l.),use of a linear instead of a blocked wedge 
in Ra, etc. may be mentioned as exemplifying this point. Others 
will be duly mentioned in course of the following discussion. 
These, however, are of a rather minute nature. Letters showing

1. According to Hoernle, the 'mechanical execution* of the 
Bargaon copper plate is 'slovenly and inaccurate* while 
that of the Sualkuci grant is, if anything, * still more 
slovenly and inaccurate than that of the Bargaon grant' 
(JASB. LXVII, pt.I, 1898, p. 100 and ibid. p.120).
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substantial differences from their counterparts in the
inscriptions of Balavarman, in spite of the time-lag involved,
are very few indeed. This led Hoernle to concede that
palaeographically the Nowgong cp. belongs to the same age

1as the Ratnapala plate , though he recognised the precedence 
of the Harjara dynasty over the Pala dynasty. Indeed, some 
of the specialities of the inscriptions of the inscriptions 
of Balavarman, are most faithfully reproduced in those of 
Ratnapala. These include, initial I with a 1Ta‘-like lower 
curve ( ); Gha with a rightward curve between the 1. curve
and the base ( SL ); development of similar curves in Na ( )

2and Ta ( ^  ); Ta with a full-fledged vertical pendant on the
* *r.; Ra with a linear stroke at the r. side ( ^  ); looped Sa

with a curved link at the top ( S\ ); use of a cursive type 
(side by side with the conventional form) of Cha and Tha as 
subscript; besides numerous other points.

The letters in the Sualkuci copper plate are much 
sloped to the right.

The noticeable features in the spherebf the 
individual characters and signs may now be examined in detail*

1. JASB. LXVI, 1897, P.121
2. Ja in 21g of Balavarman, as has been noted above, is 

somewhat different.
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Initial vowels:-
The initial forms of A, I, I, U, R, 5...and, Au occur 

in the present group of inscriptions. In the copper plates 
of Balavarman (21f,g), A has the same basic features as in the 
Parbatiya copper plate (21e) of Vanamalararman. Of the 
lower 1. curve of A, the bottom arm is more elongated ( ^  )
than the upper one. The top of the letter is generally open.
In the copper plates of Ratnapala, a stroke (resembling the
stroke of one type of medial u) is attached to the bottom of the 
vertical (-%(). (In 22b, the stroke seems to have been worn 
away, c.f. A, ; it is, however, preserved in I). In the 
present inscriptions, the stroke is linear, but in the 
subsequent inscriptions, it became wedged as in the inscriptions 
from Bengal and Bihar. (There, however, its use was introduced 
much earlier). A (which resembles A in all other respects) 
takes a full-length vertical on the r. to indicate its length< *i >• "SI

I has two dots above, and a curved stroke below ( ^  ). 
About the form shown in 21g, col. xxviiia ( ■£ ), Hoernle
observed: 'once the hook is nearly closed, forming almost
a third ringlet...1̂ . But this may perhaps be attributed to 
the indifferent preservation of this letter, (or else, it may 
be related to the rounded lower curve of the Parbatiya copper

1. JASB. LXVI, 1897, P286.
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plate of Vanamala, 21e, »0* ).

Compared to its counterpart in 21e, U in the
inscriptions of Balavarman shows a slightly bigger bottom- 
curve ( £  ). The curve is more elongated in the inscriptions 
of Ratnapala. An innovation in 22a is the introduction of a
curved tick to the lower r. end of U ( ). (As will be
noticed later, this feature also inarms U in the Guakuci ins. 
of Indrapala. It disappears as suddenly as it originates, 
and it is difficult to trace the course of either).

The rare initial vowel R appears once in 21f (col.
xxiii, ). The wedge at the lower 1. half of the 1.
vertical is not linear (lirce Ra #( in these inscriptions) 
but blocked and projected upwards like Ra in 21e ( ^ ).
llhat, however, is more interesting to note, is that the 
middle-ber is sloped to the 1. insteao of to the r. as is usual.

3 (occurring in 22a) has (unlike its counterpart 
in 21e, ^  ) its r. vertical fully (or almost fully, ) 
covered by its loop. The flattened arms (including the one 
at the top) distinguish initial E ( Q  ) from Dha ( Q  ).

A specimen of the rare initial form of Au occurs 
in 21g, col. xxvii ( ̂ ). Its two halves are symmetrically 
formed, which makes the top co-extensive with the bottom.
The waved tail - which distinguishes Au from 0 - is drawn 
from the r. end of the upper curve, and not strictly from the
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point where the two curves meet.
Medial vowels:-

Both the full-length (c.f. ) and shorter
(slightly curved, c.f. Ja, ^  ) verticals are used to 
indicate medial a. The former is more common. In !fa 
(c.f. T t a , ^  , 21f, col. xxv; Ta.^tf , 22a, col.iii), sometimes 
medial 5. is curved upwards. This occasionally involves 
shortening of the r. vertical stroke of fa ( £\ ).

The curve of medial i is generally drawn from the 
r. end of the top-stroke (or letter-top), and is extended to 
the lower end of the letter receiving it (c.f. Ti, 0  ). Unlike 
the Bengal copper plates, there is no attempt to introduce 
angularity to any part of the curve. The vertical portion 
of the sign of I often shows a wavy curvature in 21f (c.f. Tl,

), but in the others it is almost straight (c.f. Kl, <ff̂ ,22a). 
The top-curve of I is somewhat subdued in the copper plates 
of Ratnapala (c.f. Khi, ^,22a)-more especially in 22a.

The wedged-type of medial u is extensively used, 
sometimes (as in Bengal) at the expense of the hooked-type 
(c.f. Ku, Gu, Bhu, ^  , etc.). The hooked-type, however,
is retained in Tu ( ^  ). In Ru, and often in conjuncts 
involving subscript Ra (c.f.Kru), the medial u is generally 
curved upwards (c.f. Ru, ^  ,21f, g; 22a; Kru, ^  21f;22a; Sru, 
^ 2 1 f ;  Dru, ̂  22a); but in Ru, 22b, col.viia ( *^), it is 
curved downwards. In conjunction with subscript Ya, the
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hooked-type of medial u is also occasionally noticed (c.f. Dyu, 
,21g). A long hook is used for medial u (c.f. BhO, ), 

but not in Ru, which takes the sign of u on the r. side (c.f.
*21g; the form in 21f, col.xxvi, is not very clear).

The medial r is well rounded (c.f. Kr, ^  ) in 21f,
but in the others, it is somewhat angularised (c.f. Kr, $  ,21g; 
22aTb).

In 21g, as in 21e, the medial e is expressed by a 
short curve at the head of the extended top-strose (c.f. ;
the curve in 21g is shorter), while in the rest (c.f. 2lf;22a,b), 
the curve hardly joins the top-stroke. In letters with a 
single downstroke, the top-stroke itself becomes curved and 
projected rightwards (c.f. Te,f̂ , 22a, and other examples in 
21f and 22b). The end of the curve is thickened. The 
continued use of this type of short-curves for medial e is 
a speciality of the Assam inscriptions.

In ai (c.f. Nai,'^ ) and au (c.f. Nau, , 22a;
Mau, •ijJ^lg), the wavy superior stroke takes place along with 
the short (lateral)-curve type. Very rarely in medial o, 
the superior stroke (c.f. Vo, at» 21f, col.xxv; K § o ^  22a, 
col.iv) takes the place of the more usual short lateral curve 
(e.g. Jo, ^  ; Ro, ). The usual signs of medial 5 are
used in o and au.
Anusvara and visarna:-

The blob of the anusvara is placed above the head-
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mark (or letter-top) in the inscriptions of Balavarman (21f‘,g). 
It is sometimes placed in the centre (c.f. Yam, ZJ , 21g), but 
is often moved further to the r. (c.f. Tam, ^  21f). In the 
copper plates of Ratnapala (22a,b), the sign occurs above the

nr. end of the head-marK (c.f. Vam ^ 22b), or even further to
the r. (c.f. Yam, <J^22a).

Another sign, ^ , (c.f. 21f; in 22a, it has a slightly 
different form, J ) occurs rather indiscriminately in such 
cases where the anusvara or final Ma is called for.1 It 
may be supposed to have originated from the cursively written 
final Ma (c.f. M in 21e,^  ) and given rise to the dot-and- 
slant type of anusvara, now limited to the Bengali-Assamese, 
but had in the earlier times a wider currency in the Kutila- 
Nagari styles of writing. The separate use of a fuller form 
for M (^f[ c.f. 21g; 22a) as well as a different kind of 
anusvara (discussed above) ma&es the phonetic affiliation of 
the special sign (  ̂ or Y ) a little uncertain. The 
fully developed dot-and-slant type of anusvara ( ° )-which 
also appears to have been derived from the cursively-drawn 
final Ma- had already been in use in some of the much earlier 
inscriptions from Bengal-Bihar. The belated evolution of the 
final Ma to the same effect (i.e. the dot-and-slant type, of

1. C.f. also orthographic signs at the end of this section.
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which the special form:( ^ qx ^ , noticed in the Assam 
inscriptions* appears to represent a transitional phase)therefore 
appears to bepsomewhat enigmatical.

No change is observable in the sign of visarga, ( • ).

The tail of Ka is more waved ( <5̂  ) than in 21e.
Kha and Ga do not substantially differ from their counterparts 
in 2e. The top-curve of both is flattened, and the upper 
end of the 1. curve much projected to the 1. The lower end 
of the 1. arm is thickened, but does not show any special
foot-mark. The appendage of Kha is generally closed and very
small in proportion to the rest of the letter ). It
appears that a gap is sometimes forged at the top of Kha ( 
in the copper plates of Ratnapala. Ga m  ) has its 
features similar to those of Kha, so far as they go. The 
lower 1. curve and the bottom-stroke of Gha have a curve in 
between them.

The 1. arms of Ca are less curved in 21g ( ^  ) than
in the rest (c.f. ^  , 21f; ^  *22a). In 22a, the upper 1.
arm is derived from the head-mark independently of the r. 
vertical ( ̂  ). The somewhat Ga-shaped body of Ja ( )
is joined to the head-mark by a short upright stroke. The

1. C.f.3y,21f; somewhat angularised in 22a.^l . This is
comparable to the intermediate curves ox fa, O , and Na 
in the present inscriptions. '
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tail is more ornate (c.f. also the similar strokes in Ka,
Bha, Ha, etc.) and the bottom-curve bigger than in 21e.

The upper and lower curves in the 1. limb of Ta 
have another curve^open to the l.)-in between them ( ; the
intermediate curve is angularised in 21g, col.xxviib, V ).
The top is more or less flattened. A full-length vertical 
occurs on the r. in all but 21g ( V , C ), where it is halved, 
as in some of the Pala inscriptions from Bengal-Bihar. Tha 
is strictly circular ( O ) in 21g, but slightly elongated 
( O  ) in 21f. There is no head-mark. Commenting on the ]}a 
in 21f, D. C. Sircar observed:^* 'The difference between da 
and ra is slight and the two letters are sometimes indistin
guishable*. Theoretically, however, the two letters are 
clearly distinguished. While Ra has an undivided and full- 
length vertical ( ^  ), Da consists of two distinct strokes.
The upper stroke is curved once, while the lower one is curved 
twice like the lower half of a second-bracket sign ( ^  ). A 
solid knob may still be noticed in 21f ( ^  ), marking the joint 
of the two strokes, but in 22a ( ^ ), it is often replaced by
an ordinary angle. 9a these types, however, are no novel
ties of the Assam inscription; their continued use for a long 
time is demonstrated by the copper piates of the Candras of

1. El. XXII, P.28*+.
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eastern Bengal (c.f. charts 10-11). Dha often shows 
angularity in the 1. extremity, at the commencement of the 
lower curve ( ). A compressed upward curve intervenes
between the two usual curves of Na ( W( , c.f. an earlier 
example of this type in 21e, col. xx). The r. vertical
develops an upper protuberance in 21f and 22a,b, but in 21g, 
only the upper r. end of the letter is angularised ( ^  ).

head-mark ( <7 ) or is connected to it by a short upright
stroke ( [̂ ), in the latter, it is directly joined to the
head-mark. The great development in the shape of Tha,
compared to its counterpart in 21e ( 3 , Q ) consists in the

lopening of the upper 1. loop ( y  ). Da shows a bigger tick

r. vertical shows a bigger lower protuberance in some instances 
( , c.f. 22a, col.i) than in others $ Q  c.f. 22a, colii.)

1. In Bengal-Bihar, this type was for a long time used 
alternately with the type with both the loops closed 
(Q , and other stylistic variants), but in Assam the 
double-looped form is to be hereafter noticed only in 
the Assam ins. of .Yallabhadeva (22i), where it is used 
along with the more advanced type: of •

The top of the main body of Ta is rounded ( ^  )
in all but 22a, where it is angularised ( ^  )• Besides,
whereas in the former the top either stands aloof from the

than before. Dha is bow-shaped ( Q  ) as before. The
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1 TThe loop of Na is attached to a full-length vertical ( J  )

in the copper plates of Balavarman (21f,g), but in those of
Ratnapala (22a,b) Na bears some resemblance to the earlier
looped-type( <J\ c.f. 21e). But whereas in the earlier looped- 
variety, the lower stroke used to be drawn immediately from 
the r. end of the loop ( <̂  ), in the present instance, it is 
drawn from the stroke above the loop.

As in 21e, Pa shows an extensive lower protuberance 
of the r. vertical. This5together with the absence of any 
notable curvature in the 1. arm^marksout Pa of these 
inscriptions ( t[ ) from its counterpart in the contemporary 
and semi-contemporary inscriptions from Bengal-Bihar. The 
curved (not looped as in 21e, TP ) tail of Pha is drawn from 
the upper end of the full-length r. vertical ( If ). Unlike 
the inscriptions from Bengal-Bihar, Pha with a shorter r. 
vertical is not noticed in the Assam inscriptions with the 
exception of the Assam copper plate of Ballabhadeva (22i).
Va (=3a) is distinguished from Dha by its head-mark (c.f.VaaBa:

1. Sometimes the loop is also connected with the head-mark 
by a stroke ( ©$) occurring above, as in some Orissa
inscriptions. C.f. the Ganjam cp. of DandlmahadevI 
(Gahga year 180, El*VI,p.l33ff. and pi (” <£[ ), the 
Baripada Museum cp. of Devanandadeva (EI.XXVI, p.78ff, 
and pi.), the Ganjam and Nadgam cps. of Vajrahasta 
(S.991, and S.979, c.f. EI.XXIII and IV.) etc. This type 
of Na, as has been rightly pointed out by Kielhorn 
(£I*V. p.131*), fhas found no place yet in our palaeo- 
graphic Tables1# No such development is to be noticed 
in 21g ( cf ).
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and Dha: ^ ). The appendage of Bha is open ( ).
The knob of Ma ( H  , c.f. 21f,g) begins to be rounded in the
copper plates of Ratnapala ( , c.f. 22a,b). The 1. arm

'of Ma is upright and stiff, while the bottom-stroke is sharply
. \ :-i]Hsloped to the r.

&  • ..... . y ' i

The lower 1. end of Ya is as in 21e, featured by a 
projecting curve ( )• The bottom-stroke is also curved,
and the r. vertical grows a lower protuberance. Ya in these 
inscriptions is clearly distinguished from Pa. In 21g, Ra 
shows a short horizontal tick on the 1. of the vertical ( ),

'■ - i  ■ t

while in the rest, it is curved, being derived from an upper 
point of the vertical ( ^  ). The second type is a peculiarity
of the Assam inscriptions. In the inscriptions from Bengal- 
Bihar, the linear tick, where applied, is sloped to the lower
end of the vertical ( ^  ). The stroke connecting the 1.

1curve of La to its r. vertical is variously drawn • It is 
straight and horizontal ( c.f. 22b, col.v. sloped to the
r. ( c.f. 21f, col.xxv) or 1. ( c.f. 22a).

Unlike the inscriptions from Bengal-Bihar no 
profusion of forms of Sa is to be noted in the Assam copper
plates. In the copper plates of Balavarman and Ratnapala,

/ f) jonly one type of Sa is definitely observable: . This is

1. La in these inscriptions has freed itself from the 
hangover of the long-lost base ( oj ) which to some 
extent was active in 21e ( ^  ).
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a direct descendant from the Sa ( pj ) in 21e, and embodies 
the addition of a link between the loop(at the top of the 1. 
arm) and the r. vertical. In its very formation is embedded 
the seed of the further development of the letter, which 
involved the opening up of the loop. Early examples of this 
type may perhaps be already discerned, ^c.f. 21f, col.xxvi(?); 
22b, col.v . The trend became an established practice in the 
time of Indrapala (c.f. 22c,d: )•

The cross-bar of §a is mildly curved, and extended 
diagonally ( ) inside the Pa-shaped body. In 21f, col.xxiii
( 8^ ) the 1. arm is curved more than is usual in Pa. The 
beak of Sa is hollow (>£{ ) and resembles the short and wide 
appendage of Bha ( ^  ).

Ha does not show any noticeable development save 
that a tail, more elaborate than in 21e ( ), grows optionally
from the lower 1. end ( ^  ^  ).
aiaasts:-

As before, the letters Na, Cha and Na appear in
conjuncts only. fta (used only as a superscript, c.f. Nka,
Nga, Ngha, etc.) has not yet come to have its ringlet. A
cursive form of Cha (c.f. Ccha &  , 21f, col.xxiii; 22a) - in
which the loops are opened - is used alongside the more 
_________________________________________________________________________________

1. This is noticed for the first time in the inscriptions 
of Ratnapala, c.f. 22c-e).
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conventional type (c.f. Ccha,^,^21g; 22b). In place of the 
earlier double-curved top (c.f. Nca, 21e), superscript Na 
has now a single-curved top. which,along with the double-looped 
formation on the r. (c.f. Nea, 2^ ), provides the essence the 
Bengali-Assamese form, and in earlier times had a wider 
jurisdiction in eastern India, Subscript Na is double-curved 
(c.f. Jna, £t), but in 21g (Jna,$ , col.xxix), the initial

a /form of Na is presumably used.
As for the other conjuncts9only those need to be 

mentioned which show some deviation from their counterparts in 
21e, or are significant otherwise. The single-curved subscript 
Ta is telescoped1 into the lower curve of the superscript in

)• As kas baan noted above, the use of the upturned 
variety of medial a sometimes leads to the shortening of the 
vertical stroke on the r. of the superscript Ta in Tta ( ^  ,
c.f. 21f, col.xxv). The subscript Na in Rnna faces to the 1.
( ), but in Spa, sometimes it faces downwards ( ^  , c.f.21g,
col.xxix; 22a, col. iv).

As in the case of Ccha, a cursive form (c.f. Stha,
21f, col. xxvi; 22a, col.iv) is used for subscript Tha side 
by side ( But not in the same inscription) with the more 
conventional form (c.f. Stha,^> 22b, col. vii), in Stha, But

1. C.f. similar development in the copper plates of 
Dharmapala and Devapala, discussed in Chapter III 
above.
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in Ttha (c.f* Ttha, , 21f, col. xxv), the initial form 
of Tha is used. In Hma, the tail of Ha cuts across the r. 
vertical of Ma ( iK ). Subscribed Ya generally shows 
angularity at its 1. end (c.f. Bhya, , 21f) in the copper 
plates of Balavarman; but occasionally (c.f. Tya,^| 21f), there 
is curvature at this end. In either case, the r. vertical 
grows a lower protuberance. The copper plates of Ratnapala 
invariably have subscribed Ya with the curve. The projected 
curve distinguishes subscript Ya from subscript Pa (c.f. Tpa 
'JJ , 21f). The stroke of subscript Ra (c.f. Tra ) is 
slightly curved. Superscript Ea is placed above the head- 
mark (or letter-top), and this includes the conjunct R$pa.
Sa retains its full-length r. vertical in Ksa in 21g ( )5
but in 21f and 22a and b, it is shortened, being confined 
below the tail of Ka ( ). The loop of the Ka in Kga
is drastically reduced and modified in Ksa, but not in Kta 
( &  ) and Kra ( ̂ \ ).
Orthographic signs:-

In his palaeographical comments on the four copper 
plates of the Assam kings Balavarman (21g), Ratnapala (22a,b) 
and Indrapala (22c), Hoernle gave particular attention to the 
forms of final Ta, Na and Ma in these inscriptions. In a 
•Conspectus of test-lettersf\  he divided the final forms of

1. JASB. LXVII, Pt, I, 1898, PI. XI, facing p.100.
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Ta and Na into •full1, *truncated* and 1 special1 and those
of Ma into •full* and 1 special1 on the basis of their 

1formation. For the sake of comparison, he also adduced 
specimens from some other sources, viz. the inscriptions of 
Dharmapala, Narayanapala, Vijayasena, Latcsmanasena, Vaidyadeva, 
which have been discussed in their proper places in this

2 tthesis. This is not entirely satisfactory, as even the 'full' 
final form of a letter often does not entirely tally with the 
initial form (e.g. Ta: \  , and Ts , in 21f.). Some
reduction in size, or modification in other ways is generally 
involved in the final form-arising from the exigency of having 
to accommodate the 1 Virginia* (or *hasanta*) sign at the bottom; 
but on the whole it provides a rough basis of classification.

The full form of Ka is retained in X ( dv ?22a, col. 
iia-b). The r. arm of Ta is cut short to accommodate the

1. The pther signs shown in this conspectus are those of 
Ra, Na (£? , according to Hoernle*smethod of trans
cription; in the conspectusj^ it has been wrongly 
transcribed as y) and anusvara.

2. Some of the signs given by Hoernle hardly tally with those 
in the mechanical reproductions of these inscriptions,
c.f. M in Indrapala*s copper plates; T in the copper plates 
of Dharmapala etc. Hoernle* s representation of lla of these 
inscriptions is also arbitrary since it never occurs 
independently in these inscriptions, and the actual 
formation pf its lower end is concealed in the conjuncts 
c.f. Nka, Nga, etc.
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fhasanta' sign, which is sometimes cursively attached to the 
body of the letter ( ^ ? ). T in 21g is of the * special*
type (©\ ) which has been previously noted in 21e, and also 
some of the Bengal-Bihar inscriptions1. The * special* type 
is further modified in 22*-b ( 3| ). The elaborate tail 
is severed and limited to the lower half of the sign on thel.
N has the * special* sign <f\) in 21f; in 21g ) and 22a-b
(<A) )> the top is somewhat angularised. M in 21g ( ci ) may
be described as * truncated*^so far as the top-line of the Ma 
is missing. The *hasanta*-sign appears at the bottom. The 
top-stroke is partially restored ( ) in 22a (col.ivb). The
problem of the * special* M has been referred to above while 
discussing the signs of anusvara. In 21f, the lower stroke is
detached from the upper member ^  ), whereas in 22a, the
two are joined together ( ^ ). The top of the upper member
is invariably open. In 21f, col. xxvia, the bottom is open 
as well.

According to Hoernle, the sign of avagraha occurs 
twice in 21f (in PI.IIb,linel, and Pl.IIIa,line9); butsits

1. Hoernle refers to a slightly modified form in *anayatl 
in Pl.IIb (JASB.LXVI, 1897, p.286), which is perhaps 
shown in col. 9 ( Q* ) of his conspectus. But due to 
the indifferent reproduction of the facsimile, it 
cannot be verified.
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form cannot be verified due to the indifferent reproduction 
of the inscription. It has the form C in 21f, which compares 
well with the sign in the early Pa^a inscriptions from Bengal- 
Bihar, The top is thickened in 22a and 22b ( ^  ^ ) in the
manner of the head-mark.

JL— The Inscriptions of Indrapala and Dharmapala
Charts s 22c-e and 22f. 19d. 22e.

The five remaining copper plates belonging to the 
period of the Pala dynasty of Assam go to the credit of 
Indrapala, the grandson and immediate successor of Ratnapala^ 
and Dharmapala, the great grandson of Indrapala. The 
inscriptions are as follows:- 
Issued by Indrapala:-

(i) Gauhati cp.,year 8, Chart : 22c.
(ii)Guakuci cp., year 21. Charts:22d-e.

Issued by Dharmapala:-
(iii)Khonamukhi cp.,year 1. Chart:22f.

' . _(iv)Subhankarapataka cp., year 3. Chart: 19d.
(v) Pufpabhadra cp.-undated. Chart :22g.
Of these,the entire facsimile of only Nos. (i) and

2(iii) have been published , while the rest are only partially

1. His father Purandarapala did not reign.
2. For references, see *List of Inscriptions' at the 

end of this thesis.
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and often unsatisfactorily reproduced in the Kamarupasasanavalj1.
✓The reproduction of the Subhankarapataka inscription is 

particularly of an unsatisfactory nature so that apart from 
illustrating the general style of the writing it offers little 
help in the verification of details regarding individual 
letters* The evidence of this inscription therefore could 
not be incorporated in the Palaeographical Charts accompanying 
this thesis and the data collected from the scrappy materials 
available for Nos. (ii) and (v) are necessarily of an incomplete 
nature.

Unlike the copper plates of Balavarman and Ratnapala,
neither the copper plates of Indrapala nor those of Dharmapala
constitute stylistically homogeneous units. Not only are
the different copper plates works of different hands;
different hands are sometimes perceptible in the same inscrip- 

2tion. The stylistic differences are manifest in the height 
of the characters (in comparison to their breadth), formation 
of the top-strokes, comparatively stiff or twisted verticals ^
and other strokes, preference for more rounded or angular 
forms, thickness of the strokes, and innumerable other minute

1. Op*cit. Such reproductions are available for PI.I and 
PI.Ill of No (ii); PI.II - obverse only - of No. (iv);PI.II - reverse only - of No. (v).

2. In the Guakuci copper plate of Indrapala (22d,e) two 
different hands are clearly observable. Two different 
hands may perhaps be discerned also in the Khonamukhi copper plate of Dharmapala.
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ways. Some of the stylistic differences are contemporary 
rather than successive, and cut across the barrier of reigns.

The distinctive features marking the writings on 
these copper plates may be noted separately.
(i) The Gauhati copper plate of Indrapala.

Chart : 22c.
The writing of the Gauhati cp. shows a comparatively 

austere style. The short and almost linear top-marks have 
the 1. end comparatively thick. The vertical (including the 
full-length r. verticals as well as the shorter ones) have 
a tapering thickness so that the lower ends, which show a 
much milder twist than in the other inscriptions (both 
immediately preceding and succeeding the present one),. become 
highly pointed. Shorter curves are often used for medial i, 
and this typifies the comparatively restrained style of the 
writing. The numerous errors that have crept into the

' 1writing shows that the scribe was not a very literate person.
(ii) The Guakuci copper plate of Indrapala.

Chart : 22d-e.
The Guakuci inscription clearly shows two hands.

The style of writing on the first plate is vastly different

1. Hoernle described the execution of the inscription as
'very slovenly and inaccurate1 (JASB.LXVI, 1897, p*113.). 
About the preservation of the inscription the same 
scholar had this to say: “They (i.e. the letters) are 
clearly cut, though not very deep, and are very fairly 
legible, except just along the margins, where the metal 
is very much worn.11 (ibid.).
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from that of the third plate.^ No facsimile of the writing
on the second (i.e. middle) plate has been published, but
according to the editor of the inscription its writing.style

2(on either side) is similar to that of the third plate .
Plates I and III of this inscription have been separately 
represented in our Palaeogrsphical charts (c.f. 22e and 22d 
respectively).
Plate I.
Chart s 22e.

The most noticeable peculiarity of the writing 
on PI. I is that letters have a hollow triangular head-mark 
drawn to the 1. of the downstroke,(as ;^  ). Similar head- 
marks also occur in the Kamauli inscription of Vaidyadeva,^ 
the only slight difference noticed in the latter being that 
the 1. arm of the triangle is mildly curved ( ^  ). Letters
with more than one downstroke receiving this type of head-mark 
include not only Gha, Ma, and Sa (as in the Kamauli cp.), but 
also Pa, Ya, and §a. In Ka, Ja, and Ta, to Judge from the 
rather unsatisfactory photograph, the wedge is blocked, and,as 
in the Manda (Nimdighi) stone inscription of Gopala III of

1. 
2.
3-

C.f. K.S. illustrations facing p.133 and p.UfO respectively.
K.S. y P. 14-5.
See section I of this Chapter and Chart 22h.
C.f. Chart 13c.
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Bengal, spread on either side of the downstroke. As for 
the letters, these are much elongated (in relation to their 
breadth) when compared to those in PI.Ill, and are composed 
of sharp and uniformly thick strokes.
Plate III.
Chart;22d.

In place of the hollow-triangles in PI. I, PI. Ill 
(also PI. II) has solid wedges for head-marks. The loops 
of Na, Na, Ma, anusvara, and visarga are likewise hollow in 
PI. I and mostly blocked in PI. Ill, and this is also true of 
the wedges of A (also I ), medial u, and Ra. The writing 
in PI. Ill shows a predilection for comparatively thick strokes, 
which becomes all the more conspicuous in view of the shorter 
height (in comparison to the breadth) of the letters. The 
lower ends of the verticals are more twisted in PI, III than 
in PI. I. According to its editor^ the letters in PI. I are 
more clearly formed and easier to read than those in PI. III.
The writing in either Plate I or PI. Ill is stylistically quite 
different from that in the Gauhati cp. issued by the same ruler, 
viz. Indrapala.
(iii) The Khonamukhi copper plate of Dharmapala 

Chart : 22f.
Plate I of the Khonamukhi cp. is written in a some-

1. K^S. p. H+5.
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what different style than the rest of the inscription. In 
place of the rather inconspicuous wedged head-mark (with a lin
ear edge at the 1. end), noticed in both Plates II and III, 
here we have a much bolder mark. This gives the writing in 
Plate I a peculiar ^op-heavy1 look, not shared by the 
remainder of the inscription. Moreover, here the joints 
of the strokes are quite often left unconnected. The letters, 
besides^do not show the rightward slant as in the other two 
copper plates, and the twist at the lower end of verticals 
id less in evidence.

Apart from these general stylistic deviations, there 
are also differences in the actual formation of some of the 
letters. The 1. limb of letters like Na, Ra etc. gives the 
impression of being curved down from the head-mark. More 
important differences occur in Tha (col. xxa-b; also Rtha, 
col. xxib in Ra) and initial I (cols, xixb; xxa-b). In view 
of these differences it is not improbable that Plate I was 
written by a scribe other than the one who was responsible for 
Plates II and III1 . Characters from Plate I, however, have 
been placed side by side with those from Plates II and III in 
Chart 22f, but, the more important points in which they disagree, 
will be mentioned in course of our discussion of the individual

1. The difference, however, is less profound than in 
the case of the Guakuci copper plate. About the 
similarity of style between the writing on Plate I 
of the present inscription, and that on the 
bubhankarapataka inscription, see below.
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letters.
Uv) The SubankaraPatatca Copper Plate of Dharmapala 

Abbreviation : Bubh.
Chart : 19d.

✓
The name Subahkarapataka has been given to this cp. 

not after its find-place which has not been recorded, but 
after the name of the land recorded as being granted in the

1 ooriginal inscription . The published reproduction is a poor 
substitute far the original inscription. But if anything, 
it shows important stylistic resemblances between the writing 
on this inscription and that on Plate I of the Khonamukhi cp. 
From the same type of head-mark and identical formation of some 
of the letters in both (e.g. initial I, Na, Ta, Na, Ra, Ksa,etc.) 
it would seem quite probable to suggest that the scribe/engravefe 
of Plate I of the Khonamukhi copper plate of Dharmapala was 
also responsible for the Subhankarapa^aka inscription.
Iy.) The Puspabhadra copper plate ins, of Dharmapala,

Chart : 22g.
Taking the individual letters into consideration 

(c.f. initial A, medial a, Da, Pa, Bha, etc.) it would appear 
that the Pu^pabhandra ins. has more of the relatively advanced

/ #1. C.f. 1.32. The name is S^ihamkarapataka in the 
inscription from which Subhankarapataka is the 
Sanskritised form - K*jS. p.l5*+,n.l2.

2. C.f. K.S.. facing P.l>+7.
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forms than any other inscription of Indrap51a or Dharmapala,^ 
Ha, curving its bottom leftwards like Bha, is a novelty of this 
inscription; the hollow wedge at the tip of the 1. arm of

r  . _ ** -
Kha, Ga and Sa is another. The wedged head-mark is, in this 
ins., less prominent than in the Subhankarapa^aka ins. but 
bolder than that in the Khonamukhi inscription (minus Platel). 
Letters with more than one downstroke*have virtually linear 
top-strokes, while letters with one downstroke have more of 
the top-stroke (growing thinner leftwards) on the 1. The 
letters are considerably longer than they are broad. The 
verticals are slightly waved A creating the bottom - twists 
in the process). The strokes forming the letters are thicker 
than those in the Khonamukhi copper jJate (minus Plate I).
The characters (in the jnss. of IndrapSla and Dharmapala)

Having outlined the salient features marking the 
various styles noticed in these inscriptions, we may now pass 
on to examine the developments noticeable in the sphere of 
the individual characters and signs.
Initial vowels:-

The stroke at the lower 1. end of the vertical of A 
(c.f. also A), introduced for the first time in Assam in the

1. PadmanStha Bhattacharyya also stressed the use of the
comparatively advanced forms in this ins. in justification 
of his placing it after the other copper plate of 
Dharmapala, discovered up to that time, viz. the 
£ubhahkarapataka ins. (K.S. p.l*+7)«
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inscriptions of Ratnapala (22a-b), has been developed like 
the wedge of medial u, and used without fail. The role of 
the upper 1. stroke has become still less conspicuous as may 
be deduced from the reduction of its size. In 22c, it is 
curved to the r. and has no top-mark above ( ). The
lower curve gains in importance and extends its lower arm - 
now more elongated - almost as in the modern Bangali-Assamese
A. The upper arm also is protruded further to the 1. (c.f.
A, 22d). A, as usual, has an additional vertical on the 
r. of A. In 22f (col.xviii), the other vertical touches the 
curve directly ( 4(1 ) and in 22g, the middle link is derived
not from the body of the curve, but cursively ( ), from
the top of the upper stroke (col.xxii).

In 22c, for the first time in Assam, I has the 
circumflex above the dots. It does not show a horizontal 
top as often in the Bengal-Bihar inscriptions ( where a wedge 
develops at the lower end, about the middle ^  ), but a
double-curved formation - the 1. curve facing downwards and 
the r. one upwards ( ). Col. ixa has a slightly different
variety ( ^  ) which consists in adding a vertical stroke to 
the r. 22e, however, places the ringlets of I at the top.
But instead of the Ta-shaped hook( , as in earlier inscrip
tions)^ double-curved stroke, shaped like subscript Na, is 
placed at the bottojfr ( )• This form also aocurs in Subh.
(c.f. !iti«, 1.21), and 22f, PI.I (five times altogether, in 
lines 7} 9> 13-twice, and 1*0 but in the latter, true to the
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style of the writing, the ringlets are closed ( *3 ). Once
however, a different form is used in 2^f, Plate I in which 
the characteristics of the I (first variety) of 22c and those 
of the preceding type ( °^ - as occurring in 21f-g and 22a-b) are 
blended together.^ In the rest of the inscription, I somewhat 
resembles the I in 22c. There is the addition of a slanted 
stroke (like that appearing in the Bengal inscriptions) at the 
bottom ( c& ). The essence of both the types as found in the 
inscriptions of Indrapala ( 2kc and 22e) are transmitted to the 
Kamauli cp. of Vaidyadeva. The double-curved lower stroke 
( v? ) might have grown from a tendency like that which charact
erises col.xxib of 2le ( ). In any case, the more rounded
stroke as used even in the other cases in 21e ( ) shows
greater affinity to it than the 'Ta’-like stroke ( Q ) used 
in 21f-g and 22a-b.^

1. ^  , Vide ’iti’ in 1.16, col. xixb.
2. The type is used in the Nivina cp. of Dharmara;j a-belonging 

to a much earlier period (SI.XXI, p. 3*+ff.). The use of a 
double-curved lover member seems to have survived in Orissa 
for some_time, and instances of its occurrence in a 
Somavamsi ins. from Katak have been_recorded by Fleet, who, 
however, read the letter ( §  ) as I mistakenly used for I 
(Fleet, Records of the Somavamsi Kings of Katak. El. III. 
P*33~l) though it is not unlikely that this was actually an 
alternative type of I. The other type - occurs quite
frequently in the inscriptions of Orissa, as well those 
issued further south (c.f. the Ratnagiri cp. of Somavaflî i 
Karna, El. XXIJIII, p.266ff. and pi, ; the NagarT cps. of 
Anangabhima, S. lljl, EI.XXVIII, p.23?ff. and pi. ; The 
Svapnefvara st. ins., SI.VI. p.gOOff. and pi. 5 the Anti- 
gram cp. of Jayabhanjadeva, El.XVIII« p.293ff. and pi. ,etc., 
and Sivaramamurti , ISSIS. p. 6l (fig. 22), Blihler, I. P. pis. VII- 
VIII.I, somewhat similar to 00 , is not unknown in the
Bengal-Bihar MSS. written in the pro-BAM. style ( >  see

/continued on next page
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J and 3 are the only other initial vowels which

may he clearly read in the available reproductions.
U in 22d, Plate III, has a curved strode ( )

attached to the iower r. curve, as in 22a. The base 
curves higher up than in other inscriptions, even beyond the 
level of the head-mar&.

22c uses, for the lirst time in the Assam inscriptions, 
the more advanced type of S ( ^  ) without a loop. The
nangover of tne earlier looped lormation is completely lost 
in 22e, Plate I, whicn extends the tail iurther upwards than 
the moutn of tne top curve ( ) . The looped lormation at the 
mouth of the curve in 22f ( 3 - Plate 1 01 this inscription has
the loop Dlocited, 3 ) marxs further progress towards the 
fully evolved Bengali-Assamese cnaracter. 
hedial vowels:-

The hail-length lateral strode for medial a (c.f.
Ja,gj ) nas not been entirely given up and continues to be 
used sice by siae with the more popular full-length vertical 
(c.f. Ja, SL ) in 22c and 22f. The upturned variety still 
occurs sometimes with tne letter Ta (single or superscript, 

c.f. Tta, ).

2 . /continued irom previous page.
Chap. VI and Chart 23); out the t y p e ^ a s  found in the 
Assam inss. seems to show more afiinity to^tne southern 
lorm, as nas been correctly appraised by Buhler (I»P« 
p. 59) on the basis of the xCamauii cp. This view seems to oe 
iurther suDstantiatea oy the other type ( ,  which seems 
to have escapeo nlihler's attention), the ii^e of wnich is 
unknown elsewnere in North-eastern India.
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No substantial change has taken place in the signs
of medial i and I. The former, unlike in Bengal, does not
show any angularity in its features.

Hooked u is steadfastly used in Tu ( 3 ) and
occasionally in Gu, Bhu, etc. Ru generally has an upturned
curve added about the middle on the r. to the vertical ( +* ).
It occurs likewise also in Dru, col. xiv, feut instances are
not altogether lacking in which the stroke is turned downwards
(such uses involve subscript Ra or Ya, e.g. Dhyu Qji col.xi,

/ / and Sru, col.xxi). The wedged-type (c.f. Su, *1 )y consisting
of a clearly formed triangle, is used in other cases. Except
in 22d, the elongated hook of u (c.f. Mu Q  ) gives place to
a more or less equal-armed curve (c.f. Bhu, ^  ), opening to
the r. The u-sign in Ru consists of two strokes, sloping in
opposite directions (c.f. ^ col.x MISC. col.xv). In
col.xxi, however, an upturned r. angle is alone used ( <f ).

The curve of medial x faces upwards, occasionally
with a rightward slope. The rare medial ?-sign occurs in
22f, Plate I (Tr, \  , MISC. col.xviii)9 after a long gap.
It involves, as before, the duplication of the curve of r.

A full-length curve occurs for the medial e in 22c
(c.f. Ye, (I) ) where it is used together with the shorter

/curve (c.f. Me, ̂  ). The same is true of 22e. In Subh. 
the shorter curve alone is used, whereas the full-length 
curve is used exclusively in 22d and 22g. The continued use
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of the shorter curve for e (c.f. also 22h) is a peculiarity ■

of the Assam inscriptions. The (wavy) superior stroke occurs 
(as before) only in medial ai and au.
Anusvara and visarga:-

The ringlet (hollow or blocked) of anusvara is 
generally moved to the r. above the head-mark (or letter-top). 
Exceptions may be seen in cols, viii and xii, where it occurs 
above the middle of the head-mark.. Sometimes, however, it 
occurs at the level of the head-mark (or the letter top, as 
the case might be,e.g. cols. ix,xv), thus bringing to a 
greater maturity a tendency, previously noticed sometimesin* £* xf.— - A . '22a (col.ii). Another type of Anusvara, consisting of a
ringlet at the top and a slanting stroke below ( \ )^is used

/together with the more conventional form in 22f, Subh., 22g 
and 22h. No change is noticeable in the visarga.
Single consonants:-

The tail of Ka is more waved. A gap is forged 
(c.f. 22c) between the top curve (now more rounded) and
the vertical of Kha. Ga has rounded top ( Sf ) in 22e and 22g, 
but in 22d, 22f (particularly Plate I) and Subh. it tends to 
be flattened ( S\ ). The middle curve at the lower end of 
Gha - as noticed in the foregoing inscriptions of Balavarman 
and RatnapSla - has been abolished. The base is slightly 
curved ( ) and sloped to the r.

Both the upper and lower arms of Ca ( ^ ) are less 
curved than in the preceding inscriptions. The r. vertical,

r. ti
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which meets the upper 1. arm Just below the head- mark, tends 
to be curved- particularly in 22d and 22g. In 22d-g, 
angularity develops also in Ja (e.g. A  ) which is sometimes 
Joined directly to the head-mark. The tail of Ja is relatively 
plain in 22d and 22g.

Ta has a double-curved 1. limb (the former middle- 
curve is missing) and a short-length vertical stroke (occasion
ally slightly curved)-spread both above and below the top 
on the r. ( p )• In 22f ( £ ) and once in 22c (col.ixb) 
this pendant is cursively drawn and curved upwards. In
Bengal-Bihar, this tendency may be noted in inscriptions of a

1much later period. Tha remains circular ( O  )-true to its 
form in the inscriptions of Asoka, more than thousand years ago. 
Da, as already noted, curves the bottom of its lower stroke 
to the 1. ( I ) in 22c, and 22g ( J  ) while in others (22e 
^  ) and 22f ( { ) the earlier angular form is retained,
without, however, the knob at the Joint of the two strokes.
With the abolition of the inner curve, the top of Na now 
consists of a curved 1. half and an angular r. (Cl ), except

1. C.f. the Sundarban cp. of pommapapala, S.1118 (l^c); cp. 
inscriptions of Harikaladeva, b.ll^l(i^d); three cp. 
inscriptions of DSmodaradeva, dated between S.1156 and 
1165 (18a,b,c); the Janibigha (20h) and Bodh-GayS inscrip
tions from Bihar, dated L.S.83,51 and 70 respectively 
(20g, 20f). This type is also known to occur in the 
inscriptions of the later Ganga rulers of Orissa, and 
indeed gave birth to the present Bengali^Assamese letter 
(with its tail on the top) in the subsequent period.
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in 22e (0^ ) and 22g ( ), where both the halves are
curved. The curved 1. arm - which bends its tip inwards -
is slightly smaller than the r. vertical. The r. vertical
protrudes above the top-curve - slightly in 22c, and more

1pronouncedly in 22g.
Ta has curved top in 22c, and 22d-e. This is 

either attached to the top-line by a superficial downstroke 
(as in 22d \  ) or kept detached (as in 22c, ^ and 22e) as
before. 22f develops angularity at the top. The form in 
Plate I of this ins. ( <1 A which incidentally is identical 
with that in Subh.) agrees considerably with that in 22a. In 
22g, the curved 1. arm is clearly drawn from the r. vertical 
( ^  )#2 Except in 22d ( ) and 22f (pis. II and III, *3
Tha has the top (more curved now) separated from the r. 
vertical. The elongated 1. arm in 22g. ( and to some
extent, in some of the specimens of 22f Plate I (e.g. col.xxa,

/Oj )^the specimens, in the indistinct reproduction of Subh.
are not legible enough for comparison- foreshadows the same
characteristic in the Kamauli cp. of Vaidyadeva (22h). Da 
in 22g ( \  ) slants the downstroke from the 1. end of the top 
line as in the Sena cp.s from Bengal. The top is slightly 
opened ( (X ) of Dha occasionally in 22c-d (c.f. cols. viii,xii

1. These two inscriptions also show similar protrusion in 
respect of Ga and Sa (22c has a comparable protrusion 
also in E.

2. In Bengal, inscriptions showed this development much 
earlier, c.f. the inss. of NSrayanapala and Rajyapala
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and xiiia; C.f. also Dhyu in 1.10 of the Guakuci cp. - not 
given in the Chart.). This feature becomes more prominent
( (j ) in the subsequent inss. (c.f. Dha and Dha, 1.20,

/
Dhi and Dha, 1.21 in Subh., besides the specimens representing 
instances from the other inscriptions as given in the Chart).
In 22g this gap widens as the curve bends its top to the 1.
( ). Na, perhaps for the first time in the Assam inscrip
tions, is given a regular vertical on the r. ( <3 , A  etc.) 
from which the 1. limb of the letter is derived.1 Along with 
this, the loop on the 1. also becomes more rounded. The loop
of Na in 22c ( 3  ) is directly joined to the r. vertical, as

- - 2in the st. inscriptions of Narayanapala . The middle-bar is
short, curved and sloped in 22f (pi. ) and 22g ( H  ),
whereas it hangs from upwards ( q ) like the 1. stroke of
Ra in the characteristic style of the writing in 22f pi.I

✓(col. xixa,and others in the original plate) and Subh.
The 1. arm of Pa is rather stiff in 22c ( q ) and

curved in others - most of all, in 22g ( Q  ) which foreshadows
■3the characteristic of Pa in the Kamauli cp. Pha takes to the

1. The vertical of Na in the Howraghat inscription (21f) of 
Balavarman is compositionally different.

2. C.f. Chapter III, chart 8b-c.
3. As is evident from the inscriptions of Assam taken together 

with those from Bengal and Orissa, this development of Pa 
was, generally speaking, progressively showing itself in the 
kindred scripts of eastern India (including Orissa) which 
ultimately led to the fully evolved Bengali-Assamese form
of the letter.
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form of Pa (including the full-length vertical) to which is 
added the characteristic tail (c.f* O' 22e; £f 22f. PI.I) at 
the upper r* end. Unlike its counterparts in the other 
inscriptions,Va(=Ba) in 22d ( ) has more breadth than
perhaps height, resembling, thereby, the Nagari form. Bha 
has a closed appendage ( ) in 22d while its lower stroke
is curved leftwise in 22g ( ^  ). ^ short tail often develops

rat the lower 1. end of Bha in 22c ( n. )* but this is not 
perceptible in the other inscriptions (c.f. ^ ,22fPI. I).
The knob of Ma has decidedly given place to a loop. In 22g 
( S( ) the 1. arm and the base are joined together into an 
unbroken sloping-line to which the loop is joined. In the 
other inscriptions these are separately formed as before, but 
the 1. arm is more curved and the base less sloping (c.f. , ■*

V

Ya is distinguished from Pa (which also has a curved
1. arm now) by the sharper projection (curved or angular ^  ,
a  > a  * «  > <3 , etc.) at its lower 1. end. The linear 
stroke in the 1. of Ra, which continues for the most part in 
22c ( ^ ), gives place to a wedge in 22d-e -blocked like the 
NagarK^Rfi in 22d, PI. Ill ( ) and hollow ( ^  ) in
22e, PI. I . The linear feature is re-introduced in 22f

/
( ^ y -1 )> Subh., and 22g ( ^ ), but a slanted lower arm j
follows occasionally to join its lower end to that of the r. 
vertical, thus introducing the triangular form of the
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Bengali-Assarnese Ra in its rudiments (c.f. 22f, col. xixb ). 
The stroke occurring to the r. of the curve of La is developed 
as a second curve in 22e ( 22g ( (̂  ) hut elsewhere
it remains virtually still - horizontal ( ^  ) or mildly 
sloping ( ). The inner arm of the curve grows a tail
in 22c ( (̂  ) - recalling a somewhat similar feature in ■ ^

/
Parbatiya cp. of Vanamala ( cf ). The loop of Sa is now 
opened up - the new type being indubitably evident in the 
22c (SI ), for the first time in the Assam inscriptions.
The top of the letter resembles that of Na in the same ins.
Sa takes to the modified form of Pa. The cross-bar, horizontal
in 22c ( £} is sloped ( ^  ) in the others.Sa develops a
tail like that of Bha and Ha in 22c ( ^  ).

The curved left side of Ha ( ^  ) distinguishes it
from Bha. Ha in 22g has the lower stroke curved leftwise ( )
exactly as in Bha. The two letters here are practically 
identical.
Con.iuncts: -

As before, the letters Na, Cha, and Na occur in 
conjuncts only - the first two as subscript and the last one 
both as superscript and subscript. The important development 
of fta consists in the addition of a small ringlet (which is 
sometimes closed) as that of anusvara. In Bengal and Bihar
inscriptions this ringlet shows up definitely from the time
of NSraya$apala. Unlike in Bengal, however, the ringlet is 
rarely attached to the r. end of the top-line, but keeps aloof
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(c.f, Nga^ff ). In the inscriptions of Indrapala, it occurs
at the same level as the head-mark"*" whereas in 22f(occasionally)

2and more frequently in 22g, it is drawn further below. Cha 
in 22f is bi-looped. and does not-(apparently) show a tail at 
the bottom. Na (superscript) in 22f shows a looped-mouth as 
in E. A stroke like that of subscript Ra appears at the 
lower 1. end of superscript Na in Nja ( cols, ix and x ) 
in the Gauhati cp. Otherwise3(both subscript and superscript)
r-~*

Na has the same features as in the foregoing inscriptions.
Ja retains its full form in Jna ( •% ) in 22d and 22f.

Xa foregoes its loop in Kta, Kra, Ksa (as also in Ku 
Kr, et£.) in 22c, (c.f. also Kra and Ksa in 22d, Ksa in 22e,• . • . 7

and 22g.) but in 22f, the loop is reduced to a small globular 
shape in similar cases. The fully looped form of Ka is 
retained in Kra in 22g (col.xxiv). Subscript Ta is single
curved with the r. arm bigger than the 1. The more cursive
form of Da is used as subscript in Nda in 22e and 22f, though 
these prefer the more archaic angular form for the initial 
letter. Similar use of a more advanced type in a conjunct

1. Once in 22c, in Panka, 1. 5, the ringlet, apparently 
mistakenly, is put above the top-line,while in Nku,
1.8, it is attached to the letter that precedes it - 
also above the top-line.

2. In the Kamauli cp. of Vaidyadeva it occurs at the mouth 
of the curve opening r. This bringing down of the 
ringlet is thus a comparatively later characteristic, 
and is peculiar to Assam inscriptions.
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than the more conservative initial form may also he noted, in
Kta ( $  ) and Tta ( 3 ) in all the inscriptions under
discussion now. The Subscript Ta here is of a more cursive
type than its initial form.'*’ Examples of an opposite kind-
of conjunct retaining the older forms notwithstanding the
modifications now introduced to the initial form of a
constituent letter^are offered by subscript Tha (c.f. %  , ^  ,
Stha; Tha retains the bi-looped formation) and Dha (c.f. Ddha
j - Dha has the top closed). The changes introduced to
such letters as Na, Ma etc. are transmitted to the conjuncts
in which these letters are involved. Thus Hma ( a  >
follows the earlier form except that the knob at the lower 1.
end is now replaced by a loop. The loop of Ka in Ksa is
substituted by a curve in all but 22f ( ^  ). 22d has, besides,
the tail disjointed ( ) and placed on the other side of the
vertical. The abandonment of the cross-bar of Sa in 22f and
22g ( ) marks a further stage in the development of the

acompound. K$a has/full-length vertical on the r. except 
only in 22f ( ),plates II-III (c.f. co}..xxia-b).

Superscript Ra is, unlike in Bengal-Bihar, and Nepal,
-linealways put above the top' or letter top (in letters without top

line). Superscript Ra in Rnna ( )?as in some Bengal

1. The first independant use of this type of Ta in Assam, 
takes place,as we shall presently see, in the Kamauli 
cp. of Vaidyadeva, 22h.
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inscriptions, tases the shape oi' a head-mark, ana is placed 
at the same level as otner top-marns. The sign of a second 
superscript Ra on top of it, as noticed in col. x ( ),
is superfluous. A similar error may axso be noted in the 
cp. ins. 01 Yallabhadeva (2 2J).
Orthographic si^.ns: -

The 'special1"1' forms of the vowelless consonants 
Ta and Ma are in the process of being gradually given up.
2 2e has the 'truncated* version of T ( O  , c.f. col. xvi).
In 22c, the 'hasant a'-sign appears to have been combined with 
this type of T ( 9 c.f. col. viiib). Alternately in 
22c, the 'full' version of T ( 1 c.f. col. viiia) is also 
used; so is in the inscriptions of Dharmapala ( f) , ^ ) as
well as in the later inscriptions (c.f. 22h-i). Tne 'special1 
form of N occurs in 22c and 2 2e. As a result of its oeing 
cursively drawn, a loop is now developed at the top ( * ,  * , >

The 'special' form of M occurs in 22c ( vf ). In it, the 
lower strode is detached from the upper member. So far as the 
upper member is concerned, it shows only the r. half of the 
earlier rounded curve (c.f. ^ , 21f, 22a). The aot-and-slant 
sign in 22f (c.f. Ram,Jg) and 22g (Nam, otR ) shows all the 
features of the anusvara, that is now used in the Bengali- 
Assamese.

1. As has been mentioned above, the descriptions 'full' 
'truncated' and 'special' have been taken from Hoernle (JASB. LXVII, Ft.I, 1 8 9 8).
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I. The Kamauli cp. of Vaidyadeva.
Chart : 22h.

Issued probably not long after1 the Pu§pabhadr5 cp*
2of Dharmapala, the Kamauli cp. of Vaidyadeva throws welcome 

light on the further development of writing style in Assam.
It retains some of the traditional characteristics of the 
script, e.g. Initial I, medial e (short lateral type), anusvara 
(circle-and-slant type), Ha, etc./, some of which typically 
belong to Assam (through long association)1 and also brings 
into further maturity some of the innovations lately introduced 
(Da, Tha, Dha) and introduces several advanced (Ta, Ra) and 
peculiar (Ja, Jha) forms. Some of the apparent peculiarities 
of the characters may be related to the general writing style. 
Stylistically, perhaps the most important feature consists in 
the use of a hollow-wedge for the head-mark. The 1. arm of 
the head-mark is slightly curved unlike that in the Guakuchi 
cp. (PI. I) of Indrapala^. Another important feature is the 
complete absence of twists and slopes in the verticals in 
contrast to the curved and rounded limbs that often appear on

1. Vaidyadeva, the issuer of the copper plate, was originally 
a minister of Kumarapala (c.1120-25 A.D.), the Pala king
of Bengal, and the son of RSmapala (c.1177-20 A.D.). As the 
Puspabhadra copper plate seems to have been issued later 
in the reign of the KamarQpa king Dharmapala (c.f. KjS. P. 1^7), 
the difference in time could not have been much.

2. The copper plate was found at Kamauli Ah Bfcnarfis along with 
twenty-four others. How it went there is unknown.

3. C.f. 22e. There the 1. arm is sloped but stiff ( ^  ).
The significance of the development of the head-mark has 
been already discussed.
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the 1. side. The peculiar forms of Ja ( Jf ) and Ta ( f\ ) 
in this inscription seem to be attributable to this predilection 
for stiff verticals. In the absence of any twist at the 
lower end, the protrusion of the vertical in this direction 
becomes more conspicuous. The vertical also protrudes heavily
at the top in some letters (c.f. E, Kha, Ga, Na, Ta, Na, Tha,

/Dha, Sa). The curves sire often more rounded thsin before. No
special formation like the wedge, loop or curl is developed at

/the mouth of letters like A, Kh§L,Ga, Sa, etc. but the loops- 
when they appear (c.f. those of anusvara, visarga, Na, I, etc.)— 
are well-rounded. Tails are not grown at the 1. ends of Bha, 
Sa, or at the base of the angular type of Ha. These are some 
of the more important features which largely affect the general 
look of the writing of this inscription. The other notable 
points, connected with the shapes of the individual letters etc. 
are noted below.
Initial vowelss-

The stroke above the curve of A is concealed by the 
hoi/low wedge of the head-msirk. The curve is not well-rounded. 
The middle-bar is cursively drawn from below the head-mark and 
joined to the vertical on the r. not in the middle but at the 
lower end ( 3i ). In some cases the entire top is covered 
by a linear top line which appears over and above the triangular 
head-mark at the top of the curve ( 33 ), while in others the 
top is open. A of this type with a cursive substitute for 
the lower wedge also occurs in a large number of inscriptions
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and manuscripts from Bengal. The additional vertical of A is 
joined a little below its top by a slanted strode ( Alt ).
This characteristic - already known from 22g - is also shared 
by the medial a. Some of the twelfth and thirteenth century 
copper plates of Bengal^ also developed this feature which 
has been ultimately carried down to modern Bengali-Assamese.

Both the types of I known from the inscriptions of
-  pIndrapala are used. The type with the circles below has 

always a vertical  ̂ on the r. The 1. half of the top is 
curved while the r. half may be stiff or curved upwards ( ,

). In the other type ( ), the circles are placed
above the double-curved stroke. There are at least two

-Ifoccasions for the occurrence of the very rate initial vowel I • 
It shows two circles placed above as in the second type of I. 
The circle on the r. has below it a vertical. To the 1. of 
the vertical, but detached from it, appears a curve facing

1. E.g. those of Dommanapala and the Deva kings.
2. C.f. 22c; 22e and section H of the present Chapter.
3. C.f. col.ix in the Gauhati cp. of IndrapSla.
*f• One of these (occurring in 1Isana1, I.Jh-, c.f. col.xxv) 

was, however, wrfangly read by Venis as Aim (EX. II,p.353)* 
The reading was followed by Biihler (c.f. I.P. y pi. V.col. 
xix, 8) and Ojha (B.P.L.. 2nd ed. pi.33) in their 
respective palaeographical charts. But as has been pointed 
out by Kielhorn (EI»V.p.lSlf. note 1), the correct reading 
of the letter should be I, and not Ai. Oblivious of this, 
Ojha, commenting about the letter, wrote:*Ai has been 
developed not from E, but from I by introducing certain 
changes1 (Ojha, B. P.L.. p.78). Kataki shows the letter 
as Ai (A.A#S,pi. ).
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downwards ( pP )• This type of I has not been found any
where else. The second specimen of I ^is distinguished from 
I only by the fact that here the top is double-curved ( st >.
It is, however, not unlikely that this is also another sign 
of I, wrongly used for I.

U hardly differs from its counterpart in the 
Khonamukhi cp. of Dharmapala (22f) except in the formation of
the head-mark. The initial ? - a rare letter - also occurs
in this ins. In it a vertical is joined to the 'Ra'-like 1.
limb by a slanting stroke, as in the Bengali-Assamese form of the
letter. Only the horn at the top is yet to be developed.
The vertical of E protrudes above the top (Cl ).
Medial vowels:-

. 'V " ■

The special characteristic of the medial a-sign
(c.f. Na,0*Tl) has been pointed out above in connection with
the initial A. The lateral part of the medial i (c.f. Si, fa )
has been reduced into a straight vertical - for the first time
in an Assam ins. The lateral part of the medial i is also
straight and upright (c.f. Dhi7 £j] ). The hooked-type of
the medial us is used in Gu, ( 5 ) Tu> and Bhu. The former

 ,      - .., -    . ,, — —  _____

1. About this (occurring in 'Pai', 1.1*0 of the original
ins., c.f. 22h, col. xxvb), Kielhorn wrote: 'The photo- 
lithograph omits the vertical line between the two 
circles by which I is distinguished from i, and which
is perfectly clear in the impressions' ( El. V, p. 181).

■'3

-
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wedge has now become a hollow triangle ( e.g. Ku,$ ,col. xxvii). 
The cursive lateral type of the medial u occurs in Ru ( ),
and sometimes in conjuncts involving subscript Ya or Ra (e.g.

✓col. xxix^Bhuy; col. xxxi7Sru; exceptions may be noted in 
col. xxx^Tyuh). The sign of medial u is often more angular 
than that of r, and is also slanted downwards. The sign of 
r. is added to the lower end of the tail of Ka in̂ Cr. The 
short lateral curve (very small compared to the size of the 
letters) is used exclusively in e and o, and together with 
the wavy-superior type in ai and au.
Anusvara and visarga:-

Anusvara consists as before, either of a simple dot 
or circle (placed at the level of the head-marit in col. xxv, 
and above the top-line in col. xxviii), or a circle (optionally
a dot) and a lower slant. The circles of visarga are detached
from each other.
Single consonants:-

The tail of Ka is rounded ( ). The vertical
of Kha shoots up higher than the curved top at the 1. The 1.
arm is curved but does not show a wedge or a loop at the lower

/end. This is true also about Ga, and Sa. Ga, Ta, Na, and
/

Sa have protrusion of the vertical at the upper end. The top 
of Ga ( ) is curved and the upper 1. end well-rounded. The
curve of Gha, is projected to the 1. The bottom is curved 
more than before ( ).
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Ca is triangular, but the 1. angle tends to be 

mildly curved ( 3  )• The letter is hard to distinguish
from Ra and sometimes also from Va (=Ba). Ja has its tail 
replaced by a straight and full-length vertical ( ) as
in the modern Devanagarl. Jha is also peculiarly formed with 
an angle on either side of the bottom ( a  ).2

Ta has double-curved back. The lower curve slopes 
to the 1. and hardly shows the lower arm. The tail is drawn 
vertically and has a protrusion at the top ( ). Da
curves the bottom of the lower arm to the 1. Dha contains no 
loop or dot at its mouth. Na resembles La except that it is 
devoid of the head-mark ( Ci ). On the other hand Sa is 
distinguished from Na by the leftward curve at the lower end of 
its 1. arm.

Ta curves it bottom leftwards ( ^  ) like Da and 
Bha (optionally). This is the first recorded instance of this 
type of Ta in an Assam inscription.' As in Kha, the vertical 
in Tha shoots up above the curved 1. top ( ). The curved
1. arm hangs down to the level of the base. Da shows
angularity in the 1. extremity ( ^  ). Of the two arms

1. C.f. a somewhat similar Ja, optionally used in the Bihar
ins. of Sauryaditya ( V.S. IO83) - El. XXXV, P.136 and
PI. B.

2. A similar letter occurs in line 11 of the Candravati pis. 
of Candradeva (V?S. 1156). It has been read as l*a by 
Sahni (EI.XIV, p. 198 and pi. )9but can it be read as 
JHa at the instance of the present inscription?.
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Producing the angle, the upper one is almost straight and
horizontal and the lower one is curved and sloping. The
tick at the end of the lower arm is vertically drawn. Dha
has the top of the loop closed, ( ) but a stiff and slanting
stroke is added to it at the 1. end as an angular substitute
of the horn.1 The ringlet (extremely circular) of Na stands
aloof from the right vertical ( ). The 1. arm of Pa is
highly notched ( £j ) - even more than in the Puspabhadra

_  2copper plate of Dharmapala Pha has the modified outline of 
Pa. The tail is curved as before, from the upper end of the 
vertical ( Cf ). Va (=Ba) has acute angles at both the ends 
( ). Cols, xxv and xxvii show the more advanced type
( ^ ) of Bha with the bottom curved to the 1. whereas in 
cols, xxvi and xxviiia, the earlier form ( ^  )?with a stiff
lower stroke, is retained. Ma has an oversize loop ( 
and an almost horizontal base.

Ya, which has its lower 1. end curved, is practically 
indistinguishable from Pa. Ra ( [̂ ) is triangular and
almost similar to Ca, a subtle point of difference being that 
whereas in Ca the upper 1. arm is sloping, here it is horizontal.

1. A somewhat similar type of Dha is used in some of the 
Sena copper plates from Bengal. C.f. the copper plates 
of Laksma$asena, but there the horn is often slightly curved.

2. This marks a further step in the direction of the fully- 
developed Bengali-Assamese Pa.
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iThis also makes the lower 1. arm of Ra slightly longer .

The peculiarities of La and Sa have already been 
noted while discussing the forms of Kha, Ga, and Na. Sa 
is unlike Pa (=Ya) in so much is suppresses the inner curve 
of the left arm. Here the 1. arm is double-curved, and the 
horizontal cross-bar is derived from the joint of the two 
curves ( E| ). Sa is formed in an extremely angular manner 
( ^  ). It shows no base-stroke as distinguished from the beak, 
which directly touches the r. vertical. The triangular upper 
unit has the appearance of a head-mark, as used in this 
inscription.

Two types of Ha are noticed. The more common 
“type ( ^  ) k&d Its earlier prototypes in the Nidhanpur
copper plate of Bhaskaravarman and the Assam inscriptions

Itsubsequent to that/is marked by angularity at the base. The 
other type ( ^  , c.f. col. xxvii) is comparatively very rare 
in this ins. but common in the Bengal inscriptions of about 
this period. The horizontal base and the curved tail (sloping 
to the r.) at its 1. end are the key features of this type. 
Conjunctss-

The letters Na, Cha, Na, and Jha occur in conjuncts 
only, The characteristic ringlet of Na is much lowered from

1. The development of the pure triangular form takes the 
letter nearer to its modern Bengali-Assamese- Maithili 
forms.
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the level of the head-mark, and is placed at the face of the
* icurve opening to r. (c.f, Nka, ). The upper end of the

twin loops of the subscript Cha in 'Ccha* ( ^  ) is merged
into the lower end bf the superscript. The strokes at the
lower end of (subscript) Cha in col. xxvi are not joined well
together apparently owing to the lapse of the engraver ( as

1the forms in the other cols, would indicate). The earlier 
forms of both the superscript (c.f.Nca, SB ) and the subscript 
(c.f. Jnar ^  ) Na are continued. Subscript Tha is circular,
but occasionally it is slightly elongated horizontally. Ka 
foregoes its loop only in the conjunct Ksa. Some difference 
may be observed between the forms of subscript Ta in Tta ( £j ) 
and St a ( « ). In the former, the lower curve is reduced to 
a short slant (c.f. col. xxviii) whereas in the latter it is 
abandoned altogether. Furthermore in §ta sometimes the curve 
develops a bigger r. arm as in earlier period (col. xxxa). The 
advanced forms of pa and Ta, and sometimes of Bha are transmitted 
to the conjuncts. Subscript Na in Rnpa ( ^  ) and Sna ( ^  ?
in §po) are also placed in slightly different ways. In the 
former it is placed sideways (opening to 1. as before), whereas 
in the latter it faces downwards. Subscript Eha is double-loop
ed, but unlike Cha, it is not attached directly to the super-

1. Its inclusion in Ojhafs palaeographical Table to
illustrate a variety of Cha is apparently misleading.
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script,but by an intermediate vertical. Subscript Dha 
remains unchanged and may be confused with subscript Va (=Ba) 
(c.f. Dhva and Bdha). Subscript Pa and Ya look alike.
More often than not the r. verticals of the subscripts Pa,
Pha, Ma, Ya, Sa etc. fle. letters with two verticals) are not 
covered by the top-stroke.

Superscript Ra, for the first time in Assam,is added 
sideways to the 1. side of the downstroke, (c.f. Rdha, ^  ) in
the manner in which it appears in some inscriptions and 
manuscripts from Bengal, Bihar and Nepal.1 Side by side with it
the more conventional form - consisting of a stroke above the

^  2top-line (c.f. Rmma, <§j ) - is also used.
The sign of superscript Ra in Rruja ( <§ ^col. xxix), 

Rtha (in Rthi, ,col. xxiv) takes the form of a triangular 
head-mark, while elsewhere it is linear and detached, (e.g. Rmma, 
col. xxxib). Subscript Ra is horizontally drawn. In Tra the

1. C.f. ChaptersJV and VI above.
2. According to the testimony of Kielhorn, the superscript 

Ra is placed sideways ‘when the sign of the consonant 
with which r is combined has a triangular top, as in 
the case of the conjuncts like rkk, rchchh, rjj, rtt, 
rdd, rddh, rll^rvv (sic.), etc. 1 (EJ. V, P.l81f. note). 
•This type of stroke1^Kielhorn further points out, *is 
very thin and shallow in the original inscriptions, so 
that often it does not shew at all clearly in the 
inscriptions; and, in the case of Vaidyadeva1s plates, 
an examination of ^ impressions enables me to say that; 
the engraver is not guilty of so many omissions as would 
seem to occur at the firsts sight•. (ibid). It may be 
pointed out that Rmma ( iki ),though it has a triangular 
top, receives the superscript Ra-sign of the conventional 
type (i.e. above the top).
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vertical of Ta is retained, and in Bhra the less evolved 
form of Bha is used.

Hma essentially retains the earlier form and Ksa 
compares well with its counterpart in col. xx (Khonamutchi cp.| 
of Dharmapala). Tne loop of the Ka in Ksa. is either abandoned 
(c.f. col. xxix) or modified and reduced beyond recognition 
(col. xxviii). Hya is hardly distinguished from Jya - both 
having the tail protruded beyond the vertical of subscript Ya. 
Similar protrusions also occur in Kya and Ksya.

The conjunct given in Misc., col. xxix ( JQ -1.20 
of the original inscription), which has been hitherto read as 
fMgya! should more appropriately read as *M^ha’1. The 
formation of the top curve of the subscript conforms to that 
of Kha rather than of Ga.
Orthographic signs:-

The curved type of the initial Ta has been transmitted 
to T ( 9  )? which has besides, the usual 'hasanta' sign.

The 1avagraha1 has the form: £  .

J. (?) The Assam copper plate of Vallabhadeva (S. 11 07=118i+-85
A.D.)

Chart : 2 2i
As in the case with political history, our Knowledge

" ' ....  ..... " '  ---------------          n. ....

1. ‘This implies that the name of the chieftain subdued by 
Vaidyadeva (at the behest of the PSla suzerain 
Kumarapala) should be read as 'TimKhadeva1 rather than 
•Timgyadeva1.
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about the development of script in Assam after the time of
Vaidyadeva suffers from the paucity of sources, Kielhorn 

• / published an inscription dated in the (Salta) year 1107 (118^—
85 A.D.) under the title ‘Assam Plates of Vallabhadeva11.
These plates (numbering 5) were presented bŷ ir. V. Winder,
Asst. Executive Engineer of Tezpur, to the Asiatic Society 

2of Bengal. Apart from this information, it has been pointed
out, there is little to connect this inscription or its issuer

3(four generations are mentioned in all) with Assam. The 
area over which Vallabhadeva ruled is not known for certain, 
and it is probable that Vallabhadeva and his predecessors were 
small chieftains, and not powerful sovereigns, in spite of the 
claim of victory made for Rayarideva against the enemies 
associated with Vanga . Contradictory theories have been put 
forward suggesting that his small kingdom was situated in Beng; 
or in Assam^.

The salutation to Lambodara (Ganesa) in the first

1. El.V, p.l8lff. and Pis.
2. Ibid.
3. Pratibha, yr.l6, Nos. 2-^4; K.S.Introduction: - Genealogy

of Assam kings -pp.^-1̂ , n.J^"
k. Central and eastern Bengal, now in E. Pakistan.
5. Pratibha and K.S.. loc.cit.
6. K. L. Barua - Early History of Kamarupar p. 129f.
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verse reminds one of the seal in the Kamauli cp. of Vaidyadeva 
which bears representation of this deity as against the 
elephant-emblem of the earlier inscriptions. The seal of 
Vallabhadeva*s inscription is unfortunately lost, but it is 
not unlikely that it also bore a representation of this deity. 
Secondly, according to the testimony of K. L. Barua, two1 of 
the villages granted -by this charter (out of a total of seven) 
bear Kamarupa-names. If true, the inscription originated in I
Assam. But the style of the writing on this inscription shows 
very little of the typical epigraphic style of Assam. On the 
other hand one notices striking similarities with the inscrip
tions of the Senas of Bengal, (c.f. charts 15, 16 and 17)*
General Style:-

The height of the letters often turns out to be only 
slightly bigger than the breadth. In this regard, the writing 
of this ins. agrees substantially with that of the Kamauli cp. 
of Vaidyadeva (22h) as well as the Sena inscriptions. It also 
agrees with the writing of the Kamauli grant in having the 
verticals at the right-hand side of the letters absolutely 
straight - without even any twist or tick at the lower end.

Regarding the head-mark, the present inscription shows 
remarkable similarity with such inscriptions as the Deopara st.

1. *Devuni-Konchi* and 1Sangrahi-Konchika*. Vide K. L.
Barua, Early History of Kamarupa. 2nd ed. p.129.
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ins. of Vijayasena, and the copper plates of Kesavasena (?) and 
Visvarupasena. As in the latter* most of the letters with a 
single upright vertical (=downstroke) are drawn from the r. end 
of the extensive horizontal top-stroke (c.f. Na, ^  ). The
only notable exception is Ka, which is drawn often from about 
the middle of the top-stroke ( ^) )• As against this,
letters with a single but curved downstroke are drawn from the 
1. end of the vertical^ . In letters with two downstrokes 
(i.e. verticals) joining the top-stroke separately, the upper
end of the 1. downstroke alone shows the curved slope (c.f.

—  2 Sa, ^  ).
A stylistic feature noticed here which is not shared

by the Bengal inscriptions is the formation of rounded loops
*

or curls at the bottom of the 1. arm of Kha, Ga and Sa. The 
scribe*d predilection for the use of curls is also apparent in 
the forms of A, E, Na, fa, Ta, Na, medial u (hooked type), u, 
r, the slants of I and final Ta, Na and Ma, the tail of Ja etc. 
It is interesting to see that somewhat similar curls or loops
characterise Ga and Sa of the Kanai Ba^ali inscription inscribed

/ " -.Jonly a little later than the cp. of Vallabhadeva, in the Saka

1. C.f. Na. Ja, ̂  , ]}a, Da, Bha, etc. and occasionally -
conjuncis inHmich Ka and Ta are subscribed (Kta, Kra, Tra,
etc.), and when the medial vowels u, U, and r are attached
to Ka and Ta.

2. The significance of this in the development of the 
Bengali-Assamese-Maithili letters have been previously noted,see Chapter VI
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year 1127 (1206 A.D.)1 . If the inscription of Vallabhadeva
also originally belonged to Assam, it would not be unreasonable
to think that this became a characteristic feature in the
writing style of Assam about this period*

The notable features marking the characters of this
controvefctial inscription are discussed below*
Initial Vowels:-

Initial forms of the vowels A, A, I, U, E, and 0
(in Om) occur in this inscription, and all of these compare well

2with their counterparts in the Deopara inscription . Only 
minor differences may be noted. These include;more rounded 
curves for A ( ) 5111(3 A (SB ); connecting the twin loops of
I to the 1* end of the top-stroke by a sloping (and less curved) 
stroke ( {jp ) and use of a more curved lower stroke at the 
bottom; more sweeping inner (rightward) curve and more rounded 
lower arm (base) of U ( §  ); wavy tail of E ( cj ) and more
rounded curves for 0 ( 3  )• These are, however7differences
of a minute nature and may well represent divergent personal 
mannerisms and not necessarily different traditions. On the 
other hand, the difference from the Kamauli cp. in the shape
of I is of a fundamental nature.

.    ________________

I* K.S. Introduction, p*^, note 1, and PI. This inscription 
also uses the horizontal and extensive top-lines.

2* C.f. Chapter VI, and Chart 15a.
-r * VV^'!h |V. - „ i*?'
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Medial vowels:-
The slanted stroke towards the left upper end 

of medial a-as noticed in the Kamauli cp.-does not occur here. 
The medial S is, on the other hand, connected to the consonant 
by the horizontal projection (c.f. Ma, ^  ) of its top-line.
Medial i has an extensive curve (c.f. Ti, ) at the top as 
in the Deopara ins. (but, uhliice the i in the Kamauli cp.* where 
it is much shorter); the top curve of I is less extensive 
(c.f. ll9cf) )•

The hooked-type of the medial u, occurs in Ku, Gu,
(-S )> Nu, Tu, Bhu< and Su. The wedge-type has thinned down 
to become almost linear (c.f. Misc. Hu, Su). The lateral type 
is also used (e.g. Ru and Dyu), but here it has become 
angular - faced downwards. In the Deopara ins^ however, it 
faces upwards. Medial u is sometimes very cursively drawn in 
the present inscription. In col. xxxviii (Dyu) it becomes 
rounded - almost circular. Medial £ has the long-hook sign, 
much similar to the one noticed in the Deopara inscription.

Medial r is angular; the lower arm has its end 
curved inwards (c.f. Ny, ^  ).

The prsthamatra (lateral stroke, used exclusively 
in e and ai, and along with the siromatra, superior stroke, 
in o, and au) is fully grown, and is either angular (c.f.
De, (2) ) or, more frequently, eurved (c.f. Ye^ ©  ) as in the 
Deopara inscription. The wavy-superior stroke is often 
exuberantly formed by curving its upper end to the r. (c.f.
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Yai, col. xxxvii).
Anusvara, Anunasika and visarga:-

Anusvara is denoted by a dot or circle, placed
above the r. end of the top-line. As in the Sena cps.
the other form-consisting of a circle and a slanting stroke^
is not^ised. The ®ign of the anunasika occurs in 0, and has
the usual shape of a crescent (opening upwards)with a circle
above. The two ringlets of the visarga are cursively joined
together, as in the later Sena inscriptions^ and the KSnai
Badasi stone inscription from Assam, referred to above. A
tail grows in the lower end in cols, xxxvi and xxxvii ( ^ ).
Similar cursive types of visarga are also quite common in

2manuscripts hailing from Bengal, Bihar and Nepal.
Single consonants:-

Many of the single consonants show remarkable 
likeness to their counterparts in the Deopara st. ins. of 
Vijayasena and the copper plate inss. of Visvarupasena and (?) 
Kesavasena^Csee charts 15a and 17a-c). Some of the similarities 
(c.f. Ta, Pha, etc.) are really striking.

The tail of Ka in the present inscription is

1. C.f. the cp.s of Kesavasena (?) and Visvarupasena.
2. C.f. Chapter VI.
3. The reading of the mame 'Kesava1 in the Edilpur

copper plate is controvertial.
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rounded (
mouth ( JIJ )? 
Deopara ins.

) or angular ( cj] ). Kha often curls its 
otherwise the form is similar to that in the

7
&3§S

This is also true of Ga ( Q  ) except in1
r  •.such cases (c.f. , cols, xxxiii-xxxiv), where the top

gives the illusion of being double-curved. The 1. arm of 
Gha is curved leftwards ( ). The bottom-strose on the
r. of trie lower left projection is curved downwards, rather 
than upwards, as usual.

Of the two left arms of Ca, trie upper one is 
relatively straight, while the low one is prominently curved 
upwards ( ^  ). Angularity is developed at the left
extremity, but see an exception in col. xxxvi ( ^  ). The 
difference between Ga and Ha is of a subtle nature ( as in the
Kamauli cp. ins.), and is sometimes lost. Ja curves its tail

_ _upwards ( p  ), as in the Deopara ins. With the hollow
triangle at the bottom of the left member, Jha ( ^  ) antici-

1pates the modern Bengali-Assamese form. The Ja and Jha
in the present inscription are notably different from their

■ v*

counterparts in the Kamauli copper plate.
The same is also true of Ta, which has the right 

end of the curved top cent downwards ( §  \ as in Deopara 
inscription. A short upright stroke at this end may be

1. Cnly the triangle was further enlarged in the 
subsequent period.

- f■ '
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detected in col, xxxv( ). ffha is elongated vertically -
with the consequent flattening of its arms ( Q  ). With
its bottom curved (leftwards), Da ( ^  ) resembles Ja,

/ aminus the latter*s tail. Na (lifce Sa) has/well-rounded 
double-curved top ( (f| )• Occasionally, angularity develops
at the right end ( (*] ).

The curve of Ta is generally better rounded ( )
than its counterparts in the Kamauli and Deopara inscriptions.
Da shows angularity at the extreme left- ( ). Tha shows
two closed loops in cols, xxxii and xxxv-xxxvi ( £} ); whereas
in cols, xxxiii-xxxiv, both the loops are open ( Z\ )̂
has its top open in cols, xxxiii-xxxiv ( dj ), and closed in
col. xxxii ( ). In the specimen given in col. xxxii, the
addition of a horizontal top-stroke mattes Dha resemble Va (=Ba).
Na shows an extensive curve for its left limb ( ^  ).

The 1. arm of Pa is notched ( ) as in the Kamauli
copper plate and the Sena inscriptions referred to above. The 
shortened right vertical of Pha, ( so )̂ as noticed here, is 
rather untypical of the Assam inscriptions; but in the 
inscriptions from Bengal and Bihar, it is pretty common. In 
col. xxxii, the loop of Va (=Ba) is formed in the Nagari 
fa3i%>n ( ); but in cols, xxxiii-xxxiv an element of

1. Prior to this the first variety has long been absent
from the inscriptions of Assam, though it continuedto be used elsewhere.
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angularity is introduced by flattening the top of the loop 
( cj )• curves its bottom leftwards (as in Ta, pa,
etc. ). The appendage is open ( ^  > c.f. cols, xxatii,
xxxiv-xxxv) or closed ( .£> , c.f. col. xxxiii). In the
latter case, a hollow triangle is formed. The left arm of 
Ma is curved as in the modern Bengali-Assamese-Maithili form.
The bottom-stroke, however, does not show any noticeable 
rightward slope ( £J ).

The lower left end of Ya may be angular ( ^  , c.f. 
cols, xxxii-xxxiii) or curved ( ^  , c.f. cols, xxxiv-xxxv).
The latter type is hardly distinguishable from Pa. Ra may 
be easily confused with Ca. In col. xxxiii ( ^  ) Ra is
somewhat differently formed, with the lower 1. arm sharply 
sloped rightwards. The left member of La may be either single
curved ( , c.f. cols, xxxiii, xxxv) or double-curved ( a  »
c.f. cols, xxxii, xxxiv, xxxvi), as in the Deopara inscription.^

/Sa has a double-curved top, with occasional 
angularity at the right end. The left arm is sharply curved 
( )• §a takes the outline of Pa (with the lower 1. end
curved), plus of course, the cross-bar ( £| ). Like the
appendage of Bha, the beak of Sa may be open ( ^  , c.f. cols, 
xxxii-xxxiii, xxxvi) or closed (creating a triangular loop,

, c.f. col. xxxiv) inwards.

1. C.f. Chapter VI and Chart 15a above. The first type 
of La is indistinguishable from Na.
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The Ha ( ^  ) in the present inscription has its
close counterparts in the later Sena inscriptions ( c.f, 17a-c). 
In terms of evolution, it is more advanced than the type ^  
as is found in the Kamauli copper plate.
Conjuncts:-

The letters Na, Cha and Na, occur in conjuncts only.
• -The curved downstroke gives the subscript Na (c.f. Nka, C  )

1a resemblance to the form in some of the Sena cps. Quite
often, however, angularity (c.f. Nga, ) grows at the lower

21. end. The ringlet is drawn at the r. end of the top line. 
Subscript Cha in col. xxxii is merged into superscript Ca 
(Cchu ^  ) suppressing the lower arm of the latter, but not
so in col. xxxiii (Cchi , ) where the figure of superscript
Ca is affected to matte room for the subscript. Superscript
Na in col. iii (c.f. Nci, ) shows a short tail at the lower
1. end which may be an unintentional protrusion from the lower 
end of the double-curved loop. Subscript Na foregoes the loop 
(c.f. Jna ^  ) and has instead a downturned curve or angle
as in some of the Sena and earlier inscriptions from Bengal.
This is in marked contrast with the double-curved type (c.f.
Jna, ̂  ) so long in exclusive use in the inscriptions of Assam.

The loop of Ka is abandoned in Kta, Kva, Kra, Kya etc.

1. E.g. the Barrackpur cp. of Vijayasena, Naihati cp. of
Vallalasena etc.

2. C.f. Na in the inscriptions of Kesavasena (?) and 
Visvarupasena of Bengal, particularly the MadanapStfS 
cp. of Visvarupasena.
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(also in Xu, Ku, Kr), but the end of the 1. arm is generally 
curved inside as in Ta. A much reduced and modified loop is 
retained in the highly compounded form of Ksa. In Sti, col.
xxxviii, subscript Ta usually has the shape of Ta.'*' In 
Nta ( <^col. xxxvii), however, subscript Ta shows the lower 
curve of the initial Ta, Subscript Na is double-curved and 
open to the 1. in all cases. Subscript Tha has the form of 
(subscript) Cha in col. xxxvii; but in col. xxxviii,placed 
above is the double-curved end. Subscript Ya is generally 
angular at the 1. end (c.f. Sya, ĴTJ) but there are exceptions 
(e.g. Tya,^col.xxvi). Superscript Ta is added as an angular 
strotce aoove the top line, and is never placed below it as in 
the Kamauli inscription. In Rgga ( ) Rnna ( ^  ) and Rtha (in
Rtham, 1. 39), however, it tales the shape of an ordinary 
top-line, as in the Deopara stone ins. of Vijayasena. Rnna 
written in this way is by no means uncommon in other inscriptions 
from Bengal, and there are instances like this in some of the 
inscriptions of Indrapala and PharmapSla, but in Rgga and Rtha, 
the practice was not so well-established.^ In col. xxxvii 
(Rnna), the Ra-sign has been (wrongly) drawn twice.  ̂ The

1. C.f. Sta 9 . This apparently succeeds the earlier 
resemblance (i.e. before the evolution of the cursive 
initial Ta).

2. The case of Rgga in the Gauhati ins. (22c) is doubtful.
Rtha has the head-mark-likce sign in the Kamauli cp. (22h).

3. A similar mistake occurs also in the Gauhati copper plate 
(22c. fol. xa) in the word 1 arnnava’, PI. Ila, 1.5*
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horizontal stroke of the subscript Ra is sometimes difficult 
to distinguish from the similar strode of the medial u. Hma 
and Ksa have developed very compounded forms in which it is 
not easy to distinguish the constituent letters. Hma ( P| ) 
shows tne curved downstroke of Ha in its 1. arm, but angularity 
develops where subscript Ma joins it. The bases of Ma and Ha 
are indicated by a single stroke from the r. end of which is 
drawn the angular tail of Ha, facing downwards outside (i.e. to 
the r. of) the vertical. In ksa ( ) similarly, the
constituents, Ka and Sa are hardly recognisible, and in some 
cases, the conjunct c ) bears a superficial resemblance 
to 'Ska1. The tail of Ka is angularised in Kya, Kva etc. 
while in Jya, the tail of Ja is not only angularised, but 
also turned downwards ( #\ ). Tya, Ey& and Bhya are 
cursively written, and so is the superscript Ta in Tra and Tsa. 
Orthographic signs;-

The hooked 1hasanta'-stroke marks the vowelless 
(i.e. final) forms of Ta ( d  ), Na ( §  ) and Ma ( ^  ).
Tne sign of Avagraha does not occur.

'

Later inscriptions:-
The stock of the inscriptions from Assam virtually 

runs out with the Assam inscription of Valiabhadeva - so far 
at least as the scope of the oresent thesis is concerned.

■To the early years of the thirteenth century A.D.
belongs the Kanai-Bada.si inscription,, referred to above. It

'■ ; n
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• ‘ 1 *consists of three lines of writing - rather crudely executed.

The characters generally agree to those of the Assam copper
plate of Vallabhadeva.

N. K. Bhattasali has read the date llM— in an
inscription, crudely engraved on a pillar at Gachtal in the

2Nowgong district. Besides being hopelessly ill-written, 
it falls beyond the scope of the present thesis.
Conclusion:-

The detailed discussion above shows that the broad 
pattern of the development of writing in Assam was in line 
with that in B e n g a l - B i h a r B u t  in matters of detail, one 
can discern some differences both in the writing styles and 
in the shapes of the individual letters and signs.

Among the peculiarities of the Assam inscriptions, 
mention may be made of the signs for the initial I ( 3° >
which are not observable in the Bengal-Bihar inscriptions, tat 
known to have been used in Orissa and further south. The 
continued use of the short lateral curve of the medial e for

>  ' % - X  > 7• ■' *■ y *
1. C.f. illustration in Miscellaneous PI. 27 (h).
2. Bhattasali has described the characters of this inscrip

tion as grotesquely-shaped monstrosities1 - IHQ. XXII
19^6, p. 12.

3. This in its turn was, until towards the end of our_period 
in tune with the evolution of the upright-Ku^ila-Nagarl 
phases of the script elsewhere in India.

If. C.f. discussion on the forms of the initial I in
section H above.
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a long time, and the special forms of the final Ma ( ^ , y  , 
y , , etc.) also deserve mention.

The upright style is represented by 21a-c. This 
followed by the acute-angled (21d) and the Kutila styles. 

The slopes of the verticals are less in evidence in Assam, but 
the bottom-twists are quite conspicuous.

The predominantly angular style of writing of the
1Bengal-Assam copper plates is not to be found in the Assam

2copper plates; nor is the formal 1caliigraphical1 style - 
so conspicuous in Bengal-Bihar for a limited period of time- 
represented here. But the momentous evolution of the head- 
marks that characterised the Bengal-Bihar inscriptions in the 
eleventh to twelfth centuries A.D. was also active in Assam^.

Some of the developed forms reached Assam a little
klater than in Bengal-Bihar and some of the characteristics 

relating to the individual forms are peculiar to the Assam 
inscriptions. The remote physical location of Assam in India

1. C.f. the Candra, later Pala, Varman and early Sena 
copper plates.

2. The peculiarities of this style, characterising numerous 
stone inss. as well as MSS. - chiefly idling the 
tenth-eleventh centuries A.D.-have been noticed above.

3* C.f. the blocked head-mark in 22d, the hoilow-head-mark 
in 22e ( ) and 22h, and the curved necks ( CT) and
extensive line-heads ( —  ) in 22j.

•
*+• C.f. Na with the ringlet, Na and Ta with the developed r. 

vertical, Ma with a loop, etc.
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facilitated the retention of some of the traits in its writing
usage for a comparatively long time. On the other hand,
the connection with inner India was real enough to ensure
the flow of the advanced techniques and forms.

The Assam inscriptions discussed above furnish the
documentary evidence of how the eastern version of the north
Indian writing style developed in Assam with an admixture
of some local peculiarities.

_ ... .     _ _ H
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Our discussion of the evolution of the script in 
north-eastern India from c. A.D. *+00 to 1200 is now complete. 
Through the examination of numerous sources we have tried to 
trace the evolution of the different styles of writing as 
well as the numerous forms of the letters and signs. We have 
also tried to relate the evolution of these styles and forms 
to technical and other factors. Due to the inadequacy of the 
sources, it is not always possible to get as complete a 
picture as one would like. But fortunately fresh source 
materials - e.g. inscriptions, coins and manuscripts - are 
being discovered every day, and it is to be expected that many 
of the points which are relatively obscure today will be much 
better xnown tomorrow. Intensive research on the development 
of script in the other neighbouring regions may also help to 
clarify many aspects of the inter-regional contacts which 
undoubtedly played an important part in the moulding of the 
written forms and styles.

As will be evident from the above chapters, the 
evolution of script did not take place in north-eastern India 
in isolation from the other parts of India, or more precisely, 
northern India. Indeed, the forces of unity vied with those 
of regionalism in matters of styles, techniques and forms. On 
the other hand, in north-eastern India itself, traditions were 
often further localised.
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The bonds of unity with the Indian midland began

to grow weaker towards the end of our period, and correspondingly,
the start was made of tne relatively independent later
development of writing in north-eastern India, of whicn the
linal proaucts are the modern Bengali-Assamese-Iiaithili scripts.

While many of the essential elements of these
writings have already developed before the end of our period,
there are others which took longer to develop.

In the majority or cases, the later developments
1often meant providing stylistic ’finishing touches’ . But

2 '• ■ in tne case of a number of signs , important developments tootc
place in tne subsequent period. Indeed, in the case of the
Bengali written characters, some developments are &nown to have
ta&en place even after the introauction of the printing press.

1. Involving such steps as the elongation or reduction 
of certain limbs, introduction of angularity in 
place of curve and vise versa, etc.-orten based upon 
some abstract patterns drawn from the pre-existing 
signs.

2 . S.g. U-J, I-I, Ca-Cha, Tha, Ra, Ha, 
subscript Dha, etc. \±h Bengali-Assamese, and 
sometimes in Maithili as well)
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APPENDIX A.

1PUNCTUATION ANP MISCELLANEOUS SIC-NS

The earlier of the inscriptions discussed in this
thesis do not use any regular system of interpunctuation.
The Damodarpur copper plate of the Gupta year 12b (chart 1)
ends up with a double-curved sign, ^  . But the other
Gupta inscriptions from Bengal co not show any punctuation
mark at all. Subsequently, in the sixth century inscriptions
punctuation marks become more common, though are still
hesitatingly applied. In hb, it occurs once, in the shape
of a double horizontal stroke, — , at the end of line 26.
In he, a single stroke - generally horizontally drawn - occurs
a number of times. But here once a double danda (vertical• •

stroke), ^ , is also used (line 2k). hf. uses the double 
danda several times, and it also occurs in the two Mianapur 
copper plates of Sasanka (5a-b). 5d has a short and thick 
horizontal mark ( • ), which it uses twice to punctuate the 
discussion relating to the boundaries. A similar mark 
also occurs in the early Assam inscriptions - 21a and 21c.
21c also uses the double danda, sometimes in combination 
with the horizontal stroke ( 1| ). The Ashrafpur cp. of 
Devakhadga, year 7 (chart 6a), has the double danda preceded

1. For a general introduction to the use of punctuation
marks in the ancient Indian inscriptions and manu
scripts, see Buhler, IP. p.88ff.
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by two hollow circles placed in a vertical order, like the
sign of the visarga ( git >. The other Khadga cp (6b) uses
the single danda. In Assam, the Nidhanpur cp. of
Bhaskaravarman (21d) has both the single ( f ) and the double
( || ) dandas.• • •

By the time of the Palas, the use of the single
and double dandas for punctuating the half and the full verses
respectively, has become well established. The prose section
is also occasionally punctuated by single'1'and double dandas
at convenient stops, e.g. at the end of sentences, at the

2interval of two distinct topics, etc. In the Kutila phase, 
like the other verticals, these strokes of punttuation also 
become slanted and twisted to the right-hand side (e.g.  ̂,
^ , etc.). A tic£-mar£ is often added to the danda at its
left-hand side (in the case of a double danda, to the left one) 
and at varied levels (e.g. | ^ ^ ^ ^  , etc.).
Occasionally, the tictt becomes a thick wedge (e. g- { M l  )•
This last feature is particularly commonplace in the Assam 
inscriptions. In the Sena and such late inscriptions, the

1. Sometimes a shorter danda is used side by side with 
the larger one.

2. The uneven margin at the end of each line is occasionally 
filled in by meaningless (decorative) marks.
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double danda. is often connected at the top by a horizontal 
bar ( (1 )• In the Assam cp. of Vallabhadeva (22i), there

'hi

is a slanting tick: ( H ) instead of a horizontal bar.
Ornamental motifs are sometimes introduced

&
together with the regular signs of punctuation to mark the 
end of an inscription or the transition from one topic to 

another (e. g. ||o |j , ■H Ml > " E "  . , etc.). Like
spelling, the correct use of the marks of punctuation 
depends on the training and literary understanding of the 
scribe. U
Auspicious symbols^

An auspicious mark is customarily given at the 
beginning of an ins. or a MS. This is often used in addition

• i
m
w
M

2to the auspicious words like Om, Svasti, etc. Like the
punctuation marks, at first it makes a hesitating start in 
the inscriptions of north-eastern India. Of the inscrip
tions discussed above, it occurs first in the dated cp. of 
Dharmaditya (5b), where it has the shape 3  (= O  ©  ?). In
5d (see also 5c), it has the shape of a scroll ( ), while in
6c, it takes the form CN> •

1. For a general discussion of the auspices symbols met 
with in the ancient Indian written documents, see 
Buhler, IF. p.90 f. and D.C. Sircar, Indian epigraphy, 
p.92 ff.

2. For the different views about the significance of the 
auspicios symbols, c.f. KS. p.55? Indian Epipranhy, 
p.95 ff. and the references mentioned therein.
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B y  the time of the Falas, the convention has
been well established to draw the auspicious symbol as <*
(or the stylistic variants: , , ^  , etc.,
occasionally resembling the avagraha sign). An alternative
form, ^ (or variants: *) , ^ 3  ^ 3  etc.), is also
developed about tne tenth century A.D., and used alongside

1the other form.
Other marKs

Letters or words, if omitted in the first place, 
are sometimes inserted in between the letters or lines. 
Sometimes, particularly towards the later centuries covered 
by this thesis, these are written on the margin. Their 
place in the body of the text is indicated by (what is called) 
the ’lalapada1 or 'hamsapada1sign ( y , 1%  ). The scored
off letters or words are sometimes smeared wTith a yellow
coating in the manuscripts.
Spacing and grouping of words and letters

The letters are detached from one another and there 
is no real attempt at the separation of words or groups of 
words. The reader has to male his own division of the 
words with reference to their meanings.

1. For the second form, c.f. 9a-e> lib, lid, 12a-b, 13a, 
15a-c, l6a-f, l*+d, 17a-c, 18b, 22i, etc. The contin
uation of the earlier form is vousched for by
22h, 20b, 20e-f, etc.
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NUKBRALS

The relative scarcity of numerical signs in the 
inscriptions discussed in this thesis prevents us from 
attempting a comprehensive study of their evolution in 
north-eastern India during our period. The general picture, 
however, is quite clear. As in the case of the letters and
signs used in writing the words, the signs used to express

• • 1 •: - . ■' ̂ ?*, the numbers started from a common source, but were diversi
fied regionally in the subsequent ages.
A. The non-decimal system

By the time of the PSlas the decimal system - 
incorporating nine separate signs and the zero, and based on 
the positional value of the signs - had found wide acceptance 
in north-eastern India. But prior to this, a peculiar 
system, in which twenty signs (nine for the units, i.e. from 
1 to 9 ; nine for the tens, i.e. from 10 to 90; one for 
hundred and one for thousand) were used with the requisite

1. Like the Brahmi alphabet, the origins of the numerical 
signs associated with it, are controversial. Opinions 
also vary as to whether the credit of the invention of 
the decimal system should go to the Indians or to the 
Arabs. In this Appendix, we are only concentrating 
on the actual numerical forms as they occur in the 
inscriptions and manuscripts of north-eastern India 
during our period. For a general introduction to the 
different aspects and problems connected with the 
numerical signs of the Brahmi and its derivative scripts, 
see Biihler, LP.p.77 ff. and pi. IX; Ojha, BPL. relevant 
pages and plates, and the references given therein. The 
subject of the Indian numerals has grown wide enough to 
require a separate monograph.
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combinations to express the intended numbers.
The units

According to this system, the sign for 1 is a 
single horizontal strotce : 4—* (variants: ^  j ? etc
2 tales two such strokes ( ^  ) and 3, three ( H  ).
Of 3, tne strokes are sometimes joined together in a cursive 
manner already before the introduction of tne iull-rledged 
decimal system (c.f. , ^e; ^  , 6b). The sign SL (resemb
ling the conjunct 'ntta') is used lor k in 2 e. But the same 
numeral is expressed by a somewhat difierent sign, ^  , in 
l+f. The sign F' (resembling 'Hu1 as in the eastern Indian 
script of about the Gupta period) denotes 5 in. 3e an(3
But later (c.f. 6a, bd), it is replaced by the sign
(resembling 'Hu' of the so-called western Gupta type). No
clear specimen of 6 is available in the inscriptions

2considered by us. Tne sign of 7 in charts 1, 2b and 2e 
is fi . With some variations, the same sign is used in 
*+e ( ) and 6b ( ). In many of the early inscriptions,
3 is expressed by the sign T (resembling 'Ra'). In 5a

1. For a general discussion of the system, see Biihler
and Ojha as referred to above, and Hoernle, Bower MSS.,
Introduction, p. xxxviii and Table IV.

2. For the different varieties of 6 tcnown from different
inscriptions elsewhere, see Buhler, IP. pi. IX.
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(accepting the correctness of R.C. Majumdar's reading), a 
curve seems to appear at the lower left end ( ). The
sign ^  is used to express 9 in 2d. But in some of the

^

later inscriptions, a sign, somewhat resembling that of 
the letter 'La1, is used (c.f. , 2e; a  , 3f; nj 5 etc.).
The tens

Slightly different signs are used to indicate 10
in the different inscriptions, e.g. , 2d; o X  , 3c; H -
with minor variations *+b, *+f, 6e; , 5b, 5a; , 6b, etc.
The sign of 20 is generally similar to that of 'Tha1 (e.g. Q ,

etc.). In 6e, the top of the sign is
open ( ), as sometimes in 'Rtha1. As for the other signs
of this category, only those of 50 ( Q  , 2e - resembling 50

:

of the Asokan inscriptions), 60 ( 7̂ , 3f - resembling 'Tr')v*# •

and 80 ( $£) , *+a) are represented by the inscriptions studied
by us.
The hundreds f

The sign of 100 is ( or ) in our inscriptions.
The sign of 200 looks like IT in 3 e; but the indifferent 
reproduction makes it difficult to be certain. Our present 
inscriptions do not show any higher number.
B. The decimal system:-

In the inscriptions of the Pala and the subsequent 
dynasties, the decimal system of notation is commonly used.
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The main stages in the development of the signs I'rom 1 to
9 may be indicated below.
1. The earlier horizontal stroke ( —  ) gradually comes

to be vertically drawn, and ultimately develops a loop
or a curve at the bottom (*-**,->, ̂  ^ ^  •

2. The two detached strokes ( ^  ) of 2 are joined together 
in a cursive movement of the pen ( x  , 'x , x  , * ,
2^, etc.). An alternative form, in which the bottom
curves to the left ( 3  j *2 , , etc.) as in the BAH.
is also used. The modern Bengali 2 ( ^  ) is, however,
based on tne former type.

3 . In writing 3 , an extra curve is added to either of the 
varieties of 2 as discussed above (e.g. var. a:
^  , etc. ; var. b: ^  ^  , 3  > 3  > 3  , etc.). Both

the types are used side by side for a long time. The 
Bengali 3 ( VD ) is based on the second type, whereas 
the Bevanagari 3 is derived from the first.

b. The sign of h is akin to a variety of the auspicious
symbol (see Appendix A above). In the earlier instances 
while the top is well rounded, the bottom is sloped to
tne right ( ). But later, the bottom also
begins to be curved leftwise ( S ).^

1. The present Bengali k ( 8 ) represents a further
development of this form - arrived at by the linking 
up of the loose ends.
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5. The sign used to express 5 ( ̂ ^  , $ - , n  , A , etc.)

resembles the Arabic counterpart. An important stage
in the development of the modern Bengali 5 ( G )  may be 
seen in our chart 23p ( ). This development may be
indicated as ^  - •A - G\ i- (? .

6 . The sign used to express 6 ( 5 , 3  ? vf> > ^  > etc.)
already foreshadows the present-day Bengali 6 ( U* ).

7. The sign of 7 ( ^ , variants: T , *) , n  , rj , etc.)
resembles one of the varieties of the auspicious symbols
(see Appendix A above). The formation of the Bengali 7
( S ) is still awaited.

3. The sign of 3 ( T  or C , derived from the old T ) is 
nearer to the Bevanagari ( 2T ) rather than the Bengali
( b* ) form. Our chart 23P shows the form G . The
probable stages in the development of the Bengali form 
( V  ) are: - 0  - tT .

9. In chart 3d (c.f. also Misc. pi.25a), 9 has the form bj #
But subsequently, it is changed to oi. From the latter 
are derived the variants and (also written as or
^  ). The present Bengali 9 ( ) is based on the
latter type, and is already foreshadowed in both 
inscriptions and manuscripts during our period.

1. The form ^  could be traced by me in a mediaeval 
manuscript, dated L.3. 2^3 (now preserved in the 
Cambridge University library).
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0. The cipher is sometimes drawn disproportionately
smaller than tne other numerical signs accompanying 
it. But more often it has the same average size 
as any other numerical sign.

Fractions:-
A vertical stroke (i.e. danda, I ) denotes the 

fraction a slanting stroke ( /  ), the fraction^ .
The intermediate fractions may be indicated by the required
multiplication of these two signs, e.g. \/ , tl#  , III/# ,

.  1 etc.
Fixed use of decimal and non-decimal signs:-

The non-decimal signs had a longer life in Orissa 
and Nepal. Sometimes these occur alongside the decimal 
notations even in the same document.

In MSS. written in the Kutila and the formal 
calligraphical hands, the pages are often numbered by both 
the decimal and non-decimal signs. The signs of the non
decimal system in these are often closely related to distinct

2letters or syllables belonging to that particular writing.

1. C.f. our charts 17a, 18a.
2 . For details of these, see Bfrhler, IP.p.77 (note 8 ) and ff. 

as well as pi. IX; C. Bendall, ciSM. , pi. illustrating 
the letter-numerals, and Ojha, BPL., relevant plates.
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ABORI. = Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research 
Institute, Poona.
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ASI.AR = Archaeological Survey of India* Annual Reports.
ASWI. = Archaeological Survey of Western India.
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AR. = Asiatic Researches.
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Aitihasik Citra (in Bengali), Rajshahi.
BaAgla Academy Patrika, Dacca.
Bharat avar § a, Calcutta.

BSOAS. Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, London.
Calcutta Review 

CASIR. = Archaeological Survey of India Reports by 
Alexander Cunningham (23 vols.)
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IA. = Indian Antiquary, Bombay.
Indian Archaeology - A Review, New Delhi.
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MAS I.
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= Indian Historical Quarterly, Calcutta.

Indian Museum Bulletin, Calcutta.
International Orientalists1 Congress (volumes)
Itihas (in Bengali), Calcutta.

= Journal of the Andhra Histcdcal Research 
Society, Rajahmundry.

= Journal of the Asiatic Society, Calcutta.
= Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
= Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

New Series.
= Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of 

Bengal.
= Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal 

Asiatic Society.
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Pakistan.

= Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of
Great Britain and Ireland, London.

= Journal Asiatique, Paris.
= Journal of Assam Research Society, Gauhati.
= Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research 

Society.
= Journal of the Bihar Research Society.
= Journal of Indian History, Trivandrum.
= Journal of the Department of Letters,

Calcutta University.
= Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental 

Art, Calcutta.
= Journal of the Numismatic Society of India.
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MASI.NIS. = Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of

India, New Imperial Series.
MASB. = Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

Calcutta.
Modem Review, Calcutta.
Monographs of the Varendra Research Society, 
Rajshahi, E. Paki&an.

Nachrichten.^.Nachrichten von der Kgl. Gesellschaft der 
SoitIngen. Wissenshaften zu GiJttingen, Philolog. -

histor. Klasse.
Nagarl PracarinI Patrika (in Hindi).
Banaras.

Our Heritage, Govt. Sanskrit College, 
Calcutta.

Pakistan Archaeology.
Pratibha (in Bengali).
PravasI (in Bengali), Calcutta.

Proc.ASB. = Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
Calcutta.
Proceedings of the All-India Oriental 
Conference.

RSPP. = Rafigpur Sahitya Pari shat Patrika (in Bengali)
Sahitya (in Bengali).
Vahgavinl (in Bengali),

YSPP. or BSPP Yaftglya Sihitya Parisat Patrika (in Bengali)
VisvabharatT PatrikS (in Bengali),
Vi^vabharatl Quarterly.

ZDMG = Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandisehen
Gesselschaft, Leipzig.

Monographs, miscellaneous publications and
articles.'

Alberunifs India - see Sachau, Edward.
CCGD. = Allan, John - Coins of Ancient India. London

1936; reprint. 1967. (A Catalogue of Coins 
in the British Museum).
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of Sa^anka. king of Gauda* 1914: 
Reprint, 1§£7 (A Catalogue of Coins 
in the British Museum)*

Altekar,A.S.- Catalogue of the Gupta Gold Coins
in the Bayana Hoard* Bombay, 19^4•

" “ The Coinage of the Gupta Empire and
its Imitations* Corpus of Indian "" 
Coins. voT* TY* Numismatic Society 
of India, Banaras Hindu University, 
1957*

Anderson, John - Catalogue and Handbook of the
Archaeological Collections in the 
Indian Museim* Calcutta, pari I, 
1882; part IT, 1883. Supplementary 
Catalogue by Nilmani Chakravarti, 
revised by T. Bloch, Calcutta, 1911*

Banerji, R.D* - Origin of the Bengali Script*
University of Calcutta, 1919. '

= " Eastern Indian School of Mediaeval
Sculpture. MASI*NIS* XLVII, 1933.

= " The Palas of Bengal* MASB.vol.V,
Wo. 3, Calcutta, 1915.

" - History of Orissa, vol. I. Calcutta*T53S7 J -----
" - Baftglar Itihas (in Bengali), Part I,

Calcutta, l321 (B.S.). The last 
edition is revised by R.C.Majumdar*

11 - A descriptive List of the Sculptures
and floins in the Museum of the " 
Yahgiya Sahitya Parishat. Calcutta*
19il.

n - The Bate of Sricandra. Sir Asutosh
Mookerjee Silver Jubilee Vol. if j*"" 
Orientalia, part iii, p.2l0ff.

Barua, B.K. - A Cultural History of Assam (Early
Period), vol.I, 1st ed., ifowgong,
1951.

Barua, K.L. - Early History of Kamarupa. Gauhati, 
1966 (2nd ed.).
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Barnett, L.D. - Antiquities of India. London, 1913*

HNEI. = Basak, R.G. - History of North Eastern India*
Calcutta, 1934 (1st ed*)

Basham, A.L. - The Wonder that was India, London,
1^4; reprint, 1956 •

CBSM* = Bendall, Cecil ~ Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit
Mtanuscripts in t̂ ie University 
Library. Cambridge* 1883.

CSMBM. = " - Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts
in tHe British Museum. London. l903«

" “ A Journey of Literary and Archae
ological Research in Nepal ancL 
Northern, fajla , Cambridge, 1886.

" - On a newly Discovered Indian
character, 7th International 
Orientalists1 Congress. Aryan 
Section, p. lllff.

11 - On European Collections ofSanskrit
MSS. from Nepal: their Antiquity 
and bearing on chronology, history 
and literature, 15th International 
Orientalists• Congress. Berlin.
IBS'S, Vol. If,' pari IT.

Bh.List = Bhandarkar, D.R. - A List of Inscriptions of
Northern India in Branmif and its 
derivative scripts, from about*1 
200 A.P.. Appenaix to El. vols.
XIX-XXIII.

KS. = Bhattacharyya, Padmanatha - Kamarupa, Sasanavali
(in Bengali), Rangpur slhitya 
Pari§at, 1338 (B.S.)

Bhattasali, N.K. - Iconography of Buddhist and Brah
man ical Sculptures in the Dacca 
Museum, Dacca. 1929*

Blochman, Henry - On Palaeography of India, Proc.
ASB. 1865, p. 171.

Bose, Sushil Kuraar - Studies in Indian Palaeography,
IC. IV, 1937, 1938, p. 181ff.; 
3?6ff.

IP.Btlhler = Btlhler, Georg Johann - Indische Palaeographie
Grundriss der Indo-Arischen Philologie und Alterstumskunde, vol. I, pt. ii, 1896.
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= Indian Palaeography (English 

translation ox above, by J.P.
Fleet, in IA. XXXIII,1904,
Appendix)•

Mhler, Georg Johann - On the Origin of the Indian
Brahaa Alphabet, Strassburg, 1898.

w Palaeographical Remarks on the
Horiuzi Palmleaf MSS,, Anecdota 
Oxoniensia, Aryan Series, vol. I, 
piViii, p. 63ff. (Buddhist Texts 
from Japan, edited by P. Max 
Mtiller).

M and Indraji Bhagavanlal, see
Indraji Bhagavanlal,

Burgess, J, - Maeography, ASWI.IV, chapter XIIIi,
ESIP, = Burnell, A,C, - Elements of South Indian Palaeo

graphy, Londo~n7 1876 (2nd ed,;,
Chhabra, B, Ch.- Antiquities of Chaaba State, Part

IT, Mediaeval and Laier Inscript- 
ions, MASI, No. 72, Calcutta, 1957^

n and B.C.Sircar Epigraphical Research,
and Z.A.Desai Ancient India, vol. 9, 1953, 

Archaeological Survey of India, 
Silver Jubilee No., New Delhi, 
p.206ff.

11 and Lakshminarayan Rao - The ten years of 
and Ashraf Husain Indian Epigraphy,

Ancient India. No. 5, 1949,p#46ff.
Chakravarti, Chintaharan - Bhasa Sahitya SaAskyti,

Calcutta, 1365 (B.S.)
Chakravarti, Manmohan - Language and literature of

Orissa, JASB.LXVI, 1897, p.328ff.
Chakravarti, S.N. - Development of the Bengali

Alphabet from the fifth century 
A.D. to the end of the Muhammadan 
rule, JASB. Letters, IV, 1938,

" Two inscriptions from Barakar,
JASB. Letters, 1936, p. 21ff.
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Chatter;) ee, Suniti Kumar - The Origin and Development

of the Bengali Language """" 
Part I, Calcutta Univer
sity, 1926#

11 ~ In do-Aryan and Hindi,
Ahmedabad, 1942; revised 
and enlarged 2nd ed. 
Calcutta, 1960±

Chatterji, Suniti Kumar (ed) - Varna Ratnakara of 
and Misra, Babua Jyotirisvara. Asiatic

Society of Bengal, 1940*
Chanda, R.P. - Gaudara.iamala,Gaudara .i amala, (in Bengali), 

RS3IhtKrrT3T9 (B.S.)

Chaudhury, Abdul Momin - Dynastic History of Bengal,
London tJniversiiy Ph.D. 
thesis, 1965.

Chaudhury, P.C.- The History of Civilisation of the
People of Assam to the twelfth 
cenxury A J ,t Dept. of Antiquarian 
Studies in Assam, Gauhati, 1959.

SIB. = Chaudhuri, R.K.- Select Inscriptions of Bihar.
Saharsa, Bihar, 1958.

Cunningham, Sir Alexander - Mahabodhi.
w - Coins of Ancient India. London, 1891
» - Coins of Mediaeval India, London,

1894.
w - Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum.

vol. t, The Inscriptions of Asoka, 
Calcutta, 1831.

IP.Dani = Dani, Ahmad Hasan - Indian Palaeography. Oxford,
T9FJ:

- Mainamati Plates of the
Chandras, Pakistan Archaeology, 
1966, p. 227T.

Das, Baniprabha - The Political History of _
Bengal to the rise of the Pala 
Dynasty, London University,
PhD. thesis, 1965.

Das, Sarat Chandra - The Sacred and ornamental
characters of Tibet, JASB.LVII, 1888, p.41ff. " T
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- Bafigla gadyerjpratham yug (in 
Bengali) - Bharatavar^e mudrayan- 
tra, VSPP. vol.45, pt. ii, 1345 
(B.S.TpT 115ff.

- The Origin and development of 
numerals, IHQ. Ill, 1927, p.97ff, 
356ff.

- The Development of the KharosthI 
Script. Calcutta. 1958.

- The Alphabet, London, 1947; 2nd 
ed. 1 9 4 3 revised and enlarged 
ed. in two vols., 1968.

- Writing. London, 1962.
- Lectures on Indian Epigraphy, 

delivered under the auspices of 
the Bhagavanlal Indraji Series, 
1953 - serialised in JIH. vols.
32 (1954) to 37

Eggeling, J and Cowell, E.S. - Catalogue of Buddhist
Sanskrit MSS. in the possession 
of the Hoyal Asiatic Society 
(Hodgson Collection), JRAS.1875#

III = Fleet, John Faithful - Inscriptions of the Early
Gupta Kings and their Successors, 
vol. Ill of Corpus Inscriptionun 
Indicarum. Calcutta, 1888.

rt "

n - Records of the SomavamSl kings of
Katak, El. Ill, p. 266ff.

n - Epigraphy, The Imperial Gazatteer
of India, vol. II, chapter 1, 
Oxford/ 1908.

Foucher, M.A. - Etude sur 1 Iconographie Buddhiqu
de 1 Inde premiere pariie, 1900; 
deuxieme partie, 1905.

Francke, A.H. - The Tibetan Alphabet, El.XI,
p.266ff.

Gait, Sir Edward - A History of Assam. 1905, 1926
(2nd revised ed.j.

Das, Sajanikanta

Das, S.R.

Das, Gupta, C.C. 

Diringer, David

n
Diskalkar, D.B.
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___________  culpti

the museum of the
Gangoli, Manmohan - Handbook to the sculptures in

Baflgiya
Sahitya Parishat, Calcutta,1922

Gelb, I.J. - A Study of Writing, London,
iwr.

NIGC* = Gnoli, R. - Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta
Characters. Roma, 1956 (text 
and plates)*

Government of India - Report of the Official
Language Commission, New Delhi, 
1 9^o*

Grierson,Sir George, A*-Linguistic Survey of India
(particularly vol.V, parts T  
and II, 1903).

w - On the modern Indo-Aryan
vernaculars, IA. vols* 60(1931)j 
61(1932) and 57(1933) - 
Appendix*

Halhed, N.B. - A Grammar of the Bengal
Language* Hoogly, 1778*

Haraprasad Sastri - see Sastri, Haraprasad (for
Haraprasad Racanavall)

Hiralal, Rai Bahadur - Descriptive List of Inscrip
tions in the Central Provinces 
and tierar, Nagpur, 1916.

Hodgson, B.H* - Essay on the Literature of
Nepal, Asiatic Researches.
XVI, Calcutta, 1828; reprint, 
Trflbner, London, 1874.

Bower MSS*= Hoernle, A.F.R.- The Bower MSS* in two vols.,
Calcutta. 1893-1912 (ASI.NIS. No. XXII).

11 - On the date of the Bower MSS.
JASB.LX, 1891, pt. i.

" - A note on the date of the Bow
er Manuscript, IA.XXI, 1892, 
p.29ff. —
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Hoernle, A.F.R. - A Comparative Grammar of the

(xaudian Language, London, 1^80♦
Holle, K.F. - Tabel van Qud-en Nieuw -

Indische Alphabetten. 1882.
Hultzsch, E. - Inscriptions of Asoka. Corpus 

Inscriptionum Indicarum, vol.I,
W2T.

Imam, Abu - Sir Alexander Cunningham and
The Beginnings of Indian"" 
Archaeology. London University 
Sh.DrtgesTs, 1963.

Indraji, Bhagavanlal, - Inscriptions from Nepal,
and Btlhler,Georg. IA.IX, 1880, p. 163ff.
Joshi, Satya Mohan - Nepali Ra^trlya Mudra (in

Nepali), Lalitpur, Nepal, 2016.
Kane, P.V. - History of Dharmasastra. (in 5

vols.), Bhandarkar Oriental 
Research Institute, Poona, 
1930-62.

Kataki, Sarwesvar - Ancient Assamese Script.
Gauhati, 1936.

Kaye, G-.R. - The Bakshali Manuscripts: A
Study in Mediaeval MaxhematTcs 
(In S parts). Bl.lflg: tfbVMTl. 
parts I and II, Calcutta, 1927, 
part III, 1933.

Kennedy, Lt.Col.Vans - Remarks into the Origin and
. PrincipalAffinity of the"
Languages of Asia and Europe.
London, 1828.

Khan, F.A. - Mainamati, Department of
Archaeology, Pakistan, Karachi, 
1963.

" - Mainamati excavations - an
interpretation, Pakistan 
Miscellany. vol. IT, Karachi,1958

11 - Exploration: East Pakistan,
Pakistan Archaeology. No. 3, 
1966, iept. of Archaeology, 
Pakistan.
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Northern India from about 
A.L* 400, EI*V*

Kirkpatrick, W. - An Account of the Kingdom of
Nepaul* London, 1811*

Klatt, J. - Le trecentis Canakyae senten-
tils, Berlin, 1875V

Oil. II, i = Konow, Sten - Kharoshthi* Inscriptions
with the exception of those 
of Asok'aV Corpus Inscripl-" 
lonum fndi'c arum * vo 1 * 11 * 
part i, Calcutta, 1929,

Lambert, H*M.(Miss) - Introduction to the
Levanagari script (for 
students of Sanskrit, Hindi , 
Marathi, Gujarati, and Ben
gali), Oxford, 1953#

Levi, Sylvain - Le Nepal, Paris, 1905 (3
vols*;

de Lleeuw, van Lohuizen - The Scythian Period
Leiden, 1949*

Ltlders, Heinrich (ed*) - Mathura Inscriptions
(unpublished papers, orlgln- 
ally contemplated as part ii 
of Corpus Inscrintionum 
Indicarum* vol* IIJ * edited 
by Klaus L. Janert, 
Gflttingen, 1961*

Luder's List = " - A List of Brahmi Inscriptions
from the earliest times to 
about 400 A'.lT. with the ̂  
exception of those of Asoka• 
E l . X Cl$09xloj, Appendix*

11 - Bruchsttlcke der Kalpananag.-
ditika des" Kumaralata, 
Leipzig, 19"2r.-------

011*11,ii = " (ed)-Bharhut Inscriptions *
Corpus Inscriptionum Indicar- 
urn, vol* II, pt* ii*
Revised by Waldschmidt and 
M.A* Mehendale, Ootacamund* 
1963.
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Macdonell, A.A. - India1s Past, Oxford, 1927*

GrL* =  Maitreya,Aksaya Kumara -  Gaufla-lekhamala (in
Bengali), Rajshahi, 1319 
(B.S.)

IB = Majumdar, N.G. - Inscriptions of Bengal,vol.Ill,
the Varendra Research Society, 
Rajshahi, 1929.

Majuadar, R.C.(ed) - History and Culture of the
Indian People, published by ihe 
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Bombay.
Vol.Ill: Classical Age. 1954,
1956,
Vol.IV : The Age of Imperial 
Kanau.i, 1955, 1964.
Vol.V. : The Struggle for Empire.
1957, 196b.

HB. I = 11 (ed)-History of Bengal, vol. I,
published by theDacca Univers
ity, 1943 (reprint, 1963).

,f - Study of Indian History, JBRAS.
1959, P. 142ff.

,f - Some dates in the Pala and Sena
records, JASB.VII. 1941, p.215ff.

Mc.Pherson, Sir Hugh - The Oriya Alphabet, JBORS♦
X,p.l68ff.

Medhi, Kaliram - Assamese Grammar and Origin of
the Assamese Language, GauhatT, 
1936.

CII. IV = Mirashi, V.V. (ed) - Inscriptions of the Kalachuri-
fchedi Era (in iwo parts).
Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarua. 
volTlV, Ootacamund, 1955.

CII. V = 11 (ed)- Inscriptions of the Vakatakas.
Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarua, 
vol.V, Ootacamund, 1963.

M - Review of Indological Research
in last 75 years : Epigraphy, 
M.M.Chitraostri Felicitation 
vol. Poona, 1967, p. 505ff.
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Mishra, Jayakanta - A History of Maithili Litera

ture, vol. I, Allahabad, 194j♦
Misra, Binayak - Orissa under the Bhauma Kings,

o a  c u t ^ r '19^4.-----------------
” " Dynasties of Mediagral Orissa.

Calcutta*
Mitra, Rajendralal - Notices on Sanskrit Manus

cripts* Calcutta, 1871, 
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Asiatic Society of Bengal)

w - A Palm-1eaf MS* in the
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1880, vol.XIIX, pt. i, p.il9f£

Mookherjee, Manotosh - Mediaeval Illustrated MSS*
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London University Ph.D. 
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Mukhopadhyaya, Tarapada - Caryaglti (in Bengali)
Visvabharati, Calcutta, 1965*

” - CaryacaryaviniScaya punthir
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Visvabharati Patrika, vo1•XXI, 
No. 3, P* 218ff•

"(=Mukher;ji) - The Bengali text Sri Kq^a-
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textual problems, BSOAS.XXXI, 
pt. ii, 1968, p. 315ff.

Nyayatlrtha, Ramagati - A discourse on the Bengali
Language and Literature* 
Calcutta, 1317 (B.S*), 3rd ed.

Nalinikanta Bhattasali - Nalinikanta Bhattasali
(in commemoration of)Conmaemorative vol., Dacca.
Nath, R.M. - The Background of Assamese

Culture* Shillong, 1948.
Ojha, G-aurishankar Hirachand_- Bharatiya Prachina

Liplmala (in Hindi), Ajmer, 
1894, 2nd ed., 1918, reprint 
1959.
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and Misra, Kesavadeva - Nagarl Aftk aur Akgar

(in Hindi), Hindi 
Sahitya Sammelan, Pray^g 
2011 (V.S.).

Palaeographical Society - See under Wright, Willia*.
Pandey = Pandey, Raj Bali - Indian Palaeography, part

I, Banaras, 1952*
Patil, D.R. - The Antiquarian Remains 

in Bihar. Patna. 196^.
Paul, Pramode Lai - The development of the

Bengali script, IHQ.XII, 
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Petech, Luciano 

Priolkar, A.K. 

Prinsep, James

- The scribes of Bengal,
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- Mediaeval History of Nepal. 
Rome, 1958.

Rapson, E.J.

- The Printing Press in 
India* Bombay. 1958.

- Essays of Indian Antiqui
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- Coins of the Andrha 
Dynasty the Western 
Ksatrapas the Traikutaka 
dynasty and the "Bodhi" " 
Dynasty* London, 1908, 
reprinx, 1967 (a catalogue 
of the Indian Coins in 
the British Museum*

Ray, Basanta Ranjan (ed.) - Sri fcrgpaklrttana
by Ba<Ju Candtdasa (in 
Bengali) Vanglya Sahitya 
Parishat, Calcutta, 1917 
(incorporating a discuss
ion on the date of the 
MS. by R. D. Banerji).
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DHNI.= Ray, Hem Chandra - Dynastic History of Northern

India, vols. I-II, CalcuttaT 
1931-36.

Ray, Niharranjan - Baftgallr Itihas (in Bengali),
Adiparva, Calcutta, 1359 (B.S.),
1952.

Regmi, D.R. - Mediaeval Nepal (in 3 parts),
Part I, Calcutta, 1965.

Renou, Louis and - L fInde Classique (in 3 volumes),
Filliozat, Jean Hanoi, 1953*
Sachau, Edward (ed)-Alberuni*s India. English trans

lation (in two vols^, London, 
1888.

Sankalia, H.D. - Indian Archaeology Today. London,

Sanyal, Nalinimohan - Bharatavarse lipividyar vikas
(in Bengali), JDL.XIII, 1926,
p. 57ff.

Saraswati, S.K. - Manuscript materials in the
library of the Royal Asiatic 
Society of Bengal for a study of 
the development of the Bengali 
alphabet, JASB.XVI, 1950 (Year 
Book for 1$49)VP* 26ff., 60f.

DCSM. = Sastri, Haraprasad - A Descriptive Catalogue of
Sanskrit Manuscripts in the G-ovt. 
Collection (of the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal), vol.I 
(Calcutta, 1917) ff.

” “ A Catalogue of the Palm-leaf
and Selected Paper Manuscripts 
■belonging to the Durbar Library. 
tfepalT  2 vols. (tialcuttaT 1905 
andl916).

11 - Hajjr. Bacharer Purina Baflgla
Shagay Bauddha Gan 0 Doha, 
Sahitya Parishat Granthavall,
No. 55, Calcutta, 1323 (B.S.;.

Sen, B.C. - Some Historical Aspects of the
jSscriptions of Bengal. Calcutta 
University.



Sen, Dines Chandra -
5G5

History of Bengali Language 
and Literature, Calcutta.T9TT:

Sen, Ksitimohan 
Sen, Sukumar

- Cinmay Vanga. Calcutta, 1958
- Bahgala Sahityer Itihas 

(in Bengali;, vol. I, 
Calcutta, 1963 (4-th ed.).

" - Baflla lipir katha (in Bengali]
Betar Jagat. Yr. 29, No. 4#

Sell, Surendranath - Pracln Bah gal a Patra-Saflkalai

Shamasastri

DKM. = Sinha, B.P.

SI. = Sircar, D. C.

(in Bengali), Records in 
Oriental Languages, vol. I, 
Calcutta University, 1942.

- A theory of the Origin of 
the Devanagarl alphabet, IA. 
XXXV, p. 253ff.

- The Decline of the Kingdom 
of Magadha. iatna 1954.

- Select Inscriptions bearing 
on Indian History and Civili
sation. Calcutta University.
1^4-2; revised and enlarged 
edition, 1965.

- Indian Epigraphy, Delhi, 1965
- Indian Epigraphical Glossary, 

fiel'ki, l M -
- The East Indian dialect, 

Summary of Papers, the All- 
India Oriental donference..i9’5i',"p."iiT:---------

- An important date in the 
chronology of the Palas,
JASB. XVII, 1951, p.27ff.

1. In his Indian Epigraphy. D.C. Sircar has on more than one 
occasion referred to his work entitled 1Indian Palaeo
graphy1 . The book, however, has not yet been published, 
and a personal enquiry to the author has confirmed this.
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Sircar, D.C. - Palaeography of the Sailodbhava

grants, Orissa Historical Research 
Journal, vol. Ill/ No> 1. p^iff>

IESMS. = Sivaramamurti, C. - Indian Epigraphy and South
Indian Scripts. Bulletin of 
the Madras Govt. Museum. New 
Series, General Section, vol. 
Ill, 1936, p. 280ff.

CCIM. = Smith, V.A. - Catalogue of the Coins in the
jndian Museum, vol. I. Calcutta
WoS.

11 " The History of Fine Art in
India and Ceylon, Oxford, 1911•

Stein, Sir Aurel (ed.) - Kalhana1̂  Rajatarafiginl.
(in 2 vols), Westminster, 
London, 1900.

" - Formal elements in Indian
inscriptions - IHQ.IX. p.215ff#

Taylor, Sir Isaac - The Alphabet (in two vols,),
London, I883*

Thakur, U. - History of Mithila. 1956.
Thomas, P. W. - Brahml script in Central Asian

Sanskrit manuscripts, Asiatica 
Leipzig, 1954, p. 667 ^f•

Tod, Lt. Col.James - Annals and Antiquities of
Rajasthan (in two vols.), 2nd 
ed.)., Madras, 1873.

Tripathi, K.B. - The Evolution of Oriya
Language and Script. Utkal 
University, Cuttack, 1962.

Upasak, C.S. - History and Palaeography of
Mauryan BrShml Script. Nalanda.

Vandyopadhyaya,Asit - Baflla Sahitver Itivytta (in
Bengali), part I, Calcutta, 
1959.

Vandyopadhyaya, Brajendranath_- Bahia harapher
janmakatha (in_Bengali), 
Bharatavarsa, A$a$ha, 1344 
(B.S.). *
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Vasu, N.N. - A Social History of Kamarupa.

vols. I and il, Calcutta, 1922- 
1926.

11 ~ VaAger Jatlya Itihas. Rifjanya
£a§aa (in Bengali), Calcutta.

" - Vis'vakosa (in Bengali) Calcutta,
1933ff.#(2nd ed.)

Vogel, J. Ph. - Antiquities of the Chamba State.
part I, ASI.flS. Calcutta. 1911«

Waldschraidt, E (ed) - Verzeichnis der Orientalis-
chen riandscliriften in Deutschland 
Band X, 1: Sanskrithandschriften 
aus den Turfanfunden, Teil 1, 
Weisbaden, 1965#

Wilson, H. H. - A Glossary of Judicial and
Revenue Terms. 18$^.

Wright, D. - History of Nepal. Cambridge,
1875.

= Wright, Williams (ed.) - The Palaeographical
Society -Facsimile of Manus
cripts and Inscriptions. Oriental 
Series, London, 187^^^!
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Original Sources i
List of Inscriptions with references

Chapter I (sections A, B and C)
Section A
1. Susunia rock ins. of Candravarman - +EI#XIII, p. 133 and pi*;

Bh. List. 1720 and note k.
Section B
2. Dhanaidaha cp. , yr. (Gupta) 113 (=332-33 A.D.) - ^JASB. V

(1909)1 p. *+59ff •; SI.XVII, p.3^5ff.; Bh.Li t. 1 2 6 7.
3 . Kalaikuri (=Sultanpur) cp., yr. (Gupta) 120 (=M+0 A.D.) - 

IRC .XIX (19^3), p.12 ff.; Vangasri. Vaisakha, 1350 (B.S.); 
^.XXXI, p. 57ff.

k. Damodarpur cp. , yr. (Gupta) 12*+ (=W+ A.D.) - +EI.XV. p.l29ff*. 
and pl.l; Bh. List. 1271*

5. Jagadispur cp., yr. (Gupta) 123 (=*+*+3 A.D.) - +Bangla Academy 
Patrika (in Bengali), Dacca, year 7? No.k (Magha-Caitra,
1370 B.S.), p.36ff.

6 . Baigram cp. , yr. (Gupta) 123 (=*+*+8 A.D.) - +EI. p. 78ff.
7. Damodarpur cp., yr. (Gupta) 128 (=*+*+8 A.D.) - *BI.XV. p.l32ff

and pi. 2 . For the correct reading of the date, c.f. El.XVII,
p.1 9 3.; Bh.List, 1272

3. Paharpur cp., yr. (Gupta) 159 (=b79 A.D.) - +EI.XX, p.6lff. 5 
BSPP. XXXIX, p.l^3ff.; oh.List. 2037.

9 . Damodarpur cp., yr. 163 (?=*+83 A.D.) - ^SI. XV, p,13*+ff. and 
pi. 3 (the date cannot be read in the reproduction); Bh.List. 
1236.

10. Damodarpur cp. (date lost) of the time of Budhagupta - +SI.XV, 
p.!37ff. and pi. *+; Bh.List. 15J0.

1. The mark + indicates the source from which the palaeographi- 
cal chart has been prepared, and the mark x shows from 
where the illustration in Miscellaneous PI. in question 
has been taken.
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11. Nandapur cp. , yr. (Gupta) 169 (=k39 A.D.) - +EI.XXIII, 52f f. 5 
note on the ins., ibid, XXIV, p.l2 off.

12. Gunaighar cp. , yr. (Gupta) 133 ( = 508 A.D.) - *1HQ. VI, 1930, 
p.kOff.; Bh. List. 2 0 3 8.

1 3 . Damodarpur cp. , yr. (Gupta) 2kk ( = 5kk A.D.) - +3I.XV, p.lklff.
and pi. 5. For the correct reading of the date, C.f.SI.XVII,
p.193; Bh List. 1307

Section C.
1*+. Faridpur cp. of Dharmaditya, yr. 3 - +IA. XXXIX, 1910, p.l95f. 

(pi. A); Bh.List. 1722.
15. Faridpur cp. of Dharmaditya, undated - *IA.XXXIX. 1910, 

p.200f. (pi. B); Bh. List. 1 7 2 3.
16. Faridpur cp. of Gopacandra, yr.13 - +IA.XXXIX. 1910, p. 20k

(pl. C). The date has been read as 19 by R.G.Sasak, c.f.
HITS I, (1st ed.), p.191; Bh.List. 172k.

17. Mallasarul cp. of Gopacandra (and Maharaja Vijayasena),yr.3 - 
+SI.XXIII, p.l55ff.

13. Ghughrahati'(or Xotalipada, spelt as Kotwalipara by R.D.Banerji) 
cp. of Samacaradeva, yr. Ik - * AS I. AR. 1907-03. p. 2^ff.;
JASB.NS.VI, 1910, p.k29ff.; ibid, VII, p.k76; Dacca Review. 
1 9 2 0, p.37; gl. XVIII, 7kff.5 Bh.List. 1 7 2 5.

Chapter II:- (sections A, B, C and D)
Section A
1. Midnapur cp. of iDâ ari&a, yr. 8 - +JASB.XI, 19k5> P*9> pi. II.
2. Midnapur cp. of Sasaftka, yr.19 - hJASB.XI. 19k5,p.7f., pi. I.
3 . Vappaghosavata cp. of Jayanaga (yr. 2 or 3 ) “ +3I.XVIII, p.60 

ff.; ABORI.XlX (1938-39), p.81. Bh.List. 1729.
Section B
k. Tippera cp. of Lokanatha, yr. (-?) kk - "*“31.XV. p.301ff.

The controversy regarding the date has been discussed above
with due references. Bh. List. 1399*
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5. Sail an cp. of Sridharana Rata, yr. 3 - I11C.XXIII. p.221ff. 
Section C
6 . Ashrafpur cp. of Pevakha^ga, yr. 7 - +MASB. vol. I, No. 6 (I9 0 6),

p.90f., pl.B. For the correct reading of the date,c.f .BI.XXVI, 
p.!25f. The controversy regarding the date has been
noticed above with full references. Bh.List T 1590.

7. Ashrafpur cp. of Devakhadga. yr. 13 - +Proc. ASB.1335. p.^9ff.:
MASB.vol.I, No. 6 (I9 0 6), * p. J9T. , pi. A. .ph. List. 1533.

8. Deulbadi st. im. ins. of Prabhavatl, Queen of Devakhadga
(3 lines) - +* El.XVII, p.357; BISMS, pi. 1 (c). Jh.Listr1539.

Section D
9 . Chittagong cp. of Kantideva, undated - +BI.XXVI, p.313ff.; 

Modern Review. 1922, p.612. Bh.List. 1723.

Chapter III:- (sections A and B)
Section A
1. Copper plate grant of king Bhavadeva, yr. 2 - *JASB.XVII.

(195D, p. S3ff. .
2. Bodh-Gaya st. ins. of Dharmapala, yr.26 (9 lines) - ^ JASB.NS. 

IV, p.101; GL.p.29. C.F. also Proc.A3B.1330T p.30; hahSbodhi, 
pi.xxviii,3; ASI.AR.1908-09. p.150; BISMS.pi.Ia: Bh.List l609.

3 . Xhalimpur cp. of Dharmapala, r.32 - ^JASB.LXIII, pt. I, p. 53ff. ; 
Nachrichten von der Xgl. Gesellschaft der Viissenschaft en zu 
Gottingen. 1903. Pt'. 3. p.3d8ff.: El. IV, p.2*i3ff.: GL.p.9ff: 
Bh.Li st" 16IO.

k. Fragmentary Nalanda st. ins. (3 lines) - *MASI.66(19*42) p.35f’f. 
pl.xa.

^ v5. Valgudar Madhusrenika ijji. ins. (2 lines) - El.XXVIII, p.lM+ 
ff. and pi.; Select Inscriptions of Bihar, p.35.

6 . Nalanda metal im. ins. of Devapala, yr. 3 (*4 lines) - ASI.AR. 
1927-23, p.139; * MASI. 6 6 , p.6Wff.; p. 87 (pl.X,b).

7. Hilsa Tara im. ins., yr. 25 (3 lines) - JBORS.X. p.33; IA.
1923, p. 153; *MASI.6 6 , p.37f.; ElSMS.pl.Ilb; Bh.List. TE12.
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3. Konghyr cp., yr. 33 - Asiatic Researches, vol.1,1778, p.l23ff.s

IA.XXI, p.25^ff. ; +EI.XVIII, P.30W ff.; GL.p.l*5ff.s Bh.List l5ll.
9 . Nalanda cp. , yr. 35 (°r 39) - Monograph of the Varendra 

Research Society, No. 1. p. 17ff: MARI. 6 6 . p.92ff.: +SI.XVII, 
p.3l3ff.; Bh.List. I6I3 .

10. Ghoshrawa st. ins., undated - JA3B.XLI, 1372, p.271ff.; ibid, 
p.268f. , pi. XIV; IA.XVII, p.307ff.; GL.pAjff. 5 KASI.6 6 .
p. 6 +̂f f. ; Bh. Li st. 161k.

11. Nalanda Sankargaaa im. ins. (3 lines), undated -X+MASI. 6 6 . 
pi. IXe.

12. Nalanda votive ins. (5 lines), undated - +MASI-6 6 . d.8 8 . 
pi. Xlf.

Section B
1 3 . Two identical Buddha im. inss., yr. 3 of Surapala (I) -*JAS3.

NS.IV (1903), p.l07f., pl. VII; PB. p.57; EISMS. pi.IIa.lie.
For the correct reading of the date, c.f. JASB.IV (1 9 0 8),
p. 390. Bh. Li st. 1615.

Ik. Bhagalpur cp. of Naraya$apala, yr. 17 - I A. XV (1836), p.30^ff. 5 
+JASB. XLVII, p.^O^ff.; GL.p.55ff.; Bh.List. l6l8 .

15. Badal st. pillar ins. - Asiatic Researches, vol. I, p.l33ff.;
■*11.11, P. I60ff. 5 JASB.XLIII. pt. i, p. 356ff. ; GL. p. 7Off. :
Bh.List. 1620.

16. Gaya Vi^nupada temple ins. (st.) of Narayapapala, yr. 7 - 
CASIR.III, p.l20f., pl.xxxvi; PB.p.6 Of,pl.; + EI.XXXV.p.22 5ff.: 
Bh.List. I6l6.

17. Indian Museum st. im. ins. of Narayaaapala, yr. 9 - BSPP.XV, 
p.13; K+PB.p.6lf.; Select Inscriptions of Bihar, p.55. Bh.List 
1617.

13. Bihar im. ins. of Narayaaapala, yr. 5k - I A, XL VII y p. 110;
BSPP.XXVIII, (1323 B.S.), p.I6 9 ; EISMS.pl.Ilia,b. Bh.List.1619.

Chapter IV:- (Pala, Candra)
Pala:-
1. Bhaturiya st. ins. of Rajyapala, undated - IHC.XXXI (1955) > 

p.215ff.5 +3I.XXXIII, p.l50ff.
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2. Nalanda st. pillar ins. of Rajyapala, yr. 2b - IA.XLVII, 
p.Ill; * JAS3.XV (19*+9) > P*8 , pl.I; JBORS.XV,pt. iv, pl. 
facing p.if39? Bh.Listy 1621.

3 . Jajilpara cp. of GopSla II, yr. 6 - BharatavarsaT l3*+3 (B.S.), 
pt.i,p.633; ibid, I3M+ (B.S.), P.2 6 3 ; JASB.Letters, XVII 
(1951), P.137ff.

k. Nalanda st. im. ins. of Gopala (II?),yr. 1 - CASIR.vol.I,
pl. xiii; ibid, vol. Ill, p.120;+*JA£B.NS.IV, p. 105, pl. VII;; 
GL.p.36; £B.p.o5; M S I .6 6 T p.83f.; 5ISMS, pl. IVa; Bh.Listy 
lb2 2 , note 1 (31.XX,p.22 5). Cunningham, and following him 
Xielhorn and some others?took this Gopala to be Gopala I, 
but as has been pointed out by Nilmani Chakravarti, he 
should better be taken as Gopala II (JASB.NS.IV,p.103f.).

5. Bodh-GayS Buddha im. ins. of Gopala (II?). undated - 
Mahabodhi, p. 6 3 , pl. xxviii, 2; jJASB.NS.IV,p. 102ff.; GL.
p. 33f. For the ascription of the ins. to the reign of Gop&la 
II (and not Gop&la I, as has been proposed by some), c.f.
JASB.NS.IV,p.103f• Bh.L i s t. 1623*

6 . Mandhuk st. ins. of Gopala (II?) - Monograph 8 of the 
Varendra Research Society. Rajsahi, 1950, p.lO^ff.; * IHC. 
XXVIII (1952), p.57* The ascription of the ins. to Gopala II 
is suggested by its palaeography.

7. Naulagarh im. ins. of Vigrahapala (II or III ? ) - JBRS.
XXXVII (1951), p. iff.

3. Baghaura im. ins. of Mahlpala (I or II ?) - JASB.XIT1915,
p.17f•; pl.x; * El.XVII, p.355; HMSMS. pl.IVd; Bh.List.162*+.

9 . Belwa cp. of Mahlpala I, yr. 5 - BSPP. vol. 5b (135^ B.S.), 
p.*+lff. ; JASB.XVII (1951),p.ll7ff7P^I.XXIX,p.lff.

10. Bangarh cp, of Mahlpala I, yr. 9 - JASB.LXI.p.77ff.: BSPP.V, 
p.lo*+ff. ; +EI.XIV,p.32l+ff. ; GL.p.9lff.; Bh.List. 1625.

11. Nalanda st. (door-jamb) ins. of Mahlpala (I)* yr.ll - CASIR. 
Ill; Nachrichten...Gottingen. I90W,p.211ff.; JASB.NS.IV,
p. 106f. ; GL. p. 101;PB. p. 75; MSI. 6 6 , p.107; BISMS, pl. Via:
Bh.List. TE2 6 .

12. Bodh-Gaya im. ins. of Mahlpala (I), yr. 11 - CASIR.III, p. 122, 
pl.xxxvii,5; I A. IX. p.11*+; * PB. p. 75. pl. XXX; Bh. List .lo27.
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Candra: -
/ -

1 3 . Kedarpur cp. of Sricandra, undated and incomplete - 31.XVII. 
p.lBSff.; * 13.p.lOff..pl.Bh.List. 1513.

✓ _ _14. Rampal cp. of Sricancra, undated - Sahitya. 1320 (B.S.),
Sravaaa and Bhadra; +EI.XII, p.l36ff.; IB.p.Iff. Bh.List ,1516.

15. Sylhet (Pa£chimbhag)cp. of Srlcandra, yr. 5 - *Nalinikanta 
Bhattasali Commemorative Volume, Dacca, p.l66ff.

*
1 6 . Dhulla cp. of Srlcandra, yr. 23 - IB. p.l6 jf.(here the name 

has been recorded as Dhulia); +EI.XXXIII. p.l34ff. (here the 
date has been read as 35); BSPP. vol. 6 7 , No.i,p.2 (it gives 
the revised reading of the date).

17. Madanpur cp. of Srlcandra, yr.44 - ^SI.XXVIII,p.51ff.: ibid, 
P*337ff.; BSPP. vol.6 7 , No.i (I367 B.S.), p.3 . D.C.Sircar 
has suggested the reading 46 for the date; but the 
reading 44 seems preferable, to go by the reproduction
of the ins.

13. Dacca cp, of Kalyanacandra, yr. 24 - Unpublished. Noticed 
by Ahmad Hasan Dani, its discoverer, in Indian History 
Congress« i960 (Aligarh Session), c.f. Proceeding, p.36f. 
(fChandras of East Bengal1.p.^6ff.): Bah^la Academy Patrika* 
vol. IV (I367 B.S.), p. 25 ('Purva Vaneer Changra. RSj vanî a.1 
in Bengali); Papist an Archaeology. I906 (*Mainamati Plates 
of the Chandras1), p.25- The copper plate is now 
preserved in the Dacca Museum).

Chapter V:-

Pala.
1 . Bodh-Gaya st. im.ins. of Mahlpala I, yr. 11 - CASIR.Ill,p.122, 

pl.xxxvii,5; IA.IX, p.114; Bh.List. 1627; PB.p#75 pl*
2. Kurxihar im.ins.of Mahlpala I, yr. 31 or 21 - JBORS.XXVI,p.245u
3 . Two imadpur im.inss.of Mahipala (I),yr.48 - IA.XIV,p.1 6 5 , 

note 17; JASB.VII,p.218; ibid, XVI(1950),p.2?7ff.; pl.;
IHQ. XXX (195^7.P.3o2ff.; Proc.IHC.1947(Bombay), p.245ff.;
Bh.List. 1628.

4. Gaya Krnadvarika st.ins. ofNayapala, yr.15 - «LASB.LXIX,p.190:"Proc.ASB. 1379,P.221; CASIR.Ill,pl.xxxvii; GL.p.llOff.; 
PB.pl.xxv; +EI.XXXVI,p.84 ff..pl.Bh.List,1629.
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5. Gaya Narasimha st. ins. of Nayapala, yr. 15 - PB. p. 78 y 

pl.XXVI; +EI.XXXVI, p.86 ff..pl.Bh.List.16^0.
6 . Belwa cp. ins. of Vigrahapala III,yr. 5 - BSPP. yr.56 

(1356 B.S.), p.60ff., pl; JASB.XVII (1951),p.I32ff.: 
SI.XXIX,p.9ff.,pl.

7. Anigachi cp. ins. of Vigrahapala III, yr.12 - IA.XIV.p.l61+ff.; 
XXI,p.100; GL.p.l2ff.; PB.p.80; +EI.XV,p.293ff., Pl.Bh.List 
1 6 3 2.

8 . Bihar Buddha im.ins., of Vigrahapala III, yr.13 - CASIR.III, 
p.121,No.7; PB.p.112: EISMS.pl.Va. Bh.List,1633

9. Gaya Aksayavata temple (st.) ins. of Vigrahapala III, yr.15- 
PB.p.81|pl.; +EI.XXXVI,p.89ff.,pl. Bh.List.1631.

10. Bangaon cp. of Vigrahapala III, yr. 17 - +EI.XXIX, p.l+8ff.,
Pl.

11. Naulagarh im.ins. of Vigrahapala (II or III) - JBRS.XXXVII. 
parts iii & iv, pis. i-ii, p.Iff.

12. Tetrawan im. ins. of Ramapaia, yr. 3 - CASIR. Ill,p.12^;
JASB.NS.IV,p.109; x+PB.p.9 3 . The correct reading of the 
date is given in JASB. IV. p. 390. Bh.List .163*+.

Miscellaneous:-
1 3 . Dinajpur st. pillar ins. of a hamboja King of Gauda - JASB. 

NS.VII,p.619; PB.p.6 8 ; VangasrI. I3 3O (3.S.), p.2̂ +9; IHQ.IX 
(1933)> p.739ff* The term 1Kunjaraghata-varsa’ appearing
in this ins. has been interpreted by some as*a chronogram, 
equivalent to 999 (which is put to the &a«:a era), and by 
others as an appellation of the King. Bh.List,1726.

Ik. Gaya st. ins. of Ya'tcsapala, undated - IA.XVI,p.6*+ff.; *EI.
XXXVI,p.92ff.,pl. •

15. Ramganj cp. of Isvaraghosa, yr. 35 - *IB. p.l*+9ff« D.R. 
Bhandarfcar referred the date to tne Chalumya-Viicrama era, 
Bh.List, 29^: but this is not accepted by R.C.Majumdar, HB.
r;t7lT6, note 7 .

1 6 . Irda cp. of K&inboja Nayapala, yr. 13 - +EI.XXII, p.l50ff.;
p. *+3. It is doubtful if the icing should be identified with
the Pala namesake.

17* Silimpur st.ins.ofPrahasa - El.XVIII.p.289ff.,pl.Bh.List,1727#
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18. Nalanoa st. ins. of Vipulasrlmitra -+EI.XXI.p.97ff.tp1.
19. Bihar cp. of Sauryaditya, V.S. 1077 -+EI.XXXV,p.13lff.,pi.
20. Bihar cp. of Sauryaditya, V.S. IO83 -+EI.XXXV,p.I36ff.,pi.
21. Basra Kol st.ins., undated - JASJB.IV(1908) ,p.^59ff. ,pl. :BPL. pi. XXV.
Candra.; -
22. Mainamati cp. of Ladahacandra, yr. 6 - +Pa£istan Archaeology. 

1 9 6 6, P.37ff. *  ’
23. Mainamati cp. of Ladahacandra, yr. 6 - +Paciistan Archaeoloev. 

1 9 6 6, p. *+7ff. -----------
2k. Bharella st. im. ins. (21ines) - JAbB.NS.X(1911t), p. 85ff.: 

x+EI.XVTI,p.3^9ff.BhjList, 1 5 1 9.
25. Mainamati cp. of Govindacandra, undated- ^Pakistan Archaeology.

1 9 6 6, P.50ff.
26. Kulnudi st. im. ins. of Govindacandra, yr.12 - *+EI.XXVII. 

p.2 +̂ff. , pi.
27. Bet^a st. im. ins ,, , yr. 23 - El.XXVII,

p.2 6ff.,pl.
Varman:- (E. Bengal)
27. Samantasar cp. of Harivarman - Vanger Jatlya Itihas,II,

Rajanya Kan da (N.N.Vasu),p.215; Bharat avarsa. HM-fCb. S. ). 
p.1 6 9 ; GauSarajamala (R.P.Chanda.),p. 55; PB.p.97f.;
Banglar Itihas (R.D.Baner ji), 2nd ed.,p.30*+; IB. pp. 28,168; 
+EI.XXX. p.255ff. ; Bh.List. 1715. The ins. has been 
greatly damaged by fire, so that the obverse side is 
totally lost, and the reverse side considerably affected.

Chapter VI :- 
Pala
1. Chandimau im.ins.of Ramapala, yr. k2 - ASI. AR. 1911 -12. pi. 

LXXII, fig.3; *£B.p.93f., pi.XXX; EISMS..ul.V.Bh.List.1693
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2. Rajibpur im.ins. of Gopala III, yr.14 - AST.AR. 19 3 6-3 7 , 

p.l30ff.; ^ I H Q .XVII y p. 217ff. The correct reading of the 
date has been given in JASB.VI1,1941,p.216 . C.f. also HB.
I, p.I6 7 , note 4.

3 . Nimdighi (Manda) st. ins. of Gopala (III), undated - VSPP.
XIX,p.155; PS.p.102, pl.XXX; IHC.XVII.p.207: +3I.XXXV.p.228ff., 
pl.Bh.List.1637.

4. Bihar Hill im.ins.of Madanapala, yr.3 - CASIR.III,p.124,
No.16; ElbMS.pl.VI,b. Bh.List.1638.

5. Manahali cp. of Madanapala, yr.8 - JASB.LXIX,p.68ff.; GL.p. 
I47ff. Bh.List.1639.

6 . Jaynagar im.ins.of Madanapala, yr.14 - CASIR.Ill,p.l25*pl. 
XLV,17; IHC.XVII,19^1,p.^2 0 . The correct reading of the 
date (often read as 1§) is given in JASB.VII,1941,p.216.
Bh.List.1640.

7. Arma im.ins.of Madanapala, yr.14 - ^SI.XXXVI,p.42ff.;
Indian Archaeology - A Review. I9 6O-ST, p.44.

8 . Valgudar NSrayana im.ins. of Madanapala, Sa&a yr. IO83 
(=1161 A.D.) - *EI. XXVIII, p.l45,pl.

9 . Nongarh ins. of Madanapala, yr. (?)201(V.S.) or 21 (regnal 
yr.)? - *EI.XXXV,p.4lff.,pl.

£ala (?)
10. Jaynagar im. ins. of Palapala, yr. 35 - JBRS.XLI .1955. p.l43ff n 

The im. is now preserved in the * Victoria and Albert 
Museum, London. Bh.List.1648.

11. Gaya VSsudeva temple ins. of Govindapala, yr.14 and V.S.I232 
(=A.D.1175) - CASIR.III.p.125: RB.pi.XXVIII; +EI.XXXV,
p. 2 3 3^., Pi.

Varman
12. VajrayoginI cp. of Samalavarman (fragmentary), undated - 

Bh5ratavarsa. 1340 (B.S.), Karttika, p.674ff.; *EI«XXXyp.
295ff.

1 3. Belava cp. of Bhojavarman, yr.5 - JASB.X,p.126ff.;
IB.p.l4ff.; +EI.XII.p.37ff.; Bh.List.1714.
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Sena

lb. Deopara st. (slab) ins. of Vijayasena, undated - *BI. Iy p.8Q5f£; 
JASB.XXXIV,pt.i,p.128ff.; IB.pAff; Bh.List. 1 6 8 3.

15. Barrackpur cp. of Vijayasena, yr. 62 - Sahitya (in Bengali), 
XXXI(1328 B. S. ), p.8lff.:_IA.LI (1922),p,157f.(a note on the 
date); IC.IV,p.227; Bahglar Itihas (in Bengali), vol.I, by 
R.D. Banerji (date read as 3 1 ); EI.XV,p.273ff. (date read as 
32); IB. p. biff, (the reading of the date as 62 is suggested 
here); IHC.XXX(195^).p.207.note 2. The cp. is now preserved 
in the British Museum. An examination of the original cp. 
has convinced me that 62 is the correct reading of the date. 
Bh.List. 1682.

16. Paikore (fragmentary) st.ins. - ASI. AR. 1921-22. P. 80. pi. XXVIII tt 
ibid, p.155; IB.p.l6 8 : Bh.List. l6ffi+.

17. Naihati cp. of Ballalasena, yr.ll - BSP?.XVII.p.281ff.:
PravasI 1317 (B.S.), p.53Off.; Sahitya. I3I8 (B.S.), vol.XXII, 
p.519ff.;*IB. p.68ff. 5 EI.XIV,p.l56ff.; Bh.List.1685.

v 1 V T18. Sanokhar (metal contained) ins. of Ballalasena, yr.9 - — * 
XXX, p. 78ff.

1 9 . Govindapur cp. of Laksmanasena, yr.2 - Bharatavarsa,I332 
(B.S.), p. ¥+lff. ;+IB. p. 92ff.; Bh.List.1687.

20. Tarpandighi cp. of Laksmanasena, yr.2 - JASB.XLIV. 187 5«Pt.i.p. 
llff.; BSPP.XVII,p.l35i*f. ;+3I.XII,p.6ff. For correct reading 
of date, c.f. Xielhorn*s List. No.61+8 (SI.V, Appendix, pJ37f.); 
Bh. Lftst. 1686.

21. Anulia cp. of Laksmanasena, yr. 3 - Aitihasika Citra,
Rajshahi, 1899; JASB*LXIXC19QQ).pt.i.p.6lff.: +IB.p,dlff:
Bh.List 1688.

22. Dacca im.ins. of Laksmanasena, yr. 3 - JASB.NS.IX(191^),p.289£» 
pi. 5 IB.p.116; x+EI.XVII,p.359TT.; BISMS pi. VId; Bh.List,1689

2 3 . Saktipur cp. of Laksmanasena, yr.6 - +BSPP.XXXVII,p.2l6ff.
(the date is read here*as 3 ); +BI.XXI,p.211ff. (it gives the 
correct reading of the date, viz. 6 ); Bh.List .209*+1

2*+. Bhowal cp. of Laksmanasena, yr. 27 - IRC. Ill. p. 89ff • ; +BI*XXVI, 
p.Iff.; JASB, VIII119̂ -2). p. Iff.
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25. Madhainagar cp. of Laksmanasena, date indistinct - JASB. 

V,p.l+71ff.; ibid, VIII,p.i7ff. (It offers some comments 
on the reading and reads the date of the grant as 2 5 );
IB.p.l06ff. The preservation of the ins. is very unsatis
factory; Bh.List.1690.

Miscellaneous
2 6 . Govindapur st. ins. of poet Gadadhara, Sasa 1059 (=A.D.1137) 

SI. II, p. 3 3Off. (noi)l. ); OBS.p.85* Tbe ins. is now preserved 
in the Indian Museum, Calcutta.

27. ranchobh cp. of Sangramagupta, undated - JBQRS.V.p.582ff.: 
HB.Ifp.261. The cp. is now preserved in the Patna Museum.

23. Bodh-Gaya ins. of Jayaccandra, V.S.12*f(-?) - PB.pl.XXXII.
29. Rangaskali (Sun<Jarban)cp. of Dommanapala (or alternately, 

Madommanapala, Saka yr. 1118* (=A.f). II9 6 ) - IHQ.X. p. ̂ 22ff.: 
ElIXXVll,p.ll9ff.,pl.

Later inscriptions (showing further development of the script)
Bengal
Sena
1. Madhyapada cp. (also called the Dacca cp. or the SShitya 

Pari§at cp.) of Visvarupasena, not earlier than yr.lL - 
IHC.11(1926). p.77ff.; ibid, IV(1928),p.637ff.5 *IB.p.lW0ff. 
JASB.XX(195^)jP* 201ff.; Bh.List 1 6 9 2. The cp. endorses 
the donations of land made in the 13th and Ikth regnal 
years. It is now preserved in the Vanglya Sahitya Parisat, 
Calcutta).

2. Madanapa<jS cp. of Visvarupasena yr. Ik - JASB.LXV(1896). pt.i 
p.6ff.; IB.p.I32ff.; JASB.XX(195h).p.209ff.: +SI.XXXIII,p. 
3l5ff.5 Bh.List.1691. A large number of passages of the 
ins. were re-engraved after erasure. It has been 
suggested that the original issuer of the cp. was another 
member of the Sena family. The cp. is now preserved
in the Dacca Museum.

3 . Bdi^-pur cp. of Ke^avasena (? Visvarupasena) - +JASB. VII 
(I8 3 8 ), p.*+3ff. , pi*; JASB.NS. p. 99f f. : IB. p. I88ff.; Bh.List. 
1 6 9 3. The original cp. has been long missing from the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal,where it was preserved. No exact 
reproduction of the ins. has been published (the facsimile 
given in JASn.VII(I8 3 8 ) has been occasionally retouched

/continued on next page,
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3 . (continued from previous page)

according to Prinsep's own testimony). The name of the 
issuer of the grant, which has been read as 'Ke^avasena* 
by Prinsep (who took assistance from the Sanscritists Gov- 
indarama and KamalSkSnta, employed by the Asiatic Society), 
was apparently re-engraved after the erasure of another 
name, which cannot be read, but was apparently of another 
member of the Sena family. Doubt has been cast by 
later scholars about the reading 'Xesava'sena (as given by 
Prisep and his helpers, who deciphered the text when the 
study of the ancient Indian writings was still in its 
infancy), and since the discovery of the cps. of VisvarUpasen^ 
it has been suggested by some that 'Kesava' was a misreading 
for 1Visvarupa1 (c.f. JABd.XLIV, (I8 9 6 ), pt.i,p.6ff.; IHfi.II 
(1926), p. 77ff. ; Kielhorn1 s List. No. 6̂ +9; JASB.XX(195r07p. 211 
('Xe£avasena of Prinsep was a misreading1). In the absence 
of the original cp. or an exact facsimile of it, no 
definite conclusion can be arrived at, and the subject must 
be regarded as controversial,

✓
k. Mainamati cp. of Harikaladeva, Saka yr. 11^1(=1221 A.D.) - 

"̂Asiatic Researches,, vol. IX(1307)> p.232ff., Colebrooke1 s 
Miscellaneious assays. Vol. II; Varendra Research Society1s 
Monograph. No. p.lOff.; IHQ.IXf p.232ff. No exact 
reproduction of the ins. has ever been published. The 
lithograph given in Asiatic Researches. IX was apparently 
based on an eye copy. The original cp. has long been 
missing, bh.List.1 1 1 2.

5. Mainamati cp. of Viradharadeva, yr. 15 - Unpublished.; 
unearthed by the recent excavations by thb Dept, of 
Archaeology, Pakistan. One side (obv) of the ins. has 
been illustrated 011 the cover of mainamati.

6 . Mehar cp. of Damodaradeva, Saka yr. 1156 (=1231+ A.D.), 
regnal yr. *+ - +EI.XXVII,p. 182ff.; ibid, XXX,p. 51 (a note 
on the ins.).
+ *

7. Sobharampur cp. of Damodaradeva, Saka yr.1158 (=1236 A.D.) -
+EI.XXX,p.l8^ff.

8 . Chittagong cp. of Damodaradeva, Saka yr. II65 (=12̂ +3 A.D.) -
+JASB.XLIII (187*0. pt. i , p. 3l3ff. ; IB.p.l58ff. No exact 
facsimile of the ins.'has been published. The lithograph 
given in JASB.XLIII(1878) was apparently based on an eye- 
copy (of unknown precision), c.f. HB.I. p.253*note 2.
Bh.List. 111k.
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Sylhet copper plates
9. BhS^era cp. of Kesavadeva (two plates), alias Govinda - 

Proc. ASB.XLIXt1880.pt.i? p.l4lff. and pi. (here the date 
of the ins. has been read as *+328 Pandava era, interpreted
as A.D. 12*+5); EI.XIX,p.277ff• (the date is here read as *+151> 
interpreted as 10^9 A.D. Palaeographically, this cp.,as 
well as the following one, cannot be earlier than the 13th 
century A.D., and was most probably still later. Bh.List.1769.

10. Bhatera cp. of Isanadeva, undated - Proc. JASB.yXLIX.1880.pt. 
ijpll^lff., pi. Bh.ListT 1770.

Later inscriptions: Bihar
11. Gaya st. ins. of Parinirvajpa era I8I3 (=1269-70 A.D., 

accepting 5*+*+ B.C. as the initial date of the era, according 
to the Ceylonese tradition) - IA.X.1831. P. pi.: Bh.List T
1^59-

1 2 . Bodh-Gaya st.ins. of A^oiacalla, L.S.51 - +SI.XII,p.29; 
Bh.List. 1̂ +67.
The initial year of the Laksmanasena era has been placed 
at 1119-20 A.D. or 1108 A.D.* See HB. I, pp. 233-38 for the 
different views.

1 3 . Bodh-Gaya st. ins. of Asokacalla L.S. 70 - +EI.XII,p.30.
Bh.List. ll+63.

lb* Janibigha st. ins. of Jayasena, L.S.83 - ^lA.XLVIII.p.b7:
Bh. List, li+6 9.

Orissan inscriptions (showing influence of the eastern style):- 
(12th century and later)
1. Puri ins. of Anantavarman Codaganga, El.XXXIII,p.18lff. and pi.
2. Bhuvanesvar inss. (2) , , El,XXX,p.29ff., pi.
3 . Algaurn ins. of Anantavarman, yr. 6 2 , ibid, XIX,p.M+ff.,pi. 
b. Khilor ins. , , Sa&a 1075? ibid, ll^ff • 5 pi.

y y5. Bhuvanesvar ins. of Pramadi, Sa&a 106^+,ibid,XXX,p.90ff.,pi.
/

6 . Bhuvanesvar inss. (2) of Raghava,S.1090,ibid,p.153ff.,pi.
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7. Bhuvanesvar ins. of Rajaraja II,S.109L, SI.XXXV,p.117ff.,pi.
8 . Ins. of Svapnesvara (of the time of Aniyankabhima;,ibid,VI,p. 

I98ff. and pi.
9. Bhuvanesvar ins. of Bhatta Bhavadeva (minister of Harivarman, 

the Varman King of Bengal), El.VI,p.203ff.,pi; Bh.List T1716.
10. Chatesvara ins., EI^XXIX,p.121ff.,pi.
11. Ratnagiri cp. of Somavamsi Karna, ibid, XXXIII,p.2 6 3ff.,pi.
12. Bhuvanesvar ins. of Bhimadeva, ibid, XXX,p.232ff.,pi.
1 3. Bhuvanesvar ins. of Ganga Narasimha, SI.XXXII,p.228ff.,pi.
1L. Bhuvanesvar ins. of Anangabhima, Anka yr. 3L, SI.XXX.p.17ff.T BL
15. Puri inss. (L) of Anangabhima 111,^.11^7 (1225 A.D.) and 1158 

(I236 A.D.), ibid, p.l97ff., pis.
16. Nagari cp. of Anangabhima III, 1151, 1152, SI.XXVIII. p.2^5f£T 

Pi.
17. Puri cp. of Narasimha II, S. 1217 (1295 A.D.), JASB.LXV. 1896. 

p.229ff. and pis.
18. Kendupatna cp. of Narasimha II, 31.XXVIII,p.I85ff.,pi.
19- Kapilas ins. of Narasimhadeva, SI.XXXIII,p.Llff.,pi.
20. Polsara cp. of Ar^esvaradeva, Yugabda k2bQ (=lli+7-1+8 A.D.),

BI.XXVIII,p.63ff.,pl.
21. Banda cp. of Pracakrasalya, SI.XXX,p.!35ff.,pi.
22. Antigram cp. of Jayabhanjadeva, ibid, XIX, p.Llff.,pl.
2 3 . Baudh cp. of Salonabhanja, SI.XXVI.p.276ff.. pi.
2*+. Adipur cp. of Duryayabhanja, SI.XXV. p. 172ff. and pi.
25* Baudh cp. of Kanakabhanja, JBORS.II,p.356ff.,pl.
26. Mahatja cp. of Yogesvaravarman, El,.XII, p. 2l3ff. and pi.
27. Patna Museum cp. of Somesvara II, ibid, XIX,p.97ff* and pi.
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23. Sonepur ins. of Bhanudeva, 31.XXXII,p.325ff., pi.

Chapter VII s- (sections A to J) 
Assam inscriptions:-

1. Jmachal rock ins. of Surendravarman - Assam tribune, Gauhati.
June 2 6 , 1955; +EI.XXXI,p.67ff. and pi.

2 . Badganga rock ins. of Bhutivarman - El.XXVII (19^7), p.lSff.;
JAfto. VIII,p.l38ff. ; Iflfl. XXI, p.l^ff.; +3I.XXX,p.62ff.

3 . Doobi cp. of Bhaskaravarman (6 pis.) - JARB.XI,p.llff.: ibid 
XII,pl6ff.; IHQ»XXVI,P.2^1ff.: ARIE. 19^+9-50, pi. facing pp. 
10 and 11; +EI.XXX.

*+. Nidhanpur cp, of Bhaskaravarman (7 pis., one missing) - +EI. 
XII,p.o5ff; ibid,XIX,p.ll8ff; ibid, p.2I+5i'i. and pis.; KS. 
p.Iff.; BSPP. No. IV (1319 B.S.); Vi.j ay a. Ssadha (1320 B.S.); 
Bh. List. 1 6 6 6.

5. Nalanda clay seals of Bhaskaravarman (three, all but one are 
much broken) - ASI.AR.1917-18, P.*t5: JBORS.V,p. 302f. 5 ibid, 
VI,p.l51f. 5 JARS. IV, p. 89f • ; M S I .No. 6 6 : Bh. List. 1667.

6 . Hayunthal cp. of Harjjaravarman (only the second, probably
of the three original plates,has been found) - JARS. I,p.l09f.; 
+£S.p.M+ff.$ IHQ.III.pp.8l3. 8*+l, 8Wt; Bh.List. 205^.

7. Tezpurrock ins. of Har j j aravarman, G.E. 510 (i.e. 829-30 A.D.)
- AbI.AR.1902-01, p.229; JBORS. 1 9 1 7, p.508ff.;+KS.p.I85ff. 5 
Pratibha, yr. 17, Nos. 1, V: Social History of KSmarQpa, 
N.N.Vasu, pi. facing p. 168.

8 . Deopani Vi§$u im. ins. (k lines) - El.XVIII. p.330ff. and pi. 5 
Bh. List. 1763.
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9. Tezpur cp. of Vanamalavarman, yr. 19 (3 pis.) - JASB.IX.iiT 
p.766ff. 5 KS.p. 5̂ +ff.; RSPP.No. 1 (I32I B.S.); Bh.List.1677. 
No reproduction of the ins. has been published and the cp. 
has been missing.

10. Parbatiya cp. of Vanamalavarman (3 pis.) - *51, XXIX, p. I45ff.

11. Uttarbil (or Howraghat) cp. of Balavarman III yr. 5 (3 pis.) - 
Assam Sahitya Sabha Patri^a. yr. 1 5 , No. 3 , p. I37ff. ; *£1. 
XXXII,p.283ff.

12. Nowgong cp. of Balavarman III yr.8 (3 pis.) - +JASB.LXVI,i, 
p.28?ff. 5 KS. P.71ff.; RSPP. No. 2(1317 B.S.): Bh.List. 1678

1 3 . Bargaon cp. of Ratnapala - yr. 25 (3 pis.) - +JASB.LXVII,i, 
p.99fl»; KS. p.88ff.: BbPP. No. 1 (133^); A History 01' as::am,
S. Gait, pi. i and seal, facing p.22 (1st ed.)s Bh.List.1679.

14. Sualkuchi cp. of Ratnapala, yr. 36 (3 pis., but one is 
missing) - JASB.LXVII,i,p.120ff.; KS.p.llOff.: Bh.List.1680.

15. Gauhati cp. of Indrapala, yr. 8 (3 pis.) - +JASB.LXVI,i,p.II3O4 
KS. p.ll6ff.5 RSPP. Nos. 2, 4(1319 B.S.)5 ^h.List 1681.

16. Guakuchi cp. of Indrapala, yr. 21 (3 pis.) - *KS.p.130ff.:
RSPP. (1338 B.S.); bh.Li st.206^.

17. Khonamukhi cp. of Bharmapala, yr.l (pis.3 ) - JARo.p.113ff,: 
ibid IX,p.Iff.; ARIS. , 1946-47, pi. facing pp.12 and 1 3 ; 
+EI.XXX,p.203ff.

18. SubhahkarapStaka cp., yr.3 (3 pis.) -+KS.p.l46ff.; Bh.List.2061
19. Puspabhadra cp. of Dharmapala (3 pis) - *KS.p.l68ff.:Bh.List? 

20&2 .

20. Kamauli cp. of Vaidyadeva, yr. 4(3pls.) - SI,II,p.347ff.; 
Guadalekhamala,P.127ff. The palaeographical data of this cp. 
have been represented in Buhler's IP. (PI.V,col.xix) and 
Ojha1s BPL. (pi.33)* Bh.List. 1 6 3 6.
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21. Assam cp. of Vallabhendradeva (5 pis.), Sa<£a yr.1107 (i.e. 
A.D.1135) - ZDMG.XL.P.*+2ff.: +'EI. V, p. l&lff; Ph. List 1107. 
The palaeographical data of this ins. have been represented 
in Ojha‘s BPL.pl. 31+)«

22. Kanaibadasi rock ins., £aka yr. 1127 (i.e. 1206 A.D.), 
consisting of two lines - * AS. Introduction, p.V+ and pi.; 
IHQ. IX,p.l+9ff'. and pi.; Bh.List.1109.

2 3 . Gachtal st. pillar ins. (consisting of 2k lines, each with 
five letters) - IKC.XXII. p. 12ff.
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List of Manuscripts with references 
Chapter IV:- 
Pal a
1. Maitreya Vyakarana, yr. 17 (or 11 ? or 57 ?) of Gopala II (?)- 

ASB.2£SH.I,p. l4f \ (the date has been read here as 57 by 
Haraprasad Sastri); «LB0RS.XIV, p. 491 (date given as 1 1 ): 
£B0RS.XIV,p.490ff.

2. AgJasahasrikS Prajnaparamita, yr. 4 of Gopala (II or III ?)- 
A.X. Coomaraswamy, Portfolio of Indian Arts, pis. 32-35*
This Gopala is identified with gopala II by Ajit Ghosh,
R up am, Bos. 33-39 (1929)> p. 32. From the mature painting 
style, Manotosh Mookherjee favours the identification with 
Gopala III, C.f. also HB.I, p. 5^9* Boston Museum fid.20539.

3 . As^asahasrika Prajnaparamita, yr. 15 of Gopala II (III ?) - 
^British Museum, Or.§902. J3endall, CSMBM. : JRAS.1910.p.150f. 
Copied at VitcramasTla Mahavihara (Bhagalpur dist., Bihar).

4. Pancarakfa, yr. 26 of Vigrahapala II (III ?) - British 
Museum, Or. 33^6 . Bendall, CSMBM.p.232f. (proposing 
identification with Vigrahapala II);PB.p.67; JBORS.XIV,p.439fft 
IHfi.VI, p.l53ff.; JASB.NS.XVI,p.301ff.; HB.I,p.l79f*

5. Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita yr. 5 of Mahipala I (II ?) - 
Cambridge University Library, Add.1464. CBSM., Introduction, 
p.ii,xv,pl.II,i: Palaeographical Society. Oriental Series.
XCIV; PB.pl.XXXVII;JASB.NS.XVI,p.301ff.

6 . Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita, yr. 6 of Mahipala I (II ? ) - 
DCSM.I,p.Iff,;PB.pi.XXXVI; Proc.ASB.1899?P.69. Copied at
Naland a

Chapter V:- 
Pal a
1. Pancaraksa, yr. 14 of Nayapala - Cambridge University 

Library,‘Add.1633. CBSM.: PB.pi.XXXVII.
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2 . Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita, yr.9 of Ramapala - +Bharat Kala 

Bfiavan (Banaras). Exhibition of Art chiefly from the Dominions 
Gf India and Pakistan (2*+00 B.C. to 19^7 A.D.), Catalogue,?.^. 
No • A 29.

3 . Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita, yr. 15 of Ramapala - Bodleian 
Library Oxfor, MS. Sansk. a-7. Catalogue of Sanskrit 
Manuscripts in the Bodleian Libraryy vol.II, by M. Winternitz 
and A.B. Keith, Oxford, 1905; JASB.1397.p.122: PB.pl.XXXVI.

Varman
Pancavimsati-sahasrika Prajnaparamita, yr.3 of Harivarman - 
State Museum and Picture Gallery, Baroda. Bulletin of the 
Baroda State Museum and Picture Gallery, vol.I,No.1.p22,pi. 
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